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FOREWORD 

Contract No. NAB 9-2115 was awarded to Texas Instruments 
Incorporated on September 30, 1963. The award was based on evaluation 
of a proposal submitted by Texas Instruments in response to RFP No. MSC-
63-713p issued by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center on June 24, 1963. 
The program was undertaken to determine optimum measurements, experi
ments and geologic studies to be made on the lunar surface during early 
APOLLO missions. Primary consideration has been given the following 
phenomena and properties: gravitational, magnetic and electrical fields; 
seismicity; distance and location (planimetric and elevational position); 
composition and age of lunar features and material; geochemical and 
geonuclear properties; rheologic and soil mechanics properties; surface 
geometry (macro- and micro-relief); temperature and thermal conductivity; 
stratification and density; and radiation, particle and micrometeoroid flux. 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL) was employed as a subcontractor to assist in 
the study of thermal, micrometeoroid, chemical reactivity, and radiation 
properties and phenomena. 

The subject contract provided for a multidiscipline effort 
extending over a ten-month period. Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik and Dr. Richard 
A. Geyer were assigned technical responsibility for the program. Adminis
trative and managerial functions were performed by Dr. Howard E. Sorrows 
and Mr. Ritchie Coryell. 

The program was conducted on a task force basis and various 
individuals were assigned responsibility for specific areas. The chapter 
headings of this report provide a convenient outline for indicating contribu
tions of program personnel. 
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ABSTRACT 

A survey of measurements, experiments and geologic studies 
that might be made on the lunar surface was conducted to provide the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the scientific community with data 
to aid in final selection of the optimum series of experiments and observations 
for early APOLLO missions. Primary consideration was given experiments 
involving the following phenomena and properties: gravitational, magnetic, 
electromagnetic, and electrical fields: seismicity: planimetric and elevational 
position: composition and age of lunar material and geomorphic features: 
geochemical and geonuclear properties: rheologic and soil mechanics prop
erties ; surface geometry: temperature and thermal conductivity; stratification 
and density; and radiation, particle and micrometeoroid flux . The study was 
designed to : (1) survey lunar surface experiments that might be considered for 
APOLLO ; (2) identify experiments that, within mission constraints p appear to 
be the most significant; (3) outline a tentative sequence of performance for 
selected experiments; and (4) provide engineering data for instruments and 
equipment required to perform significant experiments or studies. 

Lunar surface measurements were evaluated and grouped on 
the basis of their contribution to five fundamental lunar problem areas: 
(I) hazards to the astronaut; (2) trafficability; (3) lunar basing; (4) origin, 
history and age of the lunar surface: and (5) origin, history and age of the 
earth- moon system. Although measurements from each group will be made 
by the astronaut on all mis sions, maximum emphasis during the first land-
ing is placed on those measurements related to astronaut safety and future 
mis sion success - - and as sociated measurements of scientific significance. 
On subsequent landings, environmental hazards are still of interest, but 
emphasis is shifted toward more purely scientific tasks. Schedules of experi
ments and observations are recommended for the first three APOLLO mis
sions . Exploration during the first mission is restricted severely by the 
amount of time available for on- surface activities. During longer duration 
missions, exploration is limited by the payload capability of the LEM. Studies 
are needed to determine the point of diminishing returns for increased pay
loads and stay time without increased astronaut range or mobility. Even on 
early landings, the combination of time, mobility and logistic constraints dic
tates obtaining geologic-geophysical data of a single-location and/or limited
time-series nature rather than conducting surveys analogous to terrestrial 
operations . Implanting and activating a scientific instrument package to 
monitor various phenomena subsequent to astronaut departure are recommended 
for the first and third flights. This greatly extends time-series measurements 
but obviously does not increase areal coverage. Equipment and ins truments 
required for hazard analysis, geologic sampling, photography, and pas sive 
measurement of geophysical properties or phenomena comprise the bulk of 
early mission scientific payloads. Although subject to revision as knowledge 
of the moon increases, the recommendations are made with full cognizance 
that understanding of the lunar environment can be attained only through the 
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synthesis of observational and instrumental data covering several scientific 
disciplines . 

This study identifies fundamental scientific principles and 
instruments appropriate for multidisciplinary lunar surface exploration. 
Potential measurements and experiments were evaluated sequentially on 
the basis of changeable factors such as knowledge of the lunar environment 
and technologic status . An experiment matrix was prepared and entries 
evaluated from the standpoint of : (1) contribution to fundamental lunar scien
tific or technologic problem areas; (2) solution of specific lunar problems or 
combination of problems; (3) engineering feasibility of conduct on the lunar 
surface; and (4) specific mission constraints. Data for all techniques and 
instruments were compiled prior to selection of i nstrumentation for specific 
missions . Thus, the study was designed not only to produce valid conclu
sions concerning early APOLLO mis sions but to provide a basic fund of 
scientific and instrumental data that can be re - examined simply in the light 
of technologic advances or mission constraint revisions. 
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A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

PART I 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to determine optimum measure

ments, experiments and geologic and geophysical studies to be made on the 
lunar surface during early APOLLO missions. An investigation of this type 

can be reduced to conside ration of WHAT, WHY, HOW, WHERE, and WHEN, 
with attempts made to: 

• Identify the most significant scientific and technologic 
experiments and studies and explain their significance. 
WHAT is needed and WHY is it needed? 

• Determine the equipment and techniques required to make 
and subsequently to locate these measurements. HOW 
can measurements best be made and the sampling site 
recorded? This also includes consideration of HOW the 
equipment and techniques can best be utilized, i. e. , 
should the instruments be merely activated by the astro
naut and left on the lunar surface, read and 

( recorded by the astronaut - - or both? 

• Determine the best sampling sites or places for measure
ments. WHERE within the landing area should measurements 
be made, and should they be made on the lunar surface or 
on earth using a sample returned from the moon- -or both? 

• Determine which measurements should be made or experi
ments put into operation during the early mis sions. WHEN 
should they be made, i. e., determination of the operational 
sequence for conducting measurements or experiments 
during the APOLLO program. Consideration must be given 
to what data will be available if a mission does not go to 
completion, and the selected sequence should as sure the 
systematic accumulation of knowledge in the various 
scientific disciplines of primary importance. 

In making these determinations of measurements and experi
ments, the need and desirability of having a man on the missions must be care
full y evaluated. The main conce rn must be to exploit man's unique capabilitie s 
fully by assuring that these capabilities are not utilized in the conduct of 
tasks better performed by automated devices. Man is a much more reliable 
data collector than complex equipment, can adapt more readily to unexpected 
phenomena or conditions and can contribute critical elements of judgment and 
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discrimination in the conduct of scientific exploration. Professor Samuel Sil
ver':' has aptly pointed out that: "The interpretation of phenomena and the 
development of theories involve the extraction of particular classes or sets of 
data from the totally available data and making correlations between sets of 
observations and experiences. Man has the particular capability of encompas
sing a wide range of data, appraising it and making correlations, and th e 
ability to rec ognize the unexpected and adjust his judgment and interpretations. 
That capability cannot be transferred to automated equipment and suffers 
attenuation as the distance between the experimentor and his experimental 
equipment is increased. Minimizing the role of man in the experime nt ignores 
an essential element of the methodology of scientific thought. " 

This study was designed primarily to: (a) survey the experiments 
that might b e considered for APOLLO, (b) identify those that, within mission 
constraints, appear to be most significant, (c) outline a tentative sequence for 
experiment conduct, and (d) provide engineering data for instruments and 
equipment required to perform significant experiments or studies. This 
information should provide NASA personnel, in conjunction with repre sentatives 
from the scientific community, a firm basis for making final decisions con
cerning the development of experiments for early APOLLO missions. 

B. GUIDES 

This study was guided by a plan to conduct three APOLLO 
flights. The first flight consists of two alternative missions. One mission 
provides for one 2-hr excursion on the lunar surface devoted exclusively to 
scientific exploration. The alternate first-flight mission provides for two 
excursions , the first of 2-hr duration and the second of 2-1 / 2-hr duration. 
The second flight was considered from the standpoint of its being preceded by 
(1) a succes sful first flight (alternate one), i. e., 2 hr of scientific exploration 
on the lunar surface, and (2) a successful first flight (alternate 2) , i . e., a total 
of 4-1/2 hr on the lunar surface . Both second flights consist of four excursions . 
The first excursion allows 2 hr on the surface devoted exclusively to scientific 
exploration. Scientific excursions two, three and four are each of 2-1/2 hr 
duration . Both second flights considered thus consist of 9-1/2 hr on the lunar 
surface. The third flight was considered from the standpoint of being preceded 
by a succes sful second flight (alternate 2). As on flight two, there are four 
excursions proposed for the third flight and a total of 9-1/2 hr expended on 
scientific activities on the surface. 

On all flights the scientific payload is limited to 25 0 lb and 10 cu 
ft. Two 4-cu ft storage compartments are located within the LEM descent stage 

':<Director , Space Science Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley. 
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and thus subject to hard vacuum, extreme temperature, radiation, shock, and 
othe r launch, landing and environmental conditions. A 2-cu ft storage com
partment is available within the LEM ascent stage and is protected from 
environmental hazards. A maximum of 80 lb of samples, film or recorded 
data can be returned to earth within this 2-cu ft compartment. Additional 
engineering constraints are discussed in Part II, Chapter V. 

Certain assumptions were also made of priorities for broad 
groups of measurements, experiments and studies. Measurements to be made 
on the lunar surface can be grouped as those required to: (1) assure astronaut 
safety; (2) assure success of future missions; and (3) solve fundamental pro
blems concerning the origin and history of the moon and solar system. Fortun
ately, these measurements are not mutually exclusive and many scientific 
measurements /observations / experiments will be, for example, significant 
from the standpoint of both astronaut-hazard and future-mission planning. 
Although measurements from all three groups will be made on all missions, the 
maximum emphasis for the first landing will be placed on measurements related 
to astronaut safety and future mission success and the scientific measurements 
that contribute to these fields. Subsequent missions will be directed toward 
monitoring some of the environmental hazards, but emphasis can be placed 
more on purely scientific needs. 

C. CONDUCT AND RATIONALE OF THE STUDY 

No fixed boundaries exist between the numerous disciplines that 
can be employed effectively in lunar exploration. However, there is general 
agreement within the scientific community that geology and geophysics will play 
extremely important roles. The geology and geophysics of the moon and the 
physical properties of lunar surface and shallow-subsurface materials are 
certainly major subjects for early mission study. Consequently, organization 
of the subject program on a task force or study group basis - - each group 
representing a specific earth science discipline or related technology -- is a 
logical approach to the problem. 

Study groups were established to investigate the following: 

Field Geology':' 
Geomorphology':' 
Composition and Age Determination 
Geophysics':' 
Special Problems (radiological, 

micrometeoroid, thermal) 

Soil Mechanics 
Surveying, Mapping and 

Photography 
Sampling Techniques 
Engineering Problems 

':'For simplicity and to avoid possible confusion, the prefix seleno, although 
technically correct, is not used to designate scientific disciplines except when 
reference is made to the entire lunar body, as selenodetic. Such terms as 
selenology, selenomorphologyand selenophysics have been avoided and termin
ology applied to scientific disciplines on earth is used to denote lunar equivalents. 
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Special Problems involved disciplines not investigated by other 
groups and included studies by A. D. Little personnel. Engineering Prob
l ems personnel assisted other study groups in compiling general instrument 
information, provided detailed engineering data for high-priority instruments 
and studied packaging and telemetry problems. 

1-4 

From the standpoint of its particular discipline or technology, 
each study group conducted several tasks as listed in Table I-I. 

TABLE I-I 

LIST OF STUDY TASKS 

I. IDENTIFY FUNDAMENTAL LUNAR PROBLEMS 

II. COMPILE COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF MEASUREMENTS AND 
EXPERIMENTS THAT MIGHT BE MADE ON THE MOON 

III. DETERMINE WHICH MEASUREMENTS WOULD PROVIDE THE 
GREA TEST AMOUNT OF SCIENTIFICALLY AND T ECHNOLO
GICALLY SIGNIFICANT DATA 

IV. COMPILE COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF INSTRUMENTS CAPABLE 
OF MAKING MEASUREMENTS SELECTED ABOVE 

V . EVALUATE EACH INSTRUMENT TYPE ON THE BASIS OF PER
FORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND ON THE BASIS OF POWER, 
VOLUME AND WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS 

VI. EVALUATE EACH INSTRUMENT TYPE FOR FEASIBILITY OF 
OPERATION IN THE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 

VII. ASSEMBLE ALL DATA COLLECTED ABOVE IN MATRIX FORM 
FOR READY UTILIZATION IN THE FINAL SELECTION OF THE 
OPTIMUM MIX FOR LUNAR MISSIONS 

VIII. RECOMMEND SEQUENTIAL ORDER IN WHICH EXPERIMENTS 
SHOULD BE PERFORMED AND SPECIFY THE EXPECTED 
WEIGHT, SIZE AND SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
EQUIPMENT 
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Tasks I, II and III were primarily concerned with fundamental 
lunar problems of a scientific or technologic nature and measurements that 
would contribute to their solution. Nearly all lunar or lunar-exploration 
problems can be assigned to one or more of five categories or areas, i. e. , 
properties or phenomena hazardous to the astronaut; trafficability; lunar 
basing; nature and age of lunar surface features; and structure, origin and 
history of the moon and earth-moon system. Specific problems - - whose 
solution would make a significant contribution within one, or preferabl y several, 
problem areas - - were identified by each study group. 

This work made full use of the Sonett Committee Report, the 
report of the 1962 Space Science Summer Study and other NASA and Space 
Science Board documents. In addition, letters were sent to approximately 50 
recognized authorities in the study-group disciplines and the space sciences, 
requesting comments concerning basic lunar problems and the most important 
measurements that might be made on the lunar surface during early missions. 
Results of this survey are presented in Appendix A. 

Under Tasks II and III each group compiled a comprehensive 
list of measurements and experiments that might be made on the moon and 
which would contribute to the fund of knowledge for the specific study- group 
discipline. A first approximation concerning the relative importance of each 
measurement within each discipline also was made. Each measurement was 
as signed five values based on estimated significance from the standpoint of: 

• Identifying or measuring properties or phenomena 
hazardous to the astronaut 

• Determining traffic ability or suitability of areas for 
future landing sites 

• Determining the origin, nature and age of lunar 
surface features 

• Determining the structure, origin and history of the 
moon and earth-moon system 

• Solving problems as sociated with lunar basing 
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Measur eme nts also w e re categorized, keepi ng in min d wher ev e r 
a p plicable , criteria such as : 

• Is a prope rty or phenomenon being measured? 

• Does the measureme nt require a special e n ergy sour c e ? 

• Does the property or phenomenon being measured 
exhibit significant vertical and / or horizontal 
gradations? 

• Are the tests required destructive or nondes t r u ctive? 

• Does the property or phenomenon change rather 
rapi dly with time? 

• If time-dependent, should the measurement b e made 
with a Scie ntific Instrument Package? 

• Can the measurements be made in situ without 
removing a sample? 

• Should the sample measurement be made on the m oon , 
on earth , or both? 

Data compiled in Tasks I , II and III are includ e d a s Appendi c e s 
B, C , and D and discussed in Chapters I-IV of Part II. Each of the se chapter s 
is con cerned with the identification of measurements or experiments mos t 
significant in a specific discipline or technology. Determination of the 
relative importance of all measurements, within program and mis sion con 
straints, is discus sed in Part 1. For the benefit of those not plannin g t o read 
the ent ire report, a minimum amount of repetition of pertinent material in 
several chapters was not deleted during editing . 

Upon completion of the first three tasks, instruments or 
i n strument types capable of making the various measurements were i d e ntified . 
Tasks IV, V, and VI of Table I-I a r e , consequently, concerned with t he 
requisite instrument types and their engineering and performance spe cifications . 
Instrument evaluation sheets were prepared by each study group and data con 
cerning the following items collected for each instrument t ype. 
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measured) 

• Operating characteristics and dynamic rang e 

• Weight, power and volume requirements 
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• Reliability 

• Set-up time required 

• Operation time 

• Number of operators required 

• Operational hazards 

• State of development 

Instrumentation problems are discus sed in Chapter V and additional data are 
included in Appendices F and G. 

Tasks VII and VIII involved: (a) integration of all data into a 
matrix form to aid in selecting optimum measurements or experiments, 
(b) recommendation of instruments and sequences of experiments that will 
assure systematic accumulation of a maximum amount of significant data, 
and (c) estimation of weight, size and special characteristics of instruments 
selected and investigation of packaging problems. These aspects of the study 
are discussed in Part I, Chapters II and III, and Part II, Chapters V and VI. 
Related material is included in Appendices E, F, and G. 

The program rationale, schematically depicted in Figure I-I, 
dictated the previously described task sequence. A primary concept of this 
rationale involved progression from numerous disciplinary measurements or 
experiments to a few by means of successive evaluation or filtering. All 
possible experiments were initially compiled and subsequently evaluated from 
the standpoint of: (a) contribution to fundamental lunar scientific or technologic 
problem areas, (b) solution of specific lunar problems or combination of 
problems, (c) engineering feasibility of conduct on the lunar surface, and (d) 
specific mis sion constraints. 

Obviously, studies could be conducted only on the basis of avail
able data and the current status of instrumentation and pertinent technologies. 
The availability of data concerning the moon, the technologic status of 
measurement equipment and specific mission constraints were controlling fac
tors in the subject study. As significant new lunar data become available or 
break throughs in exploration equipment or spacecraft technology are achieved, 
the conclusions reached in the program must be re-examined. Consequently, the 
task structure employed was designed to provide valid conclusions based not onl y 
on available data but upon the premise that re-evaluation and modification of 
study conclusions in the light of new data and technologic advances should be 
as simple as possible. 
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Figure I-I. Schematic of Program Rationale. 
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( As mentioned , the basis of this design was to determine the 
fundamental scientific and engineering principles and instrumentation that 
might be used in lunar surface exploration and to perform subsequent evalua
tions dependent upon changing factor s such as our knowledge of the lunar 
environment and technologic data. Data concerning all techniques and instru
ments have been compiled prior to selection of instrumentation for specific 
mis sions. If new inputs nece ssitate re - evaluation, additional information 
may be required for some techniques. This method, however, eliminates the 
possibility of having to research in detail those techniques eliminated prema
turely from consideration by an initial study. 

A primary objective of this study was to provide NASA and the 
scientific community with data that will permit final selection of expe riments 
for early APOLLO mis sions. Therefore, the early-mission instrumentation 
and programs suggested in this report must be considered to be first approxi
mations. The fact should be recognized , however , that considerable synthe
sizing and integration of multidisciplinary data have been accomplished in 
arriving at these suggestions. This will not be obvious to specialists in vari
ous disciplines whose "essential" experiments have not received high priority. 
In fact, some decisions are still only reluctantly accepted by several members 
of our program team. In making such decisions, however, full recognition 
was given the roles of both the scientific specialist and generalist. 

It is axiomatic that most environmental and exploration prob
lems will not be solved on the basis of a single discipline. It is doubtful that 
they will be solved by a group of specialists no matter how broad a range 
their talents cover, because the very nature of their training precludes total 
awareness of the complete range of actual environmental problems and the 
manner in which other disciplines impinge upon these problems. The scientific 
generalist or earth scientist, whose training and experience have been oriented 
toward employing interdisciplinary data and technique s in the solution of special 
problems, can serve effectively as a major contributor and catal yst. However, 
he can often act only as a catalyst because he cannot hope to assimilate the 
vast amount of knowledge available in all pertinent disciplines. In addition, he 
must appreciate full y the engineering and other mis sion constraints before 
valid recommendations can be made. The study described in this report was 
based on these concepts. 
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A. MISSION SCHEDUlE S 

1. Summary 

CHAPTER II 

RECOMMENDA TIONS 

Recommended schedules of scientific instruments and obser
vations for the first three APOLLO flights are presented in this section. A 
committee of senior workers on the APOLLO contract compiled the schedules 
on the basis of information collected by the various study groups during the 
course of the contract. The study groups provided data on all feasible lunar 
experiments and measurements and on the scientific apparatus necessary to 
perform them. Possible hazards to the astronauts received first priority. 
Hazard measurements, therefore, are recomITlended at the beginning of the 

first excursion for all three flights, since hazards absent at the first landing 
location may possibly be important at the second and third sites. There was 
little need to weigh priorities aITlong the different hazard observations; all 
that had been seriously proposed were included. 

MeasureITlents and experiITlents not involving hazards are 
scheduled next in the order of their general scientific interest. EITlphasis was 
placed on those yielding information bearing on the widest range of questions 
and those providing better results when perforITled on a manned rather than 
an unmanned ITlission. Limitations of weight and time proved to be more severe 
than those of voluITle, since the instruments recoITlmended can be miniaturized. 
On the first flight, the limiting factor is time; on the second and third, it is 
weight. Thus, the astronaut will be able to do cOITlparatively little observation 
and exploration on the first flight. Even though a greater time allowance is 
provided on the second and third flights, he will be unable to go more than 
about 1000 ft from the LEM because of the anticipated low walking speed. 

In accordance with NASA's requireITlents, two alternative pro
graITls or "profiles" for the first two flights were considered. Flight prograITls 
are sumITlarized in Figure II-I. Alternative I provides for a single excursion 
on the first flight, whereas Alternative II provides for two excursions. The 
present study indicates that first-flight Alternative I constitutes a mission of 
marginal value since there is insufficient time for conducting observations 
and experiITlents. Alternative II of the first flight, if it proves feasible, is 
clearly the more desirable. The second flight consists of a group of four 
excursions that differ according to which alternative is selected for the first 
flight. 

In the second flight, the geophysical instrument package, with 
its large weight requirements, will be replaced by a sampling drill and vari
ous devices for measuring electrical, optical and chemical properties of the 
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ALTERNA TIVE I AL TERNA TIVE II 

EXCURSION 1, 120 MIN EXCURSION 1, 120 MIN 
See Table II-2 See Table II-3 

NOSECONDEXCUR@ON EXCURSION 2, 150 MIN 
See Table II-3 

EXCURSION 1, 120 MIN EXCURSION 1, 120 MIN 
See Table II-4 See Table II-4 

EXCURSION 2, 150 M IN EXCURSION 2, 150 MIN 
See Table II-5 See Table II-6 

EXCURSION 3, 150 MIN EXCURSION 3, 150 MIN 
See Table II-7 See Table II-8 

EXCURSION 4, 150 MIN EXCURSION 4, 150 MIN 

See Table II-9 See Table II-9 

See Table II-lO 

Figure II-I. Programs for Flights 1, 2 and 3 
of APOLLO Missions . 

lunar surface and material. However, if the first-flight measurements of 
seismicity, tidal gravity and lunar magnetism give unexpected or unexpl ainable 
results, it may be desirable to repeat them at the expense of some of the 
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other recommended observations. Weight and volume requirements for Alter
natives I and II of the first and second flights and for the third flight are sum
marized in Table II-I. 

On the third flight a scientific instrument package is recom
mended for time-series measurements considered important but not included 
on the first flight. On subsequent flights, measurements which receive high 
ratings in the computer evaluation program are listed in an approximate order 
of preference . 

The later excursions allow many minutes for walking and for 
visual observation of geologic forms and structure. For this reason, it is 
imperative that the astronaut be well trained in field geologic techniques. 



TABLE II-I 

SUMMARY OF WEIGHT AND VOLUME REQUIREMENTS 
FOR FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD APOLLO FLIGHTS 

FIRST FLIGHT SUMMARIES 

Alternati ve l':c 
Instruments and equipment 
Packaging and thermal control 

Total 

Alternati ve II>:o:C 
Instruments and equipment 
Packaging and thermal control 

Total 

SECOND FLIGHT SUMMARIES 

Alternative I 
Instruments and equipment 
Packaging and thermal control 

Total 

Alternati ve II 
Instruments and equipment 
Packaging and thermal control 

Total 

THIRD FLIGHT SUMMARIES 

Instruments and equipment 
Packaging and the rmal control 

Total 

>:'Power supply -- battery pack/solar cell array 
~<>:'Radioisotope power supply 

Lb 

207.4 
41. 5 

248.9 

208.6 
41. 7 

250.3 

207.0 
41. 4 

248.4 

207.3 
41. 5 

248.8 

208.5 
41. 7 

250.2 

In. 
3 

6,423 
1,605 

8,028 

12,782 
3, 196 

15,978 

7,546 
1,886 

9,432 

7,563 
1,891 

9,454 

6,526 
1,632 

8,158 
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Land forITls reflect the history and cOITlposition of the ITlaterials that cOITlprise 
theITl in a ITlanner highly diagnostic to an experienced observer and, consider
ing the brief tiITle available, such inforITlation could not be acquired by a person 
without appropria te training. 

The recoITlITlended schedules, of course, are based on current 
knowledge of the ITloon and are subject to ITlodification as new data are 
acquired--whether prior to landing, on unITlanned ITlissions or on the first 
ITlanned ITlissions. For exaITlple, in the last category, if the astronaut dis
covers on his first excursion that portions of the lunar surface will not bear 
his weight, he will be obliged to ITlodify the prograITl iITlITlediately. Further
ITlore, the prograITl for the second flight unque stionably will be considerably 
altered by the findings of the first. The recoITlITlendations, especially those 
for the second flight, ITlust be regarded as a saITlple, showing what can be 
done in certain assuITled circuITlstances rather than what will be undertaken 
eventually. 

2. First Flight 

a. Alternative I (One Excursion) 

1) TiITle Distribution 

Alternative I of the first flight perITlits a single excursion of 
2 hr for scientific purposes. The prograITl is outlined in Table II-2, giving 
experiITlents in the order in which they are to be perforITled and an estiITlate 
of the tiITle required for each. Only estiITlates are provided; a systeITlatic tiITle 
and ITlotion study is beyond the scope of this report, and the total tiITle allo
cated to perforITl certain observations such as those ITlade with the boot 
therITloITleter and staff penetroITleter will be expended at nUITlerous intervals 
during the excursion. The general distribution of allotted tiITle is 28 ITlin for 
investigation of iITlITlediate hazards, 25 ITlin for eITlplaceITlent and operation of 
scientific instruITlents, 37 ITlin for saITlpling and geologic studies, 15 ITlin for 
visual observations, and 15 ITlin for nonassignable walking. 
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2) Hazards 

MeasureITlent of hazards has the highest priority on both the 
first and second flight . The priITlary hazard is now believed to be radiation. 
This will be ITlonitored by personal dosiITleters and survey rate ITleters, one 
in the LEM and one to be left on the ITloon to transITlit readings. MicroITlete
oroid iniall and secondary ejecta ITla y constitute a hazard to the astronauts, but 
these phenoITlena can be evaluated by visual observation of surf."ce iITlpacts 
and by sound when they strike the LEM. These observations will not perITlit 
an estiITlate of the ITlOITlenta and ITlas s involved and although utilization of a 
specially designed ITlicroITleteoroid and ejecta flux sensor is highly desirable, 



TABLE II-2 

( 
WEIGHT, VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS 

FOR MEASUREMENTS, OBSERVATIONS AND 
EXPERIMENTS PROPOSED FOR EXCURSION I, 

ALTERNATIVE I, FIRST FLIGHT 

Instrument Text 
Entry on Discus sion 

Table V-I Part II 
Lb In. 3 Min P. V-11 (Chap. &: Page) 

6.0 230 Descent camera 70 V-51 
3.0 320 Descent camera printer 71 IV -58 

(pre-egress) 
0.6 2 Personal dosimeters (2) 34 V -32 
1.0 70 5 LEM survey rate meter 30 V -31 
0.5 4 2 Landing gear thermometer 50,51 V-40,41 
0.5 17 10 Chemical reactivity 33 V -32 

detector 
0.5 4 2 Boot thermometer 53,54 V -40,41 
5.3 90 Camera and flash 68,69 V-51 
2. 5 20 4 Staff penetrometer 4,74 1-34 
4.5 150 0 Tracking transducer 64 V-47,48 
7.0 450 5 Gravity meter 34 V-39 

157. 1 4742 20 Scientific Instrument V-53 to 71 
Package (SIP) 

Survey rate meter 30 V -31 
Transponder 72 
Combination s eis-

mometer 45 V-45 
Helium magnetometer 39 V -38 

1.2 28 5 Sample culture pH readout 27 V-29 
10. 7 250 19 Sampling (6 vac. , 26 bags) 81 IV -24 
7.0 46 18 Geology 1-32,33 

15 Visual observation 
15 Walking (nonassignable) 

207.4 6423 120 Totals 
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results of preliminary studies indicate that instrument weight is excessive 
for the first flight. The hazard presented by fine- grained surficial material 
either because of great thickness or adverse electrical behavior will be 
tested both by observation of penetration by the LEM landing gear and by the 
astronaut during his egress. Samples will be collected immediately to test 
for chemical reactivity and pos sible biologic content. Temperature record
ing devices in the LEM legs and in the astronaut's boots will warn against 
unexpected thermal hazards. 

Next in importance is probably the mechanical condition of the 
surface. It is thought that really valid data on this hazard will not be obtained 
until the surface is tested manually with a staff or staff penetrometer. The 
fundamental decision of whether the surface near the LEM is safe for travers e 
by a man in a space suit depends on such surface characteristics as bearing 
strength, adhesion or bonding of surficial particles, roughness, and the 
presence of voids and crevasses. This decision must be made by the astronaut 
as he leaves the LEM. It will be based on personal judgment and observations 
made of penetration by the LEM landing gear and staff penetrometer in the first 
few minutes during and after egress. The decision, of course, will be compli
cated by the fact that data observed in one spot or even one locality may not be 
representative and that, until much experience is gained, the trafficability of 
the lunar surface can not be adequately assessed. 

3) Sampling and Geology 

Sample collection is the most important scientific activity in 
the first flight. The goal is to locate and recover samples illustrating material 
differences, but the determinations will have to be made by visual inspection 
and will be handicapped by light conditions and the need for obtaining sam-
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ples outside the area contaminated by the landing blast. Sampling tool 
packages to be carried on this and subsequent flights are tabulated on p. IV- 24 
to 26. If the rock in the accessible area appears homogeneous, the problem 
will be to determine differences; if a wide variety of rock types is observed, 
the problem will be to choose representative types. Thus, the astronaut will 
be required to make quick decisions, with few rules except geological intuition 
for guidance. Any geological activity undertaken, such as recognizing modify
ing processes, indentifying rocks and taking pictures, must be combined with 
sampling as it will provide criteria for sample selection. A geology kit will 
be carried on all flights (refer to p. 1- 23), and coupled with the contents of the 
sampling package, will provide the necessary equipment for sampling require
ments and geologic observations. 

4) Scientific Instrument Package 

Geophysical information is to be acquired by emplacing an 
assembly or package of scientific instruments and leaving it on the moon to 



( transmit data. Utilization of a single instrument package or container will 
permit use of a common transmitting system and reduce the time required to 
install and initiate instrument operation. The recommended package for 
Alternative I of the first flight consists of a survey rate meter, a helium 
magnetometer, a combination long- and short-period seismometer and 
recording gravity meter, and a transponder. Power necessary for thermal 
control and transmis sion of the data brings the weight of the package nearly 
to the maximum allowable. A detailed discussion of shielding and trans-
mis sion requirements is presented in Part II, Chapter V. Deductions to be 
made from the observations are fundamental to both engineering and scientific 
knowledge of the moon. Therefore, it was judged that the instrument package 
has sufficient priority to be included in the fir st flight. In addition, the ex
cursion time is so short that it is economical to set up recording instruments 
that make minimum demands on astronaut time. 

A portable gravity meter for determining absolute gravity 
(not now feasible with the recording meter) is not included in the instrument 
package but will be carried to various points on the lunar surface by the 
astronaut. If the LEM is steady, the meter can be read inside. On later 
missions, it could be used to detect local seismicity as well as local gravity 
anomalies. 

5) Visual Observation, Walking 

It is estimated that in 30 min of walking, which includes time 
spent in visual observation, the astronaut will be able to undertake a round 
trip to a point approximately 500 ft from the LEM. At least some time while 
walking will be spent in observation of land forms, stratigraphy, rock types, 
surface roughness, and structure, so the walking period in the recommended 
program has arbitrarily been divided evenly between walking and observation. 

b. Alternative II (Two Excursions) 

Alternative II of the fir st flight consists of two excur sions, the 
first of 2 hr (as in Alternative I) and a second excursion lasting 150 min. 
Table II -3 is a detailed tabulation of equipment requirements and weight, 
volume and time allotments for both excursions. 

The first excursion of the second alternative does not differ 
from that of the first alternative, except for the deletion of the gravity 
meter. Time assigned for gravity meter measurements (5 min) was realloca
ted to sampling. 

In the second excursion of the second alternative, the follow
ing items are added to the schedule: 
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TABLE II-3 

WEIGHT, VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS FOR MEASUREMENTS, 
OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS PROPOSED FOR 

EXCURSIONS 1 AND 2 OF ALTERNATIVE II, FIRST FLIGHT 

II-8 

Lb 

6.0 
3.0 

0.6 
1.0 
0 . 5 
0 . 5 
0.5 
5.3 
1.8 

230 
320 

2 
70 

4 
17 

4 
90 
24 

2.5 20 
4.5 150 

152.7 11,286 

1.2 
12.8 

7.0 

28 
323 

46 

199.9 12,614 

8. 0 150 
0.7 18 

8.7 168 
-===-= 

208 . 6 12,782 

Min EXCURSION 1 

Instrument 
Entry on 

Table V-I 
P. V-II 

5 
2 

10 
2 

4 

20 

5 
24 

18 
15 

15 

120 

15 
10 
12 

5 
20 
28 
30 
30 

150 

--
270 

Descent camera 
Descent camera printer 

(pre -egress) 
Personal dosimeters (2) 
LEM survey rate meter 
Landing gear thermometer 
Chemical reactivity detector 
Boot thermometer 
Camera and flash 

extra film and flash 
attachment battery 

Staff penetromete r 
Tracking transducer 
Scientific Instrume nt Pack-

age (SIP) 
Survey rate meter 
Transponder 
Combination seis-

mometer 
Helium magnetometer 
Surface temperature 

loop (1) 

Thermal conductivity 
probe 

Sample culture pH readout 
Sampling (5 vac., 2 mech. 

70 
71& 

34 
30 
50,51 
33 
53,54 

68,69 
69 

4,74 
64 

30 
72 
45 

39 
54 

56,57 

27 
82 

struct. containers, 24 bags), 
Geology 
Visual observation 
Walking (nonassignable) 

Total Excursion 1 

EXCURSION 2 

Reflectance radiometer 
Susceptibility bridge 
Surface temperature loop 
Thermal conductivity probe 
Sampling 
Geology 
Visual observation 
Walking (nonassignable) 

Total Excursion 2 

59 
37 
54 
27 
82 

Total Flight I, Alternative II 

Text 
Discussion 

Part II 
(Chap. & Page) 

V-51 
IV - 58 

V -32 
V -31 
V-40,41 
V -32 
V-40,41 
V-51 

1-34 
V-47,48 
V-53 to 71 

V -31 

V -45 

V -38 
V-40,41 

V-41,42 

V -29 
IV -25 

1-32 ,33 

V-59 
V -36 
V-40,41 
V -29 

IV -25 

1-32,33 



( 
• Scientific Instrument Package 

Surface temperature loop 
Thermal conductivity probe 
Surface reflectance measurement 
In situ magnetic susceptibility measurement 

• A l-hr walking and observation traverse 

• 48 min for sampling and geology 

The extra time for sampling and geology compensates for the lack of sampling 
and geologic observation time imposed by constraints in the first excursion 
and provides for a better balanced mission. Acquisition of detailed knowledge 
of the lunar surface is important in planning the second flight but, because of 
the high priority of the scientific instrument package, the single -egres s flight 
(Alternative I) does not allow detailed observation of the surface. See Part II, 
Chapter V, for further discussion. 

3. Second Flight 

a. Plan and Constraints 

The second flight consists of four excursions - -the first of 120 min 
and the latter three, 150 min each. Schedules for the excursions differ accord
ing to which alternative is selected for the first flight. For the second flight, 
considerably more time is available, volumes are well under the limit and 
power requirements are relatively small. 

The second flight differs from the first principally because 
alternatives are scheduled based on decisions of the astronaut after he arrives 
and examines the terrain. More will be known about the lunar terrain after 
the first flight, and the recommendations may be modified accordingly. How
ever, based on present knowledge, it seems unrealistic to develop programs 
for the third and fourth egresses without recommending possible modifications 
dependent on the character of the surface. 

b. First Excursion 

1) Hazards 

The schedule (Table II -4) recommended for observation of 
hazards on the first excursion of the second flight is the same as for the first 
excursion of the first flight. This procedure is suggested because it should not 
be assumed (in the current stage of lunar exploration) that certain hazards, 
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TABLE II-4 

WEIGHT, VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS FOR 
EXCURSION 1 , ALTERNATIVES I AND II, SECOND FLIGHT 

Instrument Text 
Entry on Discussion 

Table V-I, Part II 
Lb In. 3 Min P. V-II (Chap_ &: Page) 

6.0 230 Descent camera 70 V-51 
3.0 320 Descent camera printer 71 IV -58 

(pre-egress) 
0 . 6 2 Personal dosimeters (2) 34 V-32 
1.0 70 5 LEM survey rate meter 30 V -31 
0 . 5 4 2 Landing gear thermometer 50,51 V-40,41 
0.5 17 10 Chemical reactivity 33 V -32 

detector 
0.5 4 2 Boot thermometer 53,54 V-40,41 
5.3 90 Camera and flash 68 , 69 V-51 
3. 8 64 extra film and flash 68,69 

attachment battery 
2. 5 20 4 Staff penetrometer 4,74 1-34 
4.5 150 Tracking transducer 64 V-47,48 
7.0 450 5 Gravity meter 34 V-39 
1.2 28 5 Sample culture pH 27 V-29 

readout 
51. 1 1019 29 Sampling (8 vac . , 2 83 IV -26 

mech. structure, 
22 bags) 

7.0 46 28 Geology 1-32,33 
15 Visual observation 
15 Walking (nonassignable) 

94.5 2514 120 Total 
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( if absent or unimportant in one locality, will be absent or unimportant every
where. Clearly, the recommended schedule of hazard observations for the 
second flight should be reviewed thoroughly in the light of the findings of the 
first. These certainly will indicate an order of importance for the hazards 
that were anticipated and perhaps introduce others that were not expected. 
According to the recommended schedule, hazard observations will require 
28 min. 

2) Scientific Measurements 

Emphasis is placed on geologic and sampling operations in the 
first excursion, and measurements with scientific instruments are confined to 
a reading of a gravity meter. This position was adopted because, in sub
sequent excursions, observations will be made and experiments performed 
which depend for their effectiveness on their relation to the local terrain. 
Visual observations, sampling and geologic operations, therefore, will be 
undertaken with a view to planning the measurements and experiments 
scheduled for the later excur sions. 

c. Second Excursion 

The second excursions are devoted largely to scientific and 
engineering measurements. These are listed in the schedule (Tables II-5 
and II-6) and their utility discussed in the appropriate chapters in the body 
of the report. They involve the use of various instruments in measuring 
the physical, chemical and mechanical properties of lunar materials and, 
if desired, could be repeated for more samples and locations than are in the 
present schedule. 

d. Third and Fourth Excursions 

The third and fourth excursions are devoted primarily to geo
logical, geophysical and compositional observations allocated on the basis of 
the character of the lunar surface. Instruments selected for these observations 
are shown in Tables II -7, II-8 and 11-9. Several different sets of lunar surface 
conditions have been envisioned as possibilities. Four examples follow. 

(1) Relatively smooth rock surfaces with thin cover of 
dust and rubble, and fairly homogeneous material 
within astronaut's walking radius (type of surface 
sought for a landing site) 

(2) Unsorted rubble and dust of unknown thickness 
overlying bedrock; small-scale land forms not 
numerous 
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Lb 

17.6 

2.0 

6.0 

9.0 

13.2 

10.0 

8.0 

O. 7 

0.4 

66.9 

TABLE II-5 

WEIGHT , VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS 
FOR MEASUREMENTS, OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 

FOR EXCURSION 2, ALTERNATIVE I, SECOND FLIGHT 

Instrument Text 
Entry on Discus sion 

Table V-I, Part II 
In. 3 Min P. V-ll (Chap. & Page) 

1200 15 X-ray diffractometer 11 V -19 
(3 samples) 

40 10 Probe die1ectrometer -'--,-

40 5 Vane shear tester 78 V-52 

120 10 Kreisman gauge 26 V -28 

690 15 Gas chromatograph 20 V -25 

860 10 Differential thermal 13 V-20 
analyzer 

150 15 Reflectance radiometer 59 V-59 

18 10 Susceptibility bridge 37 V -36 

4 10 Thermal conductivity 56,57 V-41,42 
probe 

25 Visual observation 

25 Walking 

3122 150 Total 

':~Entry 7, Appendix D, p. D-21. 
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Lb 

17.6 

2.0 

6.0 

9.0 

13. 2 

10.0 

1.0 

58.8 

TABLE II-6 

WEIGHT, VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS 
FOR MEASUREMENTS, OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 

FOR EXCURSION 2 , ALTERNATIVE II, SECOND FLIGHT 

In. 3 Min 

1200 15 

40 10 

40 5 

120 10 

690 15 

860 10 

35 10 

15 

20 

20 

20 

2985 150 

X-ray diffractometer 
(3 samples) 

Probe dielectrometer 

Vane shear tester 

Kreisman gauge 

Gas chromatograph 

Differential thermal 
analyzer 

Erosion particle move-
ment sampler 

Sampling 

Geology 

Visual Observation 

Walking 

Total 

Instrument 
Entry on 

Table V-I 
P. V-ll 

11 

~:~ 

78 

26 

20 

13 

8 

Text 
Discussion 

Part II 
(Chap. & Page) , 

V -19 

V-52 

V-28 

V-25 

V-20 

V -18 

>:CEntry 7, Appendix D, p. D-21. 
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Lb 

5. 0 
3.6 

5.0 

TABLE II-7 

WEIGHT, VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS 
FOR MEASUREMENTS, OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 

FOR EXCURSION 3, ALTERNATIVE I, SECOND FLIGHT 

In. 3 Min 

430 Gravity gradiometer 
690 Tripod for surveying 

camera 
140 Portable magnetometer 

60 Gravity traverses';' 
10 Sampling 
15 Geology and visual 

observation 
65 Walking 

1260 150 Total 

Instrument 
Entry on 

Table V-I , 
P. V-II 

44 
63 

38,39 

Text 
Discussion 

Part II 
(Chap. & Page) 

II-ll,12 

V -3 8 
II-6 ,7 

':<1£ terrain is rough and land form units complex, eliminate gravity 
traverses and devote additional 55 min to geology and visual 
o bs ervation. 

TABLE II - 8 

WEIGHT , VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS 
FOR MEASUREMENTS, OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 

FOR EXCURSION 3 , ALTERNATIVE II, SECOND FLIGHT 

Instrument Text 
Entry on Discussion 

Table V-I Part II 
Lb In . 

3 
Min P. V-ll (Chap. & Page) 

5.0 430 Gravity gradiometer 44 II-ll , 12 
3.6 690 T ripod for surveying 63 

camera 
5.0 140 Portable magnetometer 38,39 V -38 
8 . 0 150 15 Reflectance radiometer 59 V-59 
0.4 4 10 Thermal conductivity 56,57 V-4l ,4 2 

probe 
55 Gravity traverses II-6,7 
10 Sampling 
15 Geology and visual obser-

vations 
45 Walking 

22.0 1414 150 Total 
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( 

(3) Terrain irregular; small-scale land forms 
(prominences, depressions, fissures, etc.) 
visible through cover 

(4) Material and land forms highly differentiated 

At present, it is impos sible to estimate which of the examples 
is the most likely to be descriptive of the surface. The uncertainty inherent 
in available knowledge is illustrated by the fact that the ocular limit of 
resolution for detail on the lunar surface is now about the same as the astro
naut's walking radius. This means that objects now visible are too large to be 
traversed by the astronaut; and, conversely, the objects he will be able to 
encompass in his traverses are too small to be noted by telescopic observa
tions. Presumably, the findings of the first mission will do much to indicate 
which of the above descriptions most nearly resembles the lunar surface. A 
smooth and monotonous surface suggests geophysical experiments; a compli
cated terrain suggests geological observations; differentiated and heterogenous 
material suggests compositional determ.inations as well as geology. 

I} Geophysical Experim.ents 

The best LEM touchdown site will be m.uch like the area 
described in the preceding exam.ple 1. If the surface is sm.ooth and 
m.onotonous, geological and com.positional studies which can be undertaken 
within the walking range of the astronaut will not be especially rewarding, so 
geophysical experim.ents will be appropriate. The sim.plest of these would be 
to read the gravity m.eter at intervals of 50 ft in two traverses (at right angles 
to each other) that cross the area within range of the astronaut. The observed 
gradients would provide a clue to broad subsurface trends and pos sibly the 
deflection of the vertical. Local anom.alies would be evidence of shallow 
structure. Elevations and locations of stations would be determ.ined by survey
ing cam.era and tracking television with procedures developed fully in Section C 
of Chapter IV. 

Where the surface is covered with a layer of rubble (exam.ple 2 
of the preceding), it is desirable to know what is underneath. If the surface 
were regular enough, gravity would give som.e indication of differences in the 
depth of the cover but little knowledge of the character of the bedrock. A 
portable seism.ograph system., such as is used for foundation engineering, 
would show the existence and attitude of bedrock and its com.pres sional 
velocity which m.ight provide evidence of its com.position. 

If the m.oon has a m.agnetic field, a m.agnetom.eter traverse 
should be m.ade at intervals sim.ilar to those used for the gravity survey. 
This can be undertaken in connection with either the seism.ic line or the gravity 
traverse to see whether the subsurface exhibits variations in m.agnetic 
susceptibility. This again would be a clue to the character of the hidden 
subsurface. 
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Lb 

32 

32 

In. 3 

650 

TABLE II-9 

TIME ALLOTMENTS AND ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTS 
AND EXPERIMENTS PROVIDED FOR EXCURSION 4, 

ALTERNATIVES I AND II, SECOND FLIGHT 

Min 

65 Refraction seismic 
system':' 

5 Sampling 
15 Geology and visual 

observation 
65 Walking 

150 Total 

Instrmnent 
Entry on 

Table V-I, 
P . V-ll. 

49 

Text 
Discus sion 

Part II 
(Chap. & Page) 

V -39 

':'1£ land forms are well defined, reduce seismic traverses to 15 
min and increase sampling to 30 min and geology and visual 
observation to 40. 

2) Geological Observations 

If, contrary to expectation, the surface at the landing site 
proves to be irregular, an investigation of the land forms by geological 
methods will yield more knowledge than subsurface exploration of the 
short-range type recommended. Any evidence of stratification, structure 
and variation in rock types that can be gathered will be of immediate 
importance. Geomorphic observations of land form shape, size, orientation, 
and composition should be made and evidence of modifying processes sought. 
The importance of lava tubes, small craters, fissures, and similar features 
to lunar basing is discussed in Chapter II, Part II, of this report. 

3) Compositional Determinations 

If heterogeneity in the rocks is observed, it will be important 
to collect as many samples as possible and to describe as far as possible 
their physical properties and field relationships . 

4. Third Flight 

a. Plan and Constraints 

The decision to include on any mission schedule scientific 
measurements that involve acquisition of time- series data over a period 
longer than the astronaut's stay on the lunar surface automatically imposes 
a payload penalty for the concomitant telemetry system with its power supply. 
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The most critical aspect of this payload penalty is the weight of these compo
nents, which may range from approximately 100 to 150 lb depending on the 
nature of the measurement involved. Weight which can be allotted to instru
ments or equipment to be used by the astronaut while on the lunar surface is 
thus severely limited. 

These factors lead to the conclusion that an increased weight 
allotment for scientific instruments and equipment should receive serious 
consideration in order that maximum return is realized in exchange for the 
penalty paid to obtain scientific data over extended periods of time. If all 
such measurements were concentrated on a single flight, it maybe pos sible 
to effect a trade-off in life-support for two or more excursions for the increased 
weight required. Flights with four or more excursions would then be limited 
to instruments and equipment for measurements that can be made by the 
astronaut while on the moon and for extensive geologic observation and study. 
Even a flight devoted primarily to emplacemen t of a versatile SIP should, 
however, allow the time and means to obtain the maximum weight in surface 
samples that can be returned to earth. 

Consideration might also be given to the provlslon of a heavier 
and more elaborate drill so that holes of greater depth may be made, both 
for scientific probes with certain SIP instruments and for the recovery of 
more extensive subsurface samples. Practicality of including the drill in the 
third flight is in part dependent on weight restr.ictions and on the amount and 
character of data obtained on earlier flights. The heavy drill is not recom
mended for the flight because its use does not now appear feasible. However, 
the problem should be reconsidered after the second flight has been completed. 

b. Recommendations 

Recommendations for the third APOLLO flight are intended to 
provide for possible time-series measurements considered important but not 
included on the first flight. On Table II-lO a detailed tabulation is presented 
of the components of the SIP package and for other instruments proposed for 
the third flight. Weight, yolume and time allotments and text references to 
the instruments are also shown on Table II-IO. 

5. Subsequent Flights 

Drastic limitations are placed on APOLLO mis sions by the 
250 lb weight restriction. If a scientific instrument package is included, as 
much as 60 per cent of the weight must be allotted to SIP package telemetry 
and power requirements and 20 per cent to thermal control and packaging. 
It is hoped that by the time of the fourth flight a greater payload can be 
achieved for APOLLO missions. 

Instruments and measurements for missions following the 
third flight are listed on Table II-II in an approximate order of preference. 
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TABLE II-I0 

WEIGHT, VOLUME AND TIME REQUIREMENTS 
FOR MEASUREMENTS, OBSERVATIONS AND 

EXPERIMENTS PROPOSED FOR THIRD FLIGHT 

Instrument Text 
Entry on Discus sion 

Table V-I, Part II 
3 Lb In. Min P. V-ll. (ChaE' & Page) 

9.0 550 0 Descent camera and 70 V-51 
printer 

0.6 2 0 Personal dosimeter (2) 34 V-32 
0.5 4 2 Landing gear ther- 50,51 V-40,41 

mometer 
0.5 4 2 Boot thermomete r 53,54 V -40,41 
9. 1 154 Camera, flash (extra 68,69 V-51 

film and battery) 
2.5 20 4 Staff penetrometer 4,74 1-34 
4.5 150 Tracking transduce r 64 V-47 p 48 
7.0 450 5 Gravity meter 34 V -29 

Ill. 7 4067 122 Scientific Instrument V -66 
Package (SIP) 

Line source pres- 62 V-47 
sure gauge 

Thermal conduct- 54 V-41 
ivity probe 

Micrometeoroid 35 V-32to36 
flux and ejecta 
detector 

Radiometric heat 61 V-45to47 
flux meter 

Surface tempera- 54 V-40,4l 
ture loop 

51. 1 1019 40 Sampling package 83 IV -26 
(8 vac. , 2 mech. , 
22 bags) &. flexible drill 

5.0 60 Power pack for hand drill 
7.0 46 55 Geology kit 1-32,33 

15 Visual observation 
25 Walking, nonassignable 

208.5 6526 270 Totals 
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TABLE II-ll 

MEASUREMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS RECOMMENDED FOR MISSIONS FOLLOWING THE THIRD FLIGHT 

Instrument 

Surveyor soil mechanics device 
Thermal conductivity prob e {LEM l anding gear} 
Modified flash r a diometer 
Charged dust detector 
Gamma ray s pectromete r 

Line source pressure gau ge 
X-ray spectrometer 

UV -vis ibl e spectrometer 
Neutron activation analyzer 
Alpha s c attering spectrometer 
Neutron scattering s pectrometer 
Mass spectrometer 
Portable survey rate meter with directional 

capabilities 
Harvard miniature soil compaction a pparatus 
Direct shear tester, flexible tool with a ll compo

ne nts 
Theodolite with tripod 
AC/dc, pulse current sources; with 4 e lectrodes, 

voltmeter, cables 
Solar plasma spectrometer 
Particle s pectromete r 
Particle s pectromete r a nd TI low-field h e lium 

magnetometer 
Cal-Tech portable seismic system 
Vane shear te ster 
Soil sampling tube {in sampling package } 
Heavy sampling package 

Measur ement{s} 

Shear strength, be a ring s tr ength 
Landing site surface thermal conductivity 
Surface thermal diffusivity 
Electrostatics 
Chemical composition 

Radioisotope composition 
Lunar radioactivity 
Secondary radiation 

Surface interstitial gas pressure 
Analytical Instrume nt s 

{Two or three should b e chosen for sample analysis 
on lunar surface} 

Lunar r adioactivity, secondary radiation 

Soil compaction 
Soil shear strength 

Position of LEM by r esection 
Resistivity in situ {active}, anisotropy i n r e s i stivity, 

electrical transient~ in situ 
Solar wind, particulate radi ation flux 
Solar flares, particul ate radia tion flux 
Cosmic rays with magnetometer 

Induced seis mic motion 
Shear strength 
Soil density 
Inel usion of core samples 

'-'SIP meas urements. Should b e underta ke n on fir s t o r thi r d flights if weight allotment is increas e d. 

'~*A1 so refer to e ntries 46 and 47, p. F-6. Appe ndix F. 

Instrument Test Tlis- {'l 

Entry on cussion, 
Table V-I, Part II, 
P. V -I I {ChaE'& Page} 

76 V-5 1 
57 V - 41,42 
58 V -42',43 
41 V - 38 
23 V-27,28 

62 V -47 
14 V -21 

16 V-22 
17 V - 22,23 
18 V-23 
19 V-24,25 
21-22 V-25t027 
32 I - 120 

77 III-26 
79 

63 
40 ~' V-38 

29':'1.' V - 30,31 
31 ':" :' V-31,32 
31,39 ':":' V-31,32,38 

49 V -39,40 
78 V-52 
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B. GENERAL COMMENTS 

The primary conclusions and recommendations resulting from 
the study are incorporated in the previously described mission schedules and 
in Chapters I through VI of Part II. However, some general comments are 

in order. 

As previously indicated, time limitations are the main reason 
for the marginal value of a 2 -hr lunar surface excur sion (Alternative I of the 
first flight). Alternative II (4-1/2 hr of scientific excursion time) of the first 
flight.is therefore preferred. The second flight excursions are restricted by 
payloa~ w. eight limitations thus indicating the desirability of investigating the 
scientifl..c;:: potential of a Stay-Time Extension Module (STEM). A major aim 
of such an investigation would be to determine the trade -off point at which 
increased payloads and stay time would bring diminishing returns without 
increased astronaut mobility or range. Even on the early landings considered 
in this study, the combination of time, mobility and logistic constraints 
dictates that emphasis be placed on obtaining geological-geophysical data of a 
single -location and/ or limited-time-series nature rather than conducting more 
conventional areal surveys. The Scientific Instrumentation Package (SIP) 
permits extension of time series measurements but does not increase areal 
coverage. The SIP packages are limited in size and scientific utility by 
power , telemetry and thermal control requirements. An increased payload 
for APOLLO missions is desirable to permit more extensive utilization of 
SIP packages. 

A series of time and mobility check tests should be conducted 
on earth by the astronauts on the various mission schedules discussed in the 
preceding section. These will permit more accurate estimates of time require
ments and mobility-range capabilities. Tests should be conducted in space 
suits and within terrestrial geologic environments similar to those expected 
on the lunar surface. 

Instruments recommended for the first, second and third flights 
should be developed and tested • . The importance of instruments for making 
hazard measurements, acquiring samples and obtaining descent and on - surface 
photographs has been stressed, but development programs for all recommended 
items should begin immediately. Most of these instruments will require 
extreme design modification, and development should be accomplished within 
the next 2 yr if the devices are to be qualified for flight by early 1969. Design 
improvements must be made to decrease weight, power and volume require
ments of scientific and telemetry equipment. Weight and volume requirements 
and heat generation of power supply equipment should be reduced. Instrument 
tests should be performed under simulated lunar environmental conditions with 
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( emphasis on instrument reliability, repeatability and portability as well as 
ease of astronaut manipulation. Close coordination is essential between groupS 
responsible for the engineering design of the LEM and those concerned with 
scientific instrumentation. 

In view of the importance of acquiring lunar surface samples, 
additional studies should be made to design valid sampling programs for a 
variety of possible lunar surface conditions. Detailed studies also should 
be made of the effect of the LEM landing operations on static and dynamic 
physical, chemical and radiologic properties of materials in the touchdown 
area. The significance of these effects on the scientific observations, 
measurements and instrumentation recommended in the mis sion schedules and 

on the sampling programs should be determined. 1£ these effects invalidate 
certain types of data to be obtained under the recommended schedules, 
modified schedules must be prepared. Samples returned to earth should he 
examined and tested initially in a simulated lunar pressure and temperature 
environment. This will require the development of special techniques and 
facilities for sample handling and testing. Studies should be initiated to 
design lunar sample testing facilities and programs. Experience gained from 
dummy sample testing techniques will minimize the pos sibility of damage during 

subsequent testing of lunar samples. Although the probability of their exist
ence is remote, sampling technique s should provide for testing near surface 

zones for life forms. 

The more that is known about the moon and cislunar environment 
prior to APOLLO landings, the greater the probability of technical and 
scientific success. The broad range of unmanned and earth-based programs 
being conducted by NASA takes full cognizance of this fact. Among the earth
based programs, those involving geophysics, physical property determination 
and remote sensing might receive more emphasis because of their special value 
in providing scientific backup for early APOLLO landings. Based on field 
surveys and laboratory studies, diagnostic geophysical criteria should be 
developed to distinguish between meteoritic and volcanic origin of selected 
geologic features. Additional emphasis should be given to determining the 
physical properties of various materials, pos sibly found on the moon, under 
full lunar -day temperature and pressure ranges. Under lunar environmental 
conditions, physical properties of rocks and minerals may well exhibit values 
not correlative with terrestrial counterparts. Areal extrapolation of data 
obtained at a lunar landing site can be accomplished only within a framework 
provided by photographs or imagery obtained by remote sensing systems. It 
is extremely important, ther efore, that the effects of resolution, s .calar and 
other changes on the interpretation of terrestrial aerial and satellite photography 
be thoroughly understood. 
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In a more general vein, administrative provisions should be 
made for periodic formal reviews of advances in scientific instrumentation, 
data acquisition, sampling techniques, solar flare prediction, micrometeoroid 
flux determination, and other fields of special pertinence to the APOLLO 
program. The need for a comprehensive biological and medical program to 
determine the effect of lunar and cislunar environments on man cannot be 
over emphasized. 

A great variety of instruments, ranging from simple to complex, 
has been considered and a select number recommended for the early APOLLO 
flights. Instrument selection was based in part on the fact that a man-instrument 
team can yield results of more far - reaching value t han can instruments alone. 
This stems from such factors as: (1) the unique flexibility of man's mental and 
physical capabilities , (2) his ability to ask as well as answer questions and 
(3) his ability to make decisions from a combination of stored and immediately 
observable data. In short , only man can intelligently set up , operate , 
monitor, program, reprogram, and service instruments - -and simultaneously 
make decisions and judgments as the situation demands. Perhaps the best 
analogy is that of a medical examination where all types of instruments are 
used, but the doctor synthesizes the information and makes the necessary 
decisions after analyzing and evaluating instrumental and visual data. In the 
earth sciences, the ability to synthesize instrumental data with visual or 
field observations is also a basic requirement. This must be recognized in 
planning each APOLLO mis sion and reasonable time allocations made for 
acquiring both observational and instrumental data. The desirability of 
utilizing instruments to measure time -variable phenomena for a period greater 
than the on-surface stay time of the LEM is widely recognized. Areally 
varying properties or phenomena, however , must be measured or observed 
by a roving astronaut. The problem thus involves the allocation of astronaut 
time (remaining after set-up and activation of the scientific instrumentation 

for time-series measurements) between observational and instrumental tasks. 
The importance of obtaining observational data cannot be overemphasized, yet 
the alien nature of the lunar environment and its pos sible psychologic and 
physiologic effects would also seem to recommend the performance of numer-
0us' fairly simple mechanical tasks during the first landing . Certainly, rea
soning and deductive processes will be more reliable and important on 
subsequent flights , i . e . , after an appreciation of the lunar environment has 
been gained. Man tends to filter or synthesize data when recording informa
tion either obse r vationally or instrumentally acquired. While this capabilaity 
is a tremendous advantage in many explo r ation activities, it is questionable 
as to whether this filte r should be employed extensively until first - hand knowl
edge of the lunar sur face is available from the initial landing. During the 
initial landing it would appear that a maximum amount of raw data should be 
obtained. This can be accomplished effectively by instruments, but the 
astronaut must activate the instruments and judi ciously select sampling sites 
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( so that reliable and truly representative data can be acquired. The importance 
assigned to observational versus instrumental data gathering will, of course, 
change from mission to mission and is dependent upon a variety of factors. 
Consideration must be given the scientific training of the astronaut, mis sion 
purpose, probable landing site conditions and a myriad of mission constraints 
and prior mission results. Nevertheless, regardless of the type of data 
acquisition emphasized, the presence on the lunar surface of an experienced 
professional geologist with a thorough understanding of vacuum physics and 
hypervelocity impact phenomena would be highly desirable. As soon as 
in-flight considerations permit, a scientist with such training should be a 
member of the APOLLO crew to assure the most effective collection and 
on-surface analysis of observational and instrumental data. 
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CHAPTER .III 

( MISSION PLANNING TECHNIQUES 

A. ALTERNATE APPROACHES TO PLANNING 

The most important task in the study was to establish priorities 
for observations and measurements to be made on the moon. These, in turn, 
were used to derive an optimum program for the astronaut's excursions as well 
as an optimum list of instruments for making recommended measurements. 
The utility of all feasible observations, for scientific and engineering purposes, 
must be balanced against the allowable time, weight and packing space, to 
arrive at a practical and scientific program of maximum value for study and 
exploration of the moon. Any list or set of observations that falls within the 
mission constraints (limits of volume, weight and time) may be called an 
allowable set. The objective of mission planning is to develop the best method 
of choosing the optimum allowable set out of the many combinations that 
might be conceived. Two approaches used might be arbitrarily classified as 
qualitative and quantitative in nature. The qualitative approach involved 
establishing optimum allowable sets by consensus of key members of the study 
groups. In the quantitative method, figures - of-merit were as signed to the 
various operations repre senting their utility in the different problem areas. 
Optimum allowable sets then were developed by processing with an automatic 
computer. The essential difference between the two methods was the manner 
of as signing merit. In the qualitative method, the operations were ranked by 
comparing them against each other; in the quar{titative method, numbers 
denoting merit were given to the operations individually. 

B. QUALITATIVE METHOD 

The qualitative method of mission planning is fundamentally a 
trial-and-error process. A preliminary or first approximation to an allow
able set is prepared by adding items, one by one, in descending order of 
importance until a limit in time, space or volume is reached. These limits 
permit allowable sets containing 25 items or less to be considered as a group. 
The preliminary set then is te sted in detail by examining for inclusion of each 
of the items remaining. Inclusion of a new item entails exclusion of one or 
more of the original items, otherwise one or more of the constraints 
would be exceeded. The merit of the new item then is compared to the merit 
of all the items it might displace. Thus, each item, before being rejected, 
is tested against all the items chosen for final inclusion or against items of 
lower merit than those chosen. This results in the optimum allowable set, 
at least in the light of present knowledge of the moon. 

At first, it would appear to be a formidable task to pick out 
approximately 25 items from the entire list of 107 selected measurements and 
then to compare each of the remaining ones explicitly with the original 25. The 
labor is greatly simplified because astronaut safety receives high priority; 
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practically all hazard observations automatically are included in all allowable 
sets . After that, priority is largely established by classes of measurements; 
it is obviously desirable to include major classes such as sampling, geology 
and geophysics in any allowable set . It is also desirable to choose observa
tions whose results apply to the greatest number of problems and to favor 
those which can be done more effectively on a manned mission than on an 
unmanned mission . These requirements restrict the number of choices to 
an easily studied group. Mission schedules , in fact , were drawn up by the 
qualitative method and checked by the quantitative method. The only serious 
discrepancy is discussed in the following paragraphs . 

C. QUANTITATIVE METHOD 

In the quantitative or systems engineering method of mission 
planning, a data matrix is formed consisting of the values assigned to each 
measurement in the various problem areas and the weight , time , volume, and 
power required. The matrix comprises the input data to a computer pro 
gram (see Part II , Chapter VI) which ranks the meas urements individually 
by order of merit. This is done arithmetically, using a normalized figure
of- merit which relates the value of the measurement to the relative payload 
cost, i. e . , fractional cost in terms of allotted weight, volume and time. The 
result is an explicit formulation of what was done implicitly in the qualitative 
method by comparing operations against each other . 

The most important part of the computer processing is a 
second program to form a list of 100 allowable sets of h i ghest value -- ranked 
in order of merit . Ranking in this case is based on the combined values 
assigned to the measurements in the allowable set , independent of their pay
load cost. The normalized figure - of - merit mentioned previously is only 
used in the ranking of individual measurements . Its purpose is to insure that 
high-value , low-cost (in terms of weight, power and volume) measurements 
are considered first in determining the 100 allowable sets of highest value 
and thus to reduce substantially the number of required computer operations. 
In this re spect, the proces s resembles the qualitative method in that the 
computer assembles high-merit, low-cost measurements until one of the 
limits or constraints is exceeded, discards the last item and computes the 
total merit: The remainder of the list then is scanned repeatedly for possible 
substitutions, using a programmed sequence of dropping items or groups of 
items from the first allowable set and adding lower ranked items, in order, 
until one or more constraints are again exceeded. The total value (or merit) 
is computed for each allowable set and the set (or combination) and its value 
and payload cost stored in the computer memory. After the first 100 sets 
are assembl ed, each new allowable set is compared with the lowest ranking 
one in the memory and either replaces it or is rejected on the basis of value. 
In this way, a very large number of combinations are considered and the 100 
highest in value are retained and printed out by the computer . For example, 
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( in the computer analysis of Flight I, Alternative I, a total of 668,303 com
binations were considered, of which 3970 fall within the constraints. 

By varying the weighting factors or priorities as signed to the 
different problem areas and by excluding certain clas ses of visual observa
tions, a flexibility in mis sion planning can be achieved beyond the effective 
capacity of the qualitative method. Lists of allowable sets were computed 
both for weighting factors emphasizing hazards and engineering problem 
areas and weighting factors emphasizing scientific problem areas. Another 
list was computed with the visual observations omitted for comparison with a 
list in which they had been included. No significant differences in the results 
were noted. The program for the second mission was not planned quantita
tively, but the instruments recommended were selected partly on the basis 
of their priority in the data matrix. 

D. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Comparison of the results given by the computer with those 
of the qualitative method showed that the two approaches were in substantial 
agreement. The items at the head of the computer merit list and those most 
common in the 100 highest rated allowable sets were all in the qualitative 
allowable sets. There were, however, minor exceptions due to duplication 
or partial duplication or to being overlooked in the qualitative process. Chief 
among the latter was a set of maps. The original allowable sets were 
reviewed and revised in the light of the computer results, but no major 
change s we re made. 

One important difference in results was that the computer 
analysis did not assign comparably high priorities to all of the instruments 
in the Scientific Instrument Package. This occurred because such instru
ments required greater weights and volumes than other items of comparable 
merit. The decision to use the Scientific Instrument Package was not changed 
on the basis of computer analysis. This resulted from discussions indicating 
that the scientific value of telemetered data, acquired over periods much 
greater than the astronaut's time on the surface, is sufficient to warrant 
including the package. 
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PART II 

CHAPTER I 

GEOLOGY AND SELEC TED GEOPHYSICAL PROCESSES 

A. SUMMARY 

Geological observations and measurements are the most 
valuable that will be made in initial stages of lunar exploration and are fun
damental to the success of early APOLLO missions. Geology, literally 
earth science, is an extremely broad and diverse scientific discipline . It 
can be applied in lunar exploration, as on earth, to determine the past 
history and age, mode of origin, composition, occurrence of economic 
deposits, surface structure, nature and configuration of relief features, and 
to discover processes that modify and mold the surface. Indicative of the 
scope of geology is the definition presented by Sir Charles Lyell (1832). the 
Founder of Modern Geology, who observed: IIGeology is the science which 
investigates the successive changes that have taken place in the organic and 
inorganic kingdoms of nature; it inquires into the causes of these changes and 
the influences which they have exerted in modifying the surface and external 
structure of our planet. II 

The geological section is divided into three major parts: field 
geology, geomorphology and compositional studies. Selected geophysical 
processes closely allied to geology also are included. These are exogenic 
radiation and flux measurements of micrometeoroids and primary and 
secondary lunar ej ecta. Field geology involves the study of rocks, rock 
materials and their relation to one another; in geomorphology the formation, 
nature and development of surface features, the changes they undergo, and 
the processes involved are treated; compositional investigations consist of 
precise instrumental measurements that include age, radiological and radio
activity studies. By arranging the geological section in this manner, a 
logical progressive sequence is followed. The task sequence is to discover 
the nature and structure of the lunar surface, the arrangement of surface 
materials into relief features and the processes responsible for their develop
ment and finally, with more detailed and accurate measurements, to confirm 
and augment the observations of the field geologist. 

As a group, the geological and selected geophysical measure
ments generally take precedence over the other scientific studies proposed 
for the APOLLO mis sion because they provide answer s to such fundamental 
questions as: 
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• What terrain and environmental hazards exist on the moon? 

• Of what does the moon consist? 

• What is the character of the landscape? 

• What radiological hazards and problems exist? 

• Are useful mineral deposits available? 

• Is natural shelter present? 

• Can the lunar surface be traversed? 

• How did the surface of the moon originate? 

• What modifications has it undergone? 

• What is the origin of the moon? 

Astronaut safety is the primary concern of early APOLLO 
missions. Some serious hazards which may exist and for which geologic 
measurements and observations must be made are: (1) excessive radiation; 
(2) dormant life forms that could be injurious or fatal, especially if intro
duced onto earth; (3) damage by infall of meteoroids and micrometeoroids; 
(4) presence of electrostatically charged dust particles which may adhere to 
the astronaut and equipment or impair communications; (5) thick deposits of 
loose material in which the astronaut may be engulfed, mired or injured due 

to surface collapse; (6) reactive ultraclean surfaces resulting in vacuum 
welding of parts and generation of heat; (7) dangerous terrain configurations; 
and (8) abnormal reactions on contact with surface material, especially 
pyrophoric dust. 

Geologic investigations contribute heavily to understanding of 
lunar trafficability. The extent, thickness, degree of cohesion, and struc
ture of dust deposits and other surficial materials, as well as physical 

barriers presented by the lunar landscape and the occurrence of unstable 
and steep slopes, require measurements to assure eventual safe and effi
cient movement across the surface. 

The ultimate success of lunar basing is dependent on compre
hensive geologic studies. These will be valuable for identifying construction 
and support materials and predicting their probable occurrence. Field 
reconnaissance and geomorphic interpretation must be used to locate areas 
that will provide natural shelter. Delineation of rock types and structural 
relationships is imperative before selection of stable sites for permanent 

basing is made. 
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Rocks and surface features reflect the mode of origin and 
history of the lunar surface . Petrographic and other compositional studies 
of surface and near-surface rocks, observations on the configuration and 
origin of land form s and interpretation of structural features can be used to 
determine how the surface was formed and the sequence of events since its 
formation. For certain rocks, lunar history can be inferred from absolute 
ages derived by radioactive dating techniques. 

Compositional studies of surface rocks and consideration of 
rock texture and fabric have direct application to determination of the origin 
of the moon. Each major hypothesis of lunar origin implies a particular set 
of rock compositions. Field observations and detailed compositional 
analyses of rocks should provide the requisite data for the first step in solving 
the question of moon origin. Absolute age of the moon as shown by radio
active decay rate measurement and comparison with the age of the earth will 
give insight to the relationship of the earth-moon system. Further under
standing of the system can be attained by observations and measurements of 
the lunar surfaces, its relief features and the geomorphic forces that act 
upon it. Scientific studies on the moon constitute the fir st opportunity to 
study a celestial body other than the earth and one which is expected to have 
undergone fewer modifications. Such studies can lead to a better under
standing of the earth and, with it, the earth-moon system. 

Following are the principal geologic and associated selected 
geophysical measurements and observations proposed for the APOLLO study. 

• Field Geology: thickness, texture, consistency and 
extent of surficial material and bedrock; attitude, 
contacts and structural relationships of rocks; 
exploration for deposits of useful materials 

• Geomorphology: nature of surface features, their 
slope, relief, shape, orientation, and mode of origin; 
measurements and experiments to determine what 
forces act on the lunar surface and modify it, including 
particulate flux, micrometeoroid flux, thermal cycling, 
electrostatic transport, and the effects of gravity and 
outgassing 

• Composition, Age, Radioactivity,and Exogenic Radiation: 
mineralogic composition, radioisotopic composition, 
elemental composition, stable isotopic composition, and 
special studies including age determination, exogenic 
radiation, chemical reactivity of the lunar surface, and 
experiments to determine the possible existence of 
dormant life forms 
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B. INTRODUC TION 

Of the many scientific measurements, observations and experi
ments that will be performed on the moon, geologic applications will be among 
the most important . In the exploration of any unknown terrain, geology is 
always a fundamental consideration, especially in early stages. Lunar 
geologic data are not only critical for astronaut safety but provide answers to 
basic questions such as : is the lunar surface rough or smooth? - -is it hard 
or soft? - -is it steep or gentle? Geologic studies also will provide answers 
to more complex problems such as: what is the absolute age of the moon? 
has m.agm.atic differentiation occured? - - what is the sequence of land form 
evolution? - -how did the moon originate? 

1. Definition 

Geology literally means "earth science" and was defined by 
Roberts (1839) to include all acquired or pos sible knowledge of natural 
phenomena on and within the globe. A science concerned with all phenomena 
on and within a planet is necessarily broad and diverse and consequently has 
been subdivided into 30 or more branches . It would be fruitless to apply all 
of the facets to geology in the initial stages of a lunar study; not only would 
it be tedious but many of the branches do not apply. 

2. Organization of Geology and Selected Geophysical Processes 
Study Group 

The application of geology to lunar investigations has been 
undertaken in three broad areas: (1) field geology, in which surface rocks 
and rock material and their relationship to one another are investigated; 
(2) geomorphology, where the origin and development and distribution of 
surface features are considered; and (3) compositional determinations, in 
which the composition of lunar material is the primary concern. This 
approach provides a thorough examination of the lunar surface, its relief 

features, its composition, and its rocks and their arrangement. 

Mineral exploration is a portion of the field geology program. 
In making field studies, evidence will be noted of mineralization, meta
morphosed and w eathered zones, intrusive contacts, sublimate deposits, 
and related phenomena. The micrometeoroid and meteoroid environment is 
included in the geomorphological study because these phenomena are 
responsible for the formation of portions of the lunar landscape and may be 
active agents of erosion and transportation. Radioactivity is grouped with 
the compositional determinations rathe r than included in the geophysics 
chapter because it represents a special rock property and because radio
active materials are applicable to age dating from which important 
geologic inferences can be gained . Also presented in this chapter is 
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exogenic radiation because of its natural alliance with lunar radioactivity and 
possible role in modifying the lunar surface. The organization of the geology 
and selected geophysical processes study group is shown in Figure I-I. 

It should not be inferred that the field geology, geomorphology 
and compositional studies constitute the only branches of geology applied to 
the program. Several phases of geologic specialization are included in each 
of the three major groups. For example: the field geology program neces
sarily includes mineralogy, petrology, stratigraphy, volcanology, structural 
geology, physiography, and photogeology; geomorphic investigations will 
involve stratigraphy, physiography, volcanology, photogeology, and structural 
geology; and, to make encompassing compositional observations, geochemistry, 
crystallography, petrography, mineralogy, optical mineralogy, nuclear geology, 
and geochronology must be included. 

3. Philosophy of Geologic Studies 

A geologist, when initially confronted with the question of geologic 
studies on the moon, immediately thinks in terms of treating the moon as he 
would any unexplored terrestrial region and applying time-tested and venerated 
methods. As work has progressed on this program, it has become evident that 
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mis sion constraints, safety considerations, the nature of the lunar environ
ment and practicality necessitate modified or different techniques. Certainly 
for early APOLLO missions, the scope of the investigations must be limited. 
What can be done, how it is done, the detail in which it is accomplished, and 
even why it is done are controlled by a multiplicity of factors entirely foreign 
to terrestrial studies. To illustrate, in planning lunar geological studies it 
must be remembered that: 

• Safety precautions take precedence over scientific 
considerations. 

• The astronaut will be encapsulated in a bulky space 
suit which will retard his movements and affect his 
agility. 

• On early APOLLO missions, the astronaut will have 
a m aximum of 2 -1 /2 hr on the surface at anyone time. 
Much of thi s will be devoted to walking, emplacing and 
monitoring scientific instruments, and sampling . 

• Limited available time will permit examination of only 
a small area, perhaps 1000 ft from the touchdown site. 

• The restricted area of investigation probably will be 
structurally simple , topographically monotonous and 
perhaps monoli thologic. 

• Only small- scale topographic and photogeologic maps 
w ill be provided. 

• A maximum of 80 lb of material can be retu rned to 
earth. 

• The astronaut must remain at all times in view of the 
observer in the LEM. 

• Space suit restrictions will not permit use of a traditional type of 
hand lens and will make it extremely difficult to make 
field notations on a map. 

• W eigh t, volume and power limitations will dictate to 
a large degree what equipment can be taken to the moon. 
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• The lunar environment will be strange and alien. 
Lighting conditions, 1 /6 gravity and surface 
conditions will restrict field geologic studies. 

• Although the astronauts will be well trained, 
certain limitations in their training and 
experience must be considered. 

Omission of some procedures customarily used on earth is 
not due to oversight, and modification of others has not been done in a per
functory manner. Rather, the changes are a result of practical considerations 
and adaptations to restrictions of safety, weight, time, experience, and other 
mission constraints. In spite of the modified geologic approach presented, 
lunar geologic investigations must be undertaken using the classic geologic 
principles of uniformitarianism, superposition, faulting, intrusion, and 
unconformity. Similarly, scientific problems must be attacked using the 
concept of multiple working hypotheses. 

C. FIELD GEOLOGY 

1. Introduction 

Field studies are the first requirement for obtaining geologic 
knowledge. In the initial stages of lunar exploration, field geological 
observations and measurements and related sampling will receive high 
priority and occupy a major portion of the astronaut's time. 

a. Definition 

Field geology (Lahee, 1941) is the study of rocks and rock 
material in their natural environment and natural relations to one another 
and includes description and exploration of surface features and underground 
structures. Field geology, as noted by Compton (1962), may be simple, 
involving visits to outcrops to describe them, or it may involve weeks or 
months of detailed mapping and careful integration of field and laboratory 
measurements. In either event, there is no substitute for observations made 
at rock outcrops. 

b. Nature of Field Geology 

A field geologist can make certain mechanical measurements, but 
fundamentally, his accomplishments are a result of observations and, for 
these, there is no substitute for training and experience. In this regard, 
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the notation of Mackin (1963), in citing Gilluly, is especially pertinent: 
"Most exposures provide answers only to the questions that are put to them. 11 

Once observations are made, inferences are drawn by interpretation of the 

observed facts . The inexperienced observer may see little more than a mass 
of rocks at an outc rop, whereas an experienced investigator may note relation 
ships that will aid in unravelling the history and structure of the neighboring 
region. It is necessary to do more than describe an exposure and record its 
attitude. Inferences may be drawn and hypotheses of origin and history made 
as well. As succinctly stated by Lahee (1941): ttThe ability to infer and infer 
correctly is the goal of training in field geology, for one t s proficiency as a 
geologist is measured by one t s skill in drawing safe and reasonable conclusions 
from observed phenomena. tt 

c. Astronaut Capability 

The success of the geological portions of the APOLLO program 
is a function of astronaut training and experience in geology. Although 
astronaut capability is a subject beyond the scope of this work, it is assumed 
that he will be familiar with the following subjects delineated by Kellogg (1963): 

• Lunar Observations: the traditional ones now done 
from the earth (telescopic, radiometric, radar, 
emissivity, fluorescence, etc.) and the latest results 
of unmanned landings. Many of the moon t s essential 
feature s presumably will have been made familiar by 
instrumented lunar probes. 

• Field Geology: to gain insight into various types of 
formations (volcanic, impact), to develop the ability 
to perceive important features of those surroundings 
and to describe them clearly and objectively 

• Laborato ry Studies: laboratory studies in vacuum 
under various conditions of irradiation and proton 
bombardment 

The astronaut also must have undertaken an extensive program 
of planning the propo sed lunar field work. He should have a firm grasp of 
data included in geologic reports pertaining to the moon, as well as in technical 
papers and books dealing with fundamental concepts and methods pertinent to 
lunar exploration. H e must be thoroughly familiar with existing astronomical 
and orbital photographs and lunar topographic and geologic maps. He should 
intensively study geologi c maps and cross-sections prepared by the Astro
geology branch of the United States Geological Survey and be cognizant of the 
name , character and geologic age of each of the formations believed to be 
exposed in the touchdown area, those expected to underlie exposed formations, 
approximate thickness es, structural relationships, general physiography, 
prominent land forms, the regional dip, and the anticipat ed lunar stratigraphic 
column. 
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d. Purpose and Scope 

The scope of field work traditionally is threefold, i. e. : 
(1) to study and interpret rocks, topographic forms and structures; 
(2) to determine location of outcrops and points where geologic observations 
are made; and (3) to plot these points on a map or photograph. Mission 
constraints and lunar environment will alter the scope of field geology in the 
APOLLO program. In the first several missions, a maximum of 2-1/2 hr 
i s available for all scientific observations and measurements. Although the 
proportion allotted to field geology may be great, time expended solely to 
geological observations will be insufficient to permit preparation of detailed 
maps. The astronaut is further limited by length of traverses. For example, 
on the first mission he probably will be able to go approximately 1000 ft from 
the landing site and return. Space suit restrictions will limit his physical 
activities. It will be extremely difficult to take legible notes, prepare usable 
sketches, make adequate entries on a base map, or even use an ordinary hand 
lens. He must use a communications link to a tape recorder to record his 
observations and use a hand camera to obtain photographs supplanting field 
sketches. His location and that of his observation and sampling points must 
be recorded on a map or photomosaic by the observer in the LEM. 

Thus, the field geological studies on the lunar surface will be 
performed for the most part in a manner considerably different from customa ry 
terrestrial procedures. He will undertake reconnais sance rather than detailed 
geologic mapping. The astronaut-geologist will land on the moon in an area for 
which topographic and photogeologic maps have been prepared with considerabl y 
les s detail than is usual in terrestrial operations. In view of mis sion constraints 
and the fairly gross nature of the available maps, the astronaut l s task on early 
missions will be limited to geologic reconnaissance, observations made into a 
communications link to a tape recorder and collection of samples. Notation of 
position of observation and sampling will be made on a photogeologic map by the 
astronaut who remains in the space module. The field geologist will do rapid, 
sequential, decision-making work limited by the relatively brief excursion time 
largely to search (exploration) rather than research (experimentation). 

Specific studies will depend upon determination of the most 
i mportant areas of investigation, using the following approximate order of 
precedence: 

• Contribution to the success of the present mission, 
with emphasis on recognizing and avoiding or over
coming hazards 
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• Contribution to the success of future lunar missions 
which will include: determination of trafiicability 
conditions; establishment of lunar base; location of 
indigenous natural resources; checking accuracy of 
prepared geologic and topographic maps; and verifi
cation of topographic and geologic data to permit 
eventual point extrapolation to other areas of simi
larity on the lunar surface 

• Contribution to the understanding of the ongln, 
history and age of the moon and the earth-moon 
system 

2. Field Geological Measurements and Observations 

a . Tasks and Procedures 

The time required for geological work depends on the objectives, 
size of the area, roughnes s of the terrain, and complexity of the geology. 1£ 
the lunar surface near the landing site proves complex on a small scale, more 
measurements and observations must be made and the sampling density will be 
much greater than if the local geology is simple and uniform . Among the more 
important scientific tasks are: 

• Observation and assessment of natural phenomena 
including micro - and macro-structure and composition 

• Collection of undisturbed and/or representative samples 

• Emplacement of monitoring equipment left as an 
observatory 

Observation of natural phenomena implies that the astronaut has 
the ability to g ive an unbiased or objective account of what he sees. However, 
it must be remembered as noted by Mackin (l94l) that the "eye and brain unlike 
camera lens and sensitized plate, record only what they intelligently seek out. II 

How much h e observes and records can be increased by proper use of instru
ments selected and designed for specific tasks. 

From his observation of terrain features prior to and after 
leaving the LEM, the explorer will select the traverse route that w ill allow 
safest travel yet take him by significant features where judicious sampling 
of rock types can be made . The traverse, of course, will begin and end at the 
LEM. P r io r to leaving the LEM, the explorer should check radiation level and 
micrometeoroid flux, test the lunar surface for chemical reactivity and probe 
the surface with the multipurpose staff to insure that it will support his 
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weight. Such probing may be necessary throughout much of his travel. It may 
be advantageous to calibrate the explorer I s average pace in the I /6 gravity 
environment against the spacecraft tracking device. If the tracker should fail 
during a mission, pacing would provide an alternate method of determining 
distances. Furthermore, in local areas where approximate distances are suf
ficient, it may be more efficient for the astronaut to pace distances between 
sample locations or geologic stations and relate them to the LEM observer 
than to obtain distances with the tracker. 

Typical features to be noted and recorded for plotting on the 
field map in the lunar module are: 

• Position and geometric orientation of contacts between 
rock units such as deposits of ejecta, breccia, talus, 
and dust, if preserved 

• Domes, faults, fractures, joints, and other linear 
features plotted with appropriate geologic symbols 
and notation for upthrown side where faults are depicted 

• Names or brief notes labeling important rocks and 
features including lithology and all small-scale structures 
helpful in interpreting the history of the rocks. Planar 
structures should be plotted as symbols showing strike 
and dip. Where apparent, compositional layering (banding) 
bfigneous and metamorphic rocks and flow structures in 
igneous rocks, should be included. 

The map will provide means to develop a continuous picture of 
geologic structures and, by communication with the LEM, permits checking 
of continuity of features (faults and contacts). 

Verbal description, transcribed into a tape recorder, will 
include lithologic descriptions as noted: 

• Name of unit and/ or brief rock name 

• Specific map locality or area to which description applies 

• Thickness and overall structure or shape of unit in this area 

• Main rock types and their disposition within the unit, 
if applicable 

• Gross characteristics of area underlain by the unit: topographic 
expression; color and type of dust/rubble; nature of outcrops 
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• Characteristic structures of unit: range of thick
ness es and average thickness of beds or other layered 
structures, if present; shapes of layers or structures; 
primary features within layers or other structures 

• Description of rocks, with most abundant variety 
described first 

a) Color, fresh and weathered (radiation) and 
altered (impact, etc.) (Immediately after 
sampling, the freshly exposed surface should 
be described. ) 

b) Degree of consolidation 

c ) Grain sizes of rubble and other ejecta; crystal 
sizes (rock) 

d) Degree of equigranularity 

e) Mineral composition 

f) Shapes of grains and crystals 

g) Ori entations or fabric of shaped grains, 
especially in relation to rock structures 

h ) Nature and amount of matrix or groundmas s , 
if any 

i) Nature and concentration of pores (porosity) 
and indications of permeability 

j ) Constitution of grains (mineral, lithic, fossil, 
glass) and their approximate per cent by volume 

k ) Abrasive hardness 

• Nature and type of contacts: sharp or g r adational, 
with description and dimensions of gradation; type 
of contact (conformable, fault, intrusive, or un 
confo rmable); evidence regarding unconformable 
relations 
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• Fossils (if present): distribution; special 
characteristics of the containing rock; position, 
size and condition of the fos sil, and type, if 
recognizable 

Observations of the astronaut are fundamental to a successful 
exploration program and, as noted by Newell (1963): "Every look he takes, 
every glance will be exploration. " Observations and samplings are to be made 
with the primary objective of providing the maximum amount of information 
that will contribute to the success of the present and future missions. Sampling 
sites will be selected on the basis of visual survey and samples examined both 
in situ and in hand specimen, with the ultimate objective of possible selection 
for return to earth and detailed analysis . 

b. Selected Measurements and Observations 

Considered in the initial planning of the field geology phases of 
the APOLLO program were as many possibly relevant observations, measure
lllents and experiments as pos sible. These were individually rated on a 1 to 
10 basis according to their contribution to fundamental lunar problem areas 
(Appendix C). The numerical ratings are judgment values but provide a 
realistic estimate of the relative importance of the observations and measure
ments and, as summarized in Figure I-.?- a concept of the relation of field 
geology to the individual problem areas. lfi .eld geological studies will contri
bute most heavily to the solution of problems and questions regarding the 
origin and history of the lunar surface, lunar basing and the origin and history 
of the earth-moon system. Applications to astronaut safety and lunar traffic
ability are more restricted. 

Of the 83 measurements and observations initially considered, 
30 were discarded because of duplication with other study groups or mis sion 
constraints. The remainder were re-examined relative to their contribution 
to the five fundamental problem areas, and 17 were retained for inclusion in 
the matrix decision system. They are shown in Appendix F and are discussed 
below. It must be reiterated that these were not selected in terms of con
ventional terrestrial field geology practices but rather on their contribution to 
the five problem areas, on the basis of mission constraints and in the light of 
the known lunar environment. 

The field geological measurements, observations and experi
ments to be performed are determinations of: 
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• R o ck composition 
• Areal gradations 
• Mineral identification 
• Stru ctures (kind, attitude and trend) 
• B oundaries of surficial materials (horizontally and v ertically) 
• Texture of surficial material (consistency and composition) 
• L o c a lization of ore and its genesis 
• Rock texture (grain size, shape, proportion of glass to crystal) 
• Rock fabric (arrangement and distribution of grain s ) 
• Bed rock exposures (attitude, extent, composition) 
• Reflectance and emissivity of surface material s 
• Kind and amount of ore minerals 
• Stratigraphic sequence 
• Formation contacts 
• Attitude and extent of mineral deposits 
• Rock color 
• Abrasive hardness 

PROBLEM ARE A 

ORIGIN AND HIS TOR Y ~~~~~~~Ili[lililiiiii~~i~iiii;lilim O F EARTH - MOON SYSTEM ~ 
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Figure 1- 2,. Preliminary Estimate of Relative Contribution of Field Geology 
Meas urements and Observations to Fundamental P roblem Areas. 
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3. Importance of Measurements, Observations and Experiments Selected 

Selection of the field geology measurements and observations 
was based on their contribution to the fundamental problem areas considered 
for lunar exploration. Reasons for selection are discussed by problem area. 

a. Hazards 

Thick, noncohesive dust deposits may be a serious hazard during 
surface geological operations. The astronaut may be engulfed or mired in dust, 
or a surface comprised of bonded dust particles may collapse under his weight. 
Thinly covered fissures and irregularities as well as unstable dust-covered 
slopes also constitute distinct hazards. The possibility of stirring up dense 
clouds of dust as the surface is traversed also must be considered. Electrically 
charged dust particles might accumulate on the spacesuit and on equipment and 
also might impair the operation of communications equipment. Measurements 
and observations of the consistency and composition of lunar dust, its areal 
extent, thickness, and rate of change of thickness will enable the explorer to 
know if dangers do indeed exist and, if they do, how they can be avoided or 
circumvented. 

Rock texture and abrasive hardness measurements will indicate 
areas where excessive wear may occur and where sharp and abrasive rock 
edges may be abundant. Examination of structural features, especially those 
formed by faulting, will yield information which will reduce the possibility, 
even though remote, of hazards related to seismic ground motion and mass 
movements. Reflectivity and emis sivity measurements have indirect application 
to astronaut safety. The measurements will provide data useful to understanding 
problems of lunar depth perception and the nature of shadowed zones. 

b. Trafficability 

Progress across the lunar surface can be impeded or stopped by 
thick deposits of loose material, especially uncohesive or weakly bonded 
deposits of dust. Measurements and observations to determine thickness, 
cohesion, consistency, and lateral extent of dust and similar surficial deposits, 
coupled with the measurements outlined in the chapter on soil mechanics are 
prerequisites before excursions, afoot or in vehicles, can be undertaken with any 

degree of confidence. Loose surface materials may collapse if weakly bonded, 
can cause loss of traction and eventual miring and can thinly cover fissures and 
crevices which will be subject to collapse when crossed. 

Excessive wear at vehicle contacts with the surface, damage by 
sharp rock edges and, to some extent, excessive vibration can be avoided or 
predicted by careful measurements of abrasive hardness and by determining 
surface rock types and their mineral constituents. Geologic structures 
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produced by faulting and folding may have produced topography difficult to 

traverse or that is a physical barrier to surface movement. 

To predict which areas may be safe or unsafe for surface move
ments, areal gradations of bedrock, topography, dust deposits, and rubble 
must be known. Generally, careful visual observation will suffice for these 
determinations. 

c. Basing 

Field geological measurements are applicable to lunar basing In 
two broad areas: engineering-geological considerations and search for and 
development of lunar resources. 

Site selection for lunar basing must be predicted on sound 
engineering practices. Of paramount concern are such factors as foundation 
stability, limiting unsupported slopes, grading and tunneling characteristics, 
energy requirements for excavation, load-settlement relationships, and cut
and-fill requirements. To obtain these data, measurements and observations 
must be made of the geologic structure, bedrock characteristics, areal 
gradations, rock type and hardness, rock texture and fabric, mineral com
position, thicknes s, distribution and consistency of surficial deposits, 
formation contacts, and stratigraphic sequence. Stratigraphic and structural 
relationships also could be applied to locating areas where natural shelter may 
occur and areas that may be undesirable for basing because of unstable 
conditions or possible seismic activity. 

Field investigations must be accomplished to ascertain the 
availability and extent of material that may be useful for lunar construction 
and future basing. Petrologic and mineralogic determinations and structural 
relationships are essential to discover suitable deposits of dimension stone, 
shielding material, fill, and possible supplies of aggregate. 

Water on the moon may occur as ice in permanently shadowed 
zones, in volcanic sublimates or combined water in extrusives, as perma-
frost in subsurface material, in carbonaceous chondrites, or crystallized 
water in serpentine. Field reconnaissance and understanding of structural 
and stratigraphic relationships are required to identify possible zones of 
volcanic activity, ice deposits and permafrost occurrences. Rock and mineral 
identification and texture and fabric determinations are neces sary in the search 
for sublimates and rocks containing combined water or cry-stallized water. 
Structural cross - sections prepared from field observations will provide an 
additional tool in the search for water sources. 
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( d. Origin, History and Age of the Lunar Surface 

Rocks, structures and topographic features of the lunar surface 
are evidence of its mode or origin and its past history. Geologic measure
ments to determine rock type and mineral content will indicate whether the 
surface is of volcanic origin, was formed by impact or by a combination of 
these and other processes. Inferences on the past history of the surface can 
be drawn from a thorough grasp of rock and mineral composition of bedrock and 
surficial materials and of rock texture and fabric. From rock composition, 
texture and fabric, evidence often can be gleaned regarding: magmatic dif
ferentiation and segregation; temperature, depth and pressure of formation; 
alteration since solidification; rate of cooling; mode of emplacement; as simi
lation effects ; rates and direction of flow; composition of the magma; nature 
of the country rock; and the possibility of impact origin. 

Structural and stratigraphic relationships repeatedly used on 
earth to determine historical sequences also can be applied to unravel past 
lunar history. These include: superposition of stratigraphic units ; dislocation 
of formations; intrusive relationships; chilled zones; correlation techniques 
involving mineral constituents; and areal gradations and truncation of rock 
layers and structures by faulting. In some instances, color may be used to 
designate relative ages of surface flows or even of weathered surfaces. Com
position of dust deposits and the manner in which they originated can be applied 
to understanding lunar history. These deposits may consist of volcanic frag
ments and may contain micrometeoroid fragments, phase-transformed 
minerals or shatter cones. Superposition of structural and topographic 
features and their dislocation may permit determination of their relative ages. 
This may b e applied to faults, folds, impact and volcanic craters, fracture 
systems, and joint patterns . 

Measurement of reflectance and emissivity properties of the 
lunar surface will contribute materially to knowledge of the history and origin 
of the moon's surface. From early APOLLO mis sions, detailed surface 
information will be obtained for only a small fraction of the surface, but 
remote sensing imagery from earth- based and lunar orbital missions will 
provide coverage of all of the earth-facing side of the moon. Areas with the 
same imagery characteristics for which ground data is available are 
considered analogous, and geologic and geomorphic relationships of the known 
areas can be extrapolated. Reliability of the extrapolation will be increased 
greatly if the reflectivity and emissivity properties of the landing sites are 
known, especially when augmented with data on surface configuration. 

Reflectivity measurements also would permit as ses sment of 
existing geologic maps of the moon which constitute a considerable portion of 
geologic knowledge of its surface. Preparation of the maps is bas ed on 
reflectance characteristics of large areas, and geologic units are delineated 
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on variations in reflectance. Measurements on the lunar surface would enable 
an evaluation of the degree to which reflectance could be correlated with 
geologic data . 

Determination of the absolute age of the lunar surface, using 
radioactive decay rates, is dependent on the occurrence of certain minerals 
and, of course , their recognition by the field astronaut. Sequences of 
magmatic activity can be discovered by sampling rock bodies. Exposure ages 
of meteoroids (Signer, 1963) may be determined by analysis of products of 
cosmic radiation and nuclear reactions . 

e. Origin, History and Age of Earth-Moon System 

Field geological measurements and observations can be applied 
to this fundamental problem in work concerning (1) origin of the moon as 
revealed by the composition and nature of its rocks, (2) absolute age deter
minations by means of decay rates of radioactive minerals and (3) interpretation 
of gross structural features to discover the major forces that have acted upon 
the lunar body in the past. 

The principal hypotheses for lunar ongln are cold meteoritic 
accretion with or without later radioactive reheating, cooling of a molten body, 
tidal separation from the earth, and gravitative capture of a large planetoid. 
The most revealing evidence of lunar origin is the material of which the moon 
is composed. Identification of rock types and mineral associations and a 
detailed examination of the texture, fabric and primary structures of rocks 

will be an indication of the manner in which the moon originated. The presence 
of basic and acidic igneous rocks and other evidence of magmatic differentiation 
would suggest a molten stage in lunar history. The absence of igneous rocks 
and dominance of aerolitic material would constitute strong evidence that the 
moon was formed by accretion or gravitative capture. If terrestrial sediments 
or mantle-like material are recognized, separation of the 1 unar body from the 
earth would be most likely . 

Absolute age of the moon, contrasted to the recognized age of 
the earth, has direct application to understanding the earth-moon system. 
Radioactive mineral determinations and field reconnaissance are necessary to 
discover and select the applicable materials. 

Gross structural patterns of the moon will indicate the forces 
that have acted and may now be acting on the lunar body. These forces may 
have been derived from internal stresses, impact or earth tides . Data 
accumulated from field geological studies of major fracture patterns and fold 
trends may eventually indicate the moon t s past relationship to the earth and 
much of its history. 
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4. Nature of Property or Phenomenon Measured 

All measurements and experiments deemed important for the 
field geology portions of APOLLO missions are passive, with the exception 
of abrasive hardness which is an active measurement involving partial 
destruction of the sample. 

To determine the attitude and extent of mineral deposits, 
horizontal and vertical boundaries of surficial accumulations and nature and 
attitude of bedrock, both horizontal and vertical measurements must be under
taken. 

Point measurements in the geological studies will provide 
valuable data, but multiple measurements should be made to determine all 
properties and phenomena selected. Multiple measurements are required 
because of areal variations and not because of time dependency. 

The bulk of the measurements to be performed in the lunar 
geologic studies will be made in place, on samples extracted on the moon and 
again on samples returned to earth. This is true for the determination of: 
dust textures, consistency and composition; rock composition; mineral 
identification; ore deposit genesis; rock textures and fabric; nature 
of bedrock; kind and amount of ore minerals; reflectivity and emissivity; 
rock color; and abrasive hardness. Observations and tests will be at the 

outcrop, on samples removed from the outcrop and examined in hand specimen, 
and in the laboratory in a precise and detailed manner. Six of the measure
ments will be made only in place: boundaries of dust and other surficial 
material; structural trends, types and attitudes; areal gradations; strati
graphic sequence and formation (including intrusive) contacts. 

5. Problems Associated With Field Geology Measurements and 
Experiments 

a. Safety Considerations 

The field geologist must be aware of lunar environmental 
conditions which may be hazardous and detract from his effectiveness. The 
intensity of sunlight to which the lunar explorer will be exposed is about twice 
as great as on earth because of lack of attenuation through an atmosphere. The 
resulting visual effects and potential physiological hazards may be controlled by 
filter techniques. Without such control, the sunlight may affect his observations. 
For example, in areas of massive, nonporous rocks, to the naked eye there 
may be little or no color difference in the terrestrial sense under the direct, 
high-intensity sunlight. Depending on reflectivity, illuminated areas may 
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appear glaringly bright and shaded areas black. In the case of a porous sur
face exposure, light will be reflected only slightly. Consequently, visual 
contrast between neighboring surfaces may be very high. Based on terrestrial 
observations, dark maria areas have a visual albedo of about 0.05, whereas 
some of the brighter crater rims possess an albedo of about 0.40. 

It is also pos sible that lighting variations may affect the astronaut 1 s 
depth perception, but it is believed that such effects can be overcome quickly 
by relearning perceptual cues. Another consequence of the environment is that 
the astronaut may have locomotion problems due to modified functioning of his 
inner ear and the increased strength relative to his weight in the reduced gravi
tational field. He will need to exercise caution during his movements across 
the lunar surface, particularly during the initial period when he is adjusting to 
the new environment. 

It is expected that portions of the lunar surface will be rough, 
with extensive areas littered by jumbled talus and ejecta. The astronaut must 
take care in cros sing such areas to reduce the pos sibility of falls and brushing 
against sharp rock surfaces. A hand staff can be used as an aid in traversing 
these areas and as a probe in areas of dust or suspected surface weakness. If 
a penetrometer proving ring and gauge is attached, soil mechanics data can 
be obtained simultaneously. 

In collecting and trimming rock samples, there is always a pos
sibility of flying fragments of rock or metallic pieces of the pick. The 
astronaut should be aware of this hazard and adopt appropriate precautionary 
techniques. 

b. Sampling 

Sample collection is an integral part of any succes sful field pro
gram. Sampling, never an easy task, may be formidable on the moon, especially 
in view of the scant data available on lunar rocks and surface conditions, the 
limited time that can be used for sample collection, the diverse purposes for 
which the samples will be used, and the restriction of a return sample load of 
approximately 80 lb including exposed film. 

Sampling of surficial material and surface and subsurface rocks 
cannot be performed in a haphazard or grab-bag manner. A carefully planned 
sampling program provided with alternative procedures must be devised and 
followed. In spite of limited knowledge of lunar geology, s.ampling procedure 
diversity can be illustrated with two extreme conditions that may be 
encountered. The lunar area of investigation may be geologically simple, i. e. , 
consist of homogenous rocks and be uniform structurally. If these conditions 
prevail, a grid system of sampling based on statistical analysis might be the 
most effective and scientifically sound procedure. Stratified, systematic or 
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stratified-systematic sampling methods, described by Krumbein (I953, 1954) 
could be used with the grid pattern. At the other extreme, the region to be 
sampled might consist of heterogeneous rocks and be complex structurally. 
A stratigraphic section might be exposed in a cliff, escarpment or crater wall 
and portions of the area be blanketed by dust of several types. Structurally, it 
could be transected by several faults and impacted by a meteoroid. A statisti
cal sampling program would provide representative specimens, but the most 
valuable or critical evidence could be overlooked. It is apparent that the 
sampling program in this situation must rest with the astronaut. His training, 
power of observation and sound geologic judgment will be applied to determining 
where, how and what to sample. 

Sampling programs for a wide variety of geologic configurations 
must be formulated. Consideration should be given the applicability of spot 
samples, serial sampling to test hypotheses, representative samples, sampling 
for bulk composition and distribution of composItion, oriented samples, and 
subsurface samples . The purpose for which the samples will be used is a 
further consideration. Among uses of lunar material will be display, bio
logical and chemical analysis, compositional studies, petrographic analysis, 
isotopic and age determinations, and engineering studies. 

Additional difficulties in sampling can result from direct action 
of the individual doing the sampling. Attention must be given the possibility of 
sample contamination, and the astronaut must be aware of introducing bias in 
sample collection. He is also responsible for knowing and recording the precise 
location from where samples are taken. 

The full payload of samples must be returned even if mishap has 
prevented acquisition of sufficient carefully selected specimens. On early 
APOLLO missions, any lunar sample is a good one and, if it becomes neces
sary to obtain the last few pounds of the payload indiscriminately, it should 
be done. 

The foregoing discussion is indicative of a few of the problems 
associated with sampling. A separate, detailed study of lunar sampling methods, 
procedures and programs is recommended. 

c. Field Geologic Maps and Photomosaics 

Scale of geologic maps and photomosaics may seriously limit 
their application to field studies. It is planned to prepare them from Orbiter 
photographs, the scale of which is expected to be 1:20, ~OD. Life support 
systems limit the astronaut to a maximum of a 2-1 /2-hr operating range from 
the landing site. Considering uncertain footing, confusing lighting, high center 
of gravity, space suit problems, low lunar gravity and burden of equipment, 
the astronaut can progress approximately 1000 it from the LEM in the time 
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alotted for walking. At the aforementioned scale of 1: 20, 000, he can investigate 
about a 1-1/ 4-in. square area on the map. Furthermore, because of safety 
considerations and engineering constraints, the landing area will be relatively 
flat and featureless and, in all probability, geologically monotonous over an 
operating range of 1000 ft . 

In spite of these difficulties, astronauts should be equipped with 
a photogeologic map of the area with a contour overlay. It can be enlarged and 
used for the purpose of orienting and locating features of interest. For plotting 
geologic data obtained in the field, photographs obtained during descent and 
printed and enlarged in the LEM are recommended . Descent photography is 
discus sed in a following section of this chapter and in Chapter IV, Support 
Technologies. 

6. Field Geological Equipment and Instruments 

Equipment and instruments necessary for lunar field geology 
studies are not complex and, for the largest part, can be adapted with slight 
modification from existing equipment. Instruments required to perform the 
selected observations and measurements are: 

• Hand camera with flash attachment 
• Communications link to the LEM 
• . Photogeologic map 
• Geologist I s pick 
• Mul ti purpo s e staff 
• Sample bags 
• Sampling tools 
• Sample containers 
• Gyrocompass 
• Inclinometer 
• Magnifying glas s 
• Sun compass 
• Reflectance radiometer 

• Magnet 
• Light source 
• Scale (for weighing samples) 
• Hardness point 

A geology kit, consisting of the items shown on Table 1-1, 
will be carried on all flights . The remainder of the equipment required to 
perform field geological measurements either is (l) included in the sampling 
package (see p . IV - 24 to 26), (2) incorporated in the spacesuit (communications 
link and magnifying glas s), or (3) hand-held equipment (camera, staff, radi-
0meter) which is listed individually on the mission schedules of Part I, 
Chapter II. 
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( Detailed instrument evaluation sheets, including weight and 
volume values, are shown in Chapter V. A brief discussion of field geological 
equipment and instruments follows. 

TABLE I-I 

EQUIPMENT COMPRISING GEOLOGY KIT WITH 
WEIGHT AND VOLUME REQUIREMENTS 

Instrument Lbs In. 3 

Gyroscope with Inclinometer 3.0 22 
Light Source (flashlight) 1.7 12 
Scale (for weighing samples) 1.7 3 
Sun Compas s 0.3 3 
Photogeologic Maps (3) O. 3 6 

Total 7.0 46 

a. Hand Camera With Flash Attachment 

A camera capable of producing stereo photographs both in color 
and black and white should be provided for adequate performance of the field 
geological study. So photographs can be obtained in shadowed zones, the 
camera must be equipped with flash attachment. To record microstructures 
of rocks, dust and lunar soil, a special copy lens should be provided. A 
detailed discussion of the camera and film, including its application as a sur
veying instrument, is presented in the surveying, photography and mapping 
section of Chapter IV. 

b . Communications Link 

A tape recorder in the landing module will supplant the notebook 
and pencil conventionally used by the field geologist. The astronaut performing 
field studies can be provided with a transistorized transmitter and his obser
vations permanently recorded. Tape recorders designed for space use by the 
Leach Corporation weigh as little as 7. 5 lb, have been tested for operation for 
temperature ranges from -30 0 F to l65 0 F and are radiation-hardened for 
operation in the Van Allen belt. The equipment should be able to record ordi
nary conversation from 100 to 6500 cps. Leach Corporation has a contract to 
develop the tape transport of the APOLLO spacecraft, and it or a similar 
instrument would be applicable. 
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c. Photogeologic Mosaic With Contour Overlay 

Despite scale difficulties and the impracticality of attempting 
to plot sample locations or attitude and structure symbols on a map, it is 
desirable for the astronaut to have a photogeologic map with a contour overlay 
of the region to be investigated. It can be prepared from photographs from 
unmanned missions and manned orbital flights. Even more desirable would 
be an enlarged photograph of the landing area and vicinity. P hotographs could 
be taken with a descent camera from the hover altitude. The film would be 
developed, enlarged and printed prior to exit from the LEM. A 10-in. x 10-in. 
photograph could be prepared at either a scale of I: 1200 or 1: Z400 and used by 
the astronaut to select traverse routes and features of interest and by the 
observer in the LEM to plot geologic data, sampling sites and traverse routes. 
Descent photography is discussed in more detail in the Geomorphology section 
of this chapter and in Chapter IV . 

d . Multipurpose Staff 

A multipurpose staff is a critical piece of equipment for the 
astronaut. It can be used as a walking staff to assist in traversing rough 
surfaces and steep slopes, as a rod to help maintain balance, as a pry bar, 
for a probe to be used in passing over surfaces of questionable bearing 
strength, and as a steady platform on which the hand camera can be placed 
for photography. 

There should be consideration to converting it to a Jacob IS 

staff by attaching an inclinometer and to adding a small magnetic appurtenance. 
If a proving ring and Ames dial were added, the staff could be used as a 
penetrometer to obtain soils engineering data. It also would be desirable to 
inscribe a scale on a portion of the rod and to paint it appropriately so it could 
be used as a ranging rod . 

The multipurpose staff should be sturdy, of light and durable 
material and constructed to telescope into a short length to meet LEM payload 
constraints. 

e. Geologist I s P ick 

A metallic pick of nonmagnetic material can be developed from 
existing ITlodels. Corners of the iITlpact surface should be reITloved before use 
to reduce the pos sibility of flying ITletallic fragITlents . It is suggested that an 
easily read scale be inscribed on one edge of the handle. 
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( Geologists habitually leave picks on outcrops, so it is recom
mended that a thong of appropriate length be attached to the pick so that once 
it is removed from the sampling package, it can be attached permanently to 
the space suit. It would be advantageous to have a spectroscopic record of the 
metal used in the pick (and of the metal in the multipurpose staff and sampling 
tools) so the signature of the metal could be used for comparison should sample 
contamination be suspected. 

f. Sample Bags 

Sample bags should be provided for return of specimens of rocks 
and surficial material. Modification of existing types with a special inner liner 
should be adequate. A system must be devised to avoid the common error of 
sampling and subsequently not knowing where the sample was obtained. 
One suggestion is to use bags color-keyed to designate the different excursions 
of a given flight inscribed with large, easily read consecutive numbers. 
Each sample location should be photographed, with the bag or bags included 
i~ the picture. Sample locations would be plotted (by the astronaut in the 
LEM) on the photo map of the landing site. 

g. Sampling Tools 

A combination sampling tool capable of cutting, sawing, pounding, 
and levering rock material and another to scoop up incoherent material must be 
developed. The knife blade can be used as a hardnes s point, and a small magnet 
might be embedded in the handle of one of the tools. Possible prototypes of both 
tools are discussed in the section on sampling techniques in Chapter IV. 

h. Sample Containers 

For delicate and extremely fragile samples, especially of bonded 
dust structures, special containers will be required. The pressure container 
discussed in the sampling section of Support Technologies, Chapter IV, is sug
gested for this purpose . 

i. Gyrocompass 

To measure directions, use of an instrument such as the Brilllton 
compass cannot be relied upon because of meager knowledge concerning the 
magnetic field of the moon. A gyrocompass may be applicable for this purpose. 
Once a reference direction has been determined from inside the LEM by star 
sights or other techniques, the gyrocompas s can be started and compared with 
the established reference direction. The gyro arrangement permits the rotor's 
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spin to remain fixed in space (aligned to the reference direction) regardless of 
positioning of the base or outer gimbals. The spin axis provides a known ref
erence direction and by using a sighting bearing circle, relative bearings of the 
strike of lunar formations, structures and trends can be obtained. This instru
ment must be developed for lunar use. 

j. Inclinometer 

An inclinometer can be attached either to the gyrocompas s or to the 
multipurpose staff (converting it to a JacobI s staff). Incorporation of the in 
clinometer with thegyrocompas s is probably the better choice inasmuch as bear
ings and angles then can be made with the same instrument. Angle of inclination 
of formations, topographic slopes, fault planes, and fold axes can be deter-
mined easily. The instrument is simple; lightweight, compact and easily read 
models can be adapted from on-shelf items. 

k. Magnifying Glass 

Magnifying devices are desirable to discern the representative 
qualities of rock, mineral and dust samples. Considering the encapsulated 
astr onaut I s limited dexterity and the 3-in. separation from eye to visor, any 
on- shelf hand lens would be inadequate. It may be advantageous to make a 
portion of the visor a magnifying lens or to provide an attachment that can be 
moved in front of the visor for magnifying purposes. This equipment must 
be developed and thoroughly field-tested. 

1. Sun Compass 

A simple compass rose with a central spike is a useful p o r tion 
of the field geology package. It should have a circular scale concent ric with 
the center pin so the latter I s shadow length and apparent height can be gauged. 
Shades of gray and color hues can be arranged along the upper edges of the 
supporting base. The compass, when included in photographs of sample sites, 
rock exposures , joint patterns and similar features, will provide a means of 
determining the altitude of the sun when the picture was taken, orientation of 
the camera, position of the astronaut relative to the sun compass, scale , and a 
guide to the color of surface material. Bearings ,?f a complex joint system or 
othe r intersecting linear features can be recorded with a single photograph if 
the sun compass is used. Only minor alteration of existing equipment is neces
sary to obtain a satisfactory instrument. A schematic drawing of the sun 
compas s is shown on p . V-50 . 
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m. Reflectance Radiometer 

A hand-held reflectance radiometer which will measure reflected 
radiation in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared (to at least 14 microns) range 
is required for direct measurements of the reflectance properties of lunar 
surface material. The radiometer should be designed so that emissivity of 
these materials also can be determined. An instrument which can record from 
ultraviolet through infrared to 14 microns and which is acceptable for use on the 
moon must be developed. 

n. Magnet 

The astronaut should possess some means of testing rocks, 
powdered rocks and dust for their magnetic properties. The magnet could 
be included as a portion of the multipurpose staff or embedded in the handle 
of the geologist's knife. A wide variety of existing magnets can be used for 
this purpose. 

o. Light Source 

A light sour ce such as a flashlight should be provided to as si st 
observations in shadow areas. Without the illumination, it would be impossible 
to make in-place observations or perform meaningful measurements in the 
shadow cast by prominences of all sizes. Modification of existing equipment 
will be necessary and, of course, the lunar model must be light, durable 
and dependable. 

p. Weighing Scale 

Only 80 lb of material can be returned to earth. Weight estimates 
are not dependable, particularly in the unfamiliar lunar environment, so a spring 
scale should be included in the geological equipment package. The scale can be 
developed from on-shelf items but should be rugged, lightweight and need have 
only a 50-90 lb range calibrated to lunar gravity. The sample storage com
partment in the LEM will have a liner which can be taken outside, loaded and 
weighed. 

q. Hardne s s Point 

The blade of the sampling knife included in the sampling pack
age can be used to make rapid on-surface hardness determinations. In al j 
probability, individual determinations with a blade of known hardness will be 
adequate. In this manner, it can be recorded if a rock or mineral grain is 
softer or harder than the metal of the blade or of equal hardness. However, if 
a wider range of hardness determinations is preferred, the sampling tools can 
be made of material of different hardness and determinations made accordingly. 
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7. Ranking of Field Geology Observations and Measurements 

The following observations and measurements, listed in 
approximate order of importance , are recommended by the field geology 
study group: 

• Rock composition: surface and subsurface 
• Areal gradations: surficial material, bedrock, topography 
• Mineral identification: surface and subsurface rocks 
• Structures: folds , faults , linear trends, kind, attitude 
• Boundaries of surficial material: horizontally and vertically 
• Texture of surficial material: consistency and composition 
• Localization of ore and its genesiil 
• Rock texture : grain size , shape, proportion of glass to crystal 
• Rock fabric: arrangement and distribution of grains 
• Bedrock exposures: attitude, extent, composition 
• Reflectivity and emissivity of surface materials 
• Kind and amount of ore minerals 
• Stratigraphic sequence: correlation of rock horizons 
• Formation contacts: position and orientation 
• Attitude and extent of mineral deposits 
• Abrasive hardness 
• Rock color 

Performance of these geologic measurements and interpretation 
of data derived from them will contribute heavily to astronaut safety, to insure 
success of future missions and to solution of the problem of lunar basing. Many 
of the measurements will lead not only to an understanding of the origin and 
history of the moon and its surface, but ultimately to a broader and more 
detailed conception of earth history and origin. 
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D. GEOMORPHOLOGY 

1. Introduction 

a. Definition 

Fundamental to the problem of lunar exploration is the 
determination of characteristics of the lunar surface and its land forms. 
Geomorphology encompasses the description and understanding of relief 
features and is defined as that branch of geology dealing with the origin of 
lands capes, their form, nature, origin, and alterations. The s dence can be 

divided into descriptive geomorphology and genetic geomorphology or 
geomorphogeny. Descriptive geomorphology is concerned with the form and nature 
of surface features and the development of techniques to describe, classify, 
map, and compare features and areas. Genetic geomorphology treats the 
origin and development of surface features and the processes modifying 
these forms. In discussing terrestrial geomorphology, von Engeln (1942) 
observed that, inasmuch as the literal meaning of the word is a discourse 
about the form of the earth, it is necessary to consider the earth's configura-
tion as a whole and the shape and disposition of its larger units in conjunction 
with the analyses of land forms. His attitude has been adopted in this study 
to render an inclusive treatment of lunar geomorphology. 

A geomorphic investigation of the lunar landscape must be 
directed toward determining: (1) how the surface features were formed, 
(2) what forces modify them, (3) what their physical characteristics are, and 
(4) how they can be classified. 

b. Land Form Classification 

Land forms may be classified either on the basis of their mode 
of origin or by their configuration and composition. In the first instance, 
terrestrial relief features are divided into three broad classes, primarily on 
the basis of size. Secondary groupings are made within these classes to 
segregate land forms relative to their mode of origin. Surface features also 
may be classed with complete disregard of their genesis. The only concern 
is their size, shape and composition. 

1) Genetic Classification 

First-order land forms on earth, continents and ocean basins 
have lunar equivalents in terrae and maria. Second-order land forms are 
plains, plateaus, hills, and mountains, and the relief features of the moon 
readily fit into the same groupings. Third-order land forms are smaller 
features superimposed on second-order forms. On earth, they are exempli
fied by valleys, cliffs, basins, fault scarps, volcanic cones, alluvial fans, 
and sand dunes. In the lunar environment, such features as volcanic cones 
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and craters, rilles, talus slopes, lava flows, walled plains, cliffs, and most 
impact craters comprise the third order. Within these major size groups, 
subdivisions are determined by the manner in which the land form originated. 
Genesis of relief features is a result either of endogenetic (internal) or 
exogenetic (external) forces 0 In the lunar environment, as on earth, endoge
netic relief features result from: (1) compressive or tensional stresses 
within the crust forming folds, tilted surfaces or, in the event that rupture 
occurs, faulted structures; and (2) intrusive and extrusive volcanic activity. 
Volcanism may form vast array of possible features ranging from batholiths, 
laccoliths and lopoliths to lava flows, craters, domes, calderas, and explo
sion pits. 

Principal exogenetic forces acting on the surface of the earth 
are running water, waves, wind, glaciers, and gravity. On the moon, it is 
probable that gravity, meteoroid and micrometeoroid impact, and particulate 
radiation are the main surface-molding agents. 

The manner in which exogenetic and endogenetic forces act is 
used to classify land forms further. Some relief features are constructive 
(aggradational), having been formed by processes resulting in accumulation; 
others are destructional (degradational) and developed because of the removal 
of material. Grouping by this procedure has equal application to lunar fea
tures. 

In a genetic clas sification, it has been shown that parallelism 
exists for lunar and terrestrial land forms, both on a b r oad-size classifica
tion and genetically insofar as endogenetic processes and constructional and 
destructional forms are concerned. The exogenetic processes are radically 
different. Many of the terrestrial surface molding forces do not act on the 
lunar surface, and the active processes play disproportionate roles to their 
terrestrial counterparts . Although largely subjective and qualitative, a 
genetic terrain classification is advantageous in that it has direct application 
to an understanding of the origin, history and age of the lunar surface . 

2) Geometric Classification 

A useful and objective method of clas sifying land forms is on 
the basis of size, shape and composition. The natural phenomenon respon
sible for the formation of a relief feature and whether it may be constructional 
or destructional is not considered. Rather, the material of which a land form 
is composed and the parameters which express its geometry are used for 
classification. A variety of parameters has been applied by different obser
vers. Grabau (1958), for example, proposed using height, spacing, 
occupancy, hypsometric area, elongation, and parallelism. The parameters 
of Van Lopik and Kolb (1958) adequately describe a land form and are 
recommended for use in t he APOLLO study. These are slope, relief, 
occurrence of steep slopes, and planar and cross-sectional shape. 
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( A classification based on composition and terrain geometry has 
the following advantages: (1) when viewed in concert, a reasonably complete 
picture of a given terrain is provided; (2) a suitable method to test analagous 
terrains in either lunar or terrestrial environment is pos sible; and (3) the 
terrain parameters have meaningful application to problems of trafficability, 
mobility, hazards, and engineering requirements. 

c. Modifying Processes 

Another concern in geomorphology is the transient and con
tinuous processes acting upon land forms and modifying their appearance. 
They have particular significance in understanding the possible cyclical 
development of relief features. If such cyclical development occurs, relative 
ages of segments of the lunar landscape can be ascertained. Furthermore, 
such processes may be directly applicable to the development of hazardous 
conditions, trafficability problems and basing considerations. The following 
are among the more likely processes resulting in the modification of existing 
land forms 0 

1) Meteoroid and Micrometeoroid Impact 

In addition to forming fundamental topographic features, 
impacts subsequently alter existing forms by mechanical pulverization. 
Some of the fragments thrown out by the impact escape from the moon, some 
of the impacted surface might be vaporized or melted and other fragments are 
transported varying distances from the impact point. A large amount of debris 
will be produced, as each impact probably will eject debris many times the 
mass of the impacting body. Moreover, the larger ejecta fragments, as 
they strike the lunar surface, will produce secondary ejecta fragments. 

2) Radiation 

It has been suggested that X-ray and ultraviolet radiation could 
affect the internal structure of mineral crystals and also be responsible for 
the darkened surfaces of certain lunar areas. Therefore, radiation of this 
type is a slow, modifying activity that should be considered. 

Exogenic particulate radiation may cause surface alterations 
by means of atomic sputtering. It is probable that some of the sputtered 
particles escape into space, and it has been estimated by Wehner, Kenknight 
and Ros enberg (1963) that sputtering caused by solar winds in the past 4. 5 
billion yr may have reduced the lunar surface by approximately 20 cm. 
Sputtering also may be effective in crusting or cementing loose particles of 
dust and other fine-grained surficial materials. 
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3) Gravity 

Mass wasting is expected to be one of the most important 
gradational processes acting upon the lunar surface. As defined by Thornbury 
(1957). mass wasting involves the bulk transfer of masses of rock debris 
down slopes under the influence of gravity. The effects of gravity tend to 
reduce steep slopes, such as those formed by diastrophism, volcanism and 
impact. Lunar mas s movements that may be active agents of planation and 
transportation are slow downslope creep of surficial material, slump, rock 
and debris slides , rock falls, and rock creep. 

4) Volcanism 

Volcanic activity, too, would modify existing relief features. 
Ej ected blocks would be transported, and many might fragment on impact. 
Nearby areas would be blanketed with ejecta and depressions filled with ash 
and other ejecta . 

5) Micrometeoroid Infall 

Infall of fine micrometeoroid particles constitutes a deposi
tional process of considerable interest--one which alters the appearance of 
the lunar landscape and would tend to stir and mix lunar surface material 
more or less continuously. Opik (1962) estimated that a complete turnover 
of the upper l -cm layer by the action of micrometeoroids would occur in 
approximately 104 yr. 

6) Electrostatic Transport 

In the ultrahigh vacuum of the lunar environment, charged 
particles may be transported by a series of bounds or hops. Gold (1955) 
first suggested that electrostatic effects may be adequate to give fine particles 
"fluidity". Singer and Walker (1962) are of the opinion that transportation of 
fine-grained material by electrostatic means is appreciable . Particle hops 
downslope would exceed those upslope, so this process would tend to assist 
the filling of topographic depressions. 

7) Seismic Shock 

Vibrations associated with moonquakes and to some degree 
with microseisms may be effective in reducing steep slopes to the angle of 
repose, thus acting as an agent for initiating rock transport. 
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8) Thermal Cycling 

A temperature range in excess of 400°F occurs on the moon, 
setting up expansive and contractive forces in the exposed surfaces of rocks. 
Thes e forces could cause spallation, granular disintegration and exfoliation. 
Temperature change as a method of mechanical weathering has been dis
counted by Blackwelder (1925, 1933). Griggs (1946), in experimental work 
on fatigue failure in rocks due to repeated temperature change, concluded the 
process was ineffective except in the presence of moisture. His experiments 
were conducted through a temperature variation of only 200°F and for a 
period equivalent to 244 yr of heating and cooling. More recent work in 
which a temperature change of over 400 ° F was used also showed that rock 
breakdown does not result from thermal stresses. In consideration of the 
vast periods of time in which thermal cycling has acted on lunar rocks, a 
condition not reproducible in the laboratory, this phenomenon should be 
considered a possible agent of disintegration. 

9) Ice Thrust and Frost Heaving 

Freezing of water to form ice involves a volume increase of 
approximately 10 per cent, and the expansive forces set up at -7.6 of may be 
as great as 30,000 psi. Water trickling into crevices and pore spaces in 
rocks and subsequent freezing can cause considerable mechanical weather
ing. If ice exists in shadowed zones or polar regions, rock fragments 
dislodged by ice thrust may be abundant. 

If any moisture exists in the soil, lens-shaped masses of ice 
will form in time and the soil above will be heaved upward. Coarse rock 
debris tends to work its way to the surface, and a wide variety of solifluction 
features, including soil polygons, stone stripes and garlands, pingoes and 
thufur, may form. 

d. Lunar Relief Features: Surveying and Mapping 

1) General Statement 

A few selected relief features are used as examples to illustrate 
some of the problems associated with the investigation of lunar land forms 
and to point out what might be observed. Several factors preclude application 
of time-honored terrestrial methods of field study. They include the limited 
distance the astronaut can traverse from the landing site, the requirement 
that he must remain within sight of the LEM, severe limitations of available 
maps, problems of astronaut agility and mobility, and operation in a strange 
and hostile environment. 
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2) Map Scale s 

It will be difficult for the astronaut to walk rapidly on the 
moon and, because he must exercise extreme caution at all times, it is 
unlikely that in the allotted time he will travel much more than 500-1000 ft 
from the LEM. On the 1: 1, 000, 000 maps prepared by the Astrogeology 
Branch of the United States Geological Survey, this range is repre sented 
by 0 . 006 - 0 . 01 2 in. It is expected that 1:20,000 maps can be prepared from 
Orbit~r photography. On a map of this scale, the maximum distance the 
astronaut will traverse is only 0.6 in. In all probability, the region of 
investigation will be geologically homogenous over this small area. Further
more, since a touchdown area of minimum relief will be sought, there will 
be few, if any , significant topographic features. It is expected that resolution 
of Orbiter photography will permit recognition of features greater than 23 ft 
in diameter. To record details of features below resolution of Orbiter 
photography, the astronaut must utilize either a large scale map or verbal 
description keyed to ground and descent photography. 

3) Descent Photography 

A practical way to prepare a detailed map of the general 
vicinity of the landing area is to take pictures during descent, develop the 
film and print a photographic map after landing. Scale must be a compromise 
between what will be desirable for surface use and what can be p r inted con
veniently in the LEM and (possibly) subsequently carried by the astronaut 
to locate features of special interest. A 10 x 10-in. map would be satisfac
tory for field use, and an enlarger to produce such prints would not be 
excessively bulky . 

If a 120 0 lens is used in the enlarger, the print-to-negative 
distance necessary to enlarge a 2-l/2-in. negative to a 10-in. print is: 

5 + 2-1/2 
2 

tan 60 0 = 3. 6 in. 

If the picture were taken with a 58.6 0 lens at approximately 890 ft, the 
picture would cover an area of 1000 x 1000 ft, a scale of 1 in. = 100 ft, or 
1: 1200. To cover an area 2000 x 2000 ft from the hover altitude, a wide 
angle lens (discussed in Chapter IV, Section C) would be requ ired. The 
scale of the photo map would be 1:2400. 

4) Investigation of Specific Topographic Features 

In v iew of mission constraints, it is not simple to survey and 
map topographic features. It is advantageous to assess some of the inherent 
problems by examining procedures involving several lunar land forms. 

Impact and splash craters probably will be more numerous 
than any othe r lunar relief features. Mapping of such craters should be 
undertaken because: 
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• Such craters constitute logical landmarks for survey tie 
points to establish the precise location of the LEM on 
Orbiter photography. Craters with diameters in excess 
of 23 ft will have sufficient tonal contrasts at low sun 
angles to define their shape for easy recognition. 

• Impact penetration of the lunar surface may be sufficient 
to permit estimation of the depth of bedrock beneath surface 
dust and debris. 

• Crater walls may expose a portion of the stratigraphic 
section and local structural features. 

• The character of large craters may be interpreted from 
the relationship between the photographic and geologic 
character of smaller craters and their associated rays, 
halos and debris. 

A major problem in investigating craters is that the astronaut 
may disappear from view of the observer in the LEM. Crater depth and 
diameter relationship, astronaut height and crater distance from the LEM 
must be understood to insure constant surveillance of the astronaut. Crater 
depth and diameter relationship has been studied by Baldwin (1963), Fielder 
(1961) and Fulmer and Roberts (1963). From their work, it may be assumed 
that apparent crater depth is about 22 per cent of apparent width and true 
depth is 17 per cent of apparent width. Fulmer and Roberts (1963) also 
observed that the depth of splash craters formed by lower velocity impacts 
is approximately 10 per cent of the diameter. Using these data, it is 
possible to compute for the craters of various depths the maximum distance 
at which the roving astronaut can be seen by the LEM astronaut. Computa
tions are presented for two conditions: 1) if the astronaut is standing 
(Figure 1-3); and 2) if he has fallen into a prone position within a crater 
(Figure 1-4). 

0.5 AD ~ 

TZ · TZ 

~t----_______________ x 
s 

Figure 1-3. Geometric Relationships for Computation of Maximum Distance 

At Which Standing Astronaut Can Be Seen From LEM 
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Symbols used to designate heights and distances on Figure 1-3 
are 
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e = angle from horizontal to astronaut in the LEM 
AD = apparent diamete r 
AZ = apparent depth = 0.22 AD 
TZ = true depth = 0. 17 AD 
HE = height of astronaut's eye (5. 75 ft) 

H = height of eye of astronaut in the 
LEM = 16 ft (dependent on LEM landing gear 

penetration into surface material) 
Xs = horizontal distance at which standing astronaut 

is visible to LEM astronaut 

The value X is calculated as follows: 
s 

X _ H + (T Z - HE) 
s - Tan e 

16 + (0. l7AD - 5.75) 
=----'----~--~ Tan e 

= O. 5AD [16 + (0. l7AD - 5.75)] 
(0.22AD - 5.75) 

Where the astronaut is prone (Figure 1-4), a similar computation 
can be made. As illustrated, X is the horizontal distance a prone astonaut is 
visible and Tan e = AZ/O. 5AD =PO. 22AD/0. 5AD = 0.45. The value X = 
H+ TZ 16+ 0.17 AD P 
Tan e - 0 .45 

H 

TZ 

r ~ __ ----:-__ X 
p 

/IIII~-- O. 5 AD ----I~~I 

-----l 
TZ 

Figure 1-4. Geometric Relationships for Computation of Maximum Distance 
At Which Prone Astronaut Can Be Seen From LEM 

As shown in Table 1- 2, the apparent depth (AZ), true depth (T Z) 
and maximum distance at which the roving astronaut (standing and prone, X 
and X ) can be seen by the LEM astronaut have been computed for various s 

p 
apparent crater diameters (AD). All measurements shown on Table 1-2 are 
in feet. 
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TABLE 1-2 

MAXIMUM DISTANCE AT WHICH ASTRONAUT (STANDING OR PRONE 
IN CRATERS OF DIFFERENT DIAMETERS) IS VISIBLE TO 

OBSERVER IN THE LEM 

Maximum Distance Astronaut Visible 

AD AZ TZ X X 
s -E... 

(0. 22AD) (0. 17AD) (Astronaut Standing) (Astronaut Prone) 

26.2 5.75 3.7 To Lunar Horizon 44 

30 6.6 5.1 271 47 

40 8.8 6.8 112 51 

60 13.2 10.2 82 58 

80 17.6 13.6 81 66 

100 22.0 17.0 84 73 

200 44.0 34.0 116 III 

300 66.0 51. 0 152 149 

It is desirable to investigate the deepest crater in the study 
area to see if it extends into bedrock. A crater with a diameter of 300 ft 
would have a true depth of approximately 51 ft but it would be too hazardous 
to consider seriously a landing within the 152 ft required for astronaut 
observation. Probably, a crater, no more than 30 to 40 ft in diameter, 
can be investigated with the LEM close enough to permit surveillance of 
the roving astronaut and far enough away to obviate landing hazards. 

If crater depth exceeds astronaut height, he may have to enter 
the crater from the side away from the LEM in order to remain visible, 
assuming the slope of the inner walls of that portion of the crater are not 
excessively steep. Once inside a crater, the roving astronaut could photo
graph the crater walls with the camera in a leveled position. Because of 
the slope of the lower segments of the crater wall and the camera I s view 
angle, he may have to take one photograph standing and one from a kneeling 
position in order to co~er the entire wall. The crater wall nearest the sun will 

be in a shadow and must be examined with a flashlight. A small electronic 
flash attachment will suffice for photography in shadowed areas if the film is 
reasonably fast. Very slow film would necessitate a large electronic flash 
in view of the poor light-reflecting character of most lunar rocks (see 
Chapter IV) . 
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To survey an elevation into the crater, it may be necessary 
to photograph the LEM near the crater rim, place the multipurpos e staff on 
the rim at this point, then enter the crater and photograph the staff. 

Rilles, fissures and cracks also merit serious study. It is 
difficult to predict width-to-depth relationships of rilles and cracks, but 
Salisbury and Smalley (1963) are of the opinion that lunar crevas ses would 
tend to widen as a result of impacts and slowly fill with dust and debris. 
They estimate that a crevasse initially I-meter wide and I-meter deep would 
be approximately 1. 5 meters in width but only 20-cm deep after 3.5 x 105 yr. 
Baldwin (1963) summarized rille width-to- depth studie s and on admittedly 
meager evidence suggested that depth may be expected to be 1/4 of the width. 

The detectable resolution of a long, narrow feature begins at 
about 1/2 the optical resolution (refer to Chapter I, D-8) and, for Orbiter 
photographs, is about 4.6 ft. Applying the suggestion of Baldwin, a fis sure 
or rille 4. 6 -ft wide would be only 1- or 2 -ft deep but would be partially filled 
with loose dust and might have steep walls. An astronaut investigating rilles 
and cracks would be concerned with: (1) loose dust that might be present, 
(2) ability to stay within sight of the LEM and (3) how high a vertical wall 
could be traversed in a space suit. He can probe with the staff and will 
have had experience in climbing equivalent slopes in the terrestrial environ
ment. He will remain in sight of the LEM if the walls do not exceed his eye 
level or about 5.75 ft. 

Photographs of the walls of a rille, fissure or crack may 
reveal evidence of rock layering. Bearings should be taken along the strike, 
and depth, width and slope measurements made for trafficability studies. 
Photographs of the depth of footprints in the dust would be valuable for soils 
engineering studies. 

Spread widely over the moon are numerous domes, many with 
central craters . It is expected that domes will have slopes not in excess of 
2_3 0

, so it may be feasible for the LEM to land on or near one . Over a 
range of 1000 ft, a 2 0 or 3 0 slope would produce an elevation change of 35 to 
54 ft--easily observable within the range of a 200-mm lens on a 35-mm 
camera. 

Investigation of domes is scientifically advantageous. As 
outlined by Baldwin (1963), it is important to know if the dome has a central 
fissure, crater pit, pronounced joint system, or if there is evidence of 
flows . The alignment of an intricate network of joints could be recorded 
with a hand camera and a leveled compass rose with a central spike. The 
direction of shadow on the compass rose in the photograph would refer joint 
orientation to the bearing of the sun at the time the picture was taken. 
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( Many younger craters on the moon exhibit a system of 
radiating rays nearly constant in width. The origin of these features is 
disputed; a review of ray genesis and its relationship to crater origin was 
presented by Shoemaker (1963). Sampling of the various ray and debris 
features radiating from craters would be important. It may be extremely 
difficult, however, to relate changes in tone and texture on photographs to 
what the astronaut can see on the ground. The possibility of a statistical 
sampling program at set bearings and distances around craters should be 
considered. It would be necessary to locate the center of the crater with 
respect to the LEM using the tracking transducer, then make sampling and 
photographic profiles on different bearings from the center of the crater. 
Sampling will show the relationship of particle size to observed photographic 
characteristics of rays which may be applied to ray interpretation of larger 
craters elsewhere on the moon . 

e. Scope and Objectives of Geomorphic Study 

From the standpoint of lunar exploration, form and nature 
of surface features will be of primary initial interest. Second, the forces 
modifying these forms should be investigated and finally, the origin and 
development of the features determined. This ranking is in accordance with 
the concept of first being concerned with factors affecting astronaut safety 
and the success of future missions and subsequently with scientific considera
tions. This does not mean that experiments and observations concerning 
all geomorphologic fields will not be made on a particular mission, but the 
relative importance of these fields in lunar exploration is quite clear. 

Data concerning the form of lunar surface features, especially 
on the microrelief or microgeometry level, must be obtained to permit 
development of techniques for selecting areas suitable for future landings or 
basing and optimum routes for surface exploration. 

When describing the surface geometry or form of any area, 
it is necessary to know the contour interval or terrain envelope being con
sidered. Although objective and quantitative techniques can be developed to 
describe, classify and compare surface geometry at any scale or contour 
interval, lunar maps available at the time of the first landing probably will 
be inadequate from the standpoint of areal coverage, scale and contour inter
val to permit valid landing site selection. Consequently, it will be necessary 
to develop ways to predict the surface geometry at levels less than the 
contour interval of the best available maps. This requires knowledge of the 
micro and macrogeometry relations at several points on the lunar surface. 
Surface data and photography (at a variety of scales and resolution) must be 
obtained for several representative areas. Surface roughness or micro
geometry data should be collected on early mis sions to permit development 
of techniques for: (1) extending or extrapolating such point information over 
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areas where only small - scale photographic coverage is available and 
(2) describing and classifying specific areas as to their suitability for future 
landing sites. Probably, such data can be obtained best with stereo cam
eras or descent photography, but the astronaut should be trained to estimate 
slopes and distances accurately. 

The processes modifying surface features are functions of 
time and, if mission constraints permit, will require leaving measuring 
devices on the surface , unles s rapid erosion or deposition is underway 
that could be observed or recorded by cameras . Determinations concerning the 
origin and development of lunar surface features will require geologic and 
geophysical inputs and well-developed observational capabilities on the part 
of the astronaut. 

The lunar surface presents a unique opportunity for geo
morphological studies. Unlike the earth, it has not been modified by running 
water, covered and altered by oceans or changed by an atmosphere. Neither 
has any apparent obscuring effects of mountain building taken place with 
the magnitude or frequency present on earth. Thus , the moon's past history 
can be deciphered for a much longer interval, providing an opportunity to 
extend knowledge of solar system history much further back than has been 
possible heretofore . 

From the introductory discussions, objectives of the geo 
morphic investigations are to 

• Determine the mode of origin of lunar land forms 

• Describe lunar land forms on the basis of composition 
and geometric characteristics 

• Ascertain forces modifying existing land forms and 
attempt to determine the rate at which these processes occur 

• Apply this knowledge to possible astronaut hazards, ade
quate lunar basing, selection of areas suitable for future 
landings, problems of traversing the surface afoot or by 
vehicle, and unraveling the history, origin and age of the 
surface 

• Gain insight into the past history of the solar system 

2 . Geomorphic Measurements, Experiments and Observations 

A total of 39 observations , measurements and experiments 
originally considered by the study group are listed in Appendix C . Of these, 
25 are related to physical properties and 14 to natural phenomena. Most of 
these apply exclusively to geomorphic considerations but a few, such as 
petrology and mineralogic composition and texture, are more closely allied 
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( to field geology; strength and degree of cohesion are portions of soils 
mechanics; radioactivity is included in the compositional study; and seis
micity is the primary concern of the geophysical study group. All are 
considered in this section as they are integral parts of landscape investiga
tions. 

The 39 properties and phenomena were evaluated from the 
standpoint of their contribution to the 5 fundamental lunar problem areas, 
and 22 were selected for further consideration. The major contributions of 
the geomorphic study (see Figure 1-5) are to lunar basing, to an understand
ing of the origin and history of the lunar surface and to insuring astronaut 
safety. Physical properties to be determined, or a method by which they 
may be determined, in approximate order of their importance, are: 

• Ground photography 

• Topographic mapping 

• Degree of cohesion 

• Slope 

• Relief 

• Texture and mineralogic composition 

• Occurrence of steep slopes 

• Petrology of surface and near- surface rocks 

• Degree of cementation 

• Angle of repose 

• Strength of surface rocks 

• Orientation of topographic highs and lows 

Natural phenomena related to land form development and 
modification for which measurements and observations should be made are: 

• Areal gradations 

• Micrometeoroid and meteoroid flux 

• Electrostatic forces 

• Radioactivity 

• Erosion 

• Thermal cycling 

• Transportation mechanisms 
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• Particulate radiation flux 

• Vacuum outgassing 

• Seismicity 

3. Importance of Selected Geomorphic Measurements, Experiments 
and Observations 

Contributions made to the fundamental lunar problem areas 
by the 12 geomorphic property measurements and 10 geomorphic phenomena 
observations are as follows: 

a. Ground Photography 

Ground photography is the most important geomorphology
related activity the astronaut can undertake. When coupled with adequate 
sampling of rocks and surficial materials, applications for ground photog
raphy are immense. It should be used first to verify the accuracy and 
detail of prepared topographic and geologic maps. Ground photographs also 
will provide a means for extrapolating point data to other areas of the lunar 
surface. Pictorial representation is a measure of ground truth and, by 
contrasting the appearance of the known area on orbital photographs to 
ground photographs, extrapolations to other similar areas can be undertaken. 
Ground photography, coupled with surface samples and the recorded visual 
observations of the astronaut, will furnish earth- based scientists with a 
reservoir from which extensive geologic, geomorphic and environmental 
studies can be made. 

Ground photography applications to the five fundamental 
problem areas are: 

1) Hazards 

Photographs can be used to obtain some idea of surface 
inhomogeneity and the presence of sharp rock edges, abrasive surfaces, 
unstable slopes, and physical land obstacles .to foot traverses and line-of
sight communications. 

2) T rafficability 

Visual observations complemented with ground photographs 
will provide data applicable to problems of both pedestrian and vehicular 
travel. Insight will be gained into vibration and los s of traction, occurrence 
of abrasive surfaces and sharp rock edges, the presence of physical land 
obstacles, and dust distribution. 
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3) Basing 

The availability and character of natural shelter including 
lava caves and tubes, pressure ridges and caldera lip fractures, and under
cut cliffs will be revealed by ground photography. Good ground photography 
will supply other basing data on surface geometry, nature and location of 
bedrock, presence of unstable slopes and fissures, horizontal distribution 
and continuity of ground materials, and recent faulting and volcanism. 

Direct evidence of possible lunar resources such as useful chemicals, minera
lization, heat sources and water can be gained from lunar surface photographs. 

4) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Photographic evidence of the distribution and nature of surface 
features, bedrock and surficial material is vital to understanding the origin 
and history of the lunar surface . Relative ages of some features can be 
ascertained and relationships to faulting, jointing and other structures 
observed. Variation in color and appearance of surface features may be 
evidence of the action of modifying processes and can be used to differentiate 
relative ages of formation. The effects of temperature change, sputtering 
and ice thrust can be recorded on photographs for subsequent interpretation. 
To a large degree, the controversy regarding volcanic or meteoroid origin 
of many of the surface features can be resolved from ground photographs . 

5) Origin, History and Age of Earth-Moon System 

Photographs of bedrock exposures should provide evidence of 
the occurrence of differentiation and indicate the possibility of a molten stage 
in the history of the moon. Evidences of seismic and volcanic activity will 
provide similar data. 

b. Topographic Mapping 

Mis sion constraints strongly influences the desirability of 
topographic mapping. Practical restrictions are dis cussed elsewhere in 
this section. Further, if accurate and detailed topographic maps can be 
prepared from the stereoscopic orbital and descent photography, need for 
topographic surveying will be largely obviated. Existing maps, however, 
should be verified by means of accurate mapping of even a limited area near 
the LEM touchdown site, preferably by stereoscopic ground photography. 
Additionally, data from topographic maps will be useful for extrapolation to 
other areas of similar appearance on the lunar surface as well as for provid
ing some concept of the nature of surface roughnes s. 
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If adequate maps cannot be prepared from orbital, des cent 
and ground photography, topographic surveying then becomes a major con
sideration. 

c. Degree of Cohesion 

The nature of lunar surficial material is controversial. An 
important aspect of the controversy is the degree of cohesion. This property 
received an extremely high rating because of its involvement in questions of 
basing, trafficability and pos sible hazards to the astronaut. The relation
ship of degree of cohesion of surface material to fundamental problems is as 
follows: 

1) Hazards 

If loose surface material is thick and poorly bonded or 
uncemented, there is danger of surface collapse and engulfment of the 
astronaut. 

2) Trafficability 

The degree of cohesion of surface material will affect strongly 
the possibility of traversing the surface and the rate at which progress can 
be made. 1£ the material is thick and noncohesive, vehicles will mire due 
to loss of traction. 

3) Basing 

Cohesiveness of surficial material bears on many lunar basing 
considerations including unequal settlement, limiting unsupported slopes, 
nature of shielding material, energy requirements for excavation, and 
grading and fill requirements. 

4) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

In the event that particles are electrostatically bonded, 
vacuum welded or cemented by some other process, something of the history 
of the lunar surface can be inferred and a concept of several of the agents 
acting on the surface determined. Further, the degree to which the particles 
are bound together may permit postulation of the relative ages of portions 
of the surface. 

d. Slope 

Slope, the deviation of the surface from the horizontal, is a 
basic geomorphic characteristic. It is a neces sary element of any geometric 
classification of land forms and is useful in determining genesis of relief 
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features. Consideration of slope is also important to problems of traffic
ability and lunar basing and presents possible hazardous configurations. 

1) Hazards 

Areas of minimum slopes generally would be less dangerous 
than areas of steep slopes and would be premium areas for lunar operations. 
Rubble-covered slopes present dangers of falling, have an abundance of 
sharp rock edges and may be susceptible to mass movements. Steep slopes 
may present physical obstacles to foot traverse, and in steeply inclined 
areas , the astronaut is more apt to experience falls . 

2) Trafficability 

It may not be possible to traverse sloping surfaces, particu
larly if they are covered with loose rubble . Furthermore, steep slopes are 
subject to induced or natural sliding. Loss of traction and problems of 
vibration and wear are magnified in areas of moderate-to-steep slopes. 
Slope is a factor in the nature of surface roughnes s and in macrorelief 
relationships which strongly influence trafficability and mobility. 

3) Basing 

Basing doubtless will be in areas of minimum slope. Hence, 
slope dis tr ibut ion is a fundamental consideration. Limiting angles of 
unsuppo r ted slopes, areas of potential mass movement and surface rough
ness are related to the inclination of the surface. 

4) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

The occurrence of slopes can be used to infer the origin of 
relief features and the modifying forces act~ng upon them. 

e. Relief 

Observation and measurement of relief is fundamental to an 
unde rstanding of topographic features and ultimately to their classification. 
Relief is defined as the maximum difference in elevation per unit area--an 
adequate definition in areas of moderate - to-high slope but not satisfactory 
for regi ons of low slope. A common division is to consider small-scale 
features as surface roughness or microrelief and the larger as macrorelief. 
The point a t which macrorelief becomes microrelief is not well defined, and 
definitions of microrelief have set limits as high as 30 ft and as low as 1 in. 
In view of trafficability considerations , microrelief or surface roughness 
is defined in this report as those surface features exhibiting less than 3 ft 
of r elief. 
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( Lunar relief feature measurements and observations are 
critical for four of the five fundamental problem areas. 

1) Hazards 

Small-scale relief features will present a hazard to surface 
traverse, particularly by vehicles. Highly developed microrelief can 
cause excessive vibration, abrasion and imrrlObility. Falling hazards and 
abrasion of shoes and space suit also may occur. 

Large-scale relief features may impede the astronaut and 
subject him to possible falling and abrasion hazards as well. 

2) Trafficability 

Relief is a major consideration in lunar trafficability. Micro
relief features can immobilize a vehicle and considerably impede foot 
travel. Excessive wear, vibration and equipment damage may occur in 
these areas. Macrorelief features often will dictate routes and, in many 
instances, block or severely impede progress on the lunar surface. Loss 
of visual and communications contact can occur easily in areas of high 
relief. 

3) Basing 

The sites selected will be in areas of low slopes and prefer
ably of low relief, although steep cliffs adjoining a flat area might provide 
partial shelter. 

4) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

To determine the origin of the lunar surface and in part its 
history, it is a prerequisite that relief and variations in relief be known. 
Reduction of relief of land forms is evidence of modification. Areas of low 
relief must be examined thoroughly to understand their origin and to see if 
deposition ha s played a role in producing such areas. 

f. Texture and Mineralogical Composition 

The mineral content of surface rocks and the size and 
arrangement of mineral grains within these rocks can be applied to answer
ing many geomorphic questions. Primary applications to the fundamental 
problem areas are to lunar basing and the origin and history of the lunar 
surface. 
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1) Basing 

Texture and mineral composition of rocks largely will 
determine the strength of foundation mate r ial, energy requirements for 
excavation, foundation stability, and the problem of unequal settlement. 
Mineral composition is of utmost importance in the search for water 
resources, useful chemicals and, of course, possible mineralization of 
economic use. 

2) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Absolute age of r ocks of the lunar surface can be determined 
by means of radioactive minerals . Secondary minerals in rocks are evidence 
of weathering processes and coesite and stishovite of the meteoritic origin 
of associated land forms . Texture and mineral concentrations of other 
rocks will reveal whether deep-seated, shallow or extrusive volcanism has 
occurred. Mineral association also will provide strong evidence of the 
occurrence of magmatic differentiation. A historical sequence of events can 
be developed from accurate radioactive age dating . 

3) Origin, History and Age of Earth- Moon System 

Radioactive minerals can be utilized to determine the absolute 
age of the moon, to indicate a molten history of the moon and perhaps to 
provide data on possible reheating by means of radioactivity. 

g. Occurrence of Steep Slopes 

Slope occurrence gives some measure of dissection or the 
degree of irregularity of the surface . It is a parameter necessary for 
description and classification of landscape and has other applications as 
follows: 

1) Hazards 

Falling hazards, possibilities of induced or natural mass 
movement and physical land obstacles to communications and foot traverse 
are increased by the density of occurrence of steep slopes . These factors 
are also problems to trafficability . 

2) Basing 

Ideal basing areas probably will be of low slope occurrence. 
However, some steep slopes such as undercut cliffs and rilles may be useful 
as possible shelter sites . 
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3) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Steep slope occurrence provides information on the origin 
of surface features and their modification. 

h. Petrology 

Knowledge of rock type and distribution is fundamental to 
understanding the origin of the lunar surface and is also of utmost impor
tance in lunar basing considerations. 

1) Hazards 

The type of rock present strongly influences the abundance 
of sharp rock edges, production of rubble and is a safety consideration 
with regard to flying fragments when samples are collected. 

2) Trafficability 

Rock type largely controls the abrasive quality of the surface, 
presence of sharp rock edges and the ease with which the surface can be 
traversed. 

3) Basing 

Perhaps the most important factor to be considered in lunar 
basing is the type of rock present. Petrology has direct bearing on such 
engineering requirements as foundation stability, energy for excavations, 
limiting unsupported slopes, availability of shielding material, and the 
amount of overburden that may have to be removed. It is also of paramount 
concern in the development of lunar resources such as shielding material, 
construction substances, mineralization, and useful chemicals and water
bearing sources such as obsidian, pitchstone and other igneous rocks. 

4) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Lunar rocks will indicate whether the surface is of intrusive 
or extrusive origin, the degree to which modifying processes have been 
active, the role of meteoroid and micrometeoroid impact, whether magmatic 
differentiation has occurred, and zones of metamorphism and tectonic 
activity. Rock relationships also can be applied to developing a historical 
sequence of lunar events. 

5) Origin, History and Age of Earth-Moon System 

Rock type will control the occurrence of radioactive minerals 
for absolute dating and have a direct relationship to the origin of the lunar 
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surface . From these, inferences regarding the earth-moon system can be 
drawn. 

i. Degree of Cementation 

In the terr estrial environment, cementation is one of the 
processes by which loose unconsolidated rock fragments are bound together 
to form certa in rocks. If lunar rock fragments are cemented, then the nature 
of the cement and its origin must be determined to see how these particular 
rocks originate . Cementation increases the strength and cohesion of rock 
fragments a nd bears directly on lunar problems. 

1) Hazards 

1£ surface material is uncemented, noncohesive and thick, 
there is a dange r of engulfment or surface collapse. Loose material stirred 
up by the astronaut also could impair visual and communications contact 
with the LEM. 

2) Traf£icability 

Degree of cementation of surface debris and of rock surfaces 
partially will control the strength and bearing capacity of the material. 
Abrasion, excessive wear, miring, and immobility can result if surficial 
materials are uncemented. 
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3) Basing 

Degree of cementation is a factor in the strength of materials. 
As such, it has application to lunar basing in terms of limiting unsupported 
slopes, unequal settlement and energy requirements for excavation . Further
more, if soluble cements are the bonding agents, there is evidence that 
water, a vital lunar resource, was at one time present. 

4) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

1£ surficial material is cemented, the cementing agent is 
indicative of the origin of portions of the lunar landscape and of a portion 
of its history . Moreover, the degree of cementation may be used t o deter
mine relative ages of land forms, although this is not an infallible application. 
Soluble cements point toward the existence of moisture at some time in past 
history . 
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j. Angle of Repose 

A necessary geomorphic measurement is to discover the 
natural angle loose material will assume under the influence of gravity. The 
angle of repose will determine slopes in loose material and where many 
mass movements may occur. Existing rubble slopes will affect vehicular 
travel and foot traverses and, in the case of lunar basing, will determine the 
limit of unsupported slopes. An understanding of the angle of repose of 
material of varying sizes will provide data on gravity's role in modifying 
the lunar surface. 

k. Strength 

Strength of rock materials is essential to trafficability and 
basing problems. Lack of surface strength may present a safety considera
tion. 

1) Hazards 

The strength of surface material must be determined early in 
the exploration program to evaluate the danger of collapse of bonded surfaces 
and the possibility of engulfment. 

2) Trafficability 

Collapse of surfaces, mIrIng, abrasive surfaces, and loss of 
traction are trafficability hazards related to the inherent strength of the 
surface. 

3) Basing 

Foundation stability, settlement problems, energy require
ments for excavation, and densification requirements are dependent for 
solution as on earth, on an understanding of the strength of rocks and surficial 
material. 

1. Orientation of Topographic Highs and Lows 

Strong parallelism in topographic highs will limit exploration 
at right angles to the topographic highs and tend to guide it along the parallel 
lows. Parallelism of topographic features can be used to determine major 
fracture patterns and thus reveal information on the history and origin of 
the lunar surface. 
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m. Areal Gradation 

The simplicity or complexity of the lunar landscape is s h own 
by the variety of surface features and rock types present and whether t h e s e 
va riations are gradational delineations or are sharply outlined. An u nder
standing of areal gradations will be valuable in checking the accuracy of 
p repa re d geo logic and topographic maps and in extrapolating data from a 
r e stricted area to broader areas on the lunar surface. Specific applicati ons 
are : 

1) Hazards 

Gradational changes will yield information that will enabl e 
t he a s t r onau t to avoid falling hazards due to lunar lighting variation, m ove
men t a n d communication difficulties due to physical land obstacles and 
possibly n ear-su rface voids which might collapse under his weight. Areal 
distribution and gradation of fine- grained surficial deposits can be sh own 
and their a ss ociated hazards avoided. 

2) Trafficability 

An insight into areal gradations will permit selection of 
trave r ses that will avoid highly abrasive surfaces, zones of sharp rock 
edges, a rea s of possible collapse, and zones ~here traction could be l o s t. 

3 ) Basing 

Sites for natural shelter can be deduced from consideration 
of a r ea l g radations as well as engineering requirements for construction . 
Gradation phenomena can be applied to the search for possible chemical s, 
mineralization, water resources, and shielding material. 

4) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Inferences on the origin of the lunar surface can be drawn 
from area l gradation of lunar land forms, surface rocks and debris. A g e 
relati onshi ps then may be developed to assist in presenting a historical 
sequenc e of events in lunar history. 

n. Micrometeoroid and Meteoroid Flux 

These phenomena are practicularly of interest in the g e o 
mor phi c in v estigation because they constitute the principal exogenetic fo rce 
adding to a nd modifying the lunar surface. They are also important fa ctor s 
in lun ar basing and in the determination of the origin, history and a ge of th e 
surface . The nature and measurement of micrometeoroid and primary a n d 
secondary ejecta flux are discussed in detail in Section E of this chapter. 
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1) Hazards and Basing 

Mechanical puncture of the space suit and damage to equip
ment by micrometeoroids and lunar ejecta resulting from impact are 
possible occurrences. It may be necessary to provide shielding to overcome 
damage to lunar bases, and the metal of meteoroids could be an important 
lunar resource. 

2) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Many surface features of the lunar landscape may be formed 
by impact. If the flux is known, some concept of the relative age of features 
and the intervals required for their formation can be determined. Micro
meteoroids and meteoroids also act as geomorphic agents of pulverization 
and of transport of fragments on the lunar surfaces and perhaps away from 
the lunar environment. 

Absolute age determinations, applicable both to the age of 
the surface features and to an understanding of the earth-moon system, can 
be performed on meteoritic debris. 

o. Electrostatic Forces 

Electrostatic charges may bond loose fragments and also be 
a mechanism for transporting small rock particles. This phenomenon 
should be investigated as a portion of the geomorphic study. 

1) Hazards 

If dust particles are bonded electrostatically, several hazards 
to the astronauts will result. If the deposits are thick, there may be a 
danger of engulfment or miring on the surface. Dust may accumulate on 
the equipment and space suit and communications be impaired or negated. 

2) Trafficability 

Thick bonded dust deposits might make it possible to 
traverse certain portions of the lunar surface. Los s of traction, miring and 
excessive wear also could be caused by bonded dust deposits. Furthermore, 
electrostatically bonded particles may accumulate on the astronaut's boots to 
seriously impede his progress across the lunar surface. 

3) Basing 

Electrostatic charges may impede construction procedures 
and impair the operation of equipment. Thick deposits of electrostatically 
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bonded material may have to be removed before construction is initiated, 
or shelters designed so that they will sink into the deposits. 

4 ) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Electrostatic hopping of small rock particles may be an agent 
of transportation on the moon. The amount of movement, its effectiveness 
and the influence of slope and gravity on this process must be known in 
order to understand the phenomenon as a surface-modifying proces s. 

p. Radioactivity 

Radioactive emanations constitute a possible hazard to the 
astronaut, and the flux must be ascertained. Deposits of radioactive mater
ial are an important potential natural lunar resource. Most important, 
radioactive age dating will provide insight into the relative age of different 
portions of the lunar surface as well as the absolute age of the moon. In 
section F of this chapter, radioactivity and age determinations are cons idered 

. in greater depth . 

q . Erosion 

Observations and measurements of erosive processes are most 
us eful in unders tanding the origin of the lunar landscape but also are perti
nent to lunar basing and potentially hazardous conditions. 

1) Hazards and Trafficability 

Particulate radiation, electrostatic hopping of charged 
particles , mass wasting, meteoroid and micrometeoroid impacts, and vol
canic activity could be hazardous to the astronaut and endanger traverses 
across the surface. The occurrence and intensity of these processes should 
be determined . 

2) Basing 

The factors enumerated above are magnified in basing con
siderations due to the increased opportunity for damage because of the 
longer time of exposure of the base to the lunar environment. In addition, 
there could be pos sible disruption of surface material by frost heaving. 
Shielding requirements to overcome the effects of erosive phenomena must 
be examine d. 
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3) Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Obviously, to decipher the history and origin of the lunar 
surface , it is necessary to know the forces acting upon it. Until there is 
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knowledge of what these are, how they act and their relative intensities, the 
lunar surface and its land forms cannot be thoroughly understood. 

r. Thermal Cycling 

Fluctuation of 400°F or more in lunar temperature has 
important ramifications. Thermal cycling may be an agent of rock break
down due to the expansive and contractive forces it will cause in rocks. 
Space suits and scientific equipment must be designed to account for the 
extreme temperature range which also is of fundamental concern in design 
concepts for lunar bases. It is possible that, if cycling is an effective 
agent of rock disintegration, relative ages of rock exposures and land forms 
can be assigned on the basis of the degree to which they have been affected. 

s. Transportation Mechanisms 

Movement of rock particles across the lunar surface and 
downslope transport of rock debris are of scientific interest and have appre
cation to the fundamental problem areas as well. Modes of transportation 
and, if possible, rate and magnitude of movement of fragments by gravity, 
sintering, impact, electrostatic hopping, and explosive volcanism, should 
be determined. Particle movement might constitute a hazard by causing 
damage to equipment or space suit. It would be desirable to select areas 
for lunar bases where transport is negligible. The thickness, nature and 
mode of accumulation of transported debris in low-lying areas such as 
maria are of geomorphic interest. To understand the history and origin of 
the lunar surface, methods of transporting rock debris must be known. 

t. Particulate Radiation Flux 

Particulate radiation may be an important agent of erosion and 
transportation. It constitutes a distinct hazard to the astronaut. Not only 
may surface material be altered and eroded, but portions of sputtered 
surfaces may escape from the moon. Thus, the effects of particulate radia
tion and the rate of removal of rock material constitute another requirement 
to the understanding of lunar lands cape origin. If rates of particulate 
erosion can be ascertained, relative ages of different surfaces that have 
been affected may be deduced. To determine shielding requirements for 
lunar basing, it is necessary to know the particulate flux. A detailed study 
of exogenic particulate radiation is presented in Section G of this chapter. 

u. Vacuum Outgassing 

Vacuum outgas sing and/ or volcanic emanations are geomorphic 
phenomena of concern. The astronaut should be alert for evidence of past 
outgas sing and for zones of active vacuum and volcanic outgas sing. The latter 
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may be a possible hazard, either as a corrosive proces s or by causing thermal 
degradation of boots, LEM or equipment. 

Outgas sing may have produced usable sublimates, and volatiles 
from active zones could be valuable lunar res our ces . Evidence of volcanic 
activity indicates that molten material with entrained gases existed within the 
crust; hence, that the moon has had a molten or par t ially molten stage in its 
past history. 

v. Seismicity 

Moonquakes could be a minor hazard to the astronaut. More 
important, however, active seismic zones must not be neglected in basing 
considerations. Not only can moonquakes be a danger in themselves but 
they might trigger disastrous landslides 0 Seismicity determinations will 
contribute to knowledge of the origin of the lunar lands cape and are the 
primary means of acquiring data on the interior of the lunar body. Some 
land forms will be of tectonic origin; others will be controlled by major 
fracture patterns. The nature of subsurface rock horizons and the internal 
constitution of the moon can be derived from the behavior of seismic waves 
generated by moonquakes. 

4. Nature of Property or Phenomenon Measured. 

The geomorphic properties and phenomena involve passive 
measurement in that they require no energy. All the measurements 
can be made in place, but those of the degree of cohesion, degree of cemen
tation and strength can be undertaken most advantageously on extracted 
samples . Similarly, determinations of mineralogic content and texture and 
petrology generally can be made in place but, should unusual features and 
textural relations, unique mineral as s emblages or exotic rock types occur, 
examination of extracted samples may be required. Many of the observa
tions and measurements can be made on the moon, but selected samples 
should be returned to earth for detailed chemical analysis, petrographic 
and mineralogic examination and for performance of experiments to deter
mine strength, degree of cohesion and degree of cementation. 

None of the measurements or observations concerned with 
physical properties are a function of time as are those related to natural 
lunar phenomena. To obtain realistic data relative to phenomena acting on 
the lunar surface, it is necessary to perform experiments and measure
ments over a period of time--both single measurements at one location and 
multiple measurements at several sites. In the base of physical property 
determinations , both single and multiple observations should be accomplished 
for all properties with the exception of topographic mapping and three of the 
terrain parameters, i. e., relief, occurrence of steep slopes and orientation 
of topographic highs and lows. 
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( Horizontal and vertical measurements should be undertaken 
for all of the property determinations except occurrence of steep slopes 
and orientation and planar shape of topographic highs and lows. 

A more detailed listing showing the nature of the properties 
and phenomena considered in the geomorphic study is included in Appendix C. 

5. Problems Associated With Geomorphic Measurements and 
Experiments 

a. Safety Considerations 

Acquiring geomorphic data on the lunar surface presents 
few hazards in that the required equipment is simple and has no energy 
requirements. Terrain and lunar lighting conditions constitute the principal 
sources of possible hazards. Unusual shadows and lighting, as compared 
to those on earth, will increase the possibilities of slips, falls and brushing 
against sharp rock surfaces. The astronaut must be especially cautious 
and avoid steep slopes, highly fissured and fractured terrain, unstable 
rubble slopes,and unusually rough surfaces. Care also should be taken to 
avoid flying rock fragments and/or metallic pieces when collecting rock 
sample s with a geologist's pick. 

b. Rate of Particle Transportation and Deposition 

Measurements of the rate of particle transport on the lunar 
surface and the rate of accumulation of transported particles should be 
initiated as early as possible in the lunar exploration program. Although the 
astronaut may observe rock particles in the process of being transported 
and note deposits of eroded material, it would be advantageous to obtain 
quantitative data. A particle movement sampler (Figure IV -2, Section IV) 
has been proposed for lunar use, but it is difficult to devise adequate instru
ments before the nature of active transportation processes on the moon are 
known. Once visual observations on early APOLLO missions have divulged 
the character of transportation mechanisms and areas of particle accumula
tion, attention should be given to the design of applicable equipment that will 
provide reliable data on particle size and shape, mineralogical character 
and volume of transport. 

6. Geomorphic Equipment and Instrumentation 

a. Equipment List 

Most of the equipment required for the geomorphic studies 
is simple and, in many instances, existing equipment or slightly modified 
models can be used. Detailed instrumentation evaluations including weight 
and volume values are shown in Appendix D. Geomorphic materials required 
are: 
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• Photogeologic ITlOsaic with contour overlay 

• Hand caTIlera with flash attachTIlent 

• COTIlTIlunications link to tape recorder in the LEM 

• Geologist's pick 

• GyrocoTIlpass with inclinoTIleter attachTIlent 

• Multipurpose staff 

• Magnifying glass 

• SaTIlple bags 

• SaTIlple containers 

• Magnet 

• Sun cOTIlpas s 

• Light sour ce 

• Erosion trap 

With the sole exception of the erosion trap , all of the 
equipTIlent required for geoTIlorphologic studies are discussed in the preceding 
section on field geology (p . 1-22 to 1-27) . 

b . Erosion Trap 

A device to trap rock fragTIlents in the process of being 
transported across the lunar surface is suggested in the saTIlpling techniques 
portion of Chapter IV. An instruTIlent TIlust be developed which will provide 
reliable data on the voluTIle of fine-grained sediTIlent transported on the TIloon 
and froTIl which inforTIlation can be gained regarding TIlineralogic character 
and particle size and shape. 
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7. Ranking of GeoTIlorphic Observations and MeasureTIlents 

The geoTIlorphology study group has concluded that the 
following TIleasureTIlents and observations will contribute TIlost toward attain
TIlent of the APOLLO prograTIl objectives . In approxiTIlate order of their 
iTIlportance, they are : 

• Ground photography 

• Topographic TIlapping (using photogeologic TIlethods) 

• Degree of cohesion 

• Slope 
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• Electrostatic forces as a bonding agent and transportation 
mechanism 

• Relief: both surface roughness and topographic relief 

• Areal gradations 

• Texture and mineralogic composition 

• Occurrence of steep slopes 

• Petrology of surface and near-surface rocks 

• Degree of cementation 

• Angle of repose: from dust to coarse rubble 

• Micrometeoroid and meteoroid flux 

• Strength of surface and near-surface rocks 

• Erosional processes acting on lunar surface 

• Radioactivity 

• Thermal cycling 

• Transportation mechanisms 

• Vacuum outgassing 

• Seismicity 

• Areal occupancy of topographic highs and lows 

These geomorphic observations and measurements will lead 
to an understanding of lunar land forms and the nature of the lunar surface. 
Substantial contributions to astronaut safety, basing and the selection of 
future landing sites will also accrue. Data from the geomorphic studies 
will provide insight into the earth-moon system and permit a more searching 
investigation of the past history and origin of the solar system. 

8. Extrapolation of Point Data 

To obtain the maximum from early APOLLO missions, it is 
imperative to relate geological observations to orbital and descent photographs, 
infrared, radar, and other remote sensor data. Thus, a better understanding 
of large areas of the lunar surface from indirect evidence can be gained by 
means of direct observation of restricted areas. Extrapolation of point data 
can be applied to both geomorphic and field geologic observations, but for 
convenience is discussed only in the geomorphology section. 
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Tone, color, pattern, shape and size, both individually and in 
combination, are used to interpret terrestrial photography. It is important 
to determine how these properties can be applied to interpret photographs of 
the lunar surface and how the lunar environment may affect them. The 
primary purpose of all photographic or imagery interpretation should be to 
correlate image properties with surface geologic or physical properties of 
interest. Infrared and radar mapping systems convert changes in the 
intensity of reradiated or emitted energy in the infrared and radar parts of 
the electromagnetic spectrum to variations in the visible range and record 
these data on film . Hence, although the following discussion is concerned 
primarily with conventional photography, the analogous photographic 
properties of tone, texture, etc. must be used to interpret infrared and radar 
imagery. The significance of changes in image properties will differ among 
conventional, infrared and radar because they depend upon different physical 
phenomena. Consequently, interpretation of infrared and radar imagery can 
supplement conventional photography in lunar studies. 

a. Tone 

Tone is the measure of the amount of light reflected and re
corded on film in terms of shades of gray. In the lunar environment, it will be 
determined by the albedo of lunar surfaces and by shade relief produced by 
surface irregularities. Definitive equations anp, curves for shade relief, 
photometric function and albedo have been outlined by Herriman, Washburn 
and Willingham (1963). Shade relief may be related to apparent luminances 
as follows: 

B IB = 2
S

/2 
1 2 

(1) 

where Band B are the apparent luminances of any two points or areas in 
camera ~iew ana. S is the shade relief value. 

Specifically, shade relief value indicates the number of shades 
of gray that can be detected realistically. It is an integral multiple of the 
minimum detectable tonal differences. 

By substituting a shade relief value of 1 in Eq. (1), the 
luminance ratio between two points is 
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Eq. (1) can also be in the form 

S = 6 . 6 log Bl / B2 (3) 

In Eq. (3), there is similarity to photographic contrast as 
defined by Colwell (1960) who noted: "Contrast is the brightnes s ratio of 
light to dark in the target and is expres sed as the common logarithm of this 
ratio. In actual targets and with recording film processed to a gamma of 
1.4, it normally ranges from the recording threshold of about 0.025 to about 
0.3 at high altitude and 1 . 0 at low altitude under favorable conditions. " 

An equation for contrast can be developed using the data of 
Colwell, namely 

Contrast = log B / B 
1 2 

(4) 

cent contrast 

For the threshold contrast of 0.025, Bl = 1.06 B
2

, a 6 per 

( B - B ) 
ratio, 1 2 , is indicated as the minimum which can be 

B2 

recorded with a gamma of 1 . 4 . 

From Eq. (3) and (4), it is apparent that a contrast of 41 per 

cent is equivalent to a value of 1 shade relief, 100 per cent for a shade 
relief of 2. In addition, shade relief values are integral steps of brightness 
(luminance) ratios, i. e., gray tone shades whose amplitudes are in incre
ments of the minimum recordable contrast. A safety factor of 6 is included 
to provide for different gamma processing and for degradation in the com

plete system. 

Another approach to determine the minimum detectable dif
ference of luminance was suggested by Rose (1948). For an ideal seeing 
device, a photosensitive surface detector, the following equation was 
derived: 

-1/2 

( 
h2 2) 

L:H - D t 

d
2 

( 5) 
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where 6B = the minimum detectable difference in luminance for adjacent 
small areas 

r = threshold signal - to - noise ratio 
B = scene brightness in foot-Lamberts 
L = photosurface quantum efficiency 

h 2 = element of area of brightnes s B in crn2 

H = 1. 3 x 1016 photons/sec lumen 
d = distance between scene and obj ective lens in crn 

D = diameter of objective lens in crn 
t = amassing or exposure time in sec 

Contrast is conventionally defined by the equation 

C = AB/B (6) 

Substituting 6B of Eq. (5) in Eq. (6), the threshold contrast 
below which a scene may not be detected because of insufficient tonal dif
ference can be determined. Rose (1948) cited the threshold signal-to-noise 
ratio (r) to be greater than 3 , but less than 7 . Decker and Schneeberger 
(1947) stated that a signal- to - noise ratio of 7 is sufficient for a presentable 
picture, but 5 is considered a reasonable value. 

The luminance of a given area at other than zero earth-moon
sun angle may be expressed as 

where E = solar constant 
s 
p = albedo 

B=l/TTE pP 
s 

iji = photometric function of the area viewed 

(7) 

Herriman, Washburn and Willingham (1963) noted that tonal 
changes induced by albedo differences decrease in earth- based lunar photo
graphy as the resolution of the observing system increases . In cases where 
this generality is valid and albedo differences are negligible over any given 
photograph, shade relief is redefined as 

1/'1iEpi[> 
2S /2 = B / B = s 1 

1 2 
(8) 
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Since lines of equal brightness follow lunar meridians, the 
photometric function <f> to define the luminance meridian in question 
can be shown to be that of the phase angle g and some angle a. . These 
angular relationships are summarized in the following simplified drawing, 
Figure 1-6, where SQ is the incident ray, QE is the emitted or reflected ray 
to the observer, NQ is the normal to the surface, i is the angle of incidence, 
L: is the angle of emittance, g is the phase angle, and a. is the angle in the 

plane SQE between the intersection of the SQE plane with a plane normal to 
SQE containing both QN and the direction of emittance. 

Pictures having a shade relief of 2 are considered marginal; 
those with a relief of 4, good. Theoretically, assuming slope values of 15°, 
shade relief values of 2 should occur at about 30° from the terminator, and 
values of 4 at 20 to 25° (Herriman, Washburn and Willingham, 1963). A 
practical check on the theoretical relationship was made by examining lunar 
photographs. Little detail was noted on photographs of areas beyond 30° 
from the equator, whereas areas closer than 20 to 25 ° showed good detail. 
This lends credence to the curves of the lunar scattering function of Hapke 

E 

Figure 1-6. Sketch Showing Relationship of Photometric Function and Luminance 
Meridian 
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(1962) and Ha1ajian (1964). A representative curve, Figure 1-7, has a 
narrow scattering peak indicating the strong dependence of the intensity of 
reflected light on the angle of the sun. 
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Figure 1-7. Lunar Scattering Function for 60° Observation. 

Surfaces of high albedo (p::: 0.3) scatter light more or less 
diffusely , whereas those of low albedo (p-:: 0.05) have strong backscatter 
properties. Small differences in albedo have been measured, and mean 
values for various lunar features were determined by Sytinskaya (Kuiper and 

Midd1ehurst, 1961) as shown below. 

FEATURE 

Dark plains (maria) 
Brighter plains (paludes) 
Mountain regions (terrae) 
Crater floors 
Bright rays 

ALBEDO 

0.065 
0.091 
0.105 
0.112 
O. 131 
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It is evident that most of the surface features of the moon have 
low albedo values. This contributes to the strong dependence on the sun-view 
angle in the reflection of sunlight. 

b. Color 

Color is one of the most important interpretive aids in ter
restrial photographic interpretation, because the eye is capable of differentiating 
many more shades and hues of color than changes in shades of gray. Interpre
tation of lunar photographs includes large areas, and this relationship may not 
be as valid when photographs of a spot on the lunar surface are examined. In 
this regard, study of satellite photographs is suggested to determine how the 
color of earth changes when viewed from high altitude for calibration purposes. 

A study of albedo and color variations on the moon was made by 
Sheranov (1958) who plotted color against brightness fields of lunar and ter
restrial rocks. His curves, reproduced in Figure 1-8, show that lunar rocks 
have low reflectivity and almost no color. 

The earth I s atmosphere is partially responsible for reduction 
of spectral contrast. Wavelengths near the blue end of the visible spectrum 
are attenuated until only about one half of the original intensity is available 
after transmission through one atmospheric thickness. However, about 90 
per cent of the original intensity is transmitted through the red end of the 
spectrum. Hence, observation of the spectrum of the moon I s reflected light 
through the atmosphere of the earth might be expected to show little contrast 
between colors near the blue end of the spectrum and attenuation in the red 
end. Photographs of the moon taken from earth-orbiting vehicles would 
largely overcome the reduction of color contrast, but some reduction would 
occur from the effects of dust particles scattered through interplanetary space. 

Although color- brightnes s variations on the moon are apparently 
small compared to those on earth, changes in color and albedo have been 
observed in local areas. Green (1962) listed the occurrence of many observed 
color changes and Greenacre (1963) reported the observation of reddish orange 
spots on the lunar surface. 

It is highly probable that photographs taken from an Orbiter 
within 22 miles of the moon or by an astronaut on the surface will not have 
as great a reduction in spectral contrast as those taken from the earth. 
Indeed, there may be much greater color ranges on the moon than is apparent 
now from earth observation. 

c. Texture 

Texture, a function of photographic scale and resolution, is the 
tonal aggregate of shapes and sizes. This produces a mottled appearance. 
The individual elements are too small to be measured or identified as discrete 
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Figure 1-8. Color and Brightness Fields of Lunar and Terrestrial Rocks. 
(After Sheranov, 1958) 

shapes or sizes. In large-scale or high-resolution photographs, texture may 
be resolved into such specific features as hexagonal frost patterns, joint 
systems, faults, or individual masses of debris . 

Texture on low-resolution lunar photography has been related 
to rough ejecta blankets, smooth maria areas and hummocky deposits around 
maria craters. The higher resolving power of orbital or descent photography 
may permit relating texture of observatory photography to pattern, shape and 
size of surface configurations producing the texture. Biba (1964) used an 
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applicable technique to enhance the interpretation of sea-ice conditions. He 
related tone and texture on relatively low- resolution Tiros IV imagery to 
pattern, shape and size of ice features shown on high-resolution aerial photo
graphs taken of identical areas on the same day as the Tiros imagery. 

d. Pattern 

Pattern is the ordered arrangement of geologic and topographic 
features in two and, in the case of stereographic photography, three 
dimensions. Patterns may be in the form of straight or curved alignments 
bounded by bedding planes, faults, joints, or lineations related to topography 
and/or structure. Rays, ridges, rilles, and valleys exhibit identifiable pat
terns on lunar photographs. Orbital or descent photography may permit 
identification of jointing, minor faults, rays around small craters, and per
haps smaller rilles. 

e. Shape 

Shape may be used on photographs to identify lunar landforms 
such as volcanic cones, craters, calderas, escarpments, and perhaps horst 
and graben structures. Shape is also a tool that has been used to study 
shadows of lunar prominences to determine slopes and to estimate relief. 

f. Size 

Size on lunar photographs is used to determine dimensions of 
topographic features, but it has only scalar significance. Numerous 
measurements of the size of lunar land forms have been made, but it is difficult 
to compare or interpret either their size or shape with possible lunar counter
parts. In a recent study of crater-forming processes based only on size, it 
was found that lunar craters and domes are so different from terrestrial 
features of the same nature that they cannot be directly equated to one another. 

g. Photographic Resolution 

In addition to considering effects of photometric function, 
albedo and relief on tonal resolution, it is neces sary to examine the resolving 
power of film and television camera systems . Camera resolution is critical 
for geological extrapolation because the particular pattern, diagnostic shape 
or special size relationships of areas investigated on the ground can be used 
as criteria to recognize the same features in unmapped areas. This can be 
done by measuring on the photograph such parameters as diameter, depth, 
roughnes s, length, width, strike, and dip. Resolution of the photographs will 
determine whether or not this can be achieved and, if it can, the accuracy 
with which it can be accomplished. 
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On photographic imagery, the minimum detectable detail is 
equivalent to one line or one space. This relationship can be expres sed 
quantitatively by the ratio 1/2R. The value R is the resolving power of the 
photographic system in terms of the number of equal lines and space pairs 
per millimeter that can be recorded and distinguished on the photographic 
image (Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories Report, 1963). How
ever, there is a difference between detecting and identifying an object. Most 
observers agree that for an object to be recognized on a photograph, it must 
have an image about five times the detectable size or 5/2R mm. 

The problem of television resolution was studied by Hall (1963). 
He concluded that with a minimum number of light flashes, it would require 14 
television scan lines to recognize a test pattern consisting of 10 light and dark 
lines. Herriman, Washburn and Willingham (963) determined that 2 .8 scan 
lines are equivalent to one optical line pair. This agrees with Hall's results 
where 14/2.8 = 5 optical pairs, checking the 5/2R estimate. 

A comparison of detectable resolution with the identifiable or 
geologic resolution r can be made using the data obtained by Lowman (1963). 
He used pictures taken on a Viking II flight with a K-25 camera having a 
4.5-in. format and a 6-3/8-in. lens. The negatives were printed at 7X and 
the resolution estimated by identifying recognizable cultural features. From 
an altitude of 122 miles , the resolution was approximately 400 ft . The detect
able resolution can be computed from the following expression: 

G = 
cl 

2 A t an ( 8 /2) 
FS = 

2 x 63 5, 000 x O. 3 53 = 98 1 / lin e ( 9) 
40 x 114 

where G = ground coverage per camera-film resolution or detectable resolution 
cl 
8 = camera view angle 
A = altitude in feet 
F = film format 
S = camera-film system sensitivity 

The geologic resolution, five times the detectable resolution, 
is 490 ft . This agrees closely with the resolution of 400 ft, based on 
recognition of cultural features, which Lowman obtained. 

How do these resolutions compare with the specifications for 
Orbiter photography? Applying Kolcum' s (1963) data, Orbiter photography 
resolution from pictures taken at an altitude of 22 miles is: 
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Resolution, (ft) 

Operation Mode TV Scan Resolution per 
Line Optical Line Pair 

(Kolcum) (TV Scan x 2. 8) Detectable Geologic 

High Resolution, APOLLO 
C e rtifi ca tion 3.3 9.2 46 23 

Low Resolution, Surveyor 
C e rtifi ca tion 16.5 23.0 23 115 

A comparison of observatory photographic resolution with 
orbital photography also should be made. Estimates of the accuracy of 
terrestrial telescopes affected by the earthl s atmosphere vary from about 
0.25 sec (Kopal, 1962) to approximately 1. 0 sec (Baldwin, 1963). This cor
responds to distances of 1500 and 6000 ft, respectively, on the moon. The 
generally accepted value of resolution of lunar surface features is about 
2500 ft. Using these data and estimates, the optical resolution required to 
detect a line pair and the geologic resolution are: 

Technique 

Unaided Photography 
Photography Aided by Visual 

Observations 
Theoretical Limit of 300-Ft. 

Length, 60-In. Aperture 
Telescope (Martz, 1963) 

Optical 

2500 

660 

500 

Re solution (ft) 

Detectable 

1250 

330 

250 

Geologic 

6250 

1650 

1250 

High- speed film will decrease atmospheric blurring effects by 
freezing the image. This makes it pos sible to approach the theoretical limit 
of terrestrial telescopes (Martz, 1963), permitting slightly more detail to be 
recorded on film than is obtained now by photography aided by visual obser
vations. 

All investigators do not agree with some of the resolution data 
presented. This is understandable in that optical resolution depends upon 
the telescope, the weather during observations, observatory elevation and, 
to some degree, the observer I s skill. Furthermore, confusion arises because, 
in some instances in published studies, there is not always a clear distinction 
between optical and detectable resolution. Regardless of these problems, the 
data presented are significant, even as first approximations. They show that 
the largest lunar features the astronaut will be able to investigate with his 
limited range of 1000 ft (on early APOLLO missions) probably will be smaller 
than what now can be discerned in photographs. 

h. Concluding Statement 

Geological studies of small lunar areas, coupled with orbital 
imagery interpretation, can be used to extrapolate data to many other portions 
of the moon I s surface. This is the key to large -scale exploration and to a 
thorough understanding of the lunar surface. 
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E. MICROMETEOROID ENVIRONMENT AND LUNAR IMPACT EJECTA~:C 

1. Micrometeoroid Flux 

The flux of sporadic meteoroids approaching the moon should 
be essentially that approaching the earth; moreover, the lunar orbit is 
sufficiently close to the ecliptic that it is extremely unlikely that the meteor 
streams striking the moon are other than those which strike the earth. Thus, 
it would be expected that micrometeoroid flux at the lunar surface would 
differ from that in the vicinity of the earth only to a calculable extent depend
ent on the different gravitational environments of the earth and moon. There 
is little advantage in choosing the lunar surface for the study of micro
meteoroid flux; it can be determined using probes or lunar orbiting vehicles. 
On early APOLLO missions, however, it is believed advantageous to 
ascertain micrometeoroid flux at a fixed spot on the lunar surface. This 
attitude is justified by the possibility, however remote, that micrometeoroids 
constitute a hazard during lunar exploration and by the role of micrometeoroids 
as a surface molding agent. 

2. Primary and Secondary Lunar Impact Ejecta 

Impact of various meteoroids with the lunar surface will 
result in ejection of lunar debris. A large portion will fall back on the sur
face and, upon impact, will throw up secondary ejecta fragments. Some of 
the impact debris leaves the surface of the moon with sufficient energy to 
escape into space. Because of this phenomenon, the impacts of meteoroids 
are thought to result in a net negative accretion rate. Other ejecta from the 
lunar surface will have energy sufficient to permit them to leave the vicinity 
of the moon and assume an orbit in the earth-moon system; such fragments 
would have velocities of about 11 km sec -1 in the vicinity of the earth and 
about 2 km sec- l in the vicinity of the moon. 

a. Particles in Orbit in Earth-Moon System 

Particles of lunar origin launched into the earth-moon system 
might well result in an increased density of particles near the earth. This 
would cause satellite observations of micrometeoroid flux to appear anom 
alously high near the earth, inasmuch as some of the detection equipment 
could not distinguish between a particle traveling at 11 km sec- l and a 
smaller particle of meteoroid origin at 30 km sec -1. 

Once launched into the earth-moon system, these particles 
of lunar ejecta will tend to orbit about the earth with their apogees extending 
to the region where lunar attraction can become predominant. In general, 

*Contribution of A . D. Little, Inc. 
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however, the particle may orbit the earth many times before attaining its 
apogee at a time when the moon is favorably located to modify the orbit 
profoundly. The orbital characteristics of lunar ejecta entering the earth
moon system appear not to have been studied in any detail; clearly the 
ultimate fate of these particles is to impact on the moon or enter the earth's 
atmosphere. The relative probabilities of these two fates have not been 
calculated. 

b. Particles in Ballistic Trajectory 

Debris of lunar origin released in meteoroid impact on the 
lunar surface may have insufficient energy to escape from the moon; in 
this case, it will follow a ballistic trajectory on the moon and intercept the 
moon at a point determined by its launch conditions. Thus, on the moon, 
two types of particles not observable elsewhere should be measured: lunar 
debris returning from the earth-moon system at velocities of about 2 km 
sec -1; and lunar debris in lunar ballistic traj ectories at velocities below 
about 2 km sec -1 The problem of distinguishing between micrometeoroids 
and debris of lunar origin renders relatively useless the more usual meteor
oid detection equipment. 

3. Number and Importance of Measurements 

It is proposed to perform four measurements: determination 
of micrometeoroid flux, lunar ejecta flux, trajectories of lunar ejecta, and 
momentum of particles of lunar ejecta. It should be recognized that, 
although micrometeoroid flux measurement could be adequately undertaken 
other than on the moon, detection of ejecta flux, trajectory and momentum 
can only be made there. 

These measurements are especially relevant to problems of 
lunar surface origin and history but also should be performed as a contribu
tion to scientific knowledge. Micrometeoroid and lunar ejecta flux pose no 
problems to lunar trafficability but may constitute a minor hazard to the 
astronaut. The flux also should be determined so that, in the event it is of 
concern, design requirements can be specified for basing and equipment. 
Significant contributions toward understanding the origin and history of the 
lunar surface will be gained by measuring micrometeoroid and ejecta flux. 
Micrometeoroids are important agents of erosion and transportation. They 
form small craters and pulverize rocks upon impact, alter the appearance 
of the lunar surface and dislodge fragments of surface material. Some of 
the dislodged fragments have sufficient velocity to escape from the moon, 
and others are transported an appreciable distance from the point of impact. 
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4. Instrumentation State-Of-The Art 

It will be necessary to develop an instrument to make 
micrometeoroid and ejecta flux measurements and a sensor for ejecta 
momentum determinations. Suggested devices are discussed in Chapter V, 
Section D, but the instruments are design concepts only. 

a. Micrometeoroid and Lunar Ej ecta Instrumentation 

The type of instrumentation which could be used to make flux 
measurements and to determine the traj ectories and velocities of particles 
of lunar ejecta relies on the following principle. The path of the particle is 
determined by locating two points on the trajectory where the particle passes 
through sensing screens; the velocity of the particle is determined by 
measuring the time of flight between these two points . Meteoroidal impact 
can be distinguished from ejecta impact in that it will result in only a single 
hole in the sensing screens; the vaporization of the debris from a meteor
oidal impact will cause the momentum to be spread over so large an area 
that the second surface will not be penetrated. 

Design concept of the instrument is such that it presents no 
known element of danger in either its emplacement or its use. 

Another instrument, suggested by Jennison and McDonnell 
(1964) also might be considered. The device can be used to determine 
micrometeoroid flux and extended to measure the velocity and mass of the 
particles. Its operation is based on the principle that the potential attained 
by micrometeoroid particles in space is sufficient for detection of the 
particles by electronic sensors . 

b. Momentum Sensor for Lunar Ej ecta 

The momentum of ejecta particles can be measured using a 
microphone or a fast-damped, microinch-displacement, solid-state sensor 
as a means of detecting the transferred impulse. A conceptual sketch of 
the instrument is presented in Chapter V, Section D. 

5 . Ranking of Measurements and Observations 

A careful consideration of the relationship of the micrometeoroid 
and lunar ejecta measurements to lunar exploration and scientific value leads 
to the following rankings: 
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• Micrometeoroid flux 

• Lunar ejecta flux 

• Lunar ejecta momentum 

• Lunar ejecta trajectory 

Data obtained from these measurements will lead to a better 
understanding of the importance of micrometeoroids and ejecta particles 
as surface molding geologic agents and as possible hazards to the astronaut. 
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F. COMPOSITION, AGE AND RADIOACTIVITY 

1. Introduction 

a. Boundaries of the Study 

This portion of the APOLLO project study is concerned with 
the instrumental measurement of: 

• Mine ral composition 

• Chemical composition 

• Radioisotopic composition 

• Stable isotopic composition 

• Density measurement 

• Lunar atmospheric pressure measurement 

• Detection of potentially dangerous dormant life forms 

• Absolute age determination 

• Radiological measurements (prepared by Arthur D. Little, Inc.) 

These measurements have been considered for bulk samples, 
both in place on the moon and returned to earth, as well as for the separate 
mineral fractions of the samples . Both the surface materials and near
surface atmosphere are discussed. 

The prime responsibility of this study group is in the areas 
of composition and age determination. Possible hazards due to space 
radiation and the detection of potentially dangerous dormant life forms such 
as viruses or bacteria are included because of the close disciplinary 
relationship. 

In this report are discussed the following aspects of the 
compositional measurements which may be feasible on the moon: 

• Lunar problems to be solved 

• Measurements to solve them 

• State - of - the -art instrumentation for the measurements 

• Inherent problems in making the measurements 
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A brief general discussion of possible methods of age deter

mination is included but, inasmuch as this complex measurement can be 
done effectively only on samples returned to earth, the necessary instru
mentation is not covered in detail. 

The section on radiological measurements was prepared by 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. , under a subcontract and is included as a separate 
section as submitted by them except for minor editing changes. 

It is believed to be of prime importance to obtain within 
mission constraints as many representative dust or rock samples as 
possible and return them to earth for measurement. 

Restrictions of space travel, astronaut training, environmental 
operational problems, and short stay time permit only simplified and re
latively approximate quantitative chemical analyses on the moon during early 
APOLLO missions. The major value will be obtained by using the much 
more complex and accurate earth-bound equipment on samples returned 
to earth. Measurements on the moon probably will be aimed at (1) insuring 
at least some results if samples cannot be returned to earth because of 
unforeseen difficulties, and (2) avoiding unnecessary duplication in selecting 
samples for return to earth. 

Some measurements involving possible atmosphere may be 
practical only in the lunar environment. 

The average lunar atmospheric pressure is thought to be less 
than that for the most perfect earth vacuum, and gaseous sampling probably 
will be possible only if volcanic gas vents are found. Otherwise, atmospheric 
determinations will be limited to gases contained in the lunar surface materials 
or adsorbed on them. 

2. Compositional Measurements, Experiments and Observations 

a. General Problem Areas 

As a preliminary step in this study, a comprehensive list of 
possible compositional measurements was made. This included over 40 
items rated individually on a 1 to 10 basis as to their relative estimated 
contribution of significant data in each of five general problem areas. These 
were: 

• Hazards (to the astronaut) 

• Trafficability (surface -bearing strength and mobility problems) 
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• Lunar basing (construction and supply) 

• Origin and history of the lunar surface 

• Origin and history of the earth - moon system 

After filtering this list for practical and feasible methods, 
only 16 remained and these were rated on the 1- 10 basis. 

Figure 1-9 is a swnmary taken from this final rating data. 
The estimated numerical relative contribution ratings for all the measure
ments were swnmed for each of the five general problem areas. 

The greatest relative contribution of compositional studies 
is in the areas of lunar basing and origin , history and age. Contributions in 
the areas of trafficability and astronaut hazards are relatively minor. These 
are generally "by-products" rather than fundamental reasons for making 
the measurements except, of course, in the case of the detection of possible 
hazards due to dormant life. 

A priority listing of the measurements as derived from the 
numerical estimated contributions is presented in Table 1-3. Only those 
believed capable of significant contributions in each problem area were 
included. 

All of the numerical gradings are highly subjective but they do 
serve to give a feeling for the priority situation. 

TABLE 1-3 

COMPOSITIONAL MEASUREMENTS BY PROBLEM AREA 
IN ORDER OF ESTIMATED PRIORITY 

Problem Area 

Hazards 

Trafficability 
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Compositional Measurement 

Sample Culture With pH Readout 
Sample Culture With Radioisotope Readout 
Gamma Ray Spectrometry 
Ion Gauge Pressure Measurement 

Gamma Ray Backs cattering 
X - Ray Diffraction 
Neutron Hole Lo gging 

Problem 
Area 

Rating 

9 
9 
7 
6 

8 
7 
6 
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TABLE 1-3 (CONTD) 

Problem 
Area 

Problem Area Compositional Measurement Rating 

Lunar Basing Gas Chromatography 10 
Differential Thermal Analysis 9 
X-Ray Diffraction 9 
Mass Spectrometry 8 
Gamma Spectrometry 8 
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry 8 
Neutron Activation Analyzer 8 
Infrared Spectrometry 8 
Ultraviolet - Visible Emission Spectrometry 8 
Neutron Hole Logging 8 
Ion Gauge Pressure Measurement 8 
Alpha Scattering Spectrometer 7 
Gamma Ray Backscattering 6 

Origin, Hi story, X-Ray Diffraction 9 

( Age - Lunar Gamma Ray Spectrometry 9 
Surface Mass Spectrometry 9 

Neutron Activation Analysis 8 
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry 8 
Alpha Ray Spectrometry 8 
Gas Chromatography 7 
Ultraviolet - Visible Emission Spectrometry 7 
Infrared Spectrometry 6 
Sample Culture With pH Readout 6 
Alpha Scattering Spectrometry 6 
Differential Thermal Analysis 6 
Sample Culture With Radioisotope Readout 6 

Origin, History, X-Ray Diffraction 10 
Age - - Earth- Gamma Spectrometry 9 
Moon System Mass Spectrometry 9 

Neutron Activation Analysis 9 
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry 9 
Alpha Ray Spectrometry 8 
Ultraviolet - Visible Emission Spectrometry 8 
Gas Chromatography 6 
Infrared Spectrometry 6 
Alpha Scattering Spectrometry 6 
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3. Importance of Compositional Measurements and Observations 

a. Hazards 

Probably the most important compositional hazards are 
dormant potentially dangerous life forms and abnormally reactive ultra
clean surfaces. Reactive surfaces and space or lunar radiation hazards 
are discussed by Arthur D. Little, Inc. in the section on radiological 
measurements. The problem of possible dormant life forms and the less 
probable danger of corrosive gases from volcanic vents are considered 
below. 

1) Dormant Potentially Dangerous Life Forms 

There is considerable disagreement as to the possibilities 
of the existence of life forms on the moon. The literature of biology in 
space has been reviewed by Lederberg (1960), Horowitz (1962) and Seybold 
( 1963). 

The Committee on Contamination by Extraterrestrial 
Exploration concluded that the possibility of life persisting on the moon 
is sufficiently remote that it can be neglected. This is based on the assumption 
that there are no earth-type living cells that can grow or multiply in the 
absence of water and that, at the high vacuum of the moon, no water can 
exist on its surface (International Council of Scientific Unions, 1959; Hughes 
Aircraft Co., 1961). 

The opposing view is presented by Firsoff (1959), Lederberg 
(1960) and Sagan (1961). Firsoff suggested the possible presence of local 
climates or atmospheres within walled enclosures, clefts and hollows and 
interpreted lunar colors in terms of possible low forms of living organisms. 
Lederberg believed the composition of layers below the moon's surface 
cannot yet be discounted as a possible location for a lunar biology even 
though the surface may be barren due to the absence of an atsmophere and 
to solar radiation exposure. Sagan concluded that a surface density of 1 
to 10 gm/ cm2 of organic molecules could have been formed by ultraviolet 
radiation synthesis in the former primitive lunar atmosphere. Heat and 
further radiation could have modified the earliest simple structures and 
produced molecules of great complexity as the atmosphere was dissipated. 
If this were the case, there should be a buried zone of organic matter under 
some undetermined depth of surface debris. This material might be dis
tributed throughout the debris layer and could contain dormant simple life 
forms. 
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Lunar temperature variation and vacuum conditions may not 
be sufficiently severe to destroy certain bacteria or spores if they are 
protected from the direct solar radiation. Becquerel (in Firsoff, 1959) 
has shown that mosses, lichens and algae can be immersed in liquid air 
( -109°C) for several weeks without harm and, when dry, for as long as six 
years. More surprising still , their dried spores retained full vitality after 
being plunged in liquid helium (_271 0 C) and exposed to vacuum. Some 
protozoa live permanently in hot springs at temperatures to 90° C and can 
withstand as much as 150 0 C for short periods when desiccatedo 

Most studies have been concerned with the problem of con
taminating the moon biologically and thereby losing the opportunity to obtain 
significant information on such problems as the early history of the solar 
system, the distribution of life beyond the earth and perhaps even the origin 
of life itself (Sagan, 1961). These problems are discussed more fully in 
a later section. The reverse possibility of contaminating the earth with a 
new life form could be much more disastrous than the scientific losses in 
moon contamination. The most dramatic hazard would be the introduction 
of a new disease which humans are not capable of resisting. Lederberg 
(1960) believed this to be extremely unlikely since most disease -producing 
organisms must evolve elaborate adaptations to resist the defenses of the 
human body, to attack human cells and to pass from one person to another. 
It is quite unlikely for this to happen without experience with human hosts. 

Even though the risk of pandemic disease is low, this possibility 
must be examined carefully and guarded against at all costs. Countermeasures 
involve detection of life forms, decontamination by sterilization of spacecraft, 
samples and space suits, and quarantine of returning lunar astronauts for 
a sui table period. 

Experiments for the detection of life should be undertaken by 
unmanned missions utilizing microbiological probes prior to the APOLLO 
missions. If this is not done, APOLLO instrumentation should include a 
life detection device based on placing one or more lunar soil samples in 
a nutrient environment and observing any changes during the return trip to 
earth. 

Organism growth detection can be based on microscopic 
observations or on instrumental readout in terms of pH change in the nutrient 
or radioisotopic detection of evolved carbon dioxide, etc. 

Pyrolysis of samples followed by gas chromatography or 
mass spectrometry of the evolved gases can serve to detect complex molecules 
as indirect indicators of the pre sence of life forms . 
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Sterilization techniques under st'll;dy for returning vehicles 
and instruments include employment of ultrasonics, radiation, dry heat, 
chemicals, cryogenics, · dehydration, and mechanical devices. 
Complete and effective sterilization, as applied to outgoing vehicles and 
equipment without damage to components, is rather complex but considered 
feasible (Phillips and Hoffman, 1960; Wynne, 1961). Avoidance of damage 
is not so critical on returning vehicles and equipment and therefore should be 
accomplished more easily. 

2) Corrosive Gases 

The spectroscopic observations of Kozyrev (1959) on the 
central peak of Alphonsus and the visual observations of the Aristarchus 
region reported by Greenacre (1963) provide recent and strong evidence 
of occasional brief degas sings of the moon. Other observations of lunar 
surface changes of a similar nature have been reviewed by Green and Van 
Lopik (1961). 

While it is highly unlikely that the APOLLO astronauts will 
land at precisely the time or place of a major eruption visible from the 
earth, it may be that smaller fumarole-like features or vents are more 
common and a finite probability of encounter may be realistic. Such an 
occurrence would be the only likely source of an atmosphere and could be 
detected by some sort of pressure-measuring device such as an unenclosed 
ionization gauge which could be hand-held and read to indicate the anomalous 
presence of gases. 

Fumaroles or volcanic vents on the moon would probably 
produce gases similar to true magmatic vapors. A review of the general 
subject of fumaroles, hot springs and hydrothermal alteration on earth 
has been given by White (1963), and a special treatment of the composition 
of volcanic emanations is presented by White and Waring (1963). 

Fumarolic gases are known on earth to contain relatively 
large percentages of CO

2
, HCt, HF, H

2
S, 502' 503' and steam. The acid 

gases, HC-t, HF, SO , and 503' in the presence of water could conceivably 
form corrosive acids

2
0n the surface of space suits, vehicles or equipment 

and seriously impair their operation if there were sufficient time of contact. 

1£ the gases were detected by increase of pressure, they could 
be sampled and analyzed by gas chromatography to determine the presence 
or absence of possible corrosive constituents. 
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b. Trafficability 

The contribution of compositional studies in this area is 
primarily in (1) density determination by gamma ray backscattering, and 
(2) in the more remote possibility that knowledge of the composition of 
surface material will contribute in predicting some of the trafficability 
problems likely to be encountered. 

Density determination by gamma ray backscattering is 
included in this section because of the similarity of the detection equipment 
to that used in radiation hazard detection. 

1) Density Determination by Gamma Ray Backscattering 

In simple terms, this measurement involves a gamma radiation 
source and a detector unit which is shielded from direct source radiation 
but which can receive indirect backscattered radiation. The amount back
scattered is proportional to the density of material encountered and, with 
proper calibration, may be used for density measurement. 

If material of very low density occurs on the lunar surface, 
it may be suspected of being in the form of rock foam or light dust. These 
materials might not be sufficiently strong to support men or vehicles without 
special designs for wheels or shoes. 

2) Use of Compositional Knowledge in Traf£icability Prediction 

Certain clay compositions with sufficient moisture content 
on earth cause trafficability problems due to stickiness or low bearing 
strength. By analogy, compositional information for the lunar surface 
might contribute in predicting trafficability. Moist clay probably will not 
occur on the moon's surface, and the direct analogy is not applicable. But, 
until more definite knowledge of lunar conditions is available, it is felt 
that other mineral compositional relationships to trafficability may be found 
useful,so this possibility should be kept in mind. The X-ray diffractometer 
provides the most reliable information as to mineral composition in 
materials too fine-grained for visual identification. 

c . Basing 

The possible use of lunar materials as resources in base 
construction and support is of prime importance and has been the subject 
of special studies by Green (1962, 1963) and the Working Group on Extra
terrestrial Resources Committee (Johnson, 1963). 
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Composition measurements can provide valuable information 
to identify these resources and to predict their probable occurrence based 
on geological and geochemical principles. Certain compositional instru
ments also are capable of providing information bearing on foundation 
problems in base construction and radiation shielding requirements. 

1) Foundation Problems 

The nature of the surface materials and bedrock may be 
determined by mineralogical or chemical composition measurements where 
visual identification may not be possible due to fine grain size or other special 
lunar difficulty. X-ray diffraction, differential thermal analysis and infrared 
spectrophotometry may be used in mineral determinations. Gamma ray 
spectrometry, X-ray fluorescence spectrometry, neutron activation analysis, 
ultraviolet-visible emission spectrometry,and alpha scattering spectrometry 
may be used to find elemental compositi'on. Detection of characteristic 
mineral and/or elemental assemblages will allow rock-type identification 
and help in predicting engineering geologic behavior. 

Under certain conditions, the gamma ray spectrometer may 
prove useful in detecting concealed faults which might cause foundation 
problems through renewed movement. It has been found that faults and 
other major fracture may act as channe1ways for the diffusion of radon gas 
to the surface (Sikka, 1962; Simpson, 1963). Radon is a relatively short
lived daughter product of uranium which is found in concentrations on the 
order of parts per million as a normal impurity in rocks. The radon in 
turn has a strong gamma ray emitter, Bi 214, as a daughter, and this usually 
will be detected in larger than normal quantities in the immediate fault 
region. 

The gamma ray backscatterer may be used to measure surface 
density and thereby detect areas of low surface strength because of light 
dust accwnu1ation or rock froth. 

2) Radiation Shielding 

The gamma ray backscatterer can be used to good advantage 
to test lunar radiation shielding materials. This can be done by detaching 
the radiation source and interposing the material to be tested between- it 
and the detector unit under conditions of controlled geometry. Shielding 
efficiency can be calculated by dividing the difference in counting rate with 
and without the material interposed by the thickness of the sample. 
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This instrument also can be used for its normal density 
determination on unknown shielding material, and the effective shielding 
efficiency can be estimated assuming it to be directly proportional to 
density. 

3) Volatile Resources 

Volatile resources include such materials as water, oxygen, 
hydrogen, and various volcanic gases either in the free state from fumarole s 
or combined with rocks or minerals in thermally releasable forms. 

Water is considered one of the major important resources 
(Salisbury, Glaser and Wechsler, 1963; Speed, 1963). Methods considered 
for water deposit exploration on the moon include those based on diffe renc es 
in density, mineral composition , radioactivity, electrical conductivit y , 
acoustic velocity, neutron logging response, and response to multiband remote 
sensing (Green, 1960; Van Lopik and Westhusing, 1963). 

These deposits might include ice or hydrated rocks or minerals . 
Compositional methods of directly detecting and measuring water content 
would include differential thermal analysis, gas chromatography, mass 
spectrometry, neutron logging methods, etc. Probably the most effective 
method would involve differential thermal analysis to detect the temperatures 
of dehydration of samples. Gas chromatographic analysis of the volatile 
products would be used to determine quantitatively the amounts of '.vater 
available. 

Poole (1963) discussed the possibility of obtaining oxygen 
from the thermal dissociation of oxides of silicon, aluminum, magnesium, and 
related materials, if these are found in the lunar crust as they are on earth. 
A similar apparatus utilizing a very high .. temperature furnace with a gas chro .. 
matograph could be used to analyze for the oxygen evolved. Any other volatiles 
in the rocks could be measured at the same time using this type of equipment. 

The detection of fumaroles or volcanic gas vents with a pressure 
gauge and their evaluation as sources of water, CO

2
, HCt, HF, H

2
S, S02' and 

S03' by gas chromatrography were considered in the foregoing under hazards. 

The mass spectrometer also can be used for volatiles in the 
free state or even in combined form if a suitable ion source is used. 

Neutron logging technique s should be particularly useful in 
detecting free water or ice deposits based on the high neutron scattering 
cross .. section of the hydrogen nucleus (Green, 1960). 
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4) Solid Resour ces 

Solid resources of possible lunar occurrence and use in lunar 
base construction or support include iron-nickel meteorites, chondrites, 
pumice, basalt, other possible dimension stone or aggregate,' sulfur and 
other volcanic sublimates, and hydrothermal vein materials. Many of 
these may be difficult to recognize by visual or hand tests under the difficult 
conditions of lunar exploration, and instrumental methods of compositional 
testing may be useful for identification. X-ray diffraction, X-ray fluorescence 
and neutron activation analysis should be valuable in this regard. 

The known principles of geochemistry in igneous differentiation 
may be used to predict possible ore deposits. For example, the presence 
of certain rock types such as granites or rhyolites indicates that igneous 
differentiation has occurred, and it is quite likely that certain types of 
hydrothermal ore deposits might be found nearby. It is beyond the scope 
of this work to go into detail as to the types of ore associated with specific 
rock types, but this information is available in standard texts and reference 
books such as Bateman (1950) and the Lindgren Volume (Finch, ed., 1933). 

Careful analysis and interpretation of the first APOLLO samples 
returned to earth will provide the very important first step to judge the 
possibilities of using lunar materials for base construction and support. The 
primary utility of compositional tools on the moon's surface will come later 
when longer stay times and increased mobility permit exploration of larger 
areas. 

Trace analysis of lunar surface samples may be useful as a 
guide to possible concealed mineral deposits. Hydrothermal deposits often 
have a "halo" or zone of abnormally high metallic element content surrounding 
them for some distance. This primary geochemically anomalous region is much 
larger than the visible ore mineralization and therefore easier to find when 
systematic sampling patterns are employed. Hawkes and Webb (1962) sum
marized this approach to minerals prospecting on the earth. It is quite 
possible that modifications of the analytical procedures suitable for lunar 
application could be developed utilizing emi ssion spectrometry, gamma ray 
spectrometry or other trace element technique s. 

d. Origin and History of Lunar Surface 

The mode of origin and the history of lunar materials have 
determined their present composition and therefore, analysis of the composition 
provides a starting place from which to work backward to interpret lunar 
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history. The information gained from the first few lunar samplings and 
observations will be a tremendous step forward from our present status 
of knowledge. However, experience in interpreting earth history has shown 
that many more steps will be required befo r e the fundamental questions of 
origin and history are answered to the satisfaction of the majority of scientists. 

I} Composition of Soil and Bedrock 

Two major theor ies for the origin of the larger lunar surface 
features contend that they are due t o either volcanic activity or meteoritic 
impact. These theories would i mply different mineralogical and chemical 
compositions for the majority of the surface samples and could be 
differentiated instrumentally based on: 

• Mineral content by X - ray diff r actometer 

• Major chemical element content by X - ray spectrometer, 
neutron activation analyzer , alpha scattering spectrometer, etc. 

• Minor chemical element content by gamma ray spectrometer, 
ultraviolet and visible emission spectrometer, or neutron 
activation analyzer 

Fur ther details on the compositional implication of the various 
theories of lunar origin are given in the next section of this chapter. 

2} Composition and Extent of Lunar Atmosphere 

Most available information leads to the conclusion that the 
lunar atmosphere is extremely tenuous « 10 -13 torr) and, therefore, 
impos sible to sample and analyze adequately with present state -of-the -art 
equipment. It is highly probable that the contamination from rocket exhaust 
gases will be the most important constituent to be found in the immediate 
landing area. It probably will not be pos sible for astronauts to travel far 
enough to be sure that this problem is avoided in sampling during early 
APOLLO missions . 

One method to obtain valuable information in this problem 
area would be to leave an atmospheric pressure measuring instrument 
behind in the Scientific Instrument Package (SIP). The loss of rocket gas 
contamination through diffusion could be followed as a function of time 
after the LEM leaves until the no r mal atmospheric pressure again is 
reached. The instrument for this use could be a modification of a mag
netron ionization gauage or similar device . 
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Measurements with such an instrument could be made by the 
astronaut during traverses of the surface to detect any local or temporary 
atmospheres that might occur due to degassing of the lunar interior. 

3) Absolute Age Determinations 

Age measurements are of singular importance in unravelling 
the history and origin of lunar features. In the first APOLLO missions it 
will be necessary to perform such determinations on samples returned 
to earth. 

The usual techniques of K-Ar, Rb-Sr and U -Pb undoubtedly 
will be used. Recent developments in those techniques have been reviewed 
by Tilton and Hart (1963), Hart (1963) and Hamilton, Dodson, and Snelling, 
1962). They have been found generally adequate for most geologic age 
problems, and experimental techniques have undergone little 'change in the 
past few years. 

Table 1-4 presents a brief review of the parameters involved 
in the four major systems which have been found to be widely applicable 
(Kulp, 1963). 

TABLE 1-4 

MAJOR METHODS IN GEOCHRONOMETRY 

(After Kulp, 1963) 
EFFECTIVE 

HALF LIFE (YR) A. (YR -1) RANGE (YR)* MATERIALS NUCLIDES 

U 238 _Pb206 9 
4.5xl0 

-10 
1. 54xl0 zircon, uraninite, 

pitchblende 

U 235_Pb207 9 
0.71xlO 

4.7xl0
10 

-10 
9.72xl0 

-11 
1. 47xl0 

7 
10 -T 

o 
zircon, uraninite, 
pitchblende 

muscovite, bio
tite, lepidolite, 
microcline, 
glauconite, 
whole meta
morphic rock 
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TABLEI-4 (CONTD) 

NUCLIDES HALF LIFE (YR) 
EFFECTIVE 
RANGE (YR }~:c 

K40 _Ar40 9 1. 30x 10 
(total) 

5710+30 

AS 4. 72xlO- 10 t10
5

_T 
A e 5. 8 3x 1 0 - 11 0 

-4 
1. 2lxl 0 0-50,000 

*T = age of the earth, i. e., "-' 4.6 x 10
9 

yr 
~:c*Fgr paleogeographic studies 

MAIERIALS 

muscovite, bio
tite, hornblende, 
phlogopite, 
glauconite, 
sanidine, whole 
volcanic rock, 
sylvite (arkose, 
sandstone, 
siltstone )':o:c 

wood, charcoal, 
peat, grain, 
tissue, charred 
bone, cloth, 
shells, tufa, 
ground water, 
ocean water 

t Under certain favorable conditions, the lower limit of this 
method can be extended to approximately 104 yr 

In general, the Rb-Sr and K-Ar methods may be used on some 
of the major mineral constituents as shown and the U -Pb methods on zircons 
in the heavy mineral separates from igneous rocks. 

Newer methods of age determination include thermoluminescence 
methods (Zeller and Ronca, 1962), and fission track counting (Sippel and 
Glover, 1964) as applied to calcites. Fission track counting shows the most 
promise of practical application to lunar problems. It was first applied to 
mica crystals by Price and Walker (1963) and later to tektites and ancient 
glasses by.Fleischer and Price (1964). Most of the tektite results were in 
good agreement with K-Ar measurements. Evidence indicates that the 
fission tracks can anneal and disappear at high temperatures. Further 
work in this area may lead to methods of studying the thermal history of 
lunar specimens. 

Material in space is exposed to cosmic radiation, and nuclear 
reactions are induced in the meteoritic matter. The reaction products can 
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be measured to yield information on the ex posure ages of meteorites. New 
developments in this area have been review ed by Signer (1963). Information 
on the cosmic ray exposure of the lunar surface could be obtained by applying 
these measurements to lunar samples. 

e. Origin, History and Age of Earth-Moon System 

Several major hypotheses have been presented to explain the 
origin of the moon. These include (1) cold meteoritic accretion with or without 
later radioactive heating, (2) cooling and solidification of a molten body and 
(3) gravitative capture of a large planetoid and even a catastrophic tidal 
separation from the Pacific Ocean basin. Each theory implies a particular 
set of rock compositions for the maria, the c r aters and the highlands of 
the moon. 

1) Elemental Compositional Implications 

Palm and Strom (1962) summarized the mode of formation 
of the lunar feature s as presented by prominent lunar scientists (Table I -5 ). 
The possible elemental abundances implie d by these hypotheses are shown in 
Table 1-6 • 

In addition to these rock types, there is the possibility of 
occurrence of sediments if the moon originated by tidal separation from the 
earth. 

Proper identification of all r ock types on the moon is of para
mount importance to sort out the proper hypotheses of origin. If visual or 
hand methods fail due to difficult lunar conditions, it may be necessary to 
resort to instrumental methods. 

The most detailed approach is to analyze for the major 
elements in the rocks by X-ray spectrometry, emission spectrometry, neutron 
activation analysis, or mass spectrometry and, on this basis, identify the 
types present. Another instrumental approach might use the X-ray diffracto
meter to identify characteristic minerals present and thereby determine the 
rock type. 

As a first approximation, the problem may be reduced to the 
determination of three broad rock types as shown in Table I -7 (Palm and 
Strom, 1962). 

These are igneous rocks of acidic (high silica), basaltic 
(medium silica) and meteoritic (aerolitic) compositions. Comparison of the 
characteristic elemental abundances illustrates the ease of identification 
of general rock type on the basis of chemical composition. 
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-..0 TABLE 1-5 0 

MODE OF FORMATION OF LUNAR SURFACE FEATURES 

(After Palm and Strom, 1962) 

Investigator Maria Major Craters Rays Domes Ridges Valleys Rills 

Baldwin Impact- Impact Impact- Volcanic Solidified Secondary Tension 
Extrusion Ejecta Lava Impact Cracks 

Waves Gouges 

Firsoff PlutoniG- Volcanic Snow in Volcanic Com- Grabens Tension 
Extrusion Tension pression Cracks 

Cracks Ridges 

Gold Impact- Impact Impact- Secondary Istostatic 
Nonmelt- Ejecta Impact Adjust-
ing Gouges ments 

Kuiper Impact- Impact Impact- Volcanic Com- Secondary Tension 
Extrusion Ejecta pression Impact Cracks 

Ridges Gouges and 
Grabens 

Spurr Plutonic- Volcanic Volcanic- Volcanic Com- Grabens Tension 
Extrusion Ejecta pression Cracks and 

Ridges Fault 
Fissures 

Urey Impact- Impact Impact- Volcanic Dust Hills Secondary Tension 
Melting Ejecta Impact Cracks 

Gouges 



H 
I 

-.0 ..... 

Hypothesis 

Element 

0 

Si 

Al 

Fe 

Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

H 

C 

S 

Ni 

,,---

TABLE 1-6 

POSSIBLE ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCES CORRESPONDING TO EACH HYPOTHESIS 

(After Palm and Strom 1962) 

-, 

Gold Urey Kuiper Baldwin Spurr Fireo!! 

Maria 
1 

Terrae 
2 Maria 3 Terrae 

4 
Maria

5 
Terrae 

6 
Maria 

7 
Terrae 

8 
Maria 9 Terrae 

10 
Maria 

11 
Terrae 

20-45 33-44 43-46 33-44 47-52 47-51 43-46 48-52 44-46 48-52 48-55 48-55 

10-22 17 -25 21-24 17-25 32-38 31-35 21-24 31-35 22-24 33-35 33-36 3'1-36 

0.5-2 1-6 4-9 1-6 5-9 6-10 4-9 6-10 8-10 6-9 6-9 6-9 

15-40 12 -22 8-11 12-22 1-6 1. 5-4 8-10 1-5 6-9 1-3 1-3 1- 3 

8-18 14 -18 3-15 14-18 0.2-2 O. 1-1 3-15 O. 1-1 3-5 0.2 -0.8 0.2 -0.8 0.2-0.8 

0.2-2 1-7 5-8 1-7 O. 1-2 1-3 5-8 0.3-3 6-8 0.2-3 0.5-2 0.5-2. 

O. 3-1 0.6-0.8 0.5-3 0.6-0.8 0.2.-4 2-4 0.5-3 2.-4 1. 5-2. 5 2..5-4 2.-4 2.-4 

0-0. I O. 1-0.2 0.2-2 O. 1-0.2 1.5-4.5 2-4 0.2-2 1. 5-4. 5 O. 5-1. 5 2-4 2.-4 2.-4 

O. 1-0. 3 '.- 0.3 O. 1-0.3 O. 1-0.3 0-0.2 0-0.2 O. 1-0.3 < 0.2. 0.1-0.3 O. 1-0. 3 O. 5 -1. 2. O. 1-0. 3 

' I 1-5 1-3 3-11 < I < I < I < 1 < 3 < 3 <3 <3 

0-3 0.2-3 < O. 5 0.2-3 < I < 1 < 1 < O. 5 0-6 0-6 < I < I 

O. 1- 3 O. 1-2 < O. 5 O. 1-2 < O. 05 < O. 5 

1. Chondri tic Dust 5. Rhyolitic 9. Basaltic 

2. / \ l'l'O 1 i ti (: 6. Acidic 10. Rhyolitic 

3. Basaltic 7. Basaltic II. Rhyolitic 

4. Chondritic 8. Acidic 12.. Rhyolitic 

12 



TABLE 1-7 

ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCES (PER CENT BY WEIGHT) 

(After Palm and Strom, 1962) 

MARIA AND TERRAE 

ELEMENT ACIDIC 

47 - 52 

31 - 38 

BASALTIC 

43 - 46 

AEROLITIC 

33 - 44 0 

Si 

Al 

Fe 

Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

Ni 

S 

H 

2) 

5 - 10 

I - 6 

o. I - 2 

O. 1 - 3 

0.2 - 4 

1 - 5 

O. 7 - 0.2 

21 - 24 

3. 5 - 9 

6. 5 - 10 

3 - 14 

5 - 8 

1 - 2. 5 

0.2 - 1. 5 

O. 1 - 1 

Radioelement Compositional Implications 

17 - 25 

1 - 6 

12 - 22 

14 - 18 

1 - 7 

O. 6 - O. 8 

O. 1 - 0 .2 

O. 1 - 1. 7 

0.2 - 2 

O. 03 - O. 1 

Characteristic minor element contents also may be used to 
identify rock types. Of these, natural radioactive elements provide the 
advantage of field analysis by means of gamma ray spectrometer. 

In general, the uranium, thorium and potassium contents of 
igneous rocks increase with increasing acidity or silica content. Thus, the 
granites have the highest average contents, with intermediate amounts in 
basalts and gabbros and lowe st average amounts in ultrabasic rocks such 
as peridotites . Table I -8 shows concentration ranges generally found in 
these igneous rocks. Chondrites (stony meteorites) are similar to the 
ultrabasic intrusive s shown. 

The K
40 

isotope makes up a constant portion of natural 
potassium (0.0119 per cent) and, therefo re, its radioactivity is directly 
proportional to the content of K

2
0 as listed. 
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TABLE 1-8 

THORIUM, URANIUM AND POTASSIUM IN IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Rock Thorium** 
(in ppm) 

Uranium* 
(in ppm) 

Pota~sfum** 

(in % K
2

0) 

Silicic Intrusive 
(Granites, Syenites) 

Silicic Extrusive 
(Rhyolites, Trachytes) 

Basic Intrusive 
(Gabbros, Diabases) 

Basic Extrusive 
(Basalts, Andesites) 

Ultrabasic Intrusives 
(Peridotites, Dunites) 

*Adams et al., 1959 
**Da1y, 1933 

1 - 25 

9 - 25 

O. 5 - 5 

O. 5 - 10 

low 

1 - 6 
1. 5 - 6. 0 

2 - 7 

O. 3 - 2 
0.4 - 3. 0 

0.2 - 4 

0.001 - O. 03 O. 1 - 1. 0 

The concentration ranges shown in Table I -8 reflect the 
tendency of uranium, thorium and potassium to accumulate in the residual 
fluids as a rock melts or magma crystallizes. The following course of 
magmatic crystallization has been offered to explain the observed distribu
tion of uranium and thorium (Adams, Osmond and Rogers, 1959). 

(a) Early crystallizing minerals, such as olivine from basic 
magmas, incorporate almost no throium or uranium and, consequently, the 
ultrabasic rocks have almost none. 

(b) Among normal basic rock minerals such as pyroxene, 
calcic plagioclase and apatite, the latter may incorporate small amounts of 
uranium and thorium but not to a marked degree of concentration. 

(c) The last silicic magmas carry the majority of the uranium 
and thorium and produce granites to tonalites with significant amounts· of 
radioactivity concentrated in accessory minerals such as allanite, monazite 
and xenotine. Variable amounts may be fixed in the major minerals as 
inclusions or along-the -grain boundaries and fractures. Some of the very late
stage hydrothermal fluids may escape to form hydrothermal veins, pegmatites 
or lamprophyres (Emmons, Reynolds and Saunders, 1953). 
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(d) Potassium is a major constituent of the magma and is 
contained largely in the late-forming potash feldspars. It does not easily 
enter the lattice of the early-forming minerals and is, therefore, generally 
concentrated more in the silicic rocks. Further details on the potassium 
content of igneous rocks are given by Ahrens, Pinson and Kearns (l952). 

These differences may be used to help identify the rocks 
present and classify them generally as acidic, basic or chondri tic. The 
differences between intrusive and extrusive phases of the same type are not 
large enough to be diagnostic. A further advantage of the gamma spectrometer 
is that the same instrumentation may be used for neutron activation analysis 
merely by adding a suitable neutron source. This will greatly extend its 
analysis capability. 

3) Other Minor Elements 

The emission spectrometer and neutron activation analyzer 
can be used to search for other characteristic nonradioactive minor element 
combinations. General references as to the geochemical behavior of these 
elements include Green (l959), Mason (l958), Goldschmidt (1954) and 
Rankama and Sahama (1950). 

4. Problems Associated With Compositional Measurements and 
Experiments 

a. Instrument Design 

The most fundamental problem is the difficulty in obtaining 
good compositional information using the simplified instrumentation necessary 
to fit within the weight, volume and power constraints of early APOLLO 
missions. Compositional measurements generally are performed in the lab
oratory rather than in the field, and most lunar "field" equipment must be 
specially designed without benefit of much prior earth field equipment 
experience. This may be contrasted with geophysical and geological field 
equipment which has benefitted by many years of earthbound field development. 
Most lunar compositional instrument designs can be expected to have more 
"bugs!! than those of some of the other disciplines. 

b. Safety Considerations 

In addition to hazards common to all field operations, those of 
the compositional instruments involve heat and energetic radiation sources 
which must be considered astronaut safety factors. 
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1) Radiation Hazards 

The sample culture experiment with radioisotope readout 
would involve carbon-14 or pos sibly tritium and sulfur-35. These are all 
beta emitters with relatively small radiation hazard unless ingested or 
present in large quantities. 

Gamma ray backscattering, X-ray diffraction, neutron hole 
logging, X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and neutron activation analysis 
involve potential hazards from penetrating radiation sources. In all these, 
proper shielding must be used and the astronauts trained in safe handling 
procedures. 

The alpha-scattering spectrometer will contain an alpha source 
suitably contained to prevent escape of the alpha emitter in any manner that 
might allow accidental ingestion by the astronauts. Alpha radiation is not 
very penetrating and does not present a radiation hazard if contained by 
1 mm or so of aluminum. Burns may result if the radiation falls directly 
on the skin. 

2) Thermal Hazards 

The gas chromatograph, differential thermal analyzer, mas s 
spectrometer, UV -visible spectrometer, and infrared spectrometer normally 
contain a heat source which must be shielded to prevent contact with and 
thermal decomposition of the astronaut or his suit. Since normal instrument 
designs usually take this problem into account, it should be of minor concern. 

3) Electrical Hazards 

The usual electrical insulation problems will be involved in 
all instruments using electrical power, especially those utilizing high 
voltages - - accelerator-type neutron generators, mass spectrometers and 
X- ray sources. 

5. Instrumentation for Compositional Measurements 

a. Procurement of Information 

The April 1963 Buyers Guide issue of Analytical Chemistry 
was surveyed for all possible analytical instrument types, and 95 letters 
were written to significant instrument makers requesting brochures of their 
present instruments, both laboratory and space types, and of any develop
ment work on a space model. There were 62 replies which are summarized 
as follows: 
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19 

30 

9 

4 

No help 

Some help 

Very helpful 

Excellent (described space instruments) 

Company descriptive literature was received on the following 
instruments: 

~ass spectrometers 
Gamma ray spectrometers 
Emission spectrographs 
Neutron activation analyzers 
Beta spectrometers 
X-Ray difhactometers 
X-Ray spectrometers 
Electron microprobe analyzers 
Gas chromatographs 
Infrared spectrometers 
UV -Visible spectrometers 
Balances 
Pyrometers 
Thermocouples 
Nuclear magnetic resonance equipment 

Recording thermometers 
Radiation detectors 
Gross beta counters 
Gross alpha counters 
Gross gamma counters 
Alpha activation analyzers 
Neutron backscatter equipment 
Interferometers 
~icroscopes 

Hand telescopes 
Beryllium detector 
Smoke and dust photometer 
Polarimeters 
Refractometers 
Differential thermal analyzers 

Brochures on several types of instruments, such as temperature 
measuring devices, interferometers, microscopes, and polarimeters, were 
given to other study groups directly concerned with them. 

All available reports on space instruments were examined. 
These included JPL Space Program Summaries, reports from other National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration sponsored organizations, and journal 
articles. 

One trip was made to California on Feb. 24-27, 1964 to talk 
with scientists at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and with Consolidated 
Electrodynamics Corp. and Beckman Instruments. 

b. Evaluation of Space Instrumentation 

All instruments which were designed for space use and could 
be used for compositional analysis contained in these reports were evaluated 
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for possible use on the moon. All of the Surveyor instruments were especially 
noted, since they were designed to operate on the moon. These instruments 
were evaluated according to weight, power, volume, sensitivity, dynamic 
operating range, operating time, and setup time. 

All of the Surveyor instruments need modification to operate 
on or with the APOLLO spacecraft. For some, only minor modifications, 
such as power and telemetry matching, would be necessary. For others, 
major modifications may be necessary, particularly where a change in 
experiment complexity (either more or less) is advantageous. Certainly, 
an instrument that operates satisfactorily on Surveyor could be converted 
with some modifications to operate on APOLLO. 

The space model instruments evaluated are: 

Gas chromatograph Beckman Instruments, Inc. 

Beckman Instruments t Inc. UV - Visible spectrometer 

X -ray diffractometer Philips Defense & Space Laboratory 
(Norelco) 

X-ray spectrometer 

Neutron activation analyzer 

Gamma ray spectrometer 

Gamma ray backscattering device 

Philips Defense & Space Laboratory 
(Norelco) 

JPL, Sandia, Lawrence Radiation Lab 

JPL design 

JPL design 

Alpha particle scattering spectrometer Professor Turkevich. Univ. of Chicago 

Mass spectrometer, Goddard 
satellite type 

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. 

Life detectors Hazelton Labs; California Institute 
of Technology, JPL 

c. Evaluation of Laboratory Instrumentation 

Many brochures of commercial laboratory instruments were 
received covering all instrument types and rated as shown on the preceding page. 
These laboratory-type instruments are large and heavy compared to their space 
counterparts but do show the best operating characteristics or capabilities 
of each instrument type. On that basis, representative lab instruments 
including one or two of each type were evaluated on the same basis as the 
space types. In general, direct comparisons cannot be made between 
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laboratory and space type s. In some instances, design considerations 
for a space type severely limited its range or changed the method of obtain
ing the data from i ts laboratory counterpart. 

Laboratory instruments need evaluation for yet another 
reason -- to determine their capabilities for analysis of lunar samples 
brought back to earth. An excellent up-to-date summary of recent develop
ments in all analytical techniques is presented in the April 1964 Annual 
Review issue of Analytical Chemistry. 

d. Summary of Space Instruments 

In general , the space instruments are extremely well built 
and engineered. Of the Surveyor I type instruments, the gas chromatograph 
and the X-ray diffractomete r compare favorably with their laboratory 
counterparts . Hence, these are the best of the group and, with necessary 
modifications, will be prime candidates for APOLLO. The X-ray spectro 
meter will be in the same group if detail design problems can be resolved. 
The mass spectrometer and neutron activation analyzer are severely 
restricted by power limitations and fall fa r short of their laboratory counter
parts. However, recent development work indicates that each can be 
significantly improved in the next models. The UV -visible spectrometer 
for elemental analysis, built by Beckman, is a hybrid instrument covering 
several types : flame photometry, UV -visible absorption and emission 
spectrometry. This spectrometer performs its design job very well and 
probably could be developed into a useful lunar instrument for APOLLO . 
The Alpha particle scattering spectrometer is a new type of analytical 
instrument designed by Professor Turkevich at the University of Chicago 
and has no lab counterpart. It has a restricted mass r ange (up to Fe, Ni) 
and may have only limited usefulness in a general mixture of minerals, but 
it is the only analytical-type instrument for compositional analysis that 
remains on the Surveyor I payload. The gamma ray spectrometer is not 
nearly as good as the laboratory type, mainly because of severe volume 
limitations. However, the field of miniaturization is advancing rapidly, 
and it is quite possible that a good 512- channel analyzer can be developed 
within a few years . The gamma ray backscattering instrument for density 
measurement is a fairly well-developed device that with modest modifications, 
should perform well on early APOLLO missions. 

e. Equipment and Instrumentation for Compositional Studies 

Instruments considered most useful for lunar compositional 
studies were selected on the basis of (1) mission constraints, (2) contributions 
to fundamental lunar problem areas and (3) instrumentation state-of-the art. 
Instruments proposed for use on early APOLLO missions are: 
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( • Life detector with pH readout 

• Life detector with radioisotope readout 

• Gas chromatograph 

• X-ray diffractometer 

• Gamma ray spectrometer 

• Mass spectrometer 

• Differential thermal analyzer 

• Neutron activation analyzer 

• X-ray fluorescence spectrometer 

6. Ranking of Compositional Measurements, Observations and 
Experiments 

More than 40 instruments to perform compositional measurements 
were evaluated and an equally large number of experiments a.nd obse rvations 
examined. Careful consideration was given mission constraints and potential 
contributions to astronaut safety, lunar trafficability and basing, and to 
knowledge of the lunar surface and the earth-moon system. It is concluded 
that the following measurements and experiments, listed in approximate 
orde r of importance, can be advantageously undertaken on the moon: 

• Determination of potentially dangerous life forms. Use 
sample culture with pH or radioisotope readout. Pyrolysis 
of samples followed by gas chromatography or mass spectro
metry of evolved gases could be used to detect complex 
molecules as indirect evidence of life forms. 

• Detection and measurement of water content. In determini ng 
mineral and chemical composition of rock materials, hydrate d 
rocks and minerals may be discovered. Differential thermal 
analysis, gas chromatography and mass spectrometry can 
be applied. 

• Radiation shielding materials. Determinations can be made 
on samples returned to earth, but the procedure using a 
gamma ray backscatterer described earlier provides an 
excellent alternate. 

• Mineral and chemical composition of rocks. The following 
instruments can be used: X-ray diffractometer, X-ray spectro
meter, differential thermal analyzer, gas chromatograph, 
gamma ray spectrometer, and mass spectrometer. 
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• Radioisotopic composition. Gamma and alpha ray spectro
metric measurements on lunar samples can be made. 

• Stable isotopic composition. Mass spectrometry and neutron 
activation analysis can be applied. 

• Lunar atmospheric pressure measurement. Determination 
of normal pressure can be made with magnetron ionization 
gauge or similar device. 

• Density of soil and surficial material. Density determinations 
can be made with a gamma ray backscatterer. 
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G. RADIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS* 

1. Introduction 

a. General Statement 

High-energy portions of the electromagnetic spectrum including 
X-rays, gamma rays, ultraviolet rays, and particulate radiation as well as 
induced lunar radioactivity are the phenomena examined in this section. 
Consideration is given measurements and instruments that might be used 
to solve radiological problems during a lunar landing. Emphasis is placed 
on hazards to astronauts and the effects of ionizing radiation on scientific 
equipment. Because the vehicle will not be nuclear-propelled, it will not 
by itself present a radiological hazard. Radiological problems during the trip 
to and from the moon are not pe rtinent to this study. As a guide to whether 
an experiment should be undertaken on the surface of the moon, it was 
assumed that, if the experiment or measurement could be made equally as 
well in an earth or lunar orbit, it should not be made during an early lunar 
landing. 

b. Acknowledgments 

Several of the topics in this section were discussed with Dr. 
H. S. Bridge and Dr. R. D. Evans of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Dr. W. C. Lin of the University of Iowa, and Dr. W. R. Webber 
of the University of Minnesota. Their contributions to this study are grate
fully acknowledged. 

c. Organization of Radiological Section 

Because of the emphasis on astronaut hazards in early APOLLO 
missions, the various types of incident radiation on the moon's surface and 
the hazards they may constitute are discussed first. This is followed by an 
examination of several radiation-produced phenomena. Measurements, 
experiments and observations rated as important, reasons for their selection, 
and problems in making the observations are evaluated. Finally, the 
instrumentation required for the radiological studies is presented and the 
measurements and observations ranked relative to their importance in 
lunar exploration. 

*Contribution of A. D. Little, Inc. , Cambridge, Mass. 
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2. Direct Radiation and As sociated Hazards 

Radiation in va r ious forms , originating mostly from the sun, 
under certain conditions can cause biological harm to astronauts and 
equipment during a lunar landing. Radiation hazards in space flight have 
been estimated by many authors (USAEC, 1962). Generally, it is agreed 
that infrequent major solar flares are the principal direct hazard. Other 
forms of radiation probably are negligible, provided favorable conditions 
can be achieved. 

The integrated dosage considered the maximum permissible 
for an astronaut during a lunar mission is not officially established. The 
general implication (Nickson, 1962) is that a dose in the range of 100 rads 
would not seriously reduce the astronaut's efficiency and would not lead 
to failure of the mission. A dose as high as 250 rads whole-body radiation 
might be possible, though only in cases of extreme exposure. Since the 
overall dose anticipated during a few - day lunar mission (excluding an 
unlikely major solar flare) is not over a few rads, the seriousness of the 
(nonflare) radiation hazard is low. Confirmation of the overall low level 
of radiation in space is found in flights such as that of the Mariner II to 
Venus in which only about 3 rads were measured during the l29-day mission 
(James, 1963). 

In any event , hazards during lunar landing are expected to 
differ from those encountered during flight to and from the moon, only 
because of the difference in elapsed time for the two portions of the mission, 
the difference between radiation in free space and that on or near the moon's 
surface (which varies with its position relative to the sun), and difference 
in shielding afforded by the vehicle and the moon's mass. Particular 
attention is given factors influencing a lunar-landing operation rather than 
a trip to and from the moon. The following forms of radiation must be 
considered. 

a. Ultraviolet Light 

Although nonionizing ultraviolet light is not considered a 
radiological hazard, it is mentioned here for the sake of completeness. The 
ultraviolet radiation dose rate from full sunlight in space (which is rich 
in shortwave UV) far exceeds tolerable limits for white human skin. 
Fortunately, shielding from ultraviolet light is a very simple matter, well 
within the capability of any space suit. It is only necessary that the suit 
material be opaque to ultraviolet light. 
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The helmet visor must be transparent to visible light and 
essentially opaque to UV, but this condition is satisfied by several mechani
cally suitable plastics, such as polymethylmethacrylate and polycarbonates. 
Additives such as hydrozybenzophenones can be incorporated in the plastic 
to reduce further the UV transmission if necessary and to decrease the 
rate of discoloration of the polymer. 

Effect of surface heating of space suits and equipment by 
ultraviolet light is similar to that with visible and infrared radiation. It 
is worth noting, however, that the means used for temperature control, 
such as selecting surfaces with proper absorptivity and emissivity properties, 
should take into consideration the high ultraviolet content of sunlight on 
the moon's surface. More information on ultraviolet light in solar radiation 
is needed, but no particular advantage is seen for measuring ultraviolet 
on the moon's surface. 

b. Solar X-Rays 

X-rays in space are so soft and are apparently present at such 
a low intensity (Vette, 1961) as to cause no hazard. For example, a few 
millionths of an erg per square centimeter per second is roughly equivalent 
to only a microrad per hour. X-ray intensity increases during a solar flare 
constitute only a small part of the hazard of solar flares and can be neglecte d. 
More data on X-rays in solar radiation are needed for scientific reasons. 
There appears to be little advantage, however, in measuring X-rays at the 
moon's surface rather than in an orbiting satellite. 

c. Solar Wind 

The continuous but varying stream of electrons, protons and 
heavier particles flowing from the sun is sufficiently low in energy to cause 
no direct hazard to astronaut or equipment in a few-day mission. Although 
surface "skin" dose rates might be in the range of 109 rads/hr (corresponding 
to a flux of lOll protons/cm2 sec with energies in the range of 0.1 Mev, 
having a range of about 1 micron in water), the soft radiation (e. g. , a few 
kilovolt protons) is essentially completely shielded by a space suit of 1 to 
2 gmt cm2• Measurements on the moon of solar wind particles during lunar 
day and night would be scientifically interesting because of the possible 
effect of the solar wind in producing a lunar magnetic field. The field' 
strength in the vicinity of the earth from the solar wind is about 2 x 10-5 

gauss {Blanco and McCuskey, 1961}. 
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d. Solar Flares 

Major solar flares pre sent a definite radiological hazard. 
Protons and alpha particles with secondary neutrons and gamma rays 
generated by proton interaction with the shielding are the most hazardous 
components of the flares. Doses received by a man protected only by a 
space suit of 1 o r 2 gm/cm2 could be fatal, while shielding of 5 gm/cm 2 

would reduce the dose in the most extreme event to less than 135 rads 
(Freier and Webber, 1963). The frequency of occurrence of major flares 
varies over the ll-yr sun spot cycle from a maximum of about once each 
mon th for low-energy events to an average of once every 4-1 I 2 yr for high 
energy events which give doses in the hundreds of rads through 1 gm/cm2 

spherical shielding (H
2
0). Shielding in a space vehicle (to provide, say, 

5 gm/ cm2 ) is difficult and, in a space suit, is virtually impos sible for the 
high-ene rgy events. The best solution is to plan missions during periods 
of the sun-spot cycle when flares are not at a maximum and to develop means 
of making short-range predictions of solar flares. 

In contrast to the solar-cap abs orption, there is a definite 
tendency for flare s producing alar ge flux of protons in the 30 -1 00 Mev range 
to occur during the increase and decrease of sun spot activity rather than 
during the maximum (Solar Proton Manual, 1963). 1£ so, the statistical 
expectation of periods of peak hazard would be centered approximately in 
1966 a nd in 1970 with an expectation of dangerous outbursts more frequent 
than once i n 18 months; in 1968, the expectation is probably less than one 
dangerous burst per 18 months. 

A large important cosmic-ray event is almost equally probable 
from the western or eastern hemisphere of the sun, and the probability 
appears higher from the sun's northern hemisphere . Average initial delay 
from time of peak optical and radio emis sion until first arrival of the isotropic 
component of particles of energy above 100 Mev is about 1/2 hr for flares 
in the western hemisphere and about 1-1 / 2 hr in the eastern hemisphere. 

At a peak emission of 10-
18 

w/meters
2 

cps (50 times normal) 
in the microwave region, the integrated intensity generally will exceed 108 

particlesl cm2 sec . At about one third of this radio output, the particle 
flux generally will exceed 107 particles l cm2 sec and may exceed 108 particles I 
cm2 sec . When the microwave emission is le ss than about 2 x 10- 19 w/meter2 
cps , the cosmic ray event is not likely to be a major one. 

The low probability of a major flare coupled with the expectation 
of attaining at least 30 min warning by m icrowave m onitoring on earth and 
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transmission of the warning to the moon would apparently reduce the hazard 
to an acceptable level. The steps required to attain adequate protection 
consist of taking shelter beneath about 5 gms/ cm2 and taking antiradiation 
sickness medication. 

This ability to make short-range forecasts is summarized 
in the following paragraph quoted from Solar Proton Manual (NASATR R-169): 

"Turning now to the characteristic intensity-time profiles 
of the solar cosmic rays as observed in the earth's vicinity, 
we see that the average initial delay from the time of the 
peak optical (and radio) emission until the first arrival 
of the isotropic component of solar particles at the earth 
(for particle energies above 100 Mev) is about 1/2 hr 
for flares in the western hemisphere and about 1-1/2 hr 
in the eastern. The average risk times for the particles 
with energies above 100 Mev are 2-3 hr and 6-8 hr for the 
western and eastern hemispheres respectively. The onset 
and rise times for the isotropic component of particles 
with energies above 30 Mev are longer by a factor of 2 
in each event but otherwise show the same characteristics. II 

Based on data for solar cosmic ray outbursts from 1956 to 1961, 
the feasibility of attaining adequate protection is considerable. A shield of 
only 1 gm/cm2 , such as might be afforded by the space suit alone, would 
protect against all protons of less than 30-Mev ene rgy. The fact that the 
flux tends to be omnidirectional is important in reducing the dosage at depth, 

dE 
and a careful computation should be carried out allowing for the dx as a 

ell -4 
function of energy and taking account of the fact that dE applies as Emax 

(approx.). These estimates may indicate that it would be feasible to protect 
the more vital organs with specially designed shielding. Because of the 
information obtained from earth and orbiting satellites J no measurements 
on the lunar surface appear to be required during early exploratory missions. 

e. Magnetically Trapped Radiation 

Although no significant magnetic field has been detected on 
the moon, a weak magnetic field may be generated by interaction with 
solar plasma. A magnetic field could trap charged particles, such as solar 
protons, and cause Van Allen belts around the moon. Principal evidence 

. against the existence of significant radiation belts around the moon includes 
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the Russian lunar shot (Levantovskii, 1960) which did not detect a magnetic 
field with a magnetometer sensitive to about 60 gamma; neither was there 
any evidence of radiation belts . 

In spite of the probably negligible value of the trapped 
radiati on around the moon, it would seem desirable to make confirmatory 
measurements of the magnetic field and associated trapped radiation. 
Measurements of the magnetic field are considered in the chapter on solid
body geophysics. It would be desirable to monitor continuously for at least 
total dose rate in a tissue - equivalent detector, * not only during the entire 
flight (outside the scope of this report) but during the approach to the moon 
itself to detect local variations which might be ascribed to trapped radiation. 
Measurement of flux, energy and charge of particles is also desirable . 

f. Primary Heavy Cosmic Rays 

In addition to the protons and electrons constituting most of 
both the solar flares and the continuous flow of galactic cosmic rays, elements 
of atomic number to about 26 (iron) also occur. Their flux i s now known to 
be low. Although the microscopic dose rate is very l ow , the ionization produced 
by these heavy cosmic ray particles is highly concentrated along the track of 
the particles, which makes the microscopic dose in tissue very high (thousands 
of rads in the track) . Recent experiments indicate that even the se highly 
ionized tracks cause very little effect in either the brain o r the eye and 
presumably also in other vital organs . Although they may cause graying of 
spots of the hair, primary cosmic rays are believed not to pose a se r ious 
hazard for space flight (Curtis, 1962). Biological experiments to confirm 
these findings could be carried out in space . 

Knowledge of the nature of cosmic ray activity is far from 
complete. Recent evidence may be summarized as follows: 

• Solar protons predominantly in the energy range of 10 Mev 
to 100 Mev a r e received in most instances from great flares 
with Type IV bursts . (Type IV bursts consist of 200 -mcl sec 
radiation which occurs after sola r flares; they last an hour 
or so during which the intensity first grows then slowly 
subsides; unlike other types of solar radi o emission, the 

*A radiation detector can be made tissue-equivalent in at least two ways: (a) 
by using a low - Z detector material whose dose rate under a given flux is 
similar to that of tissue; or (b) by surrounding the detector with an equilibrium 
thickness of tissue-equivalent wall material, such as p o lyethylene, in accord
ance with the Bragg - Gray principle . 
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intensity exhibits no rapid variation with time. Type IV bursts 
were present in all recorded cases where cosmic rays reach 
the earth. ) 

Delay in arrival time for protons reaching the earth substantially 
exceeds any possible straight-line trajectory from sun to 
earth for particles of such energy. 

A high intensity of solar protons is more probable if the event 
occurs during a Forbush* decrease rather than at any other 
time. 

The flux of solar protons probably will increase if, during 
the event, there is an onset of a Forbush decrease. 

During a Forbush event, the magnetic field in space becomes 
great enough to partially exclude cosmic radiation; a flux of 
about 10-4 gauss is estimated to be adequate to do this. The 
fluxes measured in space by Pioneer V exceeded this limit 
by about a fivefold margin. 

A Forbush event in space is accompanied by a sudden change 
in magnetic field. 

The Forbush event is not a geocentric phenomenon. A Forbush 
event is probably due to magnetic fields associated with an 
earlier solar event. The plasma carrying its magnetic field 
balloons from the site of the solar flare; the magnetic lines 
return to the sun, and the solar protons tend to be trapped 
in this field. Near the solar surface, the proton injection 
results from switching effects due to time variations of the 
field rather than from diffusion. 

The need for cosmic ray and magnetometer stations in space 
is obvious since there is clearly a need to correlate observations near the 
earth with those elsewhere in space. However, there is no compelling reason 
to prefer stations on the moon rather than in a satellite in a lunar orbit. 

No magnetic field was detected on the Russian lunar fly-past. 
The field at the earth will be 10-6 of that 1400 miles above the lunar equator. 
Thus, one would not expect to detect a modest lunar field at the earth's 
surface. Any field of the moon would probably be more or less along the 
direction of the rotation axis. Thus, the superposition of earth and lunar 
field could only be expected to show earth diurnal fluctuations with a super
imposed lunar-month modulation; i. e., the modulation would be at a period 

oJ~A Forbush event is a sudden decrease in flux of cosmic rays which have 
originated beyond the solar system. 
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of about 1-1/28 earth days. Unless the moon has a magnetic field or an 
anomalous permeability, it could not exert any influence on the solar proton 
flux except to the extent that it distorts plasma with associated field--generally 
the dimensions of plasma bubbles are large compared to lunar dimensions 
and possibly also large compared to earth-moon radius. Thus, from this 
consideration there appears to be no reason to prefer a lunar station over 
any other location in space. A cosmic ray station would be of little value 
unless accompanied by a magnetometer station. 

Differences between flux in space and flux of heavy primary 
cosmic rays which strike the moon would seem to depend primarily upon 
the intensity of the magnetic activity on the moon and the orientation of 
the surface. One advantage for measuring cosmic rays on the moon rather 
than on an orbiting or free-flying vehicle is that the moon, if it has no 
magnetic field itself, presumably would be more stable in the space mag
netosphere and thus might give truer measurements. The presence of 
heavy cosmic rays can be detected if the particle spectrometer is used. 

It would be desirable to expose nuclear emulsions on the 
lunar surface during the landing because of the simplicity of the instrument 
and the potentially useful data that could be obtained. 

g. Lunar Radioactivity 

The moon's natural (geological) radioactivity probably con
stitutes as Iowa biological hazard as does the earth's. Local variations in 
natural radioactive materials such as uranium, radium, polonium, and 
potassium a re presumably as possible as they are on earth, but they would 
not be expected to produce significantly larger concentrations or more 
hazardous intensities of radiation on the moon than on the earth. Because 
of their ease and possible importance, however, confirmatory measurements 
of total ionizing radiation (dose rate) emanating from the moon's surface are 
desirable for reasons of hazard assessment. 

Measurement of geologically residual radioactivity would have 
considerable value in determining the origin and history of the moon. Such 
measurements are considered earlier in Section F of the chapter. 

Radioactivity of the lunar surface induced by solar protons, 
alpha rays, and neutrons has not been measured. However, the induced 
activity must be so low as to represent a negligible direct radiation hazard. 
Most of the energy of the incident radiation is expended in nonnuclear inter
actions such as ionization; l ow -energy (a few kilovolts) charged particles 
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such as the protons of the solar wind do not have energy enough to induce 
radioactivity, and most of the elements likely to be present in significant 
amounts on the moon's surface (aluminum, silicon, etc.) do not form 
radioactive isotopes by proton bombardment at modest energy. 

The credible upper range of radioactivity can be estimated 
by taking the high-energy proton flux impinging on the moon's surface during 
the worst flare, choosing a likely element with a high possibility of hazard 
and computing the maximum radioactivity which could result if the surface 
were 100 per cent of the most favorable isotope of that element. A rough 
estimate has been made, using the reaction Fe 58 (p, n) C 0 58 and the July 
1959 solar event, assuming one-third of the protons induced a reaction with 
a cross-section of two barns. The estimated dose rate at the moon's surface 
(less than 1 mR/hr) would be measurable, but the hazard would be negligible. 
Thus, there is no compelling reason to measure radiation from induced 
radioactivity on the moon's surface merely to assess the hazard. Neverthe
less, if any radiation-measuring instrument is available, it could make some 
measurement of surface radioactivity simply, and, therefore, it is only 
prudent to do so. On the assumptions of simplicity and availability of an 
instrument (such as the survey dose rate meter) for other purposes, this 
measurement would be useful. Because there is no atmosphere on the 
moon, it is feasible to measure the radioactivity of the surface from an 
orbiting satellite, as the dose rate is independent of height above the surface. 
This would permit detection of any diurnal effects on the lunar surface. 

The possibility should be considered that proton or neutron 
bombardment of materials in the lunar crust would create enough deuterium 
or radioactive tritium to make impotable any water recovered from the 
lunar surface. Calculations of credibility should be made, based on known 
proton fluxes. Samples of lunar material returned to earth should be 
analyzed for light hydrogen, deuterium and tritium. No measurements of 
these isotopes during the lunar landing itself are recommended because 
of their complexity. 

h. Secondary Radiation 

Secondary radiation may emanate from the lunar surface in 
the form of backscattered primary radiation (protons, alpha rays, elements 
of higher atomic number, electrons, and photons), as well as bremsstrahlung, 
photoemission electrons, neutrons, mesons, or sputtered atoms resulting 
from bombardment of the moon's surface by the primary radiation. The 
intensity and energy of the secondary radiation must be less than that of 
the primary. Even if the reflected radiation were equal to the incident, 
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the dose rate would only be doubled and would still be small. Measu rem e nt 
of secondary radiation on the lunar surface in connection with hazard assess
ment, therefore, seems of minor importance. (Reflected radiation can be 
at least partly detected with measurement of surface radioactivity. ) 

i. Radiation During the Lunar Night 

All the preceding discussions r elate to radiation duri ng b o th 
lunar day and night. During lunar night, the particulate radiation of b oth 
galactic and solar flare (if present) origin is expected to be comparable t o 
radiation during the lunar day, because the radiation is almost isotropic . 
The solar wind, however, appears not to be isotropic (Snyder, 1962) and , a s 
mentioned earlier, would be interesting to measure on the moon at night. 

3. Indirect Radiation and Associated Hazards 

a. Sputtered Surface s 

Radiation of the type striking the lunar surface can sputte r off, 
vaporize or chemically or physically deteriorate (sometimes selecti vely 
in the hard vacuum) very thin surface coatings of space suits , equipment 
and the like. However , the low flux of particulate radiation hitting the 
moon's surface, which would produce a maximum of a few rads of all 
c ombined ionizing radiation, is too low to produce such effects in a few 
hours or days . It is estimated (Reiffel, 1960) that a few hundred angstrom s 
of a surface might be sputtered off in a few weeks . 

Ionizing radiation also can affect materials such as equipment 
and instruments. At a few-rad level during a few - day lunar mis sion, h owev er, 
no problem is f o reseen. Radiation-induced transient effects in instrumental 
circuit behavior must be considered in terms of the effects on specific instru 
ments, but such effects are expected to be small on the instruments applicable 
to the measurement of radiation. 

b. Chemical Reactivity of the Lunar Surface 

There is a possibility that the lunar surface might be chemically 
reactive. Solar particle bombardment combined with the ultrahigh vacuum 
and high-surface temperatures during the lunar day would tend to cause 
molecular degradation of lunar materials such as silicates . If oxygen were 
knocked out of a silicate molecule with sufficient energy to escape fr om the 
molecule (am possibly from the moon) , the remaining less volatile silic on 
and metallic elements -- such as iron, aluminum and calcium - - could b e 
left in a highly reactive state. Particulate bombardment might also cause 
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solid dislocations or unusual ionic states or produce free radicals. These 
higher-energy states could release their energy on contact with foreign 
surfaces. 

Conceivably, such a reactive powder might damage the 
astronaut's shoes, space suit or equipment in two ways. First, the powder 
might react directly with organic materials in the shoes, suit and equip
ment, causing corrosive and/ or thermal degradation. Second, a thin layer 
of reactive dust, possibly with electrostatic attraction for an oppositely 
charged astronaut, equipment or vehicle, might cling to its surface. This 
dust then might react with oxygen or moisture during the return to earth, 
generating heat which could damage the surface material. 

The possibility of the first type of damage (direct reaction) 
seems remote, because the limited degree of contact between two solids 
generally limits the rate of solid-solid reactions at moderate temperatures. 
Under static conditions a thin film of reaction product would form, and the 
reaction then probably would cease. However, the motion of an astronaut's 
shoe in contact with a reactive lunar surface would tend to favor continued 
reaction, because abrasion might be sufficient to remove the protective 
layer of reaction product. Reactions which might occur include the abstraction 
of halides from, and increased cross-linking of,organic polymers, both of 
which would degrade the polymers' structural properties. 

It is difficult to predict the likelihood of solid-state reactions 
under the conditions of the lunar landing, but experiments could be conducted 
on earth prior to the lunar mission to determine the reactivity of proposed 
suit and equipment materials with finely powdered alkali, alkaline earth 
and transition metals in high vacuo and at the maximum expected lunar 
surface temperature. Furthermore, because of the possible disastrous 
effects of even a small pinhole in a space suit and of the nuisance value, if 
not worse, of the dust reacting with surfaces of instrwnents, etc., it would 
seem prudent to develop a simple chemical reactivity test that could be made 
before debarking from the Lunar Excursion Module. Perhaps the simplest 
test would be to drop sample s of materials expected to contact the lunar surface 
and observe from the LEM any change in appearance or in temperature as 
revealed by a temperature-sensitive paint or by a thermocouple with leads 
to the LEM. The thermal criterion for reactivity is probably sufficient, 
for most corrosive reactions will be exothermic, and heat losses from the 
test piece will be slow, due to the lack of convection and the low thermal 
conductivity of the lunar surface. 

The second type of damage, caused by heat release during 
subsequent exposure of an adherent layer of the dust to oxygen or water vapor, 
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is somewhat easier to assess. For an adherent layer of finely divided 
calcium powder, equivalent to a I-mil thickness of the solid metal, oxidation 
would release 15 cal per cm2 • If all the heat were generated quickly and 
absorbed in the calcium oxide formed , a temperature of several thousand 
degrees would be attained. A more realistic estimate of temperature is 
based on the assumption that all the heat is absorbed by a space suit of 2 gml 
cm2 density and O. 3 call gm deg specific heat. In thi s case, the temperature 
would rise 25

0
C. Temperature rise is clearly a function of the rates of 

oxidation and heat transfer in a real situation and is best determined in 
advance of the mission by experimental test if it is considered possible 
that any dust would be allowed to re-enter the LEM with the astronaut. 

An experimental study of the degradation of probable lunar 
materials in a simulated lunar environment of proton bombardment and 
high vacuum could indicate the likelihood of reactive materials being 
encountered on the lunar surface. It would also seem prudent, however, 
in the course of developing a space suit and other equipment, to aim for 
chemical ine rtness and to test materials of construction for reactivity in 
the dry state and in high vacuum with elemental materials of the type which 
might be expected to occur on the moon ' s surface. 

Testing lunar dust reactivity from the LEM is worth consider
ing, because it requires so little effort, power and weight. If it is evident 
that a reactive (and probably pyrophoric) dust is adhering in considerable 
thickness (sufficient to cause ignition to space suits , equipment and vehicles), 
consideration should be given on the return trip to earth to exposing the 
surfaces to moisture or oxygen at a slow rate to minimize temperature rise. 

4. Measurement of Radiation-Produced Phenomena 

Lunar fluorescence and albedo and the low thermal conductivity 
of the moon are phenomena related to exogenic radiation striking the lunar 
surface. None of these produced phenomena constitute a problem to astronaut 
safety, but a re measurements that might be performed on the moon t o con
tribute to an understanding of the origin and history of the moon and to data 
that could be applied to point extrapolation from known areas to unexplored 
regions. 

a . Moon Fluorescence 

It has been estimated (Baldwin, 1963) that as much as 10 per 
cent of the light of a full moon might be the result of fluorescence of the 
lunar surface. The exciting radiation probably would be mostly ultraviolet 
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light from the sun. Information regarding the extent of fluorescence coul d 
be obtained advantageously by measurement during a landing. A simple 
light meter suitably filtered and collimated to measure only visible light 
coming from the moon's surface could be alternately exposed to the full 
intensity of the sun's light and then to the same light filtered to remove 
the ultraviolet and low energy corpuscular radiation but passing esse ntia lly 
all the visible light. This measurement would have to be made during a 
lunar day. Alternatively, an ultraviolet light source and light mete r, 
filtered to measure only visible fluorescence, could be employed duri ng 
lunar night. Similar measurements could be made on samples of lunar 
surface materials returned to earth. Provision should be made to r e ta i n 
any samples in a vacuum-tight container so their properties, such a s 
fluorescence, conductivity, etc., can be measured on earth before exposur e 
to the atmosphere. 

b. Lunar Albedo 

Among the factors postulated to contribute to the gene r a lly 
l ow albedo of the full moon's surface (7 per cent) are crystalline dis o r der, 
opacity and high porosity {Baldwin, 1963}. These three conditions c ould 
be produced by radiation (as well as by other factors). Crystalline di sorder 
can be produced by radiation, especially by particulate {or corpuscular} 
such a s protons, helium, heavier nuclei, and neutrons. An F-center type 
of c rystalline disorder induced by knock-on collisions of particulate radiation 
displacing atoms of the crystal can cause a darkening of color and an i n crease 
in opacity. Opacity also would be increased if free conductive metal a t oms 
such as iron and calcium were produced by the radiation decompositi on of 
lunar clays and volcanic ash. Porosity could be the result of millions of 
years of radiation sputtering action in which particulate radiation caus ed 
a toms at the moon's surface to be ejected. The ejected atoms might escape 
the moon or, depending on their velocity, atomic weight and volatility 
fall back to the surface in a loosely packed porous structure. 

The most important measurements related to lunar alb e do to 
be made on the moon's surface are to verify porosity, color and opacity of 
the surface material by nonradiological methods. A measure of time -integrated 
particle flux on the lunar surface to confirm the values already known for solar 
s pac e also would be desirable. 

c. Low Thermal Conductivity 

The moon's low thermal conductivity is believed to be at least 
partly explainable by a high lunar porosity. Surface porosity could be the 
r esult of not only ejecta from micrometeoroid impacts followed by cold 
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welding in the high vacuum of the moon but also of radiation-induced atomic 
sputtering. Measurements during the lunar day and night of the proton and 
othe r heavy particle flux deserve to be made if other considerations of magnetic 
fields, lunar charge, evidence of micrometeoroid impact phenomena, etc., 
indicate the need for such radiological data to explain the porosity of the 
moon's surface. 

5. Radiological Measurements, Observations and Experiments 

The study group considered 17 pertinent radiological measure
ments and experiments. These are shown in Appendix C. They were rated 
on the basis of their contributions and importance to determining hazards, 
trafiicability and basing problems, and to the origin, history and age of 
the lunar surface and earth- moon system. Some were eliminated because 
of negligible contributions to solution of fundamental lunar problems and 
others because they could be pe rformed as well or be,tter wi th earth or 
lunar o rbiting satellites. The radiologic experiments and measurements 
selected for early APOLLO missions are: 

• Particulate radiation flux 

• Chemical reactivity of the lunar surface 

• Integral radiative dose 

• Total ionizing dose 

• Cosmic ray flux (with magnetometer) 

• Electron density 

6. Importance of Selected Radiological Measurements 

a. Hazards 

Radiological measurements will be of major significance to 
insure astronaut safety . Possible radiological hazards already have been 
discussed so are only summarized here. The principal radiological hazard 
of a lunar landing appears to be the direct biological hazard t o man or 
instruments from infrequent major solar flares. Prediction of safe periods 
for a mission and earth-based observations and warning to lunar astronauts 
is recommended as preferable to similar observations on the moon itself. 
With the exception of flares, it appears highly probable that there will be 
no radiological problem to astronauts during a lunar landing because the 
overall radiation level is low. However, precautionary and/ or confirmatory 
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measurements of the integral radiative dose and total ionizing dose should 
be made immediately upon landing and periodically thereafter. Any measure
ments of radiation intensity or type needed for radiological safety probably 
can be made just as well from a satellite orbiting the earth or moon, with 
the possible exception of measurements of any Van Allen belt-type radiation 
around the moon. The existence of such belts appear to be improbable but, 
should they exist in strength, could be a significant radiation hazard. 

It seems prudent to consider radiation measurements and 
instruments. During the landing these at least could give first approximation 
of the total radiation capable of being absorbed by the astronaut. The ideal 
instruments should yield as much other specific information as possible 
regarding the radiation type, energy, flux, and directionality with a minimum 
of weight and complexity. The priority for a multipurpose instrument is 
considered higher than for one measuring any single radiation type. This 
priority increases with the increasing simplicity and lightness of the instru
ment. For example, a simple pocket ionization chamber of a type suitable 
for a lunar mission would seem to merit a high priority. 

The lunar surface might be chemically reactive due to the 
effects of particulate radiation in the high temperature ultravacuum lunar 
environment. Reactive and phyrophoric dusts might damage the astronaut's 
shoes, space suit or equipment either by solid-state reactions or by thermal 
degradation. Tests must be made to determine if reactive dusts and rock 
surfaces exist on the moon. Sputtering produced by particulate radiation 
might cause surface coatings of equipment to be sputtered off, vaporized or 
chemically and physically deteriorated. 

In addition to direct and indirect radiological hazards, the 
following deleterious conditions may be induced by radiation: 

• Radiation-enhanced vomiting tendencies. Vomiting is recognized 
to be a potential biological problem for an astronaut in a space 
suit in zero or low gravity. Radiation in massive doses (over 
50-100 rads) is known to induce nausea and vomiting in many 
people. The extent to which weightlessness and other abnormal 
environmental factors would affect the point at which radiation 
induces nausea is not known. Medical opinion should be sought 
on this point. It seems improbable, however, that the low 
level or radiation (probably less than 10 rads for a few-day 
lunar mission within no major flare) would be high enough to 
be an important factor. 
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• Radiation effects on visual acuity. The absence of an 
atmosphere will produce sharply defined light and dark 
areas on the lunar surface. The vision of an astronaut 
may be affected when his eye is suddenly exposed to the 
brightness in sunlight areas or when he accidentally looks 
into the sun. Because his eyes may be completely dark 
adapted, the slowness of pupil reaction while fully dilated 
may result in a maximum dosage of light reaching the inner 
eye and retina. Although the blink reflex is about 1/10 sec, 
sufficient deterioration in visual acuity may occur so that 
some time may elapse before full vision is restored. In 
addition, the pos sibility of retinal burns should be considered. 

• Radiation-produced ozone . The effect of radiation in produc
ing toxic ozone in the oxygen of the astronaut's breathing 
oxygen tank might also be mentioned. G - values for the pro 
duction of ozone in liquid or gaseous oxygen average about 
10 molecules of 0

3 
formed per 100 electron volts of ionizing 

radiation absorbed by the oxygen (Riley, 1962) . A dose of 
10 rads (6 x 10 14 ev/gm) thus would create about 10 14 molecules 
of ozone per gram of liquid oxygen or about O. 003 ppm. The 
natural instability of ozone will reduce this concentration. 
The threshold limit for ozone in ai r, under which nearly all 
workers may be repeatedly exposed day after day without 
adverse effect, is about 1/10 of a ppm (adopted at the 23rd 
annual meeting of the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists , Detroit, Mich., Apr. 9 - 12 , 1961). 
Thus, the ozone produced by r adia tion is not expected to cause 
a problem. 

• Electrostatic effects . Radiation- induced electric charges in 
loose surface materials may seriously impair radio communi
cations between the astronaut and LEM. Similar effects have 
been observed in tracked vehicles operating in desert areas. 
Therefore, it may be of interest to measure the charges on 
particles and their distribution and electron density. 

b. Basing 

Shielding requirements for personnel and equipment depend 
on knowing the total radiation dose and especially the radiological flux during 
major solar flares. Base construction may need to be timed for intervals 
when flares are at low intensity. 
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The presence of reactive dusts and rock surfaces would 
present a serious problem to lunar construction and basing because of 
potential effects on men and equipment. Development of base design and 
construction concepts is contingent on the extent to which lunar materials 
are reactive. 

c. Origin, History and Age of Lunar Surface 

Solar winds, solar flares and primary heavy cosmic rays 
may cause sputtering of rock surfaces and hence act as active agents of 
erosion and transportation. Darkening of rock surfaces may be caused by 
exogenic ultraviolet ray emanations, and solar X-rays also may produce 
surface modifications. Hence, the origin and history of the lunar surface 
can be interpreted by understanding the nature of these forces and their 
effects on lunar material. 

7. Nature of Properties Measured 

All the radiological measurements discussed in this section 
will be made in place; none will necessitate sample return to earth. Electron
density and cosmic ray experiments will continue after departure from the 
moon, and data will be telemetered to earth. All the proposed measurements 
and experiments will be taken over a time period and, with the exception 
of the electron-density measurements, will require multiple readings. With 
the exception of the passive intergrated radiation-dose measurement, the 
radiological experiments are active measurements. The nature of the 
selected measurements and experiments is summarized in Appendix C. 

8. Radiological Equipment and Instrumentation 

Equipment and instrumentation (dis cuss ed in detail in Chapter V) 
required for the radiological observations and experiments are: 

• Integrating personal dosimeter 

• Particle survey dose rate meter 

• Particle spectrometer 

• Chemical reactivity detector 

• Magnetometer (for cosmic ray flux) 

• Electron density sensor 
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a. Integrating Personal Dosimeter 

Film badges worn inside the space suit , with shielding to 
cover ranges, could be used. The exposed film would be developed on 
earth. Consideration also should be given to adapting existing models of 
Lauritsen electroscopes for this purpose . They would have to be modified 
to the desired dose ranges of l-30R and l-lOOOR and designed for the lunar 
environment. 

b. Portable Survey Dose Rate Mete r 

The survey meter successfully flown on the Mariner II probe 
to Venus and described by Hoffman {1962} could be modified to meet APOLLO 
needs. Because the output of this instrument is primarily digital, a visible 
rate meter should be added. 

Rowland {1964} described a portable survey meter which could 
be used to measure dose rate. It uses a scintillator and a multiplier photo
tube, and a rate output is provided in addition to a means for interrogating 
the scalar memory built into the instrumen t. 

c. Particle Spectrometer 

There are several types of particle spectrometers which can 
be modified for use on APOLLO missions. All of these instruments {Fisher 
et al., 1963; Van Allen, 1963; Simpson, 1964} have digital output and would 
have to be altered to meet mission requirements . The instrument should 
be designed so it can be left on the lunar surface to take measurements for 
a time sufficient for one 1unation and if possible for a major solar flare. 
Cumbersome shielding may be required to permit recording of high energy 
solar flares. 

d. Chemical Reactivity Detector 

This instrument will have to be developed but all that is 
required is a simple device to indicate the reactivity of lunar surface 
material to the space suit and equipment. A probe instrumented with thermo
couples or temperature-sensitive paint, covered with samples of space-suit 
material as well as inactive material for comparison would suffice. This 
could be lowered to the lunar surface to take temperature measurements and 
be withdrawn for inspection through the port of the LEM. 
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e. Magnetometer 

A low field helium magnetometer included in the solid-body 
geophysical equipment can be used to augment cosmic ray measurements. 
Bursts of radiation will cause a change in the lunar electrical field and, 
as a consequence, alter the magnetic field. Changes in the magnetic field 
will indicate th~ nature and intensity of the cosmic radiation. Existing 
models of magnetometers can be adapted easily for lunar use. 

f. Electron Density Sensor 

This instrument will require development. The design concept 
for an instrument to measure electron density within a small volume is a 
difficult one, as the electron density at the lunar surface changes substantially 
over a short distance and its order of magnitude cannot be reliably forecast. 
The required type of instrument might depend upon the change in dielectric 
constant of the vacuum due to the presence of free electrons and take the 
form of an open-structured resonant cavity. The problem with such instru
mentation is operation during the lunar day; the anticipated problems are those 
of dimensional stability and anomalous behavior due to secondary emission. 

An alternative type of instrument could consist of a resonant 
system such as a shorted lecher wire system with a static magnetic field 
normal to the electric vector; the frequency and magnetic field would be 
chosen so that free electrons precess at their cyclotron frequency. A signal 
with electric vector normal to the steady magnetic field and to the electric 
vector of the lecher wire system then should be emitted with an intensity 
proportional to the electron density. The major problem here is again the 
requirement for performance during the lunar day, since such an instrument 
tends to require laboratory conditions for satisfactory performance. 

9. Ranking of Radiological Observations and Measurements 

The radiological observations and measurements selected for 
early APOLLO missions were ranked on the basis of their importance 
to the fundamental problem areas inherent in lunar exploration. Most 
important is the determination of particulate radiation flux and the chemical 
reactivity of the lunar surface. The total ionizing dose and integral radiative 
dose are next in importance and could be critical factors in mis sion success. 
Measurements to determine cosmic ray flux and electron density are the 
remaining two experiments recommended. 

Data obtained from the radiological determinations are crucial 
to astronaut safety and to engineering concepts for luna r basing and also will 
yield considerable information on the origin and history of the lunar surface. 
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A. SUMMARY 

CHAPTER II 

GEOPHYSICS 

Lunar geophysics is the application of the methods and instru
ments of physics to obtain information about the solid moon, especially 
structures and phenomena not visible or detectable on the surface. Those 
branches of lunar geophysics related to atmospheric geophysics on earth 
are discussed in Chapter I. The methods studied for use in lunar geophysics 
are gravitational, thermal, seismic, and magnetic-electrical. Their evalua
tion for use in lunar exploration depends on understanding (1) the basic physical 
principles involved, as these affect their successful utilization; (2) the specific 
contribution of each type of spatial and time series data to be obtained for 
solving lunar hazards, logistics and scientific problems and (3) operational 
and instrumental problems caused by lunar environmental and logistic con
straints. All of these factors have been considered in deriving diagnostic 
criteria to select the best geophysical techniques and instruments to use -
both individually and in combination. 

Available geophysical instruments for terrestrial surveys 
require extensive modifications before they can be expected to obtain useful 
lunar data. (Efforts, however, have been made to design or construct a number 
for lunar operations.) Appendix D tabulates results of a comprehensive survey 
of all pertinent instrument characteristics. Based on this phase of the study, 
one to three instruments for each major geophysical survey method were 
selected as possible candidates for the APOLLO mission and estimates made 
of time required to build them. A detailed engineering evaluation of their 
pertinent characteristics was made. These are included in both the computer 
evaluation analysis and the more subjectively derived priorities for the 
Scientific Instrumentation Package (SIP) and mis sion plans. They are dis cus sed 
in detail in Chapters V and VI. Because of severe time, mobility and logistic 
constraints in the early missions, emphasis must be on single-location readings 
and limited time series observations near the LEM landing site rather than on 
more conventional areal surveys. Such surveys should be conducted during 
later missions when stay times are extended and astronaut mobility is 
improved. The SIP, therefore, must be depended upon heavily for additional 
data. This has been considered in selecting the instrumentation for it as 
well as in defining the sequential data gathering and telemetry design. 

Instruments for geophysics include a lunar tide meter, absolute 
gravity meters, a seismometer package for monitoring both noise and moon
quakes, a total field magnetometer, and an instrument for measuring 
susceptibility in place. Also recommended are two wire loops about lOO-it 
long, to be arranged mutually perpendicular to one another, with their 
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associated electrodes. These are to be used in combination with the magne
tometer to make lunar field measu rements and to study magnetohydrodynamic 
waves. Alternative to the total field magnetometer and wire loops, a 3-
component magnetometer could be us ed. 

Use of more conventional electrical methods has not been 
emphasized for initial mis sions because of the liklihood of poor electrical 
contact due to the absence of moisture in near - surface material and the more 
limited application of their results to the solution of lunar problems. Instru -
ment weight, power and volume requirements and time required for measurements 
also influenced the decision not to emphasize electrical methods on early missions. 
Active types of seismic measurements have b een deleted as well for similar 
reasons and because of the hazard explosives represent to the astronaut. 
Recommended instruments for thermal measurements include a heat flow 
meter for surface flow temperature measurements as well as appropriate 
temperature measuring devices to be installed in the astronaut's boot and the 
LEM landing gear. Both a thermocouple loop and platinum resistance loops 
have been considered for the surface temperature measuring instruments. 
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1. Measurements 

Gravity measurements will consist of observations of the 
acceleration of gravity on the lunar surface. The results can be applied to 
solution of problems involving elasticity, subsurface density and structure, 
and eventually the shape of the moon. Priorities for widespread seismic, 
gravity and magnetic measurements in early missions will not be high since 
thes e bear little relation to hazards or trafficability, and stay time and 
mobility are limited. Because of the previously described active mode 
limitations, early seismic measurement emphasis will be on detecting moon
quakes and other effects of lunar structural stresses using the passive mode. 
Magnetic experiments will be limited to measuring a few changes in the total 
magnetic field in time and space. The same applies to electrical measure
ments which will be confined to limited lunaric current studies in combination 
with magnetometer measurements that also can be used for gathering magnetic 
data. Thermal measurements proposed are temperature, thermal conductivity, 
heat flux, thermal diffusi vity, and thermal emittance. Initially the measure
ments will be concerned primarily with astronaut hazards and lunar basing 
technology rather than solution of scientific problems, again because of time 
and logistic constraints. In addition, comprehensive measurements should be 
made on samples returned to earth for, as examples, magnetic sus ceptibility, 
thermal and electrical conductivity, resistivity, density and acoustic velocity 
prop e rties. Subsequently, thes e results can be incorporated with lunar field 
measur ements to augment their application in the solution of lunar problems. 

Radioactivi ty and micrometeroid flux measurements, becaus e 
of the importance of these factors in modifying lunar surface features and 
materials, are di scus s ed in Chapter I (Geology and Selected Geophysical 
Processes). 



( 
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2. Conclusions 

One facet of the overall problem should be stressed -- the 
need to learn prior to the APOLLO missions as much as possible about geo
physical measurements under possible lunar environmental conditions by 
means of earth-based experiments. Results would be valuable in recommend
ing optimum types of instruments to be used to achieve various mission 
objectives. Also, geophysical data obtained within the next few years by 
unmanned lunar missions will increase understanding of the composition, struc
ture, origin, and history of the moon, and these results should be used to make 
the necessary modifications. However, how much useful information is 
obtained to interpret these data correctly depends largely upon the ability to 
determine early in the lunar exploration program the origin of specific features 
of the moon surface, e. g., volcanic ver sus meteoroid origin of major surface 
structures. To develop this ability, geophysical properties of terrestrial 
features of similar origin must first be determined and cataloged. In short, 
pertinent terrestrial phenomena must be understood before an effective 
analysis of empirically derived geophysical lunar data can be made. 
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B. GRAVITY 

1. Definition and Scope 

Gravity measurements on the moon will consist of observations 
of the acceleration of gravity on its surface. The observed acceleration will 
change from place to place and from time to time, and the existence and 
magnitude of these changes will be evidence of physical facts about the moon. 
The scope of gravity measurements will be as wide as logistics allow. Ob
se rvations at a single location, at two neighboring locations, at intervals 
along a short or long traverse, over a small or large area or over a moonwide 
network will all be useful in solving problems of lunar structure and the figure 
of the moon. Single - location readings should also be taken in a time sequence 
at each landing site and at other selected locations when surface transportation 
becomes practical. 

2. Basic Physical Principles 

Basic physical principles involved in gravity measurements 
and in deducing information from them are the gravitational attraction 
between masses as given by Newton ' s Law, the centrifugal force due to motion 
in a curved trajectory and the tendency of materials to resist deformation 
unde r stres s. 

a. Law of Gravitation 

The main cause of gravitational acce l eration on the moon's 
surface is , of course, the moon's mass . The observed accele r ation changes 
with the distance from the center of that mass - - i . e ., due to char:ges in 
elevation and to the ellipticity of the moon's figure - - and with horizontal 
position due to the presence of local or large - scale selenol ogical structure. 
A secondary cause of such acce l erat ion is the presence of the earth and sun, 
which causes changes in the observed g r avity as their distance and relative 
directions vary. 

b . Centrifugal Force 

The moon and the earth revolve about a common center of 
gravity, and the moon revolves about its own axis . Each point on its surface 
is thus subject to a centrifugal force which changes with the angular velocity 
of that point. The motion of the moon with respect to the sun produces similar 
though much smaller forces. These forces are usually computed as part of 
the so - called tide-producing force ; at any rate, they affect the observed 
gravity. Their effect is readily computable and thus is subtracted from the 
observations. 
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c. Elasticity 

The tide - producing force, the sum of the attraction of the 
sun and moon and of the orbital and rotational centrifugal forces, produces 
a stress in the moon's body which tends to deform it. On earth, this stress 
causes a change in the local ocean level and, in addition, a strain in the earth's 
body which is a measure of its rigidity. On the moon, there are no ocean 
tides, but it is anticipated that the moon's body will yield to the tide-forming 
stresses, by an amount perceptible with the ordinary gravity meter, due to 
the change in elevation or distance from the moon's center. 

3. Types of Phenomena To Be Measured 

a. Single-Point Observations 

1) Absolute Value 

The first observation of gravity will be the measurement of 
its absolute value at the landing site. This value will serve as lunar gravity 
base No. I and will provide, as soon as the true elevation of the base is 
known, a first direct measurement of the moon's density, now known only 
from astronomical data. In the interest of the long-term study of the moon, 
gravity bases should be established wherever other measurements are made. 
As the number of these bases increases and other data combine with their 
gravity values, more and more knowledge of the moon's figure and structure 
will come to light. 

Useful in the beginning would be a reading accurate to ± 5 mill
igals. As more bases are established, an accuracy of ± O. 5 milligal should 
be sought. 

2) Gradients 

The second single-point observation of gravity should be 
observance of the horizontal and vertical gradients of gravity on the moon's 
surface. This gradient, when separated from the gradients due to local 
effects, will furnish an approximate value for the moon's ellipticity -- just 
as the north-south gradient on earth, commonly known as the latitude cor
rection' gives a first approximation of the earth's ellipticity or polar flatten
ing. The gradients should be measured to ± 1 Eotvos or 10-6 milligals / cm. 
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3) Tides 

The third single-point lunar gravity observation should be 
designed to record changes in the local value of gravity due to the tide
producing forces and to the yielding of the moon's body to these forces. 
The same phenomenon is observed on earth; the change in tidal forces during 
the day is about 0.25 milligal, varying of course with relative apparent 
positions of the moon and sun. The change, for any location and time, can 
be computed with fair accuracy, and is what would be observed if the earth 
were perfectly rigid. It has been found, however, that the observed changes 
are greater than the calculated change by about 20 per cent. The excess is 
attributed to the yielding of the earth to the change in force, and the amount 
of yield--about 1 ft--is a measure of the earth's rigidity. 

On the moon, the difference in tide -producing for ce is about 
1 milligal. If the moon had no rigidity- -i. e., if it behaved like a liquid-
this change in tide -producing for ce would produce a maximum yielding, 
dependent on the location, of some 16 meters (Urey, 1959) which would, 
in turn, cause a decrease of some 3 milligals in the acceleration (see Report, 
Contract No . NASw-58l, 1963). The observed change in local gravity thus will 
be between 1 and 4 milligals, and its value can be us ed to compute a first 
approximation to the rigidity of the moon's body. A completely yielding moon 
would show tides of 16 meters and a completely rigid moon would not yield at 
all. The yielding will be some number in this range and may cause fracturing 
and other surface effects important to both geology and engineering. 

The main lunar tidal cycle is, of course, about one lunar 
day long, which means about a terrestrial month. Accordingly, measure
ments to be significant should be made at least every 12 hr or so with an 
accuracy of O. 1 milligal. 

b. Gravity Surveys 

Gravity surveys are useful in obtaining information not available 
from surface geology about the roots of visible structures, and in deducing 
the existence and nature of geologic structures not apparent on the surface. 
They are used extensively for this purpose on the earth and are expected to 
be even more useful in the same way on the moon because of the probable 
lack of a systematic and areally extensive stratigraphic sequence--which is 
so powerful an aid in deducing terrestrial subsurface information. On the 
moon as well as the earth, structure of any sort is usually associated with a 
change in the density of the material involved. For this reason, the gravity 
meter and the gradiometer will be essential to any systematic study of the 

lunar subsurface. 
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Gravity surveys can be conducted on small or local, medium 

or regional, large or continental scales, depending on depth and extent of 
the target feature. Surveys with a specific target should extend well beyond 
its horizontal extent to provide suitable background information for establish
ing regional gravity so the anomaly may be properly defined. For the same 
reason, surveys also should cover an area whose diameter is at least five 
time s the depth of the target structure. It follows that gravity surveys (for 
the first few lunar missions) will deal with local features only because of 
limited surface mobility. Later, when manned and unmanned roving vehicles 
can make more extensive exploratory trips, longer and larger features can 
be explored. 

The importance of gravity surveys is such that they should 
be carried out routinely by any astronaut moving on the moon's surface. 
The instruments can be operated rapidly and are easy to read, lightweight and 
convenient to carry. If elevations are to be measured as part of the astronaut's 
mission, the gravity meter should be carried and read at each station; if no 
elevations are to be recorded, the gradiometer should be used. 

1) Local Gravity Surveys 

Local gravity surveys will be the key to subsurface geologic 
structure. Measurements will be obtained of the density of the material in 
topographic features and lateral changes detected in surface density due to 
voids or honeycomb structure; this may be important in engineering and 
construction. The surveys also will give evidence of subsurface faulting 
or doming. They will detect subsurface masses that are heavier (such as 
basaltic intrusions or ore masses) or lighter (such as possible masses of 
ice) than the surrounding material. They will provide a means of differentiat
ing between small-scale craters caused by meteoric impact and those caused 
by volcanism. Finally, and perhaps most important, lunar missions will 
undoubtedly discover geologic features that have no obvious terrestrial 
counterparts and may, therefore, be most productive of new knowledge about 
the moon and its history. Gravity probably will be the key to information 
concerning such unanticipated structures that cannot be deduced from surface 
data. 

Local gravity surveys will be the most important geophysical 
method for solving subsurface problems on the moon, for several reasons. 
The seismic method, easily the most important terrestrial subsurface tool, 
depends largely for its usefulness on the quality of layering of stratified 
materials or sediments. Whatever stratification exists on the moon, its 
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physical properties are unlikely to be closely analogous to terrestrial 
stratigraphy and less amenable to description by reflection seismology. 
In addition, required equipment is heavier and more elaborate than that 
required for gravity surveys and the energy source - -largely explosives - - is 
hazardous. For these reasons, seismology will be far less useful on the 
moon that on earth. Magnetic exploration may be difficult because of the 
probably weak lunar magnetic field; as are electrical methods 
because of the lack of moisture and consequent high resistivity. It follows 
that gravity will be by far the most important tool of the subsurface 
selenologist. 

The scope or extent of local gravity surveys will be determined 
at first by the distance the astronaut travels on his exploratory mission. 
When specific targets for geophysical exploration are set, the extent of each 
traverse will, of course, be determined by its purpose. This may range 
from a few hundred feet to several miles. The accuracy of measurement 
required is of the order of O. I milligal or I Eotvos; this requirement will 
be less stringent in rough terrain or when elevations are only roughly 
measured. Other factors involved in gravity surveying requirements are 
discus sed in detail in the section on surveying (Chapter IV, Section C). 

2) Regional Gravity Surveys 

In terrestrial exploration, these surveys are used to study 
such large-scale features as sedimentary basins and mountain ranges. They 
are useful in determining the thickness of sediments, patterns of faulting 
around basin edges, depth of mountain roots, extent of isostatic compensation, 
etc. Analogous features on the moon would be mountain ranges, medium-
to -large craters, scar valleys, rays, circular plateaus, crater chains, 
domes, etc. If these features, as defined from telescopic observations to 
date, actually form types or genera of geologic structure, it is likely 
that their gravity anomalies will have diagnostic aspects which will contribute 
to the knowledge of their origin and their subsurface shape. 

Regional gravity surveys will, of course, become possible 
only when lunar surface mobility is greatly increased. Their accuracy needs 
to be of the order of ±l milligal or 5 E1:5tvos. 

3) Selenodetic Gravity Measurements 

These measurements are analogous to geodetic gravity measure
ments on earth and will need to be made on a continental or moonwide scale. 
Selenodetic data will be obtained, of course, from local surveys - -these data 
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( include the absolute magnitude of gravity and the magnitude and direction of 
the horizontal gradient of gravity. These data will be a clue to the local 
undulation of the selenoid and to the local deflection of the vertical. As 
astronauts acquire more freedom to move about on the moon's surface, 
better determinations of the gradient can be made and, as the surface is 
more fully covered with observations, the ellipticity or figure of the moon 
can be more and more closely approximated. (The deductions will be 
confirmed or refuted when lunar tracking stations for tracking lunar orbiting 
satellites are established.) Eventually, a selenodetic network comparable 
to the geodetic network now being built on earth will be established. 

A secondary selenodetic problem is the difference in the sub
structure of the maria and terrae. It has been suggested that such differences 
exist, although they are probably not analogous to the difference between 
terrestrial continental and ocean substructure because no evidence as yet 
points conclusively (Baldwin, 1963) to the existence of a yielding mantle or 
of isostatic compensation in the moon. However, if there are diffe rences, the 
principal key to their discovery will be gravity observations. It is possible 
that the largest craters should be classified as selenodetic phenomena. 
If a zone of altered rock exists below them, as has been observed in terrestrial 
impact craters, its extent and depth may permit classification as continental 
rather than regional features. 

The selenodetic network and the gravimetric study of continental 
features belong to stages considerably later than the first few manned 
mis sions, but their importance is such that every opportunity should be used 
in earlier missions to collect data which will be useful in "continental ' ! 

structure and regional geologic studies. 

4. Priority Measurements 

Priorities in lunar gravity measurements are not high since 
they bear little relation to hazards or trafficability except insofar as local 
seismicity (detectable with a gravity meter) or local voids and bubble or 
honeycomb structure are found to be important hazards. Gravity, in general, 
is a method of solving lunar geologic and selenodetic problems and deciphering 
lunar and terrestrial-lunar history. Thus, gravity measurements appear to be 
of little immediate urgency. Gravity instruments are included in early lunar 
missions because they will yield important scientific information at a relatively 
low cost in weight and time. The observations made on early missions will be 
important guides to later mis sions in which the astronauts' s cope and range 

are increased. 

Basically, the priority of gravity measurements will be deter
mined in competition with other scientific measur ements rather than with the 
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problems of hazards or trafficability. From this viewpoint, measurements 
of gravity would rank below the first samples and sets of geologic observa
tions but above or with the first use of certain geologic field instruments. 
The reason for this is that gravity is the only sure means of discovering 
anything about the moon's interior. (Seismology will not be useful for 
this purpose - - until a much later stage in exploration - - unless there are 

moonquakes.) This is particularly true of the measurements of lunar tides 
which are a key to the moon's rigidity. 

5. Problems of the Lunar Environment 

a. Temperature Change 

The principal gravity measurement problem caused by the 
lunar environment involves temperature . For gravity meters, pendulums 
and tidal recording meters, the temperature will have to be compensated 
or controlled. With the exception of the gravity meter, control seems the 
best method for handling instrument temperature problems. This will 
require power, but the need can be reduced substantially by proper engineering. 
Gradiometers and torsion balances are less affected than gravity meters by 
temperature changes, partly because they operate in a much smaller dynamic 
range. 

b. Power Requirement 

Power will be required to keep gravity meters at a constant 
temperature (unless a compensating instrument is built in the meantime) and 
to telemeter the readings of a recording meter for tide-producing changes in 
surface gravity. The recording mete r will not need a great deal of power 
(see Chapter V) as its cycle will be a lunar day in leng!h. It should read 
to the nearest 1/10 milligal and recorded every 12 hr or so; presumably, 
the readings could be stored and/ or telemetered. 

c. Field Operation 

A gravity meter or gradiometer for operation at the landing 
point presents no operational problem beyond being readable from inside a 
space suit; for this purpose, a galvanometer rather than an optical eyepiece 
readout should be developed. 

Field operation of gradiometers requires a flat terrain for 
several meters around the observation point (see Instrumentation on the 
following page). If no such flat places are found, gradiometers will be of 
limited use. 
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Field operation of gravity meters requires that the relative 
elevation of the observation point be measured. This is usually done with 
ordinary surveying instruments such as a transit and rod but could be done 
with the aid of a specially designed camera (refer to Chapter IV, Section C). 

6. Instrumentation 

a. Gravity Meters 

Terrestrial gravity meters, especially the widely used quartz 
sensor type, are small, light and not unreasonably delicate. The most 
popular model is a cylinder about I ft high, 6 in. in diameter and weighing 
6 lb. It can be set up and read in about 2 min. With certain adaptations, 
this instrument could be made appropriate for lunar use; the beam position 
would be read with a pointer instead of through an eyepiece, the dial reading 
recorded photographically or on tape and the temperature compensation 
extended to cover lunar temperature ranges. Preliminary experiments 
seem to indicate that temperature compensation is feasible, though a certain 
amount of research will have to be done before a field model can be built 
for astronaut use. A lead time of perhaps a year will be required, working 
at a 2 -1/2 -man level. 

An alternative to increasing the temperature-compensation 
range would be to maintain the meter at constant temperature but, as this 
requires energy, the former course will be better. Calibration is another 
lunar gravity meter problem. A steady gravitational field equal to that of 
the moon can be produced on earth only by letting an object move downward 
with 5/6 the acceleration it would have if it were falling freely, and this can, 
of course, be maintained only for seconds. The way to calibrate a lunar meter 
on earth is to tilt it so that the component of the earth's field acting on the 
mass in the meter is in the lunar range. This requires some precise engineer
ing but should be feasible. A meter so calibrated will be field-tested in ter
restrial gravity by removal of a mass which can be restored when the instru-
m ent is to be used for lunar work. 

Specific data for instrumental dimensions, weight and power 
requirements are given in Chapter V. 

b. Vertical Gradiometers 

A prototype vertical gradiometer promlslng resolution of 
about 1 Eotvos has been built, showing the feasibility of such an instrument 
for lunar use. Its principle is simply measurement of the difference in 
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reading between two gravity meters separated by a short vertical distance. 
This configuration avoids the need for temperature compensation, since 
both elastic units are at the same temperature. Thus, the instrument 
should be comparable in weight and dimensions to the gravity meter itself. 
Also it avoids the operating problem of measuring the elevation, since the 
vertical gradient of gravity changes only slowly with elevation instead of 
rapidly as does gravity itself. On the other hand, it is affected more 
strongly by nearby topographic features than is the gravity meter and, in 
fact, will not be useful if suitable stations cannot be found. A suitable 
observation point for a gradiometer would be a smooth, level area 10 meters 
or more in radius, with no irregularities of greater vertical dimension 
than, say, 1/2 meter. For instance, a IS-ton boulder whose center of 
gravity is 1 meter above the level of the instrument and 10 meters away 
would cause a terrain correction of 1 Eotvos. Whether places flat enough 
for gradiometers can be found on the lunar surface is presently unknown 
but, before the first manned mission takes place, more information on the 
question should be available. 

Estimated lead time for producing a lunar vertical gradiometer 
is one yea r at 2-man level. 

c. Torsion Balances 

The Eotvos torsion balance is a horizontal gradiometer 
which, when read in several positions, measures the curvature of the 
equipotential surface of gravity as well as the magnitude and direction of 
the horizontal gradient. The field model used in the late 1920's and early 
1930's was not developed further because 2 hr or more were required to 
read it; it was virtually abandoned for exploration purposes and superseded 
by the field gravity meter. The horizontal gradiometer has, like the vertical 
gradiometer, the advantage of not requiring an elevation correction and the 
disadvantage of requiring smooth terrain. If it is found that suitable smooth 
spots exist, it probably would be desirable to develop for lunar exploration 
a short-period torsion balance that could be read in minutes instead of 
hours. A year of work at the 2 -man level probably would suffice to develop 
such an instrument. 

d. Pendulums 

Pendulums are more cumbersome than gravity meters and 
require a longer time to read. Their advantage, however, is that they do 
not require calibration in a lunar gravity field before being used to measure 
that field, since the variable to be measured is time. If the length of the 
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pendulum is known, gravity can be computed directly from the period of 
oscillation of the pendulum. For the first severa11unar missions, it probably 
will be sufficient to depend on the calibration of the gravity meters used 
but, at some stage in the lunar exploration program, it will be desirable 
to check this calibration against an absolute determination by pendulum. 
A lunar gravity pendulum can be read inside the LEM and therefore needs 
no extensive modification for lunar use. A year at the 3-man level probably 
would be required to develop such an instrument. 

e. Tidal Gravity Meter 

To observe lunar tides, a te1emetering recording gravity 
meter should be emplaced at a suitable location and designed to send signals 
indicating change s in the local acceleration of gravity for a period of one 
or more lunar days. As the rate of change will be very slow, the most 
efficient form of ope ration probably will be to record the displacement 
periodically and telemeter the accumulated record at appropriate intervals 
such as every 100 hr. 

The present earth-tide meter, too cumbersome and vulnerable 
for lunar use, would require redesign and modification and probably con
version to the quartz-sensor form. Essential to the lunar tide-recording 
meter would be: 

• Stable displacement readout 

• Linear and predictable drift 

• Long-term programmed adjustment of null position 
if necessary 

• Short-term adjustment to null position to provide 
readout 

• Filter for excluding short-period seismic motion 
such as moonquakes 

• Temperature compensation plus low-power 
thermostating as in present geodetic gravity meters 

The design of such an instrument does not seem to entail any serious problem, 
but the lead time required is probably 18-24 months at the 3-man level 
because of the need to make long-term stability tests. The chief operational 
problem probably will be the power needed to keep the instrument at constant 
temperature during at least one lunar cycle. 
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A recording gravity meter would serve as long-period seis
mometer as well as tide-meter, simply by using the unfiltered signal. This 
would require continuous recording instead of interval readings and, hence, 
a heavier power consumption which might or might not be desirable according 
to availability of power and suitability of the instruments designed specifically 
as seismometers. 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Recording Tide -Meter 

A gravity meter for recording and telemetering gravity changes 
caused by the tides should be included in the SIP. 

b. Gravity Meter, Absolute 

A gravity meter for observing absolute gravity at the landing 
site should be carried with all missions and read either in the LEM or on the 
ground close by. Such an instrument probably can be developed in a year. 
Absolute calibration presents a problem. Experiments should be conducted 
to determine whether a pendulum would be a more accurate gravity meter 
than the standard elastic -member type for absolute determinations. Develop
ment of the absolute meter for lunar use should be guided by these experi
ments. 

c. Torsion Balance 

A torsion balance should be developed for lunar use and read 
at the landing site on the first mission. This can be done inside the LEM. 
If it appears that flat places for reading the instrument in the field can be 
found, torsion balance observations should be made whenever the astronaut 
approaches such a location. Use of torsion balances in exploration will 
depend on the exploration requirements that are developed. 

d. Gravity Meter, Relative 

As soon as surface traverses are made, along which the relative 
elevations of the stations can be measured, relative gravity should be measured. 
Whether this will require an instrument other than the absolute meter described 
above will depend on whether pendulums or the elastic-element meter is chosen. 
The latter probably would serve as a relative meter as well. If the former 
were chosen, the relative gravity meter would have to be a separate instrument. 

The need of the gravity meter for use in specific exploration 
problems will depend upon the order in which such problems require solution 
and the pos sible contribution of gravity methods to each. 
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C. THERMAL MEASUREMENTS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE':' 

1. Introduction 

Among the unknown parameters characterizing the lunar 
surface and subsurface, temperature and thermal properties play an impor
tant role. The existence of surface temperatures substantially above or 
below current estimates may present a hazard to accomplishment of lunar 
exploration missions and modify understanding of the nature and history of 
the lunar surface. Properties such as thermal conductivity, thermal 
diffusivity and emittance are important to clarify the nature of the surface 
and to provide information for lunar basing and trafficability analysis. 

Estimates of lunar surface temperatures have been made by 
two techniques --measurement of infrared and microwave emission. Reviews 
of the measurements have been presented by Baldwin (1963) and Kopal (1962). 
Measurements in the infrared are regarded as valid for determining the 
surface temperature; surface temperature variations from 110° to 390 0 K 
(Murray, 1964; Shorthill, 1961) have been reported in recent years. The 
lower temperature limit is difficult to obtain precisely because of the low 
emissive power of the surface and noise level of the system. The tempera
ture of the subsolar point varies with the moon's phase; measurements 
indicate a temperature range of about 350 - 407°K (Sinton, 1962) which may 
be attributed to the surface roughness. Microwave emission measurements 
have shown that the temperature of the subsurface layers varies much less 
than the apparent surface temperatures (Krotikov and Shchuko, 1963). The 
mean microwave temperature at a depth of 1/2 to 1 meter is near 220

0 
K; 

however, temperatures vary from about 195
0 

to 310
0 

K (Sinton, 1962). There 
is some discrepancy as to the characteristic depth corresponding to measure
ments at various wavelengths. Thus, both the surface and subsurface tem
peratures are not known with great precision. It should also be pointed out 
that the measured temperature s are average values for fairly large areas of 
the lunar surface. Within the measured areas, there may be significant local 
inhomogenieties in temperature. 

There have been no direct measurements of the thermal con
ductivity, diffusivity or emittance of the lunar surface. Values have been 
ascertained from comparisons of the measured temperatures of the surface 
with the results of mathematical analysis of models depicting the lunar surface 
materials (Jaeger, 1953). Generally, it has been shown that the surface 
material consists of a substance with a low value of thermal inertia similar 
to that exhibited by evacuated particulate materials or low-density foamed 
or sintered materials. Recent calculations seem to point to a thin layer of 
a pulverized material overlying a substrate whose properties are more nearly 
like pumice or porous rock (Muncey, 1963) or a homogeneous layer of low
density, low-conductivity porous rock (Krotikov and Troitskii, 1963). These 

':' Contribution of A. D. Little, Inc. 
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data do not give information on the individual parameters, conductivity, 
density and specific heat, which determine the thermal inertia . These data 
are not uniquely determined since it can be shown that reasonable agreement 
between calculated and measured temperatures can also be obtained if the 
surface consists of areas of bare rock among larger areas of dust, i. e ., a 
dispers ion of materials with widely varying thermal inertias (Fremlin, 1959). 

The emittance of the lunar surface (in the infrared) generally 
has been taken to be near 1.0, although direct measurements have not been 
made. This value is in agreement with the observed average reflectance 
in the visible region (0. 07) but, as with the other properties, considerable 
local variations can exist . 

Following is a discus sion of the purpose, method, requirements, 
a nd s i gnificance of the various thermal measurements to be made. Contribu
tions of the measurements to problems of astronaut safety, trafficability, 
lunar basing, and origin and history of the lunar surface are rated in Appendix 
C. Detailed information on the instruments suggested for the thermal mea
surements is presented in Chapter V and Appendix D. 

2. Temperature Measurements 

a. Purpose 

Principal objective of the temperature measurements is to 
obtain accurate information on lunar surface and subsurface temperatures. 
This knowledge will be valuable in several areas--protective systems for 
future mis sions and astronauts; heating or cooling loads on lunar structures, 
both on and below the surface; additional information on which to base 
understanding of lunar surface characteristics and lunar history; possible 
reactions between the astronaut's clothing and lunar surface materials; 
and a means of evaluating the precision and accuracy of remote methods of 
temperature measurement, especially earth-based measurements in the 
microwave frequency region. 

b. Type and Scope of Measurements 

Temperatures of interest are those of the surface, subsurface 
and deep subsurface layers; also of the support structure of the module and 
boots ole of the astronaut's space suit. In making surface and subsurface 
mea s u rements, it is desirable to gather information from as large an area 
and from as many surface types as possible (for example, shadowed and 
unshadowed)--limitations may occur in sequential operation and data process
ing, as it probably will be neces sary to read out many temperature sensing 
instruments from one control, amplification and telemetering device. 
Another important consideration is that the device not disturb the thermal 
gradient of the surrounding material nor the structure or geometry of the 
lunar surface material. 
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c. Characteristics of the Instruments 

Design and us e of apparatus to perform temperature and 
thermal property measurements depend upon characteristics of readout 
and telemetering equipment to be emplaced on the lunar surface. Of consid
erable importance are: commutation techniques; the impedance, stability, 
sensitivity, and gain of the amplification circuits; the availability of power 
and data channels; and the resolution of the telemetering devices. Potentially 
applicable temperature measuring devices are thermocouples, thermistors, 
resistance thermometers, and various optical devices (typically employing 
a thermocouple circuit for readout). For a given application, the choice of 
a device rests upon its compatibility with available readout and telemetry 
equipment as well as the characteristics of the temperature measuring 
technique itself. Because of the requirement for integration of the readout 
and telemetry systems from many types of measurements, this discussion 
will be restricted principally to the characteristics and capabilities of 
instruments and amplification systems. 

d. Recommended Temperature Measurements 

Three temperature measurements are proposed for the early 
APOLLO missions: 

., Bootsole temperature 

• Vehicle support leg temperature 

., Surface temperature 

1) Bootsole Temperature 

Since the information obtained from this measurement is 
qualitative, a simple thermocouple-reference-milliammeter series circuit 
is feasible. 

The temperature sensing junction is bonded to a thin copper 
disk (up to 1 in. in diameter) which may be permanently installed in the boot
sole of the space suit. The junction and leads should form a reliable and 
rugged installation unaffected by shock or flexing of the boot. To minimize 
response time to underfoot temperature variations, the thermal resistance 
between junction and lunar surface should be minimized. Thermocouple 
materials may be copper-constantan or chromel-alumel. 

Temperature of the thermocouple reference junction may be 
stabilized using the occupant's body temperature as a reference or one of the 
small, self-contained temperature references now commercially available. 
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Readout is performed with a miniature microammeter calibrated with a temp
erature scale and/or marked in colored segments. The micorammeter must 
be located in an easily viewed position. If other suit temperatures are to be 
monitored, a switch will enable a single readout device and reference junction 
to serve any selected station. 

A thermocouple technique is well suited for this application 
because of sensing junction ruggedness and simple readout circuit. Use of a 
resistance thermometer is precluded by the difficulty of protecting the 
sensing element from strains caused by flexing of the boot and by the more 
complex circuitry required. Use of a thermistor for this measurement 
requires a simple readout circuit with the linear characteristics of the 
thermocouple circuit des cribed. 

2) Vehicle Support Leg Temperature 

Principal requirement of the measurement technique is 
compatibility with the existing temperature - monitoring circuits of the LEM. 
Thermocouples or thermistors are suitable if they are adequately protected 
from mechanical damage and heating by rocket exhaust products. The 
temperature sensing element should be bonded to the support leg close to 
the point where it contacts the lunar surface. Thermal resistance between 
sensing element and support leg should be minimized. 

3) Surface Temperature 

A critical requirement for the measurement technique is 
accurate indication of the surface temperature without disturbing surface 
temperature gradients. In addition, it is desirable to take an average rather 
than a point temperature. Because of thermal radiation effects and low 
thermal diffusivity of the lunar surface, the temperature sensor must be an 
accurately positioned device of low thermal conductance and inertia with 
radiative properties similar to those of the surrounding media. 

A resistance thermometer consisting of a 1 O- ft length of 
O. 003 -in. diameter platinum wire could be lightly emplaced upon the lunar 
surface in a 3-ft circle . The astronaut could cover other loops with small 
quantities of lunar dust. The fine wire minimizes disturbance of the surface 
thermal gradients and indicates a temperature averaged over its entire 
length . The power introduced in the resistance measurement is dissipated 
over the length of the wire, minimizing thermal disturbances to the lunar 
surface. Longer lengths of wire might be used to reduce power dis sipation 
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and indicate the temperature averaged over a larger area. Emplacement of 
the loops is straight-forward, except that care must be taken not tc introduce 
strains into the sensing wire. 

A similar loop made with a series of thermocouple junctions 
would provide a temperature averaging effect and eliminate the heating effects 
which may be encountered with the resistance wire loop. Suitable reference 
junction units are available commercially. The low temperatures to which 
the reference temperature unit may be exposed preclude a self-contained 
battery, but power consumption is less than 50 \J. w (0.4 v-dc input) and can 
easily be supplied externally. 

A loop composed of a series of thermistor junctions could 
be fabricated but would have several drawbacks, including: (1) low 
mechanical strength of the thermistor beads, (2) concentration of the 
power dissipated during readout at the thermistor beads and (3) high 
impedance of the measuring loop. 

3. Thermal Conductivity 

a. Purpose 

Principal objective of thermal conductivity measurements is 
to obtain information on the characteristics of the lunar surface and sub
surface materials. Although this information is not of major consequence 
in evaluating hazards to the astronaut on lunar exploration missions, thermal 
conductivity data will be valuable in several areas. 

1) Trafficability 

Thermal conductivity can be related to several physical 
properties of the lunar surface and subsurface materials. In situ thermal 
conductivity measurements will yield confirming data on bearing or crushing 
strength, density, composition, and other factors which influence trafficability. 
Conductivity measurements provide an alternate means of as ses sing these 
parameters to supplement direct methods. 

2) Lunar Base Technology 

Data from thermal conductivity measurements of the surface 
and subsurface layers will be useful in designing lunar shelters, buildings 
and landing areas, and of general importance in establishing heat flow and 
temperature patterns surrounding structures, equipment left on the surface 
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and objects essential to future missions. The feasibility of using naturally 
occurring heat sinks and sources depends in part on adequate assessment of 
thermal conductivity of surface materials. 

3} Origin and History of the Moon 

As a secondary or confirming source, data on surface thermal 
conductivity and its variation with depth and location can yield information 
on particle size, structure, chemical composition, contact area between 
particles, density, interstitial gas pressure and gas evolution, and the heat 
balance of the lunar surface layers. 

Information on particle size, structure and chemical composi
tion will be useful in determining the amount of meteoroid infall and the 
changes produced in the lunar surface. Information on interstitial gas 
pres sure or gas evolution, as inferred from thermal conductivity studies, 
can be used to determine if the surface materials are outgas sing continually 
or if gases are being produced at depth in the lunar surface material. The 
implications of thermal conductivity measurements, including any possible 
variation of thermal conductivity with depth in the surface material, can be 
used to indicate the possible history of the moon in much the same way as 
petrographic and geological data , 

4} Utilization of Natural Resources 

The design and applicability of lunar water extraction proces s es, 
particularly those using in situ deposits, depend very much upon a thorough 
knowledge of the thermal properties of the water - bearing formations as well 
as the characteristic surface and subsurface materials. Evaluations of heat 
flow in water-bearing deposits and in aboveground proces s es require thermal 
conductivity values. Utilization of minerals also depends on a knowledge of 
these properties because of their influence in any process involving heat flow. 

b . Type and Scope of Measurements 

Three types of thermal conductivity measurements are 
envisaged: (l) surface materials in contact with the LEM; (2) surface 
materials at various locations; and (3) subsurface materials where pos sible. 
The first measurement can be accomplished from within the LEM, providing 
useful data if the mission is not completed. Measurements of thermal con
ductivity of surface materials should be made in several locations in otherwise 
undisturbed areas at several depths (if the subsurface material is relatively 
porous and sufficient in extent) . Subsurface measurements should be made 
in several locations, especially where inhomogenieties occur . The first 
measurement should be made during the landing of the LEM on the surface; 
other measurements should be made by equipment emplaced by the crew 
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after the LEM has left the surface. To study the effects of lunar period, 
solar radiation, etc., on thermal conductivity, measurements should be 
made periodically after the crew has returned to the command module and 
continued until all useful data have been obtained. 

Performance of thermal conductivity measurements on the 
lunar surface rather than on samples returned to earth can be justified by 
the following reasons: (1) it may be impossible to duplicate exactly the 
lunar conditions of gas pressure and composition upon which the thermal 
conductivity of the materials may depend; (2) removal of samples may cause 
inhomogenieties and structural disturbances affecting thermal properties; 
(3) in situ measurements can be arranged to show variations with lunar 
phase, incoming solar radiation, effects of solar flares, periodic tempera
ture fluctuations, and variation with depth and position in the lunar surface; 
and (4) in situ measurements will reduce the requirements for samples to be 
returned to earth and will give a redundancy in case of failure to obtain 
these samples. 

c. Characteristics of Measuring Instrument 

Thermal conductivity normally is determined by steady-state 
techniques involving measurement of heat flow between two surfaces at 
different temperatures usually contacting the material under study. Most 
steady-state equipment -- particularly for low thermal conductivity materials 
such as may occur on the lunar surface -- is large, bulky, difficult to operate, 
and requires extended operating time for the meaSUl'ement (Everest, et al., 1963). 
Several small steady-state devices have been built but in general are not 
sufficiently versatile for use under lunar conditions. Furthermore, samples 
must be placed in the apparatus which may disturb the structure of the 
material and cause erroneous results. 

An exception to these characteristics is provided by the 
thermal conductivity probe which relies on a transient measurement. The 
probe can be operated in situ, requires les s than 1 hr for each measurement 
data point, can be used in a variety of materials, requires minimal power 
and instrumentation, and is compact and lightweight. The probe method is 
based upon measurement of the temperature field produced by a line source 
of heat surrounded by the material to be measured. The probe has been 
described in the literature, and the theory is well established (Wechsler, et al., 
1963) . 

The probe consists of a heater wire, a temperature measur-
ing device, (usually a thermocouple), an electrical insulating material, and an 
enclosing sheath. When the rmal equilibrium is established after inserting the 
probe into the material to be studied, a voltage is applied to the heater and the 
response with time of the temperature sensor observed. Times required from 
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10 minutes for porous rocks to 60 minutes for low conductivity evacuated pow
ders . Usual temperature rises range from 1 to 10°C. The required heater 
power varies with the thermal coriductivity of the material; a variable resist
ance incorporated into a probe would allow a single probe to be used for the 
full range of thermal conductivities expected. 

Emplacement of a thermal conductivity probe in a powder or 
low-density sintered material should not be difficult. In more dense mater
ials, especially rocks, a hole must be drilled. 

4. Heat Flux Measurements 

a . Purpose 

Heat flux measurements on the lunar surface will be used to: 
(1) confirm estimates of solar radiation, showing the potential hazard to 
the mission; (2) provide information for thermal balance studies; (3) provide 
indications of surface temperatures; and (4) by measuring changes in heat 
flux over extended durations using lunar surface materials and standard 
samples brought with the instruments, show the effects of dust accumulation, 
solar flares and radiation on optical properties of materials . Another 
desirable heat flux measurement would provide an estimate of the amount 
of heat emanating from the interior of the moon (an estimate of the radio
activity of the interior) . The latter measurement probably is not feasible 
with existing instruments and will be discussed below. 

Heat flux measurements will be valuable for gathering 
information on the nature and origin of the lunar surface and will be bene
ficial for subsequent lunar base studies. 

b . Type and Scope of Measurements 

It is desirable to measure the heat flux perpendicular to the 
surface, at surface and subsurface locations and in shadowed and unshadowed 
areas. In general, heat flux measurements should be combined with tem
perature measurements. 

Most measurements will be made following the mission, 
since it will take several hours to establish equilibrium conditions with 
sensors in subsurface locations. Depending upon the type of surface 
encountered, the astronaut may not be able to emplace heat flux gauges at 
desired locations. In this case, surface measurements will have to suffice . 
Diurnal variations in heat flux should be measured periodically. A heat flux 
measurement on the surface also can be used to determine whether an area 
is illuminated by solar radiation or is permanently shaded. Heat flux will be an 
important measurement in conjunction with temperature and thermal property 
measurements. 
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It would be desirable to measure surhce heat flow at several 

locations near the landing site to obtain a representative set of heat flow 
determinations. If possible, locations over surface materials of different 
types (e. g., dust and bare rock) would be chosen as well as locations in large, 
permanentl y shadowed areas and areas periodically illuminated by the sun. 

The desirability of measuring the heat flux at large depths has 
been mentioned. Estimates of heat flux due to radioactive heating of the 
subsurface show an upper limit of approximately 10- 6 w/cm Z (MacDonald, 
196Z). Thus, typical heat flux meters would have outputs in the order of 
several microvolts and therefore be beyond present measurement techniques. 

Although heat flow meters are not available to measure these 
low flow rates, estimates of heat flow can be made from measurements of 
temperature at depth in the lunar surface and of composition and type of 
materials. Assuming the heat flux value given above, for a froth or sintered 
material we conclude that subsurface temperature gradients would be 
approximately O. ZOC/meter and for a rock material O. 02°C/meter . Therefore, 
temperature measurements must be made for depths of at least several 
hundred meters below the depth at which diurnal changes no longer occur. 
Although the temperature measurements could be made with probes or 
encas ed thermistors, methods of drilling to deep zones would be required. 
Also, the holes would have to be filled and thermal equilibrium again 
established before meaningful results could be obtained. Similar terrestrial 
measurements were attempted by Gerard, et al., (1962). 

c. Characteristics of Measuring Instrument 

Instruments for measuring heat flux generally rely on measure
ment of temperature differences created in a medium of known thermal 
properties. Any temperature sensor can be used in the measurement if its 
characteristics are such that the heat flux is not altered b y the temperature 
sensor. Radiative temperature sensors are usually heat flux meters which 
measure the flux emitted by the sample and, if the sample optical properties 
are know n, the temperature can be calculated. Both radiative and conductive 
type heat flux meters usually require calibration under conditions simulating 
their ultimate use. 

Conductive heat flow meters consist of a thin disk containing 
a multiple thermocouple assembly and a conductive spacer. The output is a 
voltage proportional to the heat flow through the disk. This type of heat flow 
meter is temperature sensitive. 

For subsurface measurements, errors will be small if the disk 
is thin compared to the thickness of the dust or surface layer in which it is 
buried and has a high conductance compared to the surface layer material. 
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Errors are larger for surface emplacement because: (1) an inhomogeneity is 
produced at the surface, i. e., the energy absorbed at the surface is different 
in the area of the heat flux meter than at other surface locations; (2) the opti
cal properties of the flux meter surface may be changed rapidly by dust depo
sition or micrometeoroid erosion; and (3) there is an unknown thermal contact 
resistance between the lunar surface and the flux meter which will cause 
errors in the meter outputs. 

Because of the errors as sociated with the use of conductive 
type meters, radiometric heat flow meters are more suitable for surface 
measurements . This type of meter consists of a disk with appropriate surface 
characteristics, suspended above and parallel to the surface a.t a height 
sufficient so that the surface heat flow is not significantly disturbed. The 
theory of operation of the disk radiometric heat flow meter is discussed in 
detail in Appendix H. Two modes of operation are possible: (1) only the 
temperature of the disk is monitored and (2) a conductive heat flow disk such 
as discussed above is used, and the temperature difference across the disk 
is measured. Combination of the two modes results in a redundant system 
with a built-in accuracy check. 

5. Thermal Diffusivity and Thermal Inertia Measurements. 

a . Purpose 

Principal objectives of thermal diffusivity and thermal inertia 
measurements are to confirm information on the characteristics of the lunar 
surface and subsurface, to indicate the rates of temperature rise of the 
surface constituents during periods of changing solar £lux and to complement 
measurements of therqla1 conductivity. The thermal diffusivity (k/ pC) and 
thermal inertia (kp C) 1/2 both contain the independent parameter s, density 
(p), thermal conductivity (k) and specific heat (c). Independent measurements 
of thermal inertia and thermal di£fusivity will lead to a determination of 
thermal conductivity and the volumetric specific heat (pC), or alternatively, 
independent measurements of thermal conductivity, diffusivity and inertia 
will provide the same information. Since the specific heat of most minerals 
and nonmetallic materials is well known, it should be pos sible also to 
estimate the density of the lunar surface materials from these measurements. 

Thermal diffusivity and/ or thermal inertia data will be 
important in the areas of trafficability, lunar base technology, origin and 
history of the moon, and in determining the potential utilization of lunar 
natural resources. Thermal diffusivity data can provide information on 
particle size, structure, chemical composition, and contact area between 
particles of the lunar surface materials. 
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b. Type and Scope of Measurements 

Thermal diHusivity and thermal inertia are parameters import
ant in transient heating or cooling proces ses; therefore, standard methods of 
measurement of these parameters usually are transient in nature. Thermal 
diffusivity normally is measured by two methods: (1) measuring the tempera
ture -time history of a sample transferred from one temperature environment 
to another (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959); and (2) measuring the time-temperature 
hi story of a sample being heated by radiation from an external source (first 
reported by Parker, Jenkins, Butler, and Abbott, 1961). The first method 
is applicable to samples that can be moved to different temperature environ
ments with ease and is not applicable to lunar surface materials in situ. In 
the second method, the temperature of the rear surface of a sample heated on 
the front face is measured. In most cases, it is only neces sary to measure 
the temperature-time relationship; the strength of the heating source is not 
needed. It usually is assumed that the sample is opaque to the radiation 
incident on the front surface. 

Thermal diffusivity can be determined (in theory) from 
measurements with the thermal conductivity probe. Two difficulties 
normally are encountered in this technique: (1) it is necessary to know the 
radial position of the temperature sensor accurately or to calibrate the 
probe with materials of known thermal diffusivity similar to that expected 
of lunar surface materials; (2) the contact resistance between the probe and 
the material under investigation produces greater errors when diifusivity 
is being measured than in thermal conductivity measurements. Thermal 
diffusivity could also be estimated from thermal conductivity measurements 
by the probe method, density measurements and indications of specific 
heat obtained from studying the composition of the lunar surface materials. 

Since it is not possible to transfer lunar material physically 
to an apparatus or to measure the temperature of the lunar subsurface 
without altering its thermal properties to some degree, techniques (1) and 
(2) are not directly applicable. However, by a slightly different method 
described later, it is possible to measure the thermal diffusivity and 
inertia by two measurements at the surface without disturbing the surface 
materials. This method has advantages as applied to the measurements on 
the lunar surface. 

The parameter thermal inertia, though useful, is not often 
measured in laboratory experiments. All thermal property data of the lunar 
surface have been related in one way or another to the thermal inertia of 
the lunar surface. Thermal inertia can be measured by determining the 
temperature-time relationship of a sample surface during or after the 
period in which the sample is heated by radiation from an external source. 
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As applied to lunar measurements , temperature - time (actually heat flux-time) 
observations of the lunar surface durin g lunations and eclipses permit 
determination of the thermal in ertia of the lunar surface . 

Measurement of this parameter on the lunar surface would be 
'similar to measurements presently being made from the earth with use of 
telescopes and ultra-sensitive infrared detect ors . However, measurements 
taken directly on the moon would provide reliable infor mation on small areas, 
indicating the nature of surface inhomogeneities . Earth observations are 
limited in two respects: diffraction effects limit observation to very broad 
areas of the lunar surface ; and the t ime rate of change of solar illumination 
on the lunar surface is relatively slow, permitting deductions only concern
ing average properties of relatively thick (deep) layers of lunar surface 
material. 

c. Conceptual Methods of Lunar Surface Diffusivity Measurement 

The two quantities of interest are thermal diffusivity (k/ p C) 
and thermal inertia (kp C) 1 /2. 

1) Diffusivity 

To determine a quantity requires ultimately the measurement 
of its component dimensions . Diffusivity can be shown to have the dimen 
sional units of distance squared per unit time . Thus , no matter what experi
ment is contrived, a determination of diffusivity will require ultimately the 
measurement of a distance and a time . 

Thermal diffusivity measuring methods that do not require 
altering the material (such as by the insertion of a thermocouple) use 
thermal radiation alone . Radiation incident on the sample from an external 
source can be used to cause a thermal event in the material, the result of 
which is observed by radiation, in this case radiation emitted from the 
sample . The first such technique, lIthe flash method, II was reported by 
Parker et al., (1961) and in a number of subsequent paper s . In this technique, 
a laboratory sample, a wafer of the unknown material, has flashed onto its 
front face a beam of radiation from a xenon lamp or a laser source . The 
time of travel of the resulting heat wave through a known thickness of the 
sample (wafer) is observed. 

Examination of this technique shows there is no variation of 
this I-dimensional heat - flow method by which the measurements could be 
made from the front face of the sample alone, i. e . , without some measure
ment at some depth in the material. The fact that single surface measure
ments are impos sible in a 1 - spatial - dimension method is a natural consequence 
of the fact that a length as well as a time must be measured in determining 
diffusivity. Thus, the laboratory technique is not directly applicable as a 
nondisturbing technique to be carried out at th e luna r surface. 
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( However, a radiation technique utilizing lateral heat flow is 
applicable to the determination of thermal diffusivity of lunar material. A 
flash method that uses radiation illumination and observation of the front 
surface alone is also a nondisturbing technique. To illustrate the simplest 
configuration, if a single small spot on the lunar surface is flash-illuminated 
and the horizontal surface component of the resulting heat wave observed 
as it travels out from the spot, sufficient information can be gathered by 
observing temperature as a function of time and distance from the spot to 
deduce a value of diffusivity for the material. The specific value of input 
heat- -the energy level of the flash or the absorptance of the particular lunar 
surface of interest- -need not be known. 

A modified flash radiometer is proposed to make the thermal 
diffusivity measuring, utilizing lateral heat flow. It consists of flashed 
radiative heat source suspended above the surface, an optical system to focus 
the radiation of the surface, and an array of infrared detectors to monitor 
the lateral progression of the flash-induced thermal wave. The apparatus is 
described in more detail in Chapter V. 

2) Thermal Inertia 

Thermal inertia can be measured by a variation of the tech
nique described earlier for measuring thermal diffusivity and, in fact, using 
the same apparatus. Thermal inertia can be dete rmined without knowledge 
of distance; i. e., it can be conducted at the surface of a flash-heated 
material on the basis of temperature-time observations at one spot, for 
example, the center of the flash spot. Thus, a number of observations 
physically displaced from each othe r are unnecessary. However, the 
measurement of a heat flow is required. Thus, in practice, some measure
ment or estimate of the flash energy and the lunar surface absorptance is 
required. 

The modified flash radiometer used to measure thermal diffus
ivity can also be used to measure thermal inertia. Only one infrared detector 
is required, arranged to monitor the radiation from the center of the flash 
spot. The data needed includes the time history of the emitted radiation 
from the flash spot region, together with estimates of input flash heat to the 
spot and lunar surface absorptance. 

6. Surface Emittance Measurements 

Emittance of the lunar surface would give information valuable 
to lunar basing technology in view of the importance of the emittance in heat 
transfer processes on the lunar surface. Measurements of emittance, expe
cially where desired to determine the effects of wavelength, are complex and 
require fairly bulky equipment. 
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Reflectance measurements probably are the most direct and 
require the least equipment. It is estimated that a considerable 
effort is required for design and development of instrumenta tion suitable for 
measurements on the lunar surface. Initial measurements could be made on 
materials returned to earth, provided structure and texture of the surface 
material can be prese rved. 

7. Interstitial Gas Pres sure Measurements 

Measurement of gas pressure at the lunar surface (i. e., on 
the surface) and within the upper layers of the lunar surface material would 
show the outgas sing characteristics of the surface and, if the gas composi
tion could be determined, would provide valuable information on the origin 
and history of the lunar surface. These measurements would aid in assess
ing how to use lunar resources if water or other useful materials are found 
in the gas . Knowledge of interstitial gas pressure would be useful in evaluat
ing in situ processes in which vapor flow and subsurface heat transfer are 
important . Several types of apparatus for measuring gas pressure within 
a powder or porous material have been considered. 

The relationship between gas pres sure and thermal conductivity 
in a powder is well known. In the region where the mean free path of the 
gas molecules is approximately the same as the interparticle distance, the 
thermal conductivity of the powder varies considerably with changes in gas 
pressure. This relationship can be used to make a sensitive vacuum gauge 
The line heat source technique can be used to measure the conductivity of a 
standard reference sample of powder material. The powder and the line 
heat source can be contained in a small capsule (approximately 1/2 in. x 3 in. ) 
and placed on or within the lunar surface material. Pressure equilibrium is 
established by means of pas sages in the powder container. The thermal 
conductivity can be measured by the line heat source method. The instru
mentation , power requirements, type of outputs, and measurement time are 
identical to the thermal conductivity probe discussed earlier. From a pre
vious calibration of the pressure guage in the laboratory under controlled 
conditions , the gas pres sure can be obtained. 

The type guage discussed is suitable only for pressures above 
-4 10 torr. Hence, it would be placed in regions of suspected volcanic activity 

in order to detect gas diffusion or flow. Development of reliable devices for 
this measurement would be a major effort, but would provide significant 
information. 
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D. SEIS1t1IC 

1. Definition and Scope 

Seismic observations are observations of acoustic energy 
transmitted through the earth (that is to say, of oscillatory ground motion). 
Such motion is classified according to its dominant period of oscillation; 
on earth its periods range from less than I sec to the order of 1 hr. Seismic 
observations on earth are worldwide in scope. Explosions and earthquakes 
are observed from the immediate neighborhood of the site or focus to half
way around the earth. Seismic observations on the moon will have a similar 
scope, though logistics will limit those involving explosions rather than 
moonquakes. The distance between shot and observation point will extend 
as lunar surface mobility increases. 

2. Basic Physical Principles 

principle s: 
Observations of seismic motion are governed by three basic 

• The law governing the response of an inertial sensor 
to motion of its frame 

• The theory of assuming oscillatory motion as the sum 
of a series (or the integral of a continuum) of sinusoidal 
motions of varying amplitude and period 

• The laws of propagation of mechanical energy through 
more or less elastic material. (Such motion is propagated 
in compressional, shear, surface, and guided waves; it 
has velocity characteristic of the medium and the mode 
of propagation mode; it undergoes refraction, reflection, 
dispersion, diffraction, and attenuation. Deductions 
about source and transmitting medium can be made 
through observation of the motion. ) 

3. Type of Phenomena To Be Measured 

Seismic observations take the form of a record of ground 
motion. Following are the different types of ground motion to be observed. 

a. Natural Motion 

I} Seismic noise 

This is the more or less continuous ground noise observable 
at all times on the earth. Its components are lumped together as microseisms. 
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The principal sources of earth microseisms such as wave and wind motion 
are absent on the moon, but others may be present, perhaps due to meteroid 
bombardment , tidal motion or volcanism. 

It is important to measure lunar microseismic ground motion 
because of the activities or phenomena it may evidence. Long-period terres
trial microseisms are thought to be due to the ocean; short-period ones J to 
atmospheric disturbance. Since neither ocean nor atmosphere exist on the moon, 
any microseisms which may be observed will be evidence of other processes. 

The most likely cause of a more or less continuous level 
of microseismic noise on the moon would be the tidal forces. These are 
(as explained in the preceding section on gravity) approximately four times as 
great as on earth, and the resulting solid tides may have an amplitude of sev
eral meters. It would be remarkable if such a yielding of the moon's body did 
not produce microseisms. If microseisms due to tidal motion are observed, 
they will, of course, be identifiable by the cyclic character with minima at 
"slack tide. " 

If volcanic activity exists on the moon, it will cause local 
and time-variable microseismic activity. Besides being of great scientific 
interest, volcanism offers the best hope for a source of water on the moon. 
For this reason and until it is proved that volcanism is absent, every lunar 
mission should have the means to detect and record microseismic motion. 
If microseisms with any chance of having a volcanic origin are observed, 
steps should be taken then to find out whether the intensity varies with location. 

2} Moonquake s 

Defined as specific seismic events in contrast to a more or 
less continuous motion of the ground, moonquakes are analogous to earth
quakes in that they send out acoustic wave trains of limited duration and 
characteristic form. It is important to discover whether moonquakes occur 
and, if so, to interpret them to gain information about their sources. Earth
quakes can be caused by volcanic explosions or by stress release in the earth; 
the energy for both these phenomena comes from the release of radiologic 
heat in the inte rior. If moonquakes occur, they will be due to the same 
energy source and will prove that the moon is not a cold body and that heat 
transfer and therefore strain exist in it. 

The possible heat budget of the moon and the level and type of 
seismicity that would result from various assumptions concerning it have been 
studied extensively. A brief summary of these results is given by Kovach 
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( and Press (1962) with a short bibliography. They point out that under the 

assumption that the moon's material contains radioactive elements (K
40

, 
232 235 238 . . 

Th ,U ,and U ) ln the same proportlOn as chondritic meteorites, 
the seismicity due to radiogenic energy would be comparable to that of the 
earth. It is, therefore, probable that moonquakes exist and will be a valuable 
index both to the history of the moon and to its body structure and composition. 
In addition, study of their phases and travel paths will furnish, as on the 
earth, information about the moon's interior that can be obtained in no other 
way. 

Moonquakes can be caused by meteoroid impacts as well as 
internal energy. It has been estimated (Kovach and Press, 1962) that the 
number of meteorite impacts on the moon detectable as moonquake s is of 
the order of 1 to 10 per year. 

b. Induced Motion 

Induced motion of the ground, as in terrestrial geophysical 
exploration, is caused by percussion or explosion for the purpose of deducing 
information about the ground structure. It usually is divided into the direct 
or refracted mode, in which the arrival time of head waves is measured, and 
into the reflected mode, in which a much later arrival due to reflection is 
obse rved. Refractions are observed easily, but observable reflections are 
found only in special circumstances. 

The techniques and purpose of observing induced seismic 
motion on the moon are closely analogous to the practice of terrestrial 
exploration seismology. The scale ranges from tens of feet to hundreds 
of miles. Energy for the large-scale programs is derived from the detonation 
of tons of explosives, while 'smallest-scale observations may be activated 
by percussion. The object of terrestrial exploration seismology is to explore 
the crust down to and including the upper boundary of the mantle. 

Lunar exploration seismology will be limited in scale by the 
cost and hazard of transporting the necessary explosives and in quality by 
the absence of sedimentary rocks. Nevertheless, it will be a useful tool 
for discovering subsurface layering of any kind, from bedrock down, and for 

finding anomalous features such as intrusions, low-velocity zones under 
impact craters, possible ice masses, etc. Obviously, small portable sets 
of instruments for seismic exploration will be useful in determining the 
depth from surface to bedrock, the character of such rocks, and existence 
of various kinds of anomalous bodies below the surface. These applications 
are called direct or refracted head-wave measurements or, simply, refractions. 
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It is characteristic of r efractions that their effective penetration is of the 
order of 1/5 to 1/10 of their "spread" or distance from shot to seismometer. 
This means, for example , that measuring the depth to the earth's mantle, 
perhaps 30 krn requires surface distances of 200-400 km. These distances 
entail use of large charges which, while possible though expensive on earth, 
clearly will not be feasible on the moon until an advanced stage of exploration 
is reached. 

A second seismic exploration method is to observe a reflected 
wave instead of a refracted one. In terrestrial exploration, discontinuities 
such as the contact between sandstone and limestone are found to reflect 
seismic energy and, wheneve r such reflections can be observed, they are 
used instead of refractions. This is advantageous because it can be done with 
shot point and seismometers close together and because it requires much 
less explosive. On the other hand, reflections, not being head waves, are 
subject to seismic noise interference. For this reason, they are observed 
only in favorable circumstances, in particular where the reflecting dis
continuity is a contact between two sedimentary layers and when the surface 
consists of either water or sediments broken by weathering. In the absence 
of these conditions it is not possible to predict whether seismic reflections 
will be observable -- so, even though discontinuities with suitable acoustic 
contrasts exist on the moon, they may not be observable with reflections. 

4. Priority Measurements 

The priority of seismic measurements on the moon will be 
considered from three different points of view -- - hazards, resources 
(especially water) and scientific information. 

a. Hazards 

Any measurement promising to give information, positive or 
negative, about a hazard to the astronaut has priority over other measure
ments' as long as the hazard has not been shown to be extremely slight. 
There is a probability (though not a high one) that seismicity, perhaps due 
to the tides, may create a hazard to the footing of the astronaut and even 
the stance or attitude of the LEM. By terrestrial analogy, the caldera of 
an active volcano such as Kilauea contains certain physical hazards. Such 
hazards usually are detectable through ground motion observation with a 
seismometer or a gravity meter. For this reason, a rough measure of 
local seismicity should have priority over purely scientific measurements, 
though it is not thought likely that the moon's surface is seismically so 
unstable as to be hazardous . 
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b. Lunar Resources and Lunar Bases 

The importance of local volcanism -- inevitably accompanied by 
seismicity - - to the exploitation of lunar resources, particularly a possible 
source of water, already has been discussed. Local seismicity measurements, 
therefore, have priority ranking with other observatories concerned with 
the establishment of lunar bases. 

c. Scientific Measurements 

Scientific seismology ranks high on the list of measurements 
to be made for scientific purposes for the reason that the existence (or absence) 
of moonquakes will indicate whether the moon is cold or hot and thus will 
influence the planning of experiments almost from the first. In addition, as 
with gravity, seismology is a guide to the moon's interior, inaccessible to all 
but geophysical means and yet important to the spread of knowledge of lunar, 
lunar-terrestrial and solar-system history. 

5. Problems of Lunar Seismology 

Problems of lunar seismology divide themselves naturally 
into adaptation of instruments to the lunar environment and operation on the 
lunar surface. 

a. Adaptation 

I) Hardening 

Adaptation of seismic components to the lunar environment 
consists of "hardening" the components, principally to changes in temperature, 
and redesigning for minimum weight and power requirements. Hardening 
will proceed along lines already established and used in testing electronic 
components for use in space vehicles and probes. The problems, if not 
already solved, appear to be soluble. Redesign is always possible but, 
in the case of seismometers for lunar use, considerable effort has been 
spent (see the following instrumentation discussion) on the design of lunar 
seismometers so that extensive redesign is apparently not necessary except 
for systems to be used as portable exploration seismographs. Here again, 
miniaturization of components can proceed along lines established by the 
electronics and exploration industries, in which weight, volume and noise 
level of amplifiers and the like have been greatly reduced and reliability 
and ruggedness greatly increased. 
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2) Transportation 

Exploration seismology on the moon will be limited by trans
portation or logistics as much as by the difficulty of providing seismic 
energy sources. Unless reflections are found useful, which seems unlikely, 
penetration to a given depth will require a surface range of five to ten times 
that depth. Clearly, until lunar surface transportation is available, seismology 
will be confined to exploring at depths of a fraction of a mile . 

3) Energy 

Energy for passive seismology is no problem, since it will 
come from natural processes in the moon as explained previously. Energy 
for exploration seismology poses a difficulty in proportion to the range or 
distance between shot point and recording points . (For reflection work, 
the critical range is not horizontal distance but depth to the reflector. ) 
Terrestrial seismology may be conducted with hand-power percussion devices 
at very short range -- less than 100 yd - -but any greater range requires use 
of stored energy, either to power a percussion device such as a "thumper" 
or to provide an explosion. For lunar seismology at ranges requiring stored 
energy, dynamite or some similar explosive will be the most convenient 
way to provide energy, but explosives will have to be brought to the moon 
as a part of the payload and, in any quantity, will constitute considerable 
hazard. This will limit seismic exploration, at least for the first few missions, 
to short-range experiments to ascertain facts about velocities and discon

tinuities in the near subsurface layers. These experiments can be conducted 
terrestrially with dynamite charges of 1 lb or less . The estimate of charge 
weight may have to be revised for the lunar ground because it is certain to 
be dry and may be uncons olidated to an unknown depth. Exploration at 
ranges of miles may require hundreds of pounds of dynamite per charge and 
thus be impractical on early mis sions . 

b. Operation 

The problems of seismic operation on the moon are serious 
on three counts -- coupling, energy and transportation. 

1) Coupling 

In the present state of knowledge of the lunar surface, it is 
impossible to predict steps required to achieve suitable coupling between 
the seismometer and solid ground. Seismometers for passive use on the 
earth usually are set from 1 to 5 meters below the regular surface to avoid 
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( the "weathered" material and to place them on bedrock. Something of the 
sort probably will have to be done on the moon, since it is thought that the 
surface may consist of light bri tt1e material and may be coated with dust. 
If caves or fissures are present, it is possible that bedrock can be found 
in them with no excavation or, at any rate, less than is necessary for surface 
emplacement. Seismometers for active exploration have higher natural 
frequencies; on the earth, they can almost always be emplaced by hand, 
sometimes with the aid of a spike to which they are rigidly fastened and 
which is pushed into the ground. This mayor may not suffice on the moon, 
depending on what conditions are found there. 

6. Instrumentation 

a. Seismographs for Natural Noise 

Seismographs for unmanned landing on the moon have been 
designed (Kovach and Press, 1962; JPL, 1962; Kovach et al., 1963) 
to operate at both short and long periods. The se instruments were intended 
to be landed by the Ranger or Surveyor mis sions and therefore had to 
be built to fall and then adjust themselves automatically. Seismographs 
for manned missions need not be so elaborate, though they must still be 
able to telemeter their signals and to remain in operation in spite of the 
lunar environment. 

Main considerations in de signing a lunar seismometer are 
(1) element type, (2) temperature stability, (3) pick-off for seismic signals, 
and (4) power supply. Of these, element design is probably the easiest to 
resolve. The vertical oscillating element probably will be the conventional 
LaCoste-type (1935) zero-length spring configuration. The horizontal-motion 
elements will be either the conventional swinging-gate type (Press et al. , 
1958) or the vertical pendulum zero-length spring type (Romberg, 1961); 
the latter is not so sensitive, in its period, to tilt. The springs in these 
elements can be either quartz or metal; if they are quartz, the moving mass 
will have to be very small, precluding use of the self-powering type of 
conventional electromagnetic pick-off. On the other hand, the quartz seis
mometer will be much smaller and lighter and can be made self-compensating 
for temperature. 

Temperature stability is considerably less of a problem with 
seismometers than with gravity meters because no significance is attached 
to the precise zero position. In the case of the vertical-motion unit, a 
change in temperature results in a change in zero position unless an adjust
ment or compensation is made. Since the zero position need not be exact, 
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it is probable that approximate compensation is the easier and more 
satisfactory solution to the problem; this can be done with a counterweight 
as in metal-spring gravity meters. Compensation is not necessary for the 
horizontal-motion instruments, as their zero position does not change with 
temperature unless they are not level. 

The pick-off for seismic signals can be either a velocity
responsive or a displacement-responsive type. The standard velocity
responsive type is, of course, the electromagnetic; besides being self-powered, 
it may drift without changing the zero of the record. The displacement 
pick-off may be either the electro-optic or the capacitance type; both require 
power and a feedback system to return the beam to null if it has a long-time 
drift. Since this involves an adjustment --always a source of trouble - - it 
is probably de sirable to use the electromagnetic pick-off; the weight intro
duced by its mass is made up for, at least in part, by the lower power 
requirement. The extra simplicity is an additional advantage. 

The final problem-- power supply --will depend on the con
figuration and the telemetering mode. It probably will be easy to record 
for a time and then transmit at a greatly accelerated rate to save transmission 
power. 

A long-period seismometer designed by JPL for lunar use 
has been successfully tested. It is possible, however, that a simpler and 
therefore more reliable design could be evolved for a model that did not have 
to set itself up or survive a difficult landing . Such a development, beginning 
where the JPL model leaves off, would require 8 to 10 months. 

b. Seismographs for Active Exploration 

Seismograph systems for use as terrestrial exploration tools 
have been developed extensively for all scales of operation, from small-
scale bedrock probes to instruments for recording energy that has penetrated 
as deep as the earth's mantle. They vary considerably in bulk and weight, 
depending on the required sensitivity and the mode of transportation available. 
However, all such systems must contain the following elements: 
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• A device for emitting an electrical signal at the time 
the energy enters the ground 

• A set of ground-motion sensors, usually very short
period velocity-sensitive seismometers 

• A set of filters and amplifiers for treating the seis
mometer outputs 

• A recording device producing an oscillogram or other 
record of the ground motion sensed by the seismometers 

• A timing device, usually integral with the recorder, 
for measuring time intervals on the oscillogram, 
especially the travel time of the acoustic energy between 
the source and sensor 

• A source of electrical energy, usually batteries, for 
operating the amplifier and recorder 

In order to adapt terrestrial exploration systems for use on 
the moon, it will of course be necessary to riharden" the components for 
lunar environment. In the case of passive seismometers, this presents 
no more serious problems than are encountered in the communication and 
telemetering systems for use in the LEM. For active exploration, however, 
the explosives, the oscillograph and electrical energy sources present 
problems in hardening for lunar use, largely because chemical as well as 
electrical action occurs. As well as can be projected from present ex
perience, for instance with the behavior of batteries and photographic 
materials in space probes and with new types of cable insulations, these 
problems are soluble. 

Next in importance to hardening is the problem of reducing 
the weight and bulk of the exploration systems. Portable systems have 
been devised for terrestrial use in which the weight has been reduced for 
carrying in marshes and other difficult terrain. These CQuld be simplified 
and lightened further through use of the latest advances in electronics and 
through redesign with materials especially suited to lunar use. Such 
redesign would come under development and engineering rather than under 
research, as the instruments now available are perfectly capable of perform
ing the task except insofar as it is to be performed on the moon. Provided 
hardening for such use can be prescribed, most of the design could be in 
advance as no crucial experiments would be needed. 
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7. Recommendations 

a. Seismicity Package 

A seismometer package for monitoring both noise and moon
quakes should be included in the payload of an early mission - - the first, 
if possible. 

b. Exploration Set --Short Range 

A short-range seismograph set with energy furnished manually 
should be included on the first mission in which the astronaut goes an appre
ciable distance from the LEM -- say 100 yd. This package will be highly 
portable, except for the recording device which may be left near the LEM 
and used only for depth ranges of a few feet. Use of instruments of this 

character has not been fully developed for terrestrial application, partly 
becaus e equipment usually is available for pro bing the near subsurface 
:mechanically. A s:mall research progra:m needs to be conducted to 
deter:mine how feasible it is to use hand-operated energy sources. In 
addition, the possibility of using explosives, perhaps in accident-proof 
capsules, should be investigated. 

c. Long-Range Seismic Exploration 

A long-range exploration seismograph set should be developed 
by making present sets lighter and more portable. By the time long-range 
exploration seismology becomes practical from the standpoint of transportation, 
more will be known about the lunar surface so that problems of coupling, 
energy transmission, explosive require:ments, and priority information will 
be easier to solve. There should be a :miniaturized radio communication link 
between shot and recorder to eli:minate the need for stringing wire. 
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E. MAGNETICS 

1. Definition and Scope 

Magnetic observations on the moon will consist of measurements 
of changes in the total magnetic field or its components and their gradients in 
both space and time. Primary objective of the fir st is to determine the exis
tence of the magnetic field. At the moment, based on limited evidence and 
certain theoretical considerations, it is believed by some that the moon has 
either no magnetic field or a very small one. However, this is not necessarily 
so, and the reasons are discussed here and in the section on magnetotellurics 
(p. II -51). The scope of magnetic measurements, both in time and space, 
will be limited only by logistic considerations for the various mis sions. 
Observations at a single station, two closely adjacent stations, at intervals 
along first short and then long traverses and eventually over a small and then 
lar ger area will all be us eful to solve problems of composition, structure and 
the figure of the moon. Eventually, as magnetic surveys are carried over 
larger areas, a moonwide magnetic network will be established. 

Measurements of the change in magnetic field with time, 
first at anyone location and then at a plurality of stations, will yield signi
ficant data; these can be applied to solve a variety of lunar problems and 
to obtain a better understanding of magnetohydrodynamic problems in space. 
This will be discussed in more detail in the section on magnetotelluric 
methods. Diversified application of lunar magnetic data to solve scientific 
problems can be obtained from three types of experiments: those that deter
mine surface and subsurface physical properties; those solar system phen
omena measurements that best can be made beyond the appreciable influence 
of the earth's atmosphere, magnetic field and/ or gravitational field and on 
the back side of the moon; and those experiments requiring a space environ
ment for their conduct. 

2. Basic Physical Principles 

Assume as a hypothesis that the moon has a magnetic field and 
then, for purposes of investigation, the same principles used to describe the 
earth's magnetic field are applicable. As a first assumption it can be stated 
that the moon behaves like a giant magnet and its field is that of a single, 
la rge magnetic dipole situated in the core but not exactly at the center. The 
magnetic field at any point on the moon's surface can be described by stating 
its direction and strength. Any irregularities in the measurement of either 
the total field or its components can be att ributed to a combination of exogenic 
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and endogenic causes. The latter will be a function of the various types of 
material comprising the moon. The measured magnetic flux from an 
anomalous body is caused in part from the externally applied field and in 
part from the fact that the body itself is polarized. In general, the intensity 
of magnetization, I, is related to the magnetic field strength, H, by the forITlula 

I = kH 

where k is called the susceptibility. In this regard, the magnetic field at 
any point can be described in terms of the amount of magnetic flux which 
it produces. The magnetic field strength, H, and this flux, B, are related 
by the equation 

B = f.lH 

where f.l is the permeability. If the field strength is expressed in Oersteds, 
the flux will be in Gauss. For the moon as well as the earth, the field 
strength will be much less than a Gauss. Hence, for measurement purposes, 
the unit most commonly accepted is the gamma which is equal to 10- 5 Gauss. 
The phenomena of susceptibility and permeability often are confused in 
practice. It should be remembered that the former refers to the ability of 
a body to become magnetized, whereas the latter describes the ease of 
passing flux through it. However, the two can be related by the formula 

f.l = 1 + 4n k 

A further complication is introduced in the interpretation of 
magnetic data because the total magnetism of magnetic materials may consist 
of induced and remanent components. Induced magnetism disappears when 
there is no external magnetic field. The reITlainder, natural remanent 
magnetism (NRM) , may be due to several causes which are discussed 
thoroughly by Nagata (1961). The NRM of igneous rocks is due mostly to 
thermo -remanent magnetization (TRM) which is acquired by material during 
cooling from high temperatures in the presence of a magnetic field. In 
general the cooling starts above the Curie temperature of the material, i. e. , 
the temperature wher e f e rromagnetic ITlaterial becoITles paramagnetic. 
Sediments may also display NRM, called detrital or depositional remanent 
magnetization (DRM), due to deposition of ferromagnetic grains in the pres ence 
of a ITlagnetic field. In these cases, the direction and intensity of the NRM are 
controlled by the direction and strength of the external field (the earth's or the 
ITloon's field). The total magnetic effect measured thus reflects a combination 
of induced and reITlanent ITlagnetisITl. A ITleasure of the ratio of these two 
components is important in furnishing a clue to the paleomagnetic history 
either of the moon or of a buried meteoroid if one is involved. Hence, the 
complexities of the lunar magnetic field neces sitate various measurements of 
the magnetic properties of the rocks as well as of the lunar magnetic field. 
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This is necessary to obta in a complete understanding of lunar magnetic phenomena 
a nd the ir rela tion t o soluti on of the various types of problems tabulated In 
Appendix B and pro ce s se s a nd properties listed in Appendix C. 

3. Types of P hen omena t o b e Measured 

a. Single P oin t Observations 

1) Absolute V alue 

The first magnetic observation should be measurement of the 
total magnetic field or the vertical component at the landing site, depending 
upon which type of i nstrument is selected. This value will serve as Lunar 
Magnetic Base No. 1. Observations of the total magnetic field or vertical 
component should b e at l e ast every 5 to 10 min for the duration of each 
mission to determine the change in magnetic value with time. These ob-
se rvations can be us e d to obtain an idea of the variation in magnetic field 
with time. They can b e applied to obtain a better understanding of these 
fluctuations in term s of th e ir correlation with similar changes on earth 
for the sam e obs e r v ationa l p e riod. 

In the interests of long-term study of the moon, magnetic 
bases should b e es tablishe d wherever other scientific measurements are 
made. A s the number of these bases increases, a better understanding 
will be obtaine d of the lunar magnetic field, as well as correlations of 
variations i n magnetic va lue s with time, as a function of change s in lunar 
geology at the various sit e s. Initially, a reading accuracy of plus or minus 
a gamma would b e us efu l, particularly if the value of the lunar magnetic 
field is small. 

2) Gradients 

Ob servations of horizontal and vertical magnetic gradients 
on the moon ' s surface may be deferred until later missions, because the 
resulting information is not as vital for an understanding of lunar structure 
compositi on a nd shape as it i s for gravity measurements. Such observations, 
find their principal a pplication later in increasing the resolving power of 
magnetic measurements to determine the edges of shallow geologic features 
which might be as sociated w ith either water-bearing strata or minero1ogic 
deposits of possibl e v a lue as construction materials in lunar basing. 

3) Sus ceptibility 

Susc e ptibility measurements should b e made of lunar surface 
mate rial in plac e and subseque ntly of sample s on e arth. Information from 
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these measurements is of primary importance to determine if the magnetic 
field measured over an appreciable area on the moon is caused by indigenous 
lunar material at the surface or if it is a result of a meteoroid buried at 
depth in the surveyed area. If the latter has a remanent magnetic field 
(reflecting magnetic conditions on the astronomic feature from which it was 
originally derived), this phenomenon could be measured even if the moon had 
no indigenous induced field. As more susceptibility data are obtained in the 
future for various types of lunar material, they can be used to obtain a 
better understanding of the feasibility of using magnetic surveys to differentiate 
between the various types of materi al of which the moon is composed. 

4) Ratio of Remanent to Induced Magnetism 

Measurements of these properties, made originally on the 
moon and subsequently on earth for various types of lunar material, will 
result in important information. It can be used to solve problems concerning 
the origin of lunar materials and of lunar paleomagnetism and history. 

5) Time Series Observations 

Observations of the changes in the lunar magnetic field with 
time will be important to solve problems related to the nature and origin 
of both exogenic and endogenic components . In addition, this information, 
when correlated with observations made simultaneously on earth, can be 
applied to solve broad problems in the field of magnetohydrodynamics as 
it applies to the earth as well as to space. As subsequent observations are 
made at different places on the moon, these data will attain even greater 
importance to increase the definitivenes s with which these problems can 
be solved. 

b. Magnetic Surveys 

Magnetic surveys will be useful to obtain data, not available 
from surface geology, regarding the existence and nature of geologic structures 
and their composition not apparent on the surface. They have widespread 
application for this purpose on earth and can be used to good advantage for 
analogous purposes on the moon. This applies particularly for studying features 
whose magnetic susceptibility varies appreciably and, hence , can be detected 
and defined in this manner. Therefore, initially magnetometers and subsequent
ly gradiometers will be essential to any systematic study of the lunar surface. 
Magnetic surveys first will be made on a small or local scale, then on a 
medium or regional, and eventually on a large or "continental" scale, depend
ing upon the depth and extent of the subsurface targets and the local or regional 
nature of the problem. Nongradient types of magnetic surveys with a specific 
target must go well beyond the target's horizontal extent to provide a suitable 
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background of information to define the anomaly properly. For example, 
they should cover an area several times greater in diameter than the depth 
of the target structure. Hence, because of the lack of mobility, initial 
lunar magnetic surveys will deal only with the definition of local features. 
Subsequently, as astronaut stay time becomes longer and both manned and 
unmanned roving vehicles are available, more extensive exploratory surveys 
will be possible and increasingly longer and larger features can be explored. 

Magnetic surveys are sufficiently important, so that they 
should be conducted routinely by an astronaut moving on the lunar surface. 
The instruments are lightweight and easily read in a short period of time. 
Other instrument types can be provided with continuous readouts. It is 
emphasized that these measurements should be made both in time and space. 
Magnetic surveys are particularly applicable for the early missions, since 
they do not require accurate elevation information at the stations as do 
gravity surveys. 

1) Local Magnetic Surveys 

These surveys will be the key to subsurface selenologic 
structure, particularly at shallow depths, wherever there is an appreciable 
difference in magnetic susceptibility between target and surrounding material. 
They will provide means to discover the presence of meteoroid features 
having a remanent magnetism derived from a previous astronomical body, 
assuming that there is no appreciable magnetic induced field on the moon 
itself. 

When subsequent surveys are made for water-bearing structures 
and those that might be used for lunar-basing materials, gradiometer-type 
surveys will be required. The accuracy of the measurements required is 
of the order of plus or minus one gamma for the nongradient type surveys 
and there will be no need for accurate elevation data. 

2) Regional Magnetic Surveys 

These surveys will be useful in subsequent missions but will 
not be feasible for early landings. They will provide a better understanding 
of the difference in composition between larger structural features of the 
moon such as maria and mountain areas; also, determinations as to whether. 
the large lunar features are composed primarily of acidic or basic materials 
and as to the location of possible igneous intrusions. In general, areas 
composed of acidic materials will have a smaller magnetic field than those 
of basic because of the difference in their magnetite content. Magnetic 
surveys currently a re used on earth for this purpose to good advantage. 
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If the moon should have a strong regional magnetic field, it could yield a 
clue as to the structure of its cor e , anal ogous t o the dynamo theory of the 
origin of the earth' s magnet ic field . This, in tur n , might provide useful 
corroborat ive evidence for lunar convection cur rents . 

3) Selenodetic Magnetic Measurements 

These measurements are analogous to those made on earth to 
obtain a magnetic map which is used by mariners for navigation purposes. If 
the moon has a sufficiently well developed magnetic field, such a selenodetic 
magnetic map might be used for similar purposes on the moon . Although it 
is unlikely that the map will be used for navigati on purposes, it would be 
helpful in later mis sions to i mprove the resolving power of magnetics to 
explore for smaller structures . The minor contribution of the latter to the 
magnetic field could be subtracted from the regional magnetic field on which 
they are superimposed. 

4 . Priority Measurements 

Priorities for lunar magnetic measurements will not be high 
in early missions from the standpoint of their contributions to hazards or 
trafficability. However , as more magnetic base measurements are made 
and a better understanding of lunar magnetic fields and properties are 
obtained, together with improvements in the prediction of solar flares, a 
constant monitoring of changes in time of the magnetic field might yield 
diagnostic criteria as to the onset of a solar flare . This then would give the 
astronauts an opportunity to take whatever appropriate safety measures that 
may have been devised against this hazard. 

The primary reason for including magnetic instruments in the 
early lunar mis sions is that they will yield important scientific information 
and help solve major questions about the lunar environment, composition 
and origin with a minimum expenditure of weight and time . The various types 
of measurements and problems which can be solved by magnetic measurements 
are outlined on Tables II- I through II-3 . Obse r vations on early missions 
will be important guides to subsequent activities when the scope and range 
of the astronauts ' activities are inc reased. H ence , the priority of magnetic 
measurements for early missions will be determined in competition with 
other scientific measurements , rather than on the basis of hazards or traffic
ability problems . Thes e are the basic reasons for ranking magnetic 
measurements lower than obtaining th e firs t lunar samples and sets of geologic 
observations , but higher than other scientific measurements and experiments 
requiring more w e ight, volume and power . 
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TABLE II-I 

LUNAR PROBLEMS TO WHICH 
FUNDAMENT AL MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT S 

AND EXPERIMENTS WILL APPLY 

1. Chemical Composition 

2. Internal Constitution 

3. Surface Origin 

4. Paleomagnetic History 

5. Origin of Earth-Moon System 

TABLE II-2 

MAGNETICS 
(INCLUDING MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC PHENOMENA) 

Fundamental Measurements and Experiments 

Directed Toward Determining: 

Presence or Absence of Magnetic 
Field of Moon (if present) 

In.tensity 

Variations in Intensity With Time 
and Space 

Ratio of Induced/Remanent Components 

Magnetohydrodynamic Effe cts 
As sociated With Solar Flares 

Sus cepti bility - Pe rmea bili ty 

Curie Point of Representative 
Rock Types 

Intensity 

Direction 

Periodicity 

Frequency 
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TABLE II-3 

SPECIFIC MAGNETIC PROPER TIES AND PHENOMENA TO BE MEASURED 

1. Susceptibility 

2. Permeability 

3. Ratio of Induced/Remanent Magnetism 
{preferably from oriented samples from 
surface or cores} 

4. Total Magnetic Field and/ or Basic 
Components 

5. Gradient Measurements of Magnetic 
Field 

5. Problems of the Lunar Environment 

a. Temperature Change 

Magnetic instruments are not as sensitive to temperature 
changes as those used to measure gravity and will not require power 
specifically for this purpose. However, they will be susceptible to the normal 
effects of wide variations in temperature causing expansion and contraction 
of their parts. This assumes that the magnetic instruments will not be of 
a type requiring a magnet which is extremely sensitive to temperature 
changes but which will be operationally dependent upon such sensing 
devices as nuclear pre ces sion and/ or optical pumping phenomena. 

b. Power Requirement 

The power requirement for actual operations will be small, 
of the order of milliwatts, for those instruments which the astronaut will 
read. Additional but relatively small amounts of power will be necessary 
for recording types and for telemetry. Magnetic measurements for time 
series purposes also will require slightly more power, since observations 
should be made at least every 5 to 10 min initially. These time requirements 
are necessary because of the rapid changes of the magnetic field with time, 
pa rticularly those of exogenic origin. Details of weight, power and volume 
of the recommended instruments are in Part II, Chapter V and Appendix Do 
These measurements should also be made to within plus or minus one gamma 
both for the visual and recording types. They could be stored and trans
mitted in conjunction with other measurements, using a multiplexing system 
for optimum power and time-sharing purposes. 
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There are other possible problems involved in measuring 
magnetic properties of samples obtained on the moon after their return to 
earth because of magnetic disturbances that will be encountered while return
ing through the Van Allen belt, as well as the effect of the much larger induced 
magnetic field of the earth. While it is theoretically possible to protect 
the samples against these changes by using some type of Helmholtz coil 
system, this probably will not be practical from weight, power and volume 
limitations during initial missions. It becomes desirable, therefore, during 
later missions when there is sufficient weight available for scientific instru
ments, to take along equipment to measure the magnetic properties of the 
specimen on the moon and then measure them on earth to define the importance 
of these effects on the accuracy of the measurements. 

c. Secular Variation 

It will be a long time before this phenomenon can be studied 
on the moon because of the necessity of making observations over many 
years. However, even the first magnetic measurement made on the moon 
will be a start in such a study because, upon returning periodically to the 
same location, data will be obtained that can be used subsequently to study 
this phenomenon. 

Even if the as sumption is correct that the moon has no magnetic 
field (Dolginov, et al., 1961; Dauvillier, 1962) as a result of its chemical and 
structural characteristics, there is still the possibility that it will have a 
measurable magnetic field produced by exogenic forces and/ or the remanent 
magnetic field of buried meteoroids. An example of the former is the mag
netic field associated with solar flares. It has been established experimentally 
that interplanetary fields of 50 to 100 gamma are associated with them. Too, 
it is pos sible that a lunar magnetic field would be confined by solar wind to a 
thin layer above the sunlit surface, but it could extend a considerable distance 
beyond the surface on the side away from the moon, according to Neugebauer 
(1960). It has been established also from geomagnetic studies that the earth's 
magnetic field extends with appreciable intensity for many earth radii into space 
and that the moon may be included within the critical distance. 

d. Magnetostrictive Effects 

It has been established both experimentally and empirically 
that shock pressures cause well-defined changes in magnetic susceptibility. 
Bancroft et al., (1956) have demonstrated that this effect is not linear. For 
example, susceptibility of mild steel disks and on magnetite bearing grout 
was found to decrease with increasing shock pres sure up to 120-130 kilobars 
but to increase again with higher pressures up to 165 kilobars -- the highest 
pressure attained in these expe riments. In addition, experiments by 
Eichelberger (1960) demonstrated that shock pressures cause changes in 
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both magnitude and direction of magnetization. Similarly, Short (1964), 
in studying variations in rock properties of material affected by nuclear 
explosions, found a correlation between changes in magnetic susceptibility 
and distance from the detonation area. 

These facts are important in developing criteria to resolve 
the question of meteroid impact origin versus cryptovolcanism of geologic 
features on both the earth and moon. For example , corroborative evidence 
for a possible decrease in magnetic susceptibility from meteorite impact 
may account for the results of an aeromagnetic survey of Brent Crater 

reported by Beals et al., (1963). A marked difference exists between the 
magnetic intensity observed within, as compared with outside, the crater 
area. Only a small magnetic gradient averaging about 50 y/mile occurs 
within the crater area as compared with an average of more than 150 y / mile 
outside the crater. Although a part of this difference can be attributed to 
the thickness of crater fill overlying the basement rock, the remaining effect 
could reflect the effect of shock as sociated with the impact and explosion of 
the meteorite. This could disrupt the systematic dipole arrangement of 
the magnetic material, causing a random distribution of magnetic poles 
within the materials comprising the brecciated zone and hence a decrease 
in magnetic susceptibility and associated magnetic field intensity. 

e. Field Operations 

The magnetometer to be read at the landing site presents 
no operational problem beyond being readable within the constraints of the 
space suit. The output to be read can be in the form of a dial reading on 
a meter. These measurements also are facilitated by the fact that no 
elevation data at the initial and subsequent points are necessary to their 
use. However, the magnetometer should be read a sufficient distance from 
the LEM so the values are not affected by any artifically induced magnetic 

field from as sociated electrical fields . The exact distance can be 
determined by making magnetic measurements while still on earth around 
the LEM to a point where the electrical field no longer affects the 
readings. In this regard, at least for early mis sions, the magnetic field 
generated by astronaut life support systems, communications and pos sible 
space suit construction could act a lso as magnetic background noise sources. 
This could be a sufficient problem to require placing the sensing head some 
distance from the astronaut but could be determined on earth by suitable 
tests and measurements . 

6. Instrumentation 

a. Magnetometers 

Magnetic instruments to be used can be placed in two major 
categories: (I) portable types which can be set up by the astronaut and 
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read on a point-to-point basis. both in time and in space--for subsequent 
missions this type can be modified to record magnetic data continuously 
while traversing over the lunar surface in vehicles or on a rocket platform 
that can fly over the moon's surface or in a lunar orbiting vehicle; (2) 
stationary types which can be set up by the astronaut and turned on to record 
unattended for either the duration of a mission or to operate continuously 
after the astronaut has left by transmitting the data by telemetry. For 
subsequent missions. these can be left unattended at numerous places on 
the lunar surface for reasons discussed previously. 

The instruments vary in types of measurements they can record, 
e. g .• total field or some component such as the vertical or horizontal and 
their corresponding gradients or declination and inclination. The two latter 
types of measurements have not been stressed for early missions because 
the data they yield are more limited in their application to the solution of 
major lunar problems than the other types. The particular parameter to 
be considered will depend on the objectives of the specific experiments. 
The magnetic instruments available now or with varying degrees of modifi
cation for lunar operations. together with the parameter to be measure d 
and lead times nece s sary to develop lunar models. are summarized in the 
engineering section in Chapter V. Details, including weight, power and 
volume, also are presented there. It is evident from this information that 
the magnetometers currently planned for lunar operations are small. light
weight and readable in a matter of several minutes at most. With certain 
adaptations. they can be designed for lunar use, from the standpoint of 
lunar environmental constraints. with relatively short lead time s. 

For initial missions. the use of a total field magnetometer or 
preferably a 3-component type and means for rapidly measuring rock 
susceptibility in place are recommended because of the wide variety of 
geologic problems to which these data are applicable. In addition, it would 
be advantageous to make susceptibility measurements on the moon because 
the values for this property could change in transit back to earth as a result 
of being subjected to the comparatively strong magnetosphere of the earth. 
A summary of pertinent problems and measurements is discussed in Chapter 
V. The basic types of instruments that might be applicable ar e listed in 
Appendix D. The possibility of a magnetometer designed to be read in a bore
hole should also be considered for later mis sions. assuming a lunar magnetic 
field has been found on the surface. The data thus obtained will lead to a 
better understanding of the magnetic properties and their variations with 
depth directly. as well as changes with depth in the vertical gradient of th e 
lunar magnetic field. 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

For the reasons discussed in this section on magnetics, a 
total field magnetometer or prefe r ably a 3-component type and a device for 
measuring susceptibility in place should be included in the initial missions. 
The former should be so designed that it can be read visually by the astronaut 
and have a telemetry output. This will solve the major problem of the presence 
or absence of a magnetic field on the moon and the probab l e origin of any 
observed magnetic field. In addition, magnetic time series data obtained for 
the duration of these missions at 5 to 10 min intervals should be made. 
Before leaving the moon, the i nstrument can be set up to record periodically 
with the data to be telemetered on a multiplex basis with other important 
measurements . At least one in-place susceptibility measurement should 
be made, preferably at the location of the limited magnetic observations. 
This information is vital for reasons discussed previously. 

In order for the rock samples to be most useful for paleo
magnetic studies leading to a better understanding of lunar history, they 
should be oriented with respect to fixed lunar coordinates. Also, it would 
be preferable if each sample could be dislodged by nonmagnetic devices to 
avoid the possibility of altering its magnetic properties by a combination 
of magnetostrictive and extraneous magnetic field effects . 
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F. ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETOTELLURICS (LUNARICS) 

1. Definition and Scope 

Telluric current measurements on the earth consist of 
observations of the change in flow of large-sheet electric currents over 
the earth's surface. Similar measurements to be made on the moon will 
henceforth be called lunaric current measurements. They can best be 
made by a combination of a magnetometer and special equipment designed 
for use in normal electrical property studies of surface and subsurfar.e 
materials on earth. Since the origin of lunaric currents is primarly exogenic, 
data from these studies also will be useful to solve problems of the origin 
and characteristics of magnetohydrodynamic wave phenomena. 

Variation in luna ric currents in time and space will be 
measured within the limits of logistic constraints. Observations will start 
at a single location, at two closely adjoining locations or at intervals along 
a short or long traverse, depending upon scientific stay time and astronaut 
mobility during each of the initial missions. Eventually, depending on lunar 
surface mobility, these surveys may extend over a large area culminating 
eventually in a lunaric current network for the moon. 

2. Basic Physical Principles 

Lunaric currents, if they exist, will flow along the lunar 
surface in large sheets and should extend well into the moon's crust. However, 
distribution of current density within these sheets depends on the resistivity 
of the formations carrying the currents. Thus, a knowledge of the electrical 
properties of the moon also can be studied by this method. For example, 
if a lunar material of poor conductivity is surrounded by more highly con
ducting formations, the lines of current flow will tend to bypass the former 
and cause easily measured distortions in the potential gradients at the surface 
which are associated with the current flow. It will be possible to locate the 
more poorly conducting mediwn by first measuring and then interpreting 
these distortions. The converse is also true, i. e., material of good con
ductivity will concentrate the current flow and these effects also can be 
measured. 

Telluric current effects on earth manifest themselves in a 
wide variety of frequencies, field strengths and components, and the same 
can be expected on the moon. Hence, when these are studied, together with 
local geologic conditions, the electrical properties of the moon can be deter
mined from place to place and important knowledge about magnetohydrodynamic 
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waves can be gained. The basic equations of La Place, Maxwell and Hertz 
form the major theoretical basis for analysis of telluric current and hence 
lunaric current data. More recently, Cagnaird has modified these basic 
equations to cope with geologic and environmental factors affecting propagation, 
penetration and other pertinent characteristics of these currents . These 
results can be applied also in interpreting lunaric current data to solve lunar 
problems. However, because of the severe environmental constraints, 
certain additional instrumental modifications also are needed to solve specific 
lunar problems. Of these, the most important is that of coupling the desired 
signal to the sensor. This will be discussed in the problems portion of thi s 
chapter. 

The precise mechanism for generating these currents has 
not been definitely established. However, it is generally believed that the y 
are induced in the earth by ionospheric currents which show some c orrela ti on 
with the diurnal changes in the earth's magnetic field. It is expected that 
the same will apply on the moon if the assumption is correct that the m oon 
falls within the extreme outer limits of this effect of the earth. These 
currents cannot be measured directly, but the horizontal potential gradi ents 
which they produce at the surface can be measured and the current densi t i es 
deduced in combination with resistivity studies. The study of lunaric currents 
on the moon is especially important because they will be unaffected by the 
earth's atmosphere. Hence, simultaneous observations made on the earth 
and moon will yield data of singular importance to an understanding of the se 
phenomena, as well as magnetohydrodynamic waves. 

3. Types of Phenomena To Be Measured 

The first observation of lunar currents would be their measure
ment at the LEM landing site. This value will serve as Lunaric Base No. 1 
and should yield information on any major compositional discontinuity with depth 
at this point. This can be done by analyzing the data in a manner described 
in a terrestrial experiment by Green and List (1963). The results of their 
survey conducted near Dallas, Texas, is shown in Figure II- 1. The bottom 
trace is a record made by Texas Instruments Metastable Helium Magnetometer 
(Figure IIwZ). The two upper traces record earth current probes arranged 
in mutually perpendicular directions, namely, north-south and east-west. 
The data thus obtained were used to compute the depth to the basement in 
this area (Figure II-3). This is possible because of the marked difference 
in electrical conductivity of basement versus sedimentary rocks. A depth 
of 14,000 it to the basement computed by this method agrees closely w i th 
depths recorded on logs of nearby wells. 
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Figure II-2. TI Low-Field Metastable Heliunl Magnetonleter. 

Tinle serie s infornlation obtained fronl this initial station 
will be useful also in nlagnetohydrodynanlic wave studies and possibly nlay 
provide data relative to the effect of plasnlas, solar wind, and to a lesser 
extent, shock fronts. Also, experinlents requiring a large nlass for 
shielding against the sun's radiation could be perfornled during later nlissions 
on the dark side of the nloon. In addition, if it is deternlined by early 
nlissions that the nloon has a low nlagnetic field or no nlagnetic field, nlore 
direct nleasurenlents of the solar streanl can be nlade on the nloon than on 
earth. This streanl nornlally is deflected by the earth's nlagnetosphere at 
a distance of about 10 earth radii, and nleasurenlents on or near the earth 
are inadequate. 

For observations during initial nlissions, an accuracy of 
±l or 2 nlV would suffice. Sinlilarly, the frequencies observed during early 
nlissions of periods of the order 3 to 10 nlin would be satisfactory, but 
shorter periods of the order of seconds that nlight be observed on later 
nlissions would be of greater significance and could nlarkedly inlprove 
understanding of the various types of phenonlena discussed. 
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Figure II- 3. Resistivity and Structural Data for Dallas, Texas, Site. 

a. Lunaric Surveys 

These surveys will be useful to obtain information not available 
from surface geology to deduce the existence and nature of subsurface geologic 
structures. This applies particularly to thos e of lar ger areal extent and 
greater depth than might be obtained readily with other geophysical methods. 
Lunaric current surveys have the added advantage that they do not require 
external energy sources, relying upon exogenic phenomena for this purpose. 
Thus, there is no hazard to the astronaut as, for example, there would 
be if explosives were to be used as an energy source for seismic methods. 
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Data obtained by this method also yield information simul
taneously on both exogenic and endogenic phenomena. In addition, any major 
structural composition and change involving such large-scale features as 
maria and mountains could be determined when surveys using this method 
are made in these areas. 

b . Dielectric Effects 

Measurements of dielectric properties on the moon are 
important not only in studying electrical rock properties but also in obtai ning 
data for use in calibrating directly results of radar studies of the lunar 
surface from earth. Hence, knowledge of the values of this property 
measured directly will increase the interpretation accuracy of earth-based 
radar measurements of the lunar surface. For future mission planning, a 
knowledge of electrical properties when combined with lunar seismic inform
ation will be very useful to obtain a better understanding of the seismic
electric effect on the moon. Assuming that rock properties are more 
homogeneous on the moon that on earth, the moon is a better environment 
in which to study this effect (Hamer, 1930, and Thomson, 1936 and 1939) 
because this will avoid some of the difficulties encountered in studying this 
interesting phenomenon on earth. 

4. Problems of the Lunar Environment 

The logistic problems associated with energy sources are 
not important because the lunaric method depends upon large -scale exogenic 
processes which need only be measured and not generated. Signal-to-noise 
ratio may become important, depending upon the magnitude of some of the 
secondary components of the overall energy source. These act as noise 
and may under certain circumstances override the signal to be studied, 
depending upon the particular problem under investigation. 

The problem of coupling the desired signal for the conductivity 
sensing device component in lunaric current measurement could be formidable 
in the moon's environment. This is also the reason why more conventional 
electrical methods, including both active a-nd passive types widely used on 
earth, have not been stressed in evaluating possible measurements and 
experiments to be made on the moon. These include spontaneous polarization 
and electrical conductivity and resistivity, using both direct current and 
alternating current, as well as electrical transient techniques. At best, 
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the problem of coupling the electrodes used to sense these phenomena is 
a major one even for earth surveys. For example, it is difficult to measure 
true earth potentials because of electrode polarization effects which depend 
on the properties of the soil in which the electrodes are buried . . For the 
moon, except in dust-covered areas, the electrodes probably would have 
to be inserted into rock. This would pose a drilling problem unless the rock 
contained sufficiently large fissures or fractures. Even then under these 
conditions, some plastic conducting material would have to be available in 
sufficient amounts to surround the electrode and make contact with the 
irregular surfaces of the fracture, fissure or hole. A means for transmitting 
the signal from the rock through the plastic to the electrode thus would be 
provided. 

The coupling problem also poses considerable mechanical, 
chemical and electrical problems. Furthermore, it is generally difficult 
to separate the polarization caused by electrochemical action at the electrodes 
from the potential associated with telluric currents. Also, terrestrial 
sediments and rocks usually contain interstitial fluids which act as a medium 
for conducting the desired electrical signal in electrical surveys on earth. 
On the other hand, on the moon near-surface interstitial fluids over large 
areas are presumably absent -- thus complicating the problem. This also 
would apply to dust-covered areas, even though electrode burial would not 
be a problem. In addition, resistivities then would be primarily a factor of 
the characteristics of the rock-forming minerals. They would, however, be 
markedly different for those commonly measured on earth because of the major 
difference in temperature ranges between earth and moon. The extreme range 
on the moon would result in abnormally low resistivity values during lunar 
nights and correspondingly high ones during the day. For example, the 
resistivity of cosmic dust (assuming it to be iron) could vary about an order 
of magnitude from approximately 3 x 10- 1 ohm/meter 3 for -lSOoC to 3 x 10 1 

ohm/meter 3 for a temperature change of + lSO°C. Therefore, resistivity 
studies of representative rock materials in various stages of mechanical and 
chemical alteration should be conducted in an environmental laboratory capable 
of reproducing at least a major portion of this thermal as well as vacuum range. 

Because of the difficulties involved in ground coupling of 
electrodes to study any electrical properties or phenomena on the lunar 
surface, emphasis should be given to use of capacitance methods not requiring 
electrode planting. One of the more important examples of these methods is 
the AF-MAG type used extensively for mineral exploration on earth. The 
s arne suggestion applies to instruments for measuring the dielectric constant 
for use in radar studies. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure II-4. 
(Fritsch, 1949). 
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Figure 11-4. Dielectric Constant Measuring System 

Anisotropic effects also are an important factor in understanding 
the resistivity of major rock units, but it will be a long time until sufficient 
resistivity data on the moon are available to consider the contribution from 
such effects in the interpretation of the geologic significance of lunar electrical 
methods. 

5. Priority Measurements 

Every effort should be made to devise means to overcome 
coupling difficulties, particularly if it is learned in early mis sions that the 
moon lacks or has a weak magnetic field. In terms of resolving power of 
available magnetic instruments, it then will be necessary to rely upon lunaric 
current and electrical surveys to solve problems of lunar composition, 
structure and origin outlined in Tables II-I through II-3 of the Magnetic section. 
Furthermore, electrical methods are particularly suitable for defining the out
line of shallow geologic features which might be important as a source of 
water or materials to be used in future lunar basing. The various types of 
information and problems soluble from magnetotelluric and electrical methods 
are outlined in Tables II -4 to II -7. Early mis sions should be confined 
to obtaining measurements from the wire loop system in conjunction with 
magnetometer readings as described previously. The results can be used to 
solve problems in magnetics and magnetolunarics, both endogenic and exogenic, 
discussed elsewhere in this section. 

The power requirements for these instruments are very modest 
compared with other geophysical methods, and the estimated needs are given 
in the appropriate places in the engineering section and charts in Appendix D. 
In addition, rock samples should be returned to earth where their electrical 
properties can be measured. 
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TABLE II- 4. 

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Measurements 

R esi sti vity 

Conductivity 

Spontaneous Polarization 

Dielectric 

Magnetolunaric Current and 
Ma gnetohydrodynami c 

Seismic-Electric Effect 

Anisotropic Effect 

To be Developed for Lunar 
Environment 

Maximum Simplification of Field 
and Instrument 

Instruments 

D-C 
A-C 
Capacitance 
Electrical Transients 

D-C 
A-C 
Capacitance 
Electrical Transients 

D-C 

D-C 
A-C 
Capacitance 

Wire Loop 
Zero Field 3 -Component Magnetometer 
Flux Gate Magnetometer 
Proton Precession 11 

Helium 11 

Rubidium 11 

Any A -C, D -C, Capacitance or 
Electrical Transient Instrument 
System Together With Artificial 
or Natural Lunar Seismic Source 

Any A -C, D -C, Capacitance, 
Electrical Transient or Spontaneous 
Polarization Instrument System 
Making Measurements Both Parallel 
and Perpendicular to Strike of Lunar 
Geologic Featuring Being Studied 
in the Field or for Rock or Core 
Sample 

Self-Reading Devices 
Telemetering System 

Proc e dur es To Facilitate Astronaut 
Reading and! or Activation 

Making Necessary Observations 
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TABLE II- 5 

LUNAR PROBLEMS TO WHICH 
FUNDAMENTAL ELEC TRICAL MEASUREMENTS 

AND EXPERIMENTS WILL APPLY 

1. Chemical Composition 

2. Internal Constitution 

3. Surface Origin 

4. Paleomagnetic History 

5. Origin Earth-Moon System 

6 . Criteria for Short-Term Warning System 
for Occurrence of Solar Flares 

7 . Effect of Ionosphere and Earth's 
Atmosphere on Magnetohydrodynamic 
Waves (results could be applied to 
predicting their effects on 
communications) 

TABLE II-6 

ELECTRICAL 
(INCLUDING LUNARIC CURRENT PHENOMENA) 

Fundamental Measurements and Experiments 

A. Measure Basic Properties in Place and! or 
Subsequently on Samples Back on Earth 
Including: 

1. Resistivity-Conductivity 

2. Spontaneous Potential (if possible) 

3. Dielectrics 

B. Measure Lunaric Currents Generated by Solar 
Winds and Flares Including: 

1. Intensity 3. Frequency 

2. Periodicity 4. Direction 



( 
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TABLE II-7 

SPECIFIC ELECTRICAL 
PROPERTIES AND PHENOMENA 

TO BE MEASURED 

1. Resistivity-Conductivity of Near -Surface 
and Subsurface Material 

2. Spontaneous Potential (if possible) 

3. Sim.ultaneous N -S Com.ponent (with 
m.agnetom.eter) and E-W Lunaric 
Current (with probes and wire coil) 
Magnetic Micropulsations 

4. Anisotropy 

5. Seism.ic-Electric Effect 

a. Field Operations 

Requirem.ents for this type of survey are the sam.e as those 
presented in the Magnetom.eter section. The site should be far enough rem.oved 
from. the LEM to avoid its m.agnetic and electrical effects. The equipm.ent for 
the electrical portion of the m.agnetotelluric m.ethod consists of two coils of 
wire, each 100 it long. They are to be arranged in m.utually perpendicular 
directions. As stated previously, the proper planting of the electrodes m.ay 
present a problem., depending upon the surface characteristics of the site at 
whi ch the LEM lands . 

The location should be near the SIP so that the output from. the 
electrodes can be m.onitored and telem.etered on a m.ultiplex basis at 5 to 10 min 
intervals after the astronaut has departed. Sim.ilarly, while the astronaut is 
there, he should read m.eter values at sim.i1ar intervals coinciding, if possible, 
with m.agnetometer readings. There are no problem.s of elevation surveying 
as in gravity surveys, and the wires may be laid over sm.all surface irregular
ities, comparable to those which would not interfere with astronaut m.obility, 
without affecting appreciably the quality of the data obtained. 

6. Instrum.entation 

The m.agnetom.eter that is a component of the lunaric current 
m.easurement system. is described in the Magnetic section. It, too, must be 
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situated a sufficient distance away from the LEM so as not to record any 
magnetic field associated with it. Similarly, the site for the two wire loops 
about lOO ft long, each arranged mutually perpendicular to one another with 
their associated electrodes, should be located so as to be unaffected by stray 
electrical fields produced by the LEM equipment. 

The input from the electrodes should go to a recording instru
ment that measures the voltage drop between them due to the lunaric currents. 
Because, using an earth analogy, fluctuation in the RMS of the telluric field 
may vary from a few tenths of a millivolt per kilometer to several tens of 
millivolts, a low noise electronic amplifier probably will be needed in the 
circuit to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. There will be no problem of 
elevation differences as in gravity measurements. Also, the wires may be 
laid out over any surface irregularities, of an amplitude comparable to those 
traversable by the astronaut, without affecting the quality of the data. 

The problem which still remains, however, is to pick an area 
where the coupling of the electrodes to the lunar surface will present the 
least difficulty, not only physically but electrochemically. Details regarding 
weight, power and volume requirements are to be found in Chapter V and 
Appendix D. Instruments for measuring electrical properties in bore holes 
will probably not be used on early missions but are listed for completeness 
in Appendix D. 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Lunaric current studies should be given high priority during 

initial missions because of the diversified value of the data obtained. In 
addition, the magnetometer portion of the lunaric current system does not 
represent additional weight, power or volume because it should be included for 
making magnetic measurements. The wire portion of the system will not 
require any appreciable modification for operation in the lunar environment; 

hence, only minimum modification will be necessary to the recording instru
ment. The chief problem will still be that of coupling the electrodes both 
physically and electrochemically, but going far to solve it will be earth-based 
research that can be conducted prior to the mission. 

The use of more conventional electrical methods has not been 
emphasized for the initial mis sions because of the limited application of the 
results of these data to the solution of lunar problems - -in comparison to the 
requirements of weight, power and volume of the instruments and the time 
required by the astronaut to make the neces sary observations. However, 
during later mis sions when it becomes urgent to find water - bearing deposits 
and construction materials for lunar basing and exploration, these methods 
should be reconsidered. They are particularly well adapted to define 



( 
compositional and structural changes at shallow depths, which will be a primary 
area of interest for these purposes. However, in the meantime, the electrical 
properties of lunar samples returned to earth should be studied to establish 
criteria to decide which of the more conventional methods, either in 
passive or active form, will be most advantageous to conduct on the moon. 
These include spontaneous potential or induced polarization, as well as d-c 
and a-c electrical surveys. In regard to measuring electrical properties 
of the samples on earth, it will not be neces sary to take the precautions cited 
for ITleasuring magnetic properties, thus facilitating the problem of sample 
return and still yielding useful, accurate information. 
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CHA P TER III 

SOIL M E CHANICS 

A. SUMMARY 

Presence o r absen ce of a "s o il" c over on the moon's sur fa ce 
will be important to fut ure lunar operat ions . Absence of soil would imply 
difficult terrain conditi on s f or both pede s t r i an a n d vehicular travel, as well 
as hazardous landing conditions , a n d w ould present severe obstacles +0 

development of a lunar bas e. On t he ot h er hand, d e ep deposits of "dust" 
would be equally difficult to n egotiate , but presum a bly could be handled as 
construction material more conven iently than solid rock. Available evi d e nce 
indicates that a "soil" mantl e somewhere betwee n th e se two extremes cove rs 
a major part of the lun ar s urfa ce . It w ill provide the principal natural 
construction resource, as w e ll a s a cus hioning interface between landing or 
locomotive systems and th e pos s i b ly h a r d , uneven surface of underlying rock. 

Solutions t o problems arising in the safe, efficient use of thi s 
soil mantle as a construct ion materi al and as a natu r a l trafficable surface 
will be sought through application of soil mechanics pr inciples. This tech 
nology undertakes to integrate mechanics, strength of materials, and 
physicocheITlical phenomena with scientific observat ion and experimenta t ion 
to solve earthwork and foundation problems. It can b e applied also to other 
problems in which the mechanical behavior of soil m a s s es is paramount. 
Essential to development of a lunar soil mechan ic s tec hnology is a soil 
classification system based on recognizable ind e x properties whi c h vary 
and which may indicate diffe rences in mechanical properties such as com
pressibility and strength. 

This chapter IS not a comprehensive t e xt on s oil mechanics. 

However, it undertakes to illustrate by detailed discuss i o n t h e r a tionale of 
soil mechanics and its role in the APOLLO program. T his i s f o llowed by 
a discussion of pertinent literature and findings concerned w i th the nature 
of lunar soils. In turn, index p r operties are analyzed t o indicate their 
possible value to classify and predict soil behavior and t o p rovide background 
for the elementary treatment of pertinent soil mechanics theory and discus
sions of mechanical properties which follow . Finally, t he contributions of 
various tests, measurements and observations i n the m ajor problem areas-
Hazards, Trafficability , Lunar Basin g , and Surface O r i gin- -are discus sed. 

Proposed m easurements and obse r vations in lunar soil 
mechanics are selected t o satisfy the following obj ectives : (a) to insure 
safety of a pedestrian astronaut, especially with res p e ct to sinkage; (b) to 
recognize index properties which vary from place to place as a basis for 
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classifying and mapping soils on the moon and simulating lunar soils on 
earth; (c) to validate terrestrial theories of soil action such as the Mohr 
failure theory, Terzaghi I s solution for ultimate bearing capacity, etc.; 
(d) to measure representative soil design factors including bulk density, the 
shear strength parameters cp and c, ultimate bearing capacity, and the 
density- compactive energy relationship; and (e) to determine representative 
values of soil depth as it affects astronaut safety and evaluation of sites for 
a lunar base. (The latter is essential to select appropriate structures and 
construction methods and to determine available borrow materials. ) 

Recommended instruments and tests are, for the most part, 
exceedingly simple and are selected to measure mechanical properties in 
place as well as to make qualitative comparisons of surface materials at 
various locations. These instruments include a simple staff, possibly 
augmented by a proving ring and reading dial; apparatus for measuring 
bearing capacity and torsional shear strength in place (modified after the 
Surveyor soil mechanics apparatus); a vane shear device for measuring 
in-place shear strength; and a camera for making various safety and famil
iarization observations. (See Appendix F for list of selected soil mechanics 
equipment.) Numerous other useful experiments are described which may 
satisfy advanced mission constraints or may serve as alternate objectives 
in the event those recommended are superseded by unmanned probes. It is 
noteworthy that virtually all terrestrial soil mechanics test apparatus lacks 
the portability and compactness es sential to this program; an entire new 
generation of soil testing equipment, based on experimentally developed 
miniaturization concepts, is needed for lunar use . Terrestrial counterparts 
are listed in Appendix D. 

B. INTRODUCTION 

In a restrictive sense, soil mechanics is a basic scientific 
discipline concerned with the physical and mechanical properties of soil 
and the influence of these properties on the mechanical behavior of soils 
under various loading conditions. However, because these factors are so 
intimately related to construction practice and performance of engineering 
works, the usual connotation includes the soil technology applied to earth
work and foundation engineering. Ancillary activities such as field mapping, 
exploration and classification testing also may be considered within the 
scope of soil mechanics because a knowledge of the inhomogeneities of soil 
deposits is as important in engineering and construction practice as data 
concerning mechanical behavior. In addition, the distribution, variation 
and index properties of soil deposits are among the most important factors 
bearing on hypotheses of soil origin. 
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( Applied soil mechanics is concerned with the application of 
scientific methods to two main types of problems, those which depend on 
strength of the soil and those related to deformation and volume change in 
soil under foundations, pavements and ea r th structur es. In the fir st category 
are analyses of stability for embankments, cuts and natural slopes; design 
of footings against the pos sibility of breaking into the ground; and analys es 
of retaining walls, shoring and bracing of cuts, bearing c apacity of piers and 
piles, and problems related t o the capacity of natural terrain to support 
vehicles. The second area is concerned with settlement of structures and 
embankments which may, if excessive, produce damage through cracking and 
misalignment of delicate equipment. On earth the problems associated with 
hydraulic properties and phenomena of s oils are also of concern; in fact, 
water is probably the most important single factor in the mechanical behavior 
of terrestrial soils . However, there is ample evidence that the occurrence 
of water on the moon will be limited to hydrated minerals in certain rocks 
and possibly isolated ice deposits; thus, effects of soil water have been dis
regarded in these studies. 

The approach to practical soil engineering problems has been 
largely empirical in the past because earthwork and foundation designs require 
quantitative factors incorporating adequate margins of safety. Even so, 
successful application of soil mechanics principles requires a considerable 
amount of judgment and intuition. These can be gained only through experience 
in design procedures, familiarity with soils in the field and observations of 
soil behavior both in the laboratory and in the field . A multitude of environ
mental factors and complex stress conditions affecting the performance of 
soils cannot possibly be duplicated in a laboratory test. Nevertheless, the 
results of such tests form the basis for development of theories of soil action, 
and observation of field performance provides verification of the validity, or 
the limitations, of such theory. 

Certain types of problems involving stress distribution within 
soil deposits and boundary structures can be analyzed according to the theory 
of elasticity. However, mathematical complexity, coupled with the variability 
and inelastic behavior of natural soil deposits, limit the utility of this method. 
Where this is the only practical approach, compensation for the inherent 
uncertainties is made by use of wide margins of safety in design factors to 
insure that critical stres s conditions are never reached within the soil mas s. 
According to Terzaghi (1943) the state of stress within a soil mass can be 
estimated by means of the theory of elasticity when the safety factor with 
respect to failure by plastic flow exceeds about 3. 

Much of the value of early lunar soil investigations will stem 
from experience gained through contact with lunar materials and observations 
of the ways in which they vary. Rational schemes for classifying and mapping 
soils are based on factors which vary from place to place and are apt to be 
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highly oriented towards a specific application or objective. It is possible to 
predict the variations which lunar soils may manifest only by analogy with 
terrestrial soils. Likewise, predictions of mechanical behavior, implicit 
in the selection of experimen ts and testing equipment, are largely based on 
knowledge of terrestrial soil mechanics, reinforced by experimental find
ings of various investigators who have studied the effects of vacuum and 
other simulated lunar phenomena. 

C. THE LUNAR SOIL MODEL 

1. General Discussion 

Examination of various concepts embodied in models of the 
lunar surface proposed by other workers is necessary prior to evaluation of 
lunar soil mechanics tests and measurements. Selection of a "best" model 
is not the object of this study; rather, definition of limiting cases is 
attempted to identify the most critical as well as the most general problems 
and to select experiments and instruments yielding the greatest probability 
of success under the full range of conditions likely to be encountered. 

Available knowledge concerning conditions on the lunar sur
face is obtained by matching noncontact sensor data with terrestrial models, 
laboratory experiments under simulated environments and philosophical 
conjecture. Much of this information is controversial, and some of the 
laboratory experiments are conflicting; nevertheles s, all serious viewpoints 
must be considered in preparation for a manned lunar investigation. Con
clusions which might be made at this stage of knowledge will certainly be 
subj ect to considerable revision as more definitive information becomes 
available. However, for planning purposes a model need not be consistent 
or accurate as long as the full range of possibilities is considered. For 
instance, lunar soil deposits of low density could be extreme hazards if they 
extended to great depths. On the other hand, shallow soil deposits, a few 
centimeters in depth, would present severe restrictions to development of 
lunar basing concepts which involve use of soil as shielding material or 
placement of underground facilities. Both extremes are considered in 
planning appropriate investigations. 

2. Remote Sensor Evidence 

Photometric properties have had a substantial impact on 
theories concerning the lunar surface. The most important properties 
which determine the photometric character of a material are its albedo and 
brightness. By comparison of the lunar photometric curve with those of 
various types of material in laboratory tests, it has been demonstrated, 
and generally accepted, that only exceptionally rough and porous surfaces 
backscatter light as sharply as the moon. Among the various models 
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( which closely fit the lunar photometric curve are the "peat moss" and the 
loosely sifted micron-size rock dust of Van Diggeln (1959) and Hapke (1963), 
r espectivel y. 

On the basis of such evidence, Gold (1963) proposed his 
11fairy castle 11 model consisting of a particulate system of fine rock dust in 
an extremely loose state, on the order of 90 per cent porosity. The soil 
structure developed by small particles with high surface adhesive forces 
could be similar to the honeycomb structure associated with certain terres
trial fine-grained soils . Gold postulated that very thick deposits, perhaps 
as great as a kilometer, could accumulate in the lower mare regions by agents 
which include an evaporation-condensation cycle, electrostatic forces and 
bombardment by meteorites and micrometeorites. 

Hapke (1963) found that the lunar photometric curve was best 
fitted by an extremely porous dendritic or reticulate structure character
ized by open, interconnected cavities. His particles, compos ed of lunar 
rock darkened by high energy cosmic radiation and impinging hydrogen ions, 
averaged 10 microns in diameter. 

Halajian (1964) reported on investigations undertaken by 
means of an improved photometric analyzer, capable of sampling large 
areas. His investigations showed that the complexity of a surface which 
backscatters light like the moon is not peculiar to fine dust but could be 
equally well reproduced by surfaces having large- scale irregularities. Good 
agreement was obtained with sea corals, NASA slag and dendrites. He 
corroborated Hapke 1 s conclusions that the surface of the moon is covered with 
a dark, highly porous material characterized by interconnecting cavities. 
Thus, instead of a surface which is smooth at 10-cm scale as postulated by 
Gold (1959), the lunar microrelief could vary anywhere from the wave length 
of visible light to 10 cm. The upper limit is that established by radar 
measurements of lunar terrain. Photometry reveals neither the absolute 
scale of roughne s s nor infer s the consi stency of the material. 

Divergent opinions have evolved regarding interpretation of 
the evidence obtained from radar measurements of the moon. Evans (1962) 
in his summary of radar reflection studies concluded that the surface of the 
moon is characterized by irregularities in the size range between 10 microns 
and 1 cm. Sytinskaya (1962) determined the probable range of microrelief as 
0.1 mm to 0.1 meter. Pettengill (1960) says that about 5 per cent of the 
surface is rough to the scale of 68 cm. According to Green (1961) the latter 
distribution indicates a surface which could be as rough as lava flows or have 
a geologically normal amount of faults and fractures. 

Studies concerned with the polarization of reflected light 
have contributed additional evidence concerning the properties of the lunar 
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surface material. Lyot' s (1929) early investigations showed that volcanic 
ash reproduces the lunar polarization curve. He concluded that the moon is 
covered with a layer of fine dust or ash. Polarization studies by Wright 
(1938) verified that at least part of the lunar surface is covered with dust. 
He determined from early studies (1927) that powdered pumice most nearly 
reproduced the lunar polarization curve. Later work by Barabashov (1959) 
extended these investigations, with the conclusion that the best model match 
was obtained by powdered tuffaceous rock and volcanic ash. 

Infrared and microwave measurements demonstrate that a 
thin layer of dust over a hard substratum may exist but do not preclude a 
thicker layer. Infrared and polarization measurements as well as labora
tory measurements of electromagnetic parameters as a function of grain 
size all indicate the presence of dust less than 0.3 mm diameter. 

3. Laboratory Soils Investigations 

A substantial amount of synthetic knowledge already has 
accrued from laboratory studies of soil behavior in simulated lunar conditions . 
The principal factor considered has been the effect of vacuum, but other 
work has treated the effects of temperature and gravity on mechanical 
behavior of soils. In addition, investigation of the contribution of sputtering 
to soil-forming processes has been carried out in a vacuum chamber 
(Wehner, 1963). 

Certain qualitative indications of lunar soil behavior can be 
observed through such experiments in simulated lunar environments. The 
greatest value acquired to date, however, is probably in the experience in 
techniques of environmental testing and instrumentation and recognition of 
problems such as elimination of gas from soil voids during drawdown (Vey 
and Nelson, 1963). Until samples of lunar materials are examined, there is 
no way to ascertain the validity of the conclusions reached through such 
tests or determine how well the simulated lunar materials agree with those 
of the moon. 

Remote measurements of the lunar surface and model match
ing give a roughly qualitative picture, within wide limits, of the structure 
and physical properties of lunar surface materials but yield few facts about 
the mechanical properties and behavior. Experiments under simulated 
environmental conditions are undertaken to set limits on the behavior of 
these materials. A review of these experiments is included here because 
in essence they comprise the fabric of many scientific questions requiring 
answers from lunar explorers to form the scientific basis of a lunar con
struction technology. Academic contributions to the general store of 
scientific knowledge result from such experiments, but practical solutions 
to difficult hazard, traffic ability or architectural problems are the primary 
objectives . 
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Studies of penetration in cohesionless materials have been 

conducted by a number of investigators, to facilitate interpretation of data 
obtained by unmanned probes impacting the lunar surface and establish 
spacecraft design constraints dictated by possible lunar soil conditions. 
Lunar impact probes and dynamic penetration experiments have been 
incorporated in several unmanned space missions, and it is essential to 
gain an understanding of dynamic penetration phenomena if the data from 
such experiments are to be fully utilized. 

When a probe or penetrometer is forced into the ground, the 
soil in its path is displaced, and the resultant strains are propagated to an 
indeterminate distance. A plastic zone will exist within the region imme
diately adjacent to the probe, wherein the shearing resistance of the soil is 
fully mobilized and an obliquity condition exists; this will extend radially as 
far as the strains shear the soil to its stres s limit. The depth to which a 
probe will penetrate is thus a function of the soil shearing strength, albeit a 
complex one. 

Since penetration resistance is an index of shearing strength, 
it is frequently used on earth to compare the strength of soil from place to 
place. In trafficability measurements, penetration resistance is compar e d 
empirically with limiting-strength conditions which will afford passage of a 
vehicle. Since clay soils are subject to loss of strength at constant water 
content through remodeling, a particular number of p a ss e s are specifie d i n 

conjunction with the penetrometer index value for a given vehicle. In 
foundation exploration, penetration is used to correlate soil conditions at 
various depths from place to place, and to determine the minimum depth to 

which piles should be driven. 

The state of packing in granular soils is expressed by the 

eo - e 
relative density, D = , where e 

r eo - e . 0 mln 
= maximum void ratio and e . = mln 

minimum void ratio. This condition has an important effect on the behavoir of 
soils undergoing shear. If initially the material is in a densely packed state, 
much of the shearing resistance is due to interlocking of the soil grains. As 
the soil is sheared, grains in the shear zone must ride over one-another, thus 
causing a volume increase. This expansion against the applied normal force 
requires energy. If the soil is in its most loose state, the volume change is 
negative, and a lower shearing resistance will result. If the pores are filled 
with fluid, part of the normal stress is carried by the fluid, thus reducing the 
intergranular friction. A temporary quick condition may result when the norma l 

pressure on the failure plane is applied rapidly. 

Roddy et al., 1962) demonstrated this phenomenon in experiments 

on dynamic penetration. Penetration on specimens of finely crushed material 
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at low relative density was greater at atmospheric pressure than in vacuum 
because the hydrodynamic lag in the expulsion of air caused decreased 
interparticle stresses. On the other hand, in samples at high relative 
density, these tested at atmospheric pressure had higher shearing resistance 
than those in vacuum because of the additional energy required to draw air 
into the voids. Cratering effects noted during penetration were more 
severe in the loose air-filled specimens than in vacuum, confirming that 
negative pore pressure results from air expelled by rapid penetration of 
the probe. It was concluded that dynamic penetration resistance in a loosely 
packed granular material is less in vacuum than in air for the same sample 
material, probe size and drop height. 

Whether or not this conclusion is pertinent to lunar soils will 
depend on the nature of the interparticle surface forces operative in the 
moon's environment. Many workers --(Salisbury, 1963; Winterkorn and 
Johnson, 1963; Vey ~nd Nelson, 1963; and others)-- have observed develop
ment of flocculent structure, indicative of interparticle cohesion, in vacuum. 
This is generally attributed to stripping of water films and other impurities 
from the particle surfaces. The phenomenon of apparent cohesion in terres
trial soils results from capillary tension due to water films sU:i.~rounding 
points of contact and molecular orientation of water films adjacent to clay 
particle surfaces seeming to have properties approaching those of solids. 
However, removal of these films in a vacuum chamber gives rise to forces 
which have their seat at the particle surface points of contact. The net 
forces may be attractive or repulsive, depending on the mineral composition 
of the particles (Vey and Nelson, 1963). The effectiveness of these forces 
in increasing shearing resistance is a function of particle size because small 
particles have a higher ratio of surface to mass, thus permitting a larger 
total area to corne in contact for a given mass. 

Salisbury et al., (1963) sifted a variety of mineral powders 
in a vacuum approaching 10- 10 torr to observe the development of interparticle 
adhesion. The size range of particles tested corresponded to the size 
range of the cloud of particles surrounding the earth as detected by micro
meteorite bombardment of earth satellites. Based on assumed ideal particle 
geometry and mass, and atomic bonding between particles, a shear stress of 

2 x 108 dynes / cm2 at the damage threshold was calculated. It was estimated 
that the shearing resistance for electrostatic bonding was 350 dynes / cm2 at 
an insignificant normal pressure. No significant adhesion was observed at 
10- 5 Torr. Salisbury concluded that Van der Waals forces or ionic and 
covalent bonds are probably responsible for high-vacuum adhesion. 

Halajian (1962) discussed evidence presented by Zhdanov (1957) 
that the adsorption of water films by quartz particles ground in vacuo produces 
permanent surface changes which are not reversed when these films are 
desorbed in vacuo. Comparison of adsorption-desorption isotherms of 
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\ quartz particles ground in vacuo with those dehydrated by calcination in 

vacuo showed that a much more adsorption-active surface was formed in the 
quartz ground in vacuo, and indicated that the structures of the two types of 
surfaces are different. It was proposed that broken Si -0 bonds produce 
electrostatic free charges which show a specific adsorption of polar H

2
0 

molecules, whereas calcination in vacuo resulted only in removal of H
2

0 
molecules, reaction between neighboring OH groups and compensation of 
valences to form closed groups like) Si = 0. If friction is governed by the 
extent to which chemically and physically held surface films reduce the 
contact area between particles, radically different frictional behavior 
should prevail on the moon- -unles s the surfaces are contaminated by gas 
films produced by some other mechanism. Ryan (196la) points out there is 
no evidence that gas films do not exist on lunar particle surfaces, and it is 
quite possible that vaporization by impacting meterorites or effluent volcanic 
gases could contaminate particle surfaces. Irreversible particle coalescence 
and consequent changes in surface energy were investigated by Martin (1963). 
Water vapor sorption isotherms were measured for samples degassed to 
I 0-5mm for various isotherms of similar samples which had undergone 
degassing and extended storage under sealed conditions. In every instance 
the samples which had undergone storage showed reduced adsorption, indi
cating that the clay had reduced its surface energy by reduction in total 
surface area through coales cence. 

Static bearing capacity of dry powdered basalt was investi
gated by Bernett et al. (1964). Samples with various particle size distribu
tions were tested in air and in a 10- 6 torr vacuum by means of small probe 
penetrometers. It was determined that packing density was the factor 
having the greatest effect on bearing capacity, the effects of vacuum being 
insignificant by comparison. Bearing capacity of loose materials requires 
an arbitrary definition of the failure condition. For the loosely packed mat
erial it was defined as the mass per unit area at which depth of penetration 
was equal to the probe diameter. The densely packed material showed an 
abrupt critical load point in the load- settlement curve which was taken as the 
failure criterion. 

In contrast to these conclusions, experiments by Rowe and 
Selig (1962) showed an increase in both static and dynamic bearing capacities 
for all densities when exposed to vacuum. This phenomena was attributed 
to significant increase in shearing strength, especially at the higher vacuum 
levels. 

Direct shear tests on silica flour and ground olivine per
formed by Vey and Nelson (1963) showed that the angle of inte rnal friction 
increased slightly as pressure was decreased from atmospheric to 10- 9 Torr 
Hg. This trend is significant but is far less than one might predict from 
results of experiments on the frictional behavior of metals under moderate 
vacuum (Bowden, 1952). 
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D. SOIL PROPER TIES AND ENGINEERING BEHAVIOR 

1. General Dis cus sion 

The fundamental premise on which these studies are based 
holds that a particulate or reticulate, unindurated surface layer of mineral 
matter exists over at least a part of the lunar surface, as demonstrated by 
evidence previously cited. Within this category are materials of highly 
vesicular or fibrous form, having more or les s continuity in the solid 
phase, which would be broken into a particle aggregate by pedestrian or 
vehicular traffic. This model of the soil would not include materials such 
as pumice and scoria which, even though highly vesicular, can support 
relatively heavy surface loads without crushing unless occurring as rubble 
in a partially disaggregated form. If the entire moon's surface should prove 
to be covered by solid rock material, the concept of lunar soil would not be 
germane, nor would the rationale of soil mechanics be pertinent. 

2 . Familiarization and Classification 

Virtually every scientific or engineering problem concerned 
with soils requires a reference framework within which distinguishing 
characteristics and areal changes can be identified . The so-called index 
properties comprise the basis of field classification systems . 

Ideally, certain characteristics of index properties are 
common to all soil classification systems: 

• They are expressions of the factors which vary most from 
place to place, or from time to time. 

• They can be measured or recognized readily without compli
cated or time-consuming measurements. 

• They are correlative with other behavioral properties 
which cannot be measured as easily. 

• They reflect the environmental history which has acted 
upon the materials in question. 

To summarize, index properties p r ovide the means whereby 
generalizations about the limits of a deposit and its physical attributes can 
be made from point measurements and observations . 

Invariably soil classification systems are strongly oriented 
to fulfill a par t icular need. For example, relatively low precision is per
missible in a range of soil parameters s elected for purposes of trafficability 
and evaluation of hazards . Investigations for these purposes might employ 
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only two index properti es - -perhaps depth and penetration resistance- -and 
conceivably could be undertaken to identify and map limiting "go" and "no-go" 
conditions . Furthermore, either of these factors could be evaluated quali
tatively by probing with a stick, provided the investigator was familiar with 
the operational behavior of his vehicle in a range of similar terrains, or 
had experienced a foot-cro ssing over near-critical terrain. On the other 
hand, a classification system designed to categorize soil deposits according 
to suitability for lunar base construction would involve many more factor s. 
These would be measured more accurately to facil itate the most economical 
design consistent with functional requirements. 

a. Preliminary Field Investigations 

Development of a soil classification s ystem for any purpose 
must await a determination of the conditions which actually exist on the 
lunar surface. Inde ed, a major task, although not necessarily a difficult 
one, for the first miss i on will be to identify and define the ranges of soil 
parameters which can serve as index properties for future mapping activities. 
This can be accomplished by a general reconnaissance in which perceptive 
visual examination, probing and photography will be unexcelled investigative 
tools. 

Factors which may serve as soil index properties on the 
lunar surface include texture, structure, color, angularity, mineralogy, 
slope, depth, electromagnetic properties, and results of some extremely 
elementary qualitative tests. Observations to answer the following questions 
will contribute valuable qualitative data: 

1) How deep will a staff penetrate? 

2) Is the surface texture that of loose dust, sand, gravel 
rubble, or solid rock? 

3) Is the surface material characterized by a reticulate or 
needlelike structure rather than a particulate structure? 

4) Can the material be compressed or compacted like a snow
ball and retain its shape? 

5) Does such a specimen acquire a marked increase in break
ing strength as tested by bending or crushing by hand? 

6) Are there visible changes in color, texture, structure, 
and slope? 
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7) Is there a cemented crust? If so, probing to test its 
strength and thicmess, as well as the nature of the 
material underneath, should be accomplished. 

8) Does the material adhere to other objects and to itself? 
It may be useful, in subsequent missions, to take along 
small samples of various types of structural material 
such as plastics, teflon, asbestos, glass, metals, etc. to 
make simple qualitative tests designed to determine the 
range of affinities which proposed materials have for 
lunar dust. 

9) Are large blocks, boulders, etc. evident which could be 
used as construction materials? Test the "heft11 of a 
few and note the maximum sizes exposed which can be 
moved. 

10) How deep are the astronaut's footprints? Stereophotographs 
and measurements would permit semiquantitative evaluation 
of bearing capacity . 

11) Are erosional and depositional features evident, and 
do they evince unique structures or textures? 

Each such test or observation which yields a definitive result 
should be supported by a photograph and narrative evaluation of the 
phenomena and, if applicable, the test procedure. Areal differences are 
especially significant . 

After a preliminary reconnaissance of this type is accomplished 
and specific factors for use in classification are identified, detailed investi
gations on subsequent missions may be conducted to measure and map in 
greater detail those parameters which are ess ential for refinement of lunar 
basing concepts and scientific objectives. 

On the first mission these observations, insofar as pertinent, 
probably will be made within a 1000-ft radius of the LEM. Obviously, any 
contact whatsoever with the lunar surface will provide part of this informa
tion. Answers to questions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11 can be obtained by 
an astronaut during the initial proces s of identifying hazards. Evaluation 
of these factors will continue as he conducts his reconnaissance over the 
specified mission range. Items 3, 4 and 9, which involve handling, should 
be deferred until it has been determined that no hazard due to chemically 
reactive constituents exists. 
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b. Index Properties 

Development of lunar soil classification systems for purposes 
of engineering and mobility must be deferred until additional knowledge of 
the lunar surface is obtained. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to speculate 
about the factors which might be useful for this purpose and consider the 
means by which they can be investigated on the moon. 

1) Texture 

The basis for virtually all terrestrial soil classification 
systems (e. g., the Unified Soil Classification System developed by Dr. A. 
Casagrande, the MIT system, the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads system, 
and the U. S. Department of Agriculture system) is grain- size distribution. 
This is practical because: (a) terrestrial soils are primarily particulate 
systems, and (b) engineering behavior and workability of terrestrial soils 
is very closely related to particle size. 

The most significant break in the soil particle size range on 
earth occurs at 2 microns, roughly the upper limit for materials which 
demonstrate plasticity. Below this point, particle size distribution is some
what meaningless at the present state of knowledge. This is because: (a) 
behavior is determined primarily by surface forces, sometimes called 
collodial forces, which exceed gravitational forces (whose significance is 
reduced because of the high ratio of surface area to mass for small particles) 
and, (b) particle size is difficult to measure and apparently is a function of 
electrolyte concentration, dispersion energy and the measurement system 
employed. It is questionable whether the measurement of particle size has 
any real meaning in this range, since clay particles are inseparable from 
adsorbed ions and oriented water films occupying their surfaces and defy 
all removal efforts short of measures which destroy the lattice structure. 

Texture or particle size distribution may be a practical index 
property for lunar soils as well, provided that particulate systems do exist 
on the moon. Lapilli, volcanic rubble, talus deposits, and impact ejecta 
appear to fit the category of materials which can be classified by particle 
size. Even vesicular materials, which are not particulate systems, may be 
considered to have a textural distribution if the vesicle size distribution is 
considered instead of particles normally associated with such systems. This 
would call for innovations in measurement, possibly making use of optical 
properties of such a system. 

Macroscopic particle size distribution can be measured 
indirectly from photographs or directly by means of sieving and screening. 
This is certain to be one of the measurements which will be performed 
routinely on soil samples returned to earth. Since the test results are fairly 
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insensitive to the environment in which they are obtained, no advantage 
would be gained by sieving samples on the moon. Particles in the 
microscopic size range pose some difficult problems with respect to meas
urement; sieving on the moon would probably be difficult because particles 
will tend to agglomerate and clog fine screens. Wet methods such as 
sedimentation and elutriation are not considered feasible in the lunar vacuum, 
and exposure to liquids on earth may have a variety of extraneous effects 
depending on structure, chemical composition and the like. 

2) Structure 

Depending on the background of the user, the term "structure 'l 

has a number of meanings as applied to terrestrial soils. Among these are 
use of the term to refer to the various horizons which appear in the profiles 
of agricultural soil series; the tendency for certain soils to break easily 
into small, fairly uniform chunks when cultivated; and, for the soil mechanics 
specialist, the geometric relationships between the smallest particles which 
can be identified in fine-grained soils. For the latter use, terms such as 
"honeycomb, II "flocculent, II and "disperse 'l structure are frequently used. 

The meaning intended in this report relates to the geometric 
relationships between the solid phas e and the adjacent voids in lunar soil. 
It assumes special significance because a great many hypotheses proposed 
concerning the nature of lunar soil favor the concept of a reticulate rather 
than particulate structure. Thus, the classifications inherent in use of 
texture do not apply. A classic difficulty in using grain size as an index 
parameter of materials stems from the fact this is really valid only for more 
or less equidimensional systems composed of discrete particles within a 
size range which can be passed conveniently through a sieve or screen. The 
reindeer moss, needle structures, whiskers, cotton-candy, and fairy 
castles conceived by various investigators are all beset by classification 
problems related to grain size because, in a true sens e, grains do not exist. 
The structures may vary in detail, degree of fineness or randomness from 
place to place, and it is safe to predict that their engineering behavior will 
vary in like manner. Thus some scheme based on structural attributes 
seems well suited for lunar use. The significant factors of a reticulate 
system may be degree of randomness in orientation of the structures; 
diameters of the "recticles, " whatever their nature; and areal or spatial 
density of the solid material. If the individual structural features of such 
a system prove to be microscopic, their size, like that of clay particles, 
will be mainly of academic interest. 

Observation and photography of soil structures will be per
formed in conjunction with evaluation of other factors, and require no special 
allocations of time and resources. Soil structure can be studied in detail on 
samples returned to earth, provided they are not completely disaggregated 
during sampling and transport. 
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( 3) Color 

A soil description which did not note soil color probably has 
never been written. This important index property is a principal means by 
which the identity and extent of soil mapping units are recognized, and is 
frequently an important indicator of genesis and parent material. On the 
moon, color may be indicative of the extent to which the surface has been 
altered by such soil forming processes as spalling, sputtering and meteor
itic impact. Whatever stratigraphic changes or horizons may be encountered 
in the soil will possibly manifest differences in color or tone. 

4) Bulk density 

Variations in this property, which is a factor in virtually 
every engineering soil design computation, may arise from differences in 
mode of soil formation, history of sputtering or meteoritic impact, and 
parent material. In the subsurface, variations may reflect chronological 
changes in the depositional environment. Differences in texture and structure 
may also result in variations in bulk density. The most expeditious measure
ment of this factor would involve extraction of a cylindrical sample by a tube 
of known dimensions and determination of the sample weight on earth. 

Gamma-ray backscattering has been proposed for measure
ment of lunar soil bulk dens ity (Eimer, 1962; Canup et al., 1962). 
However, assuming the lunar soil minerals have a specific density of 
approximately 3. a g / cc, and taking the porosity at 90 per cent as suggested 
by various workers, the resulting bulk density would be only 0 . 3 g/cc . This, 
unfortunately, is in a range where the response curve is nearly flat, as 
shown in Figure III-l from Eimer's paper. Thus, the possibility of errors 
as great as 100 per cent exists in this method. Further, merely placing the 
instrument on the soil surface could cause marked changes in density from 
the undisturbed condition. For that matter, so may insertion of a sample tube. 

5) Depth 

Even if lunar soil should prove to be spatially homogeneous 
from the standpoint of most properties, it is highly probable that significant 
variations in the thicknes s of the soil layer will occur from place to place 
on the lunar surface. Many of these variations probably will occur in a 
predictable way, once the basic modes of soil information have been identified. 
Thus a fair amount of engineering information will be made available for site 
s election, borrow material prospecting and avoidance of hazards. High 
accuracy in measuring soil depth is not necessary for an initial reconnaissance; 
the information obtained through probing for hazardous conditions will suffice. 
It should be noted whether changes in topographic slope and position are 
indicative of variations in soil depth. From a scientific viewpoint it would be 
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Figure III-I. Gamma Ray Backscattering Response Curve (Eimer, 1962) 

interesting to know whether there a re significant differences in soil depth 
between maria and highlands, but the limited ranges of initial APOLLO 
excursions will preclude such investigation. 

6) Angularity 

Particle angularity on earth is useful as an indicator of the 
erosional history and conditions of deposition of sand, gravel, etc. Aeolian 
dune deposits frequently are characterized by sharp, angular sand grains, 
whereas beach deposits and alluvial materials are more rounded and worn. 
Certain clues to the genesis of lunar deposits may be evident from angu
larity and shape as well. Consider, for instance, thermal defoliation vs 
corpuscular radiation as an erosional agent. Extreme rounding of particles 
unde r certain conditions might be indicative of formation through condensation 
of materials vaporized or melted by meteor impact. On the other hand, platy 
or angular particles would be more likely to result from thermal defoliation. 
Regardles s of genetic significance, angularity influences shear strength of 
frictional soils and therefore merits consideration as an index property of 
lunar soils. No special allocation of time or resources is required to investi
gate this factor on the lunar surface since it can be readily studied in samples 
and photographs returned to earth. 
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( 7) Mineralogy 

The importance of mineralogy in engineering behavior of 
terrestrial soils is especially apparent in those clays which undergo high 
volume changes with variation in water content. Other examples in which 
engineering behavior is strongly influenced by mineralogy include sands 
having a high mica content, gravel deposits in which the alurninosilicate 
minerals have been altered by weathering so that they degrade under traffic 
and compaction equipment, and loess, for which the engineering properties 
are largely determined by the solubility and concentration of calcareous 
cementing material between the soil grains. 

A different aspect of mineralogy may affect the performance 
of lunar soils. This concerns the presence of ultraclean particle surfaces, 
which may exhibit tendencies to bond with other particle surfaces, depending 
on the mineralogy involved. Vey and Nelson (1963) found that the bonding 
tendency of olivine powder, as demonstrated by apparent cohesion, decreased 
under ultra-high vacuum levels, whereas the apparent cohesion of silica 
powder increased under similar conditions. It was concluded that vacuum 
above a certain level causes an increase in interparticle forces which may 
be either repulsive or attractive, depending on the material. Since no one has 
yet performed such tests at vacuum levels closely approachin g those believed 
to exist on the moon, it is difficult to predict the magnitude of these forces. 
It is certain, however, that the coefficients of mechanical friction associated 
with various minerals will be vastly different from those encountered on earth, 
where virtually every particle surface in the natural environment is covered 
by a film of adsorbed gas or water. Vey and Nelson concluded: IIIt is probable 
•..• that the mineralogical composition has a significant effect on the porosity 
of the soil on the lunar surface. II 

The silicate minerals are not, of course, the only ones expected 
to constitute lunar soils. In terms of engineering behavior and surface structure, 
the iron-nickel minerals may have the greatest influence. Since these metals 
cold weld at vacuum levels somewhat les s than those expected on the moon, 
their presence in soils should impart exceptional characteristics which may be 
easy to identify and map. Although minerals ideally should be recognizable 
in hand specimens, as may actually be the case for Ilwhiskersil or other 
particles of regular crystallographic habit, certain mineralogical properties 
such as distinctive color, "heft, II hardness, and the like may be useful criteria 
for soil mapping and classification . These factors are discussed further in 
Chapter I (Geology). 

8) Slope 

Although not a soil property, this factor is included because of 
its pos sible significance in inferring the nature and depth of soil deposits which 
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may be controlled by slope. If there should prove to be a paucity of soil on the 
lunar surface, a favored place for such material may be at the base of steep 
rock slopes, i. e., talus deposits. 

The natural angle of repose is frequently regarded as indicative 
of a granular material's angle of internal friction. This criterion should be 
used with caution; it is true only when the material in question is noncohesive 
and occurs at its loosest packing density. The criterion has no substance in 
fact for cohesive materials. 

3. Mechanical Behavior of Soils 

In the foregoing section, various index properties which serve 
to describe and classify soils were examined, and their possible usefulness 
in the lunar environment was evaluated. In this section, a discussion of the 
mechanical behavior of soils will lay the groundwork for examination of 
various tests and measurements in subsequent sections. 

The soil properties which determine its mechanical behavior 
are termed shear strength and compressibility. Bearing capacity is largely 
a function of shear strength, although it depends as well on geometry of the 
loaded area. For terrestrial soils another property, permeability, must be 
considered. However, as this report is concerned with the lunar environment, 
wherein the likelihood of encountering free moving fluids in the soil is extremely 
remote, this property will not be discussed. Nevertheless, Winterkorn and 
Johnson (1963) have discussed the feasibility of using various liquid reagents 
in stabilizing lunar soils; hence study of permeability in lunar soils may be a 
valid topic for investigation during advanced lunar construction stages. 

The rate at which load is applied is an important variable in 
terrestrial soil mechanics tests including all shear test procedures, compress
ibility studies and the California Bearing Ratio test. Harroun (1953) noted that 
varying the rate of strain in a laboratory shear test between 30 in. IMin and 
60 in. IMin resulted in mobilization of cohesive resistance up to four or five 
times greater than the cohesion values found at the standard rate of 
0.05 in. IMin, and variations of the same magnitude resulted for cohesion 
values measured by means of the Mark II soil truss at high shearing rates. 
However, this is believed to be a viscous phenomenon for which no lunar counter
part will exist. It is believed that lunar soil mechanics tests will be relatively 
insensitive to strain rate as long as forces are applied slowly enough to 
minimize inertial effects. Hence the testing times estimated for instruments 
listed in Appendix D are considerably lower than one would as sociate with 
terrestrial tests which are affected to a marked degree by viscous forces and 
pore pressure effects. 
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( a. Shear Str ength 

Problems involving the shear strength of soils will constitute a 
major portion of lunar soil mechanics. Problems include stability analyses 
for natural slopes, cuts and embankments; bearing capacity problems such 
as evaluation of the resistance of foundations to stresses induced by loaded 
footings, rafts, etc.; and design computations concerned with pressures 
exerted by soil mas ses against lateral supports and roof structures. 
Evaluation of the support and tractive reaction supplied by the ground to 
vehicle locomotive systems is also within this category. 

A clear understanding of the principles which underlie the con
cept of shear strength in terrestrial soils is es sential for evaluation of their 
lunar counterparts. Therefore, these principles are reviewed in considerable 
detail in following paragr aphs. 

When external forces are applied to solid bodies, they are 
resisted by internal stresses. The total stress acting on an internal plane or 
section at any point in the body can be resolved into components normal and 
tangential to the plane. Internal stresses cannot be measured; however, in 
materials which obey Hooke's law, sl E: = C, where s = stress, E: = strain, 
C = constant (modulus of elasticity), it is pos sible to determine the state of 
stress at a point from measured strains and a knowledge of the material's 
elastic properties. The concept of failure in such materials usually involves 
a well-defined yield point, or ultimate strength, so design procedures employ 
ample safety factors to insure that service loads never exceed these stresses. 

Soils do not, in general, behave according to Hooke's law, and 
it is not possible to predict with reasonable accuracy the stresses induced by 
external loads from the accompanying strains except at very low stress levels. 
Most soils can sustain considerable deformations without significant los s of 
shearing resistance; hence they are regarded as plastic materials. This is 
to say that they can undergo continuous deformation at constant stress when 
the condition of failure is reached. 

It is feasible to evaluate the stresses acting on a plane of failure 
from the loads known to have caused failure. Conditions of rupture can be 
characterized by an appropriate theory of failure, and the limiting stress 
conditions existing at failure can be determined by a laboratory test under 
conditions similar to those existing in the field. The design or stability 
analysis then involves determining stress conditions at failure in a test 
sample and comparing the conditions with those imposed on various possible 
failure surfaces by the design or service loads. 
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It is usually assumed that the shearing resistance of a soil 
mas s is related to the normal stress on any plane by Coulomb's empirical 
equation 

1" = c + 0' tan <I> (1) 

where the symbol c represents the cohesion or shearing resistance per 
unit of area when the normal stres s on the failure surface, 0', equals zero. 
The parameter <p is called the angle of internal friction; its role is analogous 
to the coefficient of sliding friction between solid bodies. The parameters c 
and <I> can be evaluated by means of laboratory tests in conjunction with the 
Mohr failure theory. 

In general, all planes through a point in a solid will have both 
shearing and normal stresses. A fundamental principle of mechanics states 
that through any point three orthogonal planes exist on which there is no shear 
stress. These are named according to the magnitudes of the direct stresses 
acting on them as major, intermediate and minor principal planes. Since 
critical values of normal and shearing stress always occur on planes normal 
to the intermediate principal plane, it is convenient to disregard the inter
mediate stress condition and work with a biaxial stress system. 

Consider the elemental force system in Figure III-2, in which 
the major and minor principal stresses, having intensities 0'1 and 03 , act 
on planes at right angles. This is the same condition which prevails in a 
triaxial shear test, wherein an all-around normal pressure is applied to the 
sides of a cylindrical sample, corresponding to 03, and an additional axial 
pressure is applied along the axis of the specimen. Equilibrium conditions 
require that normal and shearing stresses, 0 and T, act on any plane other 
than a principal plane. Summation of the forces produced by 0 1 and a 3 in the 
horizontal and vertical directions gives the following expressions: 

0'3 ds sin a. - (J ds sin a. + 1" ds cos a= 0 

0
1 

ds cos a - (J ds cos - T ds sin a = 0 

Solving for the stresses (J and 1" acting on the plane A - B, as defined by 
its direction 8 to the major principal plane, yields 

1 1 
0' ="2 (0'1 + 0' 3) + "2 (0' 1 - 0 3) cos 28 

1 
1" = - (0' - 0' ) sin 28 

2 I 3 
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Figure III -2. Elemental For ce System 

A graphical solution of these equations is available through use 
of the Mohr diagram, Figure III-3. If normal stresses are plotted as abscissas 
and shearing stresses as ordinates on a rectangular coordinate system, all 
details that pertain to stress at a point may be shown by a circle. Since the 
shearing stresses on principal planes are zero, the principal stresses fall 
on the horizontal axis, at distances from the origin proportional to their 
magnitudes. The center of the circle falls on the horizontal axis at a distance 

G l + (J 3 
2 ; the circle diameter is equivalent to 

a - (J 
1 3 

2 
If a radial line is laid 

off so that the angle AO'a is equal to 28, its intersection with the circle 
corresponds with values of T and (J equal to those on the plane inclined an angle 8 
from the major principal plane, as defined by Equations (4) and (5). 

It was previously noted that the shearing resistance of a soil 
mass is given by Coulomb's equation, (l), and it is assumed that the values of 
c and <l> are independent of the states of stress which preceded the failure. 
This equation may be plotted as a line on the Mohr diagram, with an intercept, 
c, on the ordinate axis, where cr on the failure surface equals zero and an 
inclination angle <l> to the abscissa axis. Any stress circle tangent to this line 
is a circle of rupture, since the coordinates of the tangent point represent the 
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Figure III-3. Mohr Stress Diagram 

stres ses on a plane which have mobilized the maximum shear ing resistanc e 

attainable under the existing stress conditions . Any stress circle below the 
line repr esents the locus of stress conditions at a point where the full 
shearing resistance of the soil has not been mobilized. Since points above 
the line correspond to stress conditions greater than maximum shearing 
resistance , any circle intersecting the line represents an impossible stress 
condition for the material in question . Also, according to previous definition 
of a plas tic material, continuous deformation occurs at constant stress when 
the condition of rupture is attained. 

The values of c and 4> used in this analysis are independent of 
the state of stres s, but they do vary according to the condition of the material. 
Lunar soils may exhibit high values of cohesive strength relative to the 
component of strength expressed by the term (J tan 4> because of the effect of 
reduced gravity on the term (J and high particle bonding stresses . It is 
probable that the Mohr failure theory and the concept of plastic failure will 
be appli cable to lunar soils, but there is no basis for predi cting the shap e of 
the failure envelope or the value of the shear str ength paramete rs until the 
theory is validated in the moon's environment. 
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b. Bearing Capacity 

Bearing capacity is not strictly a property of the soil, since it 
depends on the dimensions and depth of the loaded area as well as soil strength. 
However, the characteristic failure mode is dependent on the relative packing 
density of the material. When a load is applied to the soil through an area 
of limited dimensions, the surface settles. The relation between the unit load 
and corresponding settlement is shown by a settlement curve, Figure III-4, 
If the soil is fairly dense, the curve may show a well defined break at which 
excessive settlement occurs without a corresponding increase in load. This 
is called a general shear failure. Loose materials, on the other hand, may 
have load-settlement curves in which no distinct break is evident but in which 
the curve steepens progressively and approaches a tangent; such a condition 
is called a local shear failure. In such a case, bearing capacity may be given 
some arbitrary definition, such as the load which produces a given settlement, 
or taken as the abscissa of the point at which the curve becomes steep and 
straight. 

Approximate theoretical methods exist for computing the 
bearing capacity of continuous footings and are described in soil mechanics 
textbooks. For footings with simple geometric shapes, such as squares and 
circles, not even an approximate theory is available. However, semi -empirical 
equations have been derived on the basis of experimental load tests 
(Terzaghi, 1943). 

LOCAL SHEAR 

( CHARACTERISTIC 

OF LOOSE SOIL) 

q I 

d 

GENERAL SHEAR 

(CHARACTERISTIC OF 
DENSE SOIL) 

qd = BEARING CAPACITY 

Figure III-4. Characteristic Load-Settlement Curves for Loose and 
Dense Soils 
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An approximate semi -empirical expression for the bearing 
capacity of a cir cular plate of radius R at a depth D below the ground surface 
of a fairly dense or stiff soil is 

R N ] 
Y 

in which the symbols N ,N and N are dimensionless parameters which 
c q y 

depend on the value cp, and c is the cohesion term in Coulomb's formula. 

(6) 

The "N" coefficients are determined from geometric constructions based on 
the theory of pas sive earth pres sure against rough contact faces in which the 
controlling factor is 4>; a chart for these coefficients is shown in Figure III -5. 
When the conditions pertaining to a local shear failure apply, it is customary 
to as sume that the cohesion and friction of the soil are equal to 2/3 of the 
corresponding values given by Coulomb's equation, so that c' = 2/3 c, tan </>' = 
2/3 tan cp . The curves for bearing capacity factors N' , N' and N' are used in 

c q y 
this case. These arbitrary distinctions between general and local shear fail
ure conditions by no means cover all possible conditions, but they have 
generally served as satisfactory, conservative approximations for practical 
design procedures. 
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( c. Compressibility 

Compressibility is the volume change occurring in a laterally 
confined soil due to application of a normal load. From a practical stand
point, in terrestrial soils this is principally important in fine -grained soft 
clays, where the normal stress displaces the pore water and the volume 
change in the sample is proportional to that of the drained water. 

The compressibility of crushed minerals such as sand and 
mica mixtures has been studied principally as an academic subject. Volume 
changes take place rapidly in sands and coarse -textured materials as con
struction loads are applied and are usually small. An exception to this 
generalization is the case wherein repeated vibratory loads are applied to a 
loose granular subgrade. 

Curves showing the volume change with increasing load are 
shown in Figure III -6. It is apparent that the presence of scale -shaped or 
platy particles greatly influences compressibility, and that the curve for a 
dens e sand is considerably flatter than that for the same material in a 
loose state. 

D 

A-80%SAND+20% MICA 

B-90%SAND+ 10%MICA 

C - LOOSE SAND -+--~ 

D - DENSE SAND 

.01.1 10 100 1000 

PRESSURE P IN k Q I cm2 ( LOG SCALE) 

Figure III-6. Load-Settlement Relationships for Sand and Sand-Mica 
Mixtures (After Terzaghi and Peck, 1948) 
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Compres si bility of sands and crushed minerals is the result of 
elastic deformation, slippage along inter granular points of contact, and at 
pressures exceeding about 100 kg/ cm2 , crushing of mineral grains. The 
portion of the volume change due to elastic deformation can be observed, 
when the load is removed, by a decompres sion curve and hysteresis loop . 
The compres sibility of lunar soils may be more important that that of terres
trial nonplastic soils because of the exceedingly porous structure anticipated. 
If a fibrous "reindeer moss" or "whisker" structure prevails, compression 
may occur as the result of breaking of individual fibers and subsequent 
densification as well as elastic deformation. A local shear failure occurring 
in a weak, porous lunar soil would be expected to compres s the material in 
the zone of failure. 

d. Compaction 

It is necessary to redefine this phenomenon, since in terrestrial 
engineering practice compaction refers to a condition of density achieved with 
a specific amount of mechanical effort at a given water content. However, the 
relationship described below may be an important factor in lunar earthwork 
construction. 

On the moon, it seems certain at the present state of knowledge 
that mechanical means will be needed for decreasing porosity and increasing 
the density of lunar soil construction materials. Ryan (196Ib) discussed the 
nature of atomic bonds between soil particles and stated that increase of 
normal pressure, with accompanying increase in the area of real contact 
between particles, will increase the coefficient of mechanical friction. 
Certainly application of compactive effort and moving of soil particles closer 
together will introduce a wedging effect between these particles with consequent 
interlocking of the grain structure. This effect, coupled with the increase in 
surface contact and enhanced effectiveness of surface bonding forces, will 
impart considerable strength to such a soil. 

A mold and drop hammer similar to those used in laboratory 
compaction tests may be used to test this concept. The compaction mold and 
tamper from the Harvard Miniature Compaction Apparatus are ideal for lunar 
use. The resulting compaction curve, showing densification as a function of 
blow count (a measure of compactive energy), may provide useful data for 
lunar earthwork design. Such an experiment could pos sibly be performed in 
a terrestrial vacuum chamber on a sample of lunar material, provided no 
contamination by the earth's atmosphere occurred. 
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E. EVALUATION OF TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 

1. General Discussion 

Observations of properties and phenomena which can be made 

without apparatus other than a simple staff. and which contribute to general 
background knowledge of soils rather than specific problem areas, were 
discussed in Section D. Discussion in this section deals with measurements 
and related equipment in the soil mechanics category with reference to four 
pertinent, specific problem areas. No soil mechanics tests or measurements 
were identified that contribute directly to understanding the origin of the earth
moon system. 

The list of Selected Measurements, Appendix E, includes 
measurements and equipment chos en for lunar operations under primitive 
conditions anticipated for the initial series of flights. These are essentially 
in situ experiments and tests; exceptions are the direct shear and compaction 
experiments which may be performed on disturbed materials. Observation of 
soil horizons or layers can be noted either in exposed cuts made by a hand tool 
or on soil cores. 

The list of measurements does not include various tests and 
experiments which can be performed most feasibly on samples in a laboratory. 
This is not intended to downgrade the importance of such tests as triaxial, 
shear, compression, etc., but serves to indicate that the weight and complexity 
of apparatus required, time constraints or other factors mitigate against 
selection of such equipment for early APOLLO missions. 

It is recommended as a general guide that every object placed 
on the lunar surface, every type of disturbance and every unique feature of 
lunar soil and topography be photographed, preferably stereoscopically and 
in color. Even such mundane feature s as footprints and the imprints of 
packages placed and removed from the surface can yield information on bearing 
strength and behavior of lunar soils which is possibly more useful from a 
practical standpoint than a highly precise measurement of force transmitted 
through a 2 -in. diameter bearing plate. 

2. Hazards 

When an APOLLO astronaut goes out on the lunar surface, he 
will already have ascertained from the LEM descent and pre-egress safety 
procedures that there is sufficient bearing strength to support the LEM, and 
that the surface is non -reactive. Since the environment may appear totally 
strange and hostile, each step of the way must be accompanied by a careful 
test of the ground immediately in his path and a continuing re -evaluation of 
possible hazards. For such a process, no instrument is likely to be as 
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valuable to this first explorer as his own powers of observation and judgment. 
However, two simple instruments might be used to supplement his judgment. 
The first, called a "tethered sphere, I' is conceived as a spherical mass on a 
string which can be cast a few feet ahead of the astronaut and retrieved by 
winding in the string. It can be designed cons ervatively so that soil bearing 
strength adequate to prevent its exces sive sinkage into the soil will be roughly 
equivalent to that required to sustain the astronaut l s weight. This will enable 
the astronaut to test hazardous terrain, especially deep deposits of low density, 
without venturing close enough to jeopardize his safety. The second instrument 
will be a simple probe or staff for testing the ground closer at hand t o determine 
whethe r the existing crust will withstand the astronaue s weight and to test 
subsurface consistency. After a few steps he should be able to evaluate the 
g r ound on a qualitative go or no -go basis by the probe reaction. 

Penetration resistance, as a mechanical property of soils, 
embodies a number of factors which can be empirically correlated by means 
of quantitative measurements such as bearing capacity and shear strength. 
A p r oving ring or similar device attached to the staff to make penetrometer 
measurements may not be necessary until after several APOLLO flights have 
occurr ed. 

In the event that surface materials prove to be too weak to 
sustain the astronaut l s weight, the next mo st important question would be: 
"How deep is the weak layer 7" If surface materials are shallow, the weak 
materials would compact under load through a local shear failure, and sink 
age would not immobilize him. Depth, up to the limit of the probe, can be 
easily investigated. Probing would also reveal dust-covered fissures, 
indicate the strength of surface cohesive forces in bonded structures and aid 
in evaluating differences in soil structure from place to place which may 
be indicative of hazardous conditions. 

The pos sibility that dust particles may adhere to the astronaue s 
space suit and thus immobilize him is considered remote though present. 
Such a phenomenon may be apparent as soon as the first object is lowered 
from the LEM to the lunar surface and retrieved. On the other hand, dust 
particles may be a local hazard related to lateral variations in soil. A light
weight coverall may be worn over other clothing which could be shed if it 
became dust laden. When this occurs, the investigator should return to the 
LEM by the same path taken in the outbound excursion. 

Bearing strength is an important variable for evaluating pos sible 
terrain hazards, and criteria should be developed at an early stage for i t s 
measurement in anticipation of later missions with greater payloads and 
extended ranges. When impassable or near -critical conditions are encountered, 
the y should be tested for an indication of the range of conditions whi ch future 
miss ions must be prepared to negotiate. This will be discussed in greater 
detail in connection with trafficability. 
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Criteria for field clas sification of lunar soils must be found 
which indicate hazardous conditions, if present. Initially, however, intuition 
and judgment of lunar explorers must suffice, since present knowledge is in
adequate to predict surface conditions. The most important tool for this 
purpose will be the camera, since a film record of any visible hazard or 
index property which indi cates impas sable terrain, will be invaluable for 
terrain evaluation and training of future exploration teams. Factors indicative 
of hazardous conditions could be soil structure, grain size and topographic 
position as discussed in a previous section. If the Gold hypothesis is correct, 
deepest dust deposits will accumulate in depressions and the maria. Depth, 
however, may not be the only criterion of hazardous conditions; dust deposits 
characterized by low cohesion and lack of frictional strength on steep slopes 
could present significant danger because of the sliding hazard. Landslide 
potential is largely a function of shear strength, and the stability of an earth 
mass can be evaluated for several different modes of failure if the geometry 
and shear strength parameters are known. Rockfalls may constitute a 
significantly greater hazard in mountainous areas, and these are not subject 
to any practical theoretical analysis. This would not seem to be of concern 
in early APOLLO landings, since mountainous landing sites would present 
formidable navigation hazards and mission time constraints probably will not 
permit extended sorties from the spacecraft. 

3. Trafficability 

Many of the conditions and soil properties pertinent to traffic
ability are the same as those for hazards. Any terrain which cannot be 
negotiated by available means of locomotion constitutes a hazard. However, 
the terms used are principally in the context of pedestrian vs vehicle traffic
ability. 

The trafficability problem has a dual nature. First, measure
ments are needed to establish soil and terrain-dependent criteria for predicting 
the performance of vehicles with established design characteristics in the 
environments encountered. This involves two main tasks: a) determining by 
empirical means the limiting conditions for support and locomotion of specific 
vehicles, and b) ascertaining, by representative field measurements and 
mapping, areas in which common limiting ranges of these conditions exist. 
These tasks can be accomplished most expeditiously by testing, with a 
penetrometer, the limiting ground conditions for operation of a given vehicle. 
Such testing will establish a "vehicle cone index" value, corresponding to the 
minimum soil strength required to operate the vehicle under specified conditions. 
Any terrain which, when subsequently tested in the same manner, has a cone 
index rating equal to or greater than the vehicle cone index is presumed strong 
enough to support the vehicle in question. 
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The second aspect of the trafficability probleIll, usually called 
the Illobility probleIll, refers to the Illatter of Illeasuring terrain paraIlleters 
which can be translated into vehicle design specifications. The best known 
technology in this field is the Bekker systeIll of land locoIllotion Illechanics. 
In this systeIll, independent observations for bearing capacity and shear 
strength are Illade and used to cOIllpute soil Illobility paraIlleters which can 
be translated into vehicle design specifications according to Bekker's theory. 
The lunar bevaIlleter developed by General Motors Defense Research 
Laboratory for the Surveyor soil Illechanics experiIllent appears to fully 
satisfy the data requireIllents for the Bekker systeIll. In addition, the device 
fulfills the requireIllent for a research instruIllent which can be used to 
investigate the nature of soil action on the Illoon including shear strength
evaluation of the cp and c paraIlleters in the COU10Illb equation and bearing 
capacity experiIllents concerned with the forIlls of load- settleIllent curve sand 
critical load values. The principal liIllitation of this instruIllent for use on 
the Illoon is the need to provide SOIlle sort of load and torque reaction. Thor-. 
Illan (1963) notes that on a spacecraft having terrestrial weight of 600 lb or a 
lunar weight of 100 Ib, conteIllplateduse of this instruIllent as the reactive Illass 
would liIllit axial load for any of the test devices to 50 lb to avoid lifting the 
spacecraft. Since the sIllaller penetration plate has a diaIlleter of 2 in., the 
IllaxiIlluIll Illeasurable bearing strength will be about 15 psi. Such a re striction 
Illay be acceptable for purposes of vehicle design but Illay be too stringent 
for evaluation of general soil behavoir or developIllent of design criteria for 
lunar bases. It is desirable in such cases to load the soil to failure. If the 
bearing strength is greater, this test could be perforIlled by using sIllaller 
penetroIlleter pads, but there would seem to be a liIllit iIllposed by the soil 
structure and texture on the IlliniIlluIll- size loaded area that will yield a valid, 
representative test. Use of the LEM as a reaction would perIllit testing of 
an exceedingly liIllited area whose conditions may be altered by the descent 
blast. Sufficient reaction maybe pos sible by the use of screw augers which 
could be turned into the ground. 

Use of the apparatus discussed above Illay not be feasible until 
payload constraints permit some sort of cart or roving vehicle on which the 
device can be Illounted. On the other hand, if the soil has sufficient strength, 
a base plate with s crew anchors Illay provide a suitable reaction. Also, there 
is the possibility (Trafficability Research TeaIll, 1961) of empirically relating 
cone penetrometer valves to the Bekker Illobility paraIlleters. Another 
experiIllental instrument, the soil truss (Harroun, 1953), was developed for 
trafficability studies. As with the cone penetroIlleter, reproducibility of 
results is somewhat dependent on operator skill. 

Ratings in the trafficability category were assigned with these 
factors in Illind. Exces sive sinkage is apt to be the principal cause of 
imIllobilization; hence, the highest rating as signed was that of bearing strength. 
Penetration resistance would give a valid indication of bearing strength in 
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( cohesive materials, but for heavier traffic loads an observer might lack the 
ability to interpret penetration behavior intuitively. The trafficability system 
based on penetrometer measurements as developed by the U. S. Army Engineer 
Waterways Experiment Station is applicable mainly to cohesive soils and has 
not been extended to those soils which develop their strength principally from 
intergranular friction. On the other hand, the Bekker system is applicable 
in either case and provides design data which can be used effectively by 
vehicle manufacturers. 

Soil depth is second in importance among the tests in the traffic
ability category. This is important principally because even in weak soils 
a vehicle could operate effectively if the depth to firmer material was shallow-
provided that rolling resistance w-as not too great. It is expected that sinkage 
would be accompanied by compaction in the material immediately below a 
vehicle gear, which would in turn increase the shearing strength and bearing 
capacity of the soil. 

Since bearing strength is lar gely a function of shearing strength, 
it follows that when bearing strength is adequate to support a vehicle, shearing 
strength will not be a critical factor. It may, however, limit the thrust which 
can be developed between the soil and vehicle gear, and is thus a consideration 
in acceleration and climbing ability of a locomotion system. For this reason, 
and because of its essential role in design analysis, shearing strength is 
included in the list of desirable measurements. 

Other significant factors within the scope of trafficability are 
color and bulk density. These were accorded relatively low ratings, but 
were included because of their possible use as index factors in field classifi
cations which might relate to the trafficability properties of soils. This 
was already discussed with respect to hazards. Bulk density has a major 
influence on bearing strength, shear strength and penetration resistance, 
but presumably it would not be measured when the latter properties can be 
measured directly with much greater ease. 

4. Lunar Basing 

The science and technology of soil mechanics grew out of a need 
for analytical tools and measurements to cope with problems arising in earth
work, embankment and foundation construction. It is in this context that most 
progress has taken place. Presumably, many construction techniques and 
problems encountered on earth will be applicable to the moon. Among these 
are problems relating to slope stability, settlement, footing design, excav
ation, earth pressures on walls, cribs, conduits, compaction, and transporta-
tion. The hydraulic phenomena which playa major role in the engineering behavior 
of terrestrial soils and dictate many unique construction features for control of 
seepage are not anticipated in the lunar environment. This supposition 
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autom.a tically m.akes m.uch available knowledge of terrestrial soil beha vio r 
irrelev a nt, but other factors, such as the surface forces m.anifested by soil 
par ticles , m.ay as sum.e gr eatly enhanced significance. 

Questions which require im.m.ediate answers to harden l una r 
basin g concepts are easily identified. Forem.ost am.ong these is the need for 
an a c cur a te description of the lunar soil with respect to its depth, s tru c tur e , 
possible texture, and bulk density. Large scale photographs taken on t he 
lunar s urface and photom.icrographs of sam.ples returned to earth will advance 
knowled ge of structure and texture im.m.easurably. The bulk density of un
di stur b ed sam.ples can possibly be estim.ated from. the photographs but s hould 
be determ.ined by direct m.easurem.ent of the hole volum.e from. which the sam.ple 
wa s extracted, in com.bination with the sam.ple weight. A thin-walle d sam.p le 
tube thrust into the soil a known distance will suffice to determ.ine the volum.e 
if the d ensity is sufficiently low and soil bonds are weak. 

N ext in im.portance is an evaluation of the range of soil d ep ths 
whi ch m.ay exist within the lim.its of the region selected for reconnaissance . 
For planning p u rposes, generalizations for large portions of the lunar surface 
can probably be m.ade by sounding four or five locations, at variou s topogr aphic 
positi ons, within 10 0 0 ft of the LEM. As previously noted, depth of soil 
m.ay be a s everel y lim.iting factor in selection of a site for base developm.ent 
becaus e of the desirability of having adequate sources of m.aterial for borrow 
and em.placem.ent of subsurface facilities. Blasting and crushing as a n 
alte rnati ve m.ay be extrem.ely hazardous in the lunar environm.ent. 

Assessm.ent of soil depths on a regional basis is closely t i ed 
t o th e m.atter of soil classification and m.apping and should be c onsidered in the 
sam. e context. Areal differences in soil deposits, including depth, invar i ably 
affe ct th e design and p erform.ance of engineering works and s houl d a ccordingly 
be identifi e d as a m.atter of course in any base reconnaissance. Dur in g early 
m.is sions , h and p r o bing and boring will provide data concerning s oil depth. 
Eventually , it m.ay be feasible to m.easure continuous soil depth profiles 
electroni c ally. Green (1963) has discussed an investigation into fea s i bility of 
a soni c v e l oci ty s y stem. for m.easurem.ent of dust depth. 

Se l ection of a lunar base location m.ay be controlled by m.any 
fac t o rs; forem.ost am.ong them. is certain to be soil. Since perm.anent base 
construction will n ot be initiat ed until 3 to 4 years after the fir s t l andings, 
and only rudim.entary construction capability is needed to support APOLLO 
landings (Co rp s of Engineers, 1963), detailed tests and investigations at 
sel e cte d s i tes should b e deferred until general reconnaissance has established 
the range s a nd variati ons in s oil properties and terrain. During this period, 
howeve r , gen eral investigations into the nature of lunar soil action m.ust be 
undert aken t o v erify the concepts discussed previously, i. e., bearing capacity 
failur e m.odes, shapes of load-settlem.ent curves and shapes and param.eters 
of Moh r str ength envelopes. 
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Since lunar soil and rock will be the only indigenous construction 
materials available, it is important to determine ranges of compaction properties 
and note special problems which may be encountered in excavation and place
ment. For measurement of compaction, a compaction cylinder, manual drop 
hammer and laboratory scale will suffice. The intended objective of this test 
is determination of the density vs compactive effort relationship. The 
compacted samples should also be subjected to a penetration test, such as the 
laboratory CBR test, to measure the modulus of defo rmation at various 
compacted densities. Development and transportation of a lunar testing 
machine would be necessary for this purpose; as a field substitute, the 
Proctor penetrometer may suffice. 

The penetrometer pads on the Surveyor soil mechanics 
apparatus are probably adequate for mobility measurements and general field 
investigations. However, in connection with site evaluations, at least one 
load-bearing test using a larger plate should be performed. The test apparatus, 
probably mounted on a roving vehiCle, should be capable of delivering a load 
to the plate equivalent to twice the anticipated design unit stress or to the 
failure strength of the soil. This may limit the size of the plate. In 
connection with this and other tests, there is a need for terrestrially based 
experimental evaluation of the influence of small dis continuities in soil, such 
as voids, cracks, and pebbles in fine-grained soil, on test results obtained with 
apparatus of various sizes. Considerable effort will be devoted to miniaturiz
ation of test apparatus, and should be preceded by experiments to determine 
the effects of such factors and scaling. An example of miniaturized test 
equipment which has performed successfully in selected soils is the Harvard 
miniature compaction system. 

Virtually every soil design computation involves the shear 
strength parameters cp and C, hence their evaluation is a necessary basing 
measurement. It is also essential for the soil mechanics specialist to know 
the shape and limits of the load-deformation curve. Evaluation of shear 
strength by lunar laboratory direct shear apparatus is recommended. 
Commercially available test equipment is too heavy and bulky for lunar ship
ment, but test apparatus similar to that used at Illinois Institute of Technology 
(Vey and Nelson, 1963) in vacuum chamber experiments can possibly be 
modified for use on the moon. 

Direct shear tests should be supplemented by field vane shear 
tests to evaluate soil deposits in situ. Also, the Mark II soil truss is appli
cable to lunar shear strength measurements in place, provided the materials 
encountered are not so weak that the applied normal load causes sinkage. 
This instrument reportedly reproduces laboratory direct shear test results 
very well in sands, but produces variable cohesion values in plastic soils, 
depending on the rate of strain. This effect may not be severe enough to 
cause concern in lunar soils, provided they behave like cohesionles s 
terrestrial materials. 
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Simulation of lunar phenomena in terrestrial vacuum chambers 
is expected to continue for many years after man has reached the moon. This 
is becaus e the high cost of transporting materials to and from t he moon 
dictates that all equipment and design concepts be checked out carefully 
befor e prototypes are launched. Since a major parameter of any env ironmental 
model is the soil, it is neces sary for the simulated soil to behave as much like 
its prototype as possible. The mechanical behavior can be tested by tr ansport
ing a small amount to the moon and performing tests, such as shearing strength 
and bearing capacity, in the moon's environment. A correspondence between 
the behavior of the lunar soil and the simulated soil would be very convincing 
evidenc e of similitude. 

5 . Origin, History and Age of the Lunar Surface 

Science advances through observation of natural phenomena, 
development of hypotheses and subsequent investigation in controlled experiments. 
The earth environment, notably the hydrosphere, obscures a great many 
phenomena of interest in soils and so complicates matters that separation or 
cont rol of the variables which affect soil behavior is extremely difficult. A 
good example is the presence of adsorbed gas, especially water vapor, on 
the surface of all mineral particles which have been exposed to the atmosphere 
for even a few minutes during their "lifetime. II In the absence of a hydro
sphere on the moon, it may be pos sible to study the influence of interparticle 
forces on soil strength and the phenomenon of mechanical friction far more 
effectively than on earth. 

Virtually every question raised about lunar soils assume s the 
statur e of a major scientific problem at the present state of knowledge. Obtain
ing the most t rivial data presents overwhelming problems of measurement and 
observation. 

Hypotheses regarding the soil structure - - whether it be II cotton 
candy , II "fairy castles," "reindeer moss," or "whiskers" -- can be largely 
solved by visual examination. Measurement of particle bond strength, perhaps 
as a function of cohesive strength (shearing strength at zero normal stress) 
will yield useful information concerning the source of surface forces which 
support these structures. Sputtered structures and metallic enrichment of 
the soil should be fairly easy to recognize by characteristic structure, 
brittle fractur e of a surface crust and mineralogy. Lapilli, glas s shards 
and lava structure s would indicate distinctive origins. 

Mechanisms of soil formation, such as the sputtering phenomenon, 
condensation of vaporized materials produced by meteoritic impact and thermal 
fracturing (W eil , 1961), may be difficult to observe directly. Unique grain 
shap es may provide clues relating materials to respective theories of origin; 
the thermal f racturing theory may be supported by gradation of particle s , 
which should t end to be fairly course, and evidence c,f rock spalls or hairline 
cracking in exposed rock surfaces. 
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Evidence of operative transportation mechanisms will be 
obtained from distribution of materials between topographic highs and lows . 

Radiation damage, as a soil-forming process, may be evident 
from so -called " metamict" l structure in rocks. A general deterioration of 
the "intrinsic stress, II which gives rise to tensile strength in solid bodies may 
be manifested without destruction of external form. 

Mineralogy of lunar soils may reflect their mode of origin and 
may possibly affect their mechanical properties. At the particle size range 
predicted by most investigators, about 10 microns, X -ray diffraction techniques 
would be most useful for these measurements. These tests could be carried out 
on earth with ease, provided the samples were sealed to prevent atmospheric 
contamination. In connection with such analyses, it would be desirable to 
detect presence of adsorbed or chemisorbed gas layers on the particle surfaces. 
Differential thermal analysis of samples with gas chromatographic analysis 
of thermal decomposition products could be used to detect and measure these 
gases. 

Any visual evidence of soil layering would indicate variations in 
the intensity of soil-forming processes or environmental factors. Some of 
these might include stages of volcanism, major meteoritic impacts or changes 
in the intensity of the solar wind and the radiation phenomena. 

F. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is apparent from evaluation of the foregoing measurements 
and equipment that considerable development effort is needed to produce soil 
mechanics hardware suitable for early APOLLO mis sions. The recommended 
tests are primarily tho se which measure soil properties in place. Initially, 
test results on returned samples will advance knowledge of lunar materials 
and their mechanical properties by orders of magnitude. Even so, there is 
much to be said for performing laboratory tests such as direct and triaxial 
shear, compressibility, compaction, and CBR on the lunar surface in order 
to realize the full range of environmental factors which could possibly affect 
test results. Obvious reasons are: a) greater statistical reliability can be 
achieved through testing more samples; b) structural disturbance of samples 
will be minimized; c) the risk of atmospheric contamination will be minimized; 
and d) problems of similitude, involving dimensional relationships between 
mass, length, time, and other factors are circumvented. 

1. Ryan (196lb), discussing radiation as a soil-forming process, defines 
metamict minerals as those which have lost all vestiges of crystal 
structure through long -period exposure to natural radioactivity. 
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Development of instruments for these measurements will require 
considerable ingenuity and knowledge , beyond that which now exists, of scale 
effects and inhomogeneities in soil. In principle, test results average the 
effects of dis crete particle size, shape and str uctural arrangement in the 
same manner as nature . However, when test equipment is miniaturized, 
fewer soil particles make up the sample , and the relative effect of each is 
proportionately greater. Thus experimental evaluation of these factors 
should be performed to establish specifications for miniaturized instruments 
and tests which do not compromise test objectives . 

An effort should be made to standardize parts of sampling and 
testing apparatus such as power supplies , gear trains , proving rings, dials, 
sample holders, sample tubes, and any other components , so that weight and 
handling is minimized. Unique means must be found to apply constant loads 
to samples during testing, independent of strain, to eliminate weights and 
hangers as well as elaborate hydraulic systems such as those used in con
ventional laboratory testing machines . 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUPPORTTECHNOLOGlliS 

A. SUMMARY 

Surveying, mapping, photography, and sampling are activities 
required by most disciplines to insure retrieval of maximum information from 
the moon. Two of these activities, photography and mapping, were given the 
most emphasis in letters received from the scientific community (see Appendix 
A). 

Samples are necessary to the lunar geologists for age .determin
ations, chemical analyses and for mineralogical studies. Geophysists will use 
them to measure density, velocity , resistivity. an.i magnetic susceptibility. 
Soils engineers need samples to measure parameters bearing on trafficability 
and basing. 

Photography will help record geological and engineering details 
at sample sites since the astronaut may not have time or specialized training to 
describe such details to the satisfaction of earth-based experts. It will also be 
used to simplify the recording of many surveying and mapping details. 

Surveying and mapping will help relate the LEM landing-site 
information to remote sensor data (e. g., infrared and radar imagery and visible 
photography) as an aid in extrapolation of point data over relatively large areas. 

Essential sampling equipment consists of relatively simple tools 
such as a hammer, pick, rock saw, and sample containers. Since later mis 
sions may require power tools and other more complicated devices, design of 
power tools and ultravacuum-tight containers could be a major task and warrants 
immediate investigation. 

Photographic map ping and surveying techniques will use the LE M 
TV to track the roving astronaut and to determine his bearing from the LEM. 
In addition, some of the LEM-as tronaut communication electronics will be em
ployed with the TV t o monitor th e astronaut's distance from the LEM. Addition
al required equipment will consist of a descent camera for recording the posit io n 
of the landing site; a hand stereo camera to record background and survey data 
at sample sites; a gyro and possibly a sun compass to obtain azimuth data; an 
inclinometer for measuring dips; and a tape recorder to note the astronaut's 
technical comments. 

Much progress has been made on designing space and TV cam
eras, but little work has been done to adapt them to l unar surveying and map
ping purposes. Testing and evaluation of recommended equipment and tech
niques under space suit conditions are urgently needed. 
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B . SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR LUNAR 
EXP LORA TION 

1. Introduction 

Terrestrial sampling methods have been studied to determine 
their pos sible application to lunar surface exploration. Basic problems include 

acquisition of samples which will yield the most significant data and their 
packaging to pres erve mechanical and chemical integrity during the return trip. 

Initial efforts were directed toward listing surface and shallow
subsurface sampling techniques and subsequently determining which of these 
would yield the greatest amount of significant data . Succes sfu1 completion of 
such work depends upon a thorough understanding of sample types required for 
maximum data return. This reasoning dictated dividing the study into three 
phases: 

PHASE I - Sampling Specifications 

PHASE II - Sampling Techniques and Instrumentation 

PHASE III- Recommended Sampling Equipment and Procedures 

These phases were further subdivided to provide a simplified 
study outline (Table IV -1) as an objective guide to synthesize the information 
into conclusions and recommendations. 

TABLE IV-1 

OUTLINE FOR LUNAR SAMPLING STUDIES 

PHASE I a. Definition of samples 

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS b. Sample requirements related to 

tests and properties to be studied 

PHASE II a. Sampling methods and techniques 

SAMPLING T ECHNIQU ES AND b. Instrumentation survey and 

INSTRUMENTATION evaluation 

c . Recent investigations 
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( TABLE IV -1 (CONTD) 

OUTLINE FOR LUNAR SAMPLING STUDIES 

PHASE III 

RECOMMENDED SAMPLING a. Rating system for sampling 

equipment 
EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 

b. Preference rating, weight, and 

volume of sampling equipment 

c. Recommendations and modifica-

tions for simple tools 

d. Recommendations and modifica-

tions for complex (powered) tools 

e. Recommendations for sample 

contalners 

2. PHASE 1 - - Sample Specifications 

a. Definition of "SaITlples" 

Definitions us ed in this study were adopted and modified from 
Hvorslev( 1949). The se we r e not originally intended to be used in hard rock 
sampling; however, it is felt that they do apply since the tests and property 
studies are essentially the same whether the saITlple is consolidated or uncon
solidated. Accordingly, sample s may be class ified as to the condition or dis
turbance of the sample materia l as follows: 

(NR) - Non-Representative samples consist of a mixture 
of materials from various soil or rock layers, or 
they are samples from which some mineral consti
tuents have been removed or exchanged, thus 
destroying the mechanical integrity during the 
sampling process . (LOSS OF BOTH MECHANICAL 
AND CHEMICAL INTEGRITY) 

(R) - Re prese ntative samples contain all the mineral 
constituents of the intervals from which they are 
taken and have not been contaminated from other 
intervals or by chemical changes during the samp
ling process; how ever, the soil structure is seri
ously disturbed and the gas or fluid content may be 
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(U) -

changed. (LOSS OF MECHANICAL INTEGRITY 
CHEMICAL INTEGRITY PRESERVED) 

Undisturbed samples may be defined broadly as 
samples in which the material has been subjected 
to so lit tle disturbance that it is suitable for all 
laboratory tests and thereby for approximate deter

mination of the strength, consolidation, permea
b ility characteristics and other physical prop
erties of the material in situ. (BOTH MECHANI
CAL AND CHEMICAL INTEGRITY PRESERVED) 

If a unifo rm material covers the lunar surface, areally and ver
tically, non-representative samples could not exist as defined. The primary 
distincti::>n between representative and non-representative samples is dependent 
on the occurrence of compositional and textural changes. A representative 
sample within some given vertical or horizontal interval is a non- representative 
sample for any smalle r interval within that range, assuming that the sampled, 
area is not homogeneous . 

b . Sample Requirements Related to Tests and Properties to be Studied 

Table IV -2 shows the relationship between the lltests and proper

ties to be studied11 and the required types of samples. It is apparent such 
information must be carefully considered before conducting any protracted study 
of lunar instrumentation and sampling techniques. These test and property 
studies are grouped by scientific disciplines to relate the needs of various pro
gram study groups to a specific l1type 11 sample of m inimum size, shape and 
mas s. 

The sample type , indicated in the first column, is not merely a 
preference but an actu.al need for fulf illment of total t est requirements of each 
study group . Non-representative sample s do not meet the total requirements 
of a single study group; whereas , representative samples yie ld only a small 
amount of data when compared to an undisturbed sample. Based on indicated 
needs , the primary objective of the sampling group should be the acquisition 
or development of a sampling tool capable of obtaining relatively undisturbed 
samples with a minimum expenditure of time and energy. 

Shape and size of samples are based on composite minimum 
needs of the study g r oups and are indicated in Table IV - 2. An analysis of group 
needs indicates that the relative desirabilify of various sample types is as 
follows : 
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TABLE IV-2 

REQUISITE SAMPLE INFORMATION RELATED TO TEST AND PROPERTY STUDIES 

rE:STS AND TYPE SAMPLE. SAMPLE SHAPE AND SIZE SAMPLE MASS* TYPE TESTS REMARKS 

P ROPERTIES Unconsol. Con solid. (inches) (lb) 

1 Rhf'o lo gic and soil R - Unconsolidated bulk samples R = IS laterally spaced bulk Tests are mechanically 
mechanics Z.3 x Z. 3 x 4 samples -unconsolidated - destructive; sample is 
prope rtif's R U U U - Unconsolidated and consoli- 5.8 - Z3.0 chemicall y unaltered. 

dated, 3 x 6. cylindrical Unconsolidated-O. 9- - 3.3 
U = I each-Consolidated _ 3.3--8.0 

Z 
U - 0.8" 4 . 3 cylinders of con- Tests non-destructive; Also meteoroid, 

l!I o lidated and unconsolida- 15 - Unconsolidated samples very small amount paleontological Geclogy U U 
ted material 0.7 - Z.4 needed for thin sections. and biological 

15 - Consolidated samples samples. 
Z.4 - 6.0 

3 
Composi ti on and R - Same a9 II 1 Use samples from II I Tests partially destructive 

age R U R U mechanically and chemi-U - Same as NZ Use sampl es from HZ 
ca lly - - less tha n 10 per 
cent. 

4 U U U - 3 x 6 cylinders - same as II 1 
Use samples from N I Separate sampl e 
U se samples from NZ w ith non-metallic Geoph ys ic s 

U - 0.8 x 4 . .3 core - same as N2 3 unconsolidated - 1.0 -- 4.8 Tests no n-destructive sam pler . Rectan-

U - 2. 3 x 2.3 x 4 rectangular 
3 consolidated - 4 . 8 - - 11.0 gular samples for 

paleo- magnetic sam pl es 
stud ies 

5 Reflectivit y U - Z x 12 x 12 square-consoli- 1 - sample - ZO.7 -- 5Z.0 Requires large 
and U U dated Tests non-destructive sampl e - - make 

emissi v ity U - 2 x 12 x 12 square-unco nllo l -
I - sample - 5.Z--ZO.7 

tests on lunar 
ida ted s urface 

6 Erosion, transport Depositional r es idue o r trapped Dependent on conditions and 
Tests non~de8tructive Counting and 

and d e position rate R pa rticulat e matter. tim e factor . mechanical s tudies 

7 Gases R Container 9hape Mass of getters Destructive 

I , I I I 

I SamEl e Prefe renc e I ShaEe a nd Si:z. e Pref~~ 
I 

Total Mass"*(lb) 
I I 

OPTIMUM TEST SEQU ENCE , Total mass does not 
: 1- U I I - U - - 0.8 x 4. 3 cores 

, 
Min. Max. : I . Non-de s tru c tiv e I include any m e t eo-Conc lusions I I 
19.0 59 . 0 Z - R 2 - U - - 3 x 6 cores Excluding H 5 , Z. Mechanicall y destructive , roids, paleo or bio-I 

3 - NR 
, 

3 - R - - Z.3 x Z. 3 x 4 bulk I I 3. Chemicall y des tructive I log ical samples I I 4 - U - - Z.3 x Z. 3 x 4 b locks I Including N 5 44.S 13 1.0 
I 4. Mechanically and chemi- I I I 5 - U - - 2 x 12 x 12 squares 

I I cally de s tructiv e I I I I I I I , I I , 

* U - - Both m ec hanica l and c h em ica l integrity prese rv ed **Pos tulated density - - tbs /in 3 
R - - Loss o f mechanical integrity - - chemica l int egr ity prese rved Min. Max . 

N R - - Los s of both mec ha nic a l and chemical integ rity Unconsolidated --0 .0 18 0 . 012 

Consolidated -- o. on 0 .. I SO 

< 
I 

U1 



.. Undisturbed 

• Undisturbed 

.. Representative 

• Undisturbed 

• Undisturbed 

Cores 0.8 x 4.3 in., consolidated 
and unconsolidated material; or 
the equivalent, such as blocks or 
pieces obtained by hammering, 
sawing and cutting. 

Cores 3 x 6 in., consolidated and 
unconsolidated material; or the 
equivalent, such as blocks or 
pieces obtained by hammering, 
sawing and cutting. 

Bulk 2.3 x 2.3 x 4 in., consoli
dated and unconsolidated material. 
Large fragments (exceeding 1 in.3) 
may be considered undisturbed 
samples. 

Rectangular 2.3 x 2.3 x 4 in. , 
consolidated and unconsolidated 
material 

Square 2 x 12 x 12 in., consolidated 
and unconsolidated material 

• Non-representative - Bulk 2.3 x 2.3 x 2.3 in., consoli
dated and unconsolidated material 

Sample amounts needed by each group were related to the planned 
tests and properties to be studied with respect to the destructiveness of such 
investigations. Tests to be performed on each sample by the study groups were 
rated as to whether they were: 

.. Non-destructive 

• Mechanically destructive 

• Chemically de structive 

• Mechanically and chemically destructive 

The total number of samples was greatly reduced by assigning 
a priority to the testing procedures based on these factors; i. e., total requests 
for 0.8 x 4. 8-in. consolidated cores exceeded 40 in number, but only 15 are 
required when testing priority is properly assigned . 
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Estimates of the dens'ity of the lunar surface material indicate 
that total sample requirements can be met within the limits of the alloted 80 lb 
(including containers, film and tape). These estimates do not include the large 
samples required for integrating purposes in the emissivity and reflectivity 
studies. Although these measurements probably can be carried out best on the 
lunar surface, methods to obtain the size sample required are an integral part 

of sampling studies. 

3. PHASE II - - Sampling Techniques and Instrumentation 

a. Sampling Methods and Techniques 

More than 200 methods that could pos sibly apply to sample 
acquisition were compiled and classified by type. The list included such 
methods as boring, sawing, cutting, chiseling, and scooping. 

b. Instrumentation Survey and Evaluation 

U sing the tabulated sample acquisition data as a guide, more 
than 500 "state -of -the -art" instruments, techniques and acces sory items were 
reviewed. Of these, approximately 80 items were listed on engineering 
evaluation sheets (Appendix D). 

The "type sample" column generated a gross scientific evalua 
tion of sampling techniques since the quality or type of sample possible is a 
direct measure of the instruments' value in lunar exploration. The consider
able overlap in sample types, when clas sified by instrument, is primarily a 
function of the manner in which the instrument is applied; i. e., chipping in a 
small area with a pick will yield a repres entative sample but when applied for 
the purpose of removing an "in place" block, an undisturbed sample can result. 

Selection of instrumentation from the engineering evaluation 
sheets was based on the wide variety of possible sampling techniques deemed 
necessary. Techniques considered were as follows: 

Hammer 
Sawing 
Cutting 
Scooping 
Boring 
Grasping and holding 
Magnetic attraction 
Absorption and particle entrapment 

Hammering, boring and sawing techniques were also considered from the 
standpoint of powered units which are discussed in Phase III. Any instru
mentation package combining all of these techniques should insure acquisition 
of a suitable lunar sample regardles s of the condition of the lunar surface. 
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c. Recent Investigat ions 

A comprehensive literature search reveal ed only a limited 
amount of study for the evaluation and design of too l s to obtain lunar samples. 
None of this effort was directed toward evaluat ing simple tools, although the 
need for simple tools is implied in most studi es concerned with lunar explora
tion. 

The most recent inve stigations (A rmour R es earch Foundation, 
1961: Hughes Tool Co . , 1960 : Texaco , Inc. , 1961) yielded positive 
results for defining methods of drilling a hole on the lunar surface and acquir
ing broken media by mechanical removal from the hole . Primary aims of 
the s e inve stigations we re to determine the following: 

1) Which drilling method will bore an economical hole 
most efficiently in terms of time , weight,power, 
volume , reliability, and simplicity? 

2) What type of sample can be obtained with this method 
and how can it be obtained concurrent with the bor
ing proces s ? 

These investigations have been quite thorough concerning drill
ing and clearly show that the rotary-percussive method more nearly satisfies 
all requirements for making hole and mechanic all y obtaining samples of the 
broken media. Investigations of item 2 has been primarily concerned with 
obtaining a sample without ample thought being given to its scientific and tech
nologic significance. The net result of these investigations has been the 
development of complex mechanisms which can bore a shallow hole for the 
insertion of measuring sondes and for the simultaneous acquisition of a non
representative sample. The present studies have shown that a non-representa
tive sample can contribute only a relatively small amount of scientific and tech
nologic data compared to undisturbed samples. Consequently ,sampling studies 
should be directed toward obtaining undisturbed samples. The importance of 
the hole for making vertical measurements by the insertion of various probes is 
understood. However , the desirability of these vertical tests during the initial 
phases of lunar exploration must be explored more fully . 

Investigations of penetration rates (Hughes Tool Co., 1960) would 
indicate that if some or all of the lunar surface is equivalent in hardnes s to 
Bere;lSandstone (called a medium hard sandstone) , adequate samples could be 
obtained by using a small battery- powe red rotary drill with a masonry core bit 
or carbide-tipped hole saw . Their tests indicated a penetration rate of nearly 
14 ft/hr @ 1000 rpm using a 1-7/8 in . diamond-tipped core bit with a 5/8 in. 
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finite cutting annulus. The bit load was 50 lb with a gas flow of 28 dm for 
removing the cuttings. With half the load and a more suitable bit, no trouble is 
anticipated in obtaining a 5- in. co re in a period of time of 5 -10 min in 
material equivalent to Berea Sandstone. 

These investigations also revealed that rotary drilling, under 
the same conditions, had a maximum penetration rate in gray granite of only 
1 - 1/2 in, /hr. If material of this hardness were encountered, rotary drilling 
would be ineffective for sampling purposes. However, further investigations 
by Hughes indicated a percussive drilling rate in Harris granite (assumed to 
be about equivalent in hardness to thE gray granite) of 11. 5/ft/hr using a 1 in, 
chisel bit, a gas flow of 20 dm, and a load of 65 psi. Under the same condi
tions the penetration rate in Berea Sandstone was 66 ft/hr. Using less load 
and a smaller bit under the same conditions, no difficulty is expected in extract
ing an ''in place" block of hard material by hammering and chiseling a series of 
small holes and utilizing any existing small surface fis sures. 

4, PHASE III - - Recommended Sampling Instrumentation and Procedures 

a. Rating System for Sampling Equipment 

Tools selected from the engineering evaluation sheets satisfy

ing techniques listed in Phase II- 2b, were rated on the grading scale given in 
Table IV -3. All of the measurands were rated from 1 to 5 except the "type of 
sample acquired" which was weighted double because of the scientific and tech
nologic significance attached to the acquisition of a proper sample. This rating 
resulted in a reasonably objective order of preference for the sampling tools 
and great! y reduced the number of items for consideration in Chapter V. 

Table IV -4 is a rating chart of sampling instrumentation based 
on the mission suitability measurands listed in T able.IV-3 . A subjective 

review of this rating chart indicates a few minor adjustments are desirable 
for a more suitable order of preference for sampling tools. This subjective 
evaluation involves the following change s: 

• A magnet should be considered an acces sory item 
since its primary function is not the physical 
acquisition of a sample (forceps or scoops will 
do the same job) but the differentiation of similar 
appearing samples or outcrops. A magnet of les s 
than O. 5 in. 3 in volume and a few ounces in weight 
is recommended as an accessory item. 
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TABLE IV-3 

RA TING SCALE FOR MISSION SUITABILITY MEASURANDS 

MISSION SUITABILITY MEASURAND 

RATING 

( 1) RELIABILITY HAZARDS - ACTIVE STATE (2) 

Very reliable 1 Activation involves no hazards 

Reliable 2 Activation may involve hazards 

Fairly reliable 3 Activation will involve hazards 

Poor 4 Activation will involve hazards 
even with shielding 

Unreliable 5 Activation implies extreme 
danger 

(3) SETUP TIME OPERATING TIME (4) 

o - 5 Min 1 0 - 5 Min 

5 - 15 Min 2 5 - 15 Min 

15 - 30 Min 3 15 - 30 Min 

30 - 60 Min 4 30 - 60 Min 

More than 60 Min 5 More than 60 Min 

(5) COMPLEXITY REPEAT ABILITY (6) 

Very simple-single piece 1 Unlimited 

Simple - one moving part 2 10 - 20 operations 

Simple - more than one 
moving part 3 5 - 10 operations 

Complex - some moving 
parts plus power 4 2 - 5 operations 

Complex - many moving 
parts plus power 5 Limited to one operation 
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(7) 

( 9) 

TABLE IV -3 (CONTD) 

RATING SCALE FOR MISSION SUITABILITY MEASURANDS 

MISSION SUIT ABILITY MEASURAND 

ST ATE OF DEVELOP
MENT 

On shelf 

Needs minor modification 

Needs major modification 

Only partially developed 

Idea only -- needs 
development 

WEIGHT 

Less than 1 lb 

1 - 2 lb 

2 - 4 lb 

4 - 8 lb 

More than 8 lb 

RATING 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

POWER 

No power required 

Requires less than 10 w 

10 - 50 w 

50 - 100 w 

More than 100 w 

VOLUME 

Less than 5 in.
3 

5 - 25 in. 3 

25 - 100 in. 3 

100 - 200 in.
3 

More than 200 in. 3 

(11) OPTIMUM TYPE 
SAMPLE ACQUISITION 

Undisturbed samples 1 

Representative samples 5 

Non-repres entative 
samples 10 

(8) 

(1 0) 
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< TABLE IV-4 
...... 
N OBJECTIVE RATING CHART OF SAMPLING INSTRUMENTATION 

$1 
o 
~ / 0' if $.,0 

~ 

Hammering ~Okl09ist's I 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 _ 15 " 1 
P1C 

Sawin I Carbide Tip I 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 _ 17" 3 
g Hand Saw 

. I Bowie Type 

cutt1ng Knife 11 1 2 11 1 2 11 2 2 1 1 2 1 - 16 - 2 

Scooping I ssample 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 5 - 18 - 4 coop 

Graspi~g i Planchet 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 5 _ 19" 5 
& Hold1ng Forceps 

. Powered I - --Bor1ng R tTl 3 2 2 3 5 3 4 5 5 5 l.am 38 ~ 8 o ary 00 

Hammering 
Boring I Powered 3 4 2 2 5 2 4 5 5 5 1 

1m act Too l 
~ .. ,... i 7\. 1 ..... .; __ 

III 1 1 1 1 III 5 -- ---,. .. -~ .. --
Passive Erosion 2 1 1 4 2 5 5 1 2 4 5 _ 32 _ 7 

Sampler 

Passive JAdsorbers 2 1 1 5 2 5 3 1 2 2 5 _ 29 _ 6 



( • Sawing and cutting are indicated as items 3 and 2, 
respectivel y on the rating chart. These two items 
are recommended for incorporation into a single 
tool similar to a fish knife •. The serrated edges 
of the knife would consist of sharpened tungsten 
carbide tips. 

• The two powered tools are components of a flexible 
tool discussed in a later section. Because the 
impact tool is more versatile and of more value 
as a separate component than the rotary, this 
impact tool should have a higher rating. 

• While the erosion sampler and adsorber do not truly 
satisfy sampling needs of the various study groups, 
they have been included because sampling is inher
ent in their passive operation. Their objective 
rating preference is higher than that of the power 
tools but the immediate need for them and their 
contribution is far less. Therefore, this type 
instrumentation was rated lowest of all sampling 
tools. 

b. Preference Rat'ing, Weight and Volume of Sampling Equipment 

Table IV -5 shows the revised preference rating of samp-
ling tools plus their acces sories, usage, weight, and volume. Their total 
estimated weight and volume is 40 lb and 600 in. 3 exclusive of packaging. If 
25 per cent additional weight and 100 per cent additional volume is assigned 
for packaging, the total weight and volume would be 50 lb and 1200 in. 3 They 
would fit in a package measuring approximately 16 x 10 x 8 in. 

Carrying this amount of sampling equipment on the early mis
sions may hot be feasible. Order of preference indicates that the simplest 
tools can be packaged to provide all es sential sampling techniques. For exam
pIe, if constraints for sampling tools are 5 lb and 100 in. 3 for the first mis
sion, the first 4 items would fit these constraints and still provide capabilities 
for pounding, breaking, cutting, sawing, scooping, scraping, grasping, and 
holding. 

c. Recommendations and Modifications for Simple Tools 

1) Hammer, Saw-knife, Sample Scoop, and Chisel 

Combining the hammer, saw-knife, sample scoop, and chis el 
into one unit would save weight and volume. The incorporation of flexibility 
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< TABLE IV - 5 
....... 
~ EARLY MISSION PREFERENCE RATING OF LUNAR SAMPLING TOOLS 

WEIGHT VOLUME ORDER 
SAMPLER ACCESSORIES TECHNIQUE & USAGE Ib 1n~ OF PREF. 

Geologists Shielding poundin~ & Breaking - H=1.5 20 
5=0.5 12 1 Hammer Magnet Uardroc Surface Samples 

Sample Differentiation M=0.2 0 .5 

Modified Cuttin~ & Sawin2 -
Fish Knife Consol~dated Surface Samples 1.0 12 2 

Sample scoopint & serapin! -
Scoop Unconso·~dated Sur-ace Samples 0.5 24 3 

Planchet Gras~in2 & Holdin2 -
Forceps Loose Surface Samples 0.4 2.5 4 

Meteoroids, Paleo. n·t oloqical, Bioloqical 

I mpact Power Pack Poundin2, Breakin2 & sawin2 
I Rotary- Electric Motor Surface sampling 27 362 5 

Impact Auger Core flit Subsurface Sampling Est. 
Power Hanuner Making Bole 'tj 

Tool Chisel Anchoring & Entrenchment .... 
(l) 

Saw Ground-Instrument Coupling x .... 
Anchor Bolts tJ 
Clay Digger .... 

III 
Adaptor 

1-3 
0 
0 .... 

Rotary Auger Core Bit Boring 
Power Modified hole Surface Samples 6 95 6 
Tool Saw Subsurface Samples Est. 

Making Bole 

Erosion Near Surface Partic l e Entrapmen t 
1.0 36 7 Sampler 

Adsorbers Heavy-Inert Gases 2.0 36 8 



( 

( 

Figure IV-I. Active Mode -- Hammer, Chisel and Shielding 

into the design of simple tools may not be feasible since the tendency to cold 
weld in space may be very strong (Forsyth, 1962; Maguire, 1963). 

Use of the chisel and hammer with mesh shielding as a guard 
for flying chips is shown in Figure IV -1. 

2) Planchet Forceps 

The only modification anticipated for the forceps is the use of 
non-metallic claws or metallic claws with a plastic coating to prevent metal
to - sample contact. 
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3) Erosion Sampler 

The erosion sampler is intended as a tool to measure and trap 
any particles which may be in motion near the lunar surface. This passive 
device will yield a particle count vs time as well as a representative sample 
of any type of material in motion. A possible approach to the design of this 
type sampler is shown in Figure IV -2a. 

The instrument consists of a small folding unit of two collect
ing pans and two drumhead baffles. The first pan and baffle collects particles 
from the surface to 6 in. and the second combination from 6 to 12 in. eleva
tion . The baffle serves two purposes; to deflect slow-moving particles into 
the pan and to collect within the drumhead the fast-moving particles that 
penetrate the outer skin. More complex units of this type would also 
measure velocity and angle of impact. 

4) Adsorbers 

The adsorbers are intended as a means of gas sampling of a 
possible lunar atmosphere . Two units are necessary to make valid tests of 
this type. These units would consist of 3 or 4 compartmented adsorbing 
agents such as activated charcoal. titanium sponge or activated alumina 
(Figure IV-2b). They should be packaged and sealed under controlled condi
tions on earth so that no difference in content can be detected. The two units 
would then be carried to a suitable spot on the lunar surface and one of the units 
activated by exposure . After some time. the exposed unit would be re-sealed 
and returned with the control unit to earth where accurate quantitative com
parisons could be made . 

d. Recommendations and Modifications for Complex (Powered) Tools 

A definite need exists for a powered tool capable of extracting 
surface and subsurface samples to extend the sampling range of simpler tools . 
This instrument should be capable of obtaining undisturbed samples and yet be 
designed to extract any sample type regardless of the nature of the lunar sur
face. Any design of a flexible tool should have as its primary-use factor the 
collection of surface samples since surface measurements must precede sub
surface sampling. Subsurface sampling and hole making should be considered 
as desirable but secondary products of extending the use of the original tool 
(Figure IV -3). 

The flexibl e tool should consist of a separate rechargeable 
power pack and two components incorporating rotary . percussive and rotary
percus sive action (Figure IV -4). The 3-wa y action can be incorporated into a 
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Figure IV - 2. Erosion Sampler and Adsorbers 
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FLEXIBLE 
TOOL 

PRIMAR Y I USAGE 

SURFACE SAMPLING 

1 . U -SAMP LES 
2. R-SAMPLES 
3 . NR-SAMPLES 

SECONDAR Y USAGE I 
EXPANDED I TOOL 

SUBSURFACE SAMPLING 

1. U -SAMP LES 
2.. R-SAMPLES 
3. NR -SAMP LES 

BY-PRODUCT 
~---------l , , , , 

I 
I 

1. HOLE MAKING FOR 
PROBES OR SONDES 

BY-PRODUCT 
---------, 

I , , , , , 
I 
I 

1. GROUND COUP LING OF 
SEISMOMETER 

2. ENTRENCHMENT 
3. ANCHORING OF DRILJ,..S 

Figure IV -3. Flexible Tool Usage for Design Considerations 

single component , however, this type unit may be unduly complex and more 
readil y subject to breakdown in the lunar environment. 

The 3-way action of the two components would be utilized in 
sampling and making hole as follows: 

Action 

Rotary 
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Drilling Medium 

Soft- medium rock 

Usage 

Surface and subsurface 
sampling - - small cores 
(l in.). Depth to 5 ft. 
Large surface cores to 
4 in . diam. Hole s for 
probes. 
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l. ROTARY 
COMPONENT 

ROTARY 
ACCESSORIES 

POWER 
PACK 

,-----------------
I 

i 
ADAPTOR 

I ' 
I 
I 
I 

3. ROTARY -IMPACT 
ACTION 

I 
I 
I 

ROT AR Y -IMP AC T 
ACCESSORIES 

2. IMPACT 
COMPONENT 

IMPACT 
ACCESSORIES 

Figure IV -4. Flexible Tool and Sampler Scheme 

Action 

Impact 

Rotary
Impact 

Drilling Medium. 

Hardrock 

Hardrock 

Usage 

Surface sampling. 
Removal of "in place" 
rock by hammering, 
chiseling and sawing. 

Surface and subsurface 
sampling - - small bro
ken core samples 
(3/4 in.}. DepthtoSft. 
Holes for probes. 

Use of a tool capable of generating this 3-way action should be to 
insure the acquisition of lunar samples regardless of the nature of the lunar 
surface and prove of value in other aspects of the APOLLO program. Other 
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possible useS of this type tool are listed below: 

are : 

• Provide means for coupling and emplacement o f seismometers 

• Anchoring and entrenchment of drilling devices and telemetry 
antennae 

• Making hole 

• Breaking and cutting blocks of pumice-like or frothy material 
for shielding o r base construction 

Prime considerations in the development of a tool of this type 

• Capability of acquiring all types of samples from undisturbed 
to non- repre s entative 

• Weight 

• Powe r requirements 

• Volume 

• Mechanical removal of cuttings 

• Capability of expansion 

• Environmental-engineering problems (dissipation of heat, lubrica
tion, etc.) 

Based on these considerations, the following principles should 
be considered in the tool's development: 
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• 3-way mechanical action to insure acquisition of a sample by 
coring, hammering, chiseling, or sawing 

• Bottom-hole drilling, rotary and rotary-impact. Suitable adapt
ers to be provided for downhole or uphole use of the electric 
motor 

• Use of a modified double-tube auger bit fo r simultaneous acquIsI
tion of a core sample and downhole retention of drill cuttings 

• A modified bonnet and spring arrangement (Armour Research, 
1961) to apply pressure on the bit from an anchored frame on 
the surface 



( 
• Extension rod or drill stem to act as the power transmission line 

without the use of cabling 

• Adapters for converting rotary or impact motion to rotary-impact 
motion 

• Modified acces sories for sampling entrenchment and anchoring 
of other instruments 

Some advantage s of this type of tool ar e: 

• Extreme flexibility - - On early mis sions it may be desirable to 
take only portions of the tool for rapid surface sampling; 
accessories and drill stem can be added on later missions 
as they appear to be needed. 

• Sample acquisition dependability - - Incorporation of 3-way action 
should insure the acquisition of a sample regardless of the 
nature of the lunar surface. 

• Low weight, power and volume for extension of the tool to a 
shallow hole drill. Design of bit eliminates need for double
tube auger stem from bottom hole to surface. 

• Would not require use of fluids or gases for removal of drill 
cuttings. 

• Can be used as a surface or subsurface sampler and to make 
hole for the insertion of measuring sondes. 

• Easily expanded by increasing power and modifying bit and stem. 

• Fulfills other needed requirements of early APOLLO missions such 
as entrenchment and anchoring of drill frames and antennae. 

A disadvantage of this type bottom-hole drill is the numerous 
round trips required to remove core samples and cuttings. Since continuous 
sampling is desirable, this may not be a disadvantage in the early missions. 
Round trips, in shallow holes, will be simple and rapid since the total expected 
moon weight will not exceed 4 or 5 lb. Lengthening of the bit will decrease 
the number of round trips but will also increase the amount of power needed 
for operation. 
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e. Recom.m.endations for Sam.ple Containers 

No suitable on-shelf containers are available for storage and 
transfer of lunar sam.ples . The m.ajor constraints im.posed on the selection 
of containers are weight and volum.e, which will necessarily restrict the use 
of solid inflexible vessels. Studies should be directed toward developing the 
following types: 

• Sm.al! reinforced m.etal containers fitted with ultravacuum. tight 
covers for returning undisturbed and biological sam.ples in an 
uncontam.inated state (size -- 1. 5 x 6 in. cylinders) 

• Square or ellipsoidal containers, with full covers and valve fittings, 
for the preservation of sam.ples showing unusual m.echanical struc
ture. The valve serves two purposes: 1) for the injection of a 
quick hardeni ng liquid plastic and 2) as a safety pop-off valve 
(size -- 3 x 3 x 3 in.) 

• Sam.pling bags, with flap seals, form.ed of a pliable m.aterial capa
ble of withstanding the lunar environm.ent and which can be m.olded 
to the shape of the sam.ple (envelopes - - 5 x 7 in. ) 

• Open end contai ner for acquisition of known volum.e of unconsolidated 
m.aterial for bulk densit y m.easurem.ents 

Conside ration should be given to storage of the total volum.e of 
sam.ples in one container with an ultravacuum.-tight seal in order to: 

• Insure against contam.ination of the sam.ples by the earth's atm.osphere 

• To avoid possible bacterial contam.ination of the earth's atm.osphere or 
surface by lunar sam.ples 

The m.ost sim.ple and direct approach toward accom.plishm.ent of 
this task would be to construct the LEM sam.ple bin with a snugly fitting inner 
liner that can be sealed or to construct it as a sealable, rem.ovable unit. 
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TABLE IV-6 

EXAMPLE OF A SAMPLE CONTAINER PACKAGE 

TYPE CONTAINER NO. SIZE WEIGHT VOLUME 
(in. ) ( 1 b) (in. 3) 

Ultravacuum-
4 

1.5x6 
2.0 54 

tight containers cylinders 

Mechanical 3 x 3 x 3 

structure con-
I 

tainer 

square 
0.4 27 

Plus preservative 1 x 6 1.0 6 

Sampling bags 15 5x7xO.06 1.5 33 

Total 20 4.9 120 

The total volume (see Table IV -6) is les s than 400 in. 3 when 
each sample bag is filled with approximately 20 in. 3 of sample. This volume 
of samples can be stored easily and sealed in the LEM bin for return to earth. 

A combination of vessels of the above general description 
should satisfy weight and volume requirements and still provide adequate pro
tection for sample return. 

f. Recommended Instrument Packages 

Three sampling tool packages are listed in Table IV -7. The 
recommended sampling tools and containers are intended to fulfill the excur
sion time requirements for 2, 4.5 and 9.5 h:r missions . . 

The weight and volume estimates are based on anticipated modi
fications for the simple tools and on future developmental needs for the com
plex tools and sample containers. The time estimates for extracting samples 
are more truly time allotments for different techniques. For example, if one 
technique is not applicable, the time should be allotted to those techniques 
that do appl y to the extraction of a sample. The total time allotted is based 
on the as sumption that a heterogeneous surface exists which requires the 
use of all the listed sampling techniques and very careful packaging of sam
ples in individual containers. If a homogeneous surface exists which requires 
the use of only two or three sampling techniques and two or three large 
sample containers, the required time can be greatly reduced (15 -20 min), figures 
which are compatible with the sampling times shown in the Flight Plans, Part I, 
Chapter II. 

Sample instrumentation packages have been designed to cover a 
wide variety of sampling techniques to insure maximum data return. 
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TABLE IV-7 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGES 

Sampling Tool Package No. [TI Total Excursion Time 2 hr 

Weight Volume Power 

Sampler (lb) (in. 3) (w/hr) Allo tted Time 

GL'ologi~t' s hamm e r and chisel 1. 5 20 . 0 - - 3 samples - - 15 Min 

Shi e lding O. 5 12.0 - -

Magnet 0 .2 0 . 5 - -

Sample scoop 0.5 24.0 - - 3 samples - - 3 Min 

Plan chet forc e ps 0.4 2 . 5 - - 3 samples - - 3 Min 

Saw-knife 1.0 12.0 - - 1 sample - - 5 Min 

Ultr ava cuum tight containers (6) 3.0 90.0 - - 18 Min 

Sampl e bags (26) 2.6 39.0 - - 26 Min 

Subtotal 9 . 7 200 70 Min 

Packaging requirements 1.0 50 

Total requirements 10.7 250 70 Min 

RETURN PACKAGE 

Est. Est. Est. 
Containers Weight ':' Volume Package Size 

(l1:i) (in. 3) (in. ) 

Ultravacuum tight containers (6) 11. 1 90.0 

S a mpl e bags (1 = 20 in. 3) (26) 57.2 520.0 

Subtota l 68.3 610.0 

Packaging requirements 1.0 140.0 

Tota l r e turn-Wt. , Vol. , Siz e 69. 3 750.0 10 x 10 x 8 

':'Avg. Density = O. 11 Ibl in. 3 
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TABLE IV -7 (CONTD) 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUMENT ATION PACKAGES 

Sampling Tool Package No. W Total Excursion Time 4.5 hr 

Weight Volume Power 

Sampler (lb) (in. 3) (w/hr) Allotted Time 

Geologist's hammer and chisel 1. 5 20.0 - - 4 samples -- 20 Min 

Shielding 0.5 12.0 - -

Magnet 0.2 0.5 - -

Sample scoop 0.5 24.0 - - 3 samples - - 3 Min 

Planch e t forc e ps 0.4 2. 5 - - 5 samples - - 5 Min 

Saw-knife 1.0 12.0 - - 1 sample - - 5 Min 

Ultra vacuum-tight containers (5) 2. 5 75.0 - - 15 Min 

Mechanical structure container 
2.8 66.0 10 Min 

and pr ese rver (2) - -

Sample bags (24) 2.4 36.0 - - 24 Min 

Subtotal 11.8 248.0 82 Min 

Packaging r equir ements 1.0 75.0 

Total requirements 12.8 323.0 82 Min 

RETURN PACKAGE 

Est. Est. Est. 
Containe rs Weight ':' Volume Package Siz e 

(lb) (in. 3) (in. ) 

Ultravacuum-tight containers (5) 9. 3 75.0 

Mechanical structure container ( 2) 6. 8 64.0 

Sampl e bags (1 = 20 in. 3) (24) 52.8 480.0 

Subtota l 68.9 619.0 

Packaging r e quirements 1.0 150.0 

Total return - W t .• Vol. • Siz e 69.9 769.0 10xlOx 8 

:::Avg. Density O. 11 Ib/in. 3 
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TABLE IV - 7 (CONTD) 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGES 

SaITlpling Tool Package No . [lJ 

SaITlpler 

Geologist's hammer and chise l 

Shielding 

Magnet 

SaITlple scoop 

Planchet forceps 

Saw- knife 

Flexible tool -all components 

Erosion saITlpler (1) 

Adsorber units (2 ) 

U l travacuu m-tight containers (8 ) 

Mechanical structure container 
and pre serve r (2) 

S a ITlpling bags (22) 

Subtotal 

Packaging requi remen ts 

Total requirements 

Containe rs 

ULtravacuum-tight containers (8 ) 

Mechanical structur e container (2 ) 

Sa mpl e bags ( 1 = 20 in. 3) (22) 

Subtotal 

Packaging requir e m e nts 

T o t a l r e turn - Wt. , Vol. • Siz e 

'::Avg. Density = 0.11 Ib / in. 3 
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Total Excursion TiITle 9.5 hr 

Weight 
(lb) 

1. 5 

0 . 5 

O. 2 

0.5 

0.4 

1.0 

33.0 

1.0 

2.0 

4.0 

2.8 

2 . 2 

49. I 

2.0 

51. 1 

VoluITle 
(in. 3) 

20. 0 

12.0 

0.5 

24.0 

2.5 

12.0 

457.0 

36 . 0 

36.0 

120.0 

66.0 

33.0 

8 19.0 

200.0 

10 19.0 

Power 
(w/hr) 

400 

400 

400 

RETURN PACKAGE 

Est . Est. 
We icrht ':: Vo l ume 

" (in. 3) (lb) 

!-t. 8 120 .0 

6. 8 66 .0 

48. 4 440.0 

70.0 62.6.0 

1. 0 1')0.0 

71. 0 776.0 

Allotted Time 

5 sampl es - - 25 Min 

3 saITlpl es - -3 Min 

4 sampl es - - 4 Min 

2 saITlples - -10 Min 

6 subsurf. samples 
2 ho les - -120 Min 

Setup - -pickup - -
6 Min 

Setup - -pickup - -
3 Min 

24 Min 

10 Min 

22 Min 

227 Min 

227 Min 

Est. 
P ac kage Size 

(in. ) 

10 :-.: 10:-.: 8 
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5. Conclusions 

Present knowledge of the lunar surface is essentially 
conjectural and will remain so until on-site studies are made. The success 
of later missions will be dependent on these initial on-site studies and on 
analyses of lunar samples returned to earth. The importance of obtaining any 
sample is recognized, and maximum effort should be expended to get a sam
ple or samples regardless of the nature of the lunar surface. 

The basic sampling problem is to acquire samples yielding 
the maximum scientific and technologic data. Non-representative samples 
would contribute a great deal to knowledge of the lunar surface, but this type 
of sample is relatively unsuitable when compared to the amount of data that 
could be obtained from representative and undisturbed samples. 

Any "in place" piece of material that is extracted can be con
sidered an undisturbed sample whether obtained by coring, impact drilling, 
sawing, or cutting. Small cores of known size would simplify the design of 
ultravacuum-tight vessels. Use of such vessels should pose no great problem 
for containment of small odd shapes except for los s or waste of as signed vol
ume. Large undisturbed samples will be advantageous if the material sam
pled contains large ve sicles. Since hammering and sawing may present some 
hazards, the astronaut must elect the method most suitable to the conditions. 

The present study has related a "type" sample to the tests 
for which it is required. This has resulted in a gros s evaluation of the scien
tific and technologic data obtainable from each specific "type" sample. Instru
mentation and techniques were then related to these specific types of samples 
on the basis of their sampling capabilities (see Figure IV-5). 

Results of the sampling survey shows the need for packaging 
sampling equipment of minimum weight and volume to cover a wide variety of 
sampling techniques. The more simple tools will naturally take precedence 
over any powered tools for initial phases of lunar sampling because of their 
postulated reliability, low weight and volume. The need exists, however, for 
design and development of a flexible tool to extend the range of surface sampling 
and also to obtain subsurface samples. Important by-products of a powered 
sampling tool would be shallow holes for measuring sondes, anchoring and 
entrenchment. 

The art of sampling includes a vast array of principles and 
instrumentation. This study has related specific types of samples to sampling 
techniques and instrumentation to increase the probability of acquiring suitable 
samples regardles s of surface conditions. 
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SIMPLE TOOLS 

POWERED 
FLEXIBLE TOOL 

Figure IV -5. SaIllple -InstruIllentation Relationship 
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c. SURVEYING, MAPPING AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

1 . Review of Lunar Requirements 

a. Summary 

b. 

Reasons for engaging in these activities on the moon are to: 

• Provide the necessary survey ties to remote sensor and other 
data for extrapolation of APOLLO observations over wider areas 

• Measure and map surface characteristics pertinent to hazards, 
basing, trafficability, and scientific studies. These data must 
be recorded rapidl y and accurately in great detail. 

• Survey elevation and position differences with sufficient accuracy 
to make necessary geophysical corrections and computations 

• Obtain data on the shape of the moon 

Extrapolation of Point Data 

1) Lunar Area Investigated by Early Missions 

The percentage of the moon's visible surface that can be invest
igated on the first two APOLLO landings is very small. Assuming the moon 
is a sphere with a radius of 1080 mi, the half facing the earth has an area of 

7,329,000 sq mi. During two missions, the astronaut may spend about 14 hr 
investigating the lunar surface . If he can geologically scan at the rate of 500 
ft/hr, make intelligent observations and select key samples over a distance of 
50 ft on each side of his traverse, he would investigate 50,000 sq ft/hr. This 
would be 700,000 sq ft in 14 hr, or 0.025 sq mi. 

A less conservative estimate would be to aSSume that all anoma
lous features within the astronaut's operating radius would be investigated. If 

the astronaut can investigate selected areas within 1000 ft of the LEM, the total 
area "investigated" would be 3. 14 x 10 6 sq ft or 0.11 sq mi per mission. 

2) Requirements for Extrapolation 

The first requirement is orbital photography with resolution as 
good as power, weight and volume constraints will permit. Lunar Orbiter 
photography available for the APOLLO mission will have a ground resolution of 
about 9 ft per optical line pair in the high resolution mode (Kolcum, 1963). 
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The next requirement is to locate the observation and sample 
sites relative to the photographic properties of the sample area. These 
properties are tone, color, texture, pattern, shape, and size (see Chapter 
I , Section D). 

Gradational relationships defined by changes in tone, color and 
texture that may be clearly shown on the photographs could be difficult for the 
astronaut to decipher on the lunar surface because of the lunar photometric 
function . The brightness of the illuminated areas will vary with the sun
surface - eye angle, and the shaded areas will be black. Brightness would 
therefore vary with slope , direction and distance of the surface from the 
astronaut. 

For these reasons, the observations must be tied to lunar 
structures having sharply defined edges recognizable as having definite pat
tern, shape or size on the orbital photographs. These structures may be 
intersections of cracks , joints, faults, or small rilles, and volcanic, impact or 
splash craters . 

3) Location of Sample and Observation Sites 

Many features will be too small to be recognizable as discrete 
objects on the orbital photography but may contribute to photographic to~e, 
color and texture . Since other features with gradational tonal boundaries may 
not be mappable on the surface, it will be helpful to locate the sample and 
observation sites in two steps. 

Step 1 will be to tie the LEM precisely to surface features, such 
as craters, that can be recognized on the Orbiter photography and easily identi
fied on the ground. 

Step 2 will be to tie the sample sites to the LEM by using it as a 
fixed stadia reference point. 

c. Requirements for Measuring and Recording Surface Characteristics 

1) Hazards 

Hazards, observations and measurements would involve photo 
graphyof surface debris , slopes and dust thickness. Sharp-edged debris could 
cut the space suit. Rough, very steep slopes and slopes showing signs of slid
ing would be dangerous to climb. 

2) Trafficability 

Trafficability studies will require a detailed map of the area to 
provide data for vehicle design . Relief, strikes , slopes, and spatial relation
ships of topography down to a relief of a few inches are important. 
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Also important is a means to record particle sizes of surface 
dust, debris and breccia, and the depth of penetration of the astronaut's foot
prints. The simplest way to record details would be to use descent and hand 
camera stereo photography. 

3) Basing 

Basing requirements include the hazards and trafficability 
measurements and the dimensions of any lunar feature, such as a rille or lava 
cave, that would partially fulfill shelter needs. 

4} Scientific 

These measurements are primarily concerned with the survey, 
mapping and photographic needs of the geologist and geophysicist. The geolo
gist will require bearings accurate to about 1 /2 ~ distance differences to about 
1 ft in 500 ft, dips accurate to 1 0 or 2 0

, orientation of some drill core s to lunar 
north, photography to record the geologic background at sample sites, and 
the measurements listed under the previous headings. 

d. Corrections for Geophysical Measurements 

I) Gravity 

Gravity measurements must be corrected for changes in eleva
tion relative to some arbitrary datum. The combined free air and Bouguer 
correction on the moon (see Chapter II, Section B, Gravity) is about O. 10 mgal 
per meter. If the gravimeter has a working accuracy of 0.03-0.05 mgal, the 
survey must be accurate to about 1/3 to 1/2 meters. 

Terrestrial surveys are corrected for changes in latitude because 
of polar flattening. A lunar bulge towards the earth would cause a simila r 
effect, but it may be too small to be detected over the limited distance trav
ersed by the astronaut. The gravity effect for a bulge of 1 kilometer, for 
example, may be no more than 190 mgal. If this effect is distributed over the 
1080 -mi -distance from the center of the moon to one edge as seen from earth, 
the gradient per mi would be about O. 18 mgal. The observed effect would be on 
the order of 0.03 mgal per 1000 ft in a direction towards the center of the 

bulge . 

Gravity stations should be located relative to the LEM to an accu
racy of 1 part in 500 so that the Bouguer gravity values can be accurately con
toured. 
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2) Magnetics 

There need be no corrections for magnetic station elevations. 
but the observation points should be located to about 1 part in 500 to insure 
accurate contouring of the data. 

3) Seismic 

Seismic measurements must be corrected for the distance and 
elevation difference between energ y input (shotpoint) and energy reception 
(geophones). Elevation differenc es should be measured to a precision of 2 or 
3 ft. and the distance measured to an accuracy of about 1 part in 500. Pro':' 
file bearings should be determined to an accuracy of about 1/4° to 1/2°. 

4) Electrical 

Elevation differences normally are not required for electrical 
measurements. but the distance betwe en energy input and energy reception 
should be measured to plot curves for interpretation purposes with an accur
acy of 2 or 3 ft per 500 ft. 

e. Determination of the Shape of the Moon 

Ultimately the precise shape of the moon must be determined as 
a fundamental requirement for the preparation of more accurate maps. to 
provide the parameters needed for precise guidance of later space probes and 
for certain geophysical measurements. 

Conventional geodetic surveys employ triangulation schemes to 
establish known positions and azimuths at various poi nts of the earth's surface. 
Positions accurate to a few inches relative to one another are established by 
measuring angles of spherical triangles precisely and carrying computed 
azimuths and distances through the networks from baselines of known length. 
Distances can be taped or measured electronically to about 1:300,000. Angle 
and azimuth measurements in geodetic work involve multiple sets of pointings 
which are read direct to O. 1 sec of arc. A new geodetic technique involves 
electronic tracking of satellites whose orbits have been determined precisely. 

In all cases the equipment involved is heavy. bulky, time con
suming to operate, sensitive to rough handling, and usually requires delicate 
and tedious adjustments. A theodolite, tripod and timing equipment for an 
astronomic determination would weigh approximately 100 lb and an electronic 
distance measuring set about 98 lb. Ground equipment for a geodetic SECOR 
station (Van Atta. 1964) weighs several thousand pounds, and also requires an 
orbiting satellite car:!:"ying a transponder and a few pounds of electronic equipment. 
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( Because of the APOLLO constraints on weight, power, volume, 
manpower, and mobility, precise geodetic measurements useful for determining 
the shape of the moon do not seem possible. Navigational equipment on the 
orbiting module will provide useful distance and position data but not to normal 
geodetic accuracy. 

Lunar geodetic measurements may eventually be made with 
navigational satellites designed for lunar use. Heavy electronic packages will 
probably be orbited, and the light weight transponders dropped on the surface. 
(This is the reverse of terrestrial practice. ) 

2. Locating LEM on Moon 

a. Introduction 

Location of the LEM on lunar surface photographic maps is a 
prerequisite for the extrapolation of the APOLLO point data over larger areas. 
Location accuracy for this purpose is a function of the Orbiter photographic 
resolution. In the high resolution mode its surface resolving power will be 
about 9 ft per optical line pair (Kolcum, 1963). This should be sufficient to 
detect long, linear patterns 4- 1/2 to 9 ft wide, and to identify and measure the 
shapes and sizes of structures ( such as craters) approximately 23 ft in dia
meter where sufficient contrast is present (see Chapter I, Section D). 

Many location techniques cannot meet these standards. Until 
a precise shape is determined for the moon and deflections of the local verti
cal are determined, positions obtained by astronomic observations or b y 
electronic mapping with orbiti.ng navigational aids may not correlate with those 

obtained by orbital photography by several hundred to perhaps 1000 or 2000 
meters. 

Locations by resections to distant landmarks will be in error 
by the amount of scale distortion in the orbital photographic maps. From the 
Command Service Module at an altitude of 80 mi these distortions can be checked 
by means of a sextant, a scanning telescope, an inertial measuring unit, a guid
ance computer, coupling-decoupling units, and associated electronic packages. 
According to NASA (1963, Study of Selenodetic Experiments) the accuracy of 
the sextant is about 10 sec. If all other errors in timing and pointing could be 
eliminated, at an altitude of 80 mi, astronomic positions could be positionally 
misplaced by 300 ft from instrument error alone. 

The accuracy of the tracking telescope is about 1 min. Errors 
from this sour ce would be 120 ft directly below the CSM and would be greater 
proportionately at longer distances. 
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If a light could be created that would be intense enough to be 
seen by terrestrial telescopes, the LEM could be located relative to features 
on lunar photographs taken from earth. These would not be sufficiently accu
rate for locating the LEM on the best Orbiter photographs because the theo
retical limit of a 300-ft focal length telescope with a 60 -in. aperture is about 
0.077 sec (Martz, 1963). This is equivalent to 500 it on the lunar surface, 
and it seems doubtful that sufficient power could be made available for such 
an experiment even if it were desirable. 

The use of angle encoders to measure bearings from earth to 
transponders on the LEM would be less accurate than the observatory tele
scopes . The Microgon encoder (Colorado Research Co.) measures angles to 
o. 618 sec which would be equivalent to about 3/4 mi on the moon . 

The above arguments suggest that astronomic positions, bear
ings on distant landmarks, light flashes, or electronic signals to earth would 
not be sufficiently accurate to fully utilize the Orbiter photography for extra
polation of data. The ideal system would be to use this photography directly 
for locating the LEM in some way. Four methods by which this might be 
accomplished are: 

• Photographs of LEM from Command Service Module 

• Pilotage and dead reckoning on Orbiter photographs during LEM 
descent 

• Nested photography during descent 

• Bearing and distances to near landmarks 

b . Photographs of LEM from Command Service Module 

Trying to locate the LEM on the lunar surface using orbital photo
graphy may be as difficult and uncertain as locating a life raft at sea. The LEM 
is 16 ft in height and with the sun 30° above the horizon, it will cast a shadow 
approximately 28 ft in length. 

At first glance it would seem possible to use the Orbiter camera 
in the Command Service Module (CSM) for this purpose because its ground 
resolution is about 9 ft per optical line pair. The Lunar Orbiter Camera will 
be used to take photographs at altitudes of 22 -29 mi, but the CSM will orbit 
at 80 to 100 mi. As a consequence the same camera's ground resolution would 
be only about 1/3 to 1/4 the resolution of the Orbiter photographic mis sion, so 
its resolving power would decreas e to 27 - 36 ft per optical line pair. 
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Another problem is that the LEM will move out of the CSM orbit 
plane at the rate of 1.07° or 108,000 ft on the equator for each 2-hr orbit. If 
the orbit plane is inclined 40° to the equator, the closest approach, X, will be: 

X = 108,000 x Sin 40° = 69,400 ft 

For a vertically oriented camera to see the LEM 69,400 ft to 
one side of the ground track after the first orbit, the ground coverage must 
be 138,000 ft. If an altitude of 80 naut mi is used for the CSM (Sears, 1964), 
the view angle of the camera can be estimated as shown in Figure IV -6. 

The ground coverage per line, Gcl' with this view angle can be 
computed with the following (see Chapte.r I, Section D-8) expression: 

Where: 

2A Tan (8/2) 
=----~~~ 

FS 

A = 486,400 ft 

F = Film format, about 60 mm for 70 mm film, 
for compact ae rial came ra 

S = Film-camera resolution assumed to be about 
30 lines /mm 

e = Camera view angle 

(1) 

2 x 486,400' x O. 143 
Gcl = 60 x 30 = 77 ft per film-camera resolution line. 

A = Altitude 486,400 ft 

X = Closest approach = 69,400 ft 

G = Ground coverage = 138,800 ft 

e = Camera view angle in degrees 

Then: Tan (8/2) = X/A = 69,400/486,400 = 0.143 

Figure IV -6. Camera View Angle at 80 Nautical Mile Altitude 
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This would not be sufficient to detect a 28-ft shadow. If a larger 
camera is used, the weight woul d be exces sive and the improved resolution 
would not be enough to assure detection . If a 9-in format camera is used, such 
as the 135-lb Hycon HR-320, the Gcl would be : 

Gcl = 2 x 486 , 400 ' x O. 143 = 21 ft per film-camera 
(9 x 25.4 mm) x 30 resolution line. 

A ground resolution of 21 ft could be sufficient to detect the 
LEM but may not be sufficient to identify it . In any event the CSM would not 
be able to carry a camera as heavy and as bulky as the HR-320 . 

A light weight, 70 mm, vertically oriented camera could 
not detect the LEM from the CSM 80 - mi orbit altitude with the sun 30° above 
the horizon. Detection may be possible with a very low sun , with a string of 
lights at night , by pointing the camera off track slight ly and using a longer 
focal length lens, or if the LEM moved out of the CSM orbit plane the proper 
amount during descent . These are special situations, therefore alternate 
techniques should be considered. 

c. Pilotage and Dead-Reckoning During Descent 

Pilotage and dead- reckoning would have the advantage of using 
equipment currently assigned to the LEM including landing radar, guidance 
computer, alignment optical teles cope, inertial measurement unit, window 

reticles, and map display units. By using this equipment, the pilot should be 
able to land and locate himself in the area covered by 1 :20,000 or 1 :25,000 
landing maps prepared from Orbiter photography. 

Disadvantages of this technique are that the pilot has very 
limited visibility for doing accurate pilotage. Also , he will be more concerned 
with making a safe landing than he will be with precise pinpointing of his posi
tion relative to lunar surface features . 

After landing , the pilot could find himself in one of the foll::>wing 
situations as far as location is concerned: 
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• Hopefully, he identified a topographic form on the landing 
chart and was able to land close enough to it to gauge its 
location by hand-held stereo photography or by surveying 
measurements . This would fulfill the primary objective 
of relating the landing site to lunar photographic character
istic s . 



( • The pilot astronaut identified a landmark during landing but 
came down too far from it to make a survey tie. The fea
tures within the roving astronaut's range can not be resolved 
or identified on the landing site photographs in terms of 
shape and size but appear as variations in texture. This 
will not satisfy the primary objective for relating the site to 
photographic features. 

• The pilot astronaut saw several landmarks in the landing area; 
but in his preoccupation with making a safe landing, he was 
unable to positively identify anyone feature. It may be 
possible for the roving astronaut to make ties to enough of 
these features to unambiguously locate the LEM; if not, the 
LEM location could be in doubt. The latter case could 
lead to a miscorrelation between surface features and pho
tographic characteristics. 

• The landing area is flat and featureless on the Orbiter photo
graphs but contains many small structures far below the 
orbital camera resolution. 

• The pilot did not land in an area mapped by the Orbiter photo
graphy. 

The last four of the cases will not fulfill the primary objective 
of locating lunar features on Orbiter photography. Therefore, the data collected 
by the astronaut could not be put to maximum use. The technique, although 
helpful, cannot be considered fully reliable, and additional safeguards should 
be considered. 

d. Nested Photography During Descent 

1) Introduction 

If ne w pictures could be taken during the descent from orbit, 
these photographs leading to the actual landing site could be correlated with 
previous Orbiter photography to locate accurately the landing area on the photo
graph. 

The photographs also would provide additional, high- resolution 
detail on minor structures below the resolution of the Orbiter photographs and 
would record any disturbances of surface features by the rocket landing blast. 
The picture could be used in the event of a landing abort to verify the pilot's 
judgment and to replan the next mis sion. 
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Such a camera would have to be light and compact; it should have 
automatic film advance , good resolution, image motion compensation, and a 
large view angle . Quite probably a 70-mm camera with fixed focus lens would 
be satisfactory. 

The amount of film, cycling time to produce the proper overlap, 
the image compensation, and the required exposures should be computed for 
each camera and mission considered. Key camera parameters are the view 
angle, film size , negative format size, and the film used. Mis sion parameters 
are altitudes, descent times and ground velocity. 

2) Camera and Mission Parameters 

If the camera used is similar to the Itek Day/Night Camera and 
the mission profile follows the data given by Sears (1964) , the amount of film, 
cycling time, image compensation, and exposure level can be estimated. The 
camera parameters are as follows: 

View angle 58 . 6° 

Film size 70 mm 

Format 57 mm 

Picture overlap At least 40 per cent 

Focal length 52mm 

3) Image Compensation 

The image compensation can be computed from the formula 
presented in the Appendix of U . S. Air Force Manual 95-3 (1961). 

Where: 
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Vel = 1. 69 V 
H 

F Sine (2) 

Vel = Velocity of film in in. /sec 

V = Ground speed in knots 

H = Altitude in ft 

F = Focal length in in. 

Sin e = Sin of depression angle 

Sin 90° = 1 



( 

( 

By using the above formula at various points during the descent 
and estimating the average ground speed, the average image compensation is 
about 0.247 in. /sec. The initial picture at 5.0, 000 ft for instance, the LEM 
velocity is 5581 it/sec for a ground speed of approximately 3305 knots (neglect
ing the moon's rotational velocity of about 9 knots). 

Vel = 1. 69 x 3305 x 2 x 1 = 0.225 in. /sec 
50,000 

The image motion will change drastically at low altitude s when 
the LEM brakes to begin a more vertical descent at about 1000 it of altitude. 

4) Cycle Rate 

To obtain a minimum of 40 per cent overlap, photographs would 
have to be taken at least every 4 to 6 sec. At 50, 000 it the ground coverage 
would be 56,200 x 56,200 ft. The useful coverage (60 per cent) would be 33,720 
it x 33,720 ft. To travel 33,720 ft to the next frame at 5581 it per sec would 
take about 6 sec. 

At an interval rate of 4 sec, it would take 112 pictures to cover 
the 447 sec from 50, 000 ft to touchdown. At 70 mm per frame, this would take 
between 25 and 26 it of film. This is the present capacity of the Itek Day/Night 
camera for inflight processing. 

The maximum interval rate of the Itek camera is only 3 sec. At 
3-sec intervals the overlap would be more than adequate, but it would require 
149 frames or 35 ft of film. This is above the 25-it capacity for inflight proces
sing but within the normal film magazine capacity. For inflight processing the 
camera should be redesigned to obtain a longer cycle time, or the magazine 
capacity should be increased. 

5) Film and Exposure Levels 

The brightness for the lunar surface with the sun about 20° 
above the horizon would range from about 200 to 570-it candles for objects 
in direct sun light, and about 2-it candles for objects in the shadows. 

With Image Motion Compensation (IMC) relatively low- speed 
films and long exposure times can be tolerated except during the last 1000 it 
of descent where blur would be caused more by increasing image size than by 
late ral image motion. 

Multilayer films can be used only if inflight processing is not 
required. Becaus e of the lunar variations in brightnes s due to sun-camera 
angles and slope angles, it may be desirable to use film with a relatively wide 
exposure latitude such as Kodachrome II (25 ASA) or the Edgerton, Germes
hausen, and Grier extended range film. The EG&G has three emulsion layers 
with ASA (American Standards Association) ranges from 400 to O. 004, and it 
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ordinarily is used with an ASA rating of 40. Exposure for Kodachrome II of 
about 1 /60 sec would be satisfactory except possibly during the last 1000 ft 
of des cent where sharp pictures will be needed to show the area to be sampled 
by the astronaut. 

Normally it will be desirable to employ inflight processing to 
obtain maps of the work area. In such case a simpler, one-layer film would 
be used. 

A logical candidate for the one-layer film would seem to be the 
Kodak SO 243 that will be used on the Lunar Orbiter program. It is highly 
resistant to radiation, its exposure characteristics will be tested under lunar 
conditions and it is very fine-grained. The main problem is that its ASA rat
ing of 1. 6 would be too low for a normal lens at low altitude. Small changes 
in image motion during descent could also be troublesome if a relatively 
simple camera is to be used with such a slow film . 

According to Taback (1964) the main consideration In choosing 
the SO 243 film is its resistance to radiation. It can tolerate 200 rads of 
radiation and still have enough contrast for a reasonably good photograph. 
Higher speed film would have less resistance; an 80 ASA film could only toler
ate about 3 rads. 

6) Camera Location 

Vertical photographs or oblique photographs at relatively small 
angles from the vertical would be desirable for most mapping requirements. 
To simplify camera mounting it would appear desirable to mount the camera on 
the outside of the LEM and manually control its orientation relative to vertical 
with a servo motor, or automatically control it with a horizon or some other 
type sensor. In the event of an abort , however , the film may not be recoverable . 

and the unfavorable landing condition seen by the astronaut could not be veri
fied on film. Partly for this reason the camera should be mounted inside the 
LEM; also, inflight-processed film could be used immediately after landing to 
plan outside traverses, choose a site for the SIP clear of takeoff blast hazards 
and to prepare a work map of the area to be investigated. 

Photographs taken through the LEM window (Sears, 1964) 
during the inertial descent phase would record more sky than lunar surface. 
During the constant attitude phase beginning about 115 sec before touchdown, 
the landing site will be about 7

0 
above the bottom of the LEM window and the 

horizon about 23
0

• The pictures maybe suitable for locating the LEM, but 
they would be of little value for mapping and geology. 

The most desirable approach from a picture usability standpoint 
would be to modify the LEM to take photographs with the camera oriented along 
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( or near the lunar radius vector . The engineering problems of such modification 
and an estimate of the extra weight and volume involved are beyond the scope 
of this contract. 

7) Summary 

More study is needed on descent camera problems. If it is pos
sible to mount the camera inside the LEM, a problem in itself, of£-the- shelf 
aerial cameras and films can be used to take adequate overlapping pictures 
down to an altitude of about 1000 ft. 

Beginning at an altitude of approximately 800 to 1000 ft, forward 
motion will virtually cease (NASA, Lunar Flight Handbook, Part 2), and vertical 
motion will dominate. Pictures taken at the beginning of this descent stage 
must be sharp, because they can provide material for a photo work map out to 
a radius of at least 500 ft with a 58.6° lens and to 1000 ft with a 90° to 103° lens. 

Camera requirements for sharp, low-blur pictures during des - , 
cent demand a switch from IMC to faster shutter speeds requiring faster film. 
Faster film is normally more susceptible to radiation damage. 

The critical areas for further study are engineering problems 
related to mounting the descent camera in the LEM and a detailed analysis of 
the effects of the low-altitude LEM trajectory on camera and film parameters. 

e. Survey Ties to Nearby Surface Features 

After the LEM has landed on the moon, and nearby features 
identified on Orbiter photographs or on film taken during descent, direct survey 
ties to identified landmarks should be made. Measurements should include dis
tance. bearing relative to the earth, planets. or star s, as well as the difference 
in elevation. Equipment and procedural details on how these ties may be made 
are included in the following sections. 

3. On- surface Surveying, Mapping and Photography 

a. APOLLO Constraints 

1) Safety 

Safety requirements may change with progress on space suit and 
LEM testing and as a result of information obtained by unmanned lunar probes. 
For the purposes of the surveying study the following constraints are as sumed: 

• Only one astronaut can be out of the LEM at a time. 
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• The roving astronaut must stay in view of the LEM at all 
times. 

• He must return to the LEM for oxygen refueling within 3 hr 
after disconnect. The astronaut will have 2 hr for useful 
scientific work on his first excursion and 2-1/2 hr on 
subsequent excursions. 

• He should stay within a 25 to 30 min walk of the LEM so 
the suit will have the capacity to sustain him during 
his return should critical suit control components fail. 

2) Manpower 

The astronaut remaining inside the LEM will have communica
tion and other duties to perform from time to time. Therefore it is assumed 
that all survey duties must be handled by the roving astronaut without the 
other's assistance. 

3) Operating Range 

The maximum distance the astronaut can traverse from the LEM 
is probably about 1000 ft . 

b. Surveying Measurements, Techniques and Instruments 

1) Introduction 

Determination of distance, bearing and elevation differences 
between a surveyed point and a reference point is the objective of a topographic 
surveying program. For APOLLO the reference point is the LEM. Some of 
the measurements will be made for accurate location of the LEM relative to 
features that can be recognized on available photographs or maps and identified 
on the surface. Most of the measurements will be performed so as to locate 
sample and observation sites relative to the LEM so that the physical 
characteristics of the sample sites can be compared with photographic tone, 
color, texture, pattern , shape, and size of features in the sampled area. Most 
of the comparative work must be performed by photo interpretation experts 
on earth. 

2) Distance 

Distance can be measured by rangefinders, stadia-line intercepts 
on survey rods, angular inter cepts on subtense bars, electronic distance mea
suring devices, surveying tapes, triangulation, stereo-photography; and pacing. 

Stadia intercepts are conventionally read with transit, theodolite 
and alidade teles copes. Unless these instruments are re -designed, however, 
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( the astronaut encased in his spacesuit will not be able to get his eye close 
enough to the eyepiece to read accurately and reliably the cross hairs on the 
stadia rod markings. Also, these instruments are bulky and heavy and will be 
slow to set up and read under early APOLLO mis sion constraints. Similar 
instruments would have to be used for triangulation and for subtense bar mea
surements, and the objections would also apply. 

Distance information can be obtained and recorded using the 
photo-transit technique described by Jakosky (1960) if it is not necessary to 
use the distances measured while the astronaut is on the moon. Distance 
is computed on the film negatives by use of the following expres sion: 

Where: 

D=fxkxR 
i 

D = Distance from transit to 
target in ft 

f = Lens focal length 

k = A calibration constant 

R = Target separation in ft 

i = Target image separation 
in mm 

(3) 

Accuracy of the distance measured is a function of the distance 
and the lens focal length. The key parameter measured, i, is read to 4 signi
ficant places. Normal stadia accuracy, 1/500 to 1/1000, can be obtained 
terrestriall y with lens choices shown in Table IV - S: 

TABLE IV-S 

LENS CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTO TRANSITS 

Vertical View Angle 
Permissible Rod-Transit From Film Center 

Lens Focal Length Distance in Ft (35 m.m film) 

50 mm 200-250 19. SO 

100 mm 400-500 10.3 0 

200 mm SOO-lOOO 5.0
0 

400 mm 1600-2000 2.5 0 
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The photo transit described is relatively bulky because it is also 
used for leveling and to record magnetic bearings. By adding a mil scale to a 
conventional camera, the distance measuring function could be duplicated . 

Adequate stadia markings must be provided for stadia distance 
surveying. These markings should be targets painted on the side of the LEM 
(see illustration of targets in Jakosky, 1960, pp. 394-395) that would be 
illuminated by the sun or by electric lights. If the shaded side of the LEM 
were not illuminated, it would be difficult for the roving astronaut to see the 
module against the dark sky. 

Optical rangefinder s and stereo cameras would not be sufficiently 
accurate at long ranges . The Hunter's Rangefinder, manufactured by Wild 
Heerbrugg, Ltd., is a compact device which can be read with an accuracy of 
1. 9, 20 and 76 ft at ranges of 150, 500 and 1000 ft. 

Stereo cameras, however, would be very useful in recording 
surface detail in the immediate vicinity of the astronaut. A hand-held stereo 
camera could record distances to details in the immediate vicinity of the 
astronaut. If equipped with a mil scale, the camera could also record his dis
tance from the LEM with single frame pictures of the LEM stadia markings. 

Surveying tape would be useful if the distances measured are 
in a straight line. Tapes would be too unwieldy for an astronaut pursuing a 
zigzag course from one sample site to the next. 

Terrestrial electronic measuring devices are heavy (80 to 100 
lb) and time -consuming to operate. If their accuracy is reduced from one -part
per -million to one -part-per -thousand, it appears possible to reduce the weight 
to a few pounds by making use of, or redesigning, communication electronics 
on the LEM and on the roving astronaut. 

For electronic ranging, the LEM transmitter would emit an 
amplitude modulated UHF signal. The astronaut's receiver would detect the 
signal and in turn modulate and retransmit a second UHF signal back to the 
LEM. 

The detected modulation at the LEM would be compared to the 
drive modulation and the phase difference would determine the astronaut's 
range. Range resolution will depend on the frequencies chosen for modulating 
the transmitters. Choosing fm = 6000 ft, the modulation frequency can be esta
blished that will yield a 180

0 
phase shift within a 1500 ft astronaut operating 

range. The frequency would be: 

f = c / A = 165 kc, m m (4) 

Where c = speed of light in ft/ sec 
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( Modulating the transmitters near 165 kc will yield a range reso-
lution of 1500 ft/180

o = 8.33 ft/degree of phase shift. If the shift can be mea-
sured to O. 1 0, the distance would be accurate to about one ft. 

3) Bearing 

Bearings are normally measured for terrestrial geology with a 
magnetic compass. Because it is doubtful that the moon has a large enough 
field to move a compas s needle, other techniques should be considered. 

A simple compass rose with a center shadow pin and bulls eye 
level would be useful to record bearing references in pictures of sun lighted 
areas. If time was re corded when the photograph was taken, the direction of 
shadow could be used to calculate bearings along structural strikes in the 
photograph. The shadow length vs pin height would be a measure of the sun's 
altitude, and the apparent location of the pin on the compass in terms of 
azimuth and distance of the pin head from center could be used to compute the 
camera orientation. It would also be helpful if the sun compass had steps of 
gray or color codes. A schematic drawing of the sun compass is presented 
in Figure 7, p. V-50. 

A gyrocompas s would provide a rapid method for obtaining 
bearings along strike to distant landmarks, or to the LEM from the roving 
astronaut. The earth could be used as a reference bearing to set the instru
ment initially and to check gyro precession. 

The earth should be a good bearing reference at sites near the 
lunar limb because its bearing changes relative to lunar north should vary 
only by li bration over a range of about 6 0 to 7 0 per 28 days, or about I /4 0 per 
24 hr. At sites near the center of the lunar disk, however, the earth would 
be directly overhead and the sightings would not give accurate bearing 
information. 

The earth could be used also as a reference point to turn bear
ings with a simple peep -sight transit. The transit could be mounted on the 
multipurpose staff, the peep sight set on a plate angle reading of 360 0 and 
aligned with the earth. The sight then could be r eleas ed and turned to the 
object being sighted, and the difference in angle recorded. The transit would 
be lighter and simpler to build than the gyrocompass but would require more 
time to operate. 

If star images could be recorded on film with the image of the 
LEM, the true bearings of the stars could be computed, and the bearing to the 
LEM from the astronaut determined. Computations of image sizes, exposures 
and film-camera resolutions for EG&G 3-layer XR film indicate that time 
exposures would have to be used to make star images large enough for reliable 
identification. 
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Sharp star images were obtained experimentally with a Polaroid 
Model 110B camera using 3000 ASA film . A 30- sec exposure at £/4. 7 was 
required. On the moon, however , time would be too valuable to use 30- sec 
exposures and the 3000 ASA film would probably be too susceptible to radiation 
damage. 

The bearing from the LEM to the roving astronaut could be 
automatically recorded by the TV camera using a directional receiver and 
positional gyros to track a radio beacon on the roving astronaut. Azimuths 
would be determined in 1/4 0 or 1/2

0 
steps by encoders attached to the servo. 

This would not require complex encoders, and additional accuracy luay be 
obtainable by observing position of the astronaut relative to the center of the 
TV screen when angle measurements are received. 

If the bearings are taken at the same time as electronic distance 
measurements, the position of the roving astronaut could be co ntinuousl y plot
ted by earth control. 

4) Elevation 

Terrestrial elevation differences are normally measured by 
spirit leveling and trigonometric leveling with transits, theodolites, levels, and 
hand levels. Other techniques involve determining the earth's radius using 
satellite systems such as SECOR or integrating average inclination angles 
measured by pendulums in a manner similar to the Johnson Elevation Meter 
(Speert, 1962). 

Because of weight, power and volume problems, the latter 
techniques do not appear to be applicable to APOLLO. Space suit limitations, 
such as problems of reading instrument cross ha,irs, tend to eliminate the rest. 

One technique, leveling by photo transit, should be useful. The 
transit is leveled, and the stadia targets are photographed. Elevation differ
ences are computed by the following formula (Jakosky, 1960). 

liE = H/i x R 

Where: 
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II E = Change in elevation in ft 

H = Position of target in mm 
above or below the 50 mm 
line (center of film to which 
instrument level bubble has 
been adjusted) 



/ 
( 

( 

i = Difference in mm between 
top and bottom targets on 
the film 

R = Target separation in ft 

The elevation differences could be used to compute (see Table 
IV -8) vertical angles if neces sary. If proper lens -distance combinations are 
used, the photo transit leveling accuracy is equivalent to about O. I sec, far in 
excess of early APOLLO mission needs. 

For most early-mission purposes a level bubble and a mil 
scale could be mounted on a camera, and pictures taken of the LEM with the 
camera steadied on the multipurpose staff. The level accuracy would be 
about 1/4°, or ± 1. 1 ft in 250 ft. For gravity surveying, shots longer than 250 
it would require the use of a light tripod to reduce leveling errors to about 4 
min (1. 2 ft in 1000 ft). 

Black and white stadia targets should be painted on the LEM 
and illuminated with the sun, a flood light or target lights. 

The adjustment of the camera levels could be checked by taking 
pictures of the LEM with the camera leveled on a tripod in the normal and then 
the reverse position. 

A TV camera could also be used but it may be more difficult to 
adjust and would not have the inherent accuracy of a film camera. Two hundred 
and eighty TV scan lines would be equivalent to 100 optical line pairs over a 
stadia target. A 35-mm camera with a camera-film resolution of 40 lines/mm 
would have 1400 optical line pairs of resolution potential. 

5) Summary 

TV and film cameras equipped with relatively simple accessories 
appear to be very useful lunar surveying instruments. 

A film camera equipped with a mil scale ahead of the film and 
level bubbles could be u.sed to measure and record distance and elevation 
difference relative to stadia targets on the LEM. 

The LEM TV camera, mounted on a tracking accessory and used 
with an electronic ranging device, could measure and transmit the astronaut's 
bearing and distance from the LEM at all times in addition to full time moni
toring of his lunar activities. The TV accessories would weigh about 4.5 lb, 
3 on the LEM and 1. 5 on the astronaut. Additional power required would be 
about 10 w, and of this only 200 mw would be required by the roving astronaut. 
It may be desirable to equip both astronauts with the 1. 5-lb ranging package. 
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Other equipment needed would be a Jacob's staff-ranging pole, a 
camera tripod if the mis sion requires gravity measurements , stadia targets on 
the LEM, a gyro compass , and a simple sun or earth compass for use in the 
event the gyro failed. 

c. Surface Mapping 

l) Introduction 

Data for a map may be obtained by normal surveying activities, 
by photogrammetric techniques or by electronic mapping. 

Electronic distance measuring devices can be connected with an 
X - Y plotter to trace the position of the moving system relative to 2 or more 
fixed installations. Thes e installations appear to be too heavy and too compli
cated to be used early in the lunar exploration program. 

Most early - mission mapping will be done before the astronaut 
arrives, using orbital photographic data, or after he returns, using survey 
and photographic data collected on the lunar surface. The astronaut's time 
will be too valuable to do most routine mapping computations and plotting on 
the moon. Exceptions could be : 

• Preparation of a photo-map from descent photography 

• Plotting of X and Y coordinates computed by earth bases 
from ranging and azimuth data obtained with the TV 
camera 

• Sketching of a few geological details on orbital maps or 

on descent photographs by the astronaut in the LEM 

2) Descent Photography 

By using inflight processing, the negatives taken a few seconds 
before touchdown could provide a detailed map of the landing area. Using 
these camera parameters from the Itek Day/Night camera (view angle of 58.6°, 
a 57-mm film format and a film-camera resolution of 30 lines/mm) the mini
mum altitude, photographic scale and ground coverage per resolvable line, 
Gel ' (see Table IV -9) were computed for operating radii of 500, 1000 and 

2000 ft. 
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TABLE IV-9 

MAPPING PARAMETERS USING ITEK DAY /NIGHT CAMERA 

Operating Minimum Photographic Scale Gcl in Ft per 
Radius Altitude Ft per In. Ratio Resolvable Line 

500 890 440 1:5280 0.6 

1000 1780 880 1:10,560 1.2 

2000 3560 1760 1:21,120 2 . 4 

According to data given by Sears (1964), and in the NASA Lunar 
Flight Handbook, 1963, (Vol. 2, Part 2, p. VIII-45 to VIII-48) pictures at 
the two higher altitudes listed will not be useful for mapping around the LEM 
because the forward motion of the LEM will carry the module out of the photo
graphed area. The NASA curves of velocity vs altitude indicate that the LEM 
forward speed will be zero at an elevation of about 250 to 300 meters, or 820 
to 985 ft. These photos should map the operating area out to a range of about 
460 to 560 ft to an accuracy of about 0 . 6 ft per resolvable line pair. 

Because some missions may extend to an operating radius of 
1000 ft, it w ill be necessary to use a wider angle camera lens. At an elevation 
of 800 ft the camera view angle would have to be about 103 0 to photograph an 
area 2000 x 2000 ft. 

The photograph taken during the hovering and vertical des cent 
period could be printed on a small 10 . 5 x 10.5 x 6-in. printer using a special 
lOx lOin. format polaroid back, and a 120 0 enlar ging lens. The print could 
be used to plot short range traVi erses and as an aid in the selection of a safe 
area to leave the SIP so that it would be clear of flying debris on takeoff. 

The scale could be computed using radar altimeter data taken 
during descent. Orientation would be a function of the camera alignment with 
the LEM ground track. If this information were not available, the photographs 
would have to be scaled and oriented by measuring azimuths and distances to 
photo features identifiable through the LEM windows. 

3) Terrestrial Computing of TV Data 

If earth control reduces the bearings and distances obtained dur
ing TV tracking of the roving astronaut , the X and Y coordinates of certain key 
features could be computed and radioed to the astronaut inside the LEM for 
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plotting on simple grid sheets at a scale of about 1 in. = 100 ft. This plot 
will be useful in planning later excursions from the LEM. 

d. Surface Photography 

1) TV Camera 

The main advantages of using the LEM TV camera on early 
missions are to: 

• Obtain immediate bearing and range informati::m on the 
roving astronaut by using the TV as part of a track ing 
and ranging system. His scientific descriptions can be 
plotted on a map at once by earth control. 

• Record data that can be used for time and motion studies. 
This would be useful in planning subsequent missions. 

• Transmit the picture of the area taken by the descent 
camera. 

• Insure his rescue in the event of an accident. 

With regard to the latter, if the roving astronaut disappears 
from sight during a period when the astronaut in the LEM is distracted by 
communication or other duties, it could be very difficult for the LEM astro
naut to locate the man outside. This would be true particularly if the roving 
astronaut fell into a shaded area or a crevas se which blanked out his line -of
sight radio and visual communication. 

If the roving astronaut were watched by earth control and azi
muth and range information were recorded continuously to + 1 ft and 1/4 0

, the 
LEM astronaut could be directed accurately to where the roving man was seen 
last. At a range of 500 ft this area could be pinpointed to a spot no larger 
than 2 ft wide and 4 ft long; at 1000 ft the span would be 2 ft wide and 8 ft long. 

The lunar TV camera will not have the flexibility and resolution 
of a film-camera system for recording geologic data. Since it will be restricted 
by cabling to a 50-ft radius of the LEM, it cannot be taken on most geological 
traverses. 
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( Resolutions can be compared by computing the elements per unit 
frame (E. U. F.) using a formula given by Chicago Aerial Industries (196l, 
p. 20) for each system~ 1£ the TV has 280 scan lines on a I-in. format, and 
the camera has a 35 mm format with a camera - - (film resolution of 40 
lines/mm) the comparisons are: 

Film Camera: E. U. F. = {P R)2 ( 6) 

Where: P = Format, 35 mm 

TV Camera: 

Where: 

N = Resolution in lines 
per mm, = 40 

E. U. F. = {35 x 40)2 = 1,960,000 

E. U. F. = (N/2. 8)2 

N = Number of TV scan lines 
on I-in. format 

E. U. F. = (280/2. 8)2 = 10,000 

(7) 

The computations indicate that a 35 mm film camera should 
record about 196 times the amount of information recorded by a I-in., 280-
line TV camera. For geologic purposes the extra detail would be extremely 
valuable. 

2) Film Camera 

a) Lunar Camera Uses 

The lunar hand camera could serve numerous purposes: 

• Small-scale features and the geologic setting could be 
recorded at all sample sites. It would be desirable 
to take the pictures with a stereo camera, and it may 
desirable to us e both color and black and white film. 
The pictures must be referenced properly to comments 
recorded on tape and position-data obtained by the TV 
tracking equipment. 

• The camera could be used to record distance and elevation 
difference with the addition of a level bubble and a mil scale. 

• Photographs of instrument readings, such as gravimeter or 
magnetometer values, could be taken to be certain no errors 
are made in reading. 
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• It may be desirable to obtain photographs of a standard 
reflectivity target a t different sun-camera angles to get 
a realistic comparison of changes in luminance between 
the standard target and the lunar surface it is on. 
Precise requirements for such an experiment necessitate 
further study. 

The camera should be equipped with a level bubble and a mil 
scale (Jakosky, 1960), to measure elevation difference and distance. This will 
provide some back-up capability if the electronic distancer does not work. 

The camera should be steadied on the multipurpose staff to 
obtain elevation control to hand-level accuracy, plus or minus 1/40

• Higher 
accuracy can be obtained by using a light aluminum tripod with a leveling 
head. The camera lens view axis will be adjusted prior to leaving the launch
ing pad, but could get out of adjustment during takeoff and landing stresses. 
It will be necessary therefore to check the camera-lens view axis with the 
horizon as defined by the level bubble . Although there will be no time to make 
adjustments, the amount of error can be recorded by taking pictures of the LEM 
target with the camera leveled with the handle in the down position, and again 
with the handle in the up position. A tripod should be used to insure accuracy. 
The bubble must therefore be readable in both positions. 

Many details of microrelief could be recorded by a stereo 
camera that would be particularly useful for trafficability studies. Also, 
small-scale structures in rock exposures, undisturbed surfaces of surficial 
material and all sample sites could be permanently recorded. 

It may be desirable to guard against reading errors by 
recording gravimeter or magnetometer dial readings on film. This will require 
fixed camera positioning and standard dial lighting. 

b) Lunar Camera Design Problems 

The lunar environment creates many camera design problems. 
Some of the problems and possible solutions c1as sified by environmental area 
are: 

Temperature -- Temperatures on the lunar surface over a 28-day 
period would vary from about - 245 0 to about +260 0 F. If the camera lens had to 
tolerate these extremes, there would be considerable difficulty with differential 
temperature expansion and contraction binding moving parts, with high temp
erature film decomposition, changes in film sensitivity, and distortion of cam

era geometry. Level bubbles used for surveying may boil or freeze, and their 
adjustments to the carnera view axis could be warped. The missions probably 
will not span the full range of temperatures so the equipment could be designed 
for specific mis sions. If the landings occur with the sun about 30 0 above the 
horizon, the temperature would approximate terrestrial conditions. 
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( Atmospheric Pressures - - The pressure of the moon's atmos
phere is on the order of 10- 13 torr. At this pressure there could be problems 
caus ed by the outgas sing of lubricants, film emulsions, plastics, and camera 
metals. Loss of lubricants could cause seizure by contact welding at bearing 
surfaces. Loss of gases could fog or alter the film. 

Level vials mounted on the camera for surveying purposes may 
be difficult to seal securely enough to prevent the loss of bubble fluids. 

Wright (1963) reported that because of pressure problems 
many companies recommend sealing and pressurizing the camera interior to 
about 10 -2 torr to insure reliability. The level bubbles would be mounted 
inside the camera, and it may be pos sible to use gas from a CO 2 cylinder to 
compensate for slow leaks. 

Radiation - - Hazards to the astronaut and to camera film due to 
radiation have been down-graded in recent studies. Michael et al., (1962), 
lists the following probable radiation doses inside the film containers: 

Radiation Source 

Van Allen protons 
Van Allen electrons 
Cosmic rays + secondary radiation 
Solar flare (probability of mis sion 

occurrence is small) 

Approximate 
Roentgen Dose 

0.5 
< O. I 
< 0.5 

» 1. 0 

Effects of radiation include increased film grain size, a higher 
fog level and a reduced tone contrast. Gamma rays may print a faint radio
graph of the surrounding materials on the film. According to Taback (1964) 
radiation effects are les s on slow- speed film emulsions. Reasonably good 
photographs can be obtained with Kodak SO 243 (1. 6 ASA) subjected to 200 
rads whereas film with an 80 ASA rating can tolerate only about 3 rads. The 
film should be carried inside the space ship for shielding from as many radia
tion effects as pos sible. 

On the basis of radiation dosage levels given by Michael et ale , 
(1962), it was assumed that hand camera film could be returned to earth for 
developing, without undue risk of radiation fogging, to save weight and time. 
This risk, however, could be cut approximately in half by developing the film 
on the moon but this would require more weight and volume for chemical 
solutions and would probably eliminate the use of multilayer black and white 
and color film. 
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Lunar Light Intensity - - According to Hapke (1962) and Halajian 
(l964) the brightnes s of lunar objects will depend strongly on the angle 
between the camera view axis and the sun. The light will be strongly colli
mated, and the shadows will be very black. 

Because of the angle dependence, photographs taken away from 
the sun with the camera tilted down from the horizontal at the same angle 
as the sun's elevation may require 1/2 the exposure of pictures taken with the 
camera pointed at objects on the horizon . 

The lunar albedo varies from about 0.05 to 0.13, and the albedo 
of the LEM, if it is painted a heat-reflecting white, will be about 0.9. If the 
solar constant is about 13, OOO-ft candles, and the photographs are taken with the 
sun about 20

0 
above the horizon, the sun intensity would be 4400-ft candle s. 

The brightness available from lunar albedo conditions in direct sunlight there
fore would range from 200 fc to 570 fc and up to 4000 fc when the LEM (0.9 x 
4000) is considered. 

The luminance variations with shadowing, sun-camera angle 
changes and albedo variations strongly indicate the desirability of using a film 
similar to the Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grier XR (Extended Range) film. 
It obtains an ASA speed range of 400 to 0.004 by combining high, medium and 
low speed emulsion layers. The film is sensitive to temperatures of more 
than 75°F and would be difficult to process on the moon should this be necessary. 

In addition, the high-speed layer (400 ASA) may be subject to 
radiation degradation (Taback, 1964). This film could be very useful, how
ever, and should be studied experimentally under simulated lunar conditions. 
Perhaps a special 3 -layer film could be made for lunar operations. For added 
exposure insurance, Graflex and Kodak personnel suggest using an exposure 
meter with a very narrow field of view, bore-sighted to the camera view finder. 
For dependability they suggest using a manual pointer-matching mechanism 
rather than an automatic lens opening system. Gold (see Appendix A ) believes 
the astronaut should take three exposures of each scene, one with optimum lens 
opening, another with the exposure I-f stop high and the third, l-f stop low. 

The luminance in shadows would come from earth light or reflec
tion from the space suit, and may only be 2-or 3-ft candles. Getting details 
in these areas will require the use of an electronic flash, a flashlight or 
reflector . 

c) Other Problems in Lunar Photography 

In addition to lunar environmental problems there are many 
others related to space suit limitations and to mission requirements. Some 
of these are : 
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( View and Range Finder -- Conventional view finders will be 
difficult to us e becaus e the astronaut's eye will be at least 3 in. from the camera 
by the face plate. In addition, it would be difficult for the spacesuit-clad astro
naut to hold the camera steady close to his face plate because of the muscular 
effort required. 

Most of the camera companies (Wright, 1964) suggest using a 
simple gunsight pointer keyed to a field of view marked on the face plate over 
the astronaut's eye. Such a system would be useful for taking general landscape 
photographs, but general landscape view of a spot flat enough for landing the 
LEM will not be particularly useful. What is required are pictures of small 
features within a few feet of the astronaut. 

The gunsight view finder presents serious parallax problems 
when us ed to photograph sample sites a few feet from the camera. For this 
reason a reflex focusing mechanism operating adjacent to or through the lens 
would be more desirable. A reflex camera is easier to focus than a split 
image type when held several inches from the eye. A special viewer would have 
to be built so that the field of view would not be restricted when the camera is 
held some distance from the face. The design of the view finder will depend in 
part on where the astronaut would normally hold it for focusing and for maximum 
steadines s. Elevation differences may be obtained by steadying the camera on 
the multipurpose staff. Camera procedures should be checked through trial and 
error by a spacesuit-clad astronaut. 

Focusing may be a major problem because the focusing rings 
could freeze with loss of lubricants in the lunar vacuum. The hand camera 
must record close-up views of the lunar surface as well as distant shots of the 
LEM and any landscape forms present. Perhaps focusing can be done in 
steps with internal lens changes. 

Time - - Speed is es sential; therefore the camera should be fast, 
simple and easy to operate. Automatic film advance would save time, and it 
would be desirable from a speed standpoint to have automatic exposure control. 
From a reliability standpoint, however, the camera companies do not believe 
automatic exposure control is desirable. On some missions the film may have 
to be changed by a space-suited astronaut outside the LEM. It may be neces
sary in such cases to have the film preloaded in two cassettes to save the time 
required by the gloved astronaut to thread the film. If the astronaut could hear 
the camera shutter action in his earphones and also record it on tape, it will 
be possible to check for shutter-malfunctions and to cross reference the pic
tures to his verbal descriptions. 
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Film Capacity -- The camera should have enough film for 2 hr 
on the first excursion, and 2 -1 /2 hr on subsequent excursions. Where the 
camera is passed from one astronaut to the other as they exchange duty stations, 
it must be possible to change the film in a vacuum. 

Normally, 35 -mm cameras are used for terrestrial geologic and 
survey work and should also be satisfactory for lunar use. A lunar camera 
should parallel the Graflex design for maximum flexibility . It should be possible 
to take stereo pictures or to take pictures with either lens . This would also 
allow the astronaut to use two types of film. 

A preliminary estimate of the film requirements for a lunar 
camera on a 2-l/2-hr excursion is : 

ACTIVITY 

Stereo of sample sites 
Record gravity and 

magnetic readings 
Surveying 
Photometric tests 

4. Conclusions 

a. Surveying 

1) Purpose 

TOTAL 

EXPOSURES 
B&W 

46 

20 
26 

6 
98 

Color 
46 

46 
6 

98 

The primary concern of surveying is to provide bearing, dis
tance and elevation measurements between the LEM and the roving astronaut. 
Other requirements include dip , strike, thickness, and microrelief measure
ments on lunar structures . Maps prepared from these data can be used to 
correlate the astr onaut's observations , samples and measurements with lunar 
photographic characteristics for the extrapolation of the LEM landing area 
data over wider l unar areas. 

2) Instrumentation 

Space suit problems , time, weight , and manpower limitations 
indicate that most te rrest r ial t echniques will not be suitable . Instruments 
used for early APOLLO surveying must work efficiently under these constraints 
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( 

( 

and provide a working accuracy of about 1/4
0 

in bearing, and 1 ft in 500 ft of 
distance. Surveying instruments recommended include: 

• Ranging and bearing device to be used with LEM TV camera 

• Level bubbles and mil scale on hand stereo camera 

• Gyrocompass 

• Stadia targets painted on LEM 

• Sun compass 

• Jacob1s staff-ranging rod 

3) Problems and Recommendations 

The recommended techniques should be verified under simu
lated lunar lighting and spacesuit conditions with prototype or modified terres
trial instruments. After verification and any further modification, the instru
ments should be built to work under the lunar vacuum, temperature and radia
tion environment. 

Considerable progress has been made on building prototype 
cameras, but these have no provision for accurately aimed, short- range focus
ing' or level-bubble and mil scale accessories. The TV ranging and bearing 
devices should take advantage of LEM-astronaut communication circuitry. The 
gyrocornpas s will be relatively complex and heavy compared to an earth com
pass transit, but its potential speed seems to justify its development. 

b. Mapping 

1) Purpose 

The immediate need after landing is a detailed photo-
graphic map of the landing area within a radius of 1000 ft for planning traverses. 
It should be possible to prepare such a map from pictures taken by the descent 
camera. 

After egres s, the roving astronaue s position should be plotted 
regularly for safety reasons and as a guide to sampling. 

When the astronauts return to earth with the data collected, 
mapping will be used to locate sample, measurement and observation sites 
relative to photographic features to aid in extrapolating this data over larger 
areas. 
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2) Instrumentation 

Most of the instrumentation is dis cussed under surveying and 
photography. In addition t o s urveying equipment and cameras, computers 
and technical personnel will be needed at earth control points to decode and 
plot the digital data from the TV ranging and tracking device. This informa
tion should be radioed t o the astronaut in the LEM for plotting on a latitude 
and departure grid with the LEM as origin, and perhaps on a photographic 
map as well . 

Other mapping equipment will include scales, dividers and a 
photographic projector and printer using Polaroid type printing paper. 

3) Problems and Recommendations 

Most of the p roblems involve instruments discus sed under sur
veying and photography. A map of the operating area may be obtained with a 
descent camera by a photograph taken at the start of the vertical descent 
phase. This phase apparently starts at an elevation of approximately 1000 ft . 
Mapping out to a radius of 1000 ft from this altitude will require the use of a 
wide-angle camera lens with a view angle of at least 90° and larger if the 
vertical descent phase start s at a lower altitude. 

A compact enlarger should be developed that can enlarge the 
2 -1/4 x 2 - 1 /4-in. negative to a 10 x 10- in. print. Perhaps a special Polaroid 
pack could be made that would develop the print. 

c. Photography 

1) Purpose 

Lunar photography can record rapidly and accurately the vast 
amounts of mapping, surveying, geologic, geophysical, and engineering data. 

2) Instrumentation 

In addition to the LEM TV camera, it is recommended that a 
2 -1 /4 x 2 -1 / 4-in . format ae rial descent camera and a dual 35 mm stereo hand 
camera be carried on early APOLLO missions. 

3) Problems and Recommendations 

The descent camera film should be processed in the LEM and 
be available immediately after landing. For this reason and to insure film 
recovery if the pilot decide s against landing, the camera should be mounted 
in the LEM . From the limited data studied on L EM construction, it may be 
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( difficult to obtain satisfactory descent photos with the camera mounted internally 
without LEM modifications . 

Many problems hinge on a precise knowledge of the descent tra
jectory during the last few seconds of flight from an altitude of about 1000 ft. 
During this period the camera must be adjusted to switch from image-motion 
compensation to a faster shutter speed to allow for a nearly vertical descent. 
The film must be fast enough to allow the shutter to stop motion but slow enough 
to be reasonably radiation-resistant. The altitude at which horizontal move
ment stops will also determine the proper view angle of the camera lens for 
photographing the operating area out to a radius of 1000 ft. 

It will not be neces sary to develop the hand camera film on the 
moon unless it is desirable to do so for radiation protection . Data by Michael 
et al., (1962) indicate that sufficient radiation protection will be obtained by 
carrying the film in the LEM going to and from the moon. If the film can be 
developed on earth, it will be practical to use multilayer color and black and 
white film. 

A multilayer black and white film, such as the · Edgerton, Ger
meshausen, and Grier XR film has very desirable exposure characteristics 
because of the combined low, middle and high-speed emulsion layers. The 
film needs testing under different radiation levels to evaluate the effects of 
radiation on the higher speed layers. It may be desirable to develop a special 
radiation- resistant, multilayer film of this type for lunar usage. 

The hand camera should have a level bubble and a mil scale for 
surveying purposes and provisions for steadying the camera on the multipurpose 
staff or a light tripod. It should be possible to focus the camera accurately at 
ranges of 2 or 3 ft to photograph details at sample sites. 

Film changes should be possible under vacuum conditions. To 
enable the astronaut to do this, it may be advisable to pre-thread each film roll 
in two cassettes. A study should be made to determine if a film change can be 
made by the astronaut with his hands encased in pressurized gloves and if 
there would be any adverse effects to the film roll by subjecting it to the 
lunar vacuum. 
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( CHAPTER V 

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS 

A. SUMMARY 

In previous chapters, the instrumentation state -of -the -art 
and engineering problems as sociated with scientific experiments or measure
ments have been discussed in general terms. This chapter discusses 

• Procedures and selection proces ses in compiling engineering 
data on instruments and equipment 

• General engineering problems associated with measurements 
and instruments as well as the systems aspect of the 
scientific instrumentation 

• Detailed characteristics of selected instruments and the nature 
of associated measurement engineering problems 

• Components of and design requirements for the unattended 
scientific instrument package (geophysical observatory or 
SIP) to be left on the moon 

Estimated payload requirements (weight, volume and power) 
of the optimum selected combination of scientific measurements and experiments 
are shown to be within the overall constraint guidelines for Alternative I of 
Flight I when either a battery pack/ solar cell array or a radioisotope power 
supply is used in the SIP. The estimated weight falls slightly outside the 
250 -lb overall constraint for Alternative II if a secondary battery pack and 
solar cell array is used. 

The weight constraint is met with the radioisotope power 
supply if the gravity meter is deleted from the recommended instrumentation. 
For both alternatives, the use of a radioisotope power supply results in a 
volume distribution problem. 

According to these results, a battery pack/ solar cell power 
supply is recommended for Flight I, Alternative I and a radioisotope power 
supply for Alternative II. Because of the considerably smaller size of the 
battery/ solar cell supply, however, and since the estimated weight difference 
is felt to be les s than the accuracy of the individual estimates, the final 
choice of power supply type should be left until a detailed design study of the 
SIP is concluded. 
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B. COMPILATION OF INSTRUMENT AND EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING DATA 

The procedures and selection processes followed in compiling 
engineering data on instruments and equipment, and the location of the 
tabulated data in this report, are described in this section. 

1. Selection Proces s 

An early step in the conduct of this study was selection of all 
measurements or experiments which would provide data of scientific and 
technologic significance relevant to previously identified fundamental lunar 
problem areas . A comprehensive list was then compiled, by study group, 
of state-of-the-art instruments and equipment--and those under development-
capable of making the selected measurements or experiments which fell within 
the cognizance of that study group. In this compilation, detailed performance 
characteristics were not listed, and instruments were rated on a numerical 
scale with respect to such characteristics as hazards, operating time, 
reliability, and state of development . 

The original lists of measurements and experiments (given in 
Appendix C) were independently compiled by study groups. After condensing 
to the most significant of these and eliminating duplications, a final measure
ment's list was compiled, together with the set of selected instruments and 
equipment deemed most suitable for these measurements . This latter list 
appears in Appendix E of this report. 

More detailed and specific engineering data on this set of 
selected instruments and equipment were then assembled. The weight, 
volume. powe r, and operating time values used in the analyses of the optimum 
set of measurements and exp eriments to be performed on early APOLLO 
mis sions were taken from these as sembled data. 

2. Tabulation of Engineering Data 

The comprehensive listing of instruments and equipment is 
included in this report as Appendix D. At the beginning of the appendix is a 
list of definitions of the terms used in the tabulations and the rating numbers 
used in evaluation of the instruments or equipment. The more detailed engineer
ing data on selected instruments appear in Table V -1 of this chapter and in 
the supplementary discus sion following that table. Weight, power, volume, 
and operating time values included in this tabulation were used in the 
computer evaluation program to determine the optimum set of experiments 
and measurements to be performed on early APOLLO mis sions. The input 
data to the computer program ar e presented in matrix form in Appendix F, 
and the computer program its e lf is discussed in detail in Part II, Chapter VI, 
of this report. 
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Presentation of the more detailed engineering data in tabular 
form (Table V -1) does not permit adequate discussion of all instruments or 
items of equipment. Information supplementary to that in the table is pro
vided for a number of the instruments. 

c. GENERAL ENGINEERING PROBLEMS 

A number of problems related to scientific measurements or 
experiments on the moon can be discussed in terms of general applicability. 
These problems are the subject of this section. 

1. Restrictions Imposed by Astronaut Capabilities 

Each instrument or item of equipment considered for the hmar 
mis sion must be evaluated for feasibility of use from the standpoint of the 
astronaut's limitations or capabilities when clothed in a pres sure suit and 
situated in the lunar environment. Instrument controls must be suitable for 
manipulation with a gloved hand. It may be difficult or impossible to use 
optical instruments, such as binoculars or telescopes, with any facility since 
they can be brought no closer to the eye than the face plate of the suit helmet. 
It is clear that foot traverse capability will be limited, so only limited 
separation requirements for placement of instruments can be accommodated. 
Due to the low lunar gravity, the astronaut will find it difficult to provide 
sufficient reactive force for such operations as rising, pushing or dragging. 
Center of gravity considerations and astronaut agility when clothed in the 
pressure suit will limit the number, weight and bulk of instruments and 
equipment he can carry during any foot traverse. 

A related pro blem is the hazard to the astronaut involved in 
the use of any instrument or item of equipment. For example, it will be 
prudent to protect his pressure suit from damage or puncture by flying rock 
fragments while using a geologist's pick to obtain rock samples. Thus, a 
shield must be a concomitant piece of equipment for a geologist's pick. 
Hazards of individual instruments and experiments are discussed in Section D 
of this chapter. 

2. Compatibility of Output Signal With Data Links 

A major portion of the significant data returned to earth on 
early APOLLO mis sions will consist of field notes made by the astronauts 
on their obs ervations and on the results of experiments performed by them. 
Since manipulation of pencil and notebook will be cumbersome and slow 
(perhaps even impossible), the bulk of such field notes will be voice
recorded. It has been assumed a voice-modulated radio transceiver will be 
carried by the outside astronaut for a communications link with the astronaut 
remaining inside the LEM and with earth. Under these conditions, there will 
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be no need for r ecordi ng o r al not es on boar d the LEM. However, such 
considerations as conse r vat ion of electrical power and lim.ited i nform.ation 
capacity in the earth com.m.unicat ion link m.ay m.ake it desirable to record such 
notes for subsequent transm.ission at a m.ore suitable tim.e in the m.ission 
profile . This procedure would require a r ecorder on boar d the LEM, tied in 
with the ear th com.m.unicati on link. 

Both the com.m.unications between astronauts and the oral notes 
are likely to be i nterm.ittent in nat ure , i. e . , to have a low duty cycle . Optim.um. 
use of com.m.unication channel capacity, therefore , would seem. to dictate 
recording of such inform.ation with an autom.atic start - stop arrangem.ent on 
the recorder , with delayed playback and transm.is sion over the com.m.unications 
link. 

There is no difficulty anticipated with the radio com.m.unication 

link between the out side as t ronaut and the LEM because of electrostatic 
charge on the lunar surface or cha r ged dust particles . In the event of a com.
m.unication problem. , howeve r, a sm.all , portable tape recorder in the astro
naut's back pack or pressur e suit will be needed for oral notes and m.easure
m.ents . The recorded inform.ation then would be played back for transm.ission 
on the astronaut ' s return to the LEM. This latter approach should be avoided 
if at all possible , since use of a radio com.m.unication link with the LEM will 
involve the leas t encum.brance and difficulty for the outside astronaut during 
his travers es . 

Most if not all of the instrum.ents listed in the com.pilation 
discussed earlier will require som.e m.odification of their output signals for 
the specific data storage and transm.ission capabilities of the APOLLO system.. 
For som.e, the data will be telem.etered to a LEM-housed tape recorder by a 
data link separate from. that used by the astronaut; in others , output of the 
instrum.ent will be observed by the astronaut and recorded orally. All 
instrum.ents selected for the optim.um. com.bination recom.m.ended in this 
report are of the latter t ype , except the t r acking transducer on the LEM TV 
cam.era, the LEM survey rate m.eter , the inst r um.ents included in the unattended 
scientific instrum.ent package (SIP ), and possibly the reflectance radiom.eter . 
It is proposed that the signals from. the tracking transducer be telem.etered 
on the sam.e channel as the TV signals. The inform.ation rate is low and would 
not significantly affect the r equirem.ents for that channel. The LEM survey 
rate m.eter will m.ake m.easurem.ents during the lunar approach and after 
landing , prior to egress . A visual output will be provided for observation 
by the astronauts , but the output signal also should be telem.etered to earth. 
This could be handled ove r one of the engineering data channels from. the LEM. 
The SIP will have its own telem.etry system.. If the reflectance radiom.eter 
uses filters t o obtain spectral data at discrete wavelengths or in bands, a 
visual output would be m.onitored by the astronaut. A scanning-type instru
m.ent , however, would require telem.etry of the output signal. 
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Where the instrument-LEM telemetry link is required, a buffer 
storage unit would be necessary preceding the recorder so that maximum 
advantage could be taken of the recorder's data storage capacity. 

Despite the wide variety of instrument types considered in the 
study, a fairly general statement can be made concerning the necessary 
conditioning of the instrument output signal to render it suitable for data 
transmis sion. A likely approach to the data link between instrument or 
astronaut and the LEM (or a LEM-housed tape recorder) would be a frequency
modulated RF carrier. Prior to recording for subsequent transmission to 
earth, this RF carrier will have to be demodulated. Since most of the instru
ments in their present form have low frequency or d-c analog voltage output 
or have parallel or serial digital code output, conversion to the FM radio
frequency carrier output must be made and a transmitter built into the 
instrument. Fortunately, this exacts only small penalties in weight and 
power for the short transmis sion distances to be encountered on the lunar 
surface in early missions. The output signals of those instruments on board 
the LEM will not require this step but will be used directly to modulate a 
subcarrier or will be converted to digital form before recording. Because 
these considerations are so highly dependent on the overall APOLLO systems 
design and because different approaches to signal conditioning will have such 
minor effects on weight, power and volume requirements for each instrument, 
they have not been treated in detail in the instrument engineering evaluation. 

3. Power Requirements 

Power requirements can be divided into three general classes: 
(1) power for unattended remote operation; (2) power to be supplied by the fuel 
cell primary power supply on board the LEM; and (3) power for portable 
operation. Because the portable instruments will be us ed on an expendable 
basis (discarded after accomplishing their intended function), only chemical 
batteries have been considered for their operation. If repeated use during 
the mis sion is indicated, as on multiple excursions, batteries can be of 
the rechargeable type and can be recharged by the primary power supply. In 
the case of unattended remote operation, both secondary (rechargeable) 
batteries with a solar cell array and radioisotope power supplies have been 
considered, as discussed in detail in Section E of this chapter. 

For the computer evaluation program input data, power 
requirements were converted into equivalent weight and volume for those 
instruments which would be operated in the portable or remote modes. Instru
ments to be used on the LEM were listed as requiring power from the primary 
power supply on board. 
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4. Scientific Instrument Package 

Certain measurements or experiments, to yield significant 
data, require that the instruments be operated continuously or periodically over 
longer periods than the astronaut's stay on the lunar surface. Such instruments 
logically belong in a scientific instrument package (SIP) to be left on the lunar 
surface to acquire and transmit data to earth by means of a s elf -contained 
telemetry system. These instruments and the transmitter will be designed to 
operate from a common power supply. The additional requirements imposed 
by the SIP over individual operation of the instruments will be due to the weight 
and volume of the data storage means, telemetering and control system and the 
additional batteries (or other self-contained power supply) to permit extended 
operation. Components and design requirements for the recommended SIP will 
be discussed in a subsequent section. 

5 . Lunar Environmental Effects 

The APOLLO mission presents a number of new instrument 
design problems occasioned by the heretofore unencountered operational 
environment in which the instruments must function. In addition to problems 
due to the environment itself, there are others posed by the requirement for 
manned operation in that environment . Inasmuch as the s cope of this study 
does not include detailed instrument design or complete specification of 
instrumentation requirements, lunar environmental effects on instrument 
design are not treated in detail. Lehr, Tronolone and Horton (1960) discuss 
such problems for the space environment. These problems also apply to 
the lunar environment. The more impo'rtant environmental factors and their 
effects on instrument design are discussed below. 

a. Micrometeoroid Flux 

Meteoroid and micrometeoroid flux are primarily of importance 
in the design of instruments which will remain on the lunar surface for extended 
periods of time. Sputtering, erosion and roughening of temperature control 
and optical surfaces are to be expected. Sealed, pressurized assemblies 
should be designed with a protective outer shell capable of withstanding micro
meteoroid penetration. Another possibility is protection by implantation with 
dust or rubble covering. 

b. Short-Wave Electromagnetic Radiation 

Certain materials, particularly organic materials, are affected 
adversely by ultraviolet or soft X-ray radiation. Materials for external 
surfaces must be selected for resistance to such degradation . Also, possible 
secondary radiation from instrument surface materials should be considered 
both from the standpoint of radiation damage and disturbance of other 
experiments. The soft X-ray flux appears to be quite low but increases during 
solar flares. 
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c. High Vacuum 

Effects of the "hard" space vacuum which must be considered 
in instrument or equipment design include: (1) sublimation or evaporation; 
(2) removal of surface gas films which affect material properties; (3) corona 
discharge or arc-over in electrical equipment; (4) electrical leakage or break
down due to metal whisker growth or to sublimation and redeposition of metals; 
(5) vacuum or cold-welding phenomena; (6) loss of plasticizers in certain 
plastics or organics; and (7) chemical reactivity of surfaces due to loss of oxide 
surface films. 

Most of these problems have been met and solved in earth
satellite or interplanetary spacecraft and equipment, and a growing body of 
information is available to assist in selecting materials and designing equip
ment to avoid or overcome them. The major difference in previous solutions 
and those under the APOLLO mission is due to manned operation or installation 
of the equipment. The most troublesome effects associated with manned 
operation would appear to be vacuum welding and chemical surface reactivity. 
All instruments should be tested for problems arising from these effects by 
operation in a simulated lunar environment and by contact with materials 
expected to be found on the lunar surface under high vacuum conditions. 

d. Temperature Control 

Heat transfer to and from instruments in spacecraft is 
accomplished primarily by radiation and this will be true as well on the lunar 
surface. In certain cases, however, conduction also will be an important heat 
transfer mechanism. Careful attention to thermal control will be required on 
all instruments to maintain temperature within the operating range for the 
instrument. Design problems will be particularly severe, however, for 
instrument components of the unattended scientific instrumentation package 
which desirably would operate through several lunar diurnal temperature 
cycles. 

Three means probably will be employed, either singly or in 
combination, for thermal control: (1) control of heat absorption and reradiation 
by means of careful selection of surface materials and design of instrument con
figuration; (2) control of heat gain or los s by conduction to the lunar surface 
through appropriate design; and (3) active or thermostatic control by means of 
feedback-controlled heater elements contained in the instrument package. Since 
each instrument presents a specific new design problem for thermal control 
and such design is beyond the scope of this study, a percentage weight and 
volume factor for thermal control has been used in the analysis to determine 
the optimum instrument-measurement combinations for early APOLLO mis sions. 
Thermal control considerations for the SIP are discussed in a subsequent 
section of this chapter. 
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e. Particulate and Gamma Radiation 

The major hazard to instruments or equipment due to radiation 
would occur only during infrequent solar flares. The hazardous components 
would be high-energy electrons and protons of solar origin and secondary 
neutron and gamma radiation. Expected flux during a flare is reasonably well 
known, and instruments or equipment intended for operation over extended 
periods on the lunar surface need only be designed with adequate built-in shield
ing or implanted in such a way as to use the shielding properties of lunar surface 
materials. 

f. Lunar Dust 

A unique environmental problem is presented by the possible 
existence and nature of extensive dust deposits on the lunar surface. Dust 
transport will differ from that observed on earth since there is no atmosphere. 
There may be charged dust particles in suspension, however, due to electro
static repulsion . There is also a pos sibility that particles may become charged 
by friction due to astronaut motion . If charged dust particles occur, there is 
likelihood of dust films or layers accumulating on instruments or equipment, 
as well as the astronaut, due to electrostatic attraction. Such accumulations 
ma y affect instrument operation. 

Design solutions for these problems prior to obtaining information 
in an actual lunar landing can come only from experimental work in a simulated 
lunar environment or from knowledge gained with a succes sful Surveyor soft 
landing . 

6. Packaging 

Weight and volume estimates for individual instruments and 
equipment items do not include allowance for packaging for the earth-moon 
flight . Such packaging must provide protection against damage or dislodging 
during any of the phas e s ' of that fli ght - -launch, parking or bi t, earth -to -moon 
transfer, lunar orbit, LEM descent, and LEM landing--and necessarily will 
result in increased weight and volume . Without a detailed design of all the 
instruments (which is beyond the scope of this study) it is not possible to 

determine accurately the payload cost assignable to packaging. Accordingly, 
arbitrary percentage weight and volume factors were used in estimates of 
instrumentation payload requirements to allow for the combined payload cost 
of packaging and thermal control, which was discussed previously. Factors 
used were 20 per cent in weight and 25 per cent in volume . 

Although the design problems are not the same, no good basis 
was found for using different percentage factors for the SIP and for instruments 
and equipment which will only be used during the astronaut l s stay on the moon l s 
surface. 
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7. Instrument Location on the LEM 

Whether an instrument carries out its function in place on the 
LEM or is removed by the astronaut subsequent to the lunar landing for use 
or emplacement on the moon's surface, its location on the LEM is important. 
In the first situation, considerations which affect choice of location include: 
(l) the effect of instrument location on measurement accuracy; (2) requirement 
for operation in the pres surized atmosphere of the LEM; (3) need for acces s
ibility by the astronaut prior to egress from the LEM; and (4) dependence on 
the LEM primary power supply. For items to be removed after the landing, 
the dominant considerations are: (l) accessibility and ease of removal by the 
outside astronaut; and (2) the requirement for composite packaging of the SIP 
components. Overriding considerations are the available locations and volumes 
and weights allocable to each. 

Preferred location of equipment on the LEM is considered in the 
detailed discussion of selected instruments in the following section as well as in 
the optimum instrument/ equipment combination chosen for the early flights. 

D. ENGINEERING DATA ON SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT 

Selected instruments and equipment deemed most suitable for 
the most significant measurements and experiments are discussed in this 
section. Engineering data, as detailed and specific as available, are given 
in Table V -1. For cas es in which the tabular form does not permit adequate 
discussion or description, a supplementary discussion follows the table. 
Engineering or technical problems as sociated with the measurement technique 
are also discussed. 

The column headings in Table V -1 are generally self -explanatory. 
However, brief definitions of some terms used in the table may facilitate 
interpretation of the data: 

Hazards --rated on a 1-5 scale, defined at the 
beginning of Appendix D. The nature or source 
of the possible hazard is usually mentioned. 

Operating time - -total operating time of the instru
ment for a measurement; not necessarily the 
same as the time required of the astronaut. 

Resolution - -the smallest change in the measurand 
that produces a recognizable change in the 
instrument output. 

Accuracy- -static error band of the instrument, 
usually expressed as per cent of full scale 
measurand; also, absolute accuracy. 
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Range - - the mea sur and range , at time s called 
dynamic range, over which the instrument 
is useful . 

Repeatability- -the ability of an instrument to 
reproduce (or repeat) the output signal for 
repeat ed application of the input signal. 
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TABLE V-I 

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR APOLLO SCIENTIFIC MISSION 

INSTRUMENT NAME 
MFR AND/OR 

INFORMATION SOURCE 

r,t::ASURAND 
OR USE 

1. Pe r.anent Bar I Check 
Magnet 
(Alni c o) 

Co..an lte. 

2. Hand Lens 

terro 

·.9neti •• 

H&9ni.t1-

cation 
Ward'. Natural of 
Science Establish- saapl •• 

PERFORMANCE AND 
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

1 Ib pull 

10 X 

WEIGHT 
(LBS) 

0.3 

0.6 

VOLUME 
(IN') 

DIMENSIONS 
\IN.) 

<1 
Approx. 

4x3/4xl/4 

2 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

o 

o 

TIME TIME HAZARDS ENVIRONMENTAL STATE OF 
SET -UP IOPERATING 

(MINUTES) (MINUTES) I I CHARACTERISTICS I DEVELOPMENT 

o ~ I / sa.pIe 

o _l /s.aple 

O.K. tor lun.rICoa.e re!al 
u •• 

Po •• ible tN 
d •• age to 
opt iel 

ita. 

Coa-ercial 
i tea 

COMMENTS AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

In a.api i ng package. Used to 
check tor .. taoritel, 
siail.rity bet ••• n s •• pl •• 

Should be telted for lunar 
environ.ent, •• tronaut'. 
ability to use through hel •• t 
faceplate 

.ent C.t.l~O~9~ ____ ~ ________ t-__________________________ ~ ________ ~ ______ -+ ________ ~ ________ +-____ --~~-------+-------------+-------------i~~--~~~----------~--~ 
3. Cooke-MacArthur Hagniti - O.K. for lunar In develop.ent Built-in light source. Need. 

Petrographic cation 2 - 1.5 use 6 1t05 lead testing for astronaut's 
Microscope of 10 X to 100 X 2 E 22.5 volt 1 E 5 - 15 ti .. E ability to use. Require. 

Rank Organization sa-pIes batteries prepared s .. ple . preferably 
England thin section 

4. Jacob's Staff IDepth. I Telescopic design. Ruled to 
penetra- 0.1 ft • or stadia rod 
tion, laarkings 
resis-
tance 

5. Gyro Coapass IAZiauth IAccurac y N 1°. Circular 
w/ lnclinoaeter relative scale readout 

6. 

Ast ro -Space 
Labora tor ie. 

Inclinolileter 

Keuffe 1 & E.sser 

to base 
line, dip 
angle 

Dip 
Angle 

I - 2° accuracy . Pendulu. 
type . Circular scale read-
out 

7. Haps. I Landing 11 :25,000 scale. 
Topographic and site Min. resolution: 85 tt horiz , 
Phot0geologic locat ion 15 ft vert 

8. Erosion 
Particl e 
Move.ent 
Sa.pler 

Pa •• ive 
duat 
particle 
collec 
tion 

Collects representative 
... ple ot near-surface dust 
particle IIIOveaent 

9. Hardness PointslRock I Range: 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 
hardne.. 8 , 9, 10 on Hoh scale 

Ward's Natura.l 
Science Establish
.ent Catal09 

10. Coaparison 
Chart s 

A.aeri c an Geo
physical lnst . 

11. X-Ray 
Oiifrac to .. ter 

(Weber, 1963) 

Color, Isealed in plastic, u.ed for 
grain v isual co.parison-e.tiaate 
si ze, per· 
centage 
e9tiaate 

Mineral loutput: c ount rate , voltao_ 
coaposi- pulees. Peak width, 1/2 
tion height: 0.2050 . Scan ranoe : 

7_900 (20). Peak intensity 
reproducibility: 1" avg. 

12. IR Spectrollleter lMineral, ISiaPle orating spectro_ter 
9a. w/tront surface airror . 
co_posi- IOutput : analog voltage 
tion 

(Weber, 1963) 

2 E 

0.5 E 

0.1 E 

1 I! 

0.3 

0.6 E 

17.6 

2 E 

9 
-:ollapaed 
""36x5/8 d 

22 

10 E 

2 E 

35 E 
folded 

5 

4 E 

1200 Ii 

40 E 

o 

5 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

60 

< 5 E 

<1 

<5 

<1 

N.A. 

10 E 
inCl. 

ret rieval 

o 

o 

15 I! 

1 - 5 

l/.eas. 

1/ .... . 

N . A . 

u 

1-2/ .. as. 

l/aeas . 

20 -160 
scan 

5 - 15 El15/anal E 

Poaaible cold- I Undeveloped 
welding 
problea. with 
tele.copic 
d.sign 

u 

u 

Prototype. 
Need. aod. 
for sioht, 
inclino .. ter 

COlIIlNrcial 
i telll. Need. 
moditication . 
3-6 IIOS lead 
ti.e E 

Must be pack- IUndeveloped 
aged for lunar 
environlllent 

Poss ible cold-IUndeveloped 
.elding 
probl ••• 
./tolding 
de.ign 

1-2.as lead 
tille E 

No ditticul- Icoaaerciai 
ti.s tore seen ite. 
tor lunar 
environ.ent 

Used to probe dust thickne.s, 
lend stability to a.tronaut, 
as starlia rod. Acc •• sory: 
dial . gauge penetroaeter. 

Needs test lunar environ.ent 

Pivot bearing IIIUSt be sealed 
for vacuuIII 

To be prepared tro. Ranger, 
Lunar Orbiter photographs. 
Probably sealed in pla.tic 
tor ease of handling 

Conceptual instruaent: siaple 
pan and sandwich baff Ie 
w/tolding arlll to change 
baffle height 

Could be replaced by knite 
and other ite.s in astro
naut's equip.ent , suitably 
chosen for relative hardness 

Package ior I Developed, IAGI data sheets I to 13, 15, 
lunar environ- need aodifica- 16 and otherS : (Orain size, 

la.nt tion percentage 8 .stilllate, et c .). 
GSA c olor chart 

Approval test-I Prototype 
ling tor developed for 

Requires prepared sa.ple. 
Moditication to use lunar .u~ 
face as ... ple desirable. May 
increase size , weight. I - 2 
yr lead t i .. e E 

high Isurveyor in 
voltage, progress 
X-rays 

u 

Surveyor, 
Moditications 
desirable 

Undeveloped. Iprilllaril Y us.d for liquids, 
I - 3 yr lead Oas.s. Recent work on lIIineral 
time E reflectance, absorpt ion, 

!~:!~.~~~~~eun?~~·~~~~~sr;~ 
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TABLE V-I (CONTD) 

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR APOLLO SCIENTIFIC MISSION 

INSTRUMENT NAME IMEASURAND 
MFR AND/OR OR USE 

INFORMATION SOURCE 

PERFORMANCE AND 
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

13. Different ial 
Thermal 
Analysis 

(Gordon, 1900) 

14. X-Ra y 
Spectrometer 

(W,..ber . 1903) 

Mineral loutput: ana log voltaQe prop. 
compo..; i-A T sample - to- reference 
tion IU. t erial. Thermocouple sen

sors, mil livolt levels 

Che lilic al 
composi
t ion 
(solid) 

Outputs: voltage pulses , 
count rate, 13 channels , plus 
1 pulse height analyzer 
output. S ensitivity 0.1 -

1'" 
15 . t}\1- Visible Chemical Output : analog voltage. 

Absorption coaposi- Range; 210 - 600 m~. 
Spec trometer tion, Reso lut ion : 0 . 02 m~, photo-
(Anon., Av. life metric accuracy ~ 0.1 to 
Week, 19b1) for.s __ ~_0_,_2_5_"' __________________ ~_ 

lb. UV - Visible UV- Output: a nalog voltage (PM 
Spectrometer visible tube) . Range: 200-600 -!Dr_ 

r a diat io Resolut ion.:-lO rill" @ 200 !Dr 
r e flec-

(Weber, 1903) 

17. Neu t ron 
Ac t ivat ion 
Anal y zer 

(Weber, 1903) 

18. Alpha 
Sc attering 
Spect r oQleter 

(Weber, 1963) 

tance 

Chemic a l, Coded output from 96 c hann@l 
stable pulse height analyzer, Detec
isotope tor resolutio n 9" @ 0,633 Mev 
composi- Neutron source: 104 n / pulse, 
t ion 103 pps 

ChemiCA L 
composi 
tion 
(sol id) 

Coded output from 2 - 128 
c hannel pulse he ight ana lyz
ers , Resol ves adjacent 
elements to amu 40(Ca). 
Dete c ts ..... l atom" 

19. Neutron I Chemical 
Scat terin g c omposi-

5 de c ade s c aler output. Uses 
S milli c urie neutron source 
of Ra226 _Be, spring-wound 
timer 

(Johnson, 1962) 

20. Gas 
Chromatograph 

(Wilhite, 1963) 

21 . Mass 
S pec t romete! 

t ion 
( solid) 

Chemical 
composi -
t ion (gas, 
solid) , 
life form 

Analog output voltage, 
dynamic range N 104 ;_ ~ 6" 
accuracy; resolution 3xlO- 10 

mole 

c hemicAl ' lAnalog output voltage 0 - 5 v 
stable 7 c ha nne ls + total current. 
isotope Masses I, 4, 14, 16 , 18 , 28, 
comp. , 132 

( Schrader , 1962~life form 

22. Mass 
Spe c trometer 

(Brubaker, 1963 

23 . Gamma Ray 
S pec t rOllleter 

(Weber, 1903) 

24. Alpha Ray 
S pec t rOlZle t er 

Output: pulse c ount. Scan 
c ontrol by d-c voltage, a.u 
2 to SOo .Re solution Ig-12 
torr. Dyn. range: 10 

che~i cal' lcoded output from 32-channel 
radlo - pulse height analyzer, 16 
isotope bits/c han. Detect 0.08% K

40 

cOTllpos i-
tion 

c hemi ca l'lcoded output from 128 c hannel 
radio- pulse height a nalyzer 
iso tope 
c omposi -
tion 

WEIGHT 
(LBS) 

10 E 

33 E 

12 

2 E 

22 

8 

30 E 

13,2 E 

23 

15 E 

12 

4 E 

VOLUME 
(IN') 

DIMENSIONS 
(IN) 

860 E 

360 E 

1700 
approx. 

22 x 8 x9 

50 E 

1700 E 

500 E 

860 E 

690 E 

700 

860 E 

860 

430 E 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

200 E 

25 E 

4 

neg. 

100 

1.4 

3 E 

15 (avg) 
24 w-hr / 
anal 

27 

27 

< 1. S 

1.4 

TIME TIME HAZARDS ENVIRONMENTAL STATE OF 
SET -UP IOPERATING 

(MINUTES) (MINUTES) I I CHARACTERISTICS I DEVELOPMENT 

COMMENTS AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

10 - 15 1 15 - 30/ 
anal 

5 - 15 

5 - 15 

5 - 15 

5 - 15 

5 - 15 

15 - 30/ 
a.nal 

10/scan 

5 - 15/ 
scan 

15 - 30/ 
a n al 

5/ a n a l 
E 

2 
high 

voltage 
X-rays 

2 
so l ar 
furnace 

2 
high 

vol t age, 
neutrons 

5 - 10 E 5 - 15 EI 2 

5 - 15 EI lOO/anal 

5 - IS EI 04 sec/ 
scan 

5 - 15 EI 1-5/ocan 

5 - 15 E 5 - 15 E 

5 E 5 - 10 E 

neutrons 

2 
high 

voltage 
r -rays 

Heat transter 
and control 
likely prob
Ie •• 

UnderQoing 
tests tor 
Surveyor I 

Co.aercial l&b\S .. Ple . ret te.p varied at 
i tem. Lunar selecte d rate. Nora. u sed 
lIIode l undevel- in air a t.oaphere - v ac uu. 
oped u se •• y pr ••• nt aevere 

proble.s 

Surveyor I 
inatruaent 
Philips - JPL 
1-2 yr to 
lIodify 

Firat unit had develop-ental 
probl.... Require. prepared 
sa.ple - -ad. to u se lunar 
5urface d •• irable 

Designed for Iprotot ype 
lunar @nviron- built for 

Dual bea. r at io syste. , &uto
scan . Requires 5 g_ sa.pl., 
ground 100 ... h. Solar 
furnace (Fr. s nel lens) 
vaporizes sa.ple 

.... nt 

Ne.d. design 
for s p .ce use 

Oper. range 
-30 to 100°C. 
Desi90ed for 
lunar use 

Surveyor -
Beck.an 
Instruments 

Prototype , 
AVCO Corp. 

P r otot ype for 
Surveyor.Needs 
iaprovement. 
2-3 yr lead 
tiae E 

Surveyor 
bre.dboard 
protot ype. 
Lead t ill.e 
1 - 2 yr E 

Grating aonochroaator, a uto
scan. Could b. used a. 
absorption spectroaeter 
w/addition s olar turn.ce, 
s •• ple holder 

Collaboration by JPL, LRL, 
Aerospace Corp., Sandi., UC 
Space Science Lab. Needs 
stronger neutron s ource, 256 
channel PHA 

Prof. Turkevich, Vniv. 
Chic.9Q. Requir •• s •• ple 
prep.; u se of lunar .urf.ce 
as s •• ple desir.ble 

Portable fieldlw-v-p esti.ate. are for lunar 
inst. Need. a odel. Shielding require-
mod. Le.d .. nt . may increase th e.e 
t ilK! I - 2 yr 
E 

Surveyor I JWill s.parate.identi~y 28 
design. Le.d consti tuents, incl. CO, CO2 , 
ti.e I yr E t ""3' H20, °2 , N2 , organic . 
mod. for 
Apollo 

Designed for Isp.ce .odel -
Satellite 5-6 Consolidated 

Sya. Corp . 
Lead tirw 

Built for Goddard 5FC. 
Sensitivity inadequate for 
Apollo. Weight, size c ould 
be reduced. M.gnetic 
focusing 

u 

Sp a ce 
environ.ent 

Luna r 
environ_ent 

1-2 yr E 

Undeveloped - \ Uu.drupole •••• filter 
considered (possibly ti .. -of-flight). 
po.sible. Le.d He.ted fil aaent proposed to 
ti ll.. 2-3 yr E v.porize sample , 

R. nger III,IV, 
V instru.ent. 
Lead t iae to 
improve 1-2 
yr E 

Part of Sur
veyor bread
bo.rd proto
type. Lead 
time 1-2 yr Ii 

Propo.ed,de s igned Lo. Ala8Os, 
UC . t La Jolla, JPL. This 
type instruaent part of 17. 
Needs -ad. for Apollo. 256 
channel PHA sugge.ted 

Use. d e t e ctor, pulse hei9ht 
a nalyzer froa a lpha scatter
in9 spectro.eter (Item 18) 
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TABLE V-I (CONTD) 

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR APOLLO SCIENTIFIC MISSION 
INSTRUMENT NAME 

MFR AND/OR 
INFORMAT ION SOURCE 

iMEASURAND 
OR USE 

PERFORMANCE AND 
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

25 . Gamma RAY I Rock, 
Sack scattering soil 

den sity 

Output: voltage pulse count 
rate. Linear range: 0.2 to 
4 g./cm 3 . Accuracy: + 0.1 
gm/cm3 on consolo mat;rial. 

(Ca.nup, 1962) 

26. Kreisman I Atmos-
Vacuum Gauge pheric 

Range: 10- 4 to 10=T4 torr. 
Uses Ni 63 tri9ger. Output: 
2 amp/torr to 10- 10 torr, 
converted to linear or 109 
voltage 

Va.cuum 
Industries Inc. 

27. Sa.pIe Culture 
w/pH Readout 

(Anon.,C & E 
News, 1964) 

28. Sa.ple Culture 
w/Radioisotope 
Readout 

(Levin, 1962) 

29. Solar Plasaa 
Spe c trometer 

(\0/eber, 1963) 

30. Survey Rate 
Meter 

(Neher, 1953) 

31. Parti c le 
Spect rometer 

(Fisher, 1963) 

pressure 

Life j outPllt: analog voltage, 
forat 0-5 v-dc. Resolution 
detectio adequate, repeatability 

+ 0.2 pH units 

Life I Output: voltage puIs. count 
forat rate. Resolution adequate, 
detection repeatability! 50 - 100 cpa 

Flux, 
ener9Y of 
c h arged 
particles 

Ionizing 
dose 
rate 

Out put: analog voltage .c. log 
current, 8 decades. M.asures 
low energy particles (elec
trons, protons, heavy 
(>Osi t i ve ions) 
Range: 3.4 x (laL to 107 ) ion 
pairs/cra-sec ot air. Protons : 
10 Mev. Electrons : 0.5 Mev. 

:!:. 1" accuracy . 10- 10 coull 
count 

Electron' l coded bin.ry output (3-16 
proton channel PHA ' s) plus 0-5 v 109 
flux, r.te (3 channels) . 
energy Protons ! 10-100 Mev. 

Electrons: 0.05-1 Mev 

32. Portable s urVey l lOnizing 
Rate Meter dose 

0-5 v analog rate output, 
plus scaler memory inte9rated 
by 10 point comautator. Range 
to 105 pulses/sec. Set for 

(Rowland, 1964) 

33 . Chemical 
Reactivity 
Detec tors 

A. D. Little 

34. Personal 
Dos i me t e r 

Lands verk 
E le c trome t e r Co 

35 . Me teo r o id and 
Luna r Ej e c ta 
De te c t o r 

A . D . L i t t Ie 

36. Meteoroid and 
Lunar Ejec ta 
Dete c tor 

~berl 196~ 

rate 

1 Mev electrons 

Reactiv- I Theratocouple or resistance 
i ty wi th ther.oaaeter bridge output 
lunar 
surface 
material 

Cumula
tive 
radiative 
dose 

Flux, tra 
Jec tory, 
momentum 
of 

part icles 

20 kev to 1.4 Mev range. 
Field scale range 0.2 to 50 R 
R.A.S. to 1000 R. 
4 rar / day discharge rate. 
Accuracy + 2" 

Coded scaler output. 4 
c hannels, plus voltage pulses 
or pulse height ••• lyzer out
put from 3-channel ~icrophone 
or displacement sensor 

Flux, I coded scaler (or tiaer) out
velOCity , put, 2 ch&n~els. plus pulses 
momentum from 2 acoustic detectors 
of 

Iparticles 

WEIGHT 
(LBS) 

Probe: 3.2i 
Scaler : 

6 E 

Gage: 
1.25 
Elect: 
5 E 

1.2 

1.5 

10 E 

1 E 

11 

2 

0,5 E 

0,3 E 

20 E 

11 

VOLUME 
(IN') 

DIMENSIONS 
(IN) 

750 E 

85 E 

28 

1600 

400 E 

70 E 

200 E 

60 E 

0.02 E 

o 

1700 

1150 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

TIME TIME HAZARDS ENVIRONMENTAL 
SET - UP IOPERATING 

(MINUTES) (MINUTES) I ICHARACTERISTICS 

STATE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

COMMENTS AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

Probe, J I I IOVSi 9nedfor 
0.01 avO. lunar 
Peak: 25 5 - 10 E - 10 E Y ~ rays env i ron",.nt 

Surveyor I 

instTuaent. 
Lead time 

Probably b •• t su i ted for 
d~nsity profilinQ . o..lQn.d, 
huilt hv Tekar o EXI~ri.ent , 

Inr., for _lPL, Contract No. 
950115 

for 0.5 
sec 

8 
( 4 kv, 

2 ata) 

1.3 

0,25 

<0.5 

0 . 1 

2 

0,09 

17 E 

1 E 

0.4 

5 E 

NA 
(return 
trip) 

5 E 

5 E 

5 E 

5 E 

5 E 

o 

5 - 10 E 

5 E 

5 E 

Desirable 
over 
lunar 
diurnal 
period( .) 

1 - 5 
or 

lunar 
diurnal 
period(.) 

5 E 

5 - 10 E 

o 

Desirable 
over 

5 - 15 EI lunar 
diurnal 
poriod(s) 

5 - 15 E 

hi9h 
voltage 

2 

u 

!..EM interior 

LEM interior 

Ma9net ic field 
at sensora 
aust be.c 10- 3 

9auss. Oper. 
tell.p,O_700 C 

Space 
environ.ent 

Space 
environ.ent 

Spac. 
environ.ent 

1 yr E_to 
IDOdify 

Co.mercial I Developed under NASA Contra c t 
ite •. Space No. HAS 5- 270. w-v-p 
.odel in d.ve~ eati.ates for apace aodel 
Lead tilM 
1 yr E 

Space probe I Readout unit by Beck .. n lnst. 
syat •• a in No external radiation inter-
develop~nt. terence w/thia detection 
Lead t i.e 1-2 ache .. 
yr E 

"Gulliver" 
Mara experi
.ent. Lead 
ti.e 1 -2 yr 
E 

R.nger. Sur
veyor, Satel
lite.( Instru
_nts). Lead 
ti_ 1 yr E 

Mariner II 
in.t rument. 
Need. viaual' 
rate output. 
Lead ti .. 1 yr 

New desi9n at 
this in.t. fa 
GII.ini. I....e.d 
ti .. I yr E 

New d.sign for 
Ge.ini. I....e.d 
ti_ 6 -os -
1 yr E 

Saaple collect ion sche .. -od. 
for Apollo. Poaaible exter
nal radiation interterence 

Neugebauer electrostatic 
velocity .elector or Roa.i 
probe. Esti.ates for .rray 
of 6. One set (~ probes) 
aligned +50 of ItOOn-sun line 

Int@grating ionization 
cha.ber 

U •••• cintillators, photo
aultiplier tubes, 2 CsI Xtals 

in proton telescope, 1 in 
electron tele.cope 

Scinti llator and photo-ulti 
plier tube, CsI crystal. 
Designed tor 2w ster solid 
angle. Directional capabil
ity de.irable 

No difficul- I Conceptual . 
ties toreseen, Lead ti.
lunar environ- 1 yr E, 
.ent develop. test 

S.al1 sa.ples pressure auit . 
equip.nt lIIater1als, instru
•• nted to measure te.p rise. 
Drop to surface before L£M 

egre.s 

N •• ds •• alin9 
tor vacuu. 
environ_nt 

u 

(Tuted • 77"1< 
ts. 1300 C. )Acous 
It ic detector 
tqualified 
lRanQer PTM 

Co ... rcial 
it... Lead 

Charge to 180 v at .ie.ion 
start. OptiCS need atad. for 

ti.e to IIIOdif~,astronaut use 
6 ItO. E 

Conceptual 
design by A.D. 
Li t t Ie. Lead 
ti.. 1-3 yr E. 

DesiQned tor 
Surveyor. Lead 
ti.e 6 ao. -
1 yr E 

-r.o concent r ic heai spher ic 
capacitor sheets, s.ctored, 
baeked b y .o •• ntuIII absorber 
w/3 orthogonal displ.ce .. nt 
sensors 

Goddard SFC and J.L. Bahn, 
Teaple Univ . Capacitor she.t. 
developed for EGO, POGO, 
Mariner 8 
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TABLE V-I (CONTD) 

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR APOLLO SCIENTIFIC MISSION 
,--

INST RUM[NT NAME PERFORMANCE AND 
MFR AND/DR OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

POWE R 
(WATTS) 

TI ME TI M E HAZARDS ENVIRONM ENTAL STATE OF 
SET -UP lOPE RATING 

(MINUTES) (MINUTES) I I CHARACTERISTICS I DE VELOPMENT 

COMMENTS AN D 
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

INFORMATION SOU RCE 

)7. ~u!'O •. :.ptlbilltv 

Iir ldf)lI llilod 1 -

fUl'd "'1.oonev

tvp"") 

~. _.i~.".ur~ ''102) 

3M. FluxQate 
M&Qneto_ter 

M&r;netlc 

au.cap -
t ib II i t Y 
(su r fa.(".) 

MaQnflt ie
f i "I d, 
3 axes 

O utp'-It: &n&109 voltaQ •• 

Wan Qe: 100,000 x 10- 0 '"9_ 
u ni t •• 

W.!lolutlon: 2 x 10- 0 CQ& 

~ ~_~t __ • ___ _ . _ _ ~~_ • • ___ _ 

2 ranQe.: 0 to + 641, 0 to 
+ 320 r. NOi •• -.quiv: 0 .25", 
'W •• olution, low TanQe: 0.6 T 

0 . 0 

4 .0 

17 0.00 

u o 

Te s ted tor 
Surveyor developaent Developed by Texaco Experi-

5 ESE 

Surveyor I I Induct ion b a lance av· tea • 

in.tr . Lead a ent Inc. for JPL. Also give . 
ti •• to .edify conductivity intor .. ation tro. 

b m08 to 1 yr E. ph ••• out out sion&1 

De.irable Spac. probe Mariner II FlOWn on Mariner 11 

over model in.tru •• nt. 

5 - 15 lunar Lead ti.e to 
diurna l -adi~y. 6 .,. 

~_~wvc"'.o!..:" ~_ ~~~2 d . I peri od to 1 yr E I 
)q . Lc .. _I"l@ !d \ Ma9netlc loutPu~: 0 _ 7 v de analoQ De.i r a bl. S .naor:-50 to Developed tor I JPL Contra ct No . 950355 

He! lUC. field () -a.1.a). RanQe: + 164 Y. over +5SoC. Elec - Sat e llite 
Maq nl?to llt@t __ r lax.. We.olution: O . S Y. 6.15 257 5 _ 15 lunar tronic.:-20 tc tli(jJht. Lead 

Volta.tfn . 

Texas i n"t ruments 

~)~ET~-;-t -rOde.-. --

Pa •• band: 0 - 1 cpa diurnal +650 C. T •• ted ti .. to .adi~) 
___ __ _____ ._ _____ _ period(a) tor l aunch en 6.,. - I yr i: 

We.la- Current . ource: ar/de, pulse. l ectrod. l.ctrod.- Current Co ... rcial Two . l . ctrod •• , voltmeter tor 
tivitv, Volt .. t.r: hiQh i .ped~c., Ca bl.: C .. bl.: . ou rce : it ••• • Need apontan.ou . polarization. 

Cables, C urrent spontan- 250/UX)O.v r&nQe.. 2 •• E. .0 •• E .. 2 00. 15 E. 5 _ 15 E U -odi~ication. Contact r e.is t anc e di:t~icult 
~our c" eou. Electrode.: non-pol.rizinQ Rlectron- Electron- Vo lt .. ter Le .. ~ ti.e proble.. W-V-P eatiaate. ~or 

f--------. po l ari z. ic.: bE ic.:220 E <.1 E 1-2 yr E lunar mode l 

41. CharQP (j Dust ICh_r~ed AnaloQ vo lt aqe outP~t. oc. 109 De.irabl . Oper t •• p Und.v.loped. Siailar to a olar- pI a .... apeC -
O@tector partic l e cu rrent. DC pot.ntlal c on - ov.r r an9. 0 to Lead ti.. tro .at.r ba •• d on N. uoe b . uer 

f l ux trol of velocity se l e c tor 2 E 60 E < 0 .5 5 - 15 E •• ver.l 700c 1 - 2 yr E. e l ec tro.tat ic v . locity .e lec-
hour . t or. Cannot .eparate speed, 

(Weber, lY(3) -+--- -+-
'42. Tidai G;~v~ I Gr a-;it a- I Electronir null, a n aloQ vol-

ch .. rg./ .... r ati o 

Mete r 

~- -
41. Wuar tz Gravltv 

Meter 

44. Gradlometer 
(vertical) 

4'> . Lunar 
Seismometer 

t iona1 I taQ8 output. 
a cce ler a - Wanq.: 4 
tion Resolution: 

.illiQ& l 
+0.02 .i 11 i9& 1 

El.~troni c null , dial r ... d
out. 
RanQ.: 12,000 .illiQal. 
Resolution: 0.1 .il119.1 

Gravi t _-I Headou t: opt ical .c. l e aT 
tiona1 optical null ./d.~. l .. readout. 
acell? ler a- Hange : BO-200 Rotvo •• 
tion Resolution: 1 Eotvoa 
q r adient 

33 E 1900 E 1 E 

7 E 4 50 E < 1 

5 E 430 E < 1 

De.irabh 
ov.r 

5 E I lun .. r 
diurnal 
per iod. 

1 - 3 ~ 1/ ..... E 

u 

u 

T.ap r a nge: 
o to 500e 

Te.p ranOe: 
o to SOOC 

Undeve loped. 
Propos.d -ad. 
of co ... reial 
i tea . Lead 
t i .. I yr E 

Proposed . dapt ation of 
LaCo.te & Ro.berg tidal 
gravi_ter 

Co • .ercial 1 F .... ibility e.tablished. 
it.a. propo.. propo.e d d.velop.ent by Texas 
aod. Lead 1n.tru .. nt a to MSC. Concoai -
ti .. 1 yr E 

Und.veloped. 
Le .. d t i.e 
1 - 2 yr E 

tant .... ure reI. elevation 
observ. point s needed 

Feasibility est.blish.d u.in~ 
two qu.rtz gravity .e t ers . 
Doe. not r e quire conco.itant 
.ea.ure of el.vation 

LP and SP Short period: 1.25 .v/.~. D •• irable T.ap control Surveyor instr Prototype developed under 
sei •• ics . 0.05 to 10 cps r a nQe ; 10nQ 0 . 65 ov. r d •• irabl. to .. nt. Le.d Contr a ct NASw-82 & JPL 59015 
ti dal periorl: 0.25 .v/.~ • 0.016 to 32 E 1500 E 2 peak 5 - 15 lunar ~ 200 C tim. to aodit~ Fe.dback loop for LP .ei5 

Lamont g r av ity 1 cps range . Both 30 db tor diurnal 1 - 2 yr E give. tidal gravity . LP sais, 
I Geophvs. Lab. ( compr e a sed to 20 db) heater) period. 3-axi.· SP .ei. v.rtical onlYi 

46. Ja kosky Gr avita - Optic .. l sca le readout. Terre. trial Undeveloped. Does not require concoaitant 
Tors ion tiona 1 RanQ.: 100 Rotvoa. r.nge. Lead t ille eleva t ion a •• .u rement. 
Balance accele ra- Resolution: 1 Eotvo. SO 7000 60 1 yr E Developaent dormant for .bout 

tion 30 yr 

47. Long-Period 
Se i5molDeter 

gradient 

Long

period 

Output: . n .. log voltage; .aQ . D •• ir .. bl. De.i9ned tor Prototype dev-
104 @ 20 sec period. Fr.q over lun.r env iron- eloped for 

seismic range: 0.01 to 5 cps. 10 E 600 1 E lunar ment Surveyor. Le.e 
(Kovach et al.. l noise Dynamic range: 30 db. diurn.l tise 6 IDOS -

3-axis unit. Dev.loped under 
Contract NAS 7-100. Sei.mol . 
l.ab., C.I .T., tor JPL 

f-:-:-.!~31 _ _ _ I pressed to 20 db period(.) 1 yr E 

48. S hort-. Period !Short - Analog output voltage: O . B De.irabIt Lunar e nviron- Ran9.r III.IV, De.igned tor har d landinQ. 
Seismomet er period !"V/ III,. @ 1 eps; Freq range: over _nt V in.tru.ent. Vertical .. xi. only. Developee 
(ve rt lC8 1 ; sei snllic D.05 to 5 cps. Range: 30 db 8 E 86 1 E 10 .xtended Lead t i .. to by SeislDOlogical Lab .• C. I . T •• , 
(Lehner et aI.. ' noise (coapressed to 20 db) p eriod tM)dit"y 6 laO. tor JPL , Contract NASw -Bl 
1962) to i yr 
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TABLE V -1 (CONTD) 

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR APOLLO SCIENTIFIC MISSION 

INSTRUMENT NAME 
MFR AND IO R 

INFORMAT ION SOURCE 

!MEASURAND 
OR USE 

49. Portable I Induced 
Refractio n seismic 
Seismic Svstpm motion 
(Kovach et al .• \ 
1963) 

50. Landi ng Gear I Landing 
Therillometer gear 

(resistance type ) t@mpera-

Rosemount, 1 nc. 

51 . Landi ng Gear 
The r mOllie te r 
(thermocouple) 

Con-Ohm i c 

52. Boot 

ture 

Thermometer I Boot 
(Cu-Constantan tempera 
Thermoc ouple) tu re 
Rosemount, Inc. 

53 . Boot 
The rmometer 
( resi s tanc e 
type) 
Rosemount, Inc . 

5 4. Plat i num Surfac e 
Re sis tance Loopl tempe ra 

ture 

Ro s emount. In c . 

5 5 . Thermocouple 
Loop 

Surfac e 
tempera
tu re 

PERFORMANCE AND 
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

Analog output voltage. 
Range: 20 db. 

Resolution: 10 fl.,.. • 
Freq. response: 10 to 100 
cps E 
Analog voltage. resistanc e 
bridge output . Resolution: 
O.OloC. Accuracy: +O.loC 
(calibrated). Range: - 26oPc 
to +500oC 

Analog voltage, millivolt 
range. Resolution: O.loC. 
Accuracy : + O.loC (calibrat
ed). Range, -200"e to 
+ 400°C 

Analog voltage, 37~v;Ue. 
Range: _200oC to +SOOoC. 
Resolution (w/ meter): ~lOoC. 
Accuracy: + I - 2~ 

Analog voltage, resistanc e 
bridge output. Resolution 
(w/ metwl):=lOoC . Ac c urac y : 
+1-2 •• Range: -200 to +5000 C. 
Avai lable R : 102 to 103 .1\ 

Analog voltage , r e sistanc e 
bridge output . Resolution : 
O.SoC . Ac curacy: +0.4 • . 
Ran~: -200 to 400°C . Loop 
10 it diam . , 20 ~resi.t.nce 

Analog voltage, millivolt 
range. Range: - 260 to +400oC. 
Resolution: 0.50 C. 
Ac c uracy: + 0 . 4" 

WEIGHT 
(LBS) 

12 

0.5 E 

0.5 E 

0.5 E 

0.5 E 

0.2 

0 . 2 

VOLUME 
(IN') 

DIMENSIONS 
(IN) 

600 E 

4 E 

4 E 

4 E 

4 E 

2 

POWER 
(WATTS) 

12 

0.015 
(30 v) 

0.15 _ 

(0.4 v) 

o 

0.02 E 
(10 v) 

0.015 E 
(30 v) 

0.15_ 
(0.4 v) 

TIME TIME HAZARDS ENVIRONMENTAL 
SET -UP IDPERATING 

(M INUTES) (MINUTES) I ICHARACTERISTICS 

STATE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

COMMENTS AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

20 

o 

o 

o 

o 

12 

12 

2 E 

2 E 

2 
(total) 

2 

( total) 

Oesirable 
over 
lunar 
diurnal 
period(s) 

2 
(explo
sives) 

Designed for 
lunar 
environillent 

Brid<;Je unit: 
te.p range, 
-150 to +lSOoC 
Zero shift: 
0.oo2"C/oc 
Reference 
junction unit: 
-40 to 100°C; 
drift, 0.060 CI 
°c 
Reference 
junct ion: -40 
to +lOOOCj a 
dritt, 0.06 el 
°c 
Bridge unit: 
te.p range, 0 

-150 to +150 ( 
Zero ahift , 
0.002

0
C;oc 

Prototype unitl Designed tor astronaut us. by 
Lead t1.e Sei •• ological Lab, C.I.T. 
6 aDS to Deploy. explosive array over 
1 vr E I -2000 it base line. W-V 

Co_ercial 
itelli. Adapta
t ion lead t i. 
6 -.os E 

Co._rci.l 
ite •• Adapta 
t ion lead t i .. 
6 .os Ii. 

Co_rcial 
i te •• Adapt.
t ion lead t i., 
6 -.oa E 

Co ... rcial 
it •• • Adapta
tion lead t ia. 
6 ao. E 

of source not included 
Platinua resiatance el ••• nt 
in precision r.siatance 
bridge. Tie. in with planne, 
LEM ayate. 

Copper-constantan therao
couple w/solid-.t.te 
reference junction tempera
tur. control. PrOb.bly alao 
ties in w/LEM ayate. 

Solid-atat. reference junc
tion t.aperature control. 
.illivolt .. ter •• ri •• circuit 
Ratiaated ti .. for total ot 
period observatio~ 

Platinu. re.i.tance .I ... nt 
•• n.or in preciaion r •• i.
tance bridQ., volt .. t.r read 
out. Require • .ore power 
(battery) than 52 

Bridge unit: I Adaptation of 
teap range, co."rcial 

-150 to +150OC; itelli. Lead 
dritt, 0. 0 1 ti .. 6 180. E 

Careful e.placeaent w/ ainiaal 
surtace di.turbanc e required. 
Good te.perature averaging 

°cic 
Reference junc 
tion unit :tea1= 
range. -40 to 
+150~C;_dritt, 

'crc 

Adaptation otl Serie. ot ther.ocouple junc-
co ... rcial 
it... Lead 
ti .. 6 mo. E 

56 . Thermal Thermal I Analog voltage, slow Te.p range: Modification 1H.ater coil and te.peratur. 
Conduct ivity Probe c onduc t- tranSient . Range 2xlO- 6 to probe, -150 to ot co ... rcial senaor.; .... ur. rat. ot 
(therMoc o uple ) Cus- ~Vlty, lwatt/ cm-oe. Estl.mated ' 0 . 4 4 0 . 01 5 - 15 30 - 60 +1500 C; ret. it •• , 680. t t •• perature riee due to 
tom Sc i ent tf ic In s t teap. (SUbr a ccurac y, ,:.l~. Estimated to jctn

6 
-40 to 1 yr E appli.d h.at. Various tXJlII,A. 

A. D. Little surface) resolution. +3~ 1.0 +100 e Drift, ref . jctn, 0 . 06 CrC 

57. The rmal Analog voltage, slow trans- T •• p. range : Modific ation Sa .. a. 57, w/ therai.tor. 
Conduc tiv i t y ient , res i stance bridge out- probe, bridge of co .. ereial replaeino th.raocouple •• 
Pr obe put . Range ' 2xlO- 6 to I watt / 0.4 4 0.01 5 - 15 30 - 60 unit

6 
-150 to it •• , 6 . os tc Orift, bridge unit, 0.01 

(the rmis t or ) c m_ oC . Resolution : ,:.3" E. to +150 C 1 yr E °c;oc 
>-________________ -+ ________ +-A_c_c_u_r_a_c'-y:~1~ E 1.0 

58 . Modifi e d Flas h 
Radiome t er 

59 . i-l e f l ec-ta nce 
t-ladiometer 
(LN, visib le, 
1R) 

The rmal 
d iffu s 
ivi ty 
( surface ) 

Analog VOltage tran s i e nt. Undev.loped Progr ••• ion at h •• t wave due 
Range: 3xl O- to 2 c m2/sec . conceptual to fla.h.d radiation aonitor-
We sol ut i on 5" E . Accu racy: 1700 U 15 - 30 60 E U in.tru .. nt. ed by array of IR detector. 
+ l ()';J1, E Lead ti.. focused on lunar surface 
- 1 yr E 

Su rfac-e IAnal09 vo l tage ou tpu t. 
e mittan c e, Re solutio n : l~ E. Acc u racy: 
r e f lee - + 200L E 5 E 100 E 1 E 15 - 30 60 E 

U 

(probably 
1&<9-) 

Undeveloped 
c once ptual 
in5tru •• nt . 
Lead t i.e 

Radiation detector. aonitor 
reflected & e.itted radiation 
tro •• urf.c e , p r obably using 
incid.nt solar .nergy •• 
source . Spectral into. reQuir 

tanee 
1 yr E 

60. Heat Fl ow Me t e rlHeat flow 
( modi fi ed) ( s urface ) 

Analog voltage output , Nilli
volt range. Range: 10- 4 t o 
1 watt /cm2 Resolution : 3~ . 
Ac curac y: 5 - 1"" 

Teap rano_: 
-150 to 100°C . 
Te.p ca.tt: 

Co."reial 
i te. , .oditied 
Lead ti_ 

Conductive type: thin disk w/ 
.u 1 t iple ther8OCoupl. asa •• -
bly to .... ur •• T across di. 
Require. buryino in lurfac.j 
•• place.ent aav caul. .rrora 

Na tiona l I n s tr u 0.7 E 12 E 0 . 02 15 E > 60 
ment Labs ,. O. 3";<'C 6 ac. E 

BeCK man - Whitley 



< TABLE V-I (CONTD) 
...... 
0' SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR APOLLO SCIENTI F I C MISSION 

INSTRUMENT NAME VOLUME 
SET - UP OPERATING 

MFR ANDI OR ~_ASURAND PERFORMANCE AND WEIGHT (IN') POWER TIME TIME HAZARDS 
ENVIRON MENTAL STATE OF COMMENTS AND 

INFORMATION SOURCE 
OR USE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS (LBS) DIMENSIONS (WATTS) 

(MINUTES) 
CHARACTERISTICS DE VELOPMENT SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

~INl 
(MINUTES) 

61 . Ra dio.Ci tric Heat Ana log volt a ge output • • il 1i- Temp r a nge : Con c e ptua l Bl a ckened d i sk s u s pended 
Heat Flow Me t e r flow volt r ange . Rang e : 10-4 to -15 0 to + lOOoC i ns t ruae nt • a bove luna r surfa c e , t empera-

( s urfa c e ) 1 watt/cs 2 . Re solution: 5~ E . 0 . 7 E 12 E 0.01 15 E ;. 60 1 Ref junc t ion Le a d t i Dle t ure of di s k moni t ored . Al s o 
Accura cy: 10!5 E temp dri f t: 6 1D0 a to use 60 , monitor te mper a ture 

A. D. Li t tle 0 . 00 °cl"c 1 yr E and 6T 
62. Line Source tnt e- r a ti- Ana log volt a g. , s low tra n_ Te mp r ange : COIa.e rci a l Me as u re s t h e r ma l conductivity 

Pressure Ga uge ti a l g a s si e nt. Range: 10-4 t o 100 probe. -150 to it em , modifi e d o f s t a nda rd r efe rence powder 
pressures t o rr ( •• v e r a l s e n s or s r e quir - 1.5 15 0.1 15 - 60 > 60 1 + lSOoC; refer- Le a d tilDe materi a l in pre ssur e e quil -

ed to cove r s pa n) . Reso lutior enee junct ion , 6 mo. to ibrium with luna r surfa c e 
A.D. Littl e 10!5 E. Accura cy : 3~ E - 4 0 to +1000<: 1 yr E materia l . Similar t o 57 

63. Theodo lite Bea rings , Resolution , a ccura cy: .:!: 2 a ir Theod . Temp r a nge : Coaae rci a l New de sign of tripod a ight 
( w/tripod) v e rtic a l vertica l, = 1 lIlin hariz . 50 - 4 0 to 120°F . instruaent. reduce v o l u me . Searing. 
T- 12 ang l e . Mag.: 5X. Fie ld di •• @ 6 , 6 Tripod 0 5 E 10 E 1 Bubble level Lea d t i me to ne ed mod. for va cuu m 

di s tance 1000 H : 140 ft 690 E may boil, .ooif y 1 yr E 
wild He erbrU99, Ltd tr.ez~ 

6 4 . Tr a cki ng Di s tance • Output: digit a l code for rea p r ange : Conceptua l UHF Rcvr-Xmitter c a rried by 
Transducer on a zia uth a zia uth, 1/20 a ccuracy.; ph •• 4i -50 to +12So C inst ruaent . a stro na ut, UHF Xmitter-
LEJt4 TV C .. e r a to d e tector output t o r r ange. 4 .5 150 10 0 0 1 E Lea d ti DHil to dire ctiona l Rcvr on TV c a.e r a 

astrona ut Range r e solutio n d e pend s on d e ve lop 6 .os Se t u p ti •• included in TV 
fr"'l. use d . 1 - 4 it E to l~yr c aae r a s etup 

65. Photo-trans it Bearings J Output: til. r e cording of Trans it Te .. p r anye : 
Co __ rcia l Record . i mage ot st a di a rod , 

(w/ t ripod ) e l e va tior. angles, st a dia target i .age. 2600 - 4 0 to +1200F. ite • • Lead a ngle pIa t e , l a ndsca pe ob-
diiie r- Angula r a ccuracy: - 6 aiD. 15 Tripod <1 2 - 5 E 1-2/ 1 Need s mod . to ti .e to ~dif ject s fro. which surve ying 
ence, Distance 1 tt/ SOO ft. Magnet ic 690 E atea • • v a cuu. , l e ve l 1 yr E into c a n be sub.equen tly 

(Sazh aw , 1964 ) di s t a nce bea rings to 1/40 d e vice c a lcula t ed 

66 . Sun Co. pa ss Sun a lti- S ha dow pin on l e ve lled co. - Levelling de - Conc e ptu a l U.ed to orient geologic 
tude , pas. r o . e gives . u n dir ectior vice must be ac ces.ory . fe a ture. in photogr a ph rela -
o rient a - a ltitude . Gre y and co lor 0 . 3 3 0 < 0.5 0 1 de . igne d for Le a d time to tive to . un. Pin mounted ver t 
tioD o f s c a l e. prov i d e coa para tive luna r environ develop 6 1105 ic a lly in cente r of comp.rose .' 
c .... r a , . tandards . ent E Pa rt of a . tro n a u t l

• g80 1 kit photo . 
67 . Night St adi a Dista nce Intercept interva l of t a r ge t No diff i cul - Conceptua l Pa tte rned t a rget o f lIIinu . e u h 

Ta rgets on L£M pa tt e rn. on e a .. r a . il . c a l e tie. f o r e seen ligh ts, 12 t o t a l a rra nged i n 
give. di . t ance . r e l a tive 0.1 E 3 E 3 E 0 0 1 w/ l l.1na r 3 d i aaond -ah~d pattern. of 
e l eva tion environ.ent 4 , . epa rated a b o ut 5 tt 

68. Luna r Hand Photo- Stere o or s ingle . TWo fil . C ... r a : C ... r a: De . i gned for Prototype d e v Optica l or pendu l u m l evel 
Ca .. r a gra phy roll •• 300 :f r .... . Resolu - 4 .5 w/ 70 luna r e nviro n. e l oped. Mil device, mi l sc a le nee ded . 

l andsca pl tio n : 1 tt/SOO ft b a tterie Fila: U < 0.5 < 0 .5/ 1 Leve l de vice s c a l e . l e vel Al s o . cop y l e n . ( s pecia l 
distance, ,.i1. : 2 0 /ro11 photo . u s t _e t te.~ d evic e needed . len. ) for c l o .eup photo-

Gr&.tlex elevatio " 0 . 5/ro11 v a cuu • • LT 6.,s E gra phy of" . icro s truc tu re.ete. 

69 . Electronic I llu . ina - Guide No.: 40 t o r ASA 25. Terrestria l Co"'rc i al Ti .. included in c ... r a 
Fl a sh t i on for Flaabes /batte ry c h a rge: 60. de.ign. Teat it e • • Te.t and o pera ting ti . e . May need 

photo- HiCd b a tte ry 0 . 8 20 0 0 0 1 in luna r .ad . l e ad t i .. large r b a t t er y t o increase 
gra phy e nviron. ne.d 6 aos E n uabe r fla . he s 

Bra un F- 25 e d 

70. Des cent C .. era Hested 70 •• d a y/night; 2.25 x 2.25 Oper t e.p Co ... rcia l Cont a ins 25 ft fil s plu s 
desc e nt t o r aatj 0 to 3 in./sec INCj r ange : - 65 to itea . Lead 25 ft s a t u rated web t or in -
photog. I 58.6° vi .. angle; f/3.5 6 230 75 0 0 1 +165°1"'. Air- ti.e to a d a pt flight pro cessing. S hou ld b e 
[JiM Ka liga r 52 •• foca l lenoth cra:t t shock 6 aos to 1 yr i n a ide LEM s o fil a c a n be 

I tek Cor p . pos i tiOil l ens aDd vibra tion E p r inted 

71. Fil. Printer Pr int En l a rges descen t c ... r a Ins ide LEM Unde ve loped. Time. a re pre - e Ore s s. Ne g a -
for De s cent de . cent negative to 10 x 10 in . print Lea d tiae tive. fro. descent c ame r a . 
C .. e r a photo- 3 E 320 Ii 5 B 5 Ii 2/print 1 6 .... E proce.sed in - flight. a r e u see 

gra phy E to print pho togr a phic " .ap s" 
of l a nding s ite a re a 

72. Trans ponde r Dis tanc e Code d . igna l outpu t, oani - o.s ign for Conc e ptua l Pa rt of .cienti~ic in . truman 
to LEM dire ct i o na l . when interroga t 1 ope r . luna r in. truaent . pa cka ge to b e left behind. 
l a nding " d 2 E 35 Ii 0.1 0 0 1 e nviro n.ent Lea d ti.e Used b y post-Apollo mi s sions 
5i te s t andby 6 mo. t o I y r for n a viga tion rel a tive to 

E first landi~9 _S it e 
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TABLE V-I (CONTD) 

SELECTED INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT FOR APOLLO SCIENTIFIC MISSION 

INST RUMENT NAME 
MFR AND/OR 

INFORMATION SOURCE 

r,.:.ASURANC 
OR USE 

PERFORMANCE AND 
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

73. Ca li pers, 
Ruler, Sp r i n9 
Scale 

74. Proving Ring 
Penet ro.eter 
Attac h ,"o t 
(./0 shif) 

75. Tethered 

Sphere 

76 . Surveyor Soil 
Mechanics Test 
Apparatus 

(Thor.an. 1963) 

77. Harvard Minia
ture Compactior 
Apparatus 
CN-4 35 
Soiltest, Inc. 

78. Vane Shear 
Tester 

79. Direct Shear 
Tester 

Oia"n- DeterMi ne bulk density by 
siona.t .e •• ure.ent of cavity di.en
ot soi l sions and weight of soil 
density reMovedj assumes hole with 
saaphl regu l a r geo.et r i c shape 

penetra_ \ Siapl. stress ring _/dial 
tion indicator t o indi cate distol 
r85i. t- tion; dial readout in tor ce 
a n ee units. Range: 0-40 lb, li.it 

ed by operator's lunar weigh 

Bearing 
capacity 

Shear 
strength, 
bearing 
capacity 

Densi ty
o.pactiv 
ettort 
relation 
ship 

S hea r 
strength 

Assu.es bearing capacity to 
support tossed sphere ade
qua te for man. Probab l,e cri t 
ical factors are .ass/X-.ec
tional area ratiO,drop heigh 

Electric .otor driven pene
tration plates (2), shear 
unit (1). Force,displace .. nt 
aonitored, analog voltage 
outputs 

Spring- loaded co.paction 
ta-pers, 20 and 40 Ib 

a - 200 Ib torque 

Shear I Noraal load applied by hanqe 
strength weights; shear force through 

gear box, electric ~tor 

WEIGHT 
(LBS) 

2 E 

0.5 

2 E 

23 Ii 

4 E 

6 E 

6 E 

VOLUME 
(IN') 

DIMENSIONS 
( IN.) 

20 E 

10 

85 E 

900 E 

200 E 

40 E 

300 E 

POWER 
(WATT S) 

o 

o 

o 

250 w-hr 
E 

o 

o 

u 

SET - UP IOPERATING

I 

IENVIRONMENTAL 
TIME TIME HAZARDS CHARACTERISTICS 

(MINUTES) (MINUTES) 

STATE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

COMMENTS AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

1-5EI5-lOE 

o < 0.5/ 
Meas. 

o ~0.5/ 
lIIeas. 

10 - 30 S 5 - 10 E 

5 E 1 15 - 30 

5 - 15 5 - 15 

15 - 30 5 - 15 

It.a. must be I conu.er. Cial 1 Acce.sory items to flexible 
t ested for items, adapte tool; aS5u~es power-drilled 
hard vacuu = foc luna r use. samp l e ho l e 
operation Lead t i me 

6 IRO S E 

Dial indica tOl Commercia l I Attac haent f or "Jacob's" 
bear ings mus t ite ... Lead staff ( ltea 4). Tip attach-
be sea led for time to adapt, ments tor staff also desir
vac uum opera- 6 mos E able to vary stress on soil 
tion 

No difficulty 
foreseen 
w/lunar 
environllent 

De.igned tor 
lunar environ 
.ent. VacuuII 
we Id ing .ay b, 
severe proble'll 

u 

Vac uum weldin~ 
may present 
problem 

u 

Undeveloped. 
Lead tille to 
develop, test 
c oncept 
6 lias E 

Surveyor pro
totype. Lead 
till. to modi! 
6 - 18 ItOS E 

COlUMlrcial 
instrument. 
Lead t ilte to 
IItOdify, test 
1 yr E 

Undeveloped. 
Adaptation of 
comMercial 
itell . Lead 
ti.e 1 yr E 

Conceptual device to enable 
testing of ground several 
feet ahead of •• tronaut, 
beyond reach of staff 

Surveyor device lIIoditied witt 
trame and soil anchors tor 
reaction. Designed for 
"Bekker" tratticability 
.. thod. Data has gen appl 

Lunar use would require only 
c ompaction 1I0ld, .old ho lder, 
co.paction taaper, plua 
spring balance. Not c onven
tional c ompaction test 

Conceptual lunar desi g n 
would limit depth to upper 
2 ft, employ lightweight 
tlaterials 

Lab prototype ., Prototype noted as possible 
Lead ti.e to pattern for lunar model. 
develop 1 - 2 Suggest con stant force 
yr E springs for noraal load 

Tota~ 

saap l e 
weight 

Siaple weighing device with 
visual readout 

(Vey ~ Nelso~~9_6_3~)I ______ -+I ____________________ -1 ______ -+ ______ 1-______ +_-----1r------+------~----------+_---------+--------------------__1 
80. Spring Scale - -- Design for 

81. Sampling Tool 
Package No. 1 

(Chapter IV) 

82. Sa.pling Tool 
Pac kage No. 2 

(Chapter IV) 

83. Saap ling Tool 
Package No . 3 

(C hapter IV) 

1.7 

Saaple I Contents: g801. ha_ar and 
acquisi- chisel, shieldin9, magnet, 
tion saaple scoop, planchet for- 10.7 

ceps, saw-knite. ultravacuua 
container .(6 ), sa.p. bags(26) 

Contents: as in 81 except 1 
less ultravacuua tight con
tainer, 2 le.s s .. ple bags . 
Add laechanical structure 
container and pre.erver (2) 

Contents: as in 82 except 2 
less ••• p I e bags. Add 3 
ul t ravacuu .. containers, t lex
ible power tool, erosion .... -
pIer, adsorber unit. (2) 

12.8 

51. 1 

o 

250 o 

323 o 

1019 o 

lunar 
o env i ronaent 

Design for 
lunar 

NA 70 E environMent 

NA 82 E 

NA 227 E 

Coamon To check total weight of 
c o •• ercial samples, etc .. in return 
i te.. Lead package tor conformance to 
time to adapt limit 
6 tlOS E 

Undeveloped Times are estimates without 
allowances for overlap with 
other measurements. Component 
iteas discus.ed in detail 
in Chapter IV 



Supplementary Discussion of Instruments and Equipment 

For easy co r relation, instruments and equipment are listed by 
the number as signed to each in the t able . Items for which additional informa
tion is not available or information in the table is felt to be sufficiently complete 
are omitted in the following discussion. 

No . 3 . Petrographic Microscope 

A breadboar d model of a petrographic microscope has been 
designed and built for JPL by Armour Research Foundation for use on 
Surveyor (JPL, June 30 , 1962 , p . 48) . In operation , it uses a sample 
consisting of particles in the 75 -3001l size range , obtained by grinding a 
larger sample or by scooping loose surficial material. A monolayer of the 
particles is imbedded in heated thermoplastic tape . The objective lens is 
stepped through seven discrete 40 - 1l steps around the best image plane, insur
ing one good image for a ll particles . The images are picked up by a vidicon 
tube and the TV signal transmitted to earth . Optical magnification (x16) and 
resolution of the vidicon (251l) allow the resolution of shapes of 5- to 10-1l 
particles. This instrument could be adapted for manned use but would give 
less information than a modified standard petrographic microscope to a 
trained operator. Preparation of a thin section sample needed for the latter, 
however, presents a considerable problem in the lunar environment and 
under mission conditions . 

No . 4 . JacobI s Staff 

This is a conceptual t ool , an adaptation of an aid someHm~s 
used by field geologists . Addit ional design features which may be desirable 
include a mounting plate or head for the hand camera to stabilize it during 
photographic operations, particularly for surveying purposes , possible 
different tip configurations for use with the dial gauge penetr ometer attach
ment , and a sighting aid to mount on the head. It should be of lightweight 
construction, probably tubul a r, but quite rigid. 

No . 8 . Erosion Particle Movement Sampler 

This is discussed in more detail in Chapter IV - B. 
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No. 11. X -Ray Diffractometer 

The X -ray diffractometer identifies compounds in a crystalline 
sample with a sensitivity of about 5 per cent of the total present. Identification 
means are the angles at which their crystal structures reflect the incident 
X-rays. A goniometer is used to scan the reflected X-rays in a single plane 
and determine the angle of reflection and the intensity at that angle. An 
electronic detector is used on these scanning devices to detect the X-rays. 

The lunar diffractometer was developed for NASA by the Philip s 
Defense and Space Laboratory for use on the Surveyor I spacecraft (Philips, 
no date). It uses a miniaturized 25 -kv X -ray tube of special Philips design, 
achieving high radiation flux with good line focus. The copper X-rays are 
nickel-filtered to remove the k-beta line before they strike the sample holder 
filled with lunar material. The curved sample holder and the exit slit are 
rotated through a precise 8-28 relationship and the X-rays are detected with 
a high-resolution, high-efficiency Amperex side-window proportional counter. 
The output of the proportional counter is preamplified, threshold detected, 
counted down by a scaler, amplified, then applied to the telemetering circuits: 
The resolution is very good for such a small radius instrument (0.160 ° = 28 
with a 6-mil slit), which is nearly as good as lab-type diffractometers. 

The Surveyor diffractometer met or exceeded all of its technical 
design specifications (JPL, June 30, 1962). Results obtained from functional 
verification tests are: 

Parameter 

Peak width at 1/2 height, deg (2 8 ) 
Peak width at 1/10 height, deg (2 8) 
Asymmetry (x/y) 
Peak/background 
Peak intensity, pps 
Reproducibility of peak 

intensity, 0/0 

Specification 

O. 22 
0.43 
1. 12 

27 
2300 

3 

Test Result 
(avg, of 19 runs) 

0.205 
0.357 
1. 09 

29.4 
3290 

1 

Other characteristics of the diffractometer were s can range of 7 _90 0 

scan speeds of 1/2 and 4 deg/min forward and 8 deg/min reverse, divergence 
slit 3 0 and receiving slit 6 mil. The instrument is in the final te sting 
stages. 

One disadvantage of this design, which could be serious, is that 
the sample must be prepared and placed precisely in the sample holder. It is 
felt that sample preparation on the moon could be a real problem. A diffrac
tometer that us es the lunar surface as the sample would be desirable, as suming 
that this surface is finely divided. A proposed modification incorporating this 
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feature, discussed by Weber and Bucher (1963, p. 73), would rotate the 
X- ray tube through 8

0 
and rotate the detector through 2 8

0
• This arrange

ment can be worked out. It may take a slightly larger and heavie r instrument, 
but it seems like a very desirable design modification for APOLLO use. 

No. 12. Infrared Spectrometer 

The infrared spectrometer described in Weber and Bucher (1963) 
is not designed for compositional analysis but rather to detect and analyze the 
radiation incident upon and scattered by the lunar surface. Modification would 
be required to handle samples for absorption, emission or reflectance analysis 
techniques. 

Lyon and Burns (1963) have described possible approaches to 
the analysis of rocks and minerals by reflected infrared radiation. Hunt and 
Turner (1954) discus s the determination of mineral constituents in rocks by 
infrared absorption measurements. Barnes (1958) found that 75 mineral 
species exhibit luminescence in the infrared. 

Application of infrared spectrophotometry to the study of rocks 
and minerals is in its infancy and will require much more study to become a 
practical field tool. However, initial results are quite promising, and the 
well known application in the analysis of gases makes this a technique to be kept 
in mind for lunar applications. Lyon (1962) has recommended that infrared 
spectrophotometry be used in manned lunar laboratories. 

A breadboard infrared interferometer has been constructed at 
Manchester University in England for planetary infrared spectros copy in the 
2-13 micron range (JPL, Oct. 31, 1963). 

It should not be difficult to combine some of the design charac
teristics being developed for planetary studies with the standard laboratory 
designs and produce a workable instrument for either lunar sample absorption 
or reflectance studies. 

No. 13. Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) 

DTA is a technique to measure enthalpic effects attending 
chemical or physical changes that occur in a sample as the temperature is 
varied at a selected heating rate. A thermally inert reference material, such 
as A1

2
0

3 
and a sample are placed in two identical cups heated together with 

continuous recording of the temperature difference between the two materials. 
Sample temperature lags behind that of the inert reference material during 
endothermal processes and exceeds it when exothermal reactions occur. DTA 
curves consist of thermal bands or peaks characteristic of the physicochemical 
reactions of the substance. DTA curves are unique for many mineral sub
stances, and this is a definitive means of identification. 
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( Reviews of instrumentation and applications of this technique 
are given by Gordon (1960) and Campbell, et al., (1959). 

No DTA equipment has been proposed for lunar use in any report 
or literature available. Several scientists have expressed opinions in private 
conversations that DTA probably could yield some useful information without 
referring to the equipment that may be required. Frank Wilhite of JPL, in a 
private conversation, considered the possibility of combining DTA with the gas 
chromatograph. This would be done by using a common furnace for the two 
and, when the DT A indicated a transition had occurred, a gas sample would be 
run through the chromatograph to see what gases were evolved, if any. This 
approach would aid the gas chromatograph in identifying minerals and compounds. 

A DTA instrument probably could be built similar to a portable 
commercial instrument made by Eberbach Corporation. It weighs only 8 lb, 
occupies 1 cu ft, and requires 450 w if the power cannot be reduced greatly. 
This instrument has a very simple furnace heating program in that the furnace 
is preheated to its maximum, then placed over the crucible assembly to heat , 
the sample. This should provide an adequately uniform heating rate for the 
sample. Operation in a vacuum may introduce severe heat transfer problems. 

It is believed that DTA alone would be of limited use in identify-
ing components of a complex mixture. Its best application would be in combination 
with a gas chromatograph to determine water in pos sible lunar hydrated rocks or 
minerals. 

No. 14. X -Ray Spectrometer 

Use of the X-ray spectrometer, or spectrograph, in the 
analysis of rocks and minerals has been described by Rose, et al.. (1963). The 
Surveyor I instrument was built by the Philips Defense and Space Laboratory, 
a division of Philips Electric Instruments Co., Mount Vernon, New York, 
(Weber and Bucher, 1963, p. 76). It has 13 fixed channels that will determine 
the elements Na, Mg, AI, Si, S, K, Ti, V, Mn, Cr, Fe, Ni, and Cu. Sensi
tivity considerations require the use of direct electron beam excitation, even 
with its higher background, to achieve as high an X-ray intensity as possible 
with little power. Its sensitivity is about O. 1 per cent for most elements, 0.5 
per cent for Ca and 1.0 per cent for Si. The instrument uses 11 GM counters 
and four proportional counters, one for a nondispersive channel which receives 
all X-rays and performs a pulse height analysis. 

Estimates in the table are for a modified instrument to meet 
APOLLO requirements. Desirable modifications would be to use two or more 
nondispersive channels with scintillation detectors and good pulse height analyzers 
for a broad range of data and to use the lunar surface directly as the sample or 
perhaps just place lunar material in the proper place with no preparation. 
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Developmental problems with the Surveyor instrument (JPL, 
April 30, 1963a) included: (1) alignment difficulties with the collimator; 
(2) cros s -talk between channels; (3) susceptibility of channel amplifiers to 
corona discharge damage from the electron gun; and (4) building up of a charge 
on irradiated nonconductors resulting in deflec~ion of the electron beam. 
Development and studies of pos sible modifications are continuing. 

No. 15. UV - Visible Absorption Spectrometer 

The solar furnace used for vaporizing the sample in the Surveyor 
prototype built by Beckman reaches a temperature of 4000°C. A mirror reflects 
sunlight through the vaporized sample. The dual-beam ratio system measures 
the difference in transmis sion between reference beam and absorption beam. 

This lunar surface analyzer is designed to operate only when the 
sun is less than 30° from the moon's vertical. It uses a sun tracker to hold 
the sun image on the focal point of the furnace and to align the solar furnace 
image on an appropriately prepared spot and illuminate the grating through 
separate beams. This insures identical optical transmission for accurate 
beam comparison. 

No. 16. UV -Visible Spectrometer 

Prototype models of a scanning UV -visible spectrometer 

covering the 200 to 600 millimicron range have been constructed bv A VCO 
Corporation (Weber and Bucher, 1963). Few details were given in the 
cited reference, and no additional information could be obtained from AVCO or 
NASA. This is a scanning instrument to observe and analyze the radiation 
incident upon and scattered by the lunar surface. It has a grating monochromator 
with field of view unmodified by optics. The resolution is about 10 millimicrons 
in the 200 millimicron range. Photomultiplier tubes of the IP2l or lP28 type 
are used as a detector. 

This ultraviolet-visible spectrometer could be used for measure
ments of reflectance from various strata or areas of the moon, and possibly 
some rock types could be identified if the experiments could be carried out 
under closely controlled conditions. 

No . 17. Neutron Activation Analyzer 

Trombka and Metzger (1963) describe several neutron activation 
analyzing systems for space us e. The one des cribed in the table is the best 
developed thus far. Descriptions of it also have been written by Weber and 
Bucher (1963) and C. S. Schrader et al., (1962). The neutron source is a 

miniature accelerator type developed by Sandia Corporation and is only 6 cm 
long and 3 cm in diameter. Lifetime is > 107 pulses. Pulsing is accomplished 
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at the ion source. The d-c accelerating potential of -80 kev is obtained from 
a Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplying circuit. The generator requires about 
100 w of power while operating. A copper shield protects the detector from 
direct neutrons and X-rays produced in the neutron package. 

The gamma ray detector is a scintillation type using a 2-in. 
long by 2-in. diameter NaI (Tt) crystal on an Ascap ruggedized photo
multiplier tube. 

The order of procedure with this system on the moon would be: 
(I) determination of the natural and cosmic -ray induced radioactivity of the 
moon's surface using just the detector and pulse height analyzer before the 
neutron generator is turned on; (2) primary analysis of the surface composition 
through detection of the gamma rays produced by the inelastically scattered 
neutrons from the neutron generator; and (3) pulse height analysis of the 
activation and capture gamma rays to enhance and substantiate the primary 
results. A typical gamma ray pulse height spectrum is shown by Schrader 
et al. J (1962). 

Another system similar to the above was designed and built by 
the same group of labs (Schrader et ale J 1962). An important addition was 
thermal control of the detector to ± 1 0 C. A 128 -channel pulse height analyzer 
was used. 

Other neutron activation analysis systems have been proposed 
by Fite et ale J (1963) and Monaghan et ale J (1963) 0 It has been pointed out by 
J. Trombka (1962) that it will be neces sary to use a neutron generator that 
will yield 10 9 neutrons / sec at the target and a PHA with at least 256 channels 
to obtain useful data on the composition of the lunar surface. No miniaturized 
or space-hardened equipment with these capabilities has been built although 
work is in progress now to develop such a system with reasonable power, 
weight and volume requirements (Trombka, 1963). 

No. 18. Alpha Scattering Spectrometer 

Compositional analysis by alpha particle scattering is a new 
technique proposed for lunar application by Prof. A. Turkevich of the Fermi 
Institute of Nuclear Studies of the University of Chicago. 

Alpha particles from a radioactive source are caused to bombard 
a sample. Some of the particles are scattered back from nuclei within the 
sample and strike a small semiconductor detector placed at a high scattering 
angle. The amplified pulses from the detector are proportional to the 
energies of the scattered alpha particles. Pulse height analysis of the detector 
output provides a digital energy spectrum of the scattered alphas from which 
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the mass numbers and abundances of the nuclei in the sample may be obtained. 
Additional valuable information is obtained by simultaneous measurement of 
the proton spectrum as emitted by certain of the lighter elements when bom
barded by alpha particles . Automatic cros s - correlation of the alpha and 
proton data may be done by computer (JPL, April 30, 1963b , p . 122-126; 
Weber and Bucher, 1963 , p . 78) . 

Prototypes of the Surveyor lunar alpha scattering spectrometer 
have been built by the University of Chicago Laboratory of Applied Science and 
have been evaluated by JPL. The alpha sources, curium 242 providing 6 Mev 
alpha particles, were prepared by Dr. J. H . Patterson of the Argonne National 
Laboratory. Resolution and accuracy are sufficient to distinguish between 
major rock types such as acidic, intermediate, basic and meteoritic . 

Modifications of the Surveyor instrument for manned mis sions 
should be relatively simple, and marked improvements can be expected over 
the next few year s in the relatively new field of semiconductor nuclear particle 
detectors for spectral applications. Recent reviews of the latest developments 
in detectors and their applications are given by Glos (1964) , Goulding (1964) 
and Nucleonics (1964). 

No. 19 . Neutron Scattering 

This technique, closely related to neutron activation analysis, 
sometimes is called the neutron-neutron method. It involves bombarding 
rocks with fast neutrons and then measuring the scatter ed ones after they 
have been slowed down by the formation . The instrument detector responds 
only to slow neutrons, the relative number of which is proportional to the 
concentration of hydrogen nuclei present . The slowing process involves a 
reduction in energy from the Mev range to thermal energies (50 ev). 

Advantages of this met hod include independence of density of 
bombarded material , insensitivity to natural radioactivity background and 
independence of neutron capture effects producing gamma rays. The main 
disadvantage is its reponse to elements of high neutron capture cross - sections 
such as S , Cl and B . The data in Table V -1 are based upon a neutron -neutron 
portable instrument described by Johnson (1962) . The depth moisture 
probe has a 5 -mC fast neutron source of radium 226 - beryllium within a probe 
15 in. in length and 1-1/2 in . in diameter . It weighs 45 lb complete with a 
lead and paraffin shield 6 in. in diameter and 8 in. long. The electroni c s 
consists of a portable battery -powered s caler with five glow-tube decade 
counters , a spring-wound timer and weighs about 35 lb. 

No instruments of this type have been designed for lunar or space 
use . For the APOLLO mission , one of these probes using a Po-Be or Pu-Be 
source could be lTIodified to a reasonable weight and volume . The electronics 
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frolTI any other radioactivity experilTIent could be used with this systelTI, or 
sOlTIething very silTIple could be worked out just for this experilTIent. All that 
is needed is a scaler -counter to lTIeasure the total counts and put the inforlTIation 
in useful forlTI for recording or telelTIetry. 

No. 20. Gas ChrolTIatograph 

The BecklTIan Lunar Gas ChrolTIatograph was designed for the 
Surveyor I spacecraft (Donner, 1962 and 1963) and in its present forlTI could 
not be used for APOLLO. A lTIodification could be lTIore or less cOlTIplex than 
the Surveyor type, depending on the lTIeasurelTIents it is designed to lTIake. The 
Surveyor I chrolTIatograph uses a pyrolysis oven heated to 150 0

, 325 0 or 500°C 
and three parallel colulTIlls with three detectors. The instrulTIent can separate 
and identify 28 constituents that lTIay be on the lunar surface, including fixed 
gases, water, alTIlTIonia, arolTIatics, saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbons, 
acids, alcohols, ester s, ethers, aldehydes, and ketones. The 28 constituents 
were picked in consultation with JP L and other scientists as the lTIost likely to 
be on the lTIoon or the ones that need to be identified to deterlTIine if there is 
now or ever was life on the lTIoon. 

The constituents to be lTIeasured could be changed to include 
any of hundreds of cOlTIpounds boiling at 250 0 C or les s. The three colulTIns are 
an absorption colulTIll filled with lTIolecular sieves, a packed partition colulTIn 
and a capillary partition colulTIll. The detector is a new, very sensitive type 
capable of detecting 10 -10 lTIoles. It uses a voltage breakdown principle 
silTIilar to a neon bulb and is ac -coupled to the alTIplifier to elilTIinate zero drift. 

The chrolTIatograph will operate autolTIatically after it is started; 
one cOlTIplete analysis requires 100 lTIin. It contains enough carrier gas for 
50 -hr operation. It can be built into the landing capsule and salTIples brought 
to it, or it lTIay be lTIoved to the lunar surface where a silTIple pushbutton 
operation can be lTIade. The chrolTIatograph has been fully tested at JPL for 
takeoff shock requirelTIents and for extrelTIe heating environlTIents on the lTIoon 
(White, 1963; Wilhite, 1963; and Wilhite and Burnell, 1963). 

No. 21. Mass SpectrolTIeter 

Several lTIass spectrolTIeters have been designed for space use, 
each for a specific lTIission. This one (Schrader, 1962; SlTIith, 1963) is the 
double-focusing lTIagnetic type that detects ions by lTIeans of collectors for 
lTIasses 1, 4, 14, 16, 18, 28, 32,and total current. It was built for the Goddard 
Space Flight Center by Consolidated SystelTIs Corporation for use on satellite 
S-6 in earth orbit at 250-600 klTI. The present instrulTIent weighs 23 lb but 
can be reduced to 12 lb. It was designed to identify and lTIeasure the free 
radicals and therlTIally energetic particles encountered by the satellite at 200 
to 1000 klTI frolTI the earth. It will operate over a range of 10-4 to 10 -10 torr. 
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It is felt that this i n strument does not have the s ens itivity and is not suitable 
in its design to obtain useful data on the moon without considerable modification. 

Another mas s spectrometer for space use was developed for the 
Mariner C by Consolidated Systems Corporation for the investigation of the 
Martian atmosphere (Smith, 1963) . This instrument will be required to scan 
the mas s spectrum from m as s 12 to mas s 50 while falling through the Martian 
atmosphere. The required resolution is unity separation at mas s 25 and the 
dynamic range is three decades. 

The design r estrictions for the Martian mas s spectrometer were 
6 w of power, 5 lb in weight, channel capacity of 500 bits I spectrum, and 
magnetic leakage field of 1 y at 3 ft . The basis for this system is the quadrupole 
mass filter which possesse s special advantages because of its light weight and 
nonmagnetic operation. This pro gram require d advanced res earch and develop
ment in optimization of the quadrupole design p arameters and study of optimum 
detector, mass scanning and data handling systems . This mass spectrometer 
would be operating in an atmosphere which would be much greater than that 
which exists on the moon. 

Other 'space mass spectrometers have been built by Consolidated 
and flown on rocket probes . One such unit, using the quadrupole mass filter 
analyzing system, weighed 29 lb, required 40 w power and scanned all masses 
below 45 amu in 2 sec with unit resolution to 30. 

No . 22. Mass Spectrometer 

Recent studies conducted at Bell and Howell Research Center by 
Dr. Wilson Brubaker indicate that the quadrupole mas s filter analyzing system 
offers the most promis e fo r a good, lightweight, nonmagnetic space mas s 
spectrometer. This system has been used in several of their rocket probe 
mass spectrometers and can be varied to suit the particular design parameters. 
The mass scan can be varied easily from mass 2 to mass 50 just by varying 
the d-c voltage. Higher m as ses may be analyzed by varying the RF voltage . 
Scanning rates can be as fa st as 2 sec if the source pressure is 10-8 torr or 
higher . Scanning rates at lower pressures are slower because of fewer atoms 
available, requi ring at leas t 4 hr to scan mass 1-100 at 10- 14 torr. This 
restriction would hold for any type since there i s such a scarcity of atoms to 
ionize in this pressure range . A pumping system of some sort would be 
needed for sampling if atmospheric analysis on the moon is attempted. 
Dr. Brubaker has conducted a study for the Geo rge C. Marshall Space Flight 
Center directed toward selection of apparatus for analysis of the lunar crust 
and atmosphere (Brubaker, 1963). He proposed to use a heated filament to 
vaporize the moon sample into the mass spectrometer and to use a quadrupole 
mas s filter analyzing system. 
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The time of flight principle is very promising for a good light
weight space instrument since it does not require high magnetic fields for 
focusing. It does have serious limitations in its readout system if 10,000 
spectral sec are to be recorded and telemetered back to earth. One possible 
time of flight design was suggested by SGhrader (1962) of the Space 
Physics Laboratory, Air For ce Systems Command, Inglewood, Cali£. He 
proposes to analyze the particles only one at a time using a 100 -mc os cillator 
as the timer and the electron multiplier as a high-sensitivity detector. Since 
each count is recorded individually, the total intensity of any mass peak can be 
obtained precisely by summation of the counts on the ground. The output is 
digital, requiring no ADC equipment. With this design, even a 10 -cm flight 
tube gives a resolution of 1 amu in 60. The mass range is continuous for 
masses 1 through 50 and can be extended higher if desired. Naturallyoccurr
ing ions could be analyzed by turning off the ion sour ceo Further development 
is neces sary in several areas: (1) single -particle counting; (2) instrument out
gassing; (3) oscillator circuits for precision timing; and (4) scaler circuits. 

Weber and Bucher (1963, p. 80) proposed a mas s spectrometer 
to determine composition of the lunar surface and atmosphere in the mas s 
range 1-1000 or greater. They also proposed to measure the total pressure of 
the lunar atmosphere (10 -1 3 to 10- 14 torr). They would use a laser or electron 
beam to volatilize the lunar crust and analyze the volatilized material with 
either of the TOF, quadrupole or magnetic or other type analyzer. Their 
design restrictions would be 5-10 kg, less than 0.35 cu ft, power of 6 w, mass 
range 1-1000, resolution 1/100 (.6M/M), sensitivity 10 -14 torr, and a precision 
of 1 per cent. The s canning time probably would be quite long with this high 
mass range and low pressure. 

No. 23. Gamma Ray Spectrometer 

This instrument is a necessary part of the neutron activation 
analysis system. Its main function apart from the activation analyzer is to 
measure the natural radioactivity of the lunar crust and to determine what 
radioisotopes are present. It is expected that the main radioisotopes will 
be K 40 , U238, Th232 , and decay products. 

The spectrometer des cribed in Table V -1 was built for 
Ranger s III, IV and V. It was proposed and designed by scientists at Los 
Alamos Scientific Lab, University of California, La Jolla, and JPL (Metzger 

et al., 1962; JPL, Oct. 1, 1962). It consists of three units: a detector; 
high voltage supply; and puIs e height analyzer. The detector is a 2 -3 1 4-in. 
by 2 -3 1 4-in. CsI (T-t) scintillation crystal surrounded by a 1/ 8 -in. thick 
plastic scintillator and all mounted on a 3 -in. photomultiplier tube. The 
plastic scintillator was added to eliminate counts due to charged particles 
which will produce a pulse in the plastic while the gamma rays will not. 
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The pulse height analyzer was made by Radiation Instrument 
Development Laboratory and has 32 channels with storage of 216 counts in 
each channel. One channel accumul ates all pulses with amplitudes exceeding 
that of channel 31. Any of several pulse height analyzers designed and built 
for Surveyor (64, 96 and 128 channels) also would be adequate for the 
spectrometer in measuring the K40, U 238 and Th232 present . 

The high voltage supply was designed at JPL to achieve the best 
regulation in a small package over the 1500-1800 v range required for operation 
of the detector phototubes . The supply is a d-c to d-c inverter system that uses 
the 31. 5 -v primary supply of the spacecraft. Zener -bridge control circuit 
regulation yields a regulation 6f O. 05 per cent at constant temperature. 

No . 24. Alpha Ray Spectrometer 

This instrument would detect natural alpha ray activity and 
would be part of the alpha scattering spectrometer (No. 18) as indicated in 
Table V-1. 

No . 25 . Gamma Ray Backscattering 

An instrument designed for astronaut use could be simpler but 
probably not smaller or lighter . The Surveyor prototype did not meet all JPL 
functional requirements . The accuracy on unconsolidated materials was poor, 
but these results are at least partially ascribed to the method used for measur
ing bulk density of the test materials. 

The Surveyor instrument uses a 40 mc iridium-192 gamma 
sour ce collimated by heavy shielding. Measurement of average density to a 
depth of about 10 cm is accomplished . One commercial field instrument 
consists of a 20-lb probe with a 3 - mc C s 137 source and a 33 - lb portable 
scaler containing a wet - cell , rechargeable power supply . 

No . 26. Kreisman Vacuum Gauge 

The Kreisman gauge is one of two commercially available 
types considered capable of measuring lunar atmospheric pressure. The other 
is described by Young and Hession (1963) and uses a small pulsed filament as 
a trigger. The filament is not used during the period of operation. The 
commercial trigger gauge tube and control are marketed by General Electric 
Co. as Models 22 GT2l0 and 22 GC20l , respectively. No space model of 
the filament-triggered gauge has been developed. 

Possibly, the most advantageous use of the atmospheric 
pres sure measurement would be to monitor the los s of rocket exhaust 
contamination and eventually record the true lunar atmospheric pres sure 
some time after the LEM has returned to earth. 
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( Another method propos ed (Weber and Bucher, 1963) for measur
ing lunar atmospheric pressure is to sum the partial pressures of all constituents 
detected by a mass spectrometer. 

No. 27, 28. Sample Culture With pH Readout or Radioisotope Readout 

The basis of this measurement is the experimental detection of 
the revitalization of any possible dormant simple microscopic life forms when 
they are placed in a nutrient environment similar to that found on earth. It is 
assumed that visual photographic or vidicon methods will disclose any micro
s copic life forms. 

Samples of the lunar surface would be placed on some suitable 
medium in an environment calculated to promote rapid growth. The effects of 
this growth could be detected in a number of ways including microscopic 
observation; radioisotopic measurements of evolved carbon dioxide; pH changes 
in the nutrient; turbidity changes; etc. 

The growth period could be coincident with the astronaut's return 
to earth and would provide a fir st estimate of the hazard pos sibilities on landing. 
Further testing could be done during a quarantine period if this were found to 
be desirable. This would require location of the instrument in the command 
module. 

Culture techniques are standard in medicine and biochemistry 
so that much information is available on present methods in this field. The 
problems are so diverse and varied that they preclude adequate coverage in 
this study; efforts have been concentrated on space instruments. 

Most investigations to date have dealt with the unmanned detection 
of life on Mars (Chemical & Engineering News, 1964) or upper atmosphere 
investigations on earth (Soffen and Stuart, 1963). 

Sample collection devices range from the sticky string of the 
Gulliver experiment (Levin and Carriker, 1962) to vacuum probes and 
aspirators with cyclone separators (Tuttle, 1963). In any APOLLO measure
ments, the samples will be collected by hand methods and transferred to the 
nutrient chamber. 

Culture media which could be used include solids such as nutrient 
agar, trypticase soy agar, or rose bengal agar, and broths such as trypticase 
soy broth, Sabouraud, or fluid thioglycollate (Soffen and Stuart, 1963). It 
would be neces sary to perform parallel control experiments with no added 
sample to prove that no contamination was present from sources other than 
the sample s. 
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The most advanced growth detection technique is the radio
isotopes biological probe used in the Gulliver experiments. It is based on 
the detection of radioactive metabolic end products from organisms grown 
in a C 14 tagged medium (Levin and Carrike r, 1962) . Other radiotracers 
being investigated include S35 and H3 in many different compounds. This 
instrument in its present form weighs about 1. 5 lb and requires 250 mw for 
the detection system. 

Other growth detection schemes include microscopic examination, 
pH and turbidity changes (Wolf trap experiment) and fluorimetric observations 
(Multivator experiment). 

Proposed chemical methods of detection of life forms are based 
on the instrumental detection and measurement of organic compounds which are 
characteristic components or products of living matter. Chemical life-detecting 
techniques being investigated for exobiology studies include (Chemical & Engineer
ing News, 1964): 

a. Optical rotary disp ersion profiles (Dr. Ira Blei; Melpar, 
Fairfax, Va.) to detect adenine 

b. Mass spectrometer (Dr. Klaus Biemann, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology) to detect peptides and amino acids 
by pyrolosis products 

c. Ultraviolet spectrophotometer (Melpar) t o detect peptides 

d. Gas chromatograph (Dr. W. Wilhite, JPL; Ames Research 
Center Scientists) to detect any biologically significant gas es 

e. J -band life detecto r (Drs. E. Walwick and R. Kay, Philco 
Research Lab) to measure spectral changes due to aggregation 
of dibenzothiocarbocyanine dye when it is absorbed on protein 
micromolecules 

Consideration was given to the value of b, c and d for this 
measurement in the computer evaluation analysis of optimum instrument 
combinations des cribed in Part II, Chapter VI. 

No. 29 . Solar Plasma Spectrometer 

This instrument is to make measurements of (1) the low-energy 
charged-particle (electrons, protons and heavier positive ions) environment 
of the lunar surface --both the quiescent plasma (extension of sun l s atmosphere) 
and the solar wind (corpuscular streams, not in thermal equilibrium) and 
(2) the time variations (including day-night) in the lunar plasma environment. 
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The Neugebauer electrostatic velocity selector consists of 
concentric quarter -circle cylindrical plates with variable -applied electric 
potential difference. It ITleasures the speed as a function of the potential 
difference and the charge/ITlass ratio of the velocity-selected particles. 
The Rossi probe is a Faraday-cup type ITleasuring energy and charge of the 
incoITling particles by the retarding electric potential ITlethod. The Neugebauer 
instruITlent is a JPL developITlent and the Rossi probe was designed by 
Profes sor Rossi and as sociates at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

The energy range is a few electron volts to about 6 kev, the 
ITliniITluITl flux to be detected about 10 3 particles/ cITl2 -sec. Angular resolution 
will be crude--about a 20 -deg acceptance angle. Preferred directions are 
along ITloon-sun line (both directions) and radially in the plane of the ecliptic 
(the norITlal to the ecliptic plane is the direction of the solar ITlagnetic dipole 
lines) . 

The ITlagnetic field ITlust be ITleasured siITlultaneously with the 
particle flux. Total gas pressure should be ITleasured siITlultaneously, especially 
over the lunar diurnal cycle, to ITleasure pos sible gas accuITlulation on the dark 
side of the ITloon caused by solar wind driving. 

Desirable ITlodifications include (1) use of solid-state charged 
particle detectors and pulse counting instead of vibrating-reed type electroITleter 
and (2) ITlore sophisticated angular and tiITle dependence ITleasureITlents of the 
£lux-ener gy spectruITl. 

No. 30. Survey Rate Meter 

The ionization chaITlber of the survey rate ITleter is a O. OlO-in. 
thick, stainless steel sphere, 5-in. in diaITleter, containing one liter of argon 
at 4 atITlospheres pressure. Area density of the spherical shell is 0.2 gITl/CITl2 . 
One count/500 sec is the equivalent of 1.2 ITlr/hr. 

There are two of these instruITlents in the recoITlITlended instru
ITlent-equipITlent packages. One is ITlounted on the LEM and has a visual rate 
output ITleter. Its use is to ITleasure possible belts of ITlagnetically trapped 
radiation during the apprach to the ITloon and to deterITline the ionizing dose 
rate after landing and before astronaut egres s. The other instruITlent will 
be in the unattended scientific instruITlent package and will ITleasure ionizing 
radiation £lux over one or ITlore lunar diurnal periods. 

No. 31. Particle SpectroITleter 

Of the several particle spectroITleters which have been used in 
space probes, four are listed in Appendix D as iteITls 4 through 7 of sheet 1 
under the ITleteoroid and radiological ITleasureITlents study group. None of theITl 
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meet ideal requirements; the one listed in Table V -1 most closely approaches 
these at a reasonable payload ~ost . The instruments fall short of ideal require
ments in their upper energy limit (1000 Mev desired but heavy shielding 
required) and in flux capability (up to 109 particle/ cm2 / sec per steradian 
desired) . 

No . 33 . Chemical Reactivity Detectors 

Temperature rise is used as a criterion for chemical reactivity 
with lunar surface materials . An alternative technique would be use of 
temperature - sensitive paint on the samples. Samples of inert material also 
should be lowered to the surface with any temperature-sensing technique for 
comparison purposes . 

No. 34 . Personal Dosimeter 

This is a quartz fiber electrometer shaped like a fountain pen. 
A similar instrument is manufactured by Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, 
Calif. Optics modification is required for astronaut use while wearing a 
pres sure suit . 

No. 35 . Meteor oid and Lunar Ejecta Detector 

This meteoroi d and lunar ejecta detector is actually a 
combination of two instruments in a conceptual design by A. D. Little, Inc. : 
(1) a sensor which distinguishes between meteoroids and lunar ejecta and 
determines the traject ory and velocity of the latter; and (2) a momentum sensor 
to determine the magnitude and direction of the momentum vector for the lunar 
ejecta. 

The firs t instrument relies on the following principle. The 
path of the particle is determined by locating two points on the trajectory where 
the particle passes thr ough sensing screens; the velocity of the particle is 
determined by measuring the t i me - of -flight between t hese two points. 

The sensing screen consists of a thin insulating film separating 
thin conducting strips; thus , the insulating film serves as a dielectric in a 
condenser in which the metal strips are electr odes . (A hemispherical surface 
is illus t rated.) The plastic is such that , at the site of penetration, the heated 
products will become conducting when penetrated by a low-velocity fragment 
of lunar debris. * The metallic surface on one side of the film consists of 16 

>:<Some care may be required in selecting the plas t ic film . 1£ mylar proves non
conducting when penetrated by a low - velocity fragment , it may be necessary to 
use a chemically reactive and exothermic mate r ial. such as cellulose nitrat~. 
Because the impact velocity is low , the necessary tests may be conducted 
without major problems in a laboratory. 
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strips or sectors; the metal on the other side of the film also consists of 16 
strips or sectors arranged to be orthogonal to the metal pattern on the reverse 
surface. 

The pas sage of a particle through the surface thus will be sensed 
as a discharge of a condenser formed by the two penetrated metal sectors; 
hence, the sensing surface is divided into 256 sectors for identification of the 
site of penetration (see Figure V-I). 

Two such concentric sensing surfaces are used to detect the 
passage of a particle of lunar debris. The penetrated sector of each sensing 
surface is established, which will establish the trajectory, and measurement 
of the time interval between penetrations will permit determination of the 
velocity. Lunar ejecta can be sensed by this equipment and will be distinguishable 
from meteoroids, since meteoroidal impact will result in only one hole. 
Vaporization of the debris from a meteoroid impact will spread the momentum 
over so large an area that the second surface will not be penetrated. The 
spreading of vaporized debris is discussed in detail in a report on meteoroid 
bumper design (Johnston et al . , 1963). 

The following is a circuit design that would be economical on 
circuit elements, though it is probably not minimal in its power requirement 
and certainly not minimal in the number of bits required to convey the 
information. As shown in Figure V -2, a penetration which causes a discharge 
between the two metal strips will result in signals A and B (of opposite polarity). 

DETAIL OF PARTICLE SENSING SCREE N 

OUTER SURFACE COVERED WITH 
., LONGITUDE" CONDUCTING STRIPS; 
INNER SURFACE COVERED WITH 
"LA TITUDE" CONDUCTING STRIPS. 
PENETRATION DETECTED AT 
SPECIFIED LATITUDE AND 
LONGITIJDE. 

TRAJECTORY OF PENETRATI NG 
PARTICLE 

/ 

OUTER SENSOR 

IN1'E R SENSOR 

MOMEf'..'TCM SENSOR 

Figure V -1. Particle Trajectory and 
Momentum-Sensing Device. 
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A similar pair of signals, C and D, will be derived from the second sensing 
surface. Attention is confined to a single set of 16 metal strips which 
correspond say, to signal A. It is then desired to designate which of the 16 
strips has been penetrated. 

Thes e strips are numbered from zero to 15 and signal A from 
strip "n" is used to set a 4-stage binary counter to "n" . After a brief delay, 
an oscillator is turned "on"; this oscillator drives the counter. The oscillator 
is shut off when the counter resets. The number of the penetrated strip is 
recorded as the number of oscillator pulses required to reset the counter to 
zero (i. e., complement of "nil). 

A 4-stage counter is required for each set of signals, A, B, C, 
and D. By arranging slightly different delays between the setting of the counter 
and the turning on of the oscillator, one can provide that the pulse trains for 
signals A, B, C, and D occur successively. This permits sequential use of a 
single channel of transmis sion to the lunar data handling and relay point. 

The power supply required for this system includes a high voltage 
supply with adequate potential to produce breakdown when the dielectric film 
is penetrated. 

The momentum sensor uses a microphone sensor or a fast
damped, microinch displacement, solid-state sensor'~ as a means of determining 
the impulse transferred. (The microdisplacement sensor appears to offer the 
prospect of achieving a more omnidirectional response than the microphone. ) 

An absorbing surface would be placed beneath two thin foils used 
to exclude meteoroidal impacts. These two thin outer foils would be penetrated 
by the low-velocity lunar ejecta which would be stopped in the absorbing surface. 
The outer foil would, however, serve to sublime a meteroroidal particle, and 
the momentum of its vaporized debris w ould be absorbed by the second foil. 

The absorbing surface would be mounted on a restorative system 
in such a manner that its displacement could be sensed along three orthogonal 
axes by means of microinch displacement sensors. The measured displace
ments' together with a knowledge of the impact point, the inertial characteristics 
of the absorbing surface and the restorative constants of the support would 
permit one to resolve the momentum into vector components. Tentatively, the 
absorbing surface is visualized as consisting of aluminum "hexcel" expanded 
metal; the objective of the expanded metal w ould be to lessen the risk of splash 
from the surface on impact. 

In addition, an " anticoincidenc e" instrumented surface could 
surround the absorbing surfac e described above. Its purpose w ould be to 

':'Proprietary item at Arthur D. Little , Inc. 
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sense and reject any impacts in which the impacting particle was not stopped 
in the absorbing surface. A conceptual sketch of the momentum-resolving 
instrument is found in Figure V -3. 

Such an instrument could supplement the trajectory data of the 
ejecta by eliminating meteoroids and using momentum vectors. While this 
provides the momentum, the velocity would have to be determined by a 
time-of-flight process for the penetration of the two thin surfaces used to 
reject meteoroids. The only disadvantage of this is the limitation on 
sensitivity; if the area is made large to intercept a low flux, the mass of the 
momentum-trapping cavity increases, making it less responsive to light 
fragments . 

A system fully instrumented to measure trajectory, velocity 
by time - of -flight and momentum vector would be redundant. The redundancy 
could be preserved as a check on the trajectory, or the momentum measure
ment could be confined to a single (vertical) component . 

No. 36 . Meteoroid and Lunar Ejecta Detector 

This is a somewhat similar instrument to the A . D. Little 
concept described by Weber and Bucher (1963) . It also uses two capacitor 

o 
sheets. They consist of thin films, about 5000 A thick, composed of aluminum 
oxide as dielectric and evaporated aluminum. films on both sides as conductors 
separated by a distance of about 10 cm. The second or back sheet is bonded 
to a 0 . 0305 - cm thick stainless steel plate which acts as an acoustic detector . 
The capacitor sheets are divided in sectors also so that velocity (speed and 
direction) is obtained and the acoustic detector signal gives the momentum 
of the particle. Time-of-flight between capacitor sheets is measured with a 
front-plate -pulse -gate d electronic clock. Two sensor arrays of about 500 
cm2 each, with the sensitive areas forming an X-configuration are designed 
for Surveyor . (Each area is situated at about 60 0 to the lunar vertical. ) 

Capacitor sheets have been tested at liquid nitrogen and 130 0 C 
temperature without damage . The acoustical sensor has been developed and 
qualified at Range r Prototype Test Model (PTM) test. Other components 
(including electronics) were ready for breadboarding in November 1962 . 

No . 37. Susceptibility Bridge 

The instrument des cri bed is part of the Surveyor surface geo
physical instrumentation developed in prototype for JPL by Texaco Experiment , 
Inc. A subsurface instrument, for borehole use, based on the same principles, 
has been designed and tested, but the optimum. configuration has not been 
realized (Bollin , 1962). 
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Figure V -3. Momentum-Sensing System. 
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A pos si ble modification of the surface instrument to aid in 
measuring anisotropy in magnetic sus ceptibility at a point would be to use 
elliptical coils, with the major response in the direction of the major axis 
of the coils . This concept needs theoretical and experimental verification, 
however. 

No. 38, 39. Fluxgate and Low-Field Helium Magnetometers 

The low - field helium magnetometer was chosen for the 
computer evaluation analysis because it has less difficulty with the long-term 
zero drift and thus would provide more accurate absolute measurement of the 
magnetic field. Information available on the Mariner II fluxgate instrument 
was very limited. 

A portable magnetometer for magnetic surveys is considered 
desirable on the second APOLLO flight. Either of these instruments could be 
adapted for portable use, though in present form they are more suitable for 
operation in a geophysical observatory. A design study of the portable instru
ment should determine which type is the more suitable. 

No. 40. Electrodes, Voltmeter, Cables, Current Source 

These items are components of self-potential and resistivity 
measuring equipment available commercially. The descriptions are for 
conceptual modifications of the items for lunar use. Examples of commercial 
equipment are Geophysical Instrument and Supply Company Models VP -G and 
SP -SR. Extensive investigation of contact resistance problems under lunar 
vacuum conditions is needed to determine the feasibility of these measurements. 

No. 41. Charged Dust Detector 

The instrument described is a conceptual modification of the 
Neugebauer solar plasma spectrometer to detect any finely divided, electro
statically charged particles (lunar dust) which may be present in suspension 
above the lunar surface. A possible charge mechanism is simultaneous 
photoelectric emis sion by unconsolidated particles and the lunar surface, result
ing in suspension of the unbound particles by electrostatic repulsion (Weber 
and Bucher, 1963). 

The char ge / mas s ratio would be much smaller for the dust 
particles than for the solar plasma constituent particles . Since mas sand 
charge of the particles are not both known or easily measurable, speed and 
charge/mass ratio cannot be separated. Measurement would be qualitative, 
yielding fluxes of charged particles in groups specified by product of speed 
and charge/ mas s ratio. 
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An array of six instruments arranged in three orthogonal 
directions, one aligned with the lunar vertical, would be desirable to 
investigate possible directional effects. 

No. 43. Quartz Gravity Meter 

The instrument described is a proposed modification of a 
commercial instrument. Design for a dynamic range and gravity magnitude 
appropriate to the lunar environment is needed, and an electronic null with 
dial readout is proposed to replace the optical null arrangement which would 
be difficult for the astronaut to use while in a pressure suit. 

Feasibility of this instrument was established by Texas 
Instruments Incorporated in a lunar gravity study under Contract No. NASw-58l 
for NASA, Washington, D. C. 

No. 45. Lunar Seismometer 

The ITT -Lamont instrument described is a combination 3 -axis , 
long -period and single -axis (vertical) short -period seismometer. The output 
of the vertical feedback loop in the long-period seismometer, used to maintain 
the seismic mas s near the center of its linear range , yields tidal gravity 
information when accompanied by a measurement of the temperature of the 
instrument. The latter is necessary to remove temperature effects on the 
output data. 

This prototype instrument was developed as part of the Surveyor 
payload. At the time of the final technical report (Lamont Geological Observatory, 
1962), development was considered incomplete and a number of modifications 
and areas for design study were suggested. 

Modification for APOLLO missions would include removal of 
the automatic coars e leveling system, as this would be accomplished by the 
astronaut. Estimates given in Table V -1 include weight reduction measures 
suggested in the final report. 'rhe combination instrument would perform the 
functions of instruments 42, 47 and 48. Under pres ent estimates, it would 
require less weight, volume and power than the combination of those three. 
For these reasons and because it ranked higher in the computer evaluati on 
analys i s than any of the single-purpose instruments, it was included in the 
proposed unattended scientific instrument package. 

No. 49. Portable Refraction Seismic System 

Information available on this system is very limited. Additional 
study, both theoretical and experimental, of active seismic techniques suitable 
for use on APOLLO missions appears needed. 
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The system described enV1Slons use of explosive charges on 
the surface as acoustic energy sources . No drilling for charge placement 
is projected. Indications of field calibration studies are that a maximum 
charge size of les s than 1 lb is needed for a 2000 - ft line array. Because of 
hazards with ex plosive sources , various nonexplosive mechanical energy 
sources are also unde r cons i derat ion, as w ell as explosive sources with the 
ener gy confined or directed so as to be har mles s. 

No . 50 - 55 . Temperature Measurement Devices 

These six instruments can b e divided int o two classes, 
thermocouples and resistance thermometers . A third class of potential 
application is that of thermistors, which a r e semiconducti ve r esistance 
thermometer elements, usually with a nonlinear response . 

Thermocouples consis t of junctions between dissimilar materials, 
usually metals . An emf is generated when two junctions are held at different 
temperatures . Accurate temperature measurements require that one of the 
junctions be held at a stable known reference temperature , usually an ice 
bath in the laboratory. Small, solid-state temperature reference units are 
now available commer cially . A typical unit manufactured by Consolidated 
Airborne Systems, Inc., New Hyde Park, New York, is 3-3/4 in. x 3/4 in. 
in diameter, weighs less than 80 grams and provides a reference signal 
accurate to 2°C for ambient temperature variations between - 25°C and + 100 ° C. 
The self-contained power supply has a life expectancy of 10,000 hr in con 
tinuous use and 2 - 3 yr in intermi ttent use . Precautions must be taken to insure 
that the temperature reference unit is not exposed to temperatures below - 40°C 
or above + 150 ° C , or the power supply batteries contained in the uni t may be 
damaged. 

Because commercially available reference junctions show a 
drift in reference temperature with changes in ambient temperatures, a 
fixed ambient should be provided for optimum results . Although thermocouple 
outputs are characteristically low, they can be increased by selecting a high
reference junction temperature . With a 550°C reference temperature, chromel
alumel thermocouples give signals of the order of 22 mv. Sensitivity of the 
device is reduced correspondingly . The refer en c e temperature is created 
electronically within the reference junction unit . Units are available with output 
impedances of 20 to 10,000 ohms. 

Voltage output levels are on the order of 40 'tJ,v/oC for 
copper-constantan. Readout can be by mea ns of a potentiometer circuit or a 
series millivoltmeter circuit , with the latter offering considerably reduced 
accuracy. 
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Resistance thermometers utilize small elements of fine wire 
of a type, commonly platinum, that has a high temperature coefficient of 
resistance. The element usually is connected as one arm of a resistance 
bridge. The output voltage of the bridge varies with bridge unbalance changes 
due to the resistance variation of the element with temperature. A bias voltage 
of 10 to 20 v is adequate, and usually only a few milliwatts of power are used. 
The surface temperature loop (No. 54) was suggested to consist of O. 003-in. 
diameter platinum wire which would have a resistance of about 10 ohms for a 
lO -ft loop. Care must be taken that strains are not induced in the wire with 
temperature changes since these will result also in resistance changes. 
Durable temperature compensated leads should be provided to the element, 
long enough to allow for a reasonable separation from the instrumentation. 
The temperature coefficient of platinum. is about O. 3 per cent! ° C. 

Thermistor elements are usually brittle beads, disks, rods, 
wafers, etc., of a metal oxide semiconductor material whose resistance 
decreases exponentially with increasing temperature. The coefficient for 
these types is about -4 per cent!OC. Single crystal SiC types (coefficient 
about -2 per cent! ° C) and positive coefficient single crystal Si types 
(coefficient about 0.7 per cent! DC) are now available. All types are used in 
a resistance bridge as for a resistance thermometer. 

Thermocouples and platinum resistance elements would be 
only slightly affected by expected levels of space radiation. Thermistors, 
except for the SiC types, are in general quite sensitive to radiation. 

Principal development problems are reference junction 
protection and a surface temperature-sensing device. These difficulties 
are with technique, not concept, and can be resolved with a directed effort. 

No. 56, 57. Thermal Conductivity Probes 

Thermal conductivity probes described are based on a transient 
technique wherein the temperature field in the material surrounding a line 
source of heat is monitored and thermal conductivity calculated from the rate of 
rise. The probe has been described in the literature, and the theory is well 

established (Wechsler et al., 1963). Commercial probes vary in dimension 
from about 0.030 to 0.375 in. in diameter and 3 to 30 in. in length. Those for 
lunar use probably will be of the smaller diameter and length. 

Probes should be capable of measuring materials with con
ductivities from about 2 x lO -6 w! cm oK to about 1 w! cm oK. The accuracy of 
probe measurements has been reported to be about ±3 per cent; however, 
with the limited data to be obtained (s everal temperatur es rather than a complete 
temperature -time history), accuracies in the order of ±lO per cent to ±15 per 
cent are expected. The reproducibility from test to test should be somewhat 
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more accurate, so that actual changes in material properties as a function of 
time can be measured. Succes sive probe measurements can be made as soon 
as the probe returns to thermal equilibrium with the surroundings (between 1 
and 10 hr for most materials). 

Power requirements for probes are relatively small. For low 
thermal conductivity material, typical power inputs may be about 20 mw for 
the measurement period of 1 hr. For a rock system, a power of 100 mw for a 
10-min duration may be required. The resistance of the probe heater can be 
varied to accommodate most voltage sources from about 1 to 20 v. The output 
of the instrument will be a voltage of between 0 and 0 .4 mv. Since absolute 
temperature measurements are not essential for the probe measurement, any 
convenient reference junction for the thermocouple may be used, e. g., a block 
of large thermal mass, the lunar subsurface material, etc. 

Choice between thermistors and thermocouple-type probes will 
depend on interactions with other instrumentation and trade-offs in sensitivity, 
accuracy and speed of response. Two probes are considered for the instrument 
evaluation: one for ins ertion into the lunar surface by the astronaut, and a 
heavier probe mounted on the LEM landing gear. The first will be usable only 
if a dust layer of adequate depth is found or if insertion into a crevice or crack 
is pos sible. The latter case would permit subsurface temperature measure
ment' but thermal conductivity data would be inaccurate due to probable poor 
thermal contact with the surrounding material. The second device would 
measure the thermal conductivity of the surface material under a LEM landing 
gear pad. 

In theory, thermal diffusivity can be calculated from measure
ments made with the thermal conductivity probe. Difficulties encountered with 
this technique are: (1) it is necessary to know the radial position of the 
temperature sensor accurately or to calibrate the probe with materials of 
known thermal diffusivity similar to that of lunar materials, which is not 
known ; and (2) the contact resistance between the probe and the material 
measured produces greater errors in measuring diffusivity than in thermal 
conductivity measurements. 

Thermal diffusivity estimates also can be obtained from measure
ments of thermal conductivity, density and indications of specific heat from 
compositional analysis of the lunar materials. 

It has been as sumed, despite these difficulties, that this method 
will be used for subsurface thermal diffusivity measurements. 

No. 58. Modified Flash Radiometer 

This is a conceptual instrument to measure surface thermal 
diffusivity without disturbing surface materials. The experimental apparatus 
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( would consist of an optical systell'l, for instance ll'lounted on a tripod, that 
focuses a radiation flash froll'l a flash lall'lp or laser onto a sll'lall spot on the 
lunar surface. This spot, and the region surrounding it, is viewed by an 
optical systell'l and imaged onto a sll'lall array of IR detectors. The optics and 
detectors are capable of transmitting and detecting out into the far infrared, for 
example, to 25 ll'licrons. As the flash-induced thermal wave progresses with 
till'le froll'l the initial flash spot, the wave all'lplitude, i. e., temperature, is 
observed as a function of till'le by the detectors, each of which represents 
ll'leasuremeht at a different distance froll'l the center of the spot. The information 
froll'l each of these detectors could be treated as ratios of two readings taken 
by the same detector but at two different times. Thus, calibration problems, 
the problell'ls of drifts in the sensitivities of individual detectors and variations 
from one detector to the next can be largely elill'linated. All that must be known 
is the position (distance) of the spot viewed by each detector with respect to the 
original flash spot and the till'le of each ll'leasurell'lent. A sketch of the 
experill'lental apparatus is shown in Figure V -4. 

No. 59. Reflectance Radioll'leter (Ultraviolet, Visible, Infrared) 

The instrull'lent described in Table V -1 is a conceptual, hand
held instrull'lent to be pointed at the surface by the astronaut. Spectral analysis 
of the ell'litted and reflected radiation froll'l the surface would be obtained by 
ll'leans of a set of band-pass filters in each of the three spectral regions (UV, 
visible, IR). Alternatively, a scanning-type instrull'lent could be used, one 
portion covering the UV -visible region and the other the infrared. The UV
visible spectrometer described previously (No. 16) could be used for this 
purpose. A similar instrull'lent could be built for the infrared region, or 
perhaps full capability could be combined into one instrull'lent. Separate 
detectors probably will be needed for each spectral region. 

A design study is needed to deterll'line the best experimental 
approach to this problell'l. 

No. 60. Heat Flow Meter (Conductive) 

Conductive heat flow ll'leters consist of a thin disk containing 
a ll'lultiple therll'locouple as s ell'lbly and a conductive spacer. This type of 
device produces an emf essentially proportional to the heat flow through the 
disk. Typical commercial heat flow meters vary in size to about 6 in. in 
diall'leter and have outputs of about 2 v for a heat flux of I wi cm2 • For 
typical lunar surface flux values, 0.1 w/cm2 to 2 x 10- 3 W/Cll'l2, outputs 
of 4 to 200 ll'lV can be expected. The tell'lperature difference created by the 
heat flux would be about 14°C for a flux of 1 w/cm2 and 0.3 ° for a flux of 
O. I wi Cll'l 2 • 
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A secondary characteristic of this type of heat flux meter is that 
it is somewhat temperature-sensitive. Since the individual thermocouple 
sensitivity is a function of temperature, the flux meter calibration depends 
on the absolute temperature of the meter. Typical commercial heat flux 
meters have temperature coefficients of about O. 3 per cent! ° C. 

In subsurface use, the conductive heat flow meter, combined 
with a temperature sensor, is buried at various places beneath the surface. 
Validity of the measurement requires that the meter be thin compared to the 
dust or surface layer and have a high conductance compared to the surface 
material. Errors in heat flow caused by direct flow disturbances of the 
conductive meter should be less than 10 per cent for most low-conductance 
material. Errors are much larger for' surface emplacement, as discussed 
in Chapter II. For surface heat flux measurements, the following instrument, 
a radiometric surface heat flux meter, is the more plausible device. 

No. 61. Radiometri c Heat Flow Meter 

This heat flow meter is a conceptual instrument whose theory , 
of operation is given in detail in Appendix H. The disk should be suspended at 
a height that is great compared to the disk diameter, and no projecting lunar 
terrain should be "visible" to the upper side of the disk. 

Two modes of operation are pos sible: one in which only the 
temperature of the disk is us ed to determine lunar flux; the other in which a 
flux disk of the type already dis cus sed is us ed. Advantage of the first is 
simplicity. Advantage of the second, in terms of practical instrumentation, is 
slightly increased accuracy by avoidance of a thermocouple cold junction, or 
equivalent compensator, that must be maintained at a known temperature. 

A reliable and accurate lunar surface flux determination with a 
built-in s elf -check is to be obtained by using both schemes, i. e., by using a 
flux disk containing a temperature sensing element such as a thermocouple or 
resistance thermometer. The cost is low in terms of additional apparatus (one 
additional information channel), and the result is a lunar flux determination 
at a high confidence level. 

The fluxes to be measured range from 2 x 10- 3 w!cm2 when 
the lunar surface is dark and approximately l400K to 0.1 wi cm2 when the 
solar -illumined lunar surface is in the range of 390 OK. The accuracy to be 
achieved in the measurement of each of these flux levels by the system 
outlined is in the range of ±5 per cent (see Appendix H). 

The apparatus (see Figure V -5) consists of a tripod standing 
on the lunar surface. A horizontal arm extends in one direction. At the end 
of this arm, a disk is on a vertical suspension that maintains it parallel with 
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the lunar surface. The tripod might be 2 ft high and the disk 3 in. in diameter 
and suspended off the ground. The actual configuration and dimensions are a 
matter to be determined in a design study. 

No. 62. Line Source Pressure Gauge 

This type of gauge can be. made to be sensitive to various gas 
pres sure ranges by varying the particle size of the reference powder. The lower 
the gas pressure to be studied, the larger the particle size of the reference 
powder. Practical considerations on particle size, to keep the apparatus small, 
show that the method is suitable only for pressures above about 10-4 torr • . There
fore, unles s regions of considerable gas pres sure exist, this device would be 
inadequate. Such a gauge could be placed in regions of suspected volcanic 
activity and, by periodic thermal conductivity measurements of the reference 
material, gas diffusion or flow could be indicated. 

No. 64. Tracking Transducer on LEM TV Camera 

The directional receiver on the LEM TV camera is a null
seeking unit, similar in principle to the AN / ARA 25 used to determine aircraft 
bearing, that develops azimuth error signals according to misalignment of the 
receiver null axis and the astronaut's transmitter position. The error signals 
drive null positioning servos to reduce the error signal to zero. Azimuth 
position is determined by encoders attached to the positioning servo. Position
ing accuracy of 1/2

0 
of arc will not require complex encoders. Tracking in 

elevation is not considered since surface reflections would pose formidable 
problems for using radio frequencies for this purpose. 

The transmitter contained in the fixed package transmits an 
amplitude modulated UHF signal. The astronaut's receiver detects the 
amplitude modulation and, in turn, modulates and transmits a second UHF 
signal back to the fixed package . The detected modulation at the LEM is 
compared to the drive modulation, and the phase difference determines the 
astronaut's range. Range resolution will depend on the frequencies chosen for 
modulating the transmitters. Choosing the wavelength Am for an electromag
netic wave corresponding to 6000 ft, the modulation frequency that will yield 
180 0 phase shift over the l500-ft ran·ge within which the astronaut may 
move may be established as follows: 

where 

f = c / A = 165 kc 
m m 

c = velocity of electromagnetic radiation in ftl sec 

f = frequency corresponding to A 
m m 
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Modulating the transmitters near 165 kc will yield a range resolution of 

1500 . 
180 0 = 8.33 ft/deg <j> Shift. 

The two transmitters need not be phase-locked or synchronized. 
In fact, they should operate on different frequencies chosen to minimize cross
coupling effects. Frequency stabilization will not be a stringent requirement. 
The transmitter carrier frequencies should be between 600 and 1000 mc to avoid 
interference with the data link on the LEM. 

The range information also may be used to control the TV 
camera zoom capability so that , normally, the area coverage is the same at 
all ranges . An override control would allow the option of manual control if 
desired. 

Figure V -6 is a simplified block diagram of the system. The 
estimated weight splits up into 1. 5 lb carried by the astronaut and 3 lb attached 
to the LEM TV camera. About 200 mw of power are required on the astronaut. 

No. 66. Sun Compas s 

A sketch of this instrument as conceived is shown in Figure V -7. 
Its use to determine true bearing of features in a photograph entails the 
following determinations and calculations: 
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APH = apparent pin height. The height of the pin 
is measured in the photograph against the 
concentric scale rings. 

PH = actual pin height for the particular mis sion. 
If the sun is near the horizon, pin height 
can be shorter . 

SL = shadow length. It is measured on the 
concentric scale rings. 

e 
s 

e 
c 

= altitude of the sun. The altitude of the sun 
will vary rather slowly because the moon 
rotates only about 1/2 ° /hr . 

= altitude of the camera lens. Because of the 
moon's photometric function, the azimuth 
angle between sun and camera lens and tilt 
of the camera relative to the local vertical 
may be important. The difference in azimuth 
angle between the sun and the camera in 
Figure V-7 is 360-270 = 90°. 
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Figure V -7. Sun Compass 

Tan 8 = PH/SL 
s 

Tan 8 =PH/APH 
c 

PIN HEIGHT (PH) 

/ 

To calculate the true bearing (only 1 to 2
0 

accuracy is 
needed), the following formula from the Keuffel and Esser Solar Ephemeris 
(1964) maybe used: 

Cos Z = sin d - sin 8 sin(lat) 
s 

cos 8 s cos (lat) 

where : d = sun's declination 
Z = sun's bearing 

lat = latitude of observation point 

The color and grey scales will help to determine true conditions 
should color and grey distortion occur by improper developing, incorrect 
exposure, film damage by radiation, or all three. 
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No. 67. Night Stadia Targets on LEM 

Daytime stadia targets could be painted patterns, or 
possibly natural features of the LEM could be used from a foreknowledge of 
their dimensions. Night targets will be needed during lunar day if surveying 
photographs are made toward the shadowed side. 

No. 68. Lunar Hand Camera 

The weight estimate for the camera in Table V -1 includes film. 
The camera is a dual 35-mm with 24 x 36-mm format. Recommended use 
probably will call for color film in one roll and XR black and white on the 
other. Current Graflex design has 70 exposures/ roll. 

The shutter is a focal plane disk with speeds of 1/30 - 1/500 sec. 
Present focusing arrangement is manual in three steps. Reflex viewer may be 
desirable for closeup studies. A built-in exposure meter using coupled needle
matching is provided. Film advance is manual or motor-driven. 

Needed modifications are a mil scale ahead of the film for 
accurate gauging of elevation difference and distance to LEM and a level
indicating device. 

No. 70. Descent Camera 

The camera listed in Table V -1 only partially meets require
ments. A film enlarger/printer is included with the camera in the computer 
instrument evaluation analysis. Location of the camera inside the LEM is 
desirable so that photomaps of the landing site area can be printed for 
astronaut use. Cycle rate on the camera is variable from 1/300 milliseconds 
to 1/3 sec. 

Design studies are needed on required film capacity, proper IMC 
rates and cycle rates and exposure levels. 

Desirable mounting inside the LEM may require an optical 
or mirror viewing arrangement for the camera to "see" below the LEM 
during descent. 

No. 76. Surveyor Soil Mechanics Test Apparatus 

Reaction anchors and frame are suggested as modification to 
this instrument. These will provide greater reaction force than can be obtained 
by instrument and astronaut weight under lunar gravity conditions. For ce is 
monitored by strain gauge bridges and displacement by potentiometer 
displacement transducers. 
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Considerable modification may be neces sary to adapt present 
Surveyor design to portable use by astronauts. Screw augers are one possible 
approach to reaction anchors . 

No . 78 . Vane Shear Tester 

Adaptation of the commercial instrument for lunar use would 
stres s miniaturization . A hand - operated device is envisioned, with torque 
reaction supplied by the astronaut. 

No. 81 , 82 , 83 . Sampling Tool Packages 

These packages and the individual items in them are discussed 
in detail in Chapter IV, Section B. 
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E. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT PACKAGES 

( Certain of the recommended instruments and as sociated 
measurements discussed in Part I, Chapter II, to yield significant data, 
must be incorporated in unattended scientific instrument packages (SIP). 
A package is to be left on the lunar surface and operated continuously or 
periodically over extended periods of time. This section discusses the 
design of the SIP and the method used to arrive at an estimate of the total 
payload cost in terms of the weight and volume of the SIP and its associated 
control and telemetry systems and power supply. 

1. SIP for First Flight, Alternatives I and II 

a. Components of the SIP 

Instrument components of the recommended scientific instru
ment package for the first APOLLO flight are listed in Table V -2 together 
with their weight, volume and power requirements. 

TABLE V-2 

RECOMMENDED SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT PACKAGE 

Flight I, Alternative I Weight Volume 

(one egress of 2-hr duration): (lb) (in. 3) 

Transponder 2.0 35 

Combination LP, SP seismometer 
and tidal gravimete r 32.0 1400 

Helium magnetometer (3 -axis) 6.3 220 

Survey rate meter 1.0 70 

Total 41.3 1725 

Flight I, Alternative II 
(two egresses, 2 and 2. 5-hr duration, respectively): 

Alternative I SIP 41.3 1725 

Platinum resistance thermometer 
loop 0.2 2 

Thermal conductivity probe 0.4 4 

Total 41. 9 1731 

Power 
(watts) 

Operate 

1 

0.65 

7 

O. 10 

8.75 

Peak 

8.75 

0.015 

o. 01 to 
1.0 

Standby 

O. 10 

0.65 

O. 00 

O. 10 

O. 85 

Continuous 

0.85 

0.00 

0.00 

8.8 0.85 
Peak Continuous 
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These instruments or i t ems of equipment are discussed in detail in the pre
ceding section of thi s chapte r as Items No . 72 , 45 , 39 , 30 , 54 , and 56, 
re spectivel y . 

b . Telemetry Requirements 

To estimate telemetry requirements for this package , it was 
necessary first to determine the rate of data acquisition per instrument , or 
per channel , the number of channels and the peak rate of data acquisition for 
all channel s which must operate simultaneously. The following discussion gives 
only a first estimate of telemetry requirements . A detailed design study will 
be required to determine actual requirements and to optimize performance. 
Estimates of data rates are given in Table V -3 . 

TABLE V-3 

DATA RATES FOR SIP INSTRUMENTS 

Word Sampling No. Rate 

Combination seismometer: Size Rate Channels (bits/sec) 

Short-period noise 6 bits + sign 20/sec 1 140 

Long - period noise 6 bits + sign l/sec 3 21 

Tidal gravity 8 bits + sign 2/day 1 negligible 

Helium magnetometer: 

Magnetic field 6 bits + sign 2 / sec 3 42 

Survey rate meter : 

Particulate radiation 
flux 17 bits l/hr 1 negligible 

Platinum resistance 
the rmomete r l oop : 

Surface temperature 8 bits + sign 2/day 1 negligible 

Thermal conductivity 
probe : 

Subsurface temperature, 
negligible thermal conductivity 8 bits + sign 2/day 1 

Total channels 11 

Peak Data Rate 203 
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The Alternative II SIP is used for these estimates since the two 
items added for that version contribute only negligibly to the data rate. The 
transponder is not included since its transmitter is self-contained. In addition 
to the 11 scientific data channels, approximately 20 engineering data channels 
will be required for monitoring instrument operation calibration. The data 
rate on these channels would be low since they are sampled only at infrequent 
intervals and can be sequenced by programming to be noncoincident with the 
scientific data channels. 

The peak data rate shown in Table V -3 actually is misleading 
because the short-period seismometer, which is the dominant contributor to 
the data rate, can be activated by command or programmed. Thus, its data 
output can be sequenced with that of other instruments. Further, since a 
data run of only 5-15 min at a time would be required, the transmitter can be 
monitored continuously during that period. Hence, data storage capacity need 
be no greater than that of state-of-the-art buffer storage units. The peak 
data rate of concern then is only 63 bits / sec. The number of buffer storage 
units provided will be adequate so that interrogation will only be required at 
intervals of about 40 min. 

The required component parts of the telemetry system are 
listed in Table V -4, together with their estimated weight, volume and power 
requirements. The buffer storage units are used in preference to a tape 
recorder in order to reduce payload requirements. Their use is made pos si
ble, as just discussed, by the relatively low data-collection rate. The use of 
a program control unit and command unit increases flexibility substantially, 
allowing engineering checks and scientific measurements by programmed 
sequencing or on command. The helium magnetometer, which has the greatest 
power requirement of any instrument component of the SIP, thus can be turned 
on by command in order to reduce energy requirements to be satisfied by the 
power supply. 

The telemetry system is capabie of timing the arrival of solar 
flares in a few microseconds. If seismic activity were being monitored when 
a flare occurred, the seismic data would have to be stored until the data 
communication link was again available. 

Telemetry data link parameters are based on a coherent 
PCM/PSK/PM system. The 2-w transmitter (input power) is adequate to be 
received by the 35 -ft antennas in the APOLLO communication and instru
mentation network at the information rates projected. The proposed transmitter 
information bit rate capacity of 10 3 bit/ sec would be roughly equivalent to a 
1 kc bandwidth. 

Some consideration was given to using the antenna from the LEM 
TV - system for the SIP telemetry system. This would, however, entail a 
last-minute traverse by the astronaut to transfer the antenna from near the 
LEM to the SIP site and would be very costly in terms of astronaut time 
during earl y APOLLO mis sions. In addition, this procedure would prevent 
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checkout of the SIP until just prior to the return trip launch phase and a llow 
no time for corrective measures or repairs. The saving in weight and vol
ume was not deemed sufficient to justify the offsetting penalties . 

TABLE V - 4 

SIP TELEMETR Y REQUIREMENTS 

Power 
Weight Volume (watts) 

(lb) (in. 3 ) Operate Standby 

Encoder (40 channel) 10 150 6 0 

Buffer storage (four w i re units 
@ 50 x 103 bits each) 11 425 2 0.4 

Program control unit (w / core 
memory) 5 150 16 2.2 

Command unit (receiver , 
demodulator / decoder) 8 200 6 0.2 

Power converter /regulator 6 160 22 2.0 

Transmitter (10 3 bit/ sec, 
two for redundancy) 4 120 2 0 

Antenna (2-ft parabolic, 
folded) 4 500 0 0 

Total 48 1705 54 4.8 
Peak Continuous 

c . Energy Requirements 

Energy requirements were first calculated on the basis of a 
power supply consisting of secondary batteries recharged by an unsteered solar 
array . The unsteered array would have a cosine law response to the solar 
energy incident on the moon. Hence , it was assumed that the batteries would 
have to supply required power for the duration of a lunar night (""' 14.75 days) 
plus approximately one day to allow for the near-zero output at the beginning 
and end of the lunar day due to the cosine law response. A different geometric 
configuration might permit a more ideal response with minor payload cost. 
Batteries would be charged at the start of the mission so that power would be 
available to the SIP immediately upon activation . 

Energy requirements for the 15. 75-day period were estimated as 
shown in Table V - 5. For active operation of equipment, the difference between 
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the operating power and standby power is used since the total standby energy 
requirements are calculated separately. 

TABLE V-5 

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR SIP INSTRUMENTS 

AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM 

Equipment 

Standby (continuous power): 

Instruments 

Telemetry and control system 

Transponder (transmits only on 
command, 100 transmissions) 

Magnetometer 

Encoder, buffer 

Command unit 

Program control unit 

Transmitter (2 x 106 total 
bits @ 10 3 bits /sec) 

Heater power for thermal 
control 

Subtotal 

Power converter / regulator 
(assume 65% efficiency on 
energy excl usive of standby) 

Total 

Power 
(watts) 

0.85 

4.8 

0.9 

7.0 

7.6 

5. 8 

13.8 

2.0 

1.0 (avg) 

Time Energy 
(watt-hr) 

15.75 days 321. 3 

15.75 days 1814.4 

10 sec /trans- 0.25 
mis sions 

2 min/day + 
one l2-hr run 

20 hr 

10 min/day 

10 min/day 

1 hr 

15.75 days 

87.7 

152.0 

15.2 

36.2 

2.0 

378.0 

2807.05 

361. 5 

3168.55 

Using projected conversion factors of 50 w-hr /lb and 3 w-hr lin. 3 
(silver-zinc batteries, Space/Aeronautics R&D Handbook, 1962-1963), a sec
ondary battery pack weighing 63.4 1b and occupying 1060 in. 3 is indicated. 
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The required power output from a solar cell array in order to 
recharge the battery pack during a lunar day may be calculated as follows: 

where: 

= n 
(total energy) 

T 
3169 w-hr = n--...;....---

708 hr 
';" 14 w ( 1) 

Po = array output power at normal incidence of solar energy 

T = lunar diurnal period 

Using conversion factors of 8w/ft2 and 3 . 2 w/lb (Space/Aeronautics R&D 
Technical Handbook , 1962-63), the array would weigh 4 . 4 lb and have an 

area of 10 75 ft 2 ~ Assuming a thickness of 1 in . for the solar cell panel, this 
indicates a volume of 252 in . 3 . 

Total weight and volume requirements of the SIP power supply 
then are : 

Battery pack 

Solar cell ar r ay 

Total 

63 . 4 lb 

4.4 lb 

67. 8 lb 

1060 in. 3 

252 in . 3 

1312 in. 3 

A pos sible alternative to the solar cell secondary battery 
approach to the power supply would be a nuclear or radioisotope power source. 
If there is a large disparity in peak and stan dby power for the recommended 
SIP system, this may exact a heavy penalty in weight , as the nuclear power 
source has to be capable of delivering peak power when needed. During 
standby periods, the power source would have a large overcapacity. Projected 
conversion factors for radioisotope power sources are 1 w /lb (Space / Aeronau
tics R&D Handbook, 1962-63) and 0 . 008 w/in . 3 (by extrapolation from the 
SNAP - 9A power supply) which would indicate a weight of 62. 8 lb and a volume 
of 7850 in . 3 for the SIP system. 

The radioisotopic power supply estimates are based on capacity 
to supply full peak load continuously and must be considered a "worst case" 
estimate. The use of a rechargable battery pack as a "topping" unit would 
permit reduction in payload requirements by reducing the continuous power 
output required. The battery pack would supply power only during peak load 
periods , which are estimated at most as 20 hr in duration. Hence , it would 
be considerably lighter than the battery pack required for the duration of 
the lunar night. 
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Although the size and weight requirements with this approach 

will be reduced, the radioisotope power supply will probably occupy more 
volume than a battery pack/solar cell array. One disadvantage of the radio
isotope power supply, present in any combination, is the generation of heat 
which either must be rejected or used for thermal control purposes. The 
presence of this heat will be a serious problem in LEM design. 

Weight requirements for the two power supply alternatives are 
comparable, but volume requlrements for the radioisotope supply are condi
derably greater than for the battery pack/solar cell array. It is shown below, 
under packaging and thermal control, that total payload requirements using 
the radioisot<?pe power supply fall within the constraints for both alternatives 
of Flight 1. With the battery pack/solar cell array, requirements for Alterna
tive II fall slightly outside the weight constraint. Becaus e of its significantly 
smaller volume, the recommended power supply for Alternative I is the battery 
pack/solar cell array. The radioisotope power supply is recommended for 
Alternative II in order to stay within the weight constraint. 

The indicated difference in weight between these two power 
supply alternatives is felt to be less than the accuracy of the estimates. The 
considerably smaller volume of the battery pack/solar cell array is clearly 
an important trade-off in the final system design. Choice of power supply, 
therefore, probably should remain until a detailed design study of the SIP 
is concluded. 

d. Packaging and The rmal Control 

Lacking a specific design for the SIP, it is difficult to discuss 
packaging and thermal control problems in detail. For the purposes of this 
study, therefore, additional percentage factors, (discussed in Section C of 
this chapter) of 20 per cent in weight and 25 per cent in volume were allocated 
for packaging (including cabling) and thermal control requirements in the 
analysis of the SIP and other instruments. The allocation factors do not 
include power supply requirements for any active thermal control. Such 
requirements already have been included in previously calculated energy 
requirements. 

Weight and volume requirements for the SIP included in Flight 
I, Alternatives I and II, are given in Tables V - 6 and V - 7. The requirements 
are based on using either a battery pack/solar cell power supply or a radio
isotope power source. Total instrumentation weights and volumes also are 
given for reference to the originally specified maximum weights and volumes: 

Total weight - - 250 lb (40- 80 Ib in LEM ascent stage and 
and 210-170 lb in LEM descent stage) 
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TABLE V-6 

TOTAL INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS , 
FLIGHT I, ALTERNATNE I 

A. With Battery Pack/Solar Cell Power Supply 

SIP inst ruments (see Table V -2) 
Telemetry and control system (see Table V -4) 
Battery pack/solar cell power supply 

Packaging and thermal control factor 
(20% weight, 25% volume) 

SIP total 

Other instruments and kits 
Descent camera and printer 
Personal dosimeters (2) 
LEM survey rate meter 
Landing gear thermometer 
Chemical reactivity detector 
Boot thermometer 
Camera and flash 
Staff penetrometer 
Tracking transducer 
Gravity meter 
Samplp culture pH readout 
Sampli!lg kit (6 vac, 26 bags) 
Geology kit 
Subtotal 

Packaging and thermal control 
Subtotal 

Grand total 

B. With Radioisotope Power Supply 

SIP instruments (see Table V -2) 

9 . 0 
0.6 
1. 0 
0.5 
O. 5 
0 . 5 
5.3 
2.5 
4.5 
7.0 
1.2 

10. 7 
7.0 

50.3 
10. 1 
60.4 

Telemetry and control system (see Table V -4) 
Radioisotope power supply 

Subtotal 

Packaging and thermal control factor 
SIP total 
Other instruments and kits (see A above) 
Packaging and thermal control factor 

Subtotal 
Grand Total 

V -60 

50.3 
10. 1 
60.4 

WEIGHT 
(lb) 

41.3 
48.0 
67.8 

157. 1 

31. 4 

188.5 

60.4 
248.9 

41.3 
48 . 0 
62.8 

152. 1 
30.4 

182. 5 

60.4 
242.9 

550 
2 

70 
4 

17 
4 

90 
20 

150 
450 

28 
250 

46 
1, 681 

420 
2, 101 

1 , 681 
420 

VOLUME 
(in. 3) 

1,725 
1,705 
1, 312 
4,742 

1, 185 

5,927 

2, 101 
8,028 

1,725 
1,705 
7,850 

11,280 
z., 820 

14, 100 

2,101 2,101 
16,201 
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TABLE V-7 

TOTAL INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 
FLIGHT I, ALTERNATIVE II 

A. With Battery Pack/Solar Cell Power Supply 

SIP instruments (see Table V -2) 
Telemetry and control system (see Table V -4) 
Battery pack/solar cell power supply 

Pac kaging and the rmal control facto r 
(20 % weight, 25% volume) 

SIP total 

Othe r instrum ents and kits 
Descent camera and printe r 9.0 
P e rsonal dosimeters (2) 0.6 
LEM survey rate meter 1. 0 
Landing gear thermometer 0.5 
Chemical reactivity detector O. 5 
Boot thermometer 0.5 
Camera a nd flash 5.3 

Extra film 1.0 
Extra flash attachment battery 0.8 

Staff penetrometer 2.5 
Tracking transducer 4.5 
Gravity meter 7.0 
Sample culture pH readout 1. 2 
Sampling kit (5 vac., 2 mech. ,24 bags) 12.8 
G e ology kit 7.0 
Reflectance radiometer 8.0 
Susceptibility bridge 0.7 
Subtotal 62.9 

Packaging and th e rmal control factor 12.6 
Suhtnt;ll 

Grand Total 

B. With Radioisotope Power Supply 

SIP instruments (see Table V - 2) 

75.5 

Telemetry and control system (see Table V -4) 
Radioisotope power 'supply 

Subtota l 

Packaging and thermal control factor 
SIP total 

Other instruments and kits (see A above) 
Packaging and thermal control factor 

Subtotal 
Grand total 

D e lete gravity meter and its packaging 
and thermal control factor':' 

Revis ed r,rand :-otal 

62.9 
12.6 
75.5 

WEIGHT 
. (lb) 

41.9 
48.0 
67.8 

157.7 

31. 5 
189.2 

75.5 
264.7 

41.9 
48.0 
62.8 

152.7 
30.5 

183.2 

75.5 
258.7 

-8.4 
250.3 

550 
2 

70 
4 

17 
4 

90 
20 

4 
20 

150 
450 

28 
323 

46 
150 

18 
1,946 

487 
2,43 ~ 

VOLUME 
{in. 3) 

I, 7 3 J 

1, 705 

~ 
4, 748 

~ 
5,935 

2,433 
8, %8 

1,7 3 1 
1, 705 
7,850 

11,286 
2, 822 

14, 108 

1,946 
489 

2,43 3 2,433 
16,451 

-563 
15,978 

q)eleting the gravity m ete r frees 5 min of the astronaut's time which ma y be 
Ilst'd for sampling and/or visual observations. 
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Total volume - - 10 ft 3 (17,280 in. 3) in three packages 
[one 2-ft3 (3456-in. 3 ) package in the LEM ascent stage 
and two 4-ft3 (6912-in. 3) pie-shaped, packages in the 
LEM descent stage] 

These total weight and volume constraints are met for Flight I, 
Alternative I , by using either power supply. Although using a radioisotope 
power supply results in a 6-1b lighter SIP and total package weight, supplying 
power by a battery pack/solar cell array yields a package volume only one-half 
as large . These results indicate that , for Flight I, Alternative I, the SIP 
should be powered by a battery pack/solar cell array unless studies of other 
subsystems of the LEM indi cate that weight rather than volume is at a premium. 
If the latter is indicated , the radioisotope power supply may be used. 

For Flight I , Alternative II, the specified total weight is exceeded 
for the instruments listed in Table V -7. Removing the gravity meter from the 
package powered by the radioisotope source reduces the package weight to 250.3 
lb. This variance of weight from the constraint is well within the sum of 
individual estimate accuracies for each instrument. The 5 min allotted to 
operation of the gravity meter may be used for sampling and/or visual obser
vations. The total weight of the package powered by the battery pack/ solar 
cell array also may be brought within specifications by removing both the 
gravity meter and the reflectance radiometer. However , removing both 
instruments would free 20 min of the astronaut's time. Accordingly, the 
package powered by a radioisotope source is recommended on the basis of 
these results. 

From the previous discus sion. two package configurations, 
depending on the power supply, evolve for Flight I, Alternative I, and one 
configuration for Flight I, Alternative II. In approaching the packaging 
problem, the primary consideration besides weight and volume constraints, 
is that the instruments of the SIP be located in the LEM descent stage . This 
not only permits t he instruments to be integrated into a complete package but 
facilitates removal and handling of the SIP from the LEM. The desirability 
of locating other instruments in either the ascent or descent stage of the LEM 
has been discussed in Section C of this chapter . An additional packaging con
straint was assumed -- the total weight of the instruments packaged in the 
LEM ascent stage is to be as near as pos sible to the lower limit of the 
specified 40 to 80-1b range. 

Summaries of the three pos sible packaging configurations are 
listed in Tables V - 8,9 and 10 . 
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TABLE V-8 

INSTRUMENT LOCATION, FLIGHT I, ALTERNATIVE I, WITH 
BATTERY PACK/SOLAR CELL POWER SUPPLY 

WEIGHT VOLUME 
(lb) (in. 3 ) 

LEM Ascent Stage 
Descent camera and printer 9.0 550 
Personal dosimeters (2) 0.6 2 
LEM survey rate meter 1.0 70 
Landing gear thermometer 0.5 4 
Chemical reactivity detector O. 5 17 
Boot thermometer 0.5 4 
Tracking transducer 4.5 150 
Sample culture pH readout 1.2 28 
Sampling kit (6 vac. , 26 bags) 10. 7 250 

Geology kit 7.0 46 
Subtotal 35. 5 1121 

Packaging and thermal control factor 
(20% weight, 25% volume) 7. 1 280 

Total (ascent stage) 42.6 1401 

LEM Descent Stage 
SIP total 188.5 5927 
Other instruments 

Camera and flash 5.3 90 
Staff penetromete r 2.5 20 
Gravity meter 7.0 450 

Subtotal 14. 8 560 

Packaging and the rmal control factor 3.0 140 
Subtotal 17. 8 17. 8 700 700 

Total (descent stage) 206.3 6627 

For Flight I, Alternative I, with a battery pack/ solar cell power 
supply, the totals in Table V-8 indicate that 42.6 lb of instruments and kits 
are packaged in the LEM ascent stage and that they require only 1401 in. 3 of 
the allocated 3456 in. 3. Moreover, the volume requirements (6615 in. 3) of 
the SIP and three other instruments located in the LEM descent stage can be 
packaged in one of the 4_ft3 (6912-in. 3) compartments specified originally. 
Package design will be great! y simplified if onl y one compartment of the 
descent stage is used. 
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TABLE V-9 

INSTRUMENT LOCATION, FLIGHT I, ALTERNATIVE I, WITH 
RADIOISOTOPE POWER SUPPLY 

LEM As cent Stage 
(saITle instruITlents and kits as in 
Alternative I, with battery 
pack/ solar cell power supply, 
see Table V - 8) 

Total (ascent stage) 

LEM Descent Stage 
SIP total 
Other instruITlents 

CaITlera and flash 
Staff penetroITleter 
Gravity ITleter 

Subtotal 

5.3 
2.5 
7.0 

14.8 

Packaging and therITlal control factor 
( 20% weight, 25% voluITle) 3.0 

Subtotal 17.8 
Total (descent stage) 

Weight 
(lb) 

42.6 

182.5 

17.8 
200.3 

90 
20 

450 
560 

140 
700 

VOlu.pe 
(in. ) 

1,401 

14, 100 

700 
14,801 

The saITle instruITlents and kits would be packaged in the LEM 
ascent stage if a radioisotope power supply were used for Flight I, Alternative 
1. However, due to the greater voluITle requireITlents for the power supply, 
the estiITlated voluITle (14, 788 in. 3) required by the SIP and three other instru
ITlents packaged in the descent stage exceeds the originally specified voluITle 
(13,824 in. 3). Relocating the penetroITleter, caITlera and flash, and gravity 
ITleter to the ascent stage would result in an estiITlated voluITle requireITlent of 
14, 100 in. 3 for the descent stage, which still exceeds the originally specified 
value . Since the total voluITle is within the constraint, this packaging probleITl 
ITlay be solved by a reallocation of voluITle between ascent and descent stages. 
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TABLE V -10 

INSTRUMENT LOCATION, FLIGHT I, ALTERNATIVE II, 
WITH RADIOISOTOPE POWER SUPP L Y 

Weight Volume 
(lb) (in. 3) 

LEM Ascent Stage 
Descent camera and printer 9.0 550 
Personal dosimeters (2) 0.6 2 
LEM survey rate meter 1.0 70 
Landing gear thermometer 0.5 4 
Chemical reactivity detector 0.5 17 
Boot thermometer · 0.5 4 
Tracking transducer 4.5 150 
Sample culture pH readout 1.2 28 
Sampling kit (5 vac. , 2 mech., 24 bags) 12.8 323 
Geology kit 7.0 46 

Subtotal 37.6 1, 194 
Packaging and thermal control factor 

(20% weight, 25% volume) 7. 5 298 

Total (ascent stage) 45. 1 1,492 

LEM Descent Stage 
SIP total 183.2 14,108 
Other instruments 

Camera and flash 5.3 90 
Extra film 1.0 20 
Extra flash attachment 0.8 4 

battery 
Staff Penetrometer 2.5 20 
Reflectance radiometer 8.0 150 
Snsc:eptihility bridge 0.7 18 --

Subtotal 18. 3 302 
Packaging and thermal 

control factor 3.7 76 
Subtotal 22.0 2l.0 378 37~ 

Total (descent stage) 205.2 14,486 

The radioisotope power supply (7850 in. 3 :flus 25 per cent allowance for 
packaging the thermal control or 9813 in. total) could be one package if 
one compartment of the descent stage were enlarged, and the instruments 
(4975 in. 3 ) could be packaged in another compartment of the descent stage. 
This arrangement is clearly inferior to the I-package configuration in the 
descent stage obtained by using a battery pack/ solar cell array. 
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The packaging problem for Flight I, Alternative II, must be 
solved in the same manner because the battery pack/solar cell powered 
package is too heavy. The resulting package breakdown is one package in the 
LEM ascent stage (45.1 lb, 1942 in. 3 ) and two packages in the descent 
stage (radioisotope power supply, 75.3 lb, 9813 in. 3; scientific instru
ments , telemetry and control system, 107.9 lb, 4673 in. 3 ). 

Until a detailed design study can be made , the battery pack/solar 
cell power supply is recommended for Flight I, Alternative I, and a radioiso
tope power supply for Alternative II. 

2. SIP for Second and Third Flights 

a. Second Flight 

No scientific instrument package is carried on either alterna
tive of the second flight . Emphasis is placed on hazard studies and geologic 
and sampling operations . Instruments included on the flight do not require 
time- series data over a period longer than the stay-time of the astronaut on 
the moon. 

b. Third Flight 

The SIP recommended for the third flight is intended to permit 
time- series measurements considered important but not included on the first 
flight . Recommended instruments for the SIP are shown on Table V-II . The 
weight and volume estimates on the Table include instrument power require
ments. Weight, volume and time requirements proposed for the third 
flight are shown on Table II-IO, Part 1. 

Telemetry requirements of the SIP are similar to those of the 
first flight , except that data accumulation rates are much lower . This allows 
reduction of buffer storage capacity from four 50 x 10 3 bit units to two such 
units. Further , there is no necessity for a long data run on any instrument 
(such as allowed for the seismometer and magnetometer in the SIP of Flight I) 
thus reducing the operating time for some components of the telemetry system .• 
In addition , thermal control requirements are not as severe, permitting a 
reduced estimate of heater power for thermal control. 
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Total requirements, shown on Table II-lO, for the instru
ments, telemetry system and power supply for the SIP package are: 

SIP instruments 
Telemetry system 
Telemetry system 

power supply 
Totals 

TABLE V-ll 

Weight 
(lb) 

29.2 
42.5 

40.0 
111.7 

Volume 
(in. 3) 

1837 
1500 

730 
4067 

RECOMMENDED SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT PACKAGE 

Flight III 
(Four egresses, one of 2hr , three of 2.5 hr.) 

Line source pre s sure gauge 
(subsurface interstitial gas 
pressure) 

Thermal conductivity probe; 
string of 6 platinum resistance 
thermometers (subsurface heat 
flow temperature) 

Micrometeoroid flux and ejecta 
detector 

Radiometric heat flow· mete r 

Surface temperature loop 

Total 

3. SIP Design Considerations 

Weight 
(lb) 

1. 5 

O. 8 

27.0 

0.7 

0.2 

29.2 

Volume 
(in. 3) 

15 

8 

1800 

12 

2 

1837 

40 

40 

15 

15 

12 

122 

The more important lunar environmental constraints were dis
cussed in general terms previously. Of epecific importance to the design of 
the SIP, as well as to the other packages located in the LEM, is the dynamic 
environment to which it is subjected. The dynamic environment rna y be con
sidered in two parts: transportation from earth launch to lunar landing; and 
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actual operation. Design of the SIP to meet the former would follow well
established methods . The natural frequency of the SIP must be well above that 
of the LEM structure to prevent the SIP from acting as a dynamic absorber 
for the primary LEM structure. Long slender packages, actuating and 
locking mechanisms, and critical components such as the sensor for the 
helium magnetometer must be given special attention. The dynamic environ
ment is much less severe during standby and operate modes than during 
transportation. 

Another important design consideration of the SIP is its thermal 
environment . Here again, the environment may be separated into two parts: 
transportation and operation. The SIP is not placed on standby until after the 
LEM has landed on the lunar surface. Thus, equipment bays housing the SIP 
mus t be thermally controlled to meet thermal specifications of 0 to + 160 0 F. 
Only two instruments located in the LEM, the descent camera and one of the 
survey rate meters (O.l-w continuous power), are operated prior to lunar 
landing . 

The heat dis sipated by operation of the SIP will be lost almost 
entirely by radiation, so all components must perform reliably at temperatures 
well above those of the surface to which they are radiating heat. 

Temperature ranges specified for several instruments of the 
SIP are given in Table V - 12. 

Other electrical components of the SIP not tabulated must meet 
a - 20 tD + 65

0 
C temperature specification. Some hardware items such as the 

sampling kit are obviously not critical. The most stringent thermal require
ment is specified for the combination seismometer. This is discussed later 
in some detail. 
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TABLE V-12 

THERMAL SPECIFICA TIONS FOR THE SIP 

Instrument 

Combination seismometer 

Helium magnetometer 

Sensor for magnetometer 

Silver-zinc batteries 

Temperature Limits 

± 20
0 

C around a midpoint 
between 0 and + 80

0 
C 

- 20 to + 65
0 

C 

- 55 to + 55
0 

C 

o to 165 0 F 



( During the lunar night, heat may be dissipated easily to outer 
space (_460

0 
F) or to the lunar surface. In fact, it probably will be necessary 

to add additional heat to maintain the SIP within the specified temperature 
limits. However, this would involve trade-off studies of weight, power and 
volume between additional heater requirement and increased insulation 
thickness. If the SIP uses a radioisotope power source, reactor waste heat 
could provide thermal control with negligible weight and volume penalties. 

During the lunar day, radiation from the lunar surface is more 
serious than radiation directly from the sun. Accordingly, and as far as 
practical, the largest exterior surfaces of the SIP should be parallel to the 
lunar surface and the package insulated from it. 

Since the most severe the rmal conditions for any instruments 
of the SIP are specified for the combination seismometer (Table V -11), its 
thermal control analyses will be illustrated (Lamont Geological Observatory, 
1962). A similar analysis may be made for the complete SIP. Figure V-8 
illustrates the recommended method for controlling the temperature of the 
seismometer. It consists of an insulated, truncated, conical, outer shield. 
The instrument is encapsulated with the same insulation, a layered aluminized 
mylar. Overall insulation thickness of 1/2 in. gives overall conductance of 
O. 5 x 10- 3 mw / OK cm2 for the best compromise between shield efficiency 
and weight. 

Results of an analog computer study indicated that, with these 
pas sive measures, the instrument would attain thermal equilibrium 
(~70oC± 20° C) after two lunar cycles for an assumed initial temperature of 
25

0 
C. Lower initial temperatures would require a longer time to reach ther

mal equilibrium. The temperature fluctuations maybe reduced further by 
using additional heat dissipation and, as a result, a 2-w peak heater is recom
mended for inclusion in the seismometer package. This inclusion will further 
compensate for the unknown thermal characteristics of the lunar surface. 

For purposes of this studYll a I-w (average) heater power was 
as sumed to be adequate to reduce the seismometer's temperature fluctuations 
and provide additional the rmal control for the SIP as required. 

4. SIP Emplacement 

a. SIP Transport 

Emplacement of the SIP by the astronaut will occur on his first: 
egress and excursion. It must be well removed from the blast area to pre
vent damage during the LEM ascent launch phase. Hence, it probably will 
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Figure V - 8 . Insulation Scheme for Combination Seismometer 

(after Lamont Geophysical Observatory, 1962) 

be set up near the extreme end of the astronaut ' s t r averse . It can be emplaced 
only if a traverse of the order of 500 ft is possible . This need to transport 
the SIP over such a distance pre sents some severe problems since the pro

posed SIP is both heavy and bulky. 

Two methods have been sugge sted for handling the equipment 
and instruments during the traverse . The most obvious is a wheeled vehicle 
or cart which the astronaut could pull or push over the lunar surface. Diffi
culties with this approach are its probable greater cost in terms of weight 
{though the use of lightweight materials would reduce this penalty to a mini
mum) and the stability problems of a wheeled vehicle under conditions of lunar 

gravity which would force ci r cumvention of possible surface protuberances , 
crevices and rilles (Miller , 1961) . The vehicle would require the use o f 
one or both hands , but this would tend to improve the astronaut's stability. 
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The other method would be the use of a lightweight shoulder 

yoke with the SIP instruments and equipment suspended on either side approxi
matelya foot above the surface. This arrangement will lend stability to the 
astronaut by lowering his center of gravity, increasing his traction and bal
ancing him. Also, it would free both hands so that he could use his staff for 
probing the surface ahead of him. A probable difficulty with the yoke is inter
ference with the back-pack life support system and the pressure suit helmet. 
Also, it would require splitting the instrument and equipment load into two 
balanc ed package s. 

b. Emplacement Requirements 

Among the components of the SIP proposed for the first flight 
is a magnetometer. The sensor head of this device must be separated as far 
as possible from the rest of the package to protect its measured data from 
stra y magnetic fields of other instruments. The required removal distance 
probably will be a minimum of 20 ft, depending on the design and shielding of 
the remainder of the package. 

The only other instrument items which will require separation 
from the main part of the package are the platinum resistance surface temp
erature loop, thermal conductivity probe, micrometeoroid and ejecta detector, 
line source pressure gauge, and radiometric heat flow meter. The resistance 
thermometer loop must be carefully spread out on the surface and very care
fully covered with a thin layer of dust (1 mm or less) if available. The probe 
must be inserted into a deeper dust layer if present, or into accessible cracks 
and crevices at the greatest depth possible. In the latter case, it will mea
sure only subsurface temperature accurately, as good thermal contact with 
the surrounding material will be lacking. 

If a radioisotope power source is used, it may be necessary to 
separate it from the other instrument packages to reduce the radiation flux 
density to which they are subjected. The necessity for this will depend criti
cally on the shielding incorporated into the power supply and on the design of 
the instruments for resistance to damage by radiation. On the other hand, 
since the mission weight constraint is closely approached by the recommended 
instrumentation and equipment, separation of the radioisotope power supply can 
be assumed in order to reduce its weight by minimization of shielding require
ments. 

Any separation of the pow er supply from the other instrumenta
tion introduces a thermal control problem on the connecting cabling. The 
large temperature extremes of the lunar surface could result in significant 
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changes in cable resistance and, hence, a significant variation in the voltage 
available at the instruments , unless suitable thermal control measures are 
taken. This has been previously discussed but is repeated here , since one of 
the most effective thermal control measures would be to cover the cable with 
a layer of loose dust several cm thick. The possible absence of dust, however, 
and the time required of the astronaut to cover the cable necessitate consider
ation of other means of thermal control of the cabling . Cabling to separated 
instruments is not expected to be a problem since the cables will be carrying 
relatively small currents . In addition , the instruments can be designed in such 
a way that differences in the voltage drop in the cable will not affect results 
significantly. 

The seismometer will be a part of the main package of the first 
flight and will not require separation. However , it must be suitably coupled 
to solid ground or rock when emplaced. Steps in its activation also will include 
coarse leveling and uncaging of the inertial masses. Fine leveling will be an 
automatic adjustment now built into the instrument. Other steps in emplacing 
and activating the main instrument package will be (1) setting up the antenna 
and orienting it toward the earth , (2) arranging any umbrellas or other mea
sures determined to be necessary for thermal control and (3) activating the 
entire instrument for engineering checkout by earth control. The latter 
should be completed while the astronaut is still in the vicinity of the SIP so 
that he can take cor r ective m easures if indi cated. 

5. Instrument Mode of Operation i n the SIP 

As discussed p r eviously, certain of the measurements to be 
made by the SIP will be sequentially programmed to reduce the data acquisi
tion rate to a level that can be handled adequately by the buffer storage units 
in the telemetry system. Only the long-period seismometers and the survey 
rate meter will operate continuously. The latter , together with the tidal 
gravity output of the combination seismometer, the helium magnetometer, the 
surface temperature loop and the thermal conductivity probe , will be pro
grammed to yield data s e quentially to reduce the peak data acquisition rate . 

The short-period seismometer will be activated by command 
since measurement periods of varying time s will be desired from this instru
ment. These must be obtained during times when earth - based instrumentation 
facilities are available for tracking throughout a run . All other instruments 
also should be capable of command turn-on . The helium magnetometer pro
bably would be turned on for a lengthy r un during a magnetic storm detected 
by geomagnetic observatori e s on earth. It also would be activated automatic
ally when the survey rate meter d e tected an increase in incident ionizing radia
tion above some predetermined level. 
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Complete details of the various instrument operating modes, 

programming sequences and command operation capabilities and flexibility 
must await actual design of the SIP and its associated telemetry and control 
system and power supply. 

F. CONCLUSIONS 

Estimated payload requirements of the total recommended 
scientific instrumentation and ,equipment for Flight I, Alternative I, fall 
within the constraints provided by NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, with 
the use of either a battery pack/solar cell or a radioisotope power supply. 
The latter power supply, however, results in a package distribution that 
differs from the guidelines for volume allocation between the ascent and 
descent stages. Accordingly, use of the battery pack/solar cell power 
supply is recommended for Alternative I. 

Estimated payload requirements for the recommended instru
mentation and equipment for Alternative II fall within the constraints only 
with the use of the radioisotope power supply and the deletion of the gravity 
meter. The volume distribution problem is the same as for Alternative I. 
Since the constraints are not exceeded, the radioisotope power supply is 
recommended for Alternative II. However, the apparent volume distribution 
advantage accompanying the use of the battery pack/solar cell array and the 
fact that only the weight constraint was exceeded (and by only 6 per cent) 
suggest that final choice of power supply type await a detailed design study 
of the SIP. 

Payload requirements estimated for the third flight are only 
O.2lb over the weight constraint. A battery pack/solar cell system will 
provide sufficient power to operate the instruments and telemetry system 
of the SIP package. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SYSTE MS ENGINEERING APPROACH 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to consider in detail the mechan
ics of a decision-making process used as an aid to select instrumentation for 
early APOLLO missions . All data, quantitativ e and qualitative, are identified 
and their integration discussed . 

The considerations included in this study and discussed further 
below are: 

• Definition of objectives and constraints 

• System synthesis or postulatio n of feas ible systems 

• System analysis and evaluation 

• Selection of the best system 

The specific model employed in this study is discussed in 
detail in the following sections. 

B. DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM AND APPROACH TO SOLUTION 

A general statement of the problem is selecting a combination 
of the optimum instruments and scientific investigat ions for the first APOLLO 
missions. The "system" to be considered as a solution to the problem is the 
set of instruments and measureme nts that best accomplish mission objectives 
within mis sion constraints. 

Figure VI-l is a blo c k diagram of the decision-making model used 
in this study. It should be noted that there are i n t e rrelations and 'feedback 
common to all of the functi onal b locks, shown b y t h e double-headed arrows in 
Figure VI-I. Also, the entire process is a dynami c one, and a discussion of 
the results at one point in time can be considered as an instantaneous view of 
an activity in motion. This is so because the technological, economic, poli
tical, and social influence s a re direct inputs to each of the functional blocks 
in Figure VI-l and are also d ynamic proces ses . H e nce, one objective to define 

the mechanics of the p r oblem- solving model is to provide th e capability to 
handle frequent changes in input data with minimum difficulty in generating 
corresponding new solutions. 

Th e dashed lines in Figure VI- 1 de s ignat e that portion of the 
process with which this chapte r i s primarily concer n e d. The definition of 
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problem objectives an.d con.straints has been CO~v"ered in Part I and will be 
reviewed only to the extent that it affects the mechanics of the decision-making 
process . Similarly, the final selection of a system design was dis cuss ed in a 
previous chapter. Only the interrelations and feedback from those functions 
will be discus sed in this section. 

1. Definition of Objectives and Constraints 

The primary objectives of early APOLLO missions, in order 
of priority, are: 

• To as sure the safety of the astronauts on the round 
trip to, and their stay on, the moon 

• To collect engineering data necessary for subsequent 
lunar landings 

• To gather scientific knowledge about the moon and 
the earth-moon system 

Scientific instrumentation selected for early missions must be 
compatible with the objectives of the overall mission , while being directed 
primaril y toward maximizing the scientific returns within the allotted con 
straints. The emphasis placed on each of the listed obiectiv~s may change 
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in time and the mechanics of the evaluation process permit coping with such 
changes in emphasis. 

The power, weight, volume, and astronaut's time allocations 
for the first mission wer e set forth by NASA-MSC and are summarized in 
Table VI-I. 

In establishing realistic constraints for the total power, weight, 
volume, and astronaut's time available for scientific investigations, special 
consideration was given to each of the allocations shown in Table VI-I. 

TABLE VI-l 

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTATION ALLOCATIONS 
FOR FIRST MISSION 

Alternative I Alternative 

Time 120 min 270 mln 

Weight 250 Ib 250 lb 

Volume 10 ft 3 10 ft 3 

Power 750 w 750 w 

II 

The power specified in Table VI- 1 was defined to be the 
maximum power that could be drawn from the LEM's primary power supply 
by the scientific instrumentation. Many of the instruments recommended 
for the early APOLLO missions are to be operated along the astronaut's tra
verse or at a remote location. The requirements for the portable power 
sources were converted into corresponding weight and volume requirements 
and included in the specifications shown in Appendix F. 

A special consideration which tends to reduce the weight and 
volume available for scientific instrumentation is the telemetry system 
requirements for the SIP. Chapter V indicates the requirements of the 
telemetry system to be 48 Ib and 1700 in. 3. The requirements for the tele
metry power source are approximately 46 Ib and 900 in. 3. 

An allowance of roughly 20 per cent of total weight and volume 
allocations was made for packaging and thermal control. This allowance is 
considered a reasonable estimate, and the exact requirements can be specified 
after a detailed design study. 

A further modification of problem constraints was due to sub
tracting from the totals the requirements for sampling and the sampling 
package selected for each alternative (see Chapter IV). The requirements are 

10,71b, 250 in. 3 and 19 min for the first alternative and 12.8 lb, 323 in. 3 and 
39 min for the second alternative. 
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The final requirement of the scientific investigation that is more 
or les s independent of the specific choice of instrumentation is the time 
required for the astronaut to walk to and from sampling sites , SIP location and 
points of specific interest along his planned traver se . For the first alte rna
tive of the first flight , 15 min was allowed for nonassignable walking time 
{not including estimates for instrument setup time and visual observation} . 
For the second alternative, a total of 45 min was allotted. 

The effects of the allowances discussed above on the power, 
weight, volume, and time available for scientific inve stigation are summar
ized in Table VI- 2 . The values indicated in Table VI- 2 were used as problem 
constraints in this study. 

Time 

Weight 

Volume 

Power 

TABLE VI-2 

EVALUA TION PROGRAM CONSTRAINTS 
FOR FIRST MISSION 

Alternative I 

86 min 

103.3 lb 

11,500 in. 3 

750 w 

2 . Postulation of Feasible Systems 

Alternative II 

186 min 

101. 2lb 

11,400 . 3 In. 

750 w 

The "system" considered in this study is the set of instruments 
to be used by the astronauts to make the observations and measurements. The 
"desired" or "ideal system" is that set of instruments and measurements 
which maximizes the technologic and scientific return from each mis sion . A 
"feasible system" is any set of instruments and measurements which falls 
within the specific mis sion constraints . 

One logical way to generate a feasible system is to select a 
group of measurements and related apparatus from those discussed and 
recommended in the preceding chapters and to list as many of these as possible 
that collectively fall within the constraints of the mission. In attempting to 
compile a comprehensive set of such lists, it is soon recognized that a multi
tude of feasible sets could be selected. Further investigation shows that from 
the list of approximately 100 instruments and related measurements, the num
ber of possible feasible systems is well in excess of 10 30, for all practical 
purposes an uncountable number . 
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The necessary feature in the a bove approach is the inter
connecting feedback from the systems -evaluation to the systems
generation functional block as evidenced in F igu re VI-I. Hence, in 
practice, one knows from a priori assumptions and learns from 
practical experience that most of the technically feasible systems do 
not merit consideration. Therefore, after a compr ehensive sur vey of 
feasible systems, the most important can be compiled in a list from 
which, through further comparison and evaluation, the be st system can 
be selected. 

Two basic disadvantages with this process are: (1) the pro
cedure is long and tedious and is completely altered by a change in either 
objectives or constraints; and (2) a priori assumptions and practical experi
ence are not easily identifiable, and those used may not be representative of 
the scientific community as a whole. The latter is especially important in a 
program as interdisciplinary in nature as APOLLO. 

If a group of specialists representing each of the various perti 
nent scientific disciplines collectively postulates and evaluates the feasibl e 
systems, the results of the generation-evaluation procedure are greatly 
improved. This, in fact, is the approach used in the present program. The 
disadvantages are: (1) the a priori assumptions and practical experience of 
the group, even though they are representative of the scientific community, 

are difficult to identify and record; and (2) as before, the "system-synthesis
system-analysis" loop i s a tedious and time consuming process subject to 
major alterations resulting from changes in the objectives or constraints of 
the problem. 

The approach to be presented in the remainder of this chapter 
is an attempt to approximate quantitatively the generation-evaluation processes 
of these specialists in a manner amenable to computer programming. The 
results will not be to replace the decision-making processes of the group in 
the generation- evaluation loop; instead, they will supplement and simplify 
the laborious task of considering the multitude of feasible instrument sets. 
The details are discussed in the following sections. 

3. Evaluation of Possible Systems 

The most difficult portion of the decision-making proces s, so far 
as the mechanics are concerned, is the systems analysis and evaluation. Exact 
interpretations of the problem objectives are needed to perform this function as 
well as appropriate units of value with which to evaluate the postulated system s. 

There is considerable debate as to the correct interpretation 
of the objectives or the proper yardsticks to use as measuring devices. There 
fore, evaluation of a system by an individual probably will not be repr esenta
tive of the scientific community as a whole. As stated previously, a group of 
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highly specialized individuals representing pertinent scientific disciplines 
improves the eval uation substantially. The "computer evaluation" technique 
evolved from an attempt to identify and record the individuals' and groups' 
value interpretations . The technique takes into account the inherent sub 
jectivity in the decision-making mechanism. 

The evaluation by individuals and the group was divided into 
five relatively independent areas of interest. These are referred to as 
"problem areas" and are identified as: (1) hazards to the astronauts; (2) 
trafficability; (3) lunar basing; (4) lunar surface age, history or origin; and 
(5) earth-moon system age, history or origin. These five problem areas can 
be directly correlated with the APOLLO mission objectives. The relevance 
and importance of a given measurement within each problem area was selected 
as a measure of value for that measurement. 

Each measurement discussed in Chapters II-IV and included in 
Appendix E was placed in one of the following five categories for each problem 
area: 

I Irrelevant to this problem area 

II Possibly contributes to this problem area but 
not in a known, direct manner 

III Contributes directly to this problem area but 
not considered important 

IV Contributes directly to this problem area and 
considered important but not an essential 
measurement 

V Considered important to this problem area 
and classified essential 

This clas sification for each measurement was done by the 
respective study groups to achieve a basis of comparison for the many pos
sible measurements and related instruments for each mission. 

A single instrument or set of instruments often will perform 
several measurements; e. g., hand camera, staff, hand lens, etc., to name 
a few . Therefore, the list of measurements shown in Appendix E was 
rearranged so that all of the measurements that could be performed by one or 
a group of instruments were listed as a subgroup. Consequently, several 
measurements from a subgroup could be considered in the same system at no 
greater cost, in terms of instrumentation, than a single member of that group . 
The cost for additional members of a subgroup would increase, however, in 
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tenns of the time required to make each additional measurement. The value 
of the set would correspondingly increase by the value assigned to each 
additional measurement. This inverted form of the data matrix is shown 
in Appendix F. Also included in Appendix F are the computer program 
inputs which are discus sed in detail in Appendix G. 

The most difficult part of the entire operation is to establish 
a realistic measuring scale to evaluate the many possible systems. Even 
more basic is the difficulty in establishing a measure of value for a single 
parameter measurement. Studies of economic and psychological theories of 
value (Hall, 1962) show that, to perform mathematical operations such as 
addition or multiplication, the measuring scale must have the properties of 
a "ratio scale'!. The key properties of a ratio scale are the following: 

• The zero of the scale is "natural", or absolute. 

• The ratio of one measurement to another is unchanged 
by a scale change such as y = cx where c is a nonzero 
constant. 

Thus, to determine the "value" of a set of measurements by 
adding the value of each member of the set, value scales must be made to 
approximate a ratio scale. This was accomplished by noting that Category I 
is a natural zero for a "value'! scale; i. e., an irrelevant measurement con
tributes nothing and hence has zero "value". The choice of a unit of measure 
is completely arbitrary for a ratio scale, thus Category II was chosen to have 
a "value" of 1. The value s as signed to Categories III, IV and V were empir
ically determined as ratios to the arbitrary value of Category II. Since the 
computer evaluation program was designed to supplement the postulation
evaluation loop of the group of specialists, the ratios for Categories III, IV 
and V were adjusted to reflect the a priori assumptions and practical expe r i 
ence of the group. The ratios selected during this study are 3, 10 and 20 , 
respectively. The literal interpretation of these values is that the impo rtanc e 
of Categories III, IV and V is 3, 10 and 20 times the value of Category II. 

A shift in emphasis on the problem objectives' is noted for 
each mission; e. g., hazard measurements are more important during initial 
missions. Such shifts in emphasis directly affect the evaluation of each 
measurement and hence each system. This was incorporated into the evalua
tion scheme by weighting each problem area by an appropriate weighting 
factor Ck. Figure VI-2 exemplifies this process, wherein measurement M is 
evaluated in terms of each problem area and classified in Categories I, II, III, 
IV, or V. The corresponding value of each is then multiplied by the appropriate 
weighting factor and summed to give the "value" or "scientific figure -of-merit' !, 
S(M) for measurement M. 
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Figure VI- 2. Flow Chart for Determining Scientific 
Figure-of-Merit 

The weighting factors were empirically determined to represent 
the desired emphasis on each of the five problem areas for various missions. 
The values resulting from this study are discussed subsequently. 

Once the values S(M) have been determined for all measure
ments, the value of a system consisting of a specified combination of mea
surements can be determined by summing the corresponding measurements' 
figures-of-merit . In this manner, an evaluation scheme was established 
that reflects the study groups' ratings of the measurements and that can be 
handled in a computer program. The evaluation is unavoidably inexact, 
however, primarily for the followin g reasons: 

• Five broadly defined problem areas have been us ed as 
bases for evaluation, but there is a vast number of 
additional problem objectives (economic, social, poli
tical, etc.) which also could be used as bases. 

• The classification of a given measurement within each 
problem area is subjective and, therefore, subject to 
individual interpretation of the problem objectives. 

• The number of categories of clas sification 
was limited to five, and thus the resolution of the 
importance of a measurement is similarly limited. 

• The interrelations among the measurements and 
instruments within a system have not been considered. 
Thus, the possibility of "the whole being greater than 
the sum of its parts" is not considered in the computer 
program. 

The effect of the imperfections in the evaluation process is to 
generate several systems, or sets of measurements, which the evaluation 
cannot confidently resolve . In other words , the uncertainty in the input values 
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is propagated throughout the process and the results are interpreted as 
reflecting that uncertainty. 

The computer evaluation program was designed to generate 100 
systems with the highest total scientific figures-of-merit. The 100 sets of 
measurements were then re-evaluated by the group and the best syste:m chosen. 
This choice was made by co:mparing the requirements and consequences of each 
system in view of the overall interpretation of all the proble:m objectives and 
constraints. The syste:ms selected for early APOLLO mis sions were discus sed 
in Chapter II of Part I. 

C. RESULTS 

The computer evaluation progra:m was designed to facilitate 
the task of postulating and evaluating many possible co:mbinations of :measure
ments and instru:ments for each set of proble:m objectives and constraints. 
The program accepts the input data shown in Appendix F and generates the 
100 co:mbinations of measure:ments and instru:ments that have the highest 
total scientific figures-of-merit for the specified objectives and constraints. 
The inherent inexactness in specifying quantitatively the mission objectives 
and measure:ment values results in the top ranking 100 combinations being a 
degenerate set of solutions; i. e., the uncertainty in the evaluation is such that 
the total scientific figures-of-merit for the various systems cannot be resolved. 

The results of the computer evaluation reveal that the top rank
ing 100 combinations of :measurements are very si:milar. In fact, of the 
approxi:mately 30 measure:ments included in each set, roughly one-half are 
common to all of the top ranking combinations. Also, any two co:mbinations 
in the top ranking 100 differ by, at most, five :measurements. The consequence 
of the computer progra:m is a compilation of approximately 50 :measure:ments 
which appear in various co:mbinations in the top ranking 100 sets of :mea
surements. Hence, the total number of times each measure:ment was included 
in the top ranking 100 provides a useful su:mmary of the evaluation results. 
Examples of the summarized outputs are shown on the following pages. A 
:more detailed discussion of the evaluation program results is included in 
Appendix G. 

During the study, several nu:merical values were used for the 
measure:ment rating "values" for Categories III, IV and V. It was found that 
the results were affected very little by changes in these numerical ratings 
within a fairly wide range of values. The values used in the results shown 
below are RIll = 3, R IV = 10 and RV = 20, as previously discussed. 

Also, several nu:merical values for the five weighting factors 
were used as inputs to the co:mputer, reflecting different emphasis on the 
safety, technologic or scientific aspects of the :mission. A change in the r e la
tive e:mphasis of any of the five proble:m areas is reflected in the results. 
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In the sample results shown, TIMES INCLUDED means the total 
number of times the specified measurement was included in the 100 combina
tions with the highest total scientific figures-of-merit . INSTRUMENT refers 
to the computer ' s name fo r the specified instrument/measurement(s). Under 
the heading INSTRUMENT (MEASUREMENTS) a r e listed the instruments used 
to perform the measurements indic ated in parentheses. In some cases where 
several measurements were to be specified, the i ndex numbers of the mea
surements from Appendix F were indicated rather t,han an abbreviated form of 
the several measurements . 

Examples of the effects of a shift in emphasis on specific mission 
objectives are shown in the sample results on the following pages . The numer 
ical values of the weighting fac tors for each problem area rating for the four 
cases shown are s ummarized in Table VI- 3. 

TABLE VI-3 

WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR SAMPLE CASES 

Mission Case Wei ghting Factors 

Hazards Traffic L . B . L . S . E-M SYS 

Alternative 1 1 6 . 0 1.5 1.5 0 .5 0.5 

2 1. 0 1.5 1.5 3 . 0 3.0 

Alternative II 1 6 . 0 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 

2 1.0 1.5 1.5 3.0 3.0 

Results of the computer evaluation program, such as those 

shown on the following pages, are especially useful in evaluating the 

effects on the optimum instrumentation of any of the following : 
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• A change in the power, weight , volume , or astronaut's 
time allotted for scientific investigations on the first 
APOLLO mission 

• Development or improvement of an instrument design 
for any of the measurements considered in the evaluation 

program 

• Successful measurement or observation by an unrnanned 
lunar mission which may change the desirability or 
scientific figure-of - merit of any of the parameter mea 
surements included in the evaluation program 
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APPENDIX A 

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES CONCERNING THE MOST IMPORTANT MEASURE
MENTS AND EXPERIMENTS TO BE MADE ON EARLY APOLLO MISSIONS 

Inquiries, similar to the letter included as Figure A-I, were 
sent to the 50 scientis ts listed alphabetically in Table 1. Twenty-two repli es 
were received and summarized in terms of recommended early mission 
activities. Copies of replies are included in this appendix. These data are 
for the internal use of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and 
any reference to or publication of this material without the written permis sion 
of the individual involved is prohibited. 

Recommended activities were rated according to the stated or 
implied priority as signed by the various respondents. Activities most frequently 
mentioned as high-priority items for early APOLLO missions wer e hazar d 
analysis , sampling, photography, geologic studies, geophysical surveys, and 
pas sive monitoring of geophysical phenomena. The activity as signe d the 
highes t priority by each respondent was given a value of 4; second highest 
priority, 3; third highest, 2; and fourth, 1. All values for each activity were 
summed to obtain a total response value for each. This value was divided 
by the number of respondents mentioning the specific activity to obtain an average 
priority number for the activity. These data are summarized below: 

Hazard Analysis 
Sampling 
Photography 
G eologic Studies 
Geophysical Surveys 
Passive Monitoring 

Total Response Value 

19 
33 
15 
12 

9 
6 

Average Priority 

3. 8 
3. 3 
2.5 
2.4 
2.3 
1. 5 

Hazard analysis had the highest average priority rating, but 
sampling was mentioned most frequently in the replies. Most respondents used 
such terms as "intelligent", "identification", or "planned" in conjunction with 
sampling. This indicates a strong preference for geological control of 
sampling and undoubtedly explains why geologic activities per se apparently 
received less emphasis and a lower rating. Although the replies represent a 
very small sampling of the scientific community, there is general agreement 
on the fact that hazard analysis, sampling and photography s hould be emphasized 
on early APOLLO missions. 
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TABLE I 

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SCIENTISTS CONTACTED 

Dr. Philip Abelson 
Editor, Science 
1515 Massachusetts Ave. 
Washington 5, D, C. 

,:eDr. Ralph Baldwin 
1745 Alexander Rd. S. E. 
East Grand Rapids, Michigan 

Dr. M. G. Bekker 
General Motors Research Lab 
Goleta, California 

':<Dr . Lloyd Berkner, President 
Graduate Research Center of 

the Southwest 
P. O. Box 8478 
Dallas 5, Texas 

cc: Dr. Frank Johnson 
Dr . Anton Hales 

Dr. Harrison S. Brown 
Division of Geological Sciences 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, California 

,:eDr. A. G. W. Cameron 
Institute for Space Studies 
475 Riverside Drive 
New York 27, New York 

':<Mr. Robert Carder 
Aeronautical Charting and 

Information Center 
United States Air Force 
St. Louis 18 , Missouri 

,:eDr. A. J. Dessler 
Department of Space Studies 
Rice University 
Houston , Texas 

cc: Dr. King Walters 
Physics D epartment 

Dr. G. de Vaucouleur s 
Department of Astronomy 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 

,:eDr. Maurice Ewing 
Lamont Geological Observatory 
Columbia University 
New York, New York 

':CDr. Gilbert Fielder 
University of London Observatory 
Mill Hill Park 
London N. W. 7, England 

':CDr . Thomas Gold 
Director, Center for Radiophysics 

and Space Research 
Phillips Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

cc: Dr. Bruce Hapke 

,:eDr. Jack Green 
Space and Information Systems 
North American Aviation 
12214 Lakewood Blvd. 
Downey, California 

>:<Mr. Bruce Hall 
Code ENGMC -ED 
Technical Development Branch 
Office, Chief of Engineers 
Gravelly Point 
Washington 25, D. C. 

,:eDr. Harry H. Hess 
Department of Geology 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 

A-2 
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':C Dr. Robert E. Jastrow 
Institute for Space Studies 
475 Riverside Drive 
New York 27, New York 

>,~ Dr. William W. Kellogg 
Head, Planetary Sciences 
The Rand Corporation 
1700 Main Street 
Santa Monica, California 

':C Dr. Zdenek Kopal 
Department of Astronomy 
The University of Manchester 
Manchester 13, England 

':C Dr. Robert L. Kovach 
Research Fellow 
California Institute of Technology 
Seismological Laboratory 
Pasadena, California 

,:c Dr. Gerard P. Kuiper 
Director 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 
The University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 

,:CDr. Benjamin B. Lane, Jr. 
Acting Technical Director 
Headquarters, Aeronautical Chart 

& Information Center 
United States Air Force 
Second and Arsenal 
St. Louis, Mis souri 

Dr. Joshua Lederberg 
Department of Genetics 
School of Medicine 
Stanford University 
Palo Alto, California 

Dr. Alden Albert Loomis 
Lunar and Planetary Science Section 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
California Institute of Technology 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, California 

':CDr. Paul D. Lowman, Jr. 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

Dr. Gordon J. F. McDonald 
Institute of Geophysics and 

Planetary Physics 
University of California 
Los Angeles 24, California 

':CDr. Hugh Odishaw 
Executive Director 
Space Science Board 
National Academy of Sciences 
2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington 25. D. C. 

':~Dr. John O'Keefe 
As sistant Chief 
Theoretical Division 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

Dr. E. J. Opik 
Astronomical Observatory 
Armagh, Northern Ireland 

,:cDr. Frank Press 
Seismological Lab 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, California 

*Dr. Carl Sagan 
Director 
Astrophysical Observatory 
Smithsonian Institution 
60 Garden Street 
Cambridge 38. Massachusetts 

Dr. J. W. Salisbury 
Air Force Cambridge Research 

Laboratories 
Laurence G. Hanscom Field 
Bedford, Mas sachus etts 

Dr. Ronald F. Scott 
Department of Civil Engineering 
California Institute of Technolo gy 
Pasadena, California 

':CWritten or verbal response received to letter of inquiry. 
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Dr . Eugene Shoemaker 
Astrogeology Branch 
U. S. Geological Survey 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

cc: Dr. Verne Frykland 

':CDr. S. F. Singer 
Profes sor of Physics and Director 
Center for Atmospheric and Space 

Physics 
University of Maryland 
College Park, Maryland 

Dr. William M. Sinton 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dr . Charles P. Sonett 
Ame s Research Center 
Moffett Field, California 

':<Dr . Robert C. Speed 
Lunar and Planetary Science Section 
Jet P ropulsion Laboratory 
California Institute of Technology 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pas adena, California 

Dr. Lyman Spitzer 
Dire ctor, Princeton Univer sity 

Obs ervatory 
Princeton, New Jersey 

':CDr. Harold C. Urey 
School of Science and Engineering 
University of California at 

San Diego 
La Jolla, California 

Dr. James A. Van Allen 
Head, Department of Physics and 

Astronomy 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Dr. H. C. van de Hulst 
Leiden Obs ervato r y 
Leiden, Holland 

':CDr. Wernher Von Braun 
Directo r, NASA Marshall Space 

Flight Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 

':CDr. Louis S. Walter 
NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

Dr. J . Tuzo Wilson 
Chairman, Department of 

Geophysics 
University of Toronto 
Toronto, Canada 

':~Dr. George P . Woollard 
Head, Geophysics Institute 
University of Hawaii 
Honolulu, Hawaii 

':CWritten or verbal response received to letter of inquiry. 
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TEXA S INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 

100 EXCHANGE PARK NORTH • DALLAS . TEXAS 

SCIENCE SERVICES DIVISION 

Dear -------

NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center has asked us to study the 
problem of determining optimum measurements, experiments and geo
logic-geophysical studies to be made on the lunar surface during the 
APOLLO program. One of the early requirements of this study is to obtain 
and compile pertinent thoughts of prominent space and lunar scientists. We 
are familiar with most of your publications in this field, testimonies presented 
at congressional hearings, and the reports of previous NASA study groups 
concerned with certain aspects of the problem under consideration. We 
would, however , greatly appreciate receiving new information or ideas you 
might have and/ or references to specific publications that most closely 
duplicate your curr ent views. 

The opinions you and your as sociates may have concerning the most 
important types of data to be obtained and the manner in which they are to be 
measured - - including pertinent instruments and procedures - - are of 
primary interest. Because of stringent limitations on observation time and 
equipment weight, particularly during early lunar missions, suggestions as 
to the priority for various types of measurements are also of major concern. 
Criteria to determine priority include the degree to whic,h the measurement 
would help as sure the safety of the astronaut, improve the efficiency of 
future missions and aid in the solution of problems concerning the origin of 
the moon, earth and solar system. 

The study is subject to a rigid time schedule and it is necessary 
to request receipt of comments or suggestions at your earliest convenience. 
All data will receive very careful consideration in the study and your 
cooperation will be most helpful and greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Jack R. Van Lopik 

Richard A. Geyer 

Technical Directors 
APOLLO Study 

MAI L ING ADDRESS , POST OFFICE BOX 35084 • DALLAS. TEXAS· FLE ETWOOD 7 . 4311 • C,\BLE, TEXINS 

SAMPLE LETTER OF INQUIRY 
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LIVER 
MA C HINERV CDMPANV 

GLENDALE 6-1592 

GRAND RAPIDS 2 , MICHIGAN, U.S .A . 

Mr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Mr. Richard A. Geyer 
Technical Directors 
Apollo Study 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Gentlemen: 

November 6, 1963 

Your request for help on certain phases of studies on the 
lunar surface is a difficult one to answer. 

My new book The Measure of the Moon summarizes many of the 
opinions which I now hol~ In addition, there has been a 
considerable amount of new work and new interpretations 
made concerning the lunar surface within the last year. 
I am in process of preparing several papers on this subject , 
which have not yet gone to press, and have developed some 
very specific ideas concerning the lunar surface and some 
measures and tests which need to be made. However, I do 
not think that this can be properly done by letter. If 
you would care to establish a consultant's arrangement, it 
is possible I could corne to Dallas; or, even better, one o f 
your men could come to Grand Rapids for a discussion. 

It is not through any reluctance to cooperate that I make 
this suggestion but only that I feel it cannot be limited 
to impersonal correspondence. 

Sincerely yours, 
) "I. 

; \.L", lJ.i ' ) , : ,) f,. i).h .... ""._ 

Ralph B. Baldwin 

RBBpj 
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GRADUATE RESEARCH CENTER 

OF THE SOUTHWEST 

POST OFFICE BOX 8478 

DALLAS 5 , TEXAS 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT EMERSON 3 - 50211 GABLES' GRADRESGEN 

Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Dr. Richard A. Geyer 

November 20, 1963 

Technical Directors, Apollo Study 
Texas Instruments Incorporated 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Dr. Van Lopik and Dr . Geyer: 

I am replying to your letter of October 25, 1963 which requests my views 
on the optimum measurements, experiments and geological-geophysical 
studies to be made on the lunar surface during the Apollo program. These 
are matters to which I have given considerable thought and attention, 
although at the same time I have not had occasion to examine details of 
the instrumentation and equipment which might be required for such 
scientific studies. I should like, therefore, to offer my views in a 
broad sense and to then make some suggestions which may help you in 
gathering more details. 

First of all, most scientists recognize that the Apollo Program is and 
will continue to be fundamentally a great engineering effort and that 
engineering decisions necessary to the successful accomplishment of the 
mission and the safe return of astronauts must take overriding priority 
over all other considerations. Consequently, the scientific community 
looks upon the scientific opportunities to investigate the Moon as more 
likely to be achieved in depth only in succeeding stages of the manned 
space flight program after Apollo has been accomplished. 

Therefore, in terms of the most urgent science which should be undertaken 
in the Apollo mission, scientists agree that the first scientific investi
gations must be directed toward studies of, for example, the nature and 
characteristics of the lunar surface (including such parameters as the 
possibilities of electrostatic dust hazards or extreme surface friability), 
the range and extent of temperature extremes at the lunar surface, meteor
itic activity, surface radiation exposures, and so on. In terms of safety 
for the Apollo mission, such studies must be given the highest priority. 
However, it is vital to remember that a vast amount of additional informa
tion can and will be achieved prior to the first lunar landing: maximum 
advantage of all scientific means and techniques to extend our information 
by ground-based observations on these environmental characteristics should 
be undertaken. I should add also that the current plan for a lunar orbiting 
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Dr. Van Lopik 
Dr. Geyer 
November 20, 1963 
Page 2 

satellite from which a manned capsule will be sent to the lunar surface 
requires the most precise information possible about the lunar gravita
tional field and lunar geodetic effects. Here, while science will benefit 
greatly in fundamental knowledge, information about these parameters may 
be critical to the successful lunar landing operation. 

Presuming a successful manned lunar landing, the nature of the first and 
most important experiments which can be undertaken will then be governed 
by a number of other factors, many of which are still undetermined, insofar 
as I know, at the present time. In this connection, I refer particularly 
to such considerations as the time available on the lunar surface and the 
total weight of scientific instrumentation which may be carried. For 
example, if it is decided that the first Apollo missions can spend only 
a few minutes (or an hour or two on the lunar surface), I believe the con
siderations as to the science that should be undertaken are considerably 
different than if a day or longer is possible. Weight limitations would 
apply similar constraints ; for example, if it is possible to carry only 
100 lbs. of scientific equipment the research invest igations would differ 
enormously from those in which perhaps 1,000 lbs. could be transported. 
Consequently specification of these parameters seems absolutely essential 
to an intelligent response to your present letter and to the analyses which 
you are undertaking for the Manned Spacecraft Center. 

I would add another general consideration which will have major bearing 
on the scientific content of the first Apollo missions. The nature of 
the scientific investigations which can be undertaken will differ greatly 
if the Apollo crew is comprised totally of astronauts whose primary mission 
and training are the safe navigation of the Apollo spacecraft and the lunar 
landing capsule compared with the research which may be undertaken if a 
scientist can be included in the mission . There can be no debate that the 
scientific accomplishments of the first manned missions to the Moon could 
profit enormously by the inclusion in the crew of a scientist who was also 
trained as an astronaut . Moreover, scientists throughout the country are 
agreed that it is possible to find scientists who can readily qualify for 
astronaut training, while it goes without saying that to train an astronaut 
to the scientific maturity and judgment which would be required for the 
maximum research program in the primordial environment of the Moon is an 
enormously more difficult task. I might add that in view of my own back
ground as an aviator in the U. S. Navy for 38 years, I can see utterly no 
reason why qualified scientists cannot also be qualified as astronauts. 

In addition, there seems little room for dissent that a scientist's par
ticipation in lunar exploration is essential when it becomes technologically 
feasible to include him. A mature scientist will be required to make a 
rapid interpretation of the broad situations which he encounters and prompt 
selection of alternate courses of action, study and investigation. Conse
quently, he will contribute critical elements of scientific judgment and 
discrimination in conducting the lunar exploration that can never be supplied 
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Dr. Geyer 
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Page 3 

by any other means. Moreover , on the basis of this scientific sophistica
tion and judgment it is likely that the next and more detailed scientific 
investigations of the lunar surface will be based. 

Based upon all of the foregoing premises I would say that the next most 
important scientific undertaking for the Apollo mission is a general survey 
of its surface characteristics. An experienced scientist should gather 
qualitative and quantitative information about the surface geometry and 
all of its apparent geological and geophysical characteristics. Of course, 
he should acquire as many representative samples as possible within the 
limits of his mobility. Lunar samples are of course extraordinarily im
portant and both surface and sub-surface samples should be acquired if at 
all possible. Even from randomly selected samples an enormous amount of 
the most valuable scientific information will be obtained. It will be 
possible to undertake radioactive isotope examinations to determine the 
lunar geologic history; scientists can examine the samples for cosmic ray 
exposure history; examinations can be made of such characteristics as 
trace elements, gross magnetic composition, mineral content, physical 
properties, water of crystallization and many similar properties. These 
investigations will be enormously valuable in considering the origins 
and history of the Moon, and in a comparative way, in considering the 
history and origins of the solar system and the universe itself. Moreover, 
it is not impossible to hope that one could find highly organized organic 
elements indicative of ancient biota, a discovery that would have the most 
profound effects upon our knowledge of the origins and development of life. 
Without any doubt, such samples will control the planning for the next 
phase of lunar scientific measurements which should be undertaken. 

Third, and presuming that time and weight constraints allow, I believe 
that the next priority of scientific investigations which should be under
taken is to plant scientific instruments which can telemeter back to Earth 
a prolonged series of information about lunar events. In this category 
fall such instruments as lunar seismographs, magnetographs, equipment to 
measure the thermal regime and conductivity of the lunar surface, radiation 
detecting devices, meteor detectors, and instruments to record such elements 
as its volcanic and tectonic activities. Precise and continuous distance 
measurement should not be ignored. 

In reply to your specific inquiry, I do not have many suggestions regard
ing publications which you should consult in your study. Mr. Peavey informs 
me that you have already written to Mr. Hugh Odishaw for recommendations 
from the Space Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences. This 
contact should be pressed, for the Board's views would be most valuable 
and many studies of these matters have been made. In particular you should 
be careful to study in detail the Academy Publication 1079, "A Review of 
Space Research" which reports on a detailed eight-weeks Board study of 
space research conducted in the summer of 1962. You should also examine 
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carefully "Science in Space" edited by Berkner and Odishaw, and published 
by McGraw Hill in 1961 . 

Finally, I should like to offer all assistance which the Graduate Research 
Center can extend to you in this most important study for the Manned 
Spacecraft Center . I am aware that you have been in contact with some 
of our staff and that copies of your letter to me were forwarded to Pro" 
fessors Hales and Johnson. I hope that you will call upon us further 
as seems desirable to you; we are ready to assist and help whenever you 
may call upon us . 

-
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

MAIL ADDRESS 
INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES 
475 RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
NEW YORK 27. N. Y. 

INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES 
NEW YORK. N. Y. 

November 29, 1963 

Drs. K.R. Van Lopik and R.A. Geyer 
Texas Instruments Incorporated 
Science Services Division 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Drs. Van Lopik and Geyer: 

TELEPHONE 
UNIVERSITY 6·3600 

with regard to scientific experiments to be performed 
in association with the Apollo lunar landings, I may say 
that I am in general agreement with the conclusions reached 
in the Sonett committee study. However, the suggested 
experiments in that group are sufficiently numerous that 
some question arises as to desirable priorities. I believe 
that to the maximum extent possible it is desirable that 
the scientific phases of the Apollo mission should be left 
as flexible as possible until the last possible moment. 
Presumably the results of the Ranger and Surveyor studies 
will provide an important input into the Apollo scientific 
program. I doubt that it is desirable at the present time 
to think much beyond the first mission or two. It seems 
to me that during such a mission the primary interests of 
the astronauts will be tow~rd their return journey rather 
than toward their ability to carry out exploration in the 
lunar environment. Even the relative ease of getting out 
of the spacecraft and working on the surface of the moon 
must be considered highly uncertain until the results of 
the first Surveyor landings on the moon are at hand. 

However, I would state the following: I believe that 
if it is possible for the earliest Apollo astronauts to 
operate in the lunar environment at all, their first tasks 
should be to select a representative group of samples to be 
returned to earth for laboratory analysis. They should have 
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detailed geological coaching in the selection of these 
samples, and if possible should also receive advice from 
the earth while they are in the moon regarding the selection 
of the samples, particulary if television links are avail
able so that ground based geologists may be able to evaluate 
the situation to some extent . I t would also be very desirable 
to have the astronauts photograph i n extensive detail the 
sites from which the samples have been removed both before 
:md after the removal. It is to be hoped that the astro
nauts will be able to select their s amples from beneath 
whatever dust cover blankets the ground. 

Yours sincerely, 

A.G.W. Cameron 

AGWC:es 
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Lamont Geological Observatory of Columbia University I Palisades, N. Y. 

CABLE ADDRESS: LAMONT, PALISADES, N. Y. Code 914, ELmwood 9-2900 

26 ~ovember 1963 

Texas Instruments Incorporated 
-:icience ;;,:;ervices Division 
100 ~xchange ~ark North 
DE.llas, 'J: exas 

Je ·3..r Sirs: 

\:ith r eference to your letter of 25 October 1963 , 
I do not believe that -l:;here is much that I can add at 
this time to the thou~hts I have a lready ex-pressed in 
lJlle publications and reports to which ;you referred. 

I believe tLlat tJ -ne suite of experiments already 
i,lanned by the .'jpace 0ciences Divis ion of hA3A, for 
the unm3_nned lunar expeditions, is a fairly g ood start
ins 1")oint for the typ es of ex:periments which mi ght be 
profi tably carried out by I:lanned expediti ons . It ap
;?ears thc~t there are three principal advt'illtc.ges to 
!nanned experi:nents: 

1) Intelligent observation 

2) Intellig ent sample collection 

3) In~elligent instrument implar.~tation 
(either for passive or active experi
ments) 

Any scientific program conducted during manned ex
peditions should exploit these advantages to the fullest 
e::;::tent. 

I believe one of the earlier astronauts should be 
;:en eA:pe:ci enced fie lcl geo logist ~li th sufficient back
:T:;'ound in g eophysics 2J1d seochemis try to obtain useful 
S J.;::.p les und properly install e:1.."":perinental apparatus. 

I hope tb.at tllese thoughts are of some use to y ou 
in ; ou:;::' l;Jor~(: . 

L:~ : hi 
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UNIVERSI TY OF LONDON OBSERVATORY 

TELEPHONE: MILL HILL 1618 

I-=es~; rs. Van I;opik and Geyer, 
Science Services Division, 
~exas Instruments Inc ., 
leo ~~x(: h[1nc:e ?C1.rk North, 
I) 'elllns, 
:rexas, 
L~ • S • 1'l... 

Dear ~essrs. Van Lopik and Geyer, 

MILL HILL PARK 
LONDON N.W.7 

19th November, 1963. 

In reply to your letter of 14 Novenber it seems th2,t the 
Item 2 list of your work statenent covers all the important 
jnitial me asurements . 

Of these items I should select : 

(1) sl).rface photography ([jeometry of mf3cro-relief if your 
list uses macro-relief in its Geological sense, which 
is normally applied to s p ecimens that may be held in the 
h"tnd E'.!1n viev.red with the unaided eye), 

(2) nllclear (radioactive, in particular) measurements, 

(?) ·'l·c~e deGerT'1 inations 

(4) investication of stra tific a tion , 

p1 ~; cin c: (1) in the position of maximum interest and (2) second . 
'l'h ~s i~) 811ie::1 to (3) , and both (2) ancl (3) should , of course, 
to dsrive most benefit, be conducted not only at a small de p th 
b eneath the surface, but also at as ~reat a depth as is 
fens i b Ie ( :::) r esumahly by drilling and lowerinc; a Gamma-ray counter); 
hence the su~~zestion (4) . I am assuming that the location of the 
instrument packet is fixed and known. 

In selectin[: t l1e~~ e topics I have taken into considerption 
t'le r'jct th:=l.t ~3 0me of the other problems, al thOl.lr;h no less 
impor:~i.'Yl t; ~) cientifically, are subject to successful attack from 
other directions . All except the simplest on-the- spot studies 
of c:ofT[>ositio!l and rheoloe;y are in my view e;oing to he too 
specific to be worth a great deal of initial effort . An 
excep tion, I)O;::;;sihly, is the determination of elemental abundances 
cd; depth. I am certain that there are volcanic or igneous rock~s 
on the Goon,Rnd s~ecific compositional analyses conducted at a 
1 umn' impDct site could therefore be misleadine;. If stratificat ion 
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is to be studied, the drill itself could be instrumented 
to act as a penetrometer . 

Studies from a distance seem to me to indicate a 
general situation in which the lunar soil acts as though 
it had only a small angle of internal friction . I 
think the bulk of the evidence we have points to a spongy 
structure for the lunar top-soil. I am inclined to the 
conservative view that the bearing strength of the soil 
is low, and it would never occur to me to try to land a 
man on the Moon until this point, at least, had been 
settled first by unmanned probes. 

I hope that these few comments may be of use to you. 

Yours sincerely, 

c::::' 

G. Fielder. 

Enclosures: Fielder, br. Gilb~rt, 1963, Nature of th~ Lunar Maria: 
Nature, Vol. 198, No. 4G87, pp. 1256-1260, June 29 

Fielder, Dr. Gilbert, 1963, Terrestrial oceanic rl~ees and the 
Lunar !'1are ridges: t~ature, Vol. 19?, No. 4892, p.473 
3 J~U[U5t. 

iielder, Dr. Gilbert, Lunar Sfction, Project ?r.oonhole: Journal 
of the British Astronomical Association, Vol. 73, ~o. 2 

fiElder, Dr. Gilbert, Lunar Section, Lunar Slopes: Jo~rnal 
of the British J,stronomical Associat i on, vJl. 72, No.8 

nelder, Dr. Gilbert, Lunar Tectonics: ~uarterly Jo~rnal of 
the Geological Society of London, Vol. 119, pp. 65-94, 
5 April 1963 

}'ieldPr, Dr. Gilbert, and Jorda:n.t Carol~,1962, Selenolo.:ical 
implications dravm from the di3tortions of craters in 
the Hipparchus region o~· the moon: Planetary Space 
Science, Vol. 9, pp. 3-9. 

Fielder, Dr. GHbert and ~";arner, Brian, 1962, Strese systems in 
vici: ity .of lunar craters: Planet. Sp . S~i. Vol. 9.pp 11-18 
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 

Center fol' Radiophysics and Space Research 
Pbillips Hall October 29, 1963 

A-16 

[ir. __ Ja.ck r~' .• \/an Lo;,ik 
Dr. fichanl A. Geyer 
Texas Instruments , Inc. 
100 Exchange Park North 
D2112s, Texas 

ucar [:rs . Van 1.o1'ik ~md Geyer: 

T~13_nk you for your letter inquITlnr; about TT'3teri 81 
and vi Ch'S canceDling lLUiClr surface exploration to La ,lcne in 
t:le Apollo pro?rmn . I an very z:~lad to learn thAt yeu are 
wldert;:t1.;:ing t:lis survey 1Jhic;1 1];any peorle associated \'ii tH tile 
S;1ace field llrlVe thou)',!lt tc be an uT,l-;ent re:;.uiren,ent. I l~¥e 
llau 8n opportunity to think aoant the peints ;TOU raise, not 
only in connection l,-.--ith our "iork 11ere concernir.z the 1U;-1ar sur
face out also in connection ,v':itli v8rious EOVCrnf'1ent cor:unittecs 
en \\hich I sit. 

I al:' sending you a pnnrint oE a r8v181'i ':)Hj'Cr i;hic:~ Sill'S 

u;--.. i;ty vieh's concernin~: all tile eviuence derived frof1 observa
tions other them aD cxmT'i.nation of the ortically \1isccrnGl~)le 
features. So far as the 18tter are concerned, ! don't thinl( 
that nluc~l em te added at tile 'lrcsent ti:l1C to the discuss io;) 
that is in tile 1i terature, a1 tJ-i.ough I r0coznize tLclt rremy neo'~:18 
are tryinf to 1J3"ke sucL elC\litions. 

I \1,:il1 :~_sserlblc ;\;l' .at D8.terial I CClYl in rcv;ly" to ·y·our 
questions in t~le course of the llext two \~·eeks. If yeu tllir\ 
that a j'1cetiT1,0, \'ioul(~ be j',cl;:,ful, cillO if )TU are 1 ikely to be in 
t~iC ;'~e1'J Yor~~ region in the near future, ~~le!:lse let riC' l~no\ ';. I 
;:lys81 f rronose to DC in Dallas fro:11 Decer.-vcr 16-18 hut I f~r8SU!:1e 
that your dcms call for a :::lster ti''1e :::chedule. 

Ie : ,'}:Z 
! ;T'c1s. 

Yours sincerely, 

~Zf"~; I r .~ 

T. Cold 
Director 

Enclosure: Gold, T., 1;63 , Structur~ of the ~oon's Surface: 
rASA Grant nsG-382 
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

Center for Radiophysics and Space Research 
PhilLips Hall 

ITHACA, NEW YORK. 

Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Technical Director 
Apollo Study 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
100 Exdlange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Dr. VDIl Lopik: 

NoveT!lber 8, 1963 

~·.Jould you like to pay us a visit here arotmd 
t he tine of your New Yorl( tri?? . You C8.n comfortably make 
it over the day (Ithaca is 1-1/2 hours by air from NeK York). 
This '~ould allOi'v you to talk also to f:1.y collea,pucs and to see 
various infonr.ative exrerir.lents and demonstrations concernin[: 
t:1e behavior of pOKders in a vacuum and other lunar circuri1-
stances. 

It \-"ould not be easy for r~e to come to ;.Jc,' York 
that ,-;cck because of teaching cOTIlm:i trnents here, but I ",,'auld 
ue available for rlost of the day on any of the days that 
",eek CJovcmLer 18- 23) • 

Yours sincerely, 

1:7 
Director 

TG: i', IEZ 
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 

Center for Radiophysics and Space Research 
Phillips Hall November 26, 1963 

A-IS 

~·!r. Jack R. Van Lorik 
Teclmical Director 
Space and. EIlViroru'1]ental Sciences 
Texas Instrwnents Inccrpor::tted 
100 [xchange Park ;\ortll 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear ;·1r. Van Lopik: 

flerCh-i til ny notes take:! during our discussion, 
Hi case the v are of use to you. 

I nav nO~\i not be irl your ~8rt of the world on 
lJccc];;ber 16 2nd \·;ould regret not seeiuh you then. 

I e; : ~ :1:Z 
Lncl. 

Yours sincerely, 

-. /J // 
~; tf?y 

1. ~_lclJ 

Director 



POINTS OF B\1PHASIS FOR APOLLO It\1\TESTIGATIONS 

1. Electrostatics 

1.1 Training of astronauts in circumstances of vaculUTI, rock dust and. electro-

static effects. The astronauts should be made thoroughly familiar Kith 

all the unusual effects that can be expected to result from electric 

charges on equipment that is brought to the moon and on grains of dust 

that may be loosened by activities taking place. Such effects may be 

daJnaging to optical surfaces, solar cells, delicate mecllanism,s and air-

tight seals in the open condition. A study anel training program should 

therefore be instituted by people experienced in these fields to include 

a great variety of vacuUJll. d.ust and electrostatic effects. 

( 
1. 2 All surfaces that are to be ojJtically transparent must nave a conductive 

coating to minimize the electrostatic potentials that may occur . 1r,is is 

no bruarantee of avoiding trouble, but certainly it is better than to 

leave the chance potentials that dielectric J!'aterials may othen~ise ) ossess. 

1.3 j\ device for dlangin~ the electrostatic potential of an astron~ut in a 

s ljacesui t or of the landed vehicle may be desirable. This r:1ay consist of 

a s tick ar.,l llandle vii th a source of potential difference between them. 

T!ie stick may be stuck into the ground or it lnay suffice to leave it 

merely conducting to t he plasl~la in space. 

2. I'roLJ lems rclateu to the Spacesuit 

2.1 :'fl lat is the temperature of the jlOttest rocks that the astronauts l~ligllt cOI.~e 

into contact h'i t ;l? This is lii;,ely to be considerably hotter than the T!1ean 
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daytime teElperature . This is of importance particularly with respect 

to the gloves of the spacesuit which must oe able to stand up to those 

telT'.reraturcs on contact . 

2.2 LiO\.; Tilucll adhesion of dust to itself and to the astronauts is to 'oe 

expected? Does it tend to clog underfoot in such a viay as to i nlDede 

.. ;:llking? 

2 . 3 SOii1e dust is likely to be brought back into the LE\l. Even if clectro-

static ~)recipitators are used , it may be unavoidable that some Just Kill 

rem21n free and later in gravity-free surrowldings may drift into 

IT'lecLansiJ:1S . lJ.I LE'~ instmmentation );;ust therefore oe desibned so as 

to i)c lJT'iC1ffected oy dust inside the veilicle . 

3. ~'hoto~raT);iy 

Tile l)lannin~~ of ~); lC'to f;raphy done by the astronauts is of utnost i nport-

JIlce for th8 success of tl:e scientific mission. 1\ l ar ge l.~rorortion 0 F 

t ile v21uC1ule sd entific information a;ay oe Lrought back in t ile fom of 

:~ i gh - (~ua1ity J;hotographs , optinizing all the circUIi1St?I1Ces. TIle Jesign 

of a camera 8nJ the trainin (T of as tronauts for this is therefore of 
... ;> 

Ily-ouhl sug,';est tiw.t the ccunera specifications SllOlil be as [0110KS: It 

fjl p1" jnd, and Hitll either r:mourh hIT:! for several :lUlldred fr2F,cs or 8 

Tl:e cxrosure should be d(~tenninell jn d(l)'li~~ht oy 

CE eXi,osurc !'!ct cr , i)ut cael ~ ti!:lC ei.C trig:,er is ':l resscd the C(ll:lcra should 

.1 utor:atic(l] 1)' trJ.; :e t hree r icturcs: one \·,-ith an e)(1"\osure 5:re~tcr th:-m that 
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indicated by the meter, the other with the value indicated and the 

third \dth a lesser value. TIlis would allow later information to be ob-

tained from the brightest and the darkest areas within tIle picture \'v"hich 

'..;ould usually not be possible, especially in the harsh lighting conditions 

on the moon, with any single value of the exposure. In the case of night-

time illumination artificial lights should be used in such dispositions 

as to optimize the visibility of surface structure which is in fact ex

pected to be rather unfavorable for photogra~)hy. 

:::uch a camera Idll have to have a minimum of external adjustrrents and it 

\;ill be difficult to design it so that it may be handled \;ell by tlle 

astronaut's gloves. It I',ill, of course, llave to stand uj,; to vaCUUii~ condi-

tiens and l,·;ill have to have the approrriate telilperature control. It will 

De necessary to be c;uite sure of its function and it should therefore 

be equipped Kith a read-out of light having fallen on an area adjacent to 

the film to certifv that an eXDosure ;las been maue and a read-out to certi-
; . 

fy tilat film transjJort llas iJeen accOIJ1plished, rat:wr than merely the usual 

Such a cmnera is a formidable problem in C3mera engineering if one aims, 

as o~e should, at an extrenely higl-;. reliability, convenience (llld speed 

of ;iandling, and an extremely ;li~~;l quality. It is a 1.}roject that should 

be undertal.en early so that a lon~ period would be availc:ble for ~)ractice 

and ililproverents and t1le develo ~))~1El1lt of associated tedmiquc3. Tile astro-

nauts sllOuld 11avc very cxtensi vo trainin6 in photor;ra"tjhy, oatIl in the 

tccllnic3.1 handling of tiltt canera and in the judgTilent of scenes to be 
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p~lOtogrraphed and the visibility of features that will result. The 

bringing back of lUi"1ar samples and the bringing back of a great number 

of :lign-quali ty pictures should be the main areas of the training that 

they will receive for scientific work on the ltmar surface unless they 

can be real professional scientists . 

4. Survey 

In addition to the obvious survey of local to) ography in their surrOlmcl

ing~, they should survey the ground structure v,';lerever possible by the 

use of a rod that CM oe hand drivccl intc the ground. If the zrouncl is 

cOr.1posed of agglomerates cf dust, as seeJT'S likely , it is important to 

discover h'hether there are internal voids or caverns and \·rhetner there 

are "snm, drifts" in certain localities. Such a survey :nay be necessary 

to avoid difficulties or disasters . 

If there are any natural fissures or cracks t;ley should of course be ex

rIored 2nd subsurface samr lesoe taken fron! them (the survey and sample 

techniques have been discussed many times before ancl are of course vi tal 

but need not be ]::entionec1 here 22a1.11.). 

T. Gold 

November 22 , 1963 
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Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Jack: 

5 November 1963 

I am informally answering your formal letter (and Geyer's) of 
28 October in reo the geologic - geophysical studies and experiments 
for Apollo. Yes, we will be happy to contribute. I say IIwe li because 
two or three of the engineers in our extraterrestrial section will 
also be concerned. We'll have a few skull sessions shortly and 
forward the results, hopefully of value. 

Sincerely, 
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IN .IPL Y RIFIR TO 

HEADQUARTERS 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS 

WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

ENGMC-ED 15 November 1963 

Dr . Jack R. Van Lopik 
Dr . Richard A. Geyer 
Technical Directors , Apol lo Study 
Texas Instruments, Inc . 
P . O. Box 35084 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Dr . Van Lopi k and Dr. Geyer : 

As requested in your letter of 28 October, inclosed is a generalized 
study on the problem of Apollo team tasks while on the lunar surface. As 
noted , the subject of task equipment or equipment use techniques has not 
been included. 

We wish you success in your interesting study . 

1 Inclosure 
as stated 
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~ -I~. J/aL( 
BRUCE M. HALL ~ 
Geologist 
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15 lfovtDbor 1963 

SUlUEctl Su&c;e:Jted OD-Site Lunar Expert_ntl for AeccapUsbzr.ent 
b7 Apollo reraonnel 

1. Reference letter from Texas Instruments (Van Loptk and Cayer) 
to Mr. Bruce H. Hall, lubject as abow. 

2. The suhject lotter requested ASsistance 1n formulatttl8 
exploration tasks for Apollo personnel and in establisblng their 
priority sequence. These tasks vere to be .ffectecl by the followins 
c~natra1ntal 

a. T1r.:l.e. 2 to 24 hours 

b. Enviromnont - lunar 

c. Weight - exper:l.montal equipnaut 

d. Safety. astronaut an4 miaslon oqul~ent 

G. Efficiency. for present and future oporations 

3. The following tasks are presented in a priority anangemcnt 
based on succassive considerations of safety, future operations, 
m4terials-environment interaction. and, lastly, scientific interost. 
No attempt b made to delicribe equipr;!cllt ~ methods of ule. 

Ta3k No.1 - Ra~1@tlon Levels 

Prior to exit f~oc the landing craft, immediate concern "ill 
be radiations its naturo and its [,rohable effect on hWiian t1ssuo. 
SCCOMary ecnccrll would be applied to rnc11ation source. 

Tg~k No.2 - Met£orit9 Infall 

The incidence of Lnfall of soUd materials (i,rlrnary And 
scccndary) should be d~torm:1nad. Data should lnc:lude partie Ie stZGG, 
frequency and cllargy. 

L1s !~ po. 3 - TrqfHepb!l!ty 

High priority should be alloted to tr4ff1eabl11ty problems. 
In1t1~l1y this wuld be restricted to individual locGlUotion but later 
to so11 properties affective in lunar wheeled transportation. 
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IS !lovcmbcr 1963 
Suggested Cn-Site Lunar Experiment. for Aee~plisbmcnt 
by Apollo Farsonnel 

TllSk No.4 ... FhotosraphI 

Photographic and photometric observation should ba had from 
all po&~iblc observation points. 

Vcrtlc.tl drilling Qnd sau:pUng to determine deptb. stratificAtion. 
tcn,peraturo sradient, and on-sito soU mechanics properties. 

Task No • ...,j .. Dust Conect~cn 

It has been ~tulatcd that under the high vacuum conditions 
on the lunar surfttce electrostatically charged dust particles dhlodged 
from the lunar surface by meteoroid 1rnp3cts will adhere to ~tructural 
(:ul-r..ces. Thb condition, in a given time .. Il:a.y reduce tIle effectiveness 
of sol.or rc!lcetors, sola.r cell panels, r ·ol,lcr equ1r;t:;cnt rAdiators, :md 
nor..ml radiation cooling all~od in the deslr,n of power c~ponQnt$ ~nd 
syst~~s . An on-slte study is ncccs~ary to doterruinG if this condition 
c>i:1sts so t ) rato of accUtJ.Ulnti.on as a fur.et1on of U . .t!'.c, and the effect 
"f this t:lccW":ubtion on the optical :md thermal an4 .loc:trlc41 
ch4rncterlet!cs of structural surface;. 

Lunar GUrf4CO ~~tcrlal should be analyzed to dotermine its 
char,uctari9t1cs and effectiveness 1n Gh1elcllnz a reactor or 8h.olter 
installed on tho lunar surface. 

Tn1s ta~k con£ists of tcs~s 
thermal diffus1v1ty of 11.o"nar ··so11 lf

• 

appl1catiOl) to burying of structU"Ces 
lunar ~nt 1e. 

fet' thcrrcal conductivity and 
These h&vo engineering 

and equifment beneath the 

TIle clcct~1cal conductivity of lunar s011 w~y be sufficiently 
l(,M so thel: :~'1-"vundlnb ('J! electrical apparatu1; may be 1t:lposslble. Al!io. 
a 10'« elcctric.11 conductivity of sell r:,,:,.y f'rccludc lnc no cd for insulation 
of buried or exposed cables. 111CSO factors ~rei1",;«>rlant ccnsiderat1cn3 
in tha. dtl:5i;:;n and o;>eraticn of a lunar electrical peifer system. Sitl:r1e 
tests on so11 G~lcs (collected from tho lunar surf3cc) could Vrcvido 
tho ncccss3rY data. 

2 
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IDtCl!C-ED 15 Ncwmber 1963 
stmJECT: Su~estccl On-Site LuMr Experlmont. for Ac.cor&tpU.s~nt 

by Apollo rereonnel 

TASk No. lQ - Ch~tcAl composition of the sot1 and/or roek 

Purpose - selontlflc and eztrateTEestrial resources laveatlgattoa 

~No. 11 • Acceleration dUG to gravtt% 

A 8awnll-po1nt determination of the lunar gravit7 ftconst&nt". 

!ask No. 12 - Selsmogrgph Installation 

Set up and plACe tn oreratlon cavera1 •• If.8ufflclent setc=ographs, 
instrumented for remote telemeterlng. 
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MAIL ADDRESS 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES 
NEW YORK. N. Y. 

INSTITUTE FOR SPACE STUDIES 
475 RIVERSIDE DRIVE 

November II, 1963 

NEW YO RK 27. N. Y. 

Dr . Jack R. Van Lopik 
Science Services Divisi on 
Texas Instruments, Inc . 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dal las, Texas 

Dear Dr . Van Lopik 

I was very interested in the letter which you 

TELEPHONE 
UNIVERSITY 6·3600 

and Dr . Geyer sent recently regarding the experiments 
to be performed on the lunar surveys during the Apollo 
program . 

At the present time I have no suggestions to 
offer in this regard, but I believe that Dr. A.G.W. 
Cameron, who has been actively engaged in theoretical 
studies relating to lunar history, may have some impor
tant suggestions t o make. I am therefore taking the 
liberty of forwardi ng a copy of your letter to him 
with the suggestion that he reply directly. 

With best wishes, 

RJ :blr 
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~:~e~ 
R~~rt~Jastrow 

Director 
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W ILL IAM w. KE LLOGG 
HC':"D. PLANETARY SC IEN C ES DEPARTMENT 

Mr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Mr. Richard A. Geyer 
Texas Instruments Inc . 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Gentlemen: 

1 700 MAI N S TREET 

SANTA M O NI C A , C ALIF O RNIA 

1 November 1963 

In answer to your letter of October 25 concerning suggested 
observations and experiments to be performed on the Moon during 
the Apollo program, I do not feel that I can add anything 
significant to the many statements that have already been made 
on this subject. Although it is not the most recent thing on 
the subject , I would call your attention to a review of this 
question in the National Academy of Sciences-National Research 
Council Publication 1079, "A Review of Space Research. 1I In 
Chapter 4 entitled IILunar and Planetary Research;' the views of 
a number of scientists who spent the better part of the summer 
of 1962 at the University of Iowa discussing this subject are 
given. 

I wish you every success in your project, and hope that you can 
suggest how scientific observations can be most effectively made 
during the early part of the Apollo program. 

Sincerely yours, 

~'W~ 
W. W. Kellogg ~ 

WWK : cs 
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TELEPHONE: ARDwlCK 3333 

ZK/DA. 

Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik, and Dr. Richard A. Geyer, 
Technical Directors , 
Apollo Study, 
Texas Instruments Incorporated, 
Science Services Division, 
100 Exchange Park North, 
DALLAS, Texas. 

Gentlemen; 

DEPART M ENT OF ASTRONOMY, 

THE UNIVERSITY, 

MANCHESTER, 13. 

5th November, 1963. 

Your letter of October 25th was very welcome. I appreciate 
the importance of the task which you have been assigned in the frame-work 
of the lunar Apollo project, and should be glad indeed to assist you in your 
plans, to the best of my ability . 

It would help me in this connection if you could indicate to me 
the specific questions which are of interest to you. I do not quite know what 
your principal problems are; but if you would inform me of them in more 
specific terms , I should be glad to answer your questions to the best of my 
ability , or give reference to pertinent literature. 
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Sincerely yours, 

'... ~ \. \ .... ' 1 

! 
! I 

Zdenek Kopal. 

I 
I 
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ADDRESS: 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
DIVISION OF THE GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

SEISMOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
PASADENA 

SEISMOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
220 NORTH SAN RAFAEL AVE . 
PASADENA. CALIFORNIA November 15, 1963 

Mr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Technical Director, Apollo Study 
Texas Instruments Incorporated 
100 Exchange Park North 
llillas, Texas 

Dear Jack: 

Frank Press has asked me to reply to your request for 
important types of data to be obtained by a lunar astronaut. 

Two types of seismic missions are thought to be of basic 
importance for the solution of lunar problems. The first is to 
conduct an active seismic refraction experiment to explore the 
near surface layers of the Moon. With our proposed technique 
this would take 1-2 minutes execution time. The estimated 
weight of this scientific package would be of the order of 30 lbs. 
The second basic experiment is to emplace a 3 -component long
period seismograph (estimated weight of our instrument - 10 lbs. } 
on the lunar surface for long-term operation after the astronaut 
departs. This instrument would take 1-2 minutes to empla ce and 
would probably be emplaced just before departure. 

I hope that our opinions will be of some use to you. 

JRLK/rw 

cc Frank Press 

Sincerely yours, 

{JWt.~~, 
Robert L. Kovach 
Research Fellow 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

29 October 1963 

Messrs. Jack Van Lopik and Richard Geyer 
Technical Directors 
Apollo Study 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Gentlemen: 

Many thanks for your letter of October 25. Our scientific 
results are published in the Communications of t he Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory, which we have the pleasure of sending 
you under separate cover. 

We shall always be pleased to receive members of your 
group for consultation on work and progress. 

GPK:ie 

Sincerely ,lours, . 

(~ 'L/\ ~ 1\\~-'--lJ,-';' 
Gerard P. Kuiper 
Director 

RecFived u~~(r separate cover: 

JC1cchia, t ui2JJ ., 1"(,), :'If'' tl''crs , -\c tE~rites , and C~mrnets: Interre18t:'ons: 
~~2iJri!1tr::d fro:n "I~ddlchurst ar:d KuipEr: The Yloon, :'k tcorites, and 
i~o",ets, The Uriversity o£' C:-:i.c~ ::;0 l'ress • 

.I-.rt:--.ur , D.-~.C.., ii Lnier8Y, Alice f., ~:crvnth, Ruth P .• , :;.r :)od, CJ., and 
~:~2rY::8r.., C.R., 1963, The s.) 'Stt.:: i0. 0: l:.mar craters, ~uadr2nt I: 
CO;i,":mnications 0:" the Lunar and Planetory Laboratory, Volu.'Tle 2, 
r o. 30. 
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HEADQUARTERS 

AERONAUTICAL CHART AND INFORMATION CENTER 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

. SECOND APlY> ARSENAL 
ST. LOUISII" . MISSOURI 63118 

Science Services Division 
Texas Instruments Corporation 
Attn: Messrs. Van Lopik & Geyer 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dalla s t Texa s 

Gentlemen 

14: NOV 1963 

Reference is made to your letter of 25 October addressed to 
Mr. Robert Carder requesting our views on the cartographic 
requirements as sociated with Proj ect Apollo. 

Your interest in contacting ACIC is appreciated 1 but due to 
heavy demands made upon our limited lunar capability we 
are not in a position manpower-wise to assist in your study 
at this time. 

Sincerely 

-( 1---/ / 
';:rJl;;;N-ii~ ;:;:~, ~c __ ~/ 
Acting Technical Director I i' 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 

AIR MAn.. 
tILL t ,C · 

DEC 3 19S3 
Dr . J ack R. Van Lopik 
Science Services Division 
Texas Instruments, Inc . 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Dr. Van Lopik: 

I am very interested to hear of your study contract for the Apollo 
mission, and would be glad to make a few suggestions. I would like to 
stress that the following comments are personal opinions, and do not 
represent official NASA or GSFC policy, nor should you take them as any 
sort of directive. 

I should like to comment, in order, on what I conceive to be the 
main ob jective of the Apollo landings, on criteria for proposed experi ments, 
and finally on some possible scientific operations. 

First, it seems to me that the prime scientific objective of the early 
Apollo landings should be to learn more about the moon itselfj i.e., 
investigations should be focussed on the moon, rather than using i t as a 
base. This would tend to rule out astronomical observations as such 
during the early landings, although presumably they will be an i mpor tant 
part of the later lunar program. 

To insure the maximum information retrieval, the following principles 
might be stressed: 
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1 . Scientific operations should be scheduled so that if, after 
l anding, it becomes neces sary to abort the mission and return before 
the expected time, the mission will be at least partly successful . 
One example of how this principle might be applied would be the 
continual transmi ss ion, in real time, to earth of observations made 
during the surface operations. 

2. The widest possib1e variety of terrain and rock types should 
be examined. This would, in principle, entail emphasis of extensive 
though simple observations rather than intensive observations of a 
small area. 

3. Over-complicated and time-consuming activities shoul d be 
eliminated from consideration if they will seriously compromise 
a ccomplishment of the basic activities. Past experience shows 
that the most successful operat i ons in strange environments are the 
8implest. 
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Lowman 
to 
Van Lopik - 2 -

I suggest that any observation or experiment considered for inclusion 
on the Apollo missions be judged according to the following check list, 
which is designed to serve as a sieve. The value of proposed activities 
could be judged according to the degree to which these questions can be 
answered "yes." 

1. Is it of basic and perIT~nent scientific value? 

2. 

3· 

Note - "BasicH means related to the solution of problems such 
as the oriRin of the solar system or the evolution of the earth; 
"permanent means not likely' to be made obsolete or unneces sary 
by other experiments to be made in the foreseeable future. 

Can it be done only on the moon, or done best on the moon? 

Note - This is designed to eliminate activities which can be 
done by any device merely placed in the vicinity of the moon, 
such as a lunar satellite, or by any spaceborne device, such 
as those carried by a MOL, OAO, or other earth satellite. The 
experiment must fit logically into the mission framework. 

Can it be done only by a man or done significantly b etter by a 
man? 

Note - This is intended to exclude measurements or observations 
which could be made by soft-l anding unmanned probes such as 
Surveyor or its successors. 

4. Is it valuable for future scientific lunar activities or for 
future operational purposes? 

Note - Many valuable activities are inherently closed-end~ i. e. , 
'they are intended to answer a yes-or-no question. However~ when 
all other factors are about equal, priority should be given to 
activities which are important to future planning and operations. 

Based on the foregoing, I suggest that the most important s cientific 
activities which the crew can perform would be: 

1. Sampling the lunar surface. 

2. Close observation of surface features. 

3. Emplacement of instruments which cannot practically be landed 
by unmanned probes. 
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In detail, these activities might be carried out by surface 
traverses planned in advance to cover the greatest possible variety 
of terrain. The astronaut should begin sampling and reporting observations 
of surface conditions immediately on leaving the LEM, and continue these 
operations throughout the traverse. Photographs should be taken at 
frequent intervals along the traverse; real-time TV for relay to the CM 
or to earth might be worthwhile. 

At a suitable time, an instrument package would be emplaced on the 
surface and/or in a shallow drill hole. Instruments should be of the 
passive type and require little astronaut manipulation; possibilities 
include seismograph-gravimeter, Bullard-type thermal probe combined with 
conductivity measurement, magnetometer, and radiation detector. They 
should be designed to transmit data for an extended period after the LEM 
leaves. If possible, the instrument package might be built so that it 
could be simply dumped on the surface and turned on, if this were made 
necessary by some emergency requiring a quick return. 

I hope these comments will be of some use in your work. Let me stress 
again that they represent personal opinion and, of course, do not restrict 
you in any way. 

Sincerely yours, 

~A2d~ . .,(~~~ 
Paul D. Lowman, Jr. 
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2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE 

WASHINGTON 2!5 , O . C . 

CABLE ADDIIU.: NARECO 
WASHINGTON. D . C . 

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

SPACE SCIENCE BOARD 

November 5, 1963 

Mr. Ri chard A. Geyer 
(1r. Jack ~. Van Lopik 
Science Services Division 
Texas Instruments Inc. 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Sirs: 

I am writing in response to your letter of 25 
O, tober concerning the scientifi c investigations which 
might be made on the lunar surface during t he Apollo program . 
The Space Science Board's present views on this subje c t are 

.~ ontained in "A 3.ev iew of Spsr: e Research" (NAS Public.ation 
1079), par t i eu 1 arTY"'App'en'd ix -r~ :tq:3~J1apJ'~:r~,IT;'~an(r have not 

- 0e~n·-expan de·~rsiti.c'e·- 'pul)'li c ati'on of that report: -' The more ' .. 
genera l aspe c t s of lunar research di scussed in Chapter 4 
are 8lso rel evant. 

I hope that you p ill find this reference useful • 
. / 

Sincer~~ yourSJ~"-~'" 
/

/ / ••• . J 

/ / -

/ / //,- "'~ ,/ ~'---~---
/.I·:z~·/ it c6',~ , C a ....... ~ 

/ }(ugh/Cdishaw 
Exetutive Director 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

GREENBELT. MARYLAND 20771 

Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Dr. Richard A. Geyer 
Technical Directors 
Apollo Study 
Texas Instruments Inc . 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Messrs. Van Lopik and Geyer: 

The publications which give thp. best a ccount of our views in this 
office are the following: 

(a) J. A. O'Keefe and W. S. Cameron, Evidence from the Moon's 
Surface Features for the Production of Lunar Granites, Icarus 1, 
271-285· 

(b) P. D. Lowman, Jr., The Relation of Tektites to Lunar Igneous 
Activity, Icarus ~, No.1, 35, 1963 . 

(c) The book, Tektites 

(d) W. S. Cameron, An Interpretation of Schr~ter' s Valley and 
Other Lunar Sinuous Rilles, J.G.R. (in press), Sky and Teles cope XXVI, 
No.1, 21, 1963 July (short version). 

It is my opinion that measurements made on the surface of the moon 
shoul d take into account the fact that lunar surface materials are also 
present at the surface of the earth. Hence the problem is rather one of 
identification,thanthe .. <;!peWical analysis of o totally unknown material. 
Any l ong range p"f'ogram for the study of the moon's surface should take 
into account the new point of view which will r esult when lunar surface 
material is successfully identified. This means that r elatively un
sophisticated experiments designed, ~t.o measure the amount of silicon or 
oxygen would stand a very good chanc~~-;r"b-e'c'o{i;i';;:g" ob~'~l~te before they 

-are tried. I f eel that the return of a lunar sample is the singl e most 
important experiment that c~d-b;;---carriecr ' out on an early lunar ' 
mission. I would be glad to send some more details i f you could r educe 
the scope of the question a little bit. Have you seen the r esults of 
the studies of the NASA subcommittees on these problems? 
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Sincerely yours, 

1uL A l)1~ 
John A. O'Keefe 
Assistant Chief 
Theoretical Divis ion 
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
60 GARDEN STREET 
CAMBRIDGE 38. MASSACHUSETTS 

Mr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Geosciences Department 
Science Services Division 
Texas Instruments, Inc. 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Mr. Van Lopik: 

14 November 1963 

v-r:'1.ile I do not perform free consultation services, I 
a m pleased to send repr i nts. Enclosed are three reprints 
of pos sible relevance to Apollo lunar geology. 

CS / reg 
Enclosures (3) 

Sincerely, 

Sagan, Carl, 1963, Prospects for lunar'or~anic matter: Bulletin of 
VirGinia Polyt. Ins. Vol LVI, No.7, Hay, 1963 

Sa[an, Carl, 1960, Biological C on t~~ination of the moon: Nat. Acad.·of 
Science, 101.46, No.4, April 

SaCan, Carl, 1960, IndiGenous organic matter of the moon: Nat. Acad. of 
Science, Vol. 46, No.4, April 
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYS ICS AND ASTRONOMY 

COLLEGE PARK. MARYLAND 

CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC 
AND SPACE PHYSICS 

October 31, 1963 

Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Texas Instruments Incorporated 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Dr. Van Lopik; 

The enclosed reprints will give you a general idea of my 

thinking on the subject of the lunar surface. 

SFS :jw 

encl . 
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Sincerely yours, 

,: r---< . , ' f.:----
S. F. Singe r . 
Professor of Physics and Director, 
Center for Atmospheric and Space Physics 

Opik, E.J., 1960, The lunrtr surface as an impClct counter: Royal Astronom
ical Society, Vol. 120, No.5, rp. 404-1.0.1. 

Opik, E.J, and Singer, S.F., 1960, Escap~ of GClses from the moon: Journal 
of Geophysical Research, Vol. 65, No. 10, October 

Opik, B.J., 19()1, Kot~:s on the theory of i :]:pact craters: Substance of 
t::ese notes givpn at CraterinG S~posium, Geophysical LaborCltory, 
;J!8rch 28-29, 1961. 

SinGer, S .F., and Walker, E.~., 1962, Photoelectric screeninc of 
bCldies in interplanetary space: Icarus, Vol. 1 No. 1, ~':iay 

Sin~er, S.~., and Yalker, E.H., 1962, Electrostatic dust transport 
on the lUDClr surface: Icarus, Vol. 1, }~o. 2, September 

Opik, E.J., 1962, Surfa ce properties of the moon: Chapt. V., ProGress 
in tbe As tronautiCCll Sciences, Vol. 1, edited b~ S.l. Si r ger, 
r orth-Holland Publishing Company , Amsterdam. 

Opik, E.J., 1962, The lunar atmosphere: Flanet. Space Sci., Vol. 9, 
pp. 2l1-244. 
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4800 Oaft Groll' Drill', PaJ~"tna, CaJi!or"ill 

November 6, 1963 

Drs . J. R. Van Lopik and R. A. Geyer 
Texas Instruments Inc. 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas , Texas 

Gentlemen: 

As you know, \'re have been working for several years 
in delineation of lunar and planetary problems and the values 
and priorities of various planetological experiments including 
geological duties of the first lunar astronaut. IVhen this 
information is published in final form, I shall forward you 
the material. 

RCS:raf 

Telephone 354-4321 

Yours truly, 

;Y}1Ji . /J 
I>/( UlfrdLc~ 

R. C' /~eed 

Twx 213-449-2451 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO 

BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA' SANTA CRUZ 

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING P. O. BOX 109 
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Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik 
Dr. Richard A. Geyer 
Geosciences Department 
Texas Instruments, Inc . 
100 Exchange Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Drs. Van Lopik and Geyer: 

LA JOLLA, CALlFORNIA 92038 

November I, 1963 

Under separate cover I am sending you a group of 
my reprints. It is my plan in the near future to write 
up my ideas about the origin and the structure of the 
moon, etc., summarizing some of the things that I have 
said before. 

With best regards, 

Encl osure: 

Very sincerely, 

i~(£1~ 
Harold C. Urey ( 

tL\- d~~ /k~,,~~#(.Al f 
~~ 

~~ 
Ur eay, H. C. , 1963, He prints of ~ome pa:JE'r s b., .'L'::;. 0I'C'j' ~n 

tile oricin of thE solar systE'n anj on tilE or ~Lin, 
histor./, onri :::trL:.ctllre ,f t :f' lTl.oon : Gniversit:/ ;:.,f '::alif., 
oJ:':Jn 'J .i.f LO, La Jolla ,~alifornia. 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 35812 

IN REPLY REFER TO : 

DIR 

Messrs. Jack R. Van Lopik 
and Richard A. Geye r 

Technical Direc tors 
Texas Instruments Inc. 
Science Services Divis ion 
100 E x change Park North 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Sirs: 

~ , . \ \ / -::.'. n '963 1 •.. _ J I.. -.J J 

I regret that my answer to your letter of October 25 has been 
so long delayed. I have had an extremely heavy travel schedule and, 
as a result, my correspondence has suffered badly. 

If, as you say in your letter, you are familiar with our pre
vious publications in the field and the testimonies that have been pre
sented on the Hill and other documents, there is probably ve ry little I 
can add to what you already have accumulated. I suggest that you us e 
the r eports which have been written about the scientific programs of 
the Ranger and the Surveyor projects as one basis for your studies . 
Those reports cont ain the fallout of accumulated thinking on scientific 
missions of the pas t few years. You may emphasize in your study the 
requi rement that your scientific program should be done in immediate 
connection with the astronauts, and only during the short period while 
the astronauts are on the moon. 

As a further source of information, I am enclosing a copy of 
a report by A. H. Weber and G. C. Bucher of this Center. This report 
deals with scientific instrumentation in connection with an Apollo launch 
suppo r t vehicle. 
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Messrs . J . R. Van Lopik and R . A . Geyer 

I anticipate that your study for the Manned Spacecraft Center 
will be of great value not only for the early lunar landings , but for 
some time to come . 

Enclosure 
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- 2-

Wernher von Braun 
Director 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

Dr . J ack R. Van Lopik 
Texas Instruments I n c . 
100 Exchange Par k Nor th 
Dallas J Texas 

Dear Jack : 

GREENBELT , MARYLAND 20771 

~. ~ \ ' , 

I am taking it upon myself to answer y our l etter to J ohn O'Keefe J 
a copy of which was kindly sent to me . Your effor ts in obtaining 
opinions on the optimum measurements to b e made on Apoll o a r e gr eatly 
appreciated and J hopefullYJ some unanimity i n the scientific community 
will make your job eas ier . 

I am sure that many people will be willing to give advice on the 
observations to be made and therefor e will limi t mine to one facet --
that of the collection of sampl es . Firs tJ t he impor tance of sampl e 
collection cannot be underestimated J espe cially when geophysical meas
u r ements may seem mor e sophi sticated and. geological str atigr aphy mor e 
gl amor ous . These t wo investigat ions J t h ough qui t e i mpor tant J will be 
meaningl ess with ou t good petrol ogic cont r ol whichJ unde r t h e restr ic t ing 
conditions of luiia:r' -exis'ien'ce~- ·wn l be imposs ible in situ . Mor e 
importantJ however J is the fact that the petr ol ogy will be most 
informative about the history of t he interi or of t he moon and the 
processes which have taken place ther e . Sample colle ct i on will be the 
first step in the study of the isotopic age determinat ions J differentiation 
trends and thermal history of the moon . 

I n view of the impor tance of sampl e collect i onJ thenJ may I suggest 
you conside r the following: 

1 . Sampling of meteoritic materia l deposited on the surface 
and interpreting it as l unar rock must de f initely be avoided . 

2 . The sampl es must b e as f r esh as possibl e . They shoul d not 
be from the vicini ty of large cr aters a nd should be unaff e ct ed by solar 
r adiation . Minor chemi ca l and miner alogical pe culiari t i es of t he l unar 
rocks will be quite significant in t he det e r mination of the petrol ogic 
history and it would be impossible i f the high pressure phases or the 
gl ass in the sampl es had been for med by impact or the bulk compositi on 
altered by fractional vol atilization . 

3. If there are l ayers on t he moon--as Lowman suggest --which 
a r e due to emplacement of magma in l opol iths --then the most signi ficant 
suitc: of samplcs -- from the standpoint of petr ol ogic histor YJ ,mul d b e 

--taken from different pl aces in a ver tical section . 
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4. Putting all these factors together, the obvious solution 
is to drill for the samples. Obviously the political and technological 
considerations of such a program are imposing, but it will insure the 
significance of the samples returned. The alternative is to gamble on 
surficial sample s being lunar material which has retained its 
mineralogical, isotopic and chemical composition and this, to me, seems 
a very poor bet. 

I hope that you and the others will agree to this point of view. 
Best of luck in this very important work. 

cc: 0' Keefe 
Lowman 

Very truly yours, 
/ ' 

v " Louis S. Walter 
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APPENDIX B 

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS 

This appendix defines and discusses the five problem areas 
of lunar investigation which have been set up fer the purposes of this report. 
These areas are Hazards, Trafficability, Lunar Basing, Lunar Surface, and 
Earth-Moon System. Each problem area defined is presented in table form, 
columned by fundamental classes and their importance indicated in the 
descending scale of ten to one. The problems themselves are a compilation 
of entries submitted by the study groups, and the scaling represents a con
sensus of the same groups. (This scale is different from that used in plan
ning the missions.) The purpose of the material in this appendix is to pro
vide a reference and cros s - check for estimation of the importance of specific 
problems. 
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~ DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS 

Problem Area: Hazards 

Fundamental Problems: 

1. The astronaut can sink into or fall thr ough something. 

II. The astronaut can lose his balance and simply trip or fall . 

III. Moving objects can hit. fall on or penetrate the astronaut's body. 

IV. Some materials. by merit of their chemical or biological nature, can 
be deleterious to the astronaut. 

V . The thermal environment can he hostile to the astronaut . 

VI. The radiologic environment can be hostile to the astronaut. 

VII. The astronaut can lose effective communication with the LEM. 

HAZARDS 

I II ill IV V VI vn 
RANK SINKING OR COLLAPSE FALLING PROJECTILE CHEMICAL AND THERMAL RADIOLOGICAL (IN- COMMUNICATION 

BIOLOGICAL CLUDING UV AND AND MOVEMENT 
VISIBLE) 

Impairment of visual 

10 
acuity and retinal 
burns (accidental 
direct viewing of sun) 

Sharp rock edges Adhesion of elec-

9 
lrically charged 
dust to astr onaut 
and equipment 

Falling into fissures Abrasive surfaces Flying debris from: Impairment of radio 

8 
covered by dust or (extreme irregular Hammer blows communications 

otherwise concealed micrornic rote rra in) Active seismic equipment due to 

Lunar lighting var - experiments electrically 

iations (shadows) charged surfaces 

Collapse over near- Unstabl e rubble Pyrophoric dusts Harmful heat radia- Ph ys ical land 

surface voids as or dust-covered reactive in pres- hon through obstacle!! to: 

la va tubes and la va slopes ence of oxygen and spacesuit visor Line - of - site 

7 caves water on return trip communication 

Corrosion by reactive with LEM 
dusts or rock sur- Foot traverse 
faces 

Handling and storage 
of explosives for 
active seismic work 

Skin burns on the face 
Radiation induced 

nausea, vomiting. 

6 leucopenia, hem-
morrhage, infection, 
diarrhea, convul-
sions, and lethargy 

-- - -
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RANK 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

I 
SINKING OR COLLAPSE 

Collapse of bonded 
or cold-welded dust 
structures 

Engulfment in thick 
dust deposits 

Sinking in 
"quick ll deposits 

r- \ 

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

HAZARDS (CONT'D) 

II III IV V VI vn 
FA LUNG PROJECTILE CHEMICAL AND THERMAL RADIOLOGICAL (IN - COMMUNICATION 

BIOLOGICAL CLUDING UV AND AND MOVEMENT 
VISIBLE) 

Steep slopes Flying debris from Cold welding or brittle Sputtering damage to 

lunar e jecta on fracture of boota or boota and spacesuit 

meteoroid impact spacesuit with explo-

Mechanical punc- aive decornprea sian 

ture by micro- Thermal degradation 

meteroids of hoote , spacesuit 
or LEM by pyro-
phoric or reactive 
dusts or rock 
surfaces 

Mass movements Dormant but pot en- Heat conduction or Wate r contamination 
(slumping. flow. tially dangerous life 1088 at bootaole by radioactive 
etc. ). natural or forms, particularly Thermal ahock in tritium 
induced if released in earth going from irradi-

Cold welding or enviromnent ated to shadowed 
brittle fracture of zonea 
spacesuit Metal fatigue induced 

by flexing ae 
enhanced by the 
thermal environment 

Mass movements Corrosive gases 
(avalanche, "land - from volcanic vents 
slider" etc . ). and fissures 
natural or induced i 

Active volcanic Thermal degradation 
I 

ejecta of boots. spaceBuit 
or LEM by hot 
gases from volcanic 
vents and Beeps 

Heat conduction or 
10 .. at LEM sup-
port leg 

Seismic ground 
motion 

- -- -- --- -- - -- - - - --- - - --- -- ---- ---- - -- --- - - -
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

Pr ob lem Area: Trafficahility 

Fundamental Pr oblems: 

1. A pedestrian o r ve hicle can sink into o r fall through 

the surface. 

II. Vertical and sideward motion can impede forward progress. 

Ill. Foreign objects. by collision or penetration, can impede 

progress 

IV. The chemical environment can impede progress. 

V. The thennal environment can impede progress. 

VI. The radiologic envi ronment can impede progress. 

VII . The mechanical environment can impede progress. 

TRAFFICABILITY 

I II III IV V VI VII 

VERTICAL AND 
Environment 

RANK SINKING OR FALLING SIDEWARD MOTION FOREIGN OBJECTS CHEMICAL THERMAL RADIOLOGICAL MECHANICAL 

\0 Impairment of visual 
acuity and retinal 
burns 

q P rotube ranc e 8 and 
depressions in path 
o f vehicle (surfac e 
roughness) 

H Cold we ld i ng 0< Radiation effects o n Sharp rock edges 
brittle fra.::ture of electrica l ci rcuitry Excessive wear at 
moving parts contacts of vehicle 

with surface 

7 Falling into fissures Loss of traction 
covered by dust o r 
o th e rwis e concealed 

6 Mi re or bog down in Steel slopes and physi- Corrosion by pyro - Sputte ring damage Vibration effects on 
ttquick tt deposits cal land obstacles phoTic or r eac tiv e t o exposed parts. vehicle parts 

Collapse o f a thin dusts o r r ock sur - especially thos e 
c rust ove r near - faces in contact wi th the 
surface voids surface 

5 Collapse of bonded Thermal degradation 
dust structures of vehicle by pyro -

phoric or reactive 
dusts or rock sur-
faces 

Thermal degradation 
of vehicle by the 
ambient temperature 

Effect on chemica l 
stabilizing agents 

~--
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SINKING OR FALLING 

Sinking in thick dust 
deposita 

,,-" "' 
DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

TRAFFICABIllTY (CONT'D) 

II ill IV V VI VII 

VERTICAL AND Environment 

SIDEW ARD MOTION "FOREIGN OBJECTS CHEMICAL THERMAL RADIOLOGICAL MECHANICAL 

Ma •• movement. Mechanical puncture by 
I (dumping. flow. micrometeroidl 

etc .. ). natural or Lunar ejecta on 
induced meteroid impact 

Ma •• movements Heat conduction or Metal fatigue induced 
(avalanche; I'land 10 •• at contact. of by flexing (expecal- I 
elide, II etc.). vehicle with surface ly ao enhanced by 
natural or induced the thermal environ-

ment) 

Active volcanic Corrosive gasea Thermal degradation 
ejecta from volcanic vent. by hot gaoe 0 from 

and seep. volcanic vent. and 
Beep. 

Volume changee or 
Boil c racking due 
to frost heavinll 

Sei ernie ground 
motion 
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Problem Area: Lunar Basing 

Fundamental Problems: 

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

I. What natural shelters are available for lunar bases? 

il. Are potential sites suitable: 

ill. Are lunar resources available for base support? 

A. In view of the geological environment? 
B. In view of the geophysical environment? 
C. In view of engineering problems and requirements? 
D.. In view of radiological environment? 

LUNAR BASING 

I il 
NATURAL SHELTER SIDTABILITY OF POTENTIAL SITES 

AVAILABILIT Y 

A B C 
RANK GEOLOGICAL GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING 

ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT PROBLEMS 
ANDREQIDRE _ 

MENTS 

10 Lava caves Thermostating and Foundation stability 
design requirements 

9 Surface geometry 

8 Pressure ridge Nature and location 
fractures of bedrock 

7 Small volcanic Unstable slopes Unequal settlement 
craters (possibility of Energy requirements 

Lava tubes slumps, slides, for excavation 
and rock falls 
especially due to 
excavation} 

C omposition of 
ground materials 

Bonding and cemen-
tation 

Horizontal distri-
bution and contin-
ui ty of ground 
materials --

III 
LUNAR RESOURCES 

0 
RADIOLOGICAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

Shielding materials 

Heat sources (fUItlarolea p 8 ofoteraa • 
salsea) 

Construction material. 
Lunar water resources: volcanic vent." 

seeps, and magmatic water 

Lunar water resource8: permafrost 

-- --

I 

I 

I 
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5 

4 

3 

2 
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I 
NATURAL SHELTER 

A V AlLABILITY 

Caldera or crater 
terraces 

Rilles 

Caldera lip fractures 

Spatter cones 

Small meteor craters 
Undercut cliffs 

Large ejecta frag-
mente 

\ 

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

LUNAR BASING (CONT'D) 

n III 
SUITABILITY OF POTENTIAL SITES LUNAR RESOURCES 

A B C D 
GEOLOGICAL GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING RADIOLOGICAL 
ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT PROBLEMS ENVIRONMENT 

AND REQUIRE-
MENTS 

Vertical distribution Diurnal temperature Optimize shielding Radiation shielding Lunar water resources: permeable 
and continuity of wave properties of cover requi rernents tuff reservoir and near-surface ice 
subsurface material deposits 

materials Load-settlement 
Presence of faults relationships 

and fissures 

Recent volcanism Heat balance at lunar Pre •• ure distribution Lunar water resources: deposits of 
surface on underground obsidian, pitchstone. serpentine bodies, 

structurea and zone.s of hydrated mineral 
Ground stabilization 

requi rements (in 
situ and fill materials) 

Grading and fill 
requirement8 

Recent faulting Thermal effect of 
Presence of near- rock blasting on 

surface ice de- gr ound materials 
posits 

Foundation pressures Densification require- Lunar water resources: hydrothermally 
due to frost heaving menta altered granodiorite (water-containing 

clay) 
Useful chemicals (volcanic sublimates) 

Degree of weather- Thermal effect on Limiting unsupported 

ing chemical stabiliz- slopes 
ing agents 

Seismic ground Evidence of mineralization (intruaione. 
motion gossan, etc.) 
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

Problpm Ar.> • ., Origin. HlStory. Ase of Earth-Moon System 
II. What is the geophysics of the lunar interior? 

Funda.tnt'nt.l1 Pn)hll'm~: 
III. What arp th e radiologic characteristics of the 

1. What is th t' geology of th t.~ lunar intE>rior? lunar interior? 

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE OF EARTH-MOON SYSTEM 

I II III 

RANK GEOLOGY GEOPHYSICS RADIOLOGICAL 

10 What is the age o f the moon? 

9 What is the nature of differentiation with- Does the moon have a core and a mantle? 

in the moon? 

8 What is the nature of the major fractur e What is the thermal history of the moon? 

patte rns? 
Was thE'" moon forrnpd by cooling (lnd solidi-
fication of a proto-c'il.rth? 

Was th f' moon forrnf'd b y cold accretion, 
with ur without later radi() aC livf' hloal ing? 

7 What is thf" variation of <ic'nsity with c1f'pth? What is the internal composition of the What is the density and distribution of 

m oo n? radioact ive heat sources within the moon? 

What are the geometric and gravimE'tric 
figure s of the moon? 

What is the variation of density with 
depth? 

6 What is the thermal-mf'chanical - seisrnic 
e nergy budge t of the moon? 

What is thl" f'xtent of :"l lunar rnagnf"tic 
fi e ld? 

5 Why is there an apparent abs e nce of trans -
verse faulting? 

What is the nature of phase transforma-
tion within the moon? 

4 Was the moon formed by tidal rupture Is the lunar magnetic field a dipole field, 
from the mantl e of the earth? and where are its poles? 

What is the nature of the earthward bulge? 
What are the mechanisms that generate 
moon quakes? 

What is the tidal dissipation in and elasti-
city of the moon? 

3 Wh at is the role of o r bital capture in the What is the depth of focus, magnitude and 
a rigi n of the moon? frequency of moon quakes? 

2 How much of the magnetic field is induced 
and how much is the result of rctnnant 
magnet i sm? 

I What is thE' extent of magnetically trapped 
charged pa rticles (radiation belts)? 

What is the nature of convective transfer 
within the moon ? 
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

Problem Area: Origin, History, Age of Lunar Surface 

Fundamental Problems: III. What is the geophysics of the lunar surface? 

I. What is the geology of the lunar surface? IV. What are the radiologic characte~iatic8 of the lunar surface? 

II. What is the soil mechanics of the lunar surface? V. What is the nature of the lunar atmosphere? 

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE OF LUNAR SURFACE 

I II III IV V 
[RANK GEOLOGY SOIL MECHANICS GEOPHYSICS RADIOLOGICAL ATMOSPHERIC 

I What is the petrographical composition of 
10 the bedrock and lor basement? 

What is the origin of surface features? 

What is the composition of surficial (rock) 

9 materials? 
Which craters are the result of meteor im-
pact or collapsed calderas or domes? 

What is the mineralogical composition of the What processes and Is the lunar crust in isostatic equilibrium (do 
bedrock and/or basement? agents are active in mountains have roots)? 

8 What tectonic processes and agents act on soil formation? What is the subsurface structure of surface 
the lunar surface? features (craters, rilles, terrae, maria, 

Wh",t is the absolute age of the lunar surface? walled plains, etc.)? 
What are the structural differences between 
terrae and maria? 

What is the chemical composition of the bed- What is the mineral- What are the physical properties of the bed- Does residual radio- Is "degas sing" an 
rock and lor basement? ogical composition rock and lor basement? activity at the sur- active process on the 

7 What is the distribution of surface features? of lunar soils? face indicate a moon moon or has it been? 
What is the relative age (stratigraphic, in- molten at any time? 
trusive and -paleontologic) of: structures? 
surface features? 

What is the shape of surface features? What are the physical properties of subcrustal What is the composi-
What transportation and deposition processes laye rs? tion of the lunar at-
and agents act on the lunar surface? mosphere and/or 

What are the formations of surface features? ionosphere? 

6 What i. the vertical and lateral continuity 
of the bedrock and / or basement? 

What is the vertical and lateral continuity of 
surficial materials? 

Where are zones of recent or incipient 
volcanism? 

What is the relative age (stratigraphic, in-
trusive and paleontol ogic) of formations? 

What is the soil What is the nature of the lunar diurnal tem- Where are areas of 
stratigraphy on the perature wave? 

abnormal radioacti- , 

5 lunar surface? What are the thermal equilibrium conditions vity? 
at the surface? 

Where are the subsurface structures without 
surface expressions (intrusions, faults, 
domes, b ubbles, etc.)? 
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM AREAS (CONTD) 

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE OF LUNAR SURFACE (CONT'D) 

I II III 

GEOLOGY SOIL MECHANICS GEOPHYSTCS 

What weathering and erosion processes and What is the chemical What are the geothermal difference. between 
agents act on the lunar surface? composition of lunar terrea and maria? 

soils? How does geothermal evidence confirm or 
modify other data related to the lunar 
surface? 

How can meteroids be distinguished from What is the rate of 
debris of lunar origin? soil development? 

What is the origin of tektites? What is the compo- What is the distribution of the moon's seis-
sition of lunar soil micity? 
gases? What is the balance of particulate matter 

incident on the lunar surface and ejected 
from it? 

What life forms have existed and been pre-
served in rocks? 

IV V 
RADIOLOGICAL ATMOSPHERIC 

How does particulate What i. the extent of 
(protons, electrons, a lunar atmosphere? 
etc.) radiation act 
as a surface molding 
agent? 

To what extent are 
darkened area. of 
the lunar surface 
the result of radiolo-
gic bombardment? 

What is the contribu-
tion of radiation to 
lunar albedo? 

What is the nature of 
fluorescence of the 
lunar surface? 

How much does radia-
tion contribute to the 
chemical reactivity 
of the lunar surface? 

What i. the extent of 
a lunar ionosphere? 
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APPENDIX C 

PRELIWNAR Y MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS 

This appendix is a tabulation of measurements and experiments 
that might possibly be made on the moon or on samples, photographs or 
technical data acquired during initial lunar explorations. Each discipline
based study group prepared a tabulation of this type at the beginning of the 
study to provide a starting point for determining instrument requirements. 

Measurements and experiments were sUbjectively rated 
(10 - -most useful; 1- -least useful) on the basis of their probable us efulnes s in 
five problem areas, i. e., hazard to the astronaut; trafficability; lunar basing; 
origin, history and age of lunar surface features; and origin, history and age 
of the earth-moon system. Notations were made concerning whether the 
measurement or experiment best could be made (a) on the moon with inplace 
material, (b) on the moon with samples, photographs or other technical data 
and (c) on samples, photographs or data returned to earth. Comments were 
made regarding such factors as need for a drill hole, possibility of significant 
areal - or time-dependent variations in the measurement, special energy 
sources required, need for incorporation in a Scientific Instrumentation Package 
(SIP) to permit data transmission to earth after astronaut departure, and the 
destructive or nondestructive nature of the test. 

C-l 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

.:tLUgy ...... ~uu • It::,LU VCV.lqgy 

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

MEASUREMENTS AND IS PERFORMED 

EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, COMMENTS 
ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH- IN PLACE TECH. DATA SURFACE MOON SYST. 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

RO CK PROPER TIES D = Destructive sample tests 
C LASSIFICA TION 

Radioactivity 6 2 8 10 10 x x Areal variations 
Mineral identification 2 7 9 10 10 x x x 
Ro ck composition 2 8 9 10 10 x x x Areal variations 
Apparent specific gravity 6 10 9 9 9 x D 
Pe r cent porosity 6 10 9 9 9 x x 
Scle ro8cope hardness 2 7 7 4 4 x D 
Abrasive hardness 2 4 8 4 4 x D 
Specific damping capacity 2 2 5 I 1 X 
Modulus of rigidity 2 5 5 9 9 X 
Modulus of rupture 2 5 9 9 9 x 
~.fodulus of elasticity 2 5 5 8 8 x 
Compressive strength 10 10 10 8 8 x D 
Impact toughness 10 10 10 7 8 x D 
Longitudinal ve locity 2 5 7 9 9 x 
Tensile strength 5 7 7 9 9 x D 
Poisson's ratio 2 5 7 9 9 x 
Pe r meability 2 2 4 5 5 x 

Grain size 6 6 6 8 8 x x x Rough determinations on moon 
Grain shape 6 6 6 8 8 x x x Rough determinations on moon Texture 
Proportion of 
Gla •• to XL 4 4 4 8 7 x x x Rough determinations on moon 

{ Grain arrang . 6 6 6 8 7 x x x Rough determination! on moon Fabric 
Grain dht. 6 6 7 8 8 x x x Rough determinations on moon 

Rock color 4 4 4 2 2 x x x Areal variations; precise 
determination on earth 

Spe cial features {Phase trans· 
formation 2 2 9 10 9 x x D Most probably done on earth; 

small crystals 
Reflectivity 5 5 7 2 2 x x x 
Emis sivity 7 2 7 2 2 x x x 

DUST PARAMETERS 

Cla •• iIication and distribution 6 6 6 7 7 x x x Photographic study on earth 
Source 2 6 6 9 9 x x x 
Physiography o f deposita 10 10 10 7 6 x x Photographic atudy on earth 
Reli ef 10 10 10 4 4 x x x Photographic study on earth 
Slope 10 10 10 2 2 x x Photographic study on earth 
Moisture 2 6 9 4 4 x D Areal variationa 
Grain size 4 9 2 8 7 x x x 
'Neathe ring 5 2 2 8 7 x x x Area l and time variation 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

Study Gr oup: Fie ld Geo logy (Con t'd) 

MEASUREMENTS AND 
EXPERIMENTS 

Penetrability 

Chemical constituents 
Thi ckness 

Boundaries (lower horizon) 
Color 

T extur e (size) 
St r ucture 
Cons istency 
Reaction 
Special features 

Sdenomorpholo gy, tectonlCS, 
attitudes &. trends 

Geologic age & stratigraphic 
posi tion 

Stratigraphic (long itudinal X 
sections) 

Structures, kind. attitude 

Formational a nd intrusive 
contacts 

Bedrock s tructures, layering, 
jointing 

Reiractive index of near lIurface 
gas 

MINERAU ZATION 

Attitude &. extent of min. deposits 

Kind &. amount of ore minerals 

Localiz.ation of o re &. its genesis 

C lass ifica ti o n 
Effect of thermal cycling 
Radiation damage 
Dust transport 
Mi crom eteorite accretion 

Si nte ring 

Vacuum ou tgassi ng 

HAZARDS ,TRAFFIC
ABIUTY 

10 
4 

10 
9 
2 

10 
9 
9 

o 

4 

4 

4 

7 

4 
6 

10 
7 

10 
10 
2 

10 
9 

10 

8 

o 
7 

2 

8 
4 

LUNAR 
BASING 

10 
9 

10 
10 

2 

10 
10 
9 

9 

8 

10 

10 

9 

o 
9 
9 
9 
9 

8 

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 
IS PERFORMED 

WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, LUNAR 
SURFACE 

EARTH-
MOON SYSTI IN PLACE I TECH. DATA 

. ON MOON ON EARTH 

10 
8 
8 
2 

4 
4 
9 

10 

10 

10 

10 

9 

9 

9 

o 
6 

9 

8 
10 

7 

7 

2 
6 
6 
4 
4 
9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

8 

10 

9 

9 

9 

o 
6 
(, 

(, 

10 

8 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

D 

COMMENTS 

Areal variation 
Areal variation 
Areal variation 
Areal variation 
Areal variation 
Areal variation 
Areal variation 

Mic rorneteoroid fragments. shatte r 
~one8. impactit~. 

" Mapping on moon; photointerpreta
tion on earth; areal variation 

A real variation; mapping on moon; 
photointerpretation on earth 

Mapping on moon; photointerpretation 
on earth 

Areal variation; mapping on moon; 
photointerpretation on earth 

Areal variation; mapping o n mOOn; 
photointerpretation on earth 

Areal variation; mapping on mOOn; 
photointerpretation on earth 

Areal variation 

Lunar mapping . terre.trial 
photointerpretation 

Lunar mapping, terrestrial 
photointerpretation 

Lunar mapping, terre.trial 
photointerpret&ti on 

Areal"" time variation 
A real & time variation 
Areal,... time variation 
Areal,... time variation 
Field observation a.nd de.cent 

photointerpret&ti on 

Areal variations, time dependency 

Active outga.sing or evidence 
of pa.t o utga •• ing 
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*'" PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

._- ..... ·~~r· .. -- .. - Ce g, , 

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE 
MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

MEASUREMENTS AND IS PERFORMED 

EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS , COMMENTS 
ABIUTY BASING LUNAR EARTH-

IN PLACE TECH. DATA 
SURFACE MOON SYST, 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

SAMPUNG 

Surface 4 10 10 10 10 x x 
Subsurface 4 10 10 10 10 x x 
Orientation of samples 0 9 7 9 9 x x 
Diamond 2 7 7 7 5 D 
Soil testing 2 7 7 7 7 
Power auger churn 2 7 7 2 2 
Percussion 2 7 7 2 2 D 

LOCATION 

Selenographic latitude &: 
longitude 9 9 10 10 9 x x 

Magnetic declination 2 5 5 9 10 x x 
Na.tural landmarks 9 9 9 9 9 x x 
Distances to sampling points 9 9 10 10 10 x x 
Azimuths to sampling points 9 9 10 10 10 x x 
Di s tances to contacts 2 7 9 9 9 x x 
Azimuths to contacts 2 7 9 9 9 x x 

RETURNED SAMPLES 

Petrographi c microscope 0 7 8 10 10 x 
Mineral separation 0 4 8 7 7 x 
Wet &: dry testa 0 6 8 9 9 x 
Spectrographic tests 0 6 9 9 10 x D 
X- ray examination 0 6 8 9 9 x D 
Quantitative analysis 0 4 9 9 9 x D 
Microchemical tests 0 4 7 7 7 x D 
Staining techniques 0 4 6 7 6 x D 
Electron microscope 0 4 8 8 9 x 
Differential thermal analysis 0 7 8 8 7 x D 

~-
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

Study Cro up: Geomorphol ogy 
~, 

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE MEAS UREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 
MEASUREMENTS AND IS PERFORMED 
EXPERlMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR 

WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, COMMENTS 
ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH-

IN PLACE TECH, DATA SURFACE MOON SYST, 
ON MOON ON EARTH 

PR O PERTIES 
~ll ND ex c ept ND = No ndestru c t iv e sample t e st6 

whe re noted P e- t r o logy 2 4 10 10 10 x x x Ro ugh d t: t e rm i natl o ns in pla ce -
ar e al variat ions Shape and mass 2 2 5 5 10 x x Primarily analy sis o f orbital and 
des c ent pho tos Ve rti c al &: stereo photography 10 10 10 10 10 x x Primarily analy sis o f o rbital and 
des ce nt photos O bllque &,; ground photography 10 10 10 10 5 x 

Topographi c (geologic) 
mapping 10 10 10 10 5 x x Fi e ld o b se rvati o n and orbital and 

des ce nt pho to anal ysis, ar eal 
variatl on S lo pe 9 10 10 7 5 x 

Occ urrence o f steep s Lopes 9 10 8 5 5 x x Field ob s e r va t io n a nd orb i t a l and 
des ce nt pho t o a nal ysis. areal 
vari a ti o n :{c l l e f 8 10 8 8 5 x x Fi e ld o bs e rvati o n a nd orbit a l and 

des ce nt p ho t o a nal y sis . ar e al 
variati o n Orientati o n of topographi c 4 9 6 9 5 x x Field o b se r vat IO n and o rbit a l and hi gh and l o ws 
des c ent pho t o a nal y sis. ar e al , 
variat ion r\ r e al oLc upanc y of t opographl c 4 5 0 7 4 x x Fie l d o bservati o n and o rbital and hi gh and lows 
des c ent pho t o ana l ysis. areal 
variation Pl anar shape of topog r aph ic 2 'i '; I, 4 x x F i e l d obs e rvation and orbi tal and high and low8 
des cent photo analysis. areal 
varia tI on X · s e c tional shape of topo- 5 'i 6 6 4 x x Fiel d observatio n and orbitAl and g r a phi c high a nd lows 
descent photo anal y sis. areal 
variati o n G ram size and shape 5 0 5 9 '; x x x ~ampLe examinati o n. areal 
va r iat ions T ex t u re and mtneralogi c 5 <; 9 9 10 x x x 0 ~ample exa m lnatlllO. areal Lom p081l10n 
variati o ns Ang le o f repo se 7 8 8 8 4 x x Areal variati o n Wi th particle si ze Oe gr t:e o f c ementatlon 7 9 9 9 4 x x x tudy o f sa m pl es '"')n earth Deg r t::e o f c ohesion 10 10 9 9 S x x x tud y a r e al .... a r lat lo n s o n e a rth Porosi ty and permeability 2 2 8 7 7 x x x tudy o f sampl e s o n earth, ar e al 
variati o ns 5 t r e ng th 9 10 10 2 l x x x ' t udy of a r eal variations, s ampl e s tud y 5 0 rtlOg or grading l 7 7 7 L x x x tudy o f sampl es and p ho t ography Lithol o gy and stratlgrdphy n 'i 7 7 , x x tudy o f ar eal vartat l' )ns De nsit y ; " H 2 c x x Il P rimaril y s t u d y o f sa m ples o n e art h 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

Study Gruup' GelH110 rphol')gy (\,.' ont inued) 

ORIGIN. HISTORY. AGE 
MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

MEASUREMEN TS AND IS PERFORMED 

I';XPER IM ENTS HAZARDS TRAFFlC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES , PHOTOGRAPHS, COMMENTS 
A BIUTY BAS IN G LUNAR EARTH-

SURFACE M OON SYST. 
IN PLACE TECH. DATA 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

PRO Pl-: R TIES (~'lmtln tl ed) 

.-\~. 0 0 0 10 <) x Age dt:t~rmJn atl ons o n e arth; art-al 
va r lations 

!i. t' (l edl ': l t \' <; <; 7 l 2 x x x A r eal varIat i o ns 

F:1ll1 s ~I \'l t \ ' , l n 2 2 x x 

PHENO~IEr-;A 

All NJ) 
Ero s) 0 n 7 0 'j 10 <; x 
Transportation <; <; 7 10 <; x x MaInly l)n Ilwnn, but lhet ' ked un 

phot()s 
Ot-positwn 7 7 <; 10 <; x x Mainly no ml){)n , but I ht.'ckt'd o n 

ph()tos 

T ern pe ratu re 10 2 <) 0 0 x Re q u lT t;:s SIP 
Heat flow <; 0 'I ~ 10 x Heq u lres SIP .J.Tf"al Varlatillns 

R.a dioactivity 7 0 'J 7 10 x x A Teal va na tl n ns 
Seismicity S 2 S <) 10 x Rt'qu ir t's SIP . tlnH: and a r t·al 

va r tat Ions 

Electrosta t ic fo rces 9 <) 9 9 S x 

Mlc rometeoroid flux 9 0 9 9 S x Rf: qulres S IP . nhst.-rvatILln. Iln l t" 

va riat ion s 

Meteoroid flux 9 0 9 10 S x 

Solar radiation 9 0 9 9 <; x ReqUires SIP, t ime and art.:al 
va r iat ions 

Particle flux 8 0 9 9 <; x R e qu ires SIP, tlme and art~al 
var iations 

Earth tides 2 0 2 7 <) x Requires SIP. areal v art atl Ins 

Areal gradation s 7 <) 10 9 5 x x St udy of o rbital and descent phutos 

MICROMETEOROID ENV IRON 
MENT AND LUNAR EJECTA 
(ARTHUR D. LITTLE, IN C. ) 

M ic rometeoroid flux 9 0 9 9 6 x R e quires deve lo p me nt of Ins t rument 

Lunar ejecta flux 5 0 6 7 5 x R e q ui r es develo p me nt of i nstr ument 

Luna r ejec ta mome nt um 5 0 S 3 I x R e quires development of instrument 

Lunar ejec t a trajectory I 0 3 2 I x R e qu i re s d e velo pment of i nst rum en t 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

o,J~ UU ....... 'Vu ...... VIOOU5111onal LJetermlnation 

ORIGIN, HISTORY , AGE MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 
IS PERFORMED MEASUREMENTS AND 

HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR 
WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS , COMMENTS 

EXPERlMENTS 
ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH-

IN PLACE TECH, DATA SURFACE MOON SYST. 
ON MOON ON EARTH 

0:-; SEPARATE M INERA L S 

Magnetic mineral separation. } 
Specific g ravity mineral 

separation· 0 0 8 10 10 x D Tak es complex machinery Elec tr ostatic mineral separatj.onll 
Differential the rmal analysis 0 0 10 6 3 x D Gas chroma tog ra phy 0 0 10 8 7 x D Ga mma ray backsca tte r 0 2 1 0 0 x ND Other d e ns ity method s would be 

us ed o n ea rth Ne utr on backscatter 0 1 2 0 0 x ND Other water d ete rminati on 

methods would be used o n earth X- ray fluorescence spe c trometry 0 0 8 8 9 x ND Infrared transmis sion spectro-
metry 0 0 8 7 6 

{ N D -gas 
x D-s olid x - ray diffraction 0 7 9 10 10 x ND Mass spec tr o m e try 0 0 9 9 10 x D UV -visi ble emissio n spec tro-

m e tr y 0 0 8 7 8 x D Gamma ray spectrometry 7 2 9 9 10 x ND A lpha ray spectrometry 3 0 3 8 9 x ND Alpha s ca tt ering spectrometry 0 0 1 1 1 x ND Other methods are much better 
o n ea rth-- re turned sampl es Neutron activa tion analyais 0 0 8 9 10 

x ND 
ON BULK SAMPL ES 

Mineral compositi on (solid) 

All earth studi e s to b e made on 
samples - "DtI = destructive test; 
"ND" = nondestructive test. la) X - ray diffraction 0 7 9 10 10 x " x ND More d etai led s tudy o n earth Ib) lnfrarea spectrometry 0 0 8 7 6 x x ND More detailed study o n earth I c ) DIffe rentia l th e rmal 

a nalYSi s 0 0 10 6 3 x x D Mor e detailed s tudy on earth Chemlcal cOInpollition (solid) 
X -ray s pec trometry 0 0 8 8 9 x x x ND Mor e d e tailed study on earth UV -visible spectrometry 0 0 8 7 8 x x D More detailed study on ea rth Neutron act. analysis 0 0 8 9 10 x x x ND More detailed study on ear th A lpha scattering spectro-

metry 0 0 7 6 6 x x N e utro n l oggi ng 0 6 8 3 3 x 
N ee d s drill h o l e Chemi ca l composi ti o n (ga s) 

Gas c hromatog raphy 5 2 10 8 7 x x x D May r e qui re sample hole Radi oi sotope com pos ition 

Age de te rmination impo rtant Gamma ray spectrometry 8 2 9 9 10 x x ND ~~re de lai led s tudy o n ea rth *T 0 be d one o n e a rth 
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00 PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

Study G C sitional Det ation (Cont'd) 

ORIGIN. HISTORY. AGE 
M EASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

IS PERFORMED 
MEASUREMENTS AND 
EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, C;OMMENTS 

ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH- IN PLACE TECH. DATA 
SURFACE MOON SYST. 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

Alpha ray spectrometry 3 0 3 8 9 x x NO More detailed study u n earth 
Stable isotope composition Age determination impo rtant 

Mass spectrometry 4 2 9 9 10 x x D Samples on moo n 
Dens{ty measurement (solids) 

Gamma ray backscattering 0 8 7 3 3 x 
Lunar atlnospheric pressure 

measur e m ent 
Ionization gauge 6 2 8 5 0 x 

Detection of life forms 
Sample culture wi th pH 

readout 10 0 0 7 0 x x D More detailed study o n ea rth 
Sample c ulture with radi o -

isotope readout 8 8 0 6 0 x x 0 More detailed study on earth 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

RadlOl 
~- - o- - 1 E t. (A rthur D. Li ttl -- - . --- " / 

ORIGIN . HISTORY . AGE MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 
IS PERFORMED MEASUREMENTS AND 

TRA F FIC-
CO MMENTS 

EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS LUNAR 
WITH SAMPLES. PHOTOGRAPHS. ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH-

IN PLACE TECH. DATA SURFACE MOON SYST. 
ON MOON ON EARTH 

Ultraviolet light 7 2 0 7 0 x Solar X-rays 7 2 2 7 0 x Solar wind 9 2 5 8 7 x Solar flares 10 2 10 6 6 x Magnetically trapped radiahon 9 0 3 6 6 
Measured bef o re landIng Primary heavy cosmic rays 10 2 5 6 6 x Lunar radioactivity 7 2 7 6 6 x x ND Secondary radiation 3 2 5 3 0 x Nighttime radiation 0 0 0 0 0 x Sputtered surfaces 3 7 6 6 6 x x ND Chemical reactivity 8 8 7 6 6 x x Cumulative radiative dose 9 3 8 6 6 
Carried by astronaut Total ionizing dose rate 9 3 8 6 6 
Measured befor e l eav lng L E M Particulate radiation flux 8 6 9 9 6 Cosmic rays without magnetomete 5 2 5 6 6 x Cosmic rays with magnetometer 7 2 7 7 8 x 
Requires SIP Electron density 7 3 6 3 3 x 
Instrument must be developed 
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o 

Group Study; l'hl'rm,tl (Arthur D. LLttle. Inc.) 

ORIGIN. HISTORY. AGE 
MEAS UREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

MEASUREMENTS AND 
IS PERFORMED 

EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, COMM ENTS 
ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH-

IN PLACE 
SURFACE MOON SYST. 

TECH. DATA 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

TEMPERATURES 

Landing gea r 9 2 4 8 2 x 

Boot 8 2 4 4 2 x 

Surfac e 5 6 9 8 3 x Requires SIP 

Subsurface 2 1 9 9 3 x Requires SIP 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

Landing gear 2 7 8 7 3 x 

Subsurface 2 6 8 7 3 x Requi re 8 51 P 

THERMAL DlFFUSIVITY 

Surface 0 6 8 7 3 x 
S ubsurface 0 6 8 7 3 x 

HEAT FLOW 

Surface 4 0 7 9 7 x Requi res SIP 

Subsurface 0 0 6 10 8 x Requi rea hole. SIP 

Emitta nce 2 0 6 9 3 x 

INTERSTITIAL GAS PRESSURE 

Surface 4 0 7 8 6 x Requi res SIP 

Subsurface 4 3 8 8 7 x Requires hole, SIP 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

- -. ----

ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

MEASUREMENTS AND IS PERFORMED 

EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, COMMENTS 
ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH-

IN PLACE TECH. DATA SURFACE MOON SYST, 
ON MOON ON EARTH 

GRAVITY 
ttTDI1 = Technical data 

Tidal 0 0 0 8 10 x Requi r e s SIP 
Se lenologic 4 4 6 9 9 x Seve ral points Selenodetic 0 0 0 7 9 x Requires transportation over 

large area Deflection of vertical 0 0 0 9 9 x Requires transportation over 
large area 

SEISMIC - P ASSIVE 

Noise 
Short-period 6 4 4 6 0 x Requires SIP 
Long-period 6 4 4 9 6 x Requir es SIP 

Seismicity 
General 7 4 4 8 8 x Require. SIP 
Volcanic 6 6 8 9 9 x Requires SIP 
Tides 2 2 7 9 10 x Requires SIP 
Bombardments 7 2 6 9 9 x Requires SIP 
Acoustic impedance 2 2 6 9 9 x Requires SIP 

SEISMIC -ACTIVE 
(ene rgy provided) 

Mechanical 2 4 4 6 4 x x TD Major interpretation of data on earth Compressed gas 0 0 2 8 6 x x TD Major interpretation of data on earth Chemical 0 0 0 9 9 x x TD Major interpretation of data on earth 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

-;( '"dv Gr,'up: ('n.'dph\, ~ l\': ~ 

~IEASC RE ~I ENTS AND 
EX PERI)':ENTS 

~IAC;:-':l: TI(>i 

P:' \, lPt.! rt l t' =, " 

:-;c:" \, 'p t lblL l \ ": in ::>1 1 1.1 

, )1 :--Ill· ... · llllt'n 

~ t • .' rnlt~'a bd lty : m Sl t ~l 

uf SPt.',"IIlH'n 

P ermanent magnetism 
Indul..'l'd m agne-tls m 
T\1tal ma~netll' ii e ld 

a t a plurality of pOints 

\' t' rtll:::al ,.:ompu n ent 
at a p l u ral i t y o f pO int s 

HOrlzonal ,,:omponent 

at a plUTnlity of pOin ts 
Ve cto r sun) 6. dlre c tl o n 

a l a pl ur ality of pO lOts 

r ota I magnetlL" field gradient 
at a plurali t y (ll pO in ts 

\'( · rtlcal cnmpon en t gr a dIent 

at a plur a li t y of pOints 

HOrizontal com ponent gradient 

at a p~ ur al i t y 01 poi nt s 

Ph enomena: 

P al eomagnet ism 
Anisotropy 

Dwrna l variatIOns 
(total tleld I poi n t) 
a t 2 o r mo r e points 

simult a ne ou sl y 

Vertical t.: om pon e nt 
at 1 poin t 

at 2 or mort' points 
Horizontal c o mpo nent 

at I pOint 
at 2 or mo r e pOin t s 

St'{"uldr varlatiun::. 

(total field - 1 pom t ) 

at plurali t y of pO int s 

for horl;l. and/(Jr vt'rl. 

c ompon ents 

HAZARDS I T RAFFIC - I LUNAR 
ABILITY BASING 

0 

0 0 S 

0 0 0 
0 0 
0 () 

0 0 

0 0 
0 

0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 

() 

0 0 0 

0 

() 

ORIGIN . HISTORY. AGE 
MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

IS PERFORMED 

EARTH-
WITH SAMPLES. PHOTOGRAPHS, COMMENTS 

MOON SYST. 
IN PLACE TECH. DATA 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

" D" = O~s tru l tivt> sa m ple t e sting 
" NO" Non des truc t ive sample t ~st 

H ND 

H NO 
10 10 NO O n samples 
M 6 
l 

NO On samples 

8 

8 

l x 
8 

x 

l x 
8 8 

l 
8 8 

8 10 
8 10 

NO On sampl~s 
NO On sample s 

R.eq ui res SIP 

6 6 R equi r ~s S IP 

l Req uires SIP 
6 x Requires SIP 

Requires SIP 

I Rcqu Hes S I P 

Hequlrl.:s SI P 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

Study Gr oup: Geophysics (continued) 

ORIGIN. HISTORY. AGE 
MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

MEASUREMENTS AND IS PERFORMED 

EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES. PHOTOGRAPHS. COMMENTS 
ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH- IN PLACE TECH. DATA 

SURFACE MOON SYST. 
ON MOON ON EARTH 

ELECTRICAL 

D = Destructive; "NO" = Non-
Propertles (passi\'e ) : 

destructive 
R~Sls tlv ity: In Sttu 0 8 4 8 6 x 

of specimen 0 4 2 4 3 x NO 
ConductIvity: in situ 0 8 4 8 6 x 

of specimen 0 4 2 4 3 x NO 
Del ec tric: in si tu 

of specimen 8 8 8 4 2 x x ND 

PropertIes (a c tlVe): 
R es istivity: in situ 0 8 4 8 3 x Requi re 8 elect rieal cur rent 

o f specimen 0 4 2 4 2 x NO 
Conductivity: in situ 0 8 4 8 3 x Requires electrical current 

of s pecimen 0 4 2 4 2 x ND 
Elec tri ca l transients: in s itu 0 8 4 8 3 x Requ i re. SIP 

o f specimen 0 4 2 4 2 x ND 

Phenomena: 
Anisotr o py 0 I I 8 10 x ND 
Magnetot e llur ic s 0 4 4 8 8 x 
Se ism ic - e le c t ri c 5 0 4 2 6 6 x 
MagnetohydTodynamic B 10 0 10 0 0 x 
Co rrelation of E a nd H 0 I 6 5 5 x 

c urrents (short term 

one locat ion) 

at a plurality of points 0 I 6 8 8 x 
Correlation of E & H currents 

(long term. one location) 0 I 6 5 5 x R equ i re 8 . SIP 
at a plurality 
of points 0 I 6 8 8 x Requires SIP 

Elec trostatics 8 8 8 4 2 x 

Thermal: 
Surface temperature 5 3 7 7 I x SIP metlaurernent 
Subsurface temperature 0 I 6 7 8 x Require s hole 
Vertlcal temperature gradient I I 6 7 8 x SIP 
Ho rizontal temperature grad. 3 I I 0 0 x 
Heat fl o w I 2 4 9 9 x Requires hole. SIP 
Specific heat (Cv) 0 I l 5 3 x ND 
Speci fi c heat (Cp) 0 I 2 5 3 x NO 
Thermal conductivity I 2 4 7 7 x NO 
Therma l diffusivity 0 6 8 7 3 x NO 
Therma l inertia 0 I 4 6 5 x NO 
CaeL of linear thermo expan. 0 2 I 5 8 x NO 
Vo l. cae f. of the rm. ex pan. 0 2 I 5 8 x ND 
Cod . o f isoth e rmal camp!" . 0 0 I 5 8 x ND 
Th e rmal shock resistanc e I 3 4 9 4 x x ? ? 

() 

..... 
UV 
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ORIGIN, HISTORY, AGE 
MEASUR EMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

MEASUREMENTS AND IS PERFORMED 

EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, COMMENTS 
ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH - IN PLACE TECH . DATA 

SURFACE MOON SYST. 
ON MOON ON EARTH 

T hermal: ( continued) 

Thermal radiatlon ( IR) 
lnt e ns l t y 1 3 I 5 3 x 
P ower d e nsity 0 0 0 5 3 x 
Wavelength 0 0 0 5 3 x 

Thermal well logging 
Temperature 0 0 3 4 4 x Requires hole. SIP 
Thermal conductivity 0 0 2 3 3 x Requires hole. SIP 

Geothermal survey I 2 4 9 9 x 

---
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

Stud\" Cir\)up: Soil M ec ham cs --

ORIGIN. HISTORY. AGE 
MEASUREMENT OR EXPERIMENT 

IS PE RFORMED MEASUREMENTS AND 
EX PERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFlC- LUNAR WITH SAMPLES. PHOTOGRAPHS. CO MMENTS 

ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH- IN PLACE TECH . DATA 
SURFACE MOON SYST. 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

Rulk density 8 7 8 5 2 x x Values m easured on m oon Min e ral o r parti c le density 3 3 5 3 7 x 
P o r os ity o r void ratio 6 5 6 6 3 x x Com puted f rom above Col o r 5 6 5 6 3 x x 
S o i I depth 9 9 10 9 2 x 
Pene trati o n resistanc e 10 8 6 4 2 x 
Shea r strength 7 8 9 3 1 x x x In place. undisturbed &r: remolded 

measurements are all significant. C ornpres sibi lity 4 5 8 2 1 x x Undiaturbed sa.mple most useful 
Bea ring strength 7 10 10 2 1 x 
Structure (microstruc tur e s of 

soil) 3 3 7 10 3 x x 
Stratigraphic e lements 4 4 5 8 6 x 
Compactio n 0 0 8 0 0 x x 
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PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENT EVALUATIONS (CONTD) 

Srud,' (j S hot h - . . - . -
ORIGIN. HISTORY, AGE 

MEASU RE MENT OR EXPERIMENT 
IS PERFORMED 

MEASUREMENTS AN D 
COMMEN TS EXPERIMENTS HAZARDS TRAFFIC - L UNAR WITH SAMPLES, PHOTOGRAPHS, 

ABILITY BASING LUNAR EARTH - IN PLACE TECH. DATA 
SURFACE MOON SYST. 

ON MOON ON EARTH 

POSITION OF LEM 

Pi lo ta ge + D. R . 2 7 7 7 7 x 
R e secti on 3 3 3 3 3 x 
Nested photo graphy during 

LEM de sc e nt 10 10 10 10 10 x x Verified by earth computati on s 

POSITION 8. ELEVATION 
RELATIVE TO LEM OF: 

Geo logic sample sites 1 6 9 9 9 x x x Verified by earth computatio n s 
S oil mechanics sample sites 3 9 5 1 1 x x x Verified by earth computations 
Geophysical obs e rvation sites 0 5 6 7 7 x .x x Verified by earth computations 
Geo physical observatory 5 0 0 0 0 x x x V e rified by earth computations 

ORIENTATION OF: 

Radio a ntennae 3 0 3 2 1 x x 
R ock sample s 3 3 3 8 8 x x x Verified by ea r th computations 
Descent photographs 10 10 10 10 10 x x x Verified by earth computations 

DETERMINATION OF: 

Micror elief 2 9 3 3 3 x x x Earth analyaia of hand camera photos 
Macror elief 8 8 8 8 7 x x Earth analysis of de scent camera 

photos 
Surface particle size 2 8 8 3 3 x x Earth analysis of hand camera photol!l 
Geologic attitudes 2 1 8 9 9 x x x In plac e meal!lurementl!l + photo 

x studies 
Shape of m oon 2 2 10 8 8 x Not enough time. weight or volume 

avai !able for in plac e dete rminatiol1!l 
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APPENDIX D 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEETS 

Contained in this appendix are instrument evaluation sheets 
assembled by study groups. These comprise a comprehensive listing of 
instruments and equipment capable of making selected measurements - -yield
ing data of scientific and technologic significance to identified fundamental lunar 
problem areas. The instruments and equipment listed herein include both state
of -the -art and those under development. 

This compilation was not intended as a detailed specification 
of instrument or equipment performance and operating characteristics. 
Listed instruments or equipment were rated on a 1 to 5 scale under most 
column headings in the evaluation sheets. Table D-l defines the rating 
scale for each column heading for which such a scale was used. 

A few brief definitions follow which may facilitate inter
pretation of the information in the evaluation sheets: 

• Instrument and Data Source - the name of the instrument 
or equipment and the information source from which data 
concerning same was taken. Refe rences, given by first 
author and year, can be found in full in a bibliography at 
the end of the appendix. 

• Measurand - the physical property, quantity or condition 
being measured. In some cases, equipment use is listed. 

• Operating Characteristics and Dynamic Range - performance 
specifications, such as accuracy, resolution, type of output 
signal, and the range of the measurand for which the instru
ment is useful. 

• Reliability Rating - reliability rating, on a subjective basis, 
of the instrument's ability to perform its function under 
intended operating conditions. Not a measure of reliability 
for the APOLLO mission. 

• Operating Time - operating time required to pe rform a 
measurement after setup - not necessarily the same as 
the time an operator's attention is required. 

• Setup Time - time required to activate, calibrate and 
stabilize the instrument, and otherwise ready it to make a 
measurement. Where applicable, this includes sample 
preparation and insertion. 

D-l 



• Hazard Rating - where different, hazard to the astronaut 
is rated for both passive and active modes according to 
the scale in Table D-l (e. g., 1- 2). 

• Number of people - required number of persons to perform 
a measurement with the instrument. 

• Type Sample - NR: non - representative, R: representative, 
and U: undisturbed. Definitions for these three terms are 
given in Part II, Chapter IV. 

A letter code, used to modify the ratings in order to further 
establish their accuracy, is also given in Table D - l. A listing of the 
extreme values reported for the lunar environment, given in Table D-2, 
will assist in evaluating an instrutnent ' s applicability for lunar use. These 
values were extracted from the final report on Radar Analysis of the Moon, 
Phase I, prepared by Texas Instruments Incorporated for Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratory, Cambridge, Mass. , under Contract 
No. AF 19(628)--480. 

D-2 
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TABLE D-l 

RATING SYSTEM FOR INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEETS 

SETUP, OPERATING TIME 

o - 5 Minutes 

5 - 15 Minutes 

15 - 30 Minutes 

30 - 60 Minutes 

Ove r One Hour 

HAZARDS-PASSIVE MODE 
First Rating 

No known element of danger 

Some element of danger pos sible 

A definite element of danger exists 

Dangerous 

Extremely dangerous 

STATE OF DEVELOPMENT 

Lunar or space model 

Commercial available 

Prototype model 

Model in development ("breadboard") stage 

Undeveloped idea or concept 

RATING 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

RE LIABILI T Y 

Very Reliable 

Reliable 

Fairly Reliable 

Poor 

Unreliable 

HAZARDS-ACTIVE MODE 
Second Rating 

No known element of danger 

Some element of danger possible . 

Definite element of danger with-
out shielding 

Definite element of danger with 
shielding 

Extremely dangerous 

LETTER CODE 

E = Estimated 

P = Postulated 

U = Unknown 

NA = Not Applicable 



TABLE D - 2 

REPORTED EXTREMES OF SELECTED LUNAR 
ENVIRONMENTAL, SURFACE AND SHALLOW- SUBSURFACE FACTORS 

Particle Bombar dment 

Atmospheric Density 

Atmospheric Pressure 

Micrometeorite Flux Density 

Magnetic Field 

Gravity 

Temperature 
Surface 
Near Surface 

Dust Thickness 

Dielectric Constant 

Thermal Conductivity 

Electrical Conductivity 

Electrical Permeability 

Elect ron Density at Surface 

Surface Elements 

Glaciers 

Surface Charge 

Topographic Relief 
Small Scale 
Large Scale 

Slopes 

D - 4 

MOON 

10 12 to 108 protons/cm2 -sec 

< 1010 molecules/cm3 

0. 076 to 10 - 16 mm Hg 

10 - 9 particles/ cm2 -sec (> a few microns) 

3000 to 2. 5 gamma 

155 cm/ sec2 

134
0 

to - 183
0 

C 
_23 0 C 

o to an average of 1 km 

2 . 7 to 1. 1 EO 

< 10- 4 to 5 x 10 - 6 calories/sec - cm-deg 

4 . 8 x 10-4 to 3. 4 x 10 - 4 mhos/m 

1.4to,...-I . 0 

103 / m 3 to 107 /cm 3 

Iron 
Silicon 
Magnesium 
Aluminum 

Oxygen 
Potassium 
Calcium 

300 to 0 feet thick 

40 to 0 volts positive 

1. 0 m to O. 1 mm 
Up to 19 , 550 feet 

46 plus to 0 degrees 

Neon 
Nickel 
Titanium 
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SHEET _1_ OF 3 

If\STRt:~If:); r 

.'ND 
:-"1f:.\S-

DA L' SOt: I\C E 
L' IL.\,. ND 

WJl Hand Lens 
INa.rds Nat . S c i. Optical 
Estab. Geology proper-
Catalog ties 

~_ 5and-
Measuring Co.par - Grain 

"'tor size 
Wards Geology 
Cata l og 

~c Cooke-
cArthur Petro- Optical 

gr aphic Microscope proper-
Rank Organization ties 
England 

~_ Microscope 
Talyden Corp . 

" 

~( . Hardness 
01.nt$ Rock 

Wards Geol09Y hardness 
Catalog 

~ Streak Plate 
Wards CAolOOY Mineral 
Catalog identity 

~ Gonio_ter Crystal 
Ward s Cleo logy inter-
Catalog facial 

angles 

~ Penc i 1 Magne t 
Wards Geology Magnetic 
Catalo9 proper-

ties 

~ Charts , Color, 
Co_parison Grain 

size, Per 
cent age 
est i ... te 

!QJ_ Radar Atmo.phe-
Refra.c tomet e r r ic 

de nsity 

~. Maps & 
S tereo or 
Monoc ular Photos Loc ation 

~ Map or 
Stereo Holder 
Bookline, Inc. NA 

l)1'l:lLH1N(; 
WEIG H T 

l:! {A R ,\ CT ER ISTICS 
Lll 

&. DYNA MIC IL\Nl;r: 

lOX 0 . 6 E 

lOX 0.25 E 

lOX to l00X 2 E 

25X to l00X 0 . 6 E 

Range : 5,6,6.5, 
7 , 7.5 , 8,9,10 0.3 E 

NA 0 . 13 E 

Mechanical scale 
readout , 1 0 
accuracy 0 . 13 E 

NA 0.6 E 

NA 0.6 E 

Cavity resonant 
freq. , 1 kac p l U 

1: 35,000 scale 
Resolution: 85 ft. 
hor i zontal, 15 it . 0 . 06/ 
vertical •• p E 

Magnifying .in91e 
Prism stereoscope 

2 E 

\ 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP Yield GeOID.." 

VOLU Mf: OPERATE: SETUP NUM fl ER REMARKS 
RE L lA B . 

TiM E 
H AZARD O F STATEO F 

AND PQwE:R IN . \ TI ME 
RA TIN G 

RAT I N G 
RAT I NG PEOPLE DEVE L OP . 

A DDITIO NAL ENGINEERING DATA R ATING 

May n •• d to be i_printed on •• tronaut' 
visor which ia 3" tro. eye. 

0 1 IE IE IE 1 1 2 

0 " U IE IE 1 1 2 

2 - 1 . 5 For petrography . N •• d to develop a 
volts cuttino. c;arindino tool to .ake thin 

i batteries 22.5 U 2 IE IE 1 3 sect ion • . 
for 
l .... p I 

U 
! ( ... y 

require 20 U 1 1 IE 1 2 
light 
s01:!:Ice) 

NA 5 IE 1 1 1 1 2 

NA 0 . 25 1 1 1 1 1 2 

!IA 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 

!IA 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

GSA Color chart 
AGI Data Sheet. 1-13 , 15 , 16 and othe r . 

NA 4 NA 1 1 1 1 1 (P.rc.ntage •• ti.at., Grain .iz., .tc. 

Ref: Air ~orc. ea.br i dQe R •••• rch 
Lab •• 

U 9 U IE IE 2 1 1 AF R ••• • rch R.view 20 May 1963 

For landing ait •• r.a . 

NA 5/ .ap E U U 1 NA 1 u 

NA 150 1 3 1 1 1 2 

------_. 
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INSTRUMENT 
AND 

DATA SOURCE 

W Plotting 
Instru.enta 
Keu:t:tel & Es •• r · 
Ca t alog 

~ Alida"" 
euf.!el & Esser 

Catalog No. 10 

}j", P1 .... Table 
u:ffel & E ••• r 

Catalog No. 10 

~ Sun eoapass 

~_ Gyro c:o-p ... 
Astra-Space 
Laboratori •• 

f.;'1 Peep- Sight 
lid.de 

Keu.t:fel & E ... r 
Catalog No. 10 

lZJ Brunton 
Coapa •• 
Willi ... Ainsworth 
& Sons, Inc. 

~ Hinged 
Cli~t.r 

Keut'tel & Es.er 
Catalog No. 10 

f!J. Abney Level 
euLt'el & Esser 

Catalog No _ 10 

fl9J. Hand Level 
elescopic 

Keutt'e1 & Esser 
Catalog No . 10 

m Tele.cope 
Field Model 
Oue.tar 

~ Jacob~ St~~-
Stadi a Rod or 
Ranging Pole 

---

3 

OPERATING MEAS - WEIGHT 
CHARACTERlSTICS URAND LB 
& DYNAMIC RANGE 

Scaled 
distaace NA 1 

S ighted 
reterence NA 5-7 

line 

NA NA l:I:1 

Az i ... tb 
relative 
to s un Accura cy:20 It 3 It 
liD. 

Aziauth 
relative 
to base Accura cy: 1° 3 
line 

Aziauth Accuracy : 2° 3 It 

Aziauth, 
0 

Dip Accuracy: 2 0.6 
aDoles 

Dip 
Angle. Accuracy: 20 E 0.6 

Slope , Bubble type; 
Dip Accurac y : ~ 0.6 
Ang l e 

Slope, 
Dip Bubble type 1 
An", l e 

NA 6X t o lOX needed 3 It 

Depth, 
Penet r a - Scale or aarki ng. 
tion to 0.1 it 2 It 
res i s -
t ane. 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP Fie ld Geo10QY 

VOLUME OPERATE SETUP NUMBER 
STATE OF 

REMARKS 
RELlAB. HAZARD OF AND ·POWER IN.

3 TIME TIME 
RATlNG 

RAlING 
RATING PEOPLE 

DEVELOP. 
ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA RATING 

Dividers, s c al •• , n •• dl ••• 

NA 6 1 NA 1 1 1 2 

NA "",180 1 2 2 It 1 1 2 

NA 113 1 NA 1 1 1 2 

Require •• uD1ight. _i~icatiOD 

would aIle. u ... a aUD or earth 
NA 6 U 1 1 1 1 3 co.pa.aa . -

P rototype developed by A.tro-Space 
Batteri •• Laboratori •• Inc, HuBtsvill., Alab .... 
5w - 9v 22 U 1 1 1 1 3 

NA 6 1 2 1 1 1 3 

Nay Dot be u •• ~u1 i~ lunar aagnatic 
~iald ia low. Coabine •• ighting 

NA 9 1 1 1 1 1 2 coapa •• , pri ... tic ca.pas., band level 
inclino_ te r. 

NA 9 1 1 1 1 1 2 

NA 18 1 1 1 1 1 2 

NA 13 1 1 1 1 1 2 

I 
Que.tar ha. 89 _ aperture, 56 in. 
~oca1 length, 4O-8OX or 80-16OX. 

NA 10 1 1 1 1 1 2 

U.e.: probe dust thicknes., l end 
.tability to •• troaaut; stadia rod or 

NA 9 1 1 1 1 1 5 ranging pole. Po •• ible acce.aory 
collap •• d attach .. ata: penet r oaeter, head tor 

c ... r a attach .. at 
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SHEET 

INS r Rli!\U:N r 

A N D 
DATA 501:R CE 

~I tape Recorder 
d MTR-3100 

Leach Corp . 

~ Crack H ... .eT 
Wards Geology 
Catal09 

~. Rock Chisel. 
ards Geology 

Catalog 

~ Casting 
Material 

~ Entrenching 
Tool. 

~, Watch, 
Chronoaeter 

2J Stadia 
Reduction Table. 
Stadia Slide Rule 
Protractor I Keufte 
& Esser Cataloa 10 

~ Rock Cutting 
& Grinding 
Machine 

~j Micro.eter 
tarrett Catalog 

~ Pedo_ter 
Keuf!el & Esser 
Catalog No. 10 

~, Konia.ter 
(Dust exaaining 
aic ro.cope) 
W. Watson (. Sons 
Ltd, 

~ Light Source 
(Fla.hli9ht ) 

o 

~1 ~ : "S-
t.; R :\NI) 

Voice, 
Instru-
.ent 
data 

Sa.plin9 
Tool 

.. 

Micro-
structure, 
Fo.ails 

NA 

Tille 

NA 

NA 

Thickness 

Distance 

Grain 
size, 
Struc-
ture, 
etc . 

Illullina-
tion 

INSTRUMENT 

O PE H,\T IN(; VO LUM,: 
WEIG H T 

C II A R A C Tl::R I S T ICS P OWI:o.:R IN. \ L II 
/I" J) Y j\; :\~1t C HAN e l- : 

2250'-3/4 in. 
Mylar tape. tape 26 .atts 
speeds to 120 ips. 22 (24-32v 262 
Up to 14 channels de unreo 
record-reproduce 

NA 2 NA 33 

NA 2 NA 3 

Quick h ardening U NA U 

5 E NA 180 

0.5 E NA 0,5 

0.4 E NA 2 

U U U 

0.4 E NA 8 

0,3 NA 9 

216 X a a.gnitica- 0,6 NA 36 
tion 

NA 1.7 b.tt . ries - 12 

, 

EVALUATION SHEET T 1.11.1' "'"VUr"' '''.UI :.a:1I61ii11ii1,. 

O P F: R A T Io: SET U P NU MIH : n REMARKS R E LLAB. H A7.A R D O F S TATr: OF 
AND TIM E T IM E 

RATING R AT I NG PI-:O PLE IH:V F. L O P. 
ADDITIO NAL ENGINEERING DATA RA TING I{ ATING 

Varioue apace .ogel. developed. T •• p. 
ranQ. oPF to 160 F. Hardened tor 

lK 1 1 1 1 1 vacuu. radiation, particl_ iapacta. 
Modification for Apollo .i •• ion 
probably d •• irable. 

1 1 l! NA 4 1 2 

1 1 NA 4 1 2 

Huet work in hard v.cuu., 1_ 
t •• peratur.a. 

U U U U 1 5 

All purpo.e tool need. develop.ent. 
To a •• i.t in •• plac ... nt at scientitic 

1 1 NA 4 1 5 inatru.entation packa~. 

May need .edification for lunar 
environ •• nt and .i •• ion require .. nt • • 

1 NA NA 1 1 2 

Surveying acce •• orie •• 

1 1 1 1 1 2 

S .. ple preparation. 

U U U U 1 5 

Slide thickn ..... aaure.ent. 

1 1 1 1 1 2 

Pace counter for surveying in ab.ence 
ot tracking equip .. nt. 

U 1 1 1 1 2 

Can a ••••• dust particl.s ot one 
.icron ; 1/2 .icron are visible with 

U 1 1 1 1 2 dark ground lighting attach .. nt. 

For illu.in.tion in ~hadow areas. 
N •• d. dev.lop.ent tor operation in 

1 1 1 1 1 3 hard vacuu •• r.liability . •••• of 
use by a.tronaut. 
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SHEET -1.. OF • 

INSTR UME{\;T 

AND 
MEA :;-

D.'TA SOURCE 
URAND 

W. GAs Coapound 
Chro •• toor a ph coa pos i -
~ilhite ( 1963) tion 

~, GAs 
Co.pound 

ro •• tooraph composi-
(Postulated For tion 
Apollo) 

~, X- Ray Relative 
Oi:f:fractoMter coapound 
Weber (1963) coaposi-

tio. 

~. X-Ray 
Spectro_ter Ele.ental 
Weber (1963) coaposi-

tion 

~t tN-Visible ElelMtntal 
bsorption co.posi -

Spectro.eter tio. 
Beck.an lnst. 

~( , Ne~tron Ele.ental 
ct lvat ion compoai-

Analyzer tion 
Weber (1963) 

~, Neutron Ele.ental 
Activation coaposi-
Analyzer (Postulat tion 
ed for Apollo) 

~_ Gaaaa Ray Radio-
Spectrometer active 
Webe r (1963) isotopes 

.!J Gaaaa Ray 
Spectro •• ter 
(Postulated for .. 
Apollo) 

!2l. GA..a Ray 
Backacattering 
Nuclear - ChicAgo Density 

.!!.l G .... a Ray 
Backscattering 
(Canup. 1962) .. 

gj Alpha- Elementa 
Particle Scatter- co.posi -
ing (Weber. 1963) tion 

to AMU ole 

OPERAT ING 
WEIGHT 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Lll 

& DYNAMI C RANCE 

Analo9 voltage 
outpu t,dyn . range: 
104 14 
Resolution: 10- 10 

a ol •• 

.. 5 - 10 E 

Output: voltaQ8 
pulse count rate 
Dyn ran9a:adequate 21 
Resolution: 5. o~ 
total .ixture 

Output: voltage 
puIs. count rate 
Dyn.Rang.:adequate 30 
Resolution: 0.1. 

Output: analog 
vol tag. 4 
Oyn. range: ~ 10 12 
Resolution: lOp,,", 
tor .oat a la .. nt. 

Output: voltage 
puIs. count rate 
96 channel pulse, 22 
ht. analyzar, Oyn. 
R: 103 , Res: 0.1~ 

256 channel PHA 10-20 8 

Output: voltage 
pulse count rate; 
32 channel pulse 12 
height analyzer 

Output: voltage 
pulse count rate; 
256 channa I pulse 10 
height analyzer 

Output: voltage Probo 20 
pul •• count rate 

&nge:2.0-7.5 g_/c. Scaler 3 
Accu :,:to.lga!c.3 

below 2.0 ga/c.3 

Output : voltage Probe 3 . 
,pula •• , Linear 
range:0.2 to .g/c psca 1er 
Accuracy:±O.l g/ca 6 E 
on consol ... tlls. 

Output :!roa two 
128 channel pulse 
height analyzers 6 
R •• olution:~l ato. 
percent 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP ~DOai tiODAl 

VOLUME OPERATE SETUP NUMBER REMARKS 
RELlAB. HAZARD STATE OF 

POWER IN. l TIME TIME OF AND 
RATING RA TING DEVELOP . 

RATING RATING PEOPLE ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

24.- Deterain •• 28 coapounda. incl. CO, 
hrs/anal 002, HH 3 , H20, °2 , "2' organic s . 
15 • 700 2 E 100 2 E 2 1 1 Surveyor Inatru .. nt. S .. also 
(avg. ) .in/anal. Donner (1963). N •• d. eodification tor 

Apollo . 
10. Apollo chro .. tooraph could be -are 
avg . E or Ie •• ca-plex than Surveyor type. 
10 . - 520 Ii 2 10 - 60 2 E 1-1 1 3 
hrs/anal .in 
E 

Surveyor inatru-.at. see a1ao Project 
Surveyor ~. ~ (3 July '61) and 

60 • 800 2 Ii • 2 II 1-2 1 1 Phillips ~ and sp..,e !:!!! ~ 
1, No.2. Reduced PD-er, acintillation 
detector desirable ~or better .. n •• 

Deeirable .adi~icatiODs : (1) one or 
two DOD-diaperaive channels tor .are 

25 • 800 2 Ii 3 2 II 1-2 1 1 iJdor_tion (2) s cintillation 
..tectora ~or better aenaitivity aad 
a ccura cy. 

Surveyor in.tru .. nt . See aleo Project 
Surveyor, ~ ~ (3 July , ' (1) 

•• 1730 3 E 2 2 Ii 1-2 1 1 

Surveyor iDatru .. nt developaent. 

100 1700 E U 3 2 II 1-2 II 1 , See al.o ARS Journal, p. 631 ~April, 
1962);0 If;;(ia~utrona/c. -aec 
.ource. 

Develo~Dt work in iroore •• (Tra.bka 
1963)_109 neutron/c. - sec aource .ad 

50-100 E 800 Ii .. .. " .. .. • 256 chumel PHA n .. ded ~or u .. ~ul datal 

Ranger .1ack V inetrw.ant. Part of 
neutron activation analyaia equip-

"'1.5. 800 U 3 2 II 1 II 1 1 .eDt. 

Deeirable epecs., thoullht pouible. 

<.1.5. 800 .. .. .. .. .. 4 

Probe RU-2 .urtace deaaity probe, RU-l 
520 II portable ocaler. 

<:1.5. Scaler U 1 Ii 1 II 1-1 1 2 
720 II 

Probe: Probe Surveyor developaent iDatruaeat. s. 
QOI • av 230 a180 JPL Space Progr ... Su_ary No. 

Peale Scaler U 1 Ii 1 Ii 1-1 1 3 37-17, Vol. VI, p. 42. 
9A (!! 28 , 520 Ii 
0.5 .ec. 

8readboard MOdal by Prot. Turkevicb, 
UIliv. of Cbieago. Sea a1eo JPL spece 

1 ••• 250 3 1 II 2 II 2 1 3 PrOQr .. a S~ry No. 37-20, Vol. I, 
(31 Mar. 19(3) and Vol. VI, (30 April 
1963) • 

~ - --
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SHEET O~ 4 INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP CO.DO.i t io.n&l 

I:\Srl.~~ ~n : :\1 '\1 1< \.~. . l!lIU.{:'.III'.:.C. .. \\t-:l<;IIT • . VOLU~~: R E LlAB. OPF:RAT ~: ~ ~:TU~ II Ai'.AHD NU~: .H : H !-'JJ\' I~:( H' RE~~KS 
1):\ I":~ ~()L'HC~: \ ' ){AN[) ~ . 1: ·)~~\';~ :1: ·:1\~.~\1~;: .;. 1. /\ l OWI- . n IN. RATING R~~~~(; H.~\~~·G U.J\T1N(; Pf-;OPI. !-: IH:V!-:LO P. ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

lJ UV~Visibl. Ele.ental Output: Analo9 o.velop.ent prototype, A~CO Corp. 
-rweber , 1903) coaposi- voltaQ8. Pertor.ance probably aial.lar to 

tion 2 E 1-3 • 50 E U U U U 1 3 Beck.an Surveyor inatru .. nt. 

21 lR- Co.pound Oevelopaent prototype, Aveo Corp. 
~pectro.et.r coapo.i· Priaarily u •• d tor liquid_, g •••• ; 

(Weber. 1963) tion 2 E 1-3. SO E U U U U 1 3 recent work on analyai. ~ .ineral •• 

_ 3 J S .. ple Output: vol tao_ "Gulliv.r" aod.l dev.loped ~or Mar. 
~u1ture with Radio Lite pul •• count rate li~e det.ction. Principle valu. in 

isotope Readout tora Dynaaic ranOe: 1.5 0.25 • 1600 2 E lENA 2 1 1 lunar prOQr .. to detect po •• ible 
(Levin and detec- adequate. Accuracy (return doraaat oroani ••• hazardoua OD .. rtb 
Carriker, 1962) tion .:1:.50-100 cpa (est.) trip) return. Po •• ible radiation iDter~erenc 

-.iJ S .. ple Output: 0-5v. D.C No int.r~erence ~ro. external 
0u1ture with pH Lite Accuracy: .:&:.0.2 pH radiation .ource ... in the above 

Readout tora units. Oynaaie 1.2 1.3. 28 2 I! 1 E HA 1 1 1 aodei. 
(Anon ., C &0 E Ne.s detec- ranoe : adequate (return 
1964) tion trip) 

_51 MaQnetron Output: D.C. Should be u_ful in locatinv aDy 
loniz.t ion G.uge AtlaOs- current. Dynaaic te.porary at.,.phere due to volcaDi •• , 

(Vanderslice, pheric rany:: 10-4 to 8 E 15 E 85 E 2 E 1 E 1 Ell 3 to .onitor cont .. ination due to 
1963) presaure 10- 4 torr . rocket exhau.t 0..... Space -ad.1 

Accuracy: adequate o~ it ••• 2 , 3, on Ih .. t 4. 

~. Different ia 1 Output: D.C. Can be uI.d tor aineral c:oapoli t ion .. 
Ther.al Analyzer Mineral voltaoe change. Belt coein.d with Oa. chro.atovraphy 
(Gordon , 1960) co.pos i- oyn ... ic ranoe: 10 E 200 • E 860 E 2 E 3 E 2 E 2 1 3 tor identificatiOD ot theraal 

tion adequate. Accuracy decoapolition product •• 
adequate 

~_ Masa Output: ana100 Satellite in.tru_at. Magnetic •••• 
Spectro •• ter Ga. vo1taQe, 0-5 v 700 analyzer. 
Conso 1 ida ted c oapoli- Dyn •• ic r anOe: 106 20 27 • _/elec- 1 lIE 1-2 1 1 
Sy.tee. (Schrader, tion Relolution : 10- 10 tronicl 
1962) torr 

..!!.J. Ha.. All Output : Analog Could b. quadrupole .... :tilter 
Speetro .. ter peraanent voltage, 0-5 v analyzer . Conaidered poI.ible for 
(Brubaker. 1963) ga... . Dyn .. ic r &nile: 10/ 10-15 6 E 500 E 2 2 E 1 E 1-1 1 3 Apollo (W.N. Brubaker. Con.olidated 

Organic. Reaolution: 10- 12 Electrodyna.ic. Corp., 1963) Scan 
to 50 AMU torr i-5 .in • 

..!J Hasl Ga.. Output: analoo HiOhly de.irable .pecification •• Could 
Spectro_ter c."apoai- vo1taoe. Dyn .. ic b. quadrupole .... ~ilt.r or ti .. -o~-

tion. ranQe: 106 10-20 6 • E <700 E U 2 1 1-1 1 4 ~li9ht instru .. nt . Continuous or 
Very De.irable Organics, Re.o1ution: 10- 14 1 sec. scan. Could d.ter.ioe all per. 
~a Preaaure torr gase., oroanic. to 500 ~~.~~_ 

~, Gas Recorder output. Co ... rcial lab. inltru .. nt. 
Chro.atograph Co.pound Resolut ion: 10- 8 275 1200 • 10 tt 3 1 4 4 1 1 2 
F&oH Pyrolyzer coapoai- aole. 
Dual Co1uan 720GC tion 

!!.J X-Ray oynaai c range: Co •• ercial lab in.tru_nt. 
Dittractoaeter 104 . £ oeter.ine ainera1 ca.poaition, 
Phillip." 1400 4000 • 60 tt 3 1 5 2 2 1 2 crystal structure . 

~ X-Ray Recorder output. Co ... rcial lab inltru_nt. 
Spectro_ter Eleaental Dynaaic ranOe: All el._nt., Na to v. 
Phi 1lip. ca.posi- 104 £. 1400 4000 • 60 :tt 3 1 3 2 2 1 2 . 

tion Resolution: O.QUIE 
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SHEET ~OF-L 

JNS f RUMEf\<T <.) 1)F.HATING 
AND 

,\1EAS-
ClIARA C TERIST!(;S 

DATA SOURCE 
URANO 

& DYNAM I C RANC~: 

JJ_ IR Spflctro_ter Coa pound Recorder output. 
Parkin-El.er composi - Ranges: 2 .5 to 181' 
Model 21 tion 4.0 to 40~ 

~)o Carbo n , Recorder output. 
ydrogen, Nitrogen C ,H2 ,N2 Resolution: O.l~ 

Analyzer content 
F &. M Model 180 

~. Gas Chro •• to- Gases, Recorder output. 
graph Volat ile Resolution:lO ppaE 
Aer09r a ph co_pound 
Model 1520 coapoai -
Du a l Column tion 

~w Gas Ch roaato- Recorder output. 
c.;Jraph Ran\je: 108 

Microtek 2500 R " Resolution: 10 ppaE 

~: Theraoanalyzer Recorder output. 
iaco Differentia Differential 

Ther •• l Analysis Mineral t eaperat ure 
cocapos i-
tion 

f!! t/6 . 3 Plane Eleaental Photographic plate 
Grating £aission coa posi- readout. 
Spe:cto9 r aph tion Dynaaic r ange : 106 

Jarrell-Ash Resolution: O. !ppaE 

~. Electron Probe Elemental Volt a ge pu lses 
Microanalyzer coa posi- (scaler ou tput) 
Norelco # 12222 tio n Resolution: l~ in 

spot area 

~ Nuclear Elemental Strip cha rt 
Magnetic Resonance and recorder ou t pu t.. 
Varian A- oO C oapound 

cOllposi -
tion 

.!J_ Recording Eleaental Recorder output. 
Spectrophotometer co.posi - Operating range: 
Bausch & Lomb tion 200 - 800 .1"-
Spectronic 505 Resolution: 10.5.~ 

(0 .5") 

~l Recording £lell8nta l Recorder output . 
p ectrophotometer c Olloposi - Operating ranxe: 

Cary Model 15 tion 1850 - 8000 
Resolution: 3A 
(0.3") 

!.!.J, Spectro- Analog meter 
photometer readout . 
Beckman OU .. Oper. ranoe: 

200 - 800 .. ~ 

~ Recording Recorder output. 
Spectrophotoa eter Operating range: 
8eckaan OK " 200 - 800 .~ 

- L. 

INSTRUMENT 

VOLUME 
WEIGHT 

POWER IN. l LIl 

650 • 
(Max. ) 

270 300 • 12 tt 3 

( Au\j. ) 

150 E 115v,15a 6 tt 3 

250 1800 • 12 tt 3 

385 11Sv,20a 20 tt 3 

200 lOa.117v 8 tt 3 

580 • 1000 • E 46 ft 3 

900 E 20&, IIOv 96 tt 3 

500 E 1000 • 15 tt 3 

185 l55v,5a 7 tt 3 

325 1l5v,5~ 15 tt 3 

160 550 • 2 tt 3 

400 E 500 • 11 tt 3 

E 

EVALUATION SHEET STUDY ~ 
ROUP I.iQ.Iiil8IIIIri11Ml 

OPERATE SETUP NUMHER REMARKS 
RELLA8. HA ZARD OF· 

STAT~ O F AND TIME TIME 
RAT I NG RATING DEVELOP. ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA RAT[N~ RATING P,:O PLE 

Ablorption ... a ur ... nt. C~rci.l 

l a b inatru_Dt . 
1 3- 4 1 2 

co ... r c ial lab inatru .. nt.U .. tul OD 
any s olid or liquid that burn. at 

1 2 1 1 2 $ 1200<> C. 

eo ... rcial lab inltrU8ent. V •• lul tor 
c OIIpound. vaporizabla at s4OCf> C. 

1 3 4 1 1 2 

Co ... r c ial lab inatru .. at. separat •• 
all vaporized coepounda. 

1 3 4 1 1 1 

Co ... rcia l lab iaatru..at. 
Id.Dti~ic.tioD at . iDera l a by 

1 5 3 1 1 1 teaperatur.. of exotheraal aDd 
.Bdoth.r .. l phyaical r •• ction •• 

1 3 2 1 1 2 

Co ... rcial lab inat r u .. nt. 
Qualitative &ad quantitative 

1 4 3 1 1 1 .1e.eDtal ca.politioD ot 1 .icron .pot, 
all e l e_nt. Mg and above. 

, Co ... rcial lab inatru .. nt. 

1 4 4 1 1 1 

Co ... reial lab inltru .. nt. 
UV. vi.ibla abaorption .pactra. 

1 3 2 1 1 1 

1 3 2 1 1 1 " 

1 3 2 1 1 1 " 

Co ... rcial lab iDltruaent. 
UV, viaible IR ab80rpt ion lpectra . 

1 3 2 1 1 1 

___ L-.. 
-~- ---_ .. 
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SHEET _4_ OF _4_ 

If'iS fRliMEN T 
AND 

MF.,\S-

DATA SOU RCE 
URAND 

~ Neutron 
Sca'ttering ~unt 

(Johnson, 1962) hydr~n 

nuclei 

~ Tri9Qered At.aa-
Oi .cbar~ V.cuu. ph.ric 
Gall_, Node1 22GT & 

210, General pr •• Mlre 
Electric 

~ Kreisaan V.cuu. 
Ga<;l& 
Model 1410 " 

Vacuu. Industri •• 
IDC. 

~ 

~ 

.!J 

!.I 

.!.I 

.!.I 

.!.QJ 

ill 

~ 

OPEHATING 
WEIGHT 

CilARACTERISTICS 
LB 

AI f)YNAMI C RANGE 

Ra226 _&e !Mutron Probe 
sou rca • 5 decade 45 
scaler, spriDO- Elec-
wound ti_r tronies 

35 

Range: 10-4 - 10- Gage: 
torr . Output: Iv -I 
fullacal_ line.r Elect: 
or log acale -8 
til.-nt trillgar 

Range: 10-·-10-'· Gaga: 
torr, Output: 1.25 

~o~/~~~: to 
Hlect . 

27 
Hi 63 trigger 

r-
'\ 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP Co,po,it iopal 

VOLUME OPERATE SETUP NUMBER REMARKS 
RELlAB. HA ZARD OF 

STATE 0,-
AND POWER IN. l TIME TIME 

RATING R ATlN(; PEOPLE DEVELOP. 
ADDlTlONA L ENGINEERING DATA RATING RATING 

Probe Terr •• trial field inatru"Dt, 
250 5 .tllleuIte .ource. WeiQht, volu_ 

battery Elec- 2 2 2 2 I 2 include ,hielding. 
tronies 

U 

Gage: Capable ot 450 °c bakeout. War.up 
110 v -8 required ./log acale. Requir •• 2 kv 
1 &!P Elect: 2 I 2 2 I 2 power aupply. Space hardened inatru-

-lI50 .. nt in d •• i9ft atao •• 

Galle: Developed UDder NASA Contract No. 
8 • 10 NAS 5-270. 

(4 kv, Elect: 2 1 1 2 1 2 
2 ... ) lI20 
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SHEET 

INSTRUMENT 

AND 

DATA SOURCE 

.!.1 Survey Rate 
Meter 
JPL - Cal. Tech 
Neher. Anderson 
(1953) 

~ Portable Survey 
Rat e Meter 
Rowland (1964) 

P!1 Survey Me ter 
HoHwan (1962) 

.!1 Electron 
Spectra..ter 
Reagan & S.ith 
(1963) 

~ Particle 
Spectrc.eter 

Fisher, et .1 (196 

~ Particle 
Spectro_ter 

Si.pson (1964) 

~ Particle 
Spect ro.ete r 

Van Allen (1963) 

l!1 Per~onal 
Do.1.eter 

L&ndsverk Electro-
.eter Co. . Beckaan 
In.t. Co . 

r!I Gaaaa-Ray 
Spec t roeete r 
(Weber, 1963) 

~ Nuclear 
E.uI sion 
Plates 

!!l Electron 
Density Sensor 
Concept ua I. 
A. D. Little 

~ Che.ic:.l 
Reactivity 
Detectora 

OF-L 

~tF.AS-

URAND 

onizinQ 
dose 
rate 

" 

Electron 
Proton 
flux 

~lectron 
lux, 

!energy 

!Proton, 
lectron 

) flux. 
!energy 

.. 

~lectron , 
Proton 
tlux, 
.nergy 

Inte9rat-
ed do.e 
rat. 

Radio-
active 
i.otope 

Particu-
late 
radiation 

Electron 
denSity 

Reactiv-
ity with 
lunar 
aur:tace 
.. terial 

OPERATINC 
\\'-l-: IGHT 

C l{ARACTERISTICS LB 
~ DY/'\:\M I C HANCr: 

ntegrating ioniza-
ion cg&Jlber. Ranr 

3.4xlO to 3.4xlO 1 E Irn PJirs/c.-St~f 
lr. rot~n~:5-_\Iv 

~cintill.tor , phot 
t-ult. tube 
io-s v de anal~ rat 1.5 
~utput. Up 10 
!Pulae./.ec. 

~~intillator ))ho. -
ora on photu.ult. 

[Ube~ Electryn. 5 
t~2 k.v~t ux to 5 . 5 
1 er~slc - .~c -
s ter. roton. 61 t 

l';c.2 _.ec 10 .. v to 8xlO er 
22 to 113 kev ra.n98 
r.t.a to l04/aec pe 
tub. 0 
Log rate outPJt, 
10-5 vdc 

~rotons 10-100 Mev 
~l.ctron. 0.05-1 Me 
Binary coded output 11 
plus log rate (3 
channel., 0-5 vdc) 

Rang. -.n.rgy loas 
telescope w/64 
channel PHA, pul •• 7-8 
r ate. to tew 
hundr.d kCD •. 

jGM tubes; O.S Mev. 
protons, 40 key 
electrona U 

Quartz tiber .l.etr -
.. ter. 20 key to 
1400 key, tield 0 . 3 It 
• c a le range O.2R to 
50R R A.S. to 1000 

Output: volt a98 
pul .. count rat.; 

256 channel pul •• 12 E 
hei9ht analyzer 

Ionization tracks 
produced in photo- 2 E 
graphic •• ul.ion inch 

ahield-
in9 

Reaonant c.vity or 
• y~te. 

U 

Ther.acouple output 
.erie •• illivolt-
_ter circuit; 0.5 E 
reterenc. junction 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET 
M~t.oroid and 

=.~'K,a~I~.' ~ • .ur ... STUDY GROUP to 

VOLUMl-: OPERA n : SETel' NCMIH. H REMARKS , RELLA B. IiA/'.:\I{J) (), S 1 .. \ 11- . ()J-
POWER TIME TIME AND IN. RATING !L\ nNe; 

l·U) .... I .f-. 
fn :VU.{H'. 

HATIN(; HAT!NC Af)"IIIONAL f :NGINf:f:RIN(; DATA 

, lown on Har iner I [ . Oic;Jit.l (pul •• 
rate) output. N •• d. viaua. output 

0.1. 70 E 1 E 1 It 1 E 1 1 1 _ter tor rate. 

"Iowa on ATLAS. N •• deailil" ot it •• 4 
for Ge.iai. Scaler .. .ory can b. int.-

0 . 09 . 45 It 1 E 1 It 1 It 1 1 1 9rated by 10 point co..utator. Noed. 
28 v dc viaual output rate .. ter. Set tor 

1 caoev .l.ctrona. 

U.ed on Explor.r I [. proposed tor POGO ~ 
~ .92 aVQ. Ana lOQ 0-5 vdc output, al.o a ccu.ula-
1.45 peak 224 1 E 1 It 1 E 1 1 1 tor output I to 42,500 cpa. Needs 

viau.l output _t.r . 
ater • 

U ••• 4 CM tubea .,d HV ~.r a upply. 
U •• d On .ever.l aat.llit. tlighta. 

1.125 • 20 It 1 It 1 It 1 It 1 1 1 Viau.l indicating .. ter tor 0-5 vdc 
needed. 

Cod.d output, 16 channel pul .. h.i9ht 
analyaer. I~rov.d deaign at this 

2 • 200 It 1 E 1 It 1 It 1 1 1 inatru.ent tor o..ini. 
28 vdc 

W.d98 shaped I 7" x 10" x 8 .. d_p. 
Oigi tal output, 5 volt pul •••• 

1 • 475 U 1 It 1 E 1 1 U 

Now in orbit on IMP. 

U U 1 E 1 It 1 It 1 1 .1 

0 Shaped like fountain pen. 4 wr/day 
(charge t di.char98 rat • . Optics au.t be 
180 v @ 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 .-odi:tied tor readilliJ by ... t ronaut .. 
atart at Meed. aealino :tor vacuua .nviron~t • 
ai •• ioa) 

Ranv-r Block V instruDent, part at 
n.utron activation analyai. 

1.5. It 800 I! 2 It 3 E 2 E 1 1 4 inatrUllOlltat ioa. 

I 

Shi.lding .eded tor ci.lun.r sp.ce 
trav.li to b. r.~v.d :tor oxpo_ure on 

0 IOE 1 E 1 I! 1 It 1 1 1 lunar tur:tace; then r. - ahielded :tor 
includinO .ample r.turn-unexposed control plate 
ahieldinljl should be retained in ahieldin; c •••• 

Conceptual instru.enta :. n Open- I 
otructured reaonant c av! ty 1 ch.racter-
i.tic. :tunction o:t chanoe n diel . 

U U U U U 1 1 5 con.tant dUG to fr.e elect rons, or 
2) ahort.d l e chor wire svate. 1n 

:I;~i~:l;~;~~n ~:!~1~~.ai9nal inten - I 

S.all a"pl •• at pr ••• ure . uit and 
e quip .. nt aateriala. inatrumented 

.02 • I! 17 It 1 2 1 1 1 3 ./therao-couple junction to .... ur. 
teap. ria •• Dropped to surtac. tro. 
utM bet or. IIOre.a • 
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!:'\.:i rI\l :-"1: :'\ I 
:\:,\p 

P \ I .\ .... nt· I{ ~ ~ 

II I Solar Pl .... 
P S~ctro.et.r 

. (Wet..r . 19b1) 

~ Meteoroid aM 
Lunar Ejecta 

Detector 

Co •• ic Oust 

\1! ,,, 

l ' I' .. \:,\1l 

\' 1'1. 1, \II:'\L 

(1\.\H ·\l I l·. Hh l lt ..... 
f" \ ) \' :.... \ \\ I \ ' 1~.\ :\\., I . 

Flu)(, \Output: ana 109 
energy ot voltao_ « lao 
charged current over 8 
~rticl.s decad •• 

Flux, tr&1Four, four-stage 
jectory I count.r output.; 
ltO_ntua voltages pulsas fro 
of 3-channel aic raphon 
part lc l •• or displace_nt sen 

Flux, ~ Detector ,.,..ntu. 
(Wyckoff, 1902) of dust 

Flat . rectangular 
plate w/tuned Xt.l 
aicrophone. Output 
froa 2 binary 
counters 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

1!21 

rw 

~ 

particl •• 

*teoroid- \FIUX, Scaler or counter 
Ejecta o.tector velocity . output. 2 channels 
(Weber, 1963) ..-ntu. plus pU'lse outputs 

ot trOll 2 acouatic 
particles detectora 

\\ LlCIlI 

1.1\ 

10 E 

20 E 

2 E 

II 

INSTRUMENT 

VO I .CMJ-: 

I ' OWI-. It IN. 

<0.5 • 400 E 

1 • R 1700 E 

1 • E u 

0.4 1150 

EVALUATION 

HLI. I :\ I\. 

H :\T INC 

2 

OP ~: HI\ r~; 

riM,: 
H :\ II NC 

Sl-:T L:P 
T 1M~ : 

HA riN G 

2 

SHEET 

IIAI'.'\ U [) 
U!\TIN(; 

NUMIH. H 
(H' 

SIA n : (H' 

! '1-;OPI.1-:" rn;v r :LOP. 

3 

\ 

Meteoroid and 
STUDY GROUP Radiglogisal Me.aure_nts 

REMAR KS 
AND 

ADDI TIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

Two type.: 1) Mauoebauer electroatatic 
velocity •• lectof j 2) Ro •• i probe. 
a.ti_.te. are tor apectro .. ter-array 
.et ot 6. Both types developed tor 
Reno_r, Surveyor, aatellites. 
Conceptual instru •• nt, propo •• d by 
A.D. Littl • • Two concentr i c h.at.ph.
rical aetallized dielectric •• nsino 
acreens in •• ctor., backed by -a •• ntu. 

:~.~I~;Ia~::!~~.::~:~r:~th 3 ortho9Qn-

Flown on Mariner II. Height o~ .iero
phone output pula. proportional to 
.o •• ntu •• One counter receive . input 
frea .. plitter _/20 db 1 ••• oain. Sial 
lar detectora flown on other aatellite 
Dual array thin capacitor aheets 
backed by acoustic detector. Goddard 
SFC - J.L. Bohn, Te.ple Univ. o.aiQD
ed tor Surveyorj capacitor ah •• ta 
developed tor EGO, POGO, Mariner B. 
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SHEET 

INSTRUMENT 
AND 

DATA SOU RCE 

~ Portable 
R.tr action-Ratlac-
tion Seis.aoraph 
Te x •• Instrueents 
Explorer 

~ Port a bl e 
trac tion-Refl.c-

tion S.is~raph 

Model 111 
Geo Space Corp. 

~- Portable 
Retraction- Retlec-
tion Seis~oraph 
Southwestern I ndus 
t ria l Electronics 

{! Portable 
ef r a c tion-Ref' l ec -

tion Sei • .ooraph 
Model P-33, S.l.E. 

~ Portable 
efr a c tion-Reflec -

tion Sei • .ooraph 
Mode l M4E-12 
Slec tro-Tech. 

~ Port a ble 
Retraction-Reflec -
tion Seis.oO r aph 
Model 1 - 44 , Unite d 
Geophysical Corp. 

m Por table 
Sha llow Refraction 
Sei •• ic Ti.er Mode 

:!~t. o;~g~r:i~~~ 
~ Portable 

Refraction- Reflec -
tion Seismograph 
Model PT 100, 5.1. 

~ Vertical 
Short Period Se i . -
.a •• ter, Cal if'. 
lnst. of Tech. ,JPL 
Tech. Rep •• 32~328 

~ Vert ical 
Short Period Sei.-
.a.-ter, LaItOnt 
Geophys. Lab . 

~ 3-Co.ponent 
Long Period Seis-
a o aeter , Ca liforni 
Inst. of Tech . 

W 3-Coaponent 
Long Pe riod Seis-
ltO .. ter, ITT-
La80nt GeOphys . 
Lab. 

OF 2 

MEAS -
U RAND 

Induced 
.eismic 
a otion 

" 

" 

" 

.. 

.. 

" 

" 

Nat ural 
lunar 
seis.ie 
noise 

Natural 
lunar 
sei.aic 
noise 

Moon-
quakes 

Moon-
qu a kes 

OPF:RATING W[;IGHT 
CH ARA C TERISTI CS 

LIl 
& DYN AMIC RANGE 

Output O.Sv or 0 . 5 
aa , 5 - 200 cpa 
treq. r a nge, sen - 102 
sit ivity 1 J4 volt 
120 db annA 

Output O. 3v or 0.5 
a. , 5 - 300 cpa 130 
freq. ranoe ••• n- ..plifi. 
sitivity 1". volt on ly 
80 db range 

2.5 t o 100 cps 
ireq. ran98, sen -
sit ivity 1 ~ volt U 
60 db range 

4 - 600 c po ~req . 

r ange , sensitivity 105 
I p.volt, 106 db ./0 
ranOe recorde r 

Output 0.2 _ into 
50 o h.s , 12 - 300 4 3 
cps ireq. r anOe, Jaaplif'ier 
aensit ivity 1 ~ v. only 
60 db range 

Dual output, 1 - 7 
cps freq. range, 38 
sen si tivity 1 14 v. la-pli~ier 
88 db r a nge only 

U 12 

Output 0.15 v or 
1.0 v ras, 3 - 500 Ulplif'ie 
cps f'req. r ange, 100 lb. 
.ens itivity lp.v. 
60 db r anae 

0.8p. v/ai lli.icron 
@ I cps , 0.05 to 5 
cps freq . range 8R 
30 db range 

1.25 .v/.illiaierol 
0.05 to 10 cps free 
range, 30 db rang. 8E 
(coapressed to 20 
db) 

O.8~ v/.illi.icron 
@ 1 cps, O.Olto 5 
cps f r eq. ranoe. 10E 
30-db range 

0 .2 5 .v/millimicro 
0.016 t o 10 cps 
freq. ranoe, 30 db 32E 
range (co.pressed 
to 20 db) 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION 

VOLUME OPERATE SETUP 
RELIAB . POWER 1 TIME TIME IN. RATING 

RATING RATING 

108 watt 3630 ./0 
9A @ 12 recorder 

2 2 4 

120 .att. 5180 
10 .. p (! aaplifie 2 2 4 
12 v 

2930 
.. plifie 

12 v . /power 2 2 4 
s upply 

... watt 4500 ./0 
37A I!I r e corde r 2 2 4 
12 v 

120 .att 1260 
12 v @ 2 2 4 
10 .. p 

4. wat ts 1420 
2 4 v 2 2 4 

SeU-
powered 539 3 2 3 

: 96 w.t t ~pli~ier : 
12 v @ 4700 2 2 4 
8 .. p. 

1 watt 86 1 1 1 

0.3 
I-att" E 100 E 1 5 1 

I watt 600 in3 
U 5 1 

0.6 14 00 E 1 5 1 
watts E 

SHEET 

NUMBUl. 
HAZARD 0," 

STATE OF 

RATING DEV F.LOP. 
P ;;CWLI-: 

1 I 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

STUDY 
Geophyaics 

GROUf'/Gravity and Se ! -

REMARKS 
AND 

ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

24 c hannel. Transistorized fiel d 
inst ru_nt . 
to 1~ F. 

Opec . te.p. ranOe _40° F 

24 channe l. Transistorized fiel d 
instru •• nt. Oper. t e.p. range _400 , 
t o 1400 F. 

12 channe l . Trans i storized f'ie ld 
in.tru.ent. Oper. te~. r ... ge 00 F 
to 1300 F. 

24 channel. Tube-type ~ield syst ••• 
Oper. te~. range 00 , to 1300 F. 

12 channel. Tube-type ~ield syst ... 
Oper . te~. r ... ge 00 , to 130" , . 

12 channel. Tube - type ~ield syst ••• 
Oper. t ... p. range 00 F to 1300 ,. 

Sinole channel. Traas i storized .yat .. . 
Oper. t e.p . range 00 F to 1300 .. . 

I 

24 channel. Trans i storized field 
ayat.a. Oper. t_p. range 00 , to 
130" ,. 

RANGER Sei.aic experi .. nt instru .. nt. 

Part of SURVa~ .ei •• ie in.truaent, 
.eparable frc. re.t of in.tru ... t wi tb 
.ioi .. l redeSign (Cootract No. _-82) 

Prototype developed and tested. 

Prototype SURVEYOR .ei •• ie instru .. nt . 
Fe.dback loop output oive. tidal 
gravity inforaatiOD. 2 .att peak 

~::!~~l ~~c':,~t~:~~i~~~ ~.:h8~r)"1 
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ISSTRCMEsr 

AND 
DATA SOL'RCE 

~ LJuartz 
Gravity Het~r 
Tex •• In.tru •• nts 
Inc. 

; 21 La Cos t e & 

jlr6.t>4H9 Gravlty 
Meter 

~ Jakoaky 
Pendulua Gravity 
Heter 

~ L.I. Coate t. 

~H: :\S

l "RAND 

OPFH..O\TINC 

l "HARACTERISTI CS 
~ DY~AMI C HAN(;I- . 

Optical null, dial 
Gravity I r •• dout, Range: 
(.111i- 12000 _gal 
9&1.) Resolution: +0 . 01 

~l -

Optical null, dial 
r . adou t • R angv : 
12000 _9a1 
Resolution: +0.01 
-9&1 -

Frequ ency or period 
output, R&n9ft: 
infinite, 
R •• olution: +0.1 
aa&l -

Electro-optic null, 
Recorder output 

WEIGHT 

LII 

6 

30 

30 

WoaberQ Tidal 
Gravi ... ter RanQ8: 1000 89&1 100 

~ J akoaky 
Torslon Balance 

~ Vertl cal 
Gradio •• ter 
r •••• In.tru.ents 

Re.ol u tion: !0.001 

Opt ice1 acal. read-
Gravity lout. RAnCJ4t! 100 
<;If.dient Hoty·oa, R •• olution: 

!. 1 . 0 EotvO". 

Optical scal. or 
optical null _/dia 
r.adout . Ranqe: 
80 - 200 £otvoa 

~o 

R •• olution: .t.l.O I!.Citvoa 
~ Lunar Uuarta 

Gravity .... t.r 
Te.a. I nat ru_nta 

Gravity 
(ai l1i
Qal.) 

Electronic null, 
dial readout 
Rant;»e: 1000 _gal 
R •• olution: + 0 . 0 
aoal -

~ Tidal Gravity I Induced J Electronic null, 
.... t.r .arth analog yolta08 out 

• 11119&1 )put . Ran98: 1000 
_0&1. A •• olution: 
.001 _oal 

IglPortable Retrac
~ t ion Sei •• ic 

Sy.te. 
(Kovach, et al., 
1963) 

~ 

~ 

~ 

Induced 
earth 
.r)t 10n 

Analo9 output yol
tage. R&Dge: 20 db, 
Re.olution: 10.,... 
"req. re.pon.e: 
10 - 100 cpa E 

15 

HE 

13 

INSTRUMENT 

VOLUMl-: 

f'OW~R IN . 

< I • 430 

3 • 1730 

2 • 1730 

30. 7000 

1 • 7000 

1 • 430 

6 • 1300 

1 E 1900 Ii 

u 600 E 

"-----

EVALUATION 

I~}-:LIAB. 

" ,\TING 

2 

u 

u 

O Pi-:RATI< 
TIME 

HA "IINC 

2 

Sl-: TUP 
TIM,: 

HATI N(j 

2 

SHEET 

IIAi'. AH l> 

H A !"INC 

2 

NUMHI-:H 

0, 
Pl<OP LE 

SIATEO F 
/)EVF:LQP. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

3 

~\ 

Geophysics 
STUDY GRoup(Gravity and Sei •• ic.) 

REMARKS 
AND 

ADDITlONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

No t • .perature control. 

Metal spring t •• perature control. 

Develop .. nt_l .odel 

Propo.ed develop .. nt. 

Propos.d develop.entj adaptation o~ 
LaCoste & Roabero tidal oravi .. ter • 

Prototype tor eott lander or a.t ronaut 
u.e. Deploy. explosive array or 
2000 tt line. w-v ot aource not 
included. 
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lr-; S rRC~H:r-; I 
AND 

,\11,' :\:-;-

DAT.-\ SOURCE 
l' ]{:\:--.J D 

W ... Ther.acouple 
>on (1959) 

g~t;i~lh~o~1~2I~38A Tempera 

~~g~ & Northup Co. 
ture 

~7sistance wire 
raoaeter, Lion 

(1959), Misener ~ " 
Beck (1960), Rose -
. ount 9612 & 9625 

~o Thera istor 
~on ( l 959).Misener 

~ Beck (1960) " 
Fe nwa l Elect. £MC - 5 
Victory Engr.Corp.C talog 

l:Jt Ra diation pyro-
ter 

Griffiths (1925) " 

~.Radiation bolo-
_ ter 
Lion (195 9) " 
U. S. P a tent 2,41 4 , 
792 

~. Optica l pyro-
aeter 
Griffiths (192 5 ) " 
Pyro . l nstr. Co . 
No . 176 

~ Interfero.e ter 
spe c trometer 

" 

JPL (1962) 

~4 Me t a l expansion 
t e rao. eter, Weston 
I ~1i 09- 1OO-E, " 
Bristo l Co . Bull . TS4 
US Pa tent 2,487.968 

~~iq~id or vapor 
a.ns~on ther.a-

me ter, Misener & " 
Beck (1960) , U. S . 
Pa tent 2,477,835 

~t Gas expansion 
ermo .. eter 

Bristol Co. Bull . " 
T840, U.S . Pa tent 

2,315,840 (1 ) 

.!.JJ~ Electrolytic 
thermometer 
Lion (1959) . , 

..!lJ ~nsulation 
reslstance thermo -
.e ter. U. S. Patent " 
2 , 3 18,601 

(H'/-.H :\ r 1:'\1(, 
\\" L ICillT 

( :IL\I\:\(:Tf<HIS Ill;"" 
1.11 

I\. [)Yf\::\~lIC H·\r\(jJ 

Linea r , d . c . ,vo l t a ge 
generated by t wo 

- dissimila r .etal 0.05 to 
junctions a t dift. 0 . 25 P 
temp. - 200"c-+ 10000 

L.inea r increase 
resist a nce with 
temp . of a pure 0.05 to 
II.Q t a l _2700C to 0.25 P 
+ lOOOoC 

Logarithmic resis -
tanc e, decrease 
r esi s t ance w/t eap. 7 to 40 E 
ot seaiconductive 
aat. _ lOOoC _ +300oC 

(2) 

Ther.acouple or 
theraopile sensing 
ele_nt 2 to 20 E 

(2) 
OOF to 34000 F 

Resistance wire o r 
ther. i s tor .ensing 
eleaen t, re s istance 0.5 t o 2 
function of teap. P 

~isual co a pa riso n 
of i18a ge with 
calibrated fil .... nt 3.5 to 25 

E 
l4000 F to 77000 F ( 1) 

Spectros copic 
ana lys i s of 2 be .. 
interfe rome try a nd 0 . 63 E 
Fou rier transfo rma -
tion 

Linea r expansion of 
metallic sensing 
ele-ant with t eap . 0.5 to 2 

P 
- 184CC to +5 4 0 0 C 
Linea r expansion 
of liqu i d or 
increase of vapor 1 to 10 
pres~ure with se.p. E 
-200 C to +650 C 

a ) Linea r pressu re 
with te.perature 
f o r a cons tant vol. 0.05 to 
b)Golay cell (2) 0.75 P 
_1250 F to +600o F 

~)Log.rith .. ic 
d e crease at r esis -
tanee with tea pera - 17 E 
ture 

Tempera ture depen -
dence v a por 
resistivity 0.13 to 

0 . 5 P 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET ST UU T (jtC'UU"" 'dQliiUIKII5I I I I n.r_, I 

VOLUMr: OPt-:HAIl-. <.)L '! ( 'I' :--.;t ' .\11 1 1 . 1': REMARKS 
HELIAB. 11:\/ .\I{ J) '-./ ,\11. 1)/ 

POWER IN. i i"IMr: rIM1-. {)j AND 
Ht\TIN(j H.\ . 1:\(; /11 ,\/ Lid'. 

HA'IINC HA I'IJ ,j' (j I'I-.()I'!.I A/I!>! IIO!'; J\ L r;N(~INEERIN( ~ DATA 

Requir •• potentia.eter or . illivolt· 

10- 3 w 
_ter for r .adou t and rete" .nc e 

1 to 10 P 2 E 1 E 1 E 1 E - 1 E 1 2 junction at con.tant t •• p. Accura cy 
E i s 0.05Oc t o O. l Oc. 

V. S. Pa tent. 2 . 315.127; 2 . 375 . 892; 
2. 470,653; 2,24 5,700; 2.316,942 ; 

15 x 10 - 1 to 10 P 1 3 E 1 E 1 - 1 1 2 2.395.192 
w E Accura cy is 10-4 to O.IOC . Requi re. 

r •• i stanc e brid94t. 

(1) Require. re.i.tance b&idoe. 
Accurate to with in + 1.0 C. 

15 xlO- 3 5000 to 2 E 1 E 1 p; 1 - 1 1 2 (2) F iou re. reter to· te rre. trial field 

w E 7000 E equi~ent. Lunar dev ice. e.t~ .. ted 

(2) 0 . 05 to 0.25 lb an d 1 to 5 in • 

Eppley lAb . , Inc . (1963). Bar ber -
Col .... DB 1213- 1. Pyro_ter Inst r. Co. 

10-3 w 10 to 3 E 1 p; 1 E 1 E - 1 E 1 2 Mo. 176 . Lunar device. e.ti .. ted 

P 2000 E a.. 0 3 to 0.2S Ib and 2 to 20 in3 • 

(2) 
(1) Re quire. r •• istance bridge . 

15 xl0- 3 4 to 20 P 3 E 1 E 1 p; 1 - 1 1 2 

• P 

(1) LUDar device. e.t~ .. t e d 0.03 to 
0.5 Ib and 2 to 30 in • 

0. 5 to 5 75 to 1 E 2 E 1 E 1 E - 2 E 1 2 

P 2000 E 
(1) 

SURVE¥OR instrua.nt. 0 
Ac cura cy is no better than ! 4 C. 

0. 5 to 4 p; 4 E 2 E 1 E 1 E - 1 E - 0 - 1 E 

5 P 

Vibrating st ri ng .adul ator can be u .. d 
to oiv. digital readout - u. s. Patent 

0 . 1 - 2 2 to 20 P 1 p; 1 E 1 E 1 E - 1 E 1 2 2,447,816. 

P 

Include. _rcury and al!,ollol type • • 
Accurate ~n to + a.alOC. Figur •• 

0.1 - 1 5 to 200 1 E 1 E 1 E 2 E - 1 Ii 1 2 re~er to industrial .adels . Lunar 

P P davie ••• sti .. ted 0.05 to 0. 75 lb and 
1 to 30 i n 3 . 

(1) Bellows type .ell-1ogging device. 
(2) Focu. radiant energy on 8xpaD.ive 

0 . 1 - 5 1 to 30 P 3 P 1 E 2 E 3 E - 1 Ii 1 2 ga. to produce vari ation. in pr.ssure -

P U. S . Patent 2 , 424 ,916. 

Accurate t o with in! 1.oDe. 
Fioures re~er to terrestrial .odel •• 

10- 3 p . 850 E 4 E 1 P 2 P 2 E - 1 E 1 3 E ~:::: 6:;!C;: ~r~bl!::l: :: ~: ~:3. 

Conductivi ty o~ hygros copic insulation 
conta ining a constant quantit y o~ .ais ~ 

0.5 to 1 1 to 20 P 5 E 1 P 1 P 1 P - 1 P 1 5 E ture i n va por condition, b et ... n 2 

P wir •• a t di~f. rent D.C . potentials t is 
~unction of t a.pe r ature. 
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SHEET -oL OF--L 

INSfRCMEI'T 
AND 

DATA SOCRCE 

II I Ther ... l Probe 

~l .. e n er & Beck 
( 1900) 

121 Ther •• 1 
r--t0aparator 

Hi .en.r &. Beck. 

( 1960) 

131 SourC'e-Sink 
~Ab,olut4t. Misener 
, Beck (1900), U. 5 
Pat.nt 2,475, 138 
Schroder (1960) 

l4T Div~ded Sar 
~.parl!1On 
Misener & S.ck( 1960 
U.S . Patent 
2,484,7]0 

~ Ther.aI 1099in9 
Dobrin (1952) 

~ Ther.al Lo99in9 

m Theraa1 L..o99 in O 
Dobrin (19S2) 

~ Ceotheraal 
survey, J akosky 
( 1940) 

lJ. S. PatIP nt 
2,40] . 704 

~ Geothl!raa1 
Survey 
Jakosky (1940) 

\'I::.~S 

l ' HAND 

OPU{ATIN(, 

C IiARA C TERlSTI C~ 

6< OYI\ .. \MI C HAN(;f-

Transient state, 

Th e.r •• l ~T/dt a: ther., 
c onduc t - c ondo 
iVltv 10- 6 to 1.0 

att /c .-oC 

~teady stat4t, 
"apirica1 ca1ibra -

WEIGHT 

LII 

0.13 to 
10 K 

t ion -1 E 
10- 3 to 0.1 
.att/c a-oC 

Steady state 
10- 3 to 0.1 .att/cil 
0(; I -1 E 

!)teady atate 
10- 3 to 0.1 .att/c. 
°c I -1 E 

Varioua .enaors re
cord te.perature as 

Teaper- Ifunction of depth 
ature - 20 to + 200 °c. 

~~~~o~~a~~::o~, reo 

teaper.tu re at 

to 250 
E 

Ther.a1 
conduct
ivi ty 

! i~~?e ~nl~!~·~6 
.at t/ca- ° c. 

6~d 5 t; 250 

a}c...refu11y s paced 
vertica1 1sen5ora record teap 
tellprr - ature ditterence asl5 to 250 
ature function of depth E 
Qradient -200 e to 200°C 

Steady state t •• per 
ature in shallow 

Tellper- I holes laid au t on 115 to 25 
ature a grid P 

-20De to + 1000e 
Hor izon 
tal t~III~. 

ature 
Qradient 

15 to 25 
P 

fiaT Ther.al condu ct l Ther .. al /R ange: 2xlO ':O to 1 
P lvity Probe conductiv ".ttlc. _oC 

(ThQr.oc ouple) ity. Output: dc ailli_ 
A. D. Llttle, CustOIl surface volt ana10Q aiQnal 
:'clentlfl C Inst , 

<0.5 

~ 

~ 

Ther.a) 
Conductlvity 
Probe 
(Ther .. i 5tor) 

Thermal 
C ondu c tivity 
Probe 
(Tbeclilocouple) 
A. D. Litt Ie 

TherlllAl 
c onduct iv 
i ty, 
~iffusiv-

;~¥ra~~b-

Wange : 2xl0- c to 1 
.at t /c lI _ °c 
Output; analog 
vo 1 tage 

h'anQe: 2x10 - 0 to I 
.att /c II _ °c 

Output: de .illi
volt analog siQnal 

<0. 5 

< O. 5 

INSTRUMENT 

\'{)J. l'.\I ' 

POWER \;-..; . 

0.01 to 10 .25 to 
100 ., K 200 K 

~ 10 •. 1-1 to 10 
i E 

~ 10 •. 1_10 to 
E 100 E 

~ 10 •• 1-10 to 
E 100 E 

10 to 
500 P 

10 to 
500 •• P 

10 to 
500 P 

1 w. E 

1 w. E 

10 av 
to 
1. 

10 '.v 
to 
1 • 

10 av 
to 
1 • 

20 to 400 
E 

20 to 400 
E 

20 to 400 
E 

5 to 50 P 

5 to 50 P 

5 E 

5 E 

5 E 

~ 

EVALUATION 

I{ 1-.I .1"H . 
Il \ !'I NC; 

2 

3 P 

1 E 

1 E 

2 E 

()IJU~/\ II . 

If \.H: 

H :\ [ 11\"' ; 

2 

4 

4 

4 E 

4 E 

4 E 

5 E 

5 It 

4 

4 

'i ~ :' 1 C f' 

TIMI', 
H/\ liNe; 

1-2 

2 E 

2 E 

2 E 

3 E 

3 Ii 

3 E 

3 E 

3 E 

3 

SHEET 

II AI:\I< I) 

1<.\ II~( ; 

- 1 

- 1 

- 1 

2 E - 2 E 

2 E - 2 II 

2 E - 2 E 

1 E - 2 Ii 

1 E - 2 E 

;\:L: ,\1" ".I ( 

(H 

"'-'() I' I , !- . 

1 - 2 

1 - 2 

1 - 2 

2 

2 

""" .. \/1·. ()I

rH:V ! . L<H~. 

4 

2 It 

2 E 

2 E 

2 

2 

3 

"\ 

STUDY GROUP GeppbYlica (Ther •• l) 

Rlo:MARKS 
AND 

AllOn IONAL lo:NGINEERING DATA 

(1) Accurate to within + 10.. Ranoe 
include. 0 •••••• ur ••• nt •• 

Eapirically calibratedj theory not 
developed. 

Require. caretul technique tor accuracy 

Ther •• cond.~ ~(thickn ••• ) 
dt AT 

Ratio ot theraal conductivity to 
.tandard is proportional to ratio ot 
t •• peratur. drop •• 
(1) Require. accurate standard tor 
accuracy. 

Se. alao U. 5. Pateat. 
2,366,694; 2,480,720; 2,242,161; 
2,383,455; 2,590,982; 2.313,384; 
2,412,575 

Se. U. S. Patent. 2,290,075; 2.352.247; 
2,242,612; 2,311,757; 2,414,862; 
2,274,248; 2,342,827 

U. S. Patent 2,301.326 

Accurat. to within O.o}l'""C. 

N .. da ~ditication tor lunar u.e. 
Me.sur.s rate ot te.perature ri .. dUe 
to h •• ter in probe. Requir •• controll 
ed t •• peratur. rete rene. junction. 

R.sistance bridoe, require. bia •• 
Ther_istor replac •• th.raooouple te.p. 
sensor. N •• ds aodification tor lunar 
u s •• 

5i.ilar to 10, but require. in.talla_ 
tion in borehole or de.p in •• rtion in 
dust or soil . N •• d. dev.lo~nt. 



t::1 
~ 

CO 

SHEET ~OF 

f-U 

IN5TRc:-...n:1" r 
AND 

OAT.", SOCRCE 

Theraal 
Conductivity 
Probe 
(Ther.istor) 

~ Modi.tied Flash 
Radioaeter 

I 
~ Reflectance 

Radio.eter 
IN -v is ib le - I R 

.\f £:\S

CHAND 

Theraal 
conductiv 
itY,ditt-
usivity. 
subsurtac 

Theraal 
dittusiv-
ity, 
surface 

Surface 
eaittance 
reflec -
tance 

o PER .. \') INC 

C HARA CTER ISTI CS 
N Dyr-;:\M IC HANCE 

Range: 2xlO- b to 1 
.att/ca _ °c 

Output : analo9 
vol tagll? 

Range: 3xlO- o to 
2 c.2 /sec 
Output: analoQ 
voltage, DC a. t(t) 

Output: analog 
voltage. OC 

~ Radio_tric IHeat n"" Range, 10-4 to 
Heat Flow Meter suriace 1 watt/c.2 

A. D. Little Output : analog 

lSi Heat Flow 
P Meter (Modified) 
National Inst. Labs 
8eckaan-Whitley 

~ 

~ 

~ 

f!T 

l!QJ 

~ 

~ 

Line Source 
Pressure Gauge 

A.D. Li t tIe 

Inter
st itial 
gAS 
pressure 

vol tage 

Ranoe: 10-" to 
1 watt/c.2 

Output: analog 
voltage 

Rang_: 10- 4 to 
100 torr ( several 
sensors tor span) 
Output : DC voltage 

\\' F.ICHT 

LII 

< 0.5 

5 E 

5 E 

<0.5 

1 E 

1. 5 E 

INSTRUMENT 

POWER 

10 _ 

to 
1. 

U 

1 • E 

t_ 

t ..... -
0.1 w E 

VOLUM,: 

IN. I 

5 E 

<: 1700 

100 E 

12 E 

12 Ii 

15 E 

EVALUATION 

RELLA B. 
RATING 

U 

U 

U 

U 

U 

OPERAf E 
TIM E 

HATINC 

5 

SF-TUP 
TIM,; 

RATING 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

3 
or 
4 

SHEET 

HAZ A RD 

RA rlNe 

NUMBER 

OF 
PEOPLE 

STATE OF 

rH:VELOP . 

5 

5 

STUDY GROUPGeophyaic. (Ther •• l) 

REMARKS 
AND 

ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

Si.ilar to 11, p. 2; require. 
installation in borehole or deep 
in.~rtion in du.t or soil. Needs 
develop.ent. 

Conceptual instru.ent. Pro9re.sion of 
heat wave due to fla.hed radiation 
iIIu.. (Xenon or laser source) 
.onitored by IR detectors focuaed 
a urface. 

Conceptual in~tru.ent. Radiation 
dotectors 80ni tor reflected and 
e.itted radiation, probably uaing 
a o lar eneroy as sourc e . Spectral info. 
in UV . visible & IR banda required. 

Conceptual instruDent. Blackened diac 
suspended above undisturbed surfac e, 
inatrueented with therwocouplea for 
te.perature. liT. 

Conceptual inatruaent. Conductive type 
require. surface e.place .. nt with 
.ini .. l diaturbance. Ther80couple 
or roa i.tance ther-.oe:rte r aensors. 

Modification of exiating p robe 
required. Surface or aubsurface. 
latter requires borehole. Meaaurea 
ther •• condo of reference powder a .. pI 

in presaure .quil. w/.urt.ce .. terial. 
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SHEET .....L- OF _2_ INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP Geophysi cs (Magnet ico ) 

I :--; 's rRL: ~tr: ~ r Ui' l-: H. ,Y I'I NC VOLUMI-: O PU{/\ n . S U ' CP NUI-.1JH.H RE;MARKS :-' l r : :\S - II" U(; I IT REL l A I' . I I Ai'. ,\1{ [) :--. 1 A I r. O r Ar;D t ~ Il ;\ I{ .. \ l: T l-:H. IS T I( :S P OWl::H I r l Mf: T I M .. : "f A ND 
D.-\ r .-\ soc H. C E 

UH ANIl 1. 1\ IN . H.,\T INCi 
HA rlNe 

itA rlNc; i'LUI.J!. !- . 
DI'; VU .()P. 

& !) Yf\: .'\~ ll C H ,\N(;I- . IL\'IIN{i A()DI TIONAL ENGINEE;R ING DATA 

!J FluxQate Total = 1 Y resolut ion 
MaQneto.eter .... on.tic 

tie Id 75 A . C. 3200 2 1 2 1 1 2 
Gult Oil Corp. 

?J Fluxoate Range : 1000 -
Maoneto.eter 100 , 000 y 

" 9 12 448 4 1 2 1 1 2 
Sharpe-Litton "0" cells 

~proton Precession RanO_ : 1 to 12000 X-4940 : 6 X-4940: Requires bias field of about 5000y . 
Magneta.-ter ,X-494C or 52000 y X-4942: 136 

X-4942 , Varian " Resolution : 2.7 Batteries X-4942: 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Associates (X-4940), 2 Y 92 

iX-4942) 0.6 r 
~~UbidiU. Vapor Ran9": 6100 Y 

Ma9fteto.eter Resolution: =°.017 110 v. ae 
Model V4938 " 86 25 v. de 2853 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Varian Associates 

iJ: Low Field Total Range: ! 364 t Flight -ad.l d •• i gned & built tor JPL. 
aliu. Magnetoaeter t ield Resolution : O.Sy (Contract No . 950355). Oper . t •• p . 

Texas I n s tru. ents plus 3 (lcps pa. .. band 1 6 . 15 7.0 . 257 U 1 1 1 1 1 ranoe : -5SoC to +5SOC (a.ns or) . 
coapo- _2oDe to +6SoC (el'e ctronics) 
nents 

~. Sear c h Coi 1 Range: 15 . 000y Flown on Pion.e r I & II. 
MAone to. t e r Magnetic Re s olution : 

1 " Space Te c hnology field 3 U 24 2 1 1 1 1 1 
, Labs . 

~ Sch. idt Type Magnetic 60,000 Y range Photoele ctr i c recording unit available 
Balanc e field. Accuracy : ! 2 Y if de . ired (30 1bs ,l000 in 3 w/tripod) . 
Askan i a vertical 23 0 2400 2 1 1 1 1 2 

co.ponen w/ tripod wi t ripod 

!.J Sch.idt Type 1000 - 2000T 
Balance 
Rusk.a .. .. 0 .. 2 1 1 1 1 2 

~, Sch.idt Type 1000 - 2000 T 
blance 
HilQer-Watts " " 0 .. 2 1 1 1 1 2 

~I Torsion Fiber RanQa : 6O.000y 
Balance Accuracy: .:!. 2 Y 
Askani. " 7.50 0 200 2 1 1 1 1 2 I 
Type : Micro Gfz . /t ripod w/ tripod I 

~ Sch.i dt Type Maonetic Ranoe: 40,000 y Photo- e lectric re cording e qu i p.ent 
~la.nce field. Accuracy : .:!. 2 T available. Se. ve rtical coapone nt 
As kania horizon- 2 3 0 1720 2 1 1 1 1 2 instruaent. 

t al w/ tripod 
c o.ponen 

~ Sch.idt Type Ra n98 : 2000 T 
Balance 
Hi 1ger-Watt s .. " 0 U 2 1 1 1 1 2 

tJ ._- -

0-

-..0 



tJ 
I 
N 
o 

INSTRUMENT 
AND 

DATA SOURCE 

~: Schaidt Type 
!&nee 

Ruska 

~: Torsion Fiber 
lance 

Type Gfh 
ASkaaia 

~_ Earth Inductor 
2 - Coil Type 

(Ro.an & Seraon , 
1934\ 

~~bidiua Vapor 
1 V 4938G 

VariaD 

~ Co-pass 

~J Dip Ne.dle 
"Super Dip" 
Gisco - Sharpe 0 - 2 

~ Earth Inductor 
C. 1. W. 

f!J. -y Type 
Bridge 
Gi s co MS-3 

f!J. Modif ied 
~-Type 

Sus c e pt ibi Ii ty 
Bridoe 
JPL 

l!QJ 
.. 

~. IDductive 
Bridge-Bore Hole 
InstrUlM'Dt 
Socony Mobi Ie 

~, Fluxgate 
Magneto.eter 
(Wyckoff, 1962) 

MEAS-

URAND 

Magnetic 
field, 
horizon-
t al 
co. ponent 

.. 

Magnetic 
.field 
gradient 

.. 

.. 

Mag:Detic 
inclina-
tion 

.. 

Magoetic 
l uscepti -
bility 
(surfa ce) 

.. 

Magnetic 
suscepti-
bility 
( s ub-
surface' 

.. 

Magnetic 
field, 
total + 
3 CCMIpo-
nants 

OPERATING WEIGHT 
C HARACTER ISTI CS LB 
8. DYNAMIC RANGE 

40,000 a 
accuracy 23 
.:!: 2 (l w/tripod 

RanO": 40,010 y 
Accuracy: :!:. 2 Y 

18.8 
w/tripod 

Resolution: O.~ 

25 

Resolution: 0.2 
ppa 

U 

0.25 

2.5 

Inclination anole 
Resolution: 0 . 1' 

35 

Range: 1001.000 x 
10- CO. 

Resolutioa: 2xlO- 6 12 w/o 
batteries 

Raage: 100.000 
xlO- 6 egs 

Resolution: 2x1O- 6 0.6 

U U 

Resolution: 
I x IO- 6cos 

U 

2 Range.: 0 to J:.6~7 
o to ±320y. Noi .. 
equiv.: 0.257' 4.6 
Resolution, 1_ 
range: 0.6y. 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET :'IUUT (,I(UUt' c;.ophy. tr ' . 1 ..,.'" ... , " ., 

VOLUME OPERATr,: SETUP NUMIH.H Hr,~l/\HK"" 

RELlAB. IIAZ ,\H I> (H :-.1 /\1". ()r ,,:-';1) 
POWER IN . ' 

TIME TIM,; 
RATING HATfNC "r,up!.,,: In:", u.op. :\I)DIIIONA!. ".:'H;I:"1-.;' .I<I:'\:( , II" I A 

RATING RATING 

0 1720 2 1 1 1 1 2 

0 1720 2 1 1 1 1 2 

2 dry 17.800 3 2 2 1 2 2 

cella 

U U 2 1 1 1 1 2 

0 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 

0 24 1 1 1 1 1 2 

Batterie. 144 2 1 1 1 1 2 

In aitu .... ur ... nt. 

U 1152 2 1 1 1 1 2 

I 
Bo11iD, B. M. (1962) 
Canup , et aI. (1962) . 

0.06 • 17 2 1 1 1 1 1 Surveyor sur~ac. inatru .. ntsj 1D situ 

.asure.at. 

Surveyor 8Ub.ur~ace instru"Dt 
BolliD (1962). Deai9lled {or s_l1 

U U U 1 1 3 borebole. _ d a additioDAI 

develo~ent. 

BrodiDg et. a 1. (1952), Geophyaics, 
Vol. 17, Mo. I, p. 1 . 

U U 2 3 2 1 1 1 

'Iowa OD Mariner II. Coil . avai lable 
to counteract peraaaeDt or induced 

6 ' U 1 1 2 E 1 1 1 field of apececraft up to 100 g_a. 

-- _ ._-- _ .- ~--'-
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\ .. t-. \.", t I ".I ... 

.... ~I ... d I 

. 01 s_ U ~ f) 1-

...... I ( ,' I)t.f n t I a 1-

1-'". I '\ 1 I VI 1." 

.. '.'III' .... n 1 

. , I S' 0) .... 1· ', .. 

~O \. r i: I ." t I ()" .. .,. 

\";! .... t ... r . 

, al> lit •. AI , (x 

1'1I I ... ... 1 '" I t<>nt 

..... .. ; t ·I'o~ ... n t I A I 
, ' n ! t 

'~l " 0 \ I' h 

T_o I: I.,.c t fod .. - " 
\,'olt_t .. r. 

".atd"", 

S "'rot,\· 

IJI .. I ... ,· tro_ tt'! 

~ 

~ 

m-

.... ad"" I roll A 

"'1 r rowav" 
I n stru.,·nt .. l. o. 

Tun." Circuit 

Prollv 

[/lit Ie ! t rf).,ne ( 

... I.@ r (1 <.,jOJ) 

'. har 'I~C! (Just 
!I",t"., to r 

",,,,he r (1'11')1 ) 

1 ... 1 _ T., h I'o r t -

able h'.tract Ion 

~ "l,".ayraph, 

2 I: 1",,( t rotJ'"~. 

Voltllu,>t~ r, Cab le s 

II2T 

UTI 

~ 

~H: .\ S-

l'HA:"if) 

t. ..... \ s1 I -

.... I t V 

\ A~ .:)1.. , 
A I t I V ... 0 1 

past-Iv .,.' 

;>1'1" "I'on 
t anliou ,," 

polar l.l.a · 

t Ion 

" I>o n-

t a n.· ou ... 

;>0 la I Ira · 

t Ion 

!ll ... l\" t-

" ' 
, a n s t &n t , 

Los .. 

t a n ') . nt 

I-'e l at I ve 

l>4fr.1 t · 

t I VI t v 

F lux~~ of 

c har 'Jed 

par t 1 (" I '"'" 

~p I SlIllC 

.. l r.>ctr lC' 

.. ttlilC t 

L)I'UC~lJ~l; 

C HAHA( ' fF:HbTI L:-> 

t. DYl'\A~lIC HAN(;~ 

.... qu.ro.t wav ... 

,u rr ... nt sour, e, 

..., Ild",w l r.,. 

POt-.. 011 0,.."t..-. 

A, ( "f AI V : fI , ,>" 

0 ... pO.~ f supp l v . 
V.Cuu. tub. volt 

IIIli!'t"r. rp.al stor a. 

" Ii 1.(" t r exl"'. I. 

" ,.,.,.1. of wi r e 

.... 1.Il .r to 2 . with 
AC rx.:, pu 1 Sft 

pOtu.- r .. upp 1 v 

t<'A n o.,l'" 2,){) IOn/) .v 

I-'an,)", IfXJ() .v 

';':' ",' on ... '&n~. 1 
los ... t anI) rany. 
1) , 001 . 1,2 

A r(u ra<v: -." 

II 

r_l~l t rost.t 1(' 

ve l o('ltv !\elertor; 

qual It . t I v., 

lJ 

----

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION 

WU(;o,r I 
loB 

POWI::R 

\4 E 

14 . / 0 
hat t e r ie~ 

\ 0 t:. 

140 

E 

l , 

42 

1200 w , 

I 

" 

battery 

powered 

1St) • 

<1 • l-. 

<0. ') w e 

Sat terv 

po.ered 

I VOL~Mf: I H" 1\1\ , I""'!!'""" , 
IN . \ !~ \ I 1:'\( ; Ii ~ \":\/~(, 

3400 

w/ o 
prohli!'s 

1080 

w/o 
probes 

380 E 

722 
. I f ou r
prObQ5 

300 E 

111 .ouo E I 

40 E 

tlO E 

QSO 

2 

I 
1 I 

2 E 2 

3 E I 

"if', ll'., 

1[ :-'11- . 

!~ ,\ [ INC 

1 

1 

, 

I 

SHEET 

:\'L .\l HI.I< 
11 .. \/ \/{ II () ~ 1'1 I 1\ I 1-. () .. 
H.\ I [:\(; i 'LOI"' I.f< D!<V ~.L()j-J . 

\-2 

2 

-----.. 

STUDY GROUP Geophysics (Elect rica l) 

REMARKS 
AND 

ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

Terrestrial vac uu. tub. inatru .. nt. 
Needs -aditication and .ini.turiz.tion 
Data c.n be used to calculate 
dielectric constant, conductivity. 

Esti.ates fer needed -oditic .tion 
ot 2 for lunar use. 

Terrestrial v.cuu. tube in.tru .. nt. 
Nee.d. -aditication • ..., .iniaturization 

Electrodes. cabl •• and volt .. t.r-tro. 
I, 2 or 3 could 'be u •• d. asti.at •• 
for lun.r .adaIj .edific.tion ot 
terr •• trial type. needed. 

I I 
I Xy recorder output. Operating 

frequency 8.6 k.cp.. Meaaure .. nt 
1 1 2 area, I in. dia. flat aurtaee . Lab 

or indu str ial type in.t r UM nt . 

Capacitance chanoe to retune circuit 
in parallel with plate pl.ced ne.r 

1 1 " lun.r •• terial rel.ted to per.ittivity 
Ne.ds d.velo~nt. c.libration with 
.i.ulated lunar .aterial •. 

Based on Meuo.bauer Solar Pl .... 
Spectro.eter. C.nnot .epar.te .peed , 

" and charQ./ •••• ratio. Me •• ur •• 
p.rticle tluxe. in Oroup • • 

I or 2 
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SHEET 

1;-';$ rRC:-"H: ~ I 

""D 
DA r .-\ SOCRC~: 

o:r SP Electrode 
Electro-Tech Labs. 

1 OF 

.\IL.\S

L'H. :\ND 

Keck Assoc., Inc. I Se If 
ISchluaberger, Doc.8~otential 
~.ll Reconnaissance 

Wingle Pt . Device 
Electro-Te ch Labs. 
Keck Assoc., 1 nc. 
Schluaberger . Doc . 8 
~oll Reconnaissance W Nor .. t Device 

S hort" Long 
Electro-Tec h Labs. 
Keck Assoc., 1 nc , 
Schluabe rger. Doc.8 
We ll Reconnaissance 

Re.istiv
ity 

0 1 " <H :\ I [t\:( r 

{ :II:\H:\( ' ruus J'I< ::-. 

'" !>l':\ \\llt " H .\r-.;(iI . 

.:5. 102 a-c. E 
toraation fluid 
resistivity 
e rror ~ 10. E 

::. 10'- 10> lI-c . E 
error 1.10. Ii 

::. 104 _105 II-c. E 
e rror ~ 10. E 

\\UCIII 

1,/\ 

15 E 

15 E 

15-50 

INSTRUMENT 

VOl.ur...n: 
! '()W f- . H 

IN . 

None 200 

50-1500 200 

50- 1500 200 

EVALUATION 

H.f-:LIAB. 

H:\TIN(; 

2 

2 

()I>U~ /\ i"L 

rI!\H: 
i{A -' I N(; 

Single 
d at u. : In 
Contin
uous 
r ecord IE 

Sf- :"Il '!-' 

rIMf-. 
H:\ n Ne 

1 Ii 

SHEET 

II .. \/ .\H f) 

H .\ [T,(; 

2E - 2E 

:\l " ~! HJ j, 

()I

J'I.ul'I.! 

,,' \[[ (if

i)l \ " U.cH'. 

STUDY GROUP ~ ' 

HL\1:\HK ..... 

;\:-':1) 

,....1. (· t r 1{' 

1.0UQlna} 

\!ll)! 11(1:S :\] t-.:--i~II;';U- _HI:'\(; [1\ i A 

NA lunar u •• --requira8 .ate r -ti lled hoI 
toraation fluids. Deduce resistivitv ot 
tor •• ti on fluids, b e d boundar i •• , " .. hali 
ne.a " ot tor.at ion •• I a in/readin9 , 
60'/ain. See a l s o Oakhnov (1962) 

Not appl icable to lunar use --roquires 
fluid-tilled borehole. Se e al.o 
Oakhnov (1962). 

Not applicable t o lunar uso - -r e quir e. 
fluid-f i lIed borehole. Wei9ht depend. 
on curr.nt,voltag. electr~d. di.tance, 

r.iT Lateral Device ---- <lO~ o.·c. E Not appli c a bl e to lunar u •• -- requ ircrs 
~ Short & Long error ~ 10. E tl u id - fi lIed borehole. Weight depends 

1
18 in . or 60 in. S.e also Oakhnov 
119621 

~!~~t~:;~~~ 'i:~~ . If 15 - 50 1500 200 2 " " " " on di .tance ot current e lect rode to . id 
Schluaberger, Doc.S point of voltage e l ect rodes. See aho 
l~el1 Reconnaissance ~a~k~h~n~o~v~(~1~9~62~)~. ______________________ ~ 

[51 Guard Blectrode 10·-10~ Q - c . E Not app licabl . to lunar u •• - -requir •• 
~~ce (Latero log) error> 10. it tluid-tillod borehole. Accuracv 
Schluaberger, " - 15-50 1500 200 2 " " " " "better than inst ru.ents I, 2 . ] , •• 
Docu .. nt 8 
Dakhnov (1962) 

~. Micro- DOr .. l 
~vlce 
Schluaberger, 
Doc uaent 8 
Oakhnov (1962) m-. Micro- inverse 
Devlce 
Schluaberger, 
Docu .. nt 8 
Dakhnov (1962) 

~icro-laterol09 
S c hlullberger, 
Docu.ent 8 
Vakhnov (1962) 

f!J Indu ct i o n Device 
JPL 
Schl uaberger, 
Docu .ent 8 
Vakhnov (1962) 

l!Q( S c r a tcher 
Elec trode Device 
Dakhnov (1962) 

riiT Induced 
tp51arization Device 

Dakhnov (1962) I Me t a l 
fac to r 

~ 

10".105 o...c. E 
error 2:,10. it 

lQ4:io5 11- c. E 
erro r ~a. £ 

104 _105 lI - c. E 
e r r o r ~1CM15 E 

10120-<:. P 
error! 1'-' E 

lQ1:r II -c. P 
erro r ~l"" E 

u 

10 

10 

10 

5 P 

0.6 

5 P 

1000 

1000 
E 

1000 

500 P 

0 .01 

<500 P 

70 

70 

70 

70 K 

18 

70 E 

2 

2 

2 

2 E 1,2 

3 K 3 

3 

Not a pplica b l. to lunAr u .e - - r e qu i r •• 
mud cake. 

Not appl icable t o lunar u.e-- requ ires 
.ud cak.. . 

Not applica blo to lunar uue--requir •• 
mud cak., Accuracv bet ter than .icro 
d.vices 6 & 7, 

Applicabl e t o lunar u s. - -no ~rehol. 
fluid required. Dry rock~ 10 2 0 - C. , 

Perca.tro st ~ l04Q-ca . W-P-V valu •• for 
JPL-Bollia suac eptibility-r •• ist ivi tv 
Surve vOr inatru_nt. 

Applicable to lunar u .e --diroct cont ac t 
aC hieved. Dry iock: _1012 .n -ca. 
P.raafroat : -10 o-c.. Accuracv depends 
on cont a ct r esis tanc e , 

Applicable to lunar u .e of s cratcher 
e lectrodes u8o d . Measure. de9re. at 
di •••• inat.d .inaralia.tion ~ .ater 
c ontent . 
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~ Pocket Pen.tro_ 
.ter. C l-700 
SOllt ... t. 1 nc. 

~unconrl"O co--
pr ••• l0n t •• ter 
u- 115 
5011t ... t, Inc. 

~ Uncontlrwd co.-
pre •• ion t •• ter 
L'-lbO 

5011test. Inc. 

~ Trl"Xlal 
aas.ably 
T-Il. 
5011te.t. Inc. 

~S011 tr.ffi ..: -
abll1ty test set 
"ray Tec h bu 11. 
TS ENG )7 

~ ProvlnQ ring 
pene t ro .. ter 
Aray Tec h . Bull . 
T8 ENG )7 

~ Lunar Stat! wi 
proving Ring 
at tac h-.nt 

!J Spli t apoon 
.aapler 
Terzaghi & 

Pe ck (1948) 

l!J Surve yor pene-
t rat ion hardness 
devl c e 
Thoraan (19b)) 

~ Rctaolding 
.. pparatU$ 
Aray Te ch. Sull o 
TS ENG 37 

~ Luna r over.hoe 
Av. Wk . .. Space 
Te c h. 10/ 28/ 63 

~ G ... .a-r~y back-
a ..: atterlng 
Nuc le.r-Ch i .... go 

MEAS -
l'RAND 

Penetea-
tlon 
r •• iat -
.nce 

Co.· 
pressiv. 
strenQth 

Co.-
pr ••• ive 
atrenoth 

':on-
fined 
eoapre-
ssive 
st renc;Jth 

Cone 
index. 
Penet ra-
tion re· 
ai stance 

Penet ra-
t ion re-
• istance 

penet ra-
t ion re-
.is tance 

Ptnet ra-
t ion re-
siatance 

Hardnes. 
ot surtac 
aaterial. 

RellOlding 
index 

Bear ing 
capacity 

Dens i ty 

INSTRUMENT 

OPU,ATINC 
WEIGHT VOLUMf: l ' HARA C TERlSTI CS POWER LR I ... OYI\::\M I C: HANCf.. IN. 

o - 4 . 5 kO/c."" 
0.26 0 5 

0 - 200 Ib 25 Ib 0 U 
(E) 

o - 500 Ib 32 0 1200 
(E) 

o - 800 lb. 
Strain control 800 IHN 60 c 
rate 0 - .5 in. 1 var . p"r 160,000 
ain. dependin9 

on load 

o - 150 lb . 
! 1 lb. 19 0 1200 

(E) 

o - 150 lb . 8 0 400 
(liaited by wt. of (E) (E) 
operator) 

o - 150 lb. 
(liaited by wt. of 2.5 0 20 
operator) (E) 

Blow count to 
advance ... pler NA U U 
given di .tance 
(as index ot pene-
tration reaiatance 

Penetration r.aia-
tance rIll\9 •• : U 
soil > 10 psi < I • U 
rock 4000 - 25 . 000 

p.i 

Manually deter.ina 
ratio ot penetro.- 19 0 1200 
readinga in rellOld (E) 
ed aoil to tho •• i 
"undisturbed" aoil 

NA U NA NA 

Ou tpu t: vol taO. a: 
puIs. count rat. 55 1.5 • 1240 
RanO.: 2.-7.5 9~C. (E) 
Accu:: 0.1 9/C,!! 
b.low 2 . 0 g/c. 

....-~ 

-------.. 

EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP "oil .... cnanir 

Of-'EHA r~ : Sf:n ; p f\: L! MIH:H REMARKS H ~ : 1. 1 i\ H. II Ai'.AH f) 
OF .... J A T~ . ( H 

AND TIME TIME 
B :\TIN(j H i'\ rt N e; 

PUH"I.f-; IH:V I<LO P. 
Af)DlTIO NAL ENGINEERING DATA B ,\ 'II N ( ; H ,\ !'INC; 

2 I I I I 2 Sprino loaded. optical .cal. 

2 2 3 I I 2 Co ... rcial laboratory inatrueent. 
Applicable to coh •• ive eoil. oaly. 

2 2 3 I I 2 .... a. above 
(approx. Bother uncon1in.d co.pr ••• io 

t •• t apparatus are shown in Soilt •• t 

~t~;l:it)Thea. are the light.et aDd 

I variable 4 2 I 2 
Co"'rcial laboratory inatru .. nt. 
Requirea additional inatru_at. ~or 
... ple preparation. Not .uitabl. 
tor lunar u ••• 

Oata .u.t b. correlated with vehicle 
3 I I 2 i 2 perforaance to be uaetul. Principally 

applicable to coheaive aoil. 

3 I I 2 I 2 
Thia 1. a _jor oo.ponent ot (5) abov 

May be u •• ful in context other than 
tratticability , aa device tor qualita-
tive coapari.on of .oil b.aring 
atrength 

Conceptual in.tru~t deaigned for 3 1 I 2 I 2 lunar u •• and coapatibility with 
Apollo objective. 

3 variable 4 2 2 NA 
Te.t re.ult ia a by-product of per-
cu •• ion drilling or aoundino. in _~ic 
blow count to advance tool i. logged 
and u.ed to correlate aoil conaieten-
cy fro. hole to hole. 

Ut i liz.a piezolectric accel.ro .. ter 3 I I I I to produce dec.leration-ti_. curv. 
~or varioua _teriala . Modification 
ne.ded to produc. u .. tul .yat •• for 
.a.nn.d investi9at iona . 

3 I I 2 I 2 
R.~ldin9 index .. y b. u.etul for 
.valuating .uitability at aoil aa a 
conatruction .at.rial and tor Ob.4Ir-
vino tendency ot brok.n coh •• ive bond 
to " heal." 

3 NA NA I I I 
Thi. integral part of Apollo apace 
auit _ill provid. qualitativ. data 
on bearin9 capacity by .. ana of th. 
variabl.-siz. toot pad •• 

U I I I I 2 
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SHEET -LOF 3 

INSTRUMENT 
AND M E:\S-

DATA SOURCE URAND 

~ G&aaa R .. y b .. ck -
scattering 

Density 

(Canup, 1962) 

~ Known voluae Volu.e 
thin-wall densi 
_.ple tube. 
(co nceptual) 

~ Vane shear She a r 
apparatus strength 
Soil test , Inc. 

~ Vane shear Shear 
apparatus strength 

(conceptual) 

~ Vane shear She .. r 
apparatus-lab strength _81 
Soiltest. Inc. 

~ Direct shear Shear 
apparatus st rength 
Soil test, Inc . 

.!J 5011 .echan1cs Shear 
test apparatus strength 
(Thor.an, 196;] & bearing 
with conceptu c apacity 
IIOdi:tications 

~ Cohron shear- Shear 
graph strength 
(Cohron,1963) 

J!J ITT Direct she& Shear 
Apparat us strength 
(Vey & Nelson, 
1963) wi concep 
tual laodificati ns 

~ Modified direct Shear 
shear apparatus strength 
(Roscoe, 1953) 
(conceptual 
svs'aa 

ill Squeeze test Shear 
(Jurgenson, strength 
1934) 

gj Volumeasure In-place 
Soiltest, Inc. density 

O PER /\TING 

C HARACTERISTICS 
& DYNAMI C RANGF. 

Output: Voltage 
pulses, Linear 
R .. ng8:0.2-6.B g/c. 
Accu: + 0.1 g/ca3 

on oonsol .tls. 

NA 

o - 600 Ib torque 

o - 200 lb torque 

o - 5 in-Ib 

o - 1500 Ib lo .. d 
applied through 
gear box by hand 

NorlUl stress to 
20 psi; t a ngential 
stress to 8 pai; 
spring loaded 

Nor .. l load a pplied 
by hanger weight.; 
shear torce a pplied 
through gear box & 
electric motor 

Compress ion ot 
plastic materials 
qetween rigid 
plates 

~~~I~~sb:tI:!~ and 
graduated cylinder 
to meaaure hole 
volume 

INSTRUMENT 

VOLUM" WEIGHT 
POWER IN. l LB 

Probe: 
9.2 .01 • av 750 

Peak: (Il) 
9A@2Bv, 
0.5 aec. 

0.5 0 15 

110 0 1200 
(E) 

6 
(E) 0 40 

100 0 2300 

200 Ib 0 7000 
(E) (E) 

23 250 900 
. -hr. 

3 0 50 
(Il) 

U U 300 
(E) 

300 
6 E U (Il) 

U U U 

20 0 1000 
(E) (E) 

- -

EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP 50.1 ...ch .. n • .. 
OPERATl:: S ' :TUP N U MIH-: H Hf.M{\HKS 

RELIAB. HA7.AnD s 1,\ I L <H 
TIME TIME OF AND 

RAT ING RATlN(; In:v U.ol'. 
RATING RATING P,;OPU; A Don IONAL ENGINEf:HIr-;'(; DATA 

Surveyor develop.ent inatnJ .. at. 
U 1 1-1 1-1 1 3 

Known volu_ ot "undisturbed" ... ple 
1 1 1 1 1 3 which just ~ill. tube to capac ity 

will be us.d in conjunction with 
terr •• trially deterained •• iQht to 
co.pute bulk density 

U 2 2 1 1 2 Weight , valu .. depend on depth to 
(E) (E) be t •• ted. Ueually used in conjunctiol 

with drilling apparatus tor .-kiDg hol~ 

Propo.ed lunar deeign will li.it 
U 2 2 1 1 3 depth to upper 2 teet • ..ploy 

E E lioht weight .. teriale. 

U 2 2 1 1 2 Inetru .. nt has redeeign potential 
tor lunar tield u ... 

Betiaated wt·ight and volu.e include 
1 2 4 1 1 2 etaad aDd we.~>9ht. tor applying load . 

Thie i. si.plest coe.ercially availabl 
laboratory direct .hear apparatus • 

aatiaated weight, volu_ , >poIfer t •• 

U 3 1 1 
into .ccount aoditications to convert 

1 3 Surveyor .pparatus to aanu.l oper.tiOD 
a. portable field teet iDstr~nt,usiD 
scr_ au_r. or ooerator _ iabt .. l~ 

Syste. need. careful ev.luatioD with 
respect to reliability at data result 

U 1 1 1 1 2 

Syate. is a laboratory prototype, but 
U 2 3 1 1 3 i a DOted a. po.sible pattern for lunar 

tield .adel. Suggest cODetant t~ce 
springs tor nor .. l load. 

This conceptu.l syste. otter. .dvaat-
age over cODventional direct .~ar t •• 

U 2 3 1 1 3 .1 reapect to patterD o~ .bear pI ... 
diatribution within soil a..-p l e. 

unique teat baaed OD priDciple. of rbe-
U 2 2 1 1 3 ology for daterainatioD of eheariDg re-

sistanc e in plastic aaterials. .... 
apparent a pplication to lunar .oil •• 

U.e at fluid _reDtly re_ra _ra-
1 2 1 1 1 2 tus unsuitable ~or luaar u .. . Require. 

preparation o~ hole aad .... ur .... t ., 
aaaple _igbt tberefr_. 

--- L ____ --------- --
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~ ~&nd den.ltv 
cone Cl"t·989 
Sotlt •• t. Inc . 

~ Con.olldo .. ter 
apparatus 
~11t •• t. Inc. 

II Harvard _ ... nlat -

u r. c~pac t lon 
apparatus CN-4] 

>011t •• t. Inc , 

~ "hnlature caw 
.et Cft-4bS 

-,ollt •• t. Inc, 

~ T.tMred .pher. 
t c one.pt ual 
deVlce tor rapl 
evaluat 10n of 
ped.atrlan aupp 

l.!J 5 01 I t ru ••. 
Nark 11 
(Harroun. 19H) 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

rw 

gr 

-

UPEHAT INC 
ML~S - WEIGHT C HARA C TERISTIC:-' 
l 'R AND LFI fa. DY~ .o\~ll C: RANta. 

Volu_ 20 
(E) 

Load o _ 20 KII/ C.2 

•• ttle_ t pr •• aur. appl ied 100 
by .. i9hta and (8) 
20 to 1 lever aya 
t •• 

Denaitv- Spr iraQ loaded co. 
co_pact iva pact iOD t .. p.r. IS 

.ttoct 201b and 40 Ib (E) 
relat 10n· 
.hlp 

MDdu lu. o • SOO Ib co.pre-
of pene - •• ioD ranqe . 40 
tration Hand cranked throu h (Ii) 
re.ist· ~ar train.Senai-
&ftC. t ivi t o 1 lb 

"arlno o..ion c riterion 
c apaclty i. that bearino 2 

capacity to auppor (II) 
to •• ed .pher. ia 

ct) adequate tor .. n. 

~h.ar U.etul terre.trial 
at ren9th r&n~ i • .oil. _I 10 

ulti .. t. bearin9 (II) 

~:~~~Y l~tjb/tt 

~ 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP Soil _ch.anic -

VOLU ME OPF. RATf: SE TU P NUMIH: n REMARKS 
IU: LIAH. H AZAH D STA TE OF 

POWER IN, I TIMF. TIM,: OF AND 
IL\TINC RATIN(; DF.VELOP, 

HATIN(; ({A T I NG P,:O PLE ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

u.. o~ .and cone apparatu. in lunar 
0 1400 1 2 1 1 1 2 environ_at aay be i_pet'ed by cloggiD9 

(E) due to adhereece o~ .and particl ••• 

Terr •• trial u •• require. approx 24 hr. 
0 2500 1 variable 4 1 1 2 Lunar t •• t. could be applied very rap-

(E) idly in ab.ence o~ hydrod~ic ~orce. 

Denaity-ca-pactive .~~ort relatioDtbip 
0 1000 U 3 1 1 1 2 would r~ire oaly ca.p&Ction -aId, 

(II) .old holder, aDd ca.pactioa ta.per in 
addition to .pring balaDce .. Propoaed 11; 

is not cQDveatioDAl OD~tiOD te.t 

MiDiaturized laboratory CaR te.t. Nay 
0 2000 1 4 2 1 1 2 be uaeful tor deteraiaatioD at par~ 

(E) etera aDd deaiva inforaatioD for 
lunar ba.inG4 

Anticipated use of this device will 
0 200 U 1 1 1 1 3 enable te.tinG ot grouad .everal f .. t 

(E) ahead of AD astronau"t. beyond the 
reach ot a atatt. 

Coh •• ive atrenoth _aaured with thia 
0 700 1 2 1 1 1 2 inatru .. at varies greatly aa a tUDC-

(II) tioD of loadino rat •• Properly us.d, 
inatru .. at produce. ratioaal value. ~ 
.bear atrengUIL ,par_tera tor ore_ral UI 
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INSTRCMEI'f 

AND 
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~H:AS· 

l'R AND 

W Pi lot age . &- Dead 
Reckoning wlt h LEMILunar 
Navigation Equ ip- position 
aaent 
~rs. 1964) 

~ Lunar Maps 

~ Scales 
Dividers 
Protracter 

UPU-{ATINC 

l' HARA C T ER IS TICS 

6< OYf\AMIC HAN(i~ 

u 

1/25.000 sca le 
(+ 23 ft resolu
tion) 

+ 5-25 ft. 
• 0 . 25° 

~ Theodolite 
w/tri pod 
Wild T-12 
Brochure 

aearin9 S'IAn 9 1es ~ I' hor .. 
Vertical + 2' vert. 
angle, Stadia di;tanc •• 

15) 1 0 Second 
r-'fheodolite 

Kern DKM-l 
Brochure 

161 1 Second 
~heodolite 

Wild T-2 
Kern DKM-2 

r.rr Camera Tr An.it 

(Bazhaw. 1964) 

Ie I Hand CaINra 
r-traflex Lunar 

CamerA 

f9T Stee 1 Tape 
r=-t.utkin No. 4100 

Distance 

Bearings, 
Elev.dift 
Distance 

Dis tance 
Elev.dit 
Photo 
back
ground 

Distance 

~ Surveyors I Survey 
Ar rows accesso ry, 
K&E Steel Arrows Photo 
No. 830212 reference 

alArke r s 

Angles: + 10" 

Angles to 1" 

Angular accuracy: 
-6". 

Magnetic bearings 
1/4~ Distance to 
l / 500 
Stereo or non
stereo. bo til. 
roll.. Level 
~lUbbles, mi 1 .cal e. 

0.1 it over 200 i 

NA 

Wf:IGHT 
LJI 

on LEM 

wi th 
c .... e 

0 . 25 

6.6 

18 

26 

15 

4.5 

~ [£M TV Tracking I LEM equipment 
for bear 
ings & 

[£M 
lequipment 

~ LEM TV Tracker 
(Angle Encoder , 
R~ngin9 lnstrumen 
TI-Apparatus 

distance 

Distance by Pha.e 
DistanceJ Co.parison to one 
Azimuth I toot resolut ion 

Azi . uth to + 1/40 
4_5 

INSTRUMENT 

POWER 

on LE.H 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Fe •• att. 
tor 
c._ra 
drive 

It •• watt. 
tor 
c ... ra 
drive 

Non. 

Non e 

[£M 

10 watt. 

VOLUME 

IN. 

on LEM 

18 

13 

Th eod . 
50 

Tr ipod 
740 Ii 

Theod. 
150 

Tripod 
740 B. 

Theod. 
324 

Tr ipod 
140 Ii 

2600 

70 

9 

14 

[£M 

150 

EVALUATION 

RELIAB. 

RA TING 

2 

2 

2 

OPERATE 

TIME 
RATING 

on LEM 

SETUP 
TIME 

RA1ING 

o n L...EM 

2 

2 

SHEET 

HA7. ;\Rf) 

RA rINC 

N\;MHf: R 

CH 
Pf.OPl.E 

1-2 

1-2 

1-2 

1-2 

.... J A fl' . O f

IH:Vf.LO P . 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

4 

STUDY GROUP <.)u r v",ytn 'J ,~,ppln '; 

Rf.MARKS 
AND 

ADD1 -! lONA L r. NGIN£ERl~G DATA 

tJs.,rl on hoa r d I.EM dur 10 9 lunar fi.sc.nt 

and l a ndtnQ. 

Ma.p •• 111 b4t prepared fro. orbiter 
photo9r aphv. 

Accur.cy will depend upon .a.p le.l • . 
U •• d for .... uring. plottin9 di.tanc •• 
.nd b •• r in9s . 

Level bubble would requir. h.atin9. 
Dial. ne. d i 1luainat ion at ni9ht. 

S •• Lin. 4 . 
W.iCjJht could be 1 ••• wi th .luainuR 
tripod • . 

S •• Lin. 4. 
Wi ll be u •• d with Hand C ... r~ , lin. 7 . 
WeiCjJht • Vol. at Ca .. ra included. 

S .. Line 4. 

Propo.ed deve1op.ent . U.e .... 11 
tran •• it ter carried by a.tronaut. 
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W. Astrolabe (with 
lev.1 ) 
.' @lSS NI-2 

~ Astrolabe (as 
accessory to 
Wild TheodolIte 

~ /. enlth C •• era 
Lab Geodet l es Corp 
Mode 1 20 

~ Theodolite T-3 
Chronograph 
Wadio We-ce i vee 
Wild Brochure 

~. Strike Ca~ca 
J . Maurer 220:; 

~ Strike C&fIera 
I tek Day/Night 
Call1era 

~ Reconnaissan ce 
Callera 
K-50A 
Chi c ago Aerial In . 

~ Reconna issance 
C.llera 
HR- 320 
Hycon Mf9. Co. 

~_ High Acuity 
Ca.era LG-77A 
Hycon Mfg . Co. 

~_ Sun Gun 
Sylvania 

~_ Braun F-25 
Electronic Fla.sh 

~ Johnson Elev 
Meter 
(Speert, 1962 ) 

.\tL-\S- OPFHATINC 

l "RAND {: ItA RA c: T ERISTH. :S 
60 DYl"AMI C HANe .. 

. 1" .e&n 

Astro_ "-quare error 

nO.l' 
pOSit Ion 

Acc uracv -1 " 

.. 

.. ., 

Accuracy: - 0.2 " 
on ci rcles 

" 

LEM 2-1/4 x 2-1/4" 
nosi t ion foraat, focal plane 
(Descent shutter: 1/500, 
p hoto) 1/1000, 1/2000 .ec 

6 fra.es/~ec . 
2-1/4 x 2-1/ 4" 
forllat. I K: -0 to .. 3 in/sec. Graf lex 
shut ter. 1/60, 
1/125 , 1/250, 1/50 

4-1/2 x 4-1/2" 
for_at . 1-3/4" len 

" 1040 48 I vi •• anole 

1~, 0, 15:0 1,~~!c 
LRM 40" lens focal 
position length, 9x9" for •• 
from View angle 13°, 
ocbi t Focal plane 

48" lens focal 
length. 4. 5x4. 5" 

" for.at. Vie. 
angle 5.2'?' IMC 

Il1ullin- 20,000 center 
at ion fo be .. candle power 
photo- 3400~ color teoap • 
graphy 30 ainutes life 

Guide No . 40 for 
A5A 25 

" 60 fla.hes 
8 .econd5 cycle 

Position Acc u racy: -I' elev 
Elevatio - 1/2000 distance 

INSTRUMENT 

WUGHT VOLUMl-: 
POWER 

IN. I Lfl 

20 3 ')(X) E 

'0" Cel la 

2 3 10-20 
'D" Celle 

12 roll 
4U-oO E DC 25 ,000 E 

auto 
batterv 

2500-
100 lb . E Few .at • 3000 

12 Ibs 9 . 2 allps 
2 / 125 ' 24-29 v. 480 
fila DC 

6 Ibs . 28 v. OC 217 
I-/SO' til 75 watts 

10.0 .. ps 
40,2 ( av 9) 2400 

lw/lOO'fila 28 v , DC 

135 150 •• tt 
w/390'fil 28 v . OC U 

276 200 •• tt 
1-/250'til 28 v, DC U 

17-1/2 250 w.tts 
• /bat tery at 250 

30 volts 

0.8 
Iw/battery U 19 

1000-
2000 U U 

~ 

) 

EVALUATION SHEET .;)IUUJ 5 "'"VU,... oJ-·~~iI:···.1 ... -t't'~"~ • 

OPf:RATE SETUP NUMHJ-:H Rl-.MARKS 
RF.LLAB. HA 7.A R [) ""AII-, O r AND TIME TIME eH 
RATING RA fINe IH:Vf-:LO .... . 

RATING RA1ING Pl-~O PLI:.: ADOlllONAL ENGIN EERI]\;G DATA 

2 4-S 1-2 I I 2 

Weight" volu_ in addition to 1" 
theodolite. 

2 4·S 1-2 I I 2 

2 3 I I I 2 

This constitutes survey .. t for 

2 5 2-3 1 
.stroDO.ic obs.rvations o~ aziauth 

2 2 and geographic position a 

No i.aO •• otion control. Wou Id r.quirt 
fast fil •. 

I I I I I 2 

Hal iaage aotion control, n •• d.d so 
relativ.ly slow, -are radiation 

I 1 1 I 1 2 resistant fila can b. used. View 
anole 58.6°. 

Good lenl covera98 tor pictur. ot 
landing area at 1000 1

• He: tor .le. 
I 1 1 1 1 2 t ila. Good tor.at .ize. Fila capacit 

adequate. 

Field of vi ..... 11 tor photo. tro. 
orbit. Heavy. 

1 1 1 1 1 2 

1 1 1 1 1 2 " 

Too h.avy for 30 .inut. u ••• 

2 1 1 1 1 2 

Should have acre capacity. higher 
Quid. nuaber. 

1 1 1 1 1 2 

Oesioned for veh ic 1. aount inO. U.e. 

3 1 3 2 
distance wh .. l and inteQration o~ 

1 2 pendu lua inclino .. t.r output. 
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SHEET 

INSTRUMENT 
AND 

DATA SOURCE 

l..[ Stadia Tapes 
a.- LEM 

1(&£.& Pattern 

p[{ Stadia TarQ8ts 
tor ca.era 

(Bazhaw, 1964) 

~ Sub tease Bar 

Wild 

.!l HaDe! Level 
K & E 

~ R .... Q8 fiDder 
lId Hunters 

Type 

~. Geodi.eter 
Mode14 D 
AU-' Corp_ 

l!...lj Micro -
l.stancer 

Model MRA3 
TellurOlMter. Inc. 

!.f. Electrotape 
Model DM-20 
Cubic Corp. 

~. Earth eo_pall-
Inclino.eter 

[Qf Photo printer 

ill Sun Coa pass 

W Tranoponder 

OF 

MEAS-
URAND 

Distance 

.. 

.. 

ItlevatioD 

Distance 

.. 

.. 

Distance 

Azi_uth, 
Dip 

LEM 
polition 

alDera, 
phC?to 
or~ent , 
~~i~rBC&l 
sun alti-
tude 

Di.tance 
to land-
in9 lite 

OPERATING WEIGHT 
CHARACTERISTICS LB 
" DYNAMIC RANGE 

Patterned target 
tor .... ure .. nt ot 
intercept interval 1 
w/theodoli t .. 

Patterned target 
tor ... aur ... nt of 
intercept interval 0_25 
00 ail acale 

IDtercept tarQ8t 
tor theodolite; 
accuracy function 15 
cd theod • 

S ight elevatiOD 
chaave. OD atudi. 
rod, accuracy : 1 
5'/1000' (1/4°) 

Optical raDge 
finder 
accuracy : 76'/ 1.5 

1000' 

Accuracy: 0.04 ft 
in 3-20 ail •• , 121 
!. (5xl0-7 xD) w/_r 

supply 

Accuracy: 
!. 1 c.!. 1/10

6 98 
(w/"""er 
supply) 

Accuracy: 
!. 1 c. ~ 1/3xloS 90 

(w/_r 
supply) 

GUDli9ht transit 
usino earth .. 
re:terence 1 
Accuracy: !. 25~ C 

EnLar981 d.lcent 
c ... ra neoativ. to 
10" x 10" print 2,5 

Shadow pin on leve -
ed co.pa •• rOle. 
Standard 9rey and 0 , 3 

' coior scale. 

Tran •• itl coded 
.ignal upon 
interroCiJation 2 E 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP Surveyina "applnQ 

VOLUME OPERATE SETUP NUMHU' Rf:MARKS 

RELIAB. HAZARD OF 
S rAT~ : 0 ... AND 

POWER IN.
1 TIME TIME 

RATING RATING nEVr:LO ..... Af)()nIONAL r;NGINEERIN(; lMTA 
RATING RATING Pf:CWU: 

50 w(nigh ) 
o (day) 20 1 1 1 1 1 2 

E 20 1 1 1 1 1 3 

0 320 1 1 1 1 1 2 

0 6 1 1 1 1 1 2 

0 27 1 1 1 1 1 2 

Pul •• d optical ranging on pa •• ive 
reflector. 

300-400 
.att. 5660 2 2 2 1 1 2 

Ph ••• ca-pari.on of .icrow.v,_ .19ft&1. 
Require. tran •• itter and receiver 

12 v DC 5160 2 2 2 1 2 2 unitl. 

4A 8480 2 2 2 1 2 2 
.. 

12 v DC 

Conceptual inetru .. nt. 

"ODe 18 1 1 1 1 1 5 

Conceptual accellory. 

Y .. 310 E 1 1 1 1 1 5 

watt. 

Uled to orient photographic feature. 
relative to lun. Require. a bull •• ye 

0 3 1 1 1 1 1 5 level, and pin aounted vertically on 
cOIlpal1 rOI •• 

~or polt-Apollo _il.ion. to navigate 

I w oper relative to oriOinal LaM landing 

0,1 w 35 E 1 1 1 1 1 3 lite. At least 1 year life desired. 

Itandby 
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AND 

DATA SOLRCE 

l.J. Han.i -ope rat.d 
Core Orll l 
Model ow _7 90 

~ol l test. Inc . 

4C01e Drl11 
. :'. Oept, of 

l nt. rlor 
S.rt 1 •• vlll.,Okla 

3J J unior Core Dr il 
~d.l OW-1112 

~ollt •• t . Inc • 

~~IL ... oto-H ..... r 
d~ 1 .720 

~KIL Corp . 

~~KIL SattelY 
rll1 

Mod_I .203 
~Kl L Corp . 

.!!~1091St5 
•••• r 

~Hand Sa. 

~Knit. 
Bowie Type) 

!.!.~ lect ro-Theraal 
orClno 

General Electric 
Exper i.ental 

~~_Plin9 Spoon 
N-995 

Soilte.t, Inc . 

~~and Scoop 
N·502 

Soilt •• t , Inc. 

~~ost spade 
R-27 

50ilte5t, Inc . 

OPEHAT INC . , : 
C HARA CTER ISTI CS 

. ·', '1 ' , 
" DY"AM-I e H AN<.a 

Hot.rv Bor in9 
7 / 8 in. core to 

Undl.~ depth of ~O tt. 
turbed 

Jlotary horing 
/ 8 in . co re - 12in 

len'ilth 

~ot.rv.Borin9 

.. 

tThr •• -wav .-::t ion 
1 . Rotarv .. 2. lapact 
3. Notary-I_pact 

~otary boring 
SSD r~ - no load .. 

Non- Br.akino. c hippino 
r.pr ..... " - and chi •• linQ 
ath/. 
to Un-
di.turbe 

S.winO 
Un· •• diu. hard rock 
disturb. 

~.pr ••• nt utting, scrapino 
fatiY. to aott or tr iab le 
~ndi.turb rock 

led 

Breakino by u •• ot 
high vol tage .. 

Non- ~cr.pin9, dioging 
repre.ent uncon.olidated 
.tive to .aterial 
Repre.ent 
.tive 

Scrape, di9 aAd 
.hovel 

" uncon.ol idated 
-ateri.al 

~ig 

unconaol idated to .. sott rock 

INSTRUMENT 

WEIGHT VUI .CMI': 

LB POWER 1;0...:, \ 

30 5.5 hp 1000 E 

7 12 v U 
Nicad 

40 110 v-.c U 

S . S aap. 
13. 7 lIS v-ac 300 E 

12-v NiC 
7.0 b.ttery 180 E 

1.5 Non. 20 

I E None 10 E 

O.S None • E 

U L.arQe 
E><peeled • .,unt a 
to be power U 

9 r • at n.eded 

0.5 None f> E 

I E None 52 

5 Hone 100 E 

,.-.. ~ 

EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP S .. pllng 

< H ~r. H " I'L S ~ : TL: p NUMBER REMARKS 
Hr .I.IAn . IlAZ AH 0 ST ATE 0.- AND IIMf: TIMf: O F 
H .. \ TIN C; IIATING DF:VJo:LOP. 

H ,,'IIN(; HATING Pf:O PLC: ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

paa ~rad but could be -aditied to 
Function ~att.ry J)CII'Nr. 

2 ot 2 1-2 1 2 
.. terial 

~ill drill ~i •• 12-in •• and.tone cor •• 
~ith one battery. Nor ... Uy cooled by 

2 " 2 1-2 1 2 "'ater . Oil' Gaa Journal, ·'Techniqu •• 
lot' Outcrop Rock Sa.pIing," Sept. 23, 
1963. 

~.ioht include. tran.tor .. , for 11O-y 
!but not power eource. 

2 " 2 1-2 1 2 

1-1/4 la - 1-1/2 in cor_ bit. - 2400 
~low. per .inut. - 520 rp.. May be 

2 " 2 1-2 I 2 unduly ca-ple. tor lunar eDvlr~t • 

Too a .. ll tor corln9 .-.ple •• aattery 
pack idea .... t .. l. CaD __ 100 - 1/4 

2 " 2 1-2 1 2 in. hole. ia 16 gauge ate.l OD Oft. 
!battery, 

Slight 8Odltleatloaa .. y be la order 
tor lunar u.e. U •• noDaa9netic .. tal 

I " 1 1-2 1 2 or he.vy plate for h .... r head. 

Modify or d.aign ... 11 hand-aaw with 
tungaten-carbide .errated cuttino edge. 

I " I 1·2 I 3 

Need hardened cutting ed~. Poaaib1y 
incorporate aaw and knite into one i 

I " I 1-2 1 2 tool--aaw-knite . 
I 

Experi.nta with breakino rock u.1nO 
radio frequency electric ~r. 

U U U U U 3 Mlaino IInoiaeerino, Nov. 1961. 

Probably .i.ple.t .. thad of retrieviD9 
... 11 apeei .. na and 100a., unconaolid.t 

1 1 I 1·1 I 2 ed .. teria1. No ele.nt of daDger. 

Scoop ia c •• t tra. alu.inu. - _ill not 
contaainate .. gn.tic properti •• of 

I 1 1 1-1 1 2 ... ple. 

Laroe ... pl •• - hole di99in9 tor 
aubaurtace ••• ple •• 

1 1 1 1-1 I 2 
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INSTRUMENT 
AND fYPE 

DATA SOURCE SAMPLES 

~~il Con •• rvati~ "01>-
cket Auoer rapr ••• a-

OR-30 tativ. to 
Soilt •• t, Inc. Repr ••• nt 

ative 

~r.in Saapler 
- 4S 

Soiltest I Inc. .. 

~~etrac table Plull 
.. pIer 

OR - 49 .. 
Soilt •• t. Ioc. 

~~Piral Slot 
-.pIer ""a-

OR - Sl r.pr ... at 
Soilt •• t. lne. fative 

~~and PuIIp 
.. pIer 

OR-60 .. 
Soil t.at I lac. 

~~loaed Spiral 
u~r 

OR-I97 .. 
SoiIt.at, Inc. 

~hiP Auger 
-200 

Soilt •• t, Inc . .. 

~~ica 
D Spiral Auver 

OR-203 .. 
SOilt •• t, Inc. 

~p __ r Barth 

Auger 
1lR- 4SO .. 
SOilt •• t, lac. 

~~aad-Operated 
c..r AUQer 

1lR-462 .. 
SoiIt •• t. Inc. 

~Laboratory Tonga ~.pr ••• Dt 
G- 120 lattve to 
Soilt •• t, Inc. ~diaturb 

~Midget Iapia~r 
~.pr ..... t U.S. Bureau of 

Mine_ lative 
I . C. 7076. Schranl 

.. ".icbt 1939 

INSTRUMENT 

OPERATING VO L UME WEIGHT 
CHARACTER ISTICS POWER 

IN.
3 LB 

'" DYNAMIC RANGE 

Dill 
uDconsolidated to 12 ""fte 378 B 
aol't rock 

Rotary Ac tion 1'01' 
100" aoila only 
to 2 f .. t 25 Non. ISO B 

Rotary and Iapact 
Action for 100 .. 
and 80ft _ila to 300 U U 
SO teet 

~otary Ac tion in 
100.. &ad baxd aoi1 
to 2 .teet 10 U 72 B 

hap, Pistoa, 
iPlua~r 
S- ft depth oW U 630 B 

[Rotary ActioD 
8 - 16 in . B. 

6 "one 700 B 

Rotary Action 
8 - 16 in. B. 

6 "" ... 700 B 

Rotary Actioa 
Ie - 16 in. B. 

6 - 700 B 

laotary ActiOD 
to 30 ft. 9 hp 

79 gaa U 
_gi_ 

1R0tary Actioa 
Is ft. a . 2-1/2 bp 

29 air - c_l. U 
eD9iIM 

Hin~ • Spring 
Action 

0.5 Ifoa. 2 a 

~.piratioa plus 
liquid _tra~nt 

10 B U 200 B 

EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP S .. pl1nll 

OPERATE SETUP NUMBER RE:MARKS 
RELIAB. HAZARD OF 

STATE OF 
AND TIME TIME 

RAT ING RATING PEOPLE DEVr:LOP. 
ADDITIONA L ENGINEERING flAT A RATING RATING 

~cquir •• large ... pl •• H •• .,ViDg 
Function part. - st_l bit. and bucket •. 

2 of 1 1- 1 I 2 
Material 

~ for: 100 .. _teriala. 
Ha. eovinQ part •• 

1 .. I 1- 1 1 2 

Obtaina a&lll>le at deai red depth. 
Ha. eoYiD9 part •• 

1 .. 2 1- 1 1 2 

iHaa &ted __ • cuttiDII edge •• 

1 .. 1 1 - 1 1 2 

!No _viDII parU - _ration cIepeDd. -
.ucti_ .. thod. tor retriaviDg .... 1 •• 

2 .. 2 1-1 1 2 Qu •• ti~l. wbetber f.a.ib1. 011 lunar 
aurtace. 

"" _ing parU. W.igltt _. _t 

include hand 1 •• 
2 .. 1 1-1 1 2 

"or atick" eoil. only. "" _iDII part. 
Iw.ight _. _t include hand1 •• 

2 .. 1 1-1 1 2 

"or 100.1" c~t.d eoi1 ~poeit •• 
.... _iDg part •• Weight _._t 

2 .. 1 1-1 1 2 iac:lu~ _Ie. 

1<;a...1i_-__ red. 

MoviDg part. - require 1ubricatiaa. 
2 .. 3 2-2 2 2 

_li_-__ red. Movt.g parte -
require 1ubricatioa. _Uicati_ 

2 .. 3 2-2 1 2 .t.pla to batt.rt •• aad coring. 

1 1 1 1·1 1 2 

..... It. vary _ly la. fr_ lar~ 
i~in~r. Requir •• cr •• ttag vacuu. tor 

2 3 1 2-2 1 2 aapiratioD of airbor_ particle •• 
•• quir ...... of liquid. 
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IN5TRCMU'T 
AND 

DATA ,OL'RCE ' , ' I 

~. ·'l: nl.&.'.' .. 
• It -Lontalned Du. 

Coll.c tor Wept ...... t 

"The In91ne., " atl"" 
Ka •. )8. lCHMJ,p.48 

1.jGrlt .. Duat 
Sa.pler 
" 1_ EnQln •• r " 

J &II.l~. 19<>O.p. \08 

lJ Batt.rv Alr 
Sa.pler 
8-\1 .. 

Gel.." Inatr. Co. 
Chelee. , Mich . 

..!J Hurricane Air 
S ... pler '16002 

Gel..,. In.tr. Co. .. 
Chels •• , Mich. 

~ Shielded SyrinQe 
_15-266 
R.E.A.C. .. 
665 Merrick Rd. 
Lynbrook. N. Y . 

~ Ther ... 1 
Precipit.tor 
M.any lItodels .. 

~ Ou.tt.ll 
Collectors 
Many lItodel s " 

~ Freon-Powered 
MidC)et Iapin94tr .. 

.!J Hexhlet 
S.~lar .. 

.!Qj Planchet Foreepoe Aep!' e.ent 
5-322 at iva to 
R.E .A .C. Undilturb 
Lynbrook. ". Y. ed 

~ Koni .. ter 
Aepre.ant 
ati v. 

~ lAi .. 
Tyndalloscope .. 

OPU{ATIN(; 

l' HARA{'T F.IUSTI C~ 
~ DY/'\·\MI C H ,\N{;!-

A.pilator plu. 
,...chanical 
E.ntr&~nt 

Aepic.tol plua 
.... chanic.l 
Entr.~nt 

Aepic.tor plu. 
Mechanical 
ant rap.ent 

Alpir.tor plu. 
.... ch.nic.1 
E.ntr.,,-nt 

A.pirator 

Alpirator plu. 
Theraal 
Precipitation 

Pa •• ive operation 
Part ic Ie count v •. 
Ti_ 

A.pirator 
Liquid or Solid 
Entrapeent 

Alpirator plu. 
Mechanical 
Equip .... t 

Sprino aDd 
Hin911 act ion 

A.pirator plul 
.... chanical 
Bntra~nt 

Me •• u r.. cMQr.e ot 
light .c.tterinQ 
through ai r ... ple 

-
INSTRUMENT EVALUATION 

VOI.UM~: '.; I ' LH .'\ I ~ . "' '' . ITP Wt:ICHr R f:LlAB. 
POWl:R 

IN. I 
II~H . I 1.\1 f . 

LI\ RATING 
It \ I I!\;( ; H,' 11f"(; 

U U U \ S ~ 

U U U 1 3 3 

~4 "ICd 360 B 1 1 1 
Bat ter ie. 

1~ 115 v. 4S0 \ 1 1 
3/4 h.p. 

2 E "0- 6 B 1 1 1 

U U U 1 5 ~ 

U "one U 2 5 1 

6 I! II'reon 110 B 2 5 2 
Ga • 

U U 150 B 2 5 2 

0.3 B "one ~ B 1 1 1 

U U 50 B 2 U U 

U U 140 B ~ U U 

~ 

SHEET STUDY GROUP S&JOp linW 
--

NL:MIH.H R~MARKS 
/t ,\'/,\Hf) STA n : Of-

(H AND 
H.\ rl;.;C PLO PL ... IH:V f :LOP . ADDITIONAL f :NGINF:ERING OATA 

Requir •• a blower tor cr •• tino 
auction throuQh a tilter. "an cap • 

I-I \ ~ 0.0 ct. @ 6.2 in ••• ter oauo- to 765 
ct. I 3.3 in. water 9&uo-. 
Very bulky. 

Requir •• a blower tor cr •• ting 
auction through a :tilter. 

1-~ 1 2 80 ct. tor )0 aln. 
V.ry bulky. 

Requir •• u.e of vacuua puap to obtain 
... ple. Can ... ple 13 literl/ain. 

1-1 1 2 for 1-1/~ boun. 
Very coapact. 

Require. u .. of vacuua puap to Obt.in 
leap Ie ; ISO ct •. 

1-1 1 2 

Beta .hielded .yrinve. Syrinve 18 
interchanveable. See allo "Air 

1-1 1 2 P.rticulate &. CODtinuoul Air Monitorl" 
by ''Victore.n'', 5806 HouQh Ave., 
Cleveland 3, 6hio. 

Particul.te .atter precipitated on 
two Ql ••• elidel located OD both lide. 

1-1 1 ~ ot a heated wire. Doel not Ih.tter 
particle •• 

Merely a wide aouth bucket. Si.ple 
.odification (baffle ~ .tand) would 

1-1 1 2 yield a crude inetru .. nt for erolion 
• depoaitioD ratel. 

Suction at air throuOh nozzle at hiOh 
velocity depoaitl du.t in .ater atter 

1-~ P 1 2 .trikino plate. 
Shatterl .a.a part iele •• 

Sort. liae. and doe. not have proble. 
of .OQla.erate fOl' .. t ioa a. doe. the 

U 1 2 I.plnver filter • 

3 flnver (retractable) at .. 1 foreepo 
tor plekln9 up • .al1 object. 

1-1 1 ~ (1-1/4 In.) 

Sh.tter. particle. - Inet't'lcient 
with particle. ot le •• than ona 

1-1 1 2 .ieror.. 

Neadl 80re inve.ti9&tion. Me •• ure. 
deQree ot' liQht Ic.tterinv created 

1-1 1 ~ when a be .. aL liQht i. directed 
throuQh an air ... ple. 
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. -11'0 
I'Y Pf: 

D:l.TA SOCRCf:: S:\MPLES 

JJ Elec trostatic 
Precipitator Represent 

ative 

~ Aerosol 
Photoaeter 

Southern Reaearch " 
Institu t e 

Birainghaa, Ala . 

..!J Alnico Represent 
"'agnet ative to 

Edaund Scientific Undiaturb 
ad 

..;! Model Air 
.. p1er. MX 1191 Represent 

TOOl, S ignal Corp ative 
Engr . Labs. 
Ft. Mc:m.outh. N.J. 

~ Dart Valva 
Bailer 
DR - l88 .. 
So i l test, Inc. 

~ Ke.errer Sa-pIer 
DR - 1002 
So iltast, Inc. .. 

~ Bacon Sa.pler 
AP-25 6 
s o ilteat. Inc. n 

~ Split tube epreaent -
Saapler with tive :to 
liner ~ndiaturb -
DR-144 d 
Soiltest, Inc . 

f!J Spec ia1 Split 
Tube Sa.pler 
DR - l30 .. 
soilteat, Inc . 

.!.QJ Stationary 
Piston Sa-p Ier 
DR-1798 n 

Soil test I Inc. 

ill Thin wall 
Sa.pl er, Open- apreaent-
Type tiv. 
DR- 1648 
SoiIt .. t, Inc. 

~ Mackint o sh 
Boring and 
P rospect ing Tool .. 
DR- 46 1 
So i lta.t, Inc. 

OPERATING WEIGHT 
C HARA C TERISTICS LB 
t.. D Y!'.;AMIC RANGI-: 

Aspirator Corona 
Discharge 

U 

Aspirator 
Liquid Entrap .. nt 

10 

Magnetic 
Attrac tion 
Est. 2 l b . Pull 0 . 3 

Aspirator 
Ionization 

15 

Pressure Valve 

72 

Open valve • i th 
relea.e tor 
c loaing 8 

Pr.a.ure valve 

6 

Rotary and 
Rotary-I.pac t 
Action 20 

Rotary Action 

18 

Rotary and 
I.pact Action 

36 

Rotary and 
'Illpact Ac tion 

24 

Ro tary Action 

12 II 

INSTRUMENT EVALUATION SHEEIf STUDY GROUP S_ling 

VOLUME OPERATE SETUP NUMBER REMARKS 
RELlAB . HAZARD OF 

STATE OF AND POWIc:R IN. 1 TIME TIME 
RATING RATING PEOPLE DEV<:LOP . ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA RATING RATING 

" Th. Collectioa of Silica P'\I8e .ith 
an Electrostatic Precipitator," Air 

U U 2 U U 1-1 1 :I Pollution and Control A •• ociation 
Journal, Vol. 8, No. I, 1958. 

Photo-electric particle ai.er and 
counter - -May have application. 

Battery 320 II 2 U 1 1-1 1 2 

None O.S 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 :I 

Blower tor co11ectiD!! du.t .t.u1ate. 
three breatbiDII. Mae iODiaatiaa c~r 
2 v . 6S0 II 2 3 1 1-1 1 :2 for a1pba .. d beta deterainatioae. 
_t 
c ells 

Staadard lea9tb i. 10 feet. Could 
u.. • ... priDcip1e in .iaiature 

None 600 E 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 :I ev-t ... 

400 cc. capacity. I 
I 
I 

None U 1 1 1 1-1 1 :I I 
I 

16 00. capacity. I 

Non. 40£ 1 1 1 1-1 1 :2 I 

Saap1e retaiaed ia ra.ovab1e 1iaer. 
, 

Function Saap1e. to :I foot 1engtb •• 
NOD. BOE :2 of 1 1-1 1 :I 

aat.rial 

Obtaia. relatively UDdi.turbed __ Ie 
to 1eDlltb. of :1.5 f .. t. 

None 180 II :I .. 1 1-1 1 :I 

Operation depeDCI. _ .ucti __ tbod. 

tor retrieviD9 .a.pl ••• S_p1 .. up 
None 9S E :2 .. 1 1-1 1 :I to :I foot 1eD!!tb •• 

S-.p1e. up to 3 foot 1eDllth • • V.ry 
ai.pl. to operate. 5aap1e 10 retaiDed 

Non. 300 B 2 .. 1 1-1 1 :I in ._liag tube and CaD be ca--' at 
both end •• 

Ha •• -.pliD!! capac! ty to 50 foot 
depth • I 

No ... 270 :2 .. 1 1-1 1 :I 

j 
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Do'\ r :\ .." H' H~ !-. 

IT Sl •• ve AUQer 
Mac lean-Rolte 
Road. , Road 
Conatr. 
Jan. 1945 

W Thin.all Split 
Barrel S .. pler 

Cool in9 Ar S.i th 

~ Surtace Soi 1 
Sa.apler 
Corp ot Engr. 
CN·l030 
Soilt •• t , Inc. 

~ l..ittle Beaver 
Power Soi 1 
Sa-pIer 
Hayn •• Mt9. Co. 

~ Multipl. 
Soil S .. pler 
P. J. Parlonl 

~ Lunar Dr ill 
Mod_I 
J.P.L. 

Report" 32-374 
H. Car 1 Thoraan 

~ Lunar Drill 
Mod. 1 

Araour Rea . ~ound. 

Repor t 1/ 8208·6 

~ Lunar Drill 
Hod. 1 
Texaco. Inc . 

.P.L. Con . N-33552 

~ Lunar Drill 
Mod. 1 
HuQh.. Too 1 Co. 

.P.L. Con. N·33553 

~ Syntron El.ctri, 
H __ r Drill 

No. 26·RO 

UTI Hartin 
Miniau. Re.ctior 
Space Tool 
Black & Decker 

m,SW.diah 
ncrement H ..... r 

K.uttel & a •• er 

I 

I Y 1' 1-. 

"', \:-"II>l.}-::-; 

Aepr •• ent 
ative 

Repr ••• nt 
ative to 
Undisturb 
od 

" 

Repr ••• nt 
ative 

" 

Non- "pr-
•• nativ. 

to 
Repr ••• nt 
ative 

.. 

.. 

" 

.. 

epr ••• nt 
at ive to 

lJndi.turb 
d 
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INSTRUMENT 

u l ' ..:!C·\ IJ:SC VOL U ME 
\\ U(ill r 

('II:\H:\ C rUUSJ'lC~ f' () Wf: H tN. ~ loB 
~ IlYl'\ :\M\t: H ,\:,\(;!- . 

Rotary Act ion 

U Hone U 

Rotary Action 

U None U 

Rotary and 
I.pact Action 

36 Non. U 

Rotary Action 
2.5 hp 

48 Ga.oline U 
En9ine 

Rotary ActiCWI 

U Non. 408 

t.pact Action 

30 600 •• U 

I_pact Action 

60.9 000 w-hr. U 

II1P&ct Action 

35 375. U 

Iapact Action 

60 U U 

Rota:ry and 1200 w. 
I.pact Act ion 15 a"P. 

28.7 450 8 

Rotary Act ion 

8 5.5v 430 8 
15 a.p. 

I.pact Action 

3 Non. 14 8 

~ , 
EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP Sa-pUng 

"CM!H:R REMARKS I 
OPUC<\ r~: Sf:Tl: P 

HI-:LlAH. HAZ AR D O f" STAn: Of' 
AND TIME: TlMf: 

I{"TIN(; !u\ riNG !n: v':LOP. 
HA'IING HA TlNG P f:O PLE ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING DATA 

Short S .. pl •• --Au~r cuttino_ are 
Fune t ion forced up • tube tor pr ••• rving. 

1 of 1 1·1 1 2 
.. terial 

I 
1 " U U U 2 

Sa.pl.r i. 3 in. dia. • .nd 2.13/16 in. 
long. 51.ple inatru_at- ... could be 

2 " 1 1·1 1 2 aade lighter and eor. coapact. 

Ga. po.er.d-·Could b. converted to 
battery .ad .. de ... ller. 

1 .. l 1·2 1 2 Au~r. 

A unique ... pler tor acquiriDQ ... pl •• 

1 " 2 1-2 2 3 
at ditf.r.nt ~.pth. in on. operation. 
Jour. of Soil Mech . div. of A. S,C.B. 
Vol. 87, SM6, Dec. 1!161. 

Produc •• a non-repr ••• ntativ. a._pl. 
of chip •• 3000 bpe, 1.1/4 in. hoI. 

1 P " 2 1·2 1 1 with 50 lb. forc •• Can penetrate 24io. 
of Harri. oranite with 1000 .~r. 

Saaple ia chip. only. Need. to be 
pr ••• urized with a gal to operate 

1 P " 2 1·2 1 1 iapact devic •• 0.75hp·24v . with 50 Ib 

I ~~!c:.:::::.~.~~~ !: . .!:!: .. 5 _~:t ,:,::! r . 
Produc •• chip. oaly. PeDetrat •• 
Ber •• S~d.ton. at rat. ot 1/2 ia. 

1 p " 2 1·2 1 1 per _inut. with 1·1/4 ia. hoI •• 

Produc •• chip. only. 

U " 2 1·2 2 p 1 

Can be uMd .. coriDg or i_pact device 

1 " 1 1·1 
3600 bpe p1u. ""tation. 

1 2 

Torque: k.activo 0.0116 ft-1b. 

1 .. 1 1·1 1 1 
Output 15-40 ~t-1b . --Bu i1t .a apace 
tool but could be _odified to ... pler. 

Cor. 0.157 ia. by 3/4 in . length. 

1 " 1 1·1 
Built •••• .pler tor tore.try •• rvice. 

1 2 
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ryPE 

DATA SOL· RCE S:\:-.tPLES 

.!J Swedish Represent 
Incre.ent Borer at iva to 
Keu:ttel & Esser Undiaturb 

"d 

~ Deni""n 
S .. pl~r Undisturb 
DR-471 ad 
Sotltest. Inc. 

l!J Soil Sa.plino 
Tuba 
A- 2 .. 
50i 1 te. t. Inc. 

~ Shelby Tube 
Thinwall Sa.pler 
H.A. Mohr .. 

~ Auger Core 
Barrel, Single 

Tube, Slate r-Byers: .. 
Bu1. 231 , Dept. o~ 
Agric., 1931 

.!.J Auger Core 
Barrel, Double 
Tube, V.R.S.ith, .. 
RelX>rt. Cal. 

Research Corp.,l9~ 

.!.J Bat t ery Powe r 
Pack Accessory 
Roc kwell Mig.Co. i te. 
Porter-Cable oiv 

.!.J Masonry Drills 
Reiton Corp. 
Pasa dena , Calif . .. 

~ Hole Sa. 
Carbide - tipped 
Relt on Corp. .. 

.!.QJ Magnetic 
Coupling. to r 
totally .ealed .. 
sys te •• 

.!..!J Thor HiOh Non - Repre 
F'req. Electric s.ntati ve 
Tools to 
Thor Mfg . Co. Undisturb 

ed 

~ Baker Cable Tool 
Core Barrel Undisturb 
No . 520 ad 
Saker Oil Tools 
Inc . 

INSTRUMENT 

OP ERATIN G VOLUME 
WEIGHT 

CHA RACTERISTI CS POWER IN. ) LB 
" DYN A MI C RANG,: 

I.pact Act ion 

2 E None 10 E 

Co. b inetion Rotary 
and X.pact Action 

24 None 350 E 

Combination Rotary 
and Iapac t Ac tio n 

6 Non. 3 50 E 

Ca.binat ion Rot ar) 
and I.pac t Ac tion 

U Non. U 

Rotary Ac tion 

U Nooe U 

Rotary Action 

U None U 

10 v. 
N.A . 3.8 4O- 4SW - h. 36 E 

Rotary or I.pact 
Function Function 

o~ U o~ 

s ize .ize 

Rotary 

.. U .. 

Rotary or 
I . pact Ac tion 

U U U 

Rotary or 
Impact Action 

U U U 

Rotary Action 

U U U 

EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP S_plino 

OPERATE SETUP NUMBER REMARKS 
RELIAB . HAZARD OF 

STATE OF 
AND TIME TIME 

RATING RATING PEOPLE DEVELOP. ADDITIONA L ENGINEERING DATA RATING RATING 

Core 6 i n. by 0.19 in. di .. . 
Function Built a •• .-pler tor tor •• try service. 

1 o~ 1 1 - 1 1 2 
.. terial 

Priaari1y to be u.ed with drill riO 
but can be u •• d with h .... r • pr ••• ure 

2 .. 2 1-2 1 2 rotation. 

Good tor aott, coh •• ive eoi1 •• 

2 .. 2 1 - 1 1 2 

Saap1. i a pre .. rved io _Ie tube. 

2 .. 1 1-1 1 2 

Core ... at be re_d ..., paced io 
contaiMr. 

:l .. 1 1-1 1 :l 

Core retaiaed and pr ••• rved ia iDDer 
t ube. Poaaib1e to -adify to battery 

2 .. 1 1-1 1 :l _r aDd di~nd cuttino edge •• 

1 3 1 1-1P 1 2 

C&o be uti1i.ed io pre .. ot1y available 
Function _r tool •• Cute cor ••• 

1 ~ 1 1-1 1 2 
.. teria! 

I'or obtaiDiDo 1arou core. thaD 
__ ry drUb. 

1 .. 1 1-1 1 :l 

P'unction Apply principle to be ... tica11y 
~ .ealed .pte_. 

u type too 1 1-1 1 :l 
aDd 

... terial 

TIlia type tool .ay be applicable 
P'unction to .-plioO i~ _ight CaD be 

U o~ 1 1-1 1 :l lowered. 
.. terial 

Dependable too1 --StaDdard type core 
barrel tor uDdi.turbed ... pliDO. 

1 .. U 1-1 2 3 

-----
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.!J Doub 1. Tut>. 
Cor. Barrel 
DR-373AX 
Soilt •• t . Inc • 

lJ React ion Contain .. 
CT-388 
Soi1t • • t. Inc , 

..!l Tin Saaple Box •• 
LT-80 
Sothest, Inc . 

~ S .. ple Jar. 
LT-25 
Soilt •• t, Inc . 

~ W.lded 
Bellows 
Borg-W.rner 

..!J Filter Funnela 
Gel.an 
lnatru_nt 

!J .... t.l Box 
Hectanou lar 
Z48-80 
Zero Mfg . Co . 

r!J Met . l Container 
Cy I indrical 
ZR 74 
Zero Mfg. Co • 

.!J Metal Container 
Core Size 
HU-694 
Hudeon Tool &. 
Die 

I!.QJ Star Orill 
Syntron 

~ Sabre Saw 
Syntron 

~ Cor.-Styl. 
H .... r Drill 
ReI ton Corp . 

OF 

I Y p~: 

-; .. \ ~t Pl.~:S 

Undiaturb 
.d 

S ... ple 
Container 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Ace • • • or 

.. 

.. 

INSTRUMENT 

uPt:H,\ I tNt; VOLUM,; 
W ~: lGH r 

CHAR""': r ERIST ICS POWl:R IN. \ L II 
t.. 1) 1' 1'\:\ \111 .. : H.ANCi }- : 

Rotary Action 

12 U U 

Cl .. p cover 

4 None 7 8 

Outside titting 
cover 

0.1 Mon. 128 

Screw cover 

0.4 Non. 15 8 

Modify tor 
flush cover 

0.3 E None lCE 

Modity tor acr .. 
or cl .. p cover 

U None U 

Inaide or out a i de 
titting cover 

U Mon. 45 

Inaide or outside 
titting covar 

U Mone 40E 

Inaid. or out aide 
tittin; cover 

U Mone 128 

Reciprocatin 9 
Action 

0 . 5 U 3 8 

l.w:-ct Action 

0.5 I! U 38 

I.pact Action 

1.58 U 158 

----. 
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EVALUATION SHEET STUDY ROUP 5 

1 . -t: ...... ulill 

OPERAn: SETUP NUMBER REMARKS 
IU;LlAll . HAZARD OF 

STATE OF AND T IM E T IME 
RA TING RA TING PEO PL E DE Vl:L OP. AD DITIO NA L ENGINEE R ING DATA RA TIN G RAT ING 

Inner tub. ia u •• d tor ... pl. atorag • • 
Function 

2 ot U 1-2 U 2 
.... t.ria 1 

May be suitable tor ultravacuua 
tloht container. if .odified . 

1 1 1 1-1 1 2 75 _1. capacity. 

Si_pl. can with tightly fitting cover • 
May be suitable tor ..-pl •• that do 

1 1 1 1-1 1 2 not require an ultravacuua tigbt ••• 1. 
8 oz. cap, 

8 oz. cap, 

1 1 1 1-1 1 2 

It • • •• rrant •• tudy tor .udityin; 
to container ue • • Would have volu .. 

1 1 1 1-1 1 3 tl.xibi Hty. 

It •• warranta atudy for 80difying 
to container u • •• 

U 1 1 1-1 1 3 

Haa outai d. titting cover which can 
b. ~.d with gaakat. 

1 1 1 1-1 1 2 

Cylindrical ahap. for large cor. 
.&apl.a. 

1 1 1 1-1 1 2 

ObtaiDable in atainl ••• a t .. l. 
Good aia. tor cor. a .. pl.a . 

1 1 1 1-1 1 2 

" UK t ion 
1 of 1 1 - 2 1 2 

.. terial 

1 .. 1 1-2 1 2 

1 " 1 1-2 1 2 
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W Stone Point 
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Accessor y 
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W Soil Salip l ing Re pr esent 
Tube at ive to 
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INSTRUMENT 

OPERATING VOLUM,: 
W£lGHT 

CHARACTERIS T ICS 
Lll P QWl::R IN. l 

~ DYNAMI C H.AN(;r; 

I _pact Ac tion 

0.5 E U 3 a 

I mpa c t Ac t ion 

2.0 a u 50 Ii: 

I _pact and Pr •• aur 

0.5 Ii: None 15 

EVALUATION SHEET STUDY GROUP S_pllft!! 

NL' MHEH Hr.~tAHKS RELlAB. 
OPU{AH. S , :TCP 

HAZARD SrA"J"f; (H 
TI M ;: TIM,: (H ,\ ND 

RATING RA rING DEVELUP. 
RATlN(; HATING pr;()PL~: A DDITIONAL ENCI r-4EE Ri N (i [):\ r A 

,"unction 
I o~ I 1-2 1 2 

-at e rial 

I " I 1-2 I 2 

Include a .... pl. container (ultra-
v.cuu. tight) . Thia tube will be open 

1 " 1 I-I 1 3 at both .ncI. and _.t be ••• led .... botb 
end • • 
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APPENDIX E 

SELECTED MEASUREMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS (BY DISCIPLINE) 

A. FIELD GEOLOGY AND MINERAL EXPLORATION 

1. Mineral Identification 
a) visual observation (magnet, sampling package) 

2. Rock composition (petrography) 
a) visual observation, hand lens (sampling package) 

3. Abrasive hardnes s 
a) visual observation (knife point, sampling package) 

4. Rock texture: grain size, grain shape, proportion glass to crystal 
a) ha.nd lens 

5. Rock fabric: grain arrangement, grain distribution 
a) hand lens 

6. Rock color 
(' a) visual observation 

7. Dust boundaries, horizontal and vertical 
a) visual observation, staff, descent camera 

8. Dust texture, consistency and composition 
a) visual observation, hand lens, staff (sampling package) 

9. Geologic age and stratigraphic position 
a) visual observation, maps, staff, gyrocompass w/inclinometer, 

hand camera 

10. Stratigraphic sequence 
a) visual observation, maps, staff, gyrocompass w/inclinometer, 

hand camera 

11. Structures: kind, attitudes, and trends 
a) visual observation, maps, staff, gyrocompass w/inclinometer, 

hand camera 

12. Areal gradations 
a) visual observation, descent camera, hand camera, maps (sampling 

package) 

E-I 



A. FIELD GEOLOGY (Cont'd) 

13. Formation contacts 
a) visual observation, maps, staff, gyrocompass, hand camera 

14. Bedrock exposures: altitude, extent, composition 
a) visual observation, maps, staff, gyrocompass, hand camera 

15. Kind and amount of ore minerals 
a) visual observation, hand lens (sampling package) 

16. Attitude and extent of mineral deposit 
a) visual observation, maps, staff, gyrocompass, hand camera 

17. Localization of ore and its genesis 
a) visual observation (interpretation) 

18. Surface reflectance (UV) 
a) reflectance radiometer 

19. Surface reflectance (visible) 
a) reflectance radiometer 

B. GEOMORPHOLOGY 

E-2 

20. Topographic mapping 
a) descent camera 

21. Slope 
a) visual observation, maps, inclinometer 

22. Occurrence of steep slopes 
a) visual observation, maps, hand camera 

23. Determination of relief 
a) visual observation, hand camera, descent camera, staff, 

inclinometer , maps 

24. Orientation of topographic highs and lows 
a) des cent camera 

25. Areal occupancy of topographic highs and lows 
a) des cent came ra 

26. Planar shape of topographic highs and lows 
a) des cent camera 



( 
B. GEOMORPHOLOGY(Co~'~ 

27. Cross-sectional shape of topographic highs and lows 
a) visual observation, maps 

28. Angle of repos e 
a) inclinometer 
b) visual observation 

29. So rting 0 r grading 
a) hand lens 

30. Erosion 
a) visual observation 

31. Transportation 
a) erosion particle movement sampler 
b) visual observation 

32. Deposition 
a) visual observation, maps 

33. Radiation damage (discoloration) 
a) visual observation 

34. Micrometeorite accretion 
a) visual observation 

35. Effects of thermal cycling 
a) visual observation 

36. Sintering (Particulate radiation effects) 
a) visual observation 

37. Vacuum outgassing 
a) visual observation 
b) line source pressure gage 

C . COMPOSITIONAL DETERMINATIONS 

38. Mineral composition (solid) 

a) X - ray diffractometer 
b) infrared spectrometer 
c) differential thermal analysis 
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C . COMPOSITIONAL DETERMINATIONS (Cont'd) 

39. Chemical composition (solid) 
a) X - ray spectr ometer 
b) UV - visible spectrometer 
c) neutron activation analyzer 
d) alpha scattering spectrometer 
e) neutron scattering 
f) gas chromatograph 
g) mass spectrometer 
h) gamma ray spectrometer 
i) alpha ray spectrometer 

40. Chemical composition (gas) 
a) gas chromatograph 
b) mass spectrometer 
c) infrared spectrometer 

41. Radioisotope composition 
a) gamma ray spectrometer 
b) alpha ray spectrometer 

42. Stable isotope composition 
a) mass spectrometer 
b) neutron activation analyzer 

43. Rock density 
a) gamma ray backs cattering 

44. Lunar atmospheric pressure 
a) Kreisman gage 

45. Detection of life forms 
a) sample culture with pH readout 
b) sample culture with radioisotope readout 
c) gas chromatrograph 
d) mas s spectrometer 
e) UV -visible spectrometer 

D. RADIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 

46. Solar wind 
a) solar plasma spectrometer 
b) survey rate meter 
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( D. RADIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS (Cont'd) 

47. Solar flares 
a) particle spectrometer (scintillators w/photomultiplier tubes) 
b) survey rate meter 

48. Magnetically trapped radiation 
a) survey rate meter 

49. Lunar radioactivity 
a) gamma ray spectrometer 
b) portable survey rate meter with directional capability 

50. Secondary radiation 
a) portable survey rate meter with directional capability 
b) gamma ray spectrometer 

51. Chemical reactivity 
a) chemical reactivity detector 

52. Cumulative radiative dose 
a) personal integrating dosimeter 

53. Total ionizing dos e rate 
a) survey rate meter 

54. Particulate radiation flux 
a) solar plasma spectrometer 
b) particle spectrometer 

55. Cosmic rays with magnetometer 
a) particle spectrometer, TI low-field helium magnetometer 
b) survey rate meter, TI low-field helium magnetometer 

E. MICROMETEOROID MEASUREMENTS 

56. Micrometeroid flux 
a) micrometeroid and ejecta detector 

57. Trajectories, velocities and momenta of lunar ejecta 
a) micrometeoroid and ej ecta detector 

F. MAGNETICS 

58. Susceptibility in situ 
a) Susceptibility bridge (JPL-Bollin modified Mooney type) 
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F. MAGNETICS (Cont ' d) 

59. Magnetic field: vertical and horizontal components, vector sum 
and direction 
a) TI low - field helium magnetometer 

60. Magnetic field gradient: vertical and horizontal components 
a) TI low-field helium magnetometer 

61. Anisotropy in sus ceptibility 
a) Susceptibility bridge (JPL-Bollin modified Mooney type) 

620 Magnetic field : diurnal and secular variations of vertical and 
horizontal components, vector sum and di rection at 1 point, MHD 
waves 
a) TI low- field helium magnetometer 

G. ELECTRICAL 

63. Resistivity in situ (passive) 
a) 4 electrodes, voltmeter cables 

64. Spontaneous polarization in situ 
a) 2 electrodes , voltmeter, cables 

65. Dielectric constant in situ 
a) probe dielectrometer 

66. Resistivity in situ (active) 
a) ac/dc, pulse current source, 4 electrodes, voltmeter, cables 

67. Electrical transients in situ 
a) ac/ dc, pulse current source, 4 electrodes, voltmeter, cables 

68. Anisotropy in resistivity 
a) ac/ dc, pulse current source, 4 electrodes, voltmeter, cables 

69. Seismic-electrics 
a) Cal Tech portable refraction seismic system with energy source, 

2 electrodes, voltmeter, cables 

7 O. Correlation of E and H currents: short term, 1 point 
a) TI low-field helium magnetometer, 4 electrodes, voltmeter, 

cables 
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G. ELECTRICAL (Cont'd) 

71. Correlation of E and H currents: long term. 1 point 
a) TI low-field helium. m.agnetom.eter, 4 electrodes, voltm.eter, 

cables 

72. Electrostatics 
a) charged dust detector 
b) visual observation 

73. Deleted 

H. GRAVITY 

74. Tidal gravity 
a) tidal gravity m.eter 
b) ITT-Lam.ont seism.om.eter 

75. Gravity 
a) quartz gravity m.eter 

76. Gravity gradient 
a) gradiom.eter 

I. SEISMIC 

77. Short-period noise 
a) Cal Tech short-period seism.om.eter 
b) ITT-Lam.ont seism.om.eter 

78. Seism.icity and long-period noise 
a) Cal Tech long-period seism.om.eter 
b) ITT-Lam.ont seism.om.eter 

79. Active seism.ic: very short range 
a) Cal Tech portable refraction seism.ic system., 

m.echanical source 

80. Active seism.ic: long range 
a) Cal Tech portable refraction seism.ic system., chem.ical source 

J. THERMAL 

81. Landing gear tem.perature 
a) platinum. resistance elem.ent, resistance bridge 
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J . THERMAL (Cont'd) 

82 . Boot temperature 
a} copper-constantan thermocouple , sensor and reference units, 

millivoltmeter series circuit 

83 . Surface temperature 
a} platinum resistance loop 

84. Subsurface temperature 
a} thermal conductivity probe (copper- constantan thermocouple) 

85 . Landing gear thermal conductivity 
a} thermal conductivity probe (thermocouple sensor) 

86 . Subsurface thermal conductivity 
a) thermal conductivity probe (thermocouple sensor) 

87 . Surface thermal diffusivity 
a} modified flash radiometer 

88 . Subsurface thermal diffusivity 
a) thermal conductivity probe (thermocouple sensor) 

89 . Surface heat flow 
a) Radiometric heat flow meter 

90 . Subsurface heat flow 
a} thermal conductivity probe, string of 6 platinum resistance 

thermometers, flexible tool w /impact-rotary impact components 

91 . Surface interstitial gas pressure 
a} line source pressure gage (3 sensors to cover span) 

92 . Subsurface interstitial gas pres sure 
a } line source pressure gage, flexible tool w/impact-rotary impact 

components 

93 . Surface emittance and reflectance (IR) 
a} reflectance radiometer 

K. SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHY AND MAPPING 

E-8 

94 . Position of LEM by resection 
a) maps, theodolite w/tripod 
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K. SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHY AND MAPPING (Cont'd) 

95. Distance from LEM of sample sites and SIP 
a) hand camera with mil scale, film, level indicator, night stadia 

target on LEM 
b) tracking transducer on LEM TV camera 

96. Azimuth at LEM of sampling sites and SIP 
a) tracking transducer on LEM TV camera 
b) gyrocompass w/inclinometer 

97. Elevation relative to LEM of sampling sites and SIP 
a) tracking transducer on LEM TV camera 
b) hand camera film , level indicator, night stadia target on LEM 
c) photo transit w/tripod 

98. Orientation of rock samples 
a) gyrocompass w/inclinometer 

L. SOIL MECHANICS 

99. Bulk density of soil or dust 
a) gamma ray backscattering 
b) calipers, ruler, spring scale, flexible tool w/impact-rotary 

impact components 
c) soil sampling tube (sampling package) 

100. Soil or dust color and variations 
a) visual observation 

101. Soil depth or dust thicknes s 
a) staff 
b) Cal Tech portable refraction seismic system, mechanical energy 

source 
c) flexible tool w/impact-rotary impact components 

102. Penetration resistance 
a) penetrometer on staff 
b) staff 
c) tethered sphere 

103. Shear strength 

a) vane shear tester 
b) direct shear tester, flexible tool w/all components 
c) Surveyor soil mechani"cs device (modified w/frame, anchors) 
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L. SOIL MECHANICS (Cont'd) 

E -10 

104. Compaction 
a) Harvard miniature compaction appara tus (hammer , cylinder) 

105. Bearing strength 
a) Surveyor soil mechanics device (m odified wl fr ame , anchors) 
b) hand camera (special l ens ) 

106 . Microstructures of soil or dust 
a) hand lens, visual observ ation, h an d ca mera (wI special lens) 
b) hand camera (wI special lens) , flexibl e tool wI a ll component s, 

hand lens 

107. Stratigraphic elements of soil 
a) hand camera (wI special lens ), flex i ble t ool wI all components , 

h and lens 
b) hand camera (wI special l ens ), (scoop , sampling package), 

v i sual observation 
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APPENDIX F 

COMPUTER ANALYSIS INPUT DATA 

Contained in this appendix are the input data to the first 
computer program. The list of instruments or equipment item(s} is an 
inversion of the list of measurements which appears in Appendix E, and 
the column headed Measurement No. is a cross-reference to that appendix. 

The instrument numbers assigned to individual items or 
assemblages of items do not run consecutively; omitted numbers are due 
to elimination of duplications and corrections to program. Renumbering 
to obtain a complete, consecutive set would have necessitated repunching 
of all computer data cards and was not considered warranted. Instrument 
numbers in this appendix are the index numbers which appear in the input 
data to the second computer program. The first and second computer 
programs are described in detail in Appendix G, where a sample computer 
run is also given. 

The column headings, Number of Measurements (IGR) and Group 
Size (IGS) are defined in detail in Appendix G, also. Essentially, they 
are instructional input values required by the computer program for special 
handling of instrument-measurement combinations. 

The classification group numbers assigned to each measure
ment under the fundamental lunar problem area headings are defined as 
follows: 

1. It is irrelevant to this problem area. 

II. It possibly contributes to this problem area, but not in 
a known, direct manner. 

III. It contributes directly to this problem area, but is not 
considered important. 

IV. It contributes directly to this problem area and is 
considered important but is not an essential measurement. 

V. The measurement is considered important to this problem 
area and is classified essential. 

The last four columns contain the estimated payload cost 
of performing the listed measurement with the indicated instrument(s} or 
equipment item(s}. A value for power appears only if projected use of the 
instrument requires power from the primary power supply on board the LEM. 
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If the instrument or equipment is to be portable for use by the astronaut 
during his traverses or to be left for remote operation in a geophysical 
observatory, power (or rather energy) requirements are converted into 
equivalent weight and volume and added to the estimated weight and volume, 
respectively, of the instrument itself. Values entered in the time column 
are estimated operating and setup times required of the astronaut in order 
to perform the measurement. The actual measurement time could be con
siderably longer if the instrument is capable of unattended operation after 
activation. 
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INSTRUMENT(S) OR EQUIPMENT ITEM(S) " 4)< 
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l.IVisual observation, hand lens, staff (s •• pIing packag_) 

a) dust texture, consistency and coaposition 

2. 1 Probe dielectro~ter 
a) dielectric constant in situ 

3.IVisual observation, •• ps 
a) cross-sectional shape of topographic highs & lows 
b) depoai t ion 

4.IVisual observation, staff, descent ca..c. 
a) dust boundaries, horizontal and vertical 

6.IVisual observation, "ps, staff, 9yrocoap ••• , hand c ... ra 
a) geologic age and stratigraphic position 
b) stratigraphic longitudinal cross-s.ctions 
c) structure.: kind , attitude, and trends 
d) tora.ticD contacts 
e) bedrock exposures; attitude, extent, coaposition 
f) attitude and extent of aineral deposit 

7./Visual observation, hand len. (sa.pling package) 
a) rock co.position petrography 
b) kind and a.aunt of ore aineral. 

8.1 Hand lens 
a) rock texture: grain size, grain shape, proportion gla •• 

to crystal 
b) rock fabric: grain arrang •• ent, grain distribution 
c) sorting or grading 

9.IVisual observation (knite point, .aap1in9 package) 
a) abrasive hardne.s 

10.leal Tech lon9-period •• is.a •• ter 
a) sei •• icity and long-period noi •• 

11.IGyroco.pa.s (w/inc1inometer) 
a) aziauth at LEM of ... pling site. and SIP 
b) orientation ot rock ... pl •• 

12.IVisual ob.ervation, descent ca..ra, hand c ... ra, a.pe, 
(.aap1in9 tools) 
a) areal gradations 

13.IVisual observation, hand ca •• ra, descent camera , a.p.t statt, 
inclinoa.ter 
a) deteraination ot reliet 

14. IVisual ob •• rvation, .apa, inclino .. ter 
a) slope 
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lNSTRUMENT(S) OR EQUIPMENT ITEM(S ) 
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17.1 Descent camera and printer 
a) orientation of topographic highs & lows 
b) areal occupancy of topographic highs & lows 
c) p lanar shape of topographic highs (, lows 
d) topographic mapping 

IB.I Visual observation, maps , hand camera 
a) occurrence of steep slopes 

19.1 X-ray diffractometer 
a) .ineral co.position (solid) 

20.1 Infrared spectrometer 
a) mineral composition (solid) 
b) chemical composition (gas) 

21.1 Differential thermal analysis 
a) mineral coaposition (solid) 

22.1 X-ray spectrometer 
a) chemical composition (solid) 

23 . llN-visible spectrometer 
a) chemica l composition (solid) 
b) detection of life forms 

24. 1 Neutron activation analyzer 
a) chemical composition (solid) 
b) stable isotope composition 

25.1 Alpha scattering spectrometer 
a) c hemic a l composition (solid) 

26.1 Neutron scattering 
a) chemical composition (solid) 

27.1 Gas chromatograph 
a) chem ical composition (solid) 
b) chemica l composition (gas) 
c) detection of life fo rms 

28.1 Mass spe ct rometer 
a) chemical composition (solid) 
c) stable isotope composition 
b) chemical composition (gAS) 
d) detecti on of life forms 

29.1 Gamma ray spectrometer 
a) chemica l composition (solid) 
b) radioisotope composition 
c) lunar radioactivity 
d) secondary radiation 
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INSTRUMENT(S) OR EQUIPMENT ITEM(S) 
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30 .1 Alpha ray spectro_ter 
a) che.ical co.position (solid) 
b) radioisotope co.position 

31.1 G ..... a ray backscat ter ing 
a) rock density 
b) bulk density at soil or dust 

32.1 Kreis.an vacuu. g&O. 
a) lunar at-aspheric pressure 

33.1 Saaple culture with pH readout 
a) detection o~ li~e ~or .. 

34.1 Saaple culture .ith radioisotope readout 
a) detection ot lit. tor •• 

35.1 Solar pIa ... spectro .. ter 
a) solar wind 
b) particulate radiation ~lux 

36.1 Survey rate .eter 
a) solar wind 
b) solar ~lares 
c) aagDetically trapped radiation 
d) total ionizing do •• rate 

37.1 Particle spectro_ter (scintillaters w/photo .ultiplier tubes 
a ) solar tlar •• 
b) particulate radiation ~lux 

38.1 Portable survey rat • .eter with directional c apability 
a) lunar radioactivity 
b) secondary rad iation 

39.1 Che.ical reactivity detector 
.) ch •• ical reactivity 

40. 1 Personal integrating dosi .. ter 
a) cuaulative radiative dose 

41. 1 Particle spectro~ter, TI low-field heliu. aagneto-eter 
. ) cosaie rays .ith aagneto .. ter 

42.1 Survey rate .. ter, TI low~fi.ld heliu ••• gneto.eter 
a) co.aie rays with ~oneto •• t.r 

43.1 Micro.eteoroid and ejecta detector 
a) aicro.eteoroid flux 
b) trajectories, velocities and .o.enta o~ lunar ejecta 

• 5 .in during LEN descent 
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44J Susceptibility bridge (JPL-Bol1in type._odified Mooney type) 
a) susceptibility in situ 
b) anisotropy in susceptibility 

4SJ TI low-field helium magnetometer 
, a) aagnet ic field: vertical and horizontal components, 

vector sum and direction 
b) magnetic field gradient: vertical and horizont al 

co.ponents 
c) .agnetic field: diurnal and seculAr variations of 

vertical and horizontal components, vector sua and 
direction at 1 point , MHO waves 

y) 45a) and 45b) 

z) 45b) and 45c) 

46.14 electrodes, voltmeter, cables 
a) resistivity in situ (passive) 

47.1 ac/dc, pul se current source, 4 electrodes, volt.eter, cables 
a) resistivity in situ (active) 
b) anisotropy in resistivity 
y) 47&) and 47c) 

z) 47b) and 47c) 

c) electrical transients in situ 

49.12 electrodes, voltmeter, cables 
a) spontaneous polarization in situ 

50.1 TI low-field heliu. magnetometer, 4 electrodes, voltmeter, 
cables 
a) correlation of E and H: short term 1 point 
b) correlation of E and H: long terra 1 point 

51.1 Cal Tech portable refraction seismic systea, cheaical source, 
2 electrodes, voltmeter, cables 

58 
61 

59 

60 

62 

64 

70 
71 

a) seis .. ic-electrics 169 

52.lvisual observation 
a) electrostatics 

53.ICharged dust detector 
a) electrostatics 

56 .lwuartz gravity meter 
a) gravity 
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lNSTRUMENT(S) OR EQUIPMENT ITEM(S) 

~ 
" 
57.1 Gradiometer 

a) gravity gradient 

58 .1 I IT -Lamon t se iSlDOmeter 
a) tidal gravity 
b) seis.icity and long-period noise 
c) short-period noise 

55.1 Tidal gray it y meter 
a) tidal gravity 

59.1 55. and 60. 

60.1 Cal Tech short-period seis.o.eter 
a) short-period noise 

61.1 Cal Tech portable refraction seis.ic systea, mechanical 
source 
a) active seismic: very short range 
b) soil depth or dust thickness 

62.1 Cal Tech portable refraction seislI.ic systea, chemical source 
a) active seismic: long range 

63.1 Platinum resistance element I resistance bridge 
a) landing gear temperature 

64.1 Copper-constantan theraocouple, sensor and reference units, 
millivoltmeter series circuit 
a) boot te.perature 

65.1 Platinum resistance loop 
a) surface teaperature 

66.1 Ther.al conductivity probe 
a) subsurface temperature 
b) subsurface thermal conductivity 
c } subsurface thermal diffusivity 

67.1 Thermal conductivity probe (landin9 gear) 

76 

74b 
78b 
77b 

74& 

77& 

79 
101b 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 
86 
88 

a) landing site surface thermal conductivity I 85 

68.1 Thermal conductivity probe, string of 6 platinua resistance 
thermometers, flexible tool w/impact -rotary impact components 
a) subsurface heat flow 90 

69.1 Modified flash radiollK!ter 
a) surface thermal diftusivi t y I 87 

70.1 Radiometric heat flow meter 
a) surface heat flow 89 
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lNSTRUMENT(SI OR EQUIPMENT ITEM(SI 

~ , 
72.1 Li ne source pressure g au ge I flexible tool w/impact -rotary 

impact components 
a) subsurface interstitial gas pressure 

73.1 Reflectance radiometer 
. a) surface emittance and reflectance (IR) 
bl surface reflectance (UV) 
c) surface reflectance (visible) 

74.1 Maps. theodolite w/tripod 
a) position of LEM by resection 

75 .1 Hand camera w/mil scale, level indicator, film, night stadia 
target on LEM 
a) distance from LEM of sample sites and SIP 
b) elevation relative to LEM of sample sites and SIP 

76.1 Tracking transducer on LEM TV camera 
a) distance from LEM of sample sites and SIP 
b) azimuth at LEM of sample sites and SIP 
c) elevation relative to LEM of sampling sites and SIP 

79.1 Photo transit w/tripod 
a) elevation relative to LEM of sampling sites and SIP 

80 .1 Calipers. ruler, spring scale, flexible tool w/impact-rotary 
impact components 
a) bulk density of sailor dust 

81.1 Staff 
a) soil depth or dust thickness 
b) penetration resistance 

82.1 Flexible tool w/impac t -rotary impact components 
a) soil depth or dust thickness 

83.1 Vane shear tester 
a) shear strength 

84.1 Direct shear tester, flexible tool _/a ll components 
a) shear strength 

85.1 Surveyor soil mechanics device (modified w/frame , anchors) 
a) shear strength 
b) bearing strength 

86.1 Penetrometer on staff 
a) penetration resistance 

87.1 Harvard miniature compaction apparatus (hammer, cylinder) 
a) compaction 
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INSTRUMENT(S) OR EQUIPMENT ITEM(S) 

~ 
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88 .1 Hand camera. (spe c ial lens) 

a) beari ng strength 
b) stratigraphic elements of soil 

8g.1 Soil sampling tube (sampling package) 
a) soil density 

90.1 Tethered sphere 
a) penetration resistance 

91 .1 Visual observation, hand lens, hand camera (w/special lens) 
a) microstruct ures at soil or dust 

92.1 Visual observation, hand lens , hand ca.-era (w/specia l lens). 
flexible tool ./all components 

105b 
107b 

99c 

102c 

106& 

a) microstruct ures of soil or dust II06b 
b) stratigraphic e lements of. soil 107& 

93.1 Visual observation ( sampling package): effects of theraal 
cycling 

94.1 Visual observation ( sampling package): sintering 

95.1 Line source pressure gauge 
a) surtace interstitial gas pressure 
b) vacuum outgassing 

96.1 Visual observation (samp ling package): vacuum outgassing 

97.1 Erosion particle a oveme nt sa.pler: transportation 

98.1 Visual observation ( sampling package): transportation 

99.1 Visual observation (sampling package): a ngle of repose 

100.1 Inclinometer: angle of repose 

101.1 Visual observation ( sa.pling paCkage): erosion 

102 . 1 Visual observation ( saapling package): radiation damage 
(d i scoloration) 

103.1 Visual observation (sampling package) : micrometeorite 
accretion 

104.1 Visual observation (sampling package): localization of ore 

35 
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91 
37b 

37a 

31a 

31b 

28b 

28" 

30 

33 

34 

and its genesis 1 17 

105.1 Visual observation (sampling package): min~ral identification 

106.1 Visual observation ( sampling package): rock c olor 6 

107.1 Visual observation (sampling package): sai lor dust c olor 100 
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APPENDIX G 

COMPUTER EVALUATION PROGRAM 

A. DETAILS OF COMPUTER EVALUATION PROGRAM 

A Control Data 1604 computer was used in the evaluation 
program. Its choice was based on its storage capacity, speed, availability, 
and cost. 

Functions of the computer evaluation program were outlined 
in Chapter VI of Part II. In general, the program selects combinations 
of instruments and related measurements from those listed in Appendix F 
for which the total scientific figures-of-merit are a maxim'.lm within the 
mis sion constraints. 

The evaluation program consists of two computer programs. 
The first serves to prepare and record on magnetic tape the data input for 
the second program, which performs the operations specified in Chapter 
VI. The computer time required to execute the first program is approxi
mate1y 2 min. For the second program, 3 to 5 min are required, depending 
upon special instructions which will be discussed subsequently. 

First Program 

The first computer program was designed primarily to 
facilitate executing the main or second program. The function of the first 
program is to accept the input data shown in Appendix F and to convert 
this data to a form most easily handled by the second program. The output 
of the first program is independent of the problem objectives or constraints. 
Instead, it reflects only the "instrumentation requirements" and "value 
ratings" for each measurement in Appendix F. The measurement ratings 
shown in Appendix F are indications of the category into which each measure
ment was rated for each problem area. The first program thus as signs 
the proper value to the categories indicated. It was noted in Chapter VI 
that for this study 

The first program also was designed to handle special-case 
problems such as those discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The data inputs to the evaluation program included in Appendix 
F are measurements listed in subgroups under one or a group of instruments. 
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It should be noted that one or more members of a subgroup can logically be 
included in a feasible system. Furthermore, additional members of a sub
group can be included with no additional instrumentation requirements. The 
additional time required by the astronaut to perform the additional measure
ments, however, must be considered. Hence, the first program was designed 
to construct all possible combinations of the members of the subgroup so 
that all of these combinations have the same instrumentation requirements 
but different time requirements and ratings. The input to the second program, 
therefore, is a list of all measurements listed in subgroups along with all 
combinations of these measurements with their total requirements and ratings. 
For example, consider measurements No. 27A, 27B and 27C in Appendix F. 
The total number of combinations of these three measurements is 2n - 1 = 7, 
i. e., the three original plus four combinations thereof. The characteristics 
of these combinations are shown below. 

WGT VOL POW TIME HAZ TRAFF L. B. L. S. SYS 

27A 13.20 690.0 15. 0 15. 0 0 0 I 1 1 
27B 13.20 690. 0 15. 0 15. 0 3 1 10 10 3 
27C 13.20 690. 0 15. 0 15. 0 3 0 0 1 1 
27AB 13.20 690.0 15. 0 30. 0 3 1 11 11 4 
27AC 13.20 690.0 15. 0 30.0 3 0 1 2 2 
27BC 13.20 690.0 15. 0 30.0 7 1 10 11 4 
27ABC 13.20 690.0 15. 0 45.0 6 1 11 12 5 

This list of measurements and their possible combinations henceforth will 
be referred to as a family containing 2n - 1 members. The second program 
is instructed to include no more than one member of a given family in any 
postulated set. This is accomplished in the output of the first program by 
specifying a WN and MAX which specify the first and last members of a 
given family respectively. 

There is another use for this "family" concept wherein only 
one member of a given family should be included in a postulated system. 
For instance, whenever a given measurement could be performed by more 
than one instrument (or when measurements overlap sufficiently so that 
only one could be logically considered within a set of instruments), the 
second program would be so instructed by the output of the first. For 
example, consider measurements No. 99 and No. 100 from Appendix F, 
each of which is designed to obtain a measure of angle of repose on the 
lunar surface. Measurement No. 99 assumes a trained astronaut visually 
obse rving and estimating the angles of repose, whereas No. 100 specifies 
a more precise measurement. The two are overlapping and only one 
should be included in any postulated set of measurements to be performed. 
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It was not always feasible to avoid obtaining some duplication 
of instrumentation or overlapping of measurements. In such cases, the 
results had to be reviewed and a choice made between the duplicating or 
overlapping measurements. The net effect of this deficiency is minor. 
For example, consider any of the combinations in the sample output in 
Section B. A Jacob's staff is included twice, once by itself (No. 184 JS 
[SlAB]) and once with a penetrometer (No. 191 JS/PENETROMETER WEN
ETRAT RESIST]). Such duplications are readily identifiable and can be 
corrected easily. For example, the Jacob's staff with penetrometer would 
be selected since it could duplicate the function of a simple Jacob's staff. 

These situations are specified in the input data to the first 
program by the column labeled "Group Size." For instance, the first 
example above , No. 27, was denoted as having a group size of 3. The 
condition illustrated in the second example was handled by specifying a 
group size of -2. The minus sign indicates that no combinations of the 
two possible measurements were to be generated by the first program. 

The first program also is designed to cope with another 
problem. Some measurements listed under an instrument group can be 
performed with no additional time requirements; hence, it is justifiable 
to sum the figures-of-merit of these measurements and instruct the 
computer to consider the characteristics of the sum as a single measure
ment. As an example, consider instrument No. 17 in Appendix F. A 
descent camera could be used for measuring (1) the orientation of topographic 
highs and lows, (2) areal extent of topographic highs and lows, (3) planar 
shape of topographic highs and lows, and (4) topographic mapping. The 
first program effectively sums the figures-of-merit of the above measure
ments and writes on magnetic tape the sum of the specifications as a single 
measurement. This is illustrated below. 

l7A 

l7B 

17C 

17D 

17 

WGT VOL POW TIME HAZ 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

550 

550 

550 

550 

550 

75 

75 

75 

75 

75 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

1 

1 

1 

20 

23 

TRAFF 

10 

3 

3 

20 

36 

L. B. L. S. SYS 

3 

10 

1 

20 

34 

10 

10 

10 

20 

50 

1 

1 

1 

10 

13 

Other examples from Appendix F are No. 24, 29 and 30. The measurements 
are listed separately in the appendix because each was individually rated and 
c1as sified by the appropriate study group. 
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In summary, the first p r ogram accepts the data input as 
shown in Appendix F, performs the operations as described and 
w rite s on magnetic tape the resulting specifications of the measurements 
a nd c ombinations of measurements required as inputs for the second pro
g ram. 

A step-by-step account of the operations of the first program 
is pres ented below. 

G-4 

(1) The computer r eads the first punched data card which is 
an identification card containing identifying features of 
the input data; for example, 
APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 0, 1. 3 , 
10 , 2 O. 

(2) The above identification is p r inted out and also written on 
magnetic tape. 

(3) The computer reads the next data card on which is punched 
the selected ratios RO' R

1
, R

2
, R

3
, and R 4 • 

(4) The computer then reads the following punched data card 
which contains the specifications and ratings of a measure
ment, including those shown below: 

(a) ID(I) , the index number of the measurement as shown in 
Appendix F 

(b) IDD(I), the index letter as shown in Appendix F 

(c) IGR(I), a number that identifies the number of measure
ments which follow, for which the scientific figures-of - merit 
are to be added to that of the first measurement, as dis
cussed previously 

(d) IGS(I), a number indicating the group size (positive group 
sizes indicating that a family is to be constructed from 
the number of measurements specified, an example of 
which was presented previously) 

(e) HAZ(I), a rating, I, II, III , IV, or V, which specifies the 
category into which the particular instrument was classified, 
as previously described, for the problem area "hazards " 



( (f) TRAFF(I), a number specifying the classification for 

trafiicability 

(g) L. B. (I), the classification under lunar basing 

(h) L. S. (I), the classification under lunar surface, history, 
origin, age 

(i) SYS(I), the classification under earth-moon system history, 
age, origin 

(j) WGT(I), the weight of the associated instrumentation 

(k) VOL(I) , the associated volume 

(1) POW (I) , the required power 

(m) TIME(I), the astronaut's time required to execute the 
measurement being considered 

(5) The computer then replaces the number designating the 
category of classification by the proper ratio Rk as specified 
on the first data input card. 

(6) If the group number 1GR(I) is greater than 0, the scientific 
figures-of-merit of the following 1GR(I) measurements are 
summed with that just read. If IGR(1) is equal to 0, the 
computer proceeds to the next step. 

(7) If the group size 1GS(1) is les s than 0, the number correspond
ing to its absolute value denotes the number of measurements 
which are to be considered as a family but from which no 
combinations are to be constructed. If, however, the group 
size is greater than 0, its value specifies the total number 
of measurements that, with all their possible combinations, 
are to be considered a family, from which only one could be 
selected for any given combination of measurements. The 
MIN, the number of the first member of the family, and MAX, 
the last member of that family, also are determined. 

(8) For each measurement or combination of measurements gen
erated in the above steps, the following data are recorded on 
magnetic tape: 
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(a) W(1) 

(b) V(1) 

(c) P(1) 

(d) T(1) 

(e) MIN (I) 

(f) MAX (I) 

(g) The index name as shown in Appendix F 

(h) An abbreviated form of the instrument name and the associated 
measurements 

(i) HAZ(1), the hazard rating of the measurement or the accUll1U
lated hazard ratings of the combined measurements 

(j) TRAFF(1), the accUll1ulated trafiicability rating 

(k) L. B. (I), the accUll1ulated lunar basing rating 

(1) L. S. (I), the accumulated lunar surface history, origin 
rating 

(m) SYS(1), the accUll1ulated earth-moon system history, origin 
rating 

(9) The computer then returns to Step 4 and repeats the preceding 
operations until all punched data cards have been read. To 
facilitate quick checking of the correctness and the complete
ness of the input data, each time the computer reads an 
input data card for a particular measurement, it prints out 
the specifications of that measurement on the associated 
printer. 

(10) After the program has processed all the input data cards and 
written on tape the information described above, it prints 
out via the printer the total nunher of measurements or 
instruments, or combinations thereof, that were generated. 



( 
Second Program 

Inputs to the second program consist of: (1) the magnetic 
tape prepared by the first program; (2) the problem constraints - power, 
weight, volume, and astronaut time allocations for the specific mission 
being considered; (3) the weighting factors C

k 
for the five areas; and 

(4) special instructions to the second program such as the total number of 
measurements and their combinations to be read from the tape. 

The total number of measurements and combinations of 
measurements resulting from this study was 216. Even if no more than 
one member of a family is included in a combination, the total number 
of possible combinations is considerably in excess of I 030 , which would 
take the fastest computers many years to generate. Hence, some basis 
for considering only the more feasible of the possible combinations must 
be incorporated into the system-postulation function of the computer 
program. There are obviously many possible ways to accomplish this, and 
the more realistic the selection process, the fewer the number of unrealistic 
combinations the program would have to evaluate. For instance, all of the 
possible combinations which contain so many measurements that the problem 
constraints are exceeded are deemed unrealistic and not worthy of evaluation 
in the program. Similarly, all of those possible combinations which contain 
so few measurements that the requirements of the combination are con
siderably less than those available are not worthy of evaluation. Further
more, the generation-evaluation process can be facilitated by defining for 
each measurement or combination . of measurements a figure-of-merit 
which reflects both the "value" and the "cost" of that measurement. This 
figure-of-merit is not used as a basis for evaluation but solely as a means 
of preferentially selecting combinations of instruments yielding the most 
"value per cost". Several such figures ~of-merit were considered during 
this study, the most realistic of which is defined by 

NORMALIZED S (M) 
T 

T 
max 

S(M) 

+ W + V + p 
w V p 

max max max 

This normalized figure-of-merit, therefore, reflects the value or scientific 
figure-of-merit and the instrumentation requirements expressed as fractions 
of the instrument allocations. The second program, then, ranks all of the 
measurements in the input data on the basis of their normalized figure-of
merit and begins generating feasible combinations of measurements by 
first considering those measurements having the highest value per cost. 
This ordering scheme by no means eliminates those measurements with 
low normalized figures-of-merit; however, the frequency of their being 
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included in a feasible combination is conside r ably less than that for measure
ments with high normalized figu r es-of - m e rit. 

Results of the computer evaluation program tend to verify 
the ordering sch eme in that the combinations with the highest total scientific 
figures - of - me r it consist p r imarily of measur ements that rate close to the 
top in normalized figure - of - merit. This is indicated in the results by the 
relatively low average rank number of all of the top 100 combinations . The total 
number of combinations considered by the program is generally of the 
order of 1,000,000. 

The measurements, requirements and specifications written on 
the magnetic tape are direct inputs to the second p r ogram. The first printed 
output of the program is the calculated figures - of-merit and normalized figures
of-merit for each of the 216 measurements . The computer then r anks the 
instruments (measurements) according to the value of its normalized figure -of
merit. The results are then printed out in order of rank, together with the 
specifications and requirements of the measurement. The printed output of a 
sample run is shown in Section B. 

The first combination of measurements evaluated by this 
program is determined by scanning down the ranked measurement list, 
beginning from the top and including all "legal" measurements for which 
the accumulated instrumentation requirements do not exceed the constraints. 
"Legal" measurements are those which have not been eliminated as can
didates for a given combination for any of the reasons discussed previously, 
e. g. , those members of a measurement family that already have been 
included in the combination, etc . Once this first combination has been 
determined and its characteristics evaluated, the computer prints out the 
following information: 

• Total accumulated scientific figure - of -merit 
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• Total weight of the instrumentation associated with the 
selected measurements 

• Total volume requirements of the combination 

• Total power requirements 

• Total astronaut's time required to execute the included 
measurements 

• Average rank of the combination 

• Number of measurements included in the combination 

• Instrument or measurement number of each measurement 
included in the combination 



( The program then executes a specified routine of dropping 
various measurements included in the first combination and adding lower 
ranking ones for which the instrumentation and time requirements are 
compatible with the constraints. Each measurement is individually dropped 
from the first combination, then measurements are dropped in pairs, etc., 
until all of the measurements included in the first combination are excluded 
simultaneously. There are infinitely many patterns for specifying the order 
of selecting combinations, but none can be defended realistically as 
being the single best pattern. The pattern briefly described above was 
used in this study and is considered to be adequate. 

Experience showed that in most cases it is unnecessary to 
exclude all members of the first combination in s electing feasible systems to 
be considered and evaluated. In fact, the results of the computer evaluation 
program show that rarely did any of the 100 combinations with the highest 
figures-of-merit differ from the first combination by more than four or five 
measurements. To insure that this was so, the program was instructed 
generally to drop at most 10 or 15 measurements from the first combination 
simultaneously and to consider the remaining pos sible combinations. 

Once the generation-evaluation loop has been completed, the 
total number of combinations considered and the total number that fell 
within the constraints are printed out. Details of the first combination are 
printed out, as well as the specifications of the 100 measurements with 
the highest total scientific figures-of-merit. 

Final output of the computer evaluation program is intended 
to summarize the results of the entire evaluation program. This output 
specifies the number of times each instrument and the associated measure
ment(s) were included in the top 100 combinations. 

A step-by-step account of the operations of the second pro
gram is outlined below. 

(1) The program first instructs the computer to read from the 
magnetic tape the input data prepared by the first program. 

(2) The computer calculates the scientific figure-of-merit 
5(1) as follows: 

5(1) = C
l 

X HAZ(I) + C
2 

X TRAFF(I) + C
3 

X L. B. (I) + C 4 

X L. 5. (I) + C
5 

X 5Y5(I) 
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(3) The normalized figure-of-merit NORMS(I) is computed 
as follows: 

NOR~(I) = __ ~ ____ ~_5~(~I)~=-____ =-_ 
-=--_T_ + W + V + P 
T W V P 

max max max max 

(4) Results of the above computations then are printed out along 
with the following data: 

(a) IN5T, the instrument number of computer name for a given 
instrument (and measurement or measurements) 

(b) INDEX, the index number, the inverted form of the input 
data 

(c) WGT, instrument weight 

(d) VOL, instrument volume 

(e) POW, power required 

(f) TIME, astronaut's time required to set up apparatus 
and execute the specified measurements 

(g) 5(1), scientific figure-of-merit 

(h) NORMS (I) , normalized figure-of-merit 

(i) MIN, instrument number which designates the first member 
of the family of each instrument 

(j) MAX, instrument number which designates the last member 
of the family of the I'th instrument 

(5) The computer ranks the measurements according to the 
NORMS(I)'s. 

(6) The above is followed by a printed output of 

(a) RANK, the number denoting the relative value of an instru
ment's normalized figure-of -merit, i. e. , with the highest 
being I and the lowest being NMAX 

(b) IN5T 



( 
(c) S (I) 

(d) NORMS (I) 

(e) TIME 

(f) WGT 

(g) VOL 

(h) POW 

(7) The computer begins the process of generating the first 
feasible combination of measurements. It does this by 
starting at the top of the ranked list of measurements and 
defining the accumulated STO, TTO, PTO, WTO, and VTO 
equal to the S(I), T(I), P(I), and W(I) of the highest ranking 
measurement, respectively. The computer then considers 
each measurement ranking below the top ranking one and, 
if it is a legal candidate as defined previously and if its 
time and hardware requirements, when added to the accumu
lated totals, do not exceed the constraints, the measurement 
is included in the first combination. In practice, often 
about 30 or 40 measurements, and instruments, have been 
selected for the first combination; those remaining of the 
original 216 are either not legal candidates or the require
ments' such as time, weight or volume, when added to the 
sums of those already selected, are too great. 

(8) The computer stores in its memory all pertinent facts about 
the first combination. 

(9) The computer drops the lowest ranking instrument included 
in the first combination and searches the lower ranking 
instruments for all possible combinations that fall within the 
constraints. 

Note: Each time a combination falls within the constraints, facts about that 
combination are stored. This process continues until JMAX combinations have 
been stored in the memory. JMAX cannot exceed 100. Following this, the STO 
for each new com.bination is com.pared with the lowest ranking stored STO. If 
the new STO is greater, its specifications and characteristic values replace 

those previously stored. 
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(10) The computer proceeds by adding the instrument just dropped, 
dropping the member of the first combination that ranks just 
above the one previously dropped and again searching the 
lower r anking instruments for other combinations falling 
within the constraints. 

(11) Step 10 is repeated until the top ranking instrument in the 
first combination has been dropped and all lower ranking 
instruments have been considered for new combinations. 

(12) The computer re - establishes the first combination, drops 
the two lowest ra,nking instruments included in the first 
combination and again searches all lower ranking instruments 
for new combinations that fall within the constraints. 

(13) The computer adds the lowest ranking instrument and drops 
from the list the instrument ranking next to the lowest and 
repeats the above searching process. 

(14) The above process is repeated until the two top ranking 
instruments have been dropped and the remaining instru
ments searched. 

(15) The computer re - establishes the first combination, drops 
the bottom and third - from-bottom ranking instruments and 
scans the lower ranked ones. 

(16) The computer adds the third-from-bottom and drops the fourth
from - bottom and searches. 

(17) The above process is repeated until the top and the bottom 
instruments have been dropped from the first combination. 

(18) The computer is then instructed to re-establish the first 
combination and drop the bottom three instruments. 

(19) The computer stair -steps the three instruments up from the 
lowest ranking until the three top ranking instruments have 
been dropped. 

(20) Step 18 is repeated. 

(21) The computer follows by stair-stepping the third-from-bottom 
ranking instrument up until the two bottom ranking instruments 
and the top instrument have been dropped. 



( 
(22) The computer repeats Step 18 but drops the bottom four 

ins truments. 

(23) The computer repeats Step 19 except it stair-steps all four 
instruments until the top four have been dropped. 

(24) Step 22 is repeated. 

(25) The computer repeats Step 21 except it stair-steps the fourth
from-bottom until the bottom three and the top instrument have 
been dropped. 

(26) The computer repeats Steps 22 through 25 each time dropping 
one additional instrument from the first combination, i. e. , 
by replacing four with five, six, seven, etc., in the above 
steps. This interaction is continued until some selected 
number of instruments (MOST) has been dropped. 

(27) The computer prints the output of the total number of combina
tions considered during the above operations and tho se that 
fell within the constraints. 

(28) The computer also prints the output of the NUMB (input data) 
combinations, instrument numbers and names, with the 
highest total scientific figure-of-merit, STOT, along with 
the pertinent facts about each, including: 

(a) STOT, total scientific figure-of-merit 

(b) WTOT, total weight of the combination 

(c) TTOT, total astronaut time required to set up and perform 
all measurements in the combination 

(d) PTOT, total power requirements 

(e) VTOT, total volume requirements 

(f) A VG, average rank of the combination (a measure of the 
validi ty of ranking by NORMS) 

(g) NOI, number of instruments included in the combination 

(h) COMB, combination number, beginning with the first 
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(29) Also printed out is the output of the remaining (JMAX-NUMB) 
combinations along with the pertinent facts (in this print-out. 
only instrument number is printed in order to speed up the 
printout procedure). 

(30) Final step of the second program is to print the output of 
the number of times each instrument was included in the 
JMAX top ranking combinations along with the instrument 
number and name. 



B. SAMPLE OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
( 

1. Sample Output of First Program 

APOLLO I NSTRUMENTATl ON MATRIX ANALYSIS B D. 1, 3. 10. ~O 

--------- . ----tn GS ~uz TRAF' L.B. L.S. SYS WGT VOL POW TII1E 
- - ----------

1 1 3,0 10.0 10.0 10.0 3,0 2.6 11.0 0 e,o 
? 1 1.0 1.0 0 10.0 0 2.0 40.0 0 10.0 
JA 2 J.O 10 .• 0 __ .i~ ___ 1LIl __ _ LD - ., _111 .. 11 0. _ ___ ~----
3B 2 10.0 10.0 3.0 20.0 1.0 . ., 10.0 0 5.0 
4 1 20.0 20.0 HI .0. ill. 0. 3.0. _ .1.1 .. 0 5.60..0 z,. a 10.0 _ ___ 
6A 6 1.0 1.0 3.0 20.0 10.0 10.3 120.0 0 30.0 
6B 6 1.0 1.0 J.o 20.0 1 C • 0 10.J 320.0 0 JO.o 
6C 6 3.0 10. a 10.0 20.0 10.0 10.3 120.0 0 25.0 
bD 6 1.0 1.0 .1.Jt _ .2.D.....o 1.0..._0._ .1.0......1.. __ ..12.0. ... n 0 _ 1JL....D.. -----------
61: " 1.0 10. a 10.0 20.0 3.0 10.3 120.0 0 15.0 
61=' " 0 0 10.0 10.0 10 .. 0 10. J 120.0 0 _ _10. .. .0 
7A 2 a 3. a 10.0 20.0 10.0 .6 2.0 a e.D 
.ll. 2 0 0 j C • 0 20.0 10.0 .6 2.0 0 6. D 
8A 3 3.0 3.0 3.0 10.0 10.0 .6 2.0 0 e.o 
88 3 1.0 3.0 3-,0 U.O 10.0 ,6 2.0 0 e I 0 
8C 3 a 3.0 3.0 10.0 1.0 .6 2.0 0 10.0 
9 1 3.0 10.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 ~.o 

10 1 1.0 1.0 3.0 10.0 20.0 17.0 12D.0 0 12.0 
~...l _ 1.0 3. a 10.0 1Q.O 3.0 ~!o 22.0 0 4,0 
t1H 2 a 0 1.0 10.0 10.0 3.0 22.0 0 e.o 
12 1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 3.0 16.3 640.0 7',0 20.0 
13 1 10.0 20.0 10.0 10.0 1.0 17.3 660.0 '''.0 10.0 
14 1 10. a 20.0 20.0 10.0 1.0 1,0 20.0 0 10 ... 0 
17 1 23.0 36.0 J4.0 '50.0 13.0 9.0 550.0 ".0 0 
~_L 20.0 20, Q 20.0 10. a 1.0 5.8 lDD.O 0 ~.D 
19 1 0 3.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 17.6 1200.0 60.0 15.0 
20A 2 0 0 3,0 3.0 3.0 2.0 40.0 '.0 1',0 
2nR 2 3.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 40.0 '.0 15.0 
21 1 0 0 10.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 e60.0 200,0 10.0 
22 1 0 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 33.cl 360.0 2'.0 15.0 
23! _...2..... ___ Q 0 J.o J. a J.O 12.0 1200.0 ~.o 15.D 
:?3R 2 1.0 0 0 1.0 1.0 12.0 1700.0 4.0 15.0 
24 1 3.0 1.0 4.D 6.0 13.0 24.0 1740.0 0 15.0 
25 1 a 0 3.0 3.0 3.0 5.2 560.0 0 15.0 
26 1 0 1.0 10.0 1.0 1.0 30.3 e10.0 0 20.D 
27' 3 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 13.2 690.0 15.0 1!!1.0 
2~ J_ .J.Q. _ ..L..Q_ ..iJLL.O. __ lLL-:5 • 0 1~,2 6!D.D 1',0 l!hD 
27C 3 3.0 0 0 1.0 1.0 13.2 690.0 1'.0 1!!1.0 
'8' 3 1.0 1.0 4.0 11.0 11,0 15.0 860.0 ~7.0 15.0 
?8R 3 3.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1'5.0 860.0 21.0 15.0 
?/ID 3 1.0 0 0 1.0 1.0 15.0 860.0 27.0 15.0 
'9 1 ,1. 0 1.0 15.0 24.0 1 •• 0 12.1 860.0 0 1'.0 
H ~ 1.0 0 - - ~! Q -~ - 4,0 4.1 430.0 __ 0 ____ lQ.O ._-------
31' 2 0 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 26.1 9"0.0 0 20.0 
11~ 2 1.0 1.0 3.0 10.0 0 26.1 9~0.0 0 20.0 
~2 1 1.0 1.0 10.0 3.0 0 9.0 120.0 0 10.0 
13 -2 '0.0 a 0 3.0 1.0 1.2 28.0 1.3 5.0 
~4 -2 10. a 0 0 3.0 1.0 1.5 1600.0 0 5.0 
~5 ~ 3,0 0 ·.0 IJ.O 6.0 P:;! 0 41Q.,O Q , ,-0 
~6' 1 10.0 0 11.0 2.0 2.0 1.8 82.0 0 !!I. 0 
~6C 1 13.0 0 11.0 •• 0 11.0 1.0 70.0 .1 0 
17 1 .3 0 • 0 0 ~ 0.0 13.0 •• 0 31.0 325.0 0 5.0 
18 1 11.0 a 4.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 60.0 0 10.0 
~9 1 '0.0 10.0 10.0 3.0 3.0 .5 11.0 .0 10.0 
4n 1 ,n. n 0 1 0 • n 0 tl • :1 J.o 0 0 
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H -2 3.0 0 3.D 3.D 10.0 40.D 575.0 0 12.0 
42 -2 3.0 a 3.D 3.D 3.0 10. 8 330.0 D 12.0 
43 1 30.0 2.0 13.D 30.0 6.0 27.0 1800.0 0 15.0 
44A 2 a 0 1.0 10.0 1.0 .7 18.0 0 10.0 
448 2 a 0 0 1.0 10.0 .7 18.0 0 12.0 
~!5A -5 0 0 J.o 10.0 10.0 6.S 230.0 0 !I.O 
459 -5 1.0 0 1.0 3.0 3.D 6.8 230.0 0 20.0 
450 -5 3.0 0 J-aQ ___ LO _ _ :l ... L __ -' __ 0 2.!D ____ D _'1 - --~ 
45Y -5 1.0 0 4.D 13.D 13.D 6. 8 230.0 D 2D.0 
45Z -5 4.0 11 _ ~ __ -D __ _ ~ .0 __ 6 __ 0 _ ___ -2 __ 0 a!DLO 0 3L-D-
46 1 a 1.0 1.D 3.D 1.0 14.D 38D.D D 15.0 
~2A -~ 0 1.0 1.0 J.O 1.0 1!1.0 HD.D 0 15. a 
478 -'I a . 0 D 1.D 3.0 17.0 430.0 0 45.0 
47Y -'I Q 2.0 2-10_ b .1L _2. a - 15.0 400.11 0 _ 3ll.ll 
47Z -'I a 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 17.0 430.0 D 60.0 
47C 1 0 1.0 1.1t 3.0 __ 1 • .0 __ ___ ..l.5 .. 0 400 • .11 0 ~,.o 
49 1 a 1.0 1.D 3.0 1.0 10.D 3DO.0 D 15.D 
SoA -2 0 0 1.0 J.o 1.0 20.5 610.0 0 20.0 
'508 -2 a 0 1.0 3.0 1.0 22.7 630.0 0 20.0 
51 1 II - - -- - L -- - __ L-~ _ __'o' _ ___.!2_tJl~ '!lD.O ~_~ 7-'-.o....D.. 
52 -2 '-0.0 10.0 10.0 3.0 0 D 0 D 2.0 
53 -2 20.0 10.0 10.1t .10.0 ____ _ 0 - -2& _ __ _l-D ... jl _ __ ___ ll ___ ...3& 
54 1 20.0 3.0 1.D 1.0 0 . ., 7D.D D 1.0 
56 1 LO 0 J.D 20.0 10.0 :Z.D f!!lD.D 0 !I.a 
57 1 1.0 a 3.0 10.0 3.D 5.0 430.0 D 5.0 
58 -4 2.0 1.0 l~.O 13._0 _ U ... lL __ TI ____ 1t 1AU.ll ____ _ __ 0. __ __ 1L.D.. 
55 -'I 1. 0 0 1.0 10.0 20.D 33.D 1900.0 0 10.0 
59 -'I 2.0 0 11.0_ ll~ 2.1.....JL _ _ 4.S-Lll U.OD.Il _ _ _JI ll.Lll 
60 -'I 1.0 a 10.D 3.0 1.0 15.0 200.0 0 10.0 
6U 2 0 1.0 J.D 1.0 0 J2.0 6!10.0 0 60. a 
618 2 1.0 3.0 3.0 20.0 0 32.0 650.0 0 60.0 
62 1 0 0 hL_ ..2J1 ... D _1.D ... L _ 37 ... _0 l1J1 D. It _0. ___ ~hD 
63 1 20.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 1.D .5 4 .0 .0 2.0 
64 1 10.0 J,D 3.0 ..J. .. JL _L..It ___ -_.I.' 4 ... D -- 0 - LD 
65 1 3.0 3.0 20.0 10.D 1.0 .2 2.D 0 12.0 
66 1 0 '.Q H.O ~D.O J.O .~ 4.0 0 "!h 0 67 1 1.0 3.0 10.D 10.D 1.0 .4 4.D 1.D 5.0 
68 1 0 1. ~ _10 LO _ 20 .. 0 _ 2..0 .. 0 ___ J.2-,-~ _ _ ~.3QtQ __ .0 __ _ 4~ 
69 1 a 3. a 10.0 lD.O 1.0 5.0 17DO.0 D 15.0 
70 1 LO 0 hll __ 10 .. 11 :l..D __ __ , __ 1 _ _..11.tJ!_ Jt ~~_.J 
72 1 1.0 a 10.D 1D.0 3.D 34 ." 4., D.D D 4D.O 
ZJ 1 12.0 0 5.0 30.0 ;S.D 8.0 150.0 0 UIO 
74 1 1.0 1.0 1.D 1.D 1.0 9.6 7!J0.0 D 15.0 
75A 2 1.0 2.0.0 _ 20LD. _ll • .ll __ _ -.l.L.L _ __ -'-'4 U _.JI ______ hJL __ ~ 
758 2 a 20.0 20.0 2D.D 3.D 5.4 98.0 3.0 3.0 
76 1 11.0 J.O 22_ • .It._--.t2. .. 0 __ ~ ____ ~_ l!H.o 2.010 0 
79 1 0 20.0 20.D 2D.0 3.D 15.0 3300.D 0 18.0 
Bo 1 0 0 20.0 10.0 0 H.o HO.O 0 1111 a 
111A 2 20.0 10.0 3.0 3.0 0 2.D 9.0 D 2.0 
818 2 2.0.0 1.11. D... __ 1 • .0 __ 3 .. 0 _____ ..L_~~ 0. _ _ 9-----D _ _ __ --"-_-----L..ll 
112 1 0 0 3.0 10.D 0 32.D UO.D 0 2!J.0 
B3 1 0 - _ D_ -2LD ___ --1. ... O. ____ -"-_ hJl_.!.l.o.JI. __ _ __ O ____ 1LJI. 
84 1 0 0 20.D 1.0 0 43.D 1120.0 0 60.D 
85A 2 0 20.0 10.0 1.0 0 28.a 1aaD.0 0 2010 
115B 2 1.0 2D.0 20.0 1.0 D 28.D 1000.0 D 20.D 
86 1 J.O 21l.0 _10 ... .0 1._0. _ __ ..It. ____ 2.. '- __ 2JI......JI..._~~_ L ____ --.L.1l 
117 1 0 1.0 20.D 0 0 4.D 200.0 D 30.0 
88A 2 10.0 10.0 _ ;t.0 _ -.0. _ L _ hL _ -'~_.JI. ___ __ .11 __ _ h-D-
ellB 2 1.0 1.D 20.0 20.0 0 5.3 .0.0 0 5.0 
8i 1 0 Q 20.D 10.0 0 0 0 0 ~IO 
9D 1 10.0 1.0 0 0 0 2.0 8!J.0 0 2.0 
91 1 1.0 10.0 3.D 2D......o _ ___ L_' .. , _ _1.2 .. 0_ 

~- -- 0 U.l.~ 
92A 2 0 10.0 10.0 20.0 0 43.3 UO.O 0 45.0 
92B 2 0 Q _ .2LL_ u.o 0 ~~ .. ~ _ _ -'1 O..JI_ ~__ _ . 0. __ 4,& 
93 1 J.O 3.0 10.0 10.0 1.D 0 0 0 3.0 
cu 1 3.0 J.O to.D 2D.D 1.0 0 0 0 3.0 
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95 -2 6.0 0 20.0 20.0 6.0 2.~ 25.0 0 35.0 
96 -2 3.0 1.0 10.0 10.0 3.0 0 0 0 3.0 
91 -2 10.0 3.0 10.0 20.0 3.0 1.0 35.0 0 10.0 
98 .. 2 10.0 3.0 3.0 10.0 1.0 0 0 0 3.0 
99 -2 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 0 0 0 1.0 

100 .. 2 10.0 j 0 • Q j a • 0 10.0 1.0 .5 1.0 0 2.0 
101 1 10.0 10.0 10.0 20.0 3.0 0 0 0 2.0 
102 1 .. ~~ _____ -1...JL __ 2Jl. .. -o' 10,0 ... .1.D .... n. _____ 11. .. ____ . .0 __ . __ . _____ IL.. ___ hO 
103 1 1.0 1.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 0 0 0 3.0 
10.4 1 ____ .1 .. L _ --1.j. 10 • .0...._2..0.......0. --1..0....-0.-- -- . 0. . __ ____ .n. ____ .0 __ . . 1...0 ... -0. 
105 1 0 1.0 10.0 20.0 10.0 0 0 0 16.0 
106 1 La JfQ 1.0 10.0 J.o a a Q 8.0 
107 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 0 0 0 0 5.0 

- - - ---. -- - - .- - - --- _. -- --- - -- "- -- - - --- - - - - - ---- --- - - -- ---

TOTAL NUMBER .OF' t NS T RU_M.EN1S II 21~ _ .. _ ----- _. - -.- ---- -- .- --- + --~ - -- - _. 
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1 
? 
1 
4 

'5 
", 

7 
/\ 

9 
1n 
11 
12 
1 ,"\ 
14 
1'1 
1'" 
17 
1/\ 
lel 
20 
21 
2? 
2"1 
24 
2<; 
2", 
27 
2/\ 
2Q 
30 
31 
3? 
31 
34 
3t; 
31'. 
37 
3/\ 
3Q 
40 
41 
4? 
41 
44 
4'5 
41'. 
47 
4/\ 

'Q 
50 
0;1 
52 
51 

2. Sample Output of Second Program 

APOLLO 1~STR U MENTATI0N MATRl~ ANA~YSl~ 1ST F~IGHT A~T, 1_ 

A POL L 0 1 N S T R,u MeN T AT ION MAT R I X A N A LV SIS " 0, 

l~DEl( VOL. P!,)W 

1 2.60 11.00 0 8.00 '''.50 
2 2.00 40.00 a 10.00 12.50 
"I A .50 10.00 0 4.00 '3.'0 
18 .50 10.0('1 0 5.00 '0.00 
~Ae .5Q tQ,OO D ._~LH_ . l.~;J •. 'O. 
• 11.00 '5~0.00 75.00 10.00 171.50 
~A 10.30 120.00 0 30.00 27.00 
"'S 10.30 120.0('1 n ~o.oo 27.00 
~c 10.30 120.00 0 25.00 63.00 
"'0 10.30 120.0n a 10.00 24.00 
"e 10.30 ~?Q..O~ .Q 15.00 ~!.,5l! ", 
,,~ 10.j~ 120.0n a io.b~ 25.00 
"AR 10.30 120.00 0 60.00 ~4.00 
"Ar. 10.30 1'0.00 a 55.00 '0.00 
"An 10.30 120.0n 0 40.00 '1.00 
"AF 10.30 \20.00 0 '5.00 74.50 
~Ar 10,30 ~~hQQ ,..Q.._. _~.Q...L~.Q. .. , . _,!..QQ 
"SC 10.30 120.0n 0 55.00 '0.00 
",sn 10.30 120.00 0 '0.00 '1.00 
"SF 10.30 120.00 0 45.00 74.50 
~sr 1 0 .30 1'0.0 0 0 '0,00 ~2.00 
~Cn 10.30 120.00 0 35.00 87.00 
"CE 10!~ . .9 _ . ~~.Q..!....9...Q...., . 0 '0.00 lth~_ 
"cr 10.30 120.00 0 35.00 88.00 
"O~ 10.30 120.00 0 25.00 71.50 "'0. 10.30 120.00 0 20,00 49.00 
,.,er 10.30 120.00 0 25.00 72.50 
,.,ARC 10.30 120.00 0 85.00 117.00 
"A~Q 10.30 120.00 0 70.00 78.00 
"A ~ E 10 .3'0 ill~'~ . - 0 75. 00 101 .50 
",ARr 10.30 120.00 0 '0.00 79.00 
"ACO 10.30 120.00 0 65.00 114.00 
",Ar.e 10.jo 120.00 0 '0.00 1~7.50 
"Ar,r 10.30 120.00 0 ~5.00 1'5.00 
6AnE 10.30 120.00 0 55.00 '8.50 
", A nr iO' .30' - 12 0 ~oo--'--' --'0 '50 "-. ·0 O~-.. · 76 • 00 
"AFr 10.30 120.00 0 '55.00 99.50 
"ar.o 10.30 1'0.00 0 6'.00 114.00 
6er.E 10.30 120.00 0 '0.00 137.50 
"Br.r 10.30 120.00 0 65.00 115.00 
6sne 10.30 120.00 0 55.00 '8.50 
"B'ii f " . -..- " ro~30-- 12 0 :-"00"' --- " 0 '5 0 • 0 0 '6 • 0 0 
6BF~ 10.30 120 . 0n a '55.00 99.5n 
"cne 10.30 120.00 0 '50.00 134.50 
6cnr 1 0 .30 120.00 0 '5.00 112.00 
"CFr 10.30 120.00 0 50.00 135,50 
"DFr 10.30 120.00 0 35.00 96.50 

-- ~ARC-n-' - "'fo:ro- 120.00 0 95.00 141.00 
~ARCF 10.30 120.0('1 0 100.00 164.50 
,.,ARC' 10.30 120.00 0 95.00 142.00 
",AROF 10.30 l'o.on 0 85.00 125.50 
",ARor 10.30 120.00 0 AO.OO 103.00 
"ARE' 10.30 120.0n a 85.00 126.5n 

1. 3. 10, 

496.43 1 1 
95.00 2 2 

1062,84 3 ~ 
1452." 3 ~ 
1~221e' 3 ~ 
525,'5 6 ~ 

64.12 7 6. 
64.12 7 6. 

173.'9 7 6t 
127.31 7 6' 
192.'8 7 ,J' 
132~62 - '7 6. 

70.14 7 6t 
126.45 7 6. 

94,91 7 69 
125.11 7 6t 

.. 96,77 , .M. 
126.45 7 6' 

94.91 7 6. 
125.11 7 6t 

96.77 ? 6. 
181.', 7 6' 
205.64 7 6. 
183.6' , 6' 
197.01 7 6' 
160.77 7 6' 
199.'6 7 69 
110.31 7 6' 
88.02 ' _ __ I _ _ .6t 
107.4~ 7 6' 
89.15 , 6t 

137.6' 7 6' 
155.16 7 6' 
138.88 7 6' 
138.39 7 69 
116,27 ' - ,- ' 69 
139.79 7 6' 
137.67 7 6. 
1'5.16 , 6. 
138.88 , 6. 
138.39 , 6' 
116.2'," - 69 
139.79 7 6' 
205.7' , 6. 
188.0~ , 6. 
207.30 7 6' 
201.37 , 6' 
119. sC-,-' 6' 
133.20 7 6. 
120.66 , 6' 
118.33 7 6' 
102.15 7 6' 
119.2' , 6' 



54 ~Ar.D~ 10.30 120.0n 0 80.00 161. ~ 0 161.10 1 6' 

( 55 ~Ar.D' 10.30 1'0.00 0 75.00 139.00 141.19 1 6. 
5~ ~Ar.E' 10.30 1'0.00 0 AO.OO 162.'0 162.10 1 6. 
57 ~AnE' 10.30 120.0n 0 65.00 123.~0 149.15 I 1 6. 
5A ~BCD~ 10.30 1~0.00 0 AO.OO 161.'0 161.10 1 6. 
~9 ~Br.D' 1~0~.~3~0 __ ~1~'~0~.~0~0 ______ ~0 __ ~75~.~0~0 __ ~1~3~9~.~0~0~--~1~4~7~.~1~9~ __ ~7 __ ~6~' 
60 ~Br.E' 10.30 120.00 0 AO.OO 162.'0 162.10 7 6. 
61 ~anE' 10.30 ~20.0D 0 65.00 123.~0 149.15 ? 6~ 
6' ~CnE' 10.30 120.00 0 60.00 159.'~ ~oi;i~ 1 6' 
6~ ~ARcnE 10.30 1~0.00 0 110.00 lA8,'O 139.49 7 6' 
64 ~ARcn~ 10.30 120.00 0 10'.00 166.00 128~31 7 6' 
~~ ___ _ . ~ARCPF' 10.30 120.00 0 110.00 189.'0 140.23 7 6t 
6~ ~ARDP~ 10.30 120.00 0 95.00 150.'0 127.88 1 6. 
67 ~ACD~~ 10.30 120.~0 0 90.00 186.'0 166 1 70 7 6. 
6A ~Br.D~~ 10.30 1'0.00 0 90.00 186.~O 166.'0 7 6' 
69 ~ARcnE' 10.30 120.00 0 120.00 213.'0 14'.4e 1 6' 
70 7A .60 2.0('1 0 8.00 34.'0 3'6.22 70 7' 
11 7B .60 2.00 0 6,00 30.00 407.64 10 7~ 
1? 7AR .60 2.00 0 14.00 64.'0 387.11 '0 7~ 
13 IlIA .60 2.00 0 .. _ 8~00 H.OD ~8~,03 73 " 
14 AB .60 2.00 0 8~00 25.00 258.13 73 ,. 
75 ~C .60 2.00 0 ~O.OO 14.50 120.73 13 7' 
1~ AAR .60 2.00 0 16.00 62.00 326.53 73 7' 
77 AAr. ____ ~.~670--~2~.~0~('I~----~0--~18~.0~0~--~5~1~.~~70 __ ~2~421~.~6~4~~7~3 __ ~7' 
7A ABC .60 2.00 0 18.00 39.~0 185.33 73 7' 
79 RARC .60 2.00 0 26,00 76.'0 . 249,88 13 7' 
80 9 a 0 0 2.00 38.'0 16'5.'0 80 80 
8t 10 17.00 '20.00 0 12.00 21,00 90.42 Al 81 
8? l1A 3.00 22.00 0 4.00 32.00 480.'~ 82 84 
8~ l1B 3.00 22.00 0 8.00 11.50 101.70 82 84 
84 l1AR 3.00 22.00 0 12.00 43.50 2?2.~8 82 84 
8~ 12 16.30 640.00 75.00 20.00 96.50 200.~3 A' 8~ 
8~ 1~ 17.30 660.00 7;.00 10.00 110.~0 296.56 86 8A 
87 14 1.00 20.00 0 10.00 125.50 1012.67 A1 8' 
8A 17 9.00 5~0.OD 75.00 0 2,4.'0 1392.71 A8 8A 
8q lA 5.80 100.00 0 5.00 lA5.50 1831.36 89 8' 
90 lQ 17.60 1200.00 60.00 15.00 29.50 65.01 90 90 
91 20A 2.00 40.00 5.00 15,00 7,50 38.19 91 93 
92 208 2.00 40.00 5.00 15.00 23.00 117.12 91 93 
9~ 20AR 2.00 40.00 5.00 30.00 ~0.50 82.25 91 ,3 
94 21 10.00 860.00 200.00 10.00 16.00 31.3e 94 94 
95 22 33.00 360.00 25.00 15.00 25.00 51.1' 95 95 
96 2~A 12.00 1,00.00 4.00 15.00 7.'0 19.58 96 98 
97 2~B 12.00 1'00.00 4.00 15.00 7.00 18.28 96 98 
9A 23AR 12.00 1'00.00 4.00 30.00 14.50 26.01 96 9A 
99 24 24.00 1740.00 0 15.00 35.00 77.06 99 9' 

100 2'.5 5.20 5~0.00 0 15~00 - · - '-~50 Jo-;i2"- Too 100 
101, ____ ~2~6---------3~0~.3~0~~A~7~0~.~0~0~~~~0~~2~0~.~0~0 ____ ~1~7L.5~0----~3~6~.~1~2~~1~0~1~~1~0~1 
10? 27A 13.20 6QO.00 15.00 15.00 2.50 1.62 102 108 
10~ 27B 13.20 690.00 15.00 15.00 41.00 125,03 102 10~ 
104 27C 13.20 6QO.00 l~,Oij 1~.60 t9~of 57;.~ fo~ i~A 
105 27A~ 13.20 690.00 15.00 30.00 43.5n 86.59 102 lOA 
10~ 27Ar. 13.20 6QO.On 1J~06 30.00 ~1.56 '~ ~ 80 f6i 16A 
107 27Br. 13.20 690.0n 15.00 30.00 60.0n 119.44 102 108 
10~ 27ARC 13.20 690.00 15.00 45.00 62.5n 92.35 102 108 
10Q 2AA 15.00 860.00 27.00 15.00 24.50 66,59 109 11~ 
110 2~8 15.00 8~0.00 21.00 15.00 '7.00 13.38 109 11~ 
111 2AD 15.00 860.00 27.00 15.00 7.00 19.03 109 11~ 
11? 2AAR 15.00 8~0.on 27.00 30.00 51.50 94.96 109 11~ 
11~ 2~An 15.00~8~6~0~.~O~0~~2~7~.~0~0~~3~0~.~0~0----~371~.5~0----~5~8~.~0~e~~1~0~9--~1~1~5 
114 2I1Efn-------- f5".oo f\~O.O('l 27.00 30.00 J4.00 62.69 109 11~ 
115 2~ARO 15.00 860.00 27.00 45.00 58.50 81.62 109 11~ 
11~ 29 12.10 f\60.0n 0 15.00 169.00 537,94 116 116 
117 30 4.10 4~0.00 0 10.00 13.00 74,62 111 11' 
11~ 31A 26.10 9~0.00 0 20.00 10.00 21.51 118 120 
11q 31B 26.10 950.00 0 20.00 17.0('1 36.57 118 120 
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120 3iAR 26.10 CJ'O.OO 0 40.00 U.OO 38.'1 118 1U 
121 3~ 9.00 120.00 0 10.00 24.00 132.93 121 121 
12? 3' 1. 20 '8.00 1.30 5.00 11.2.00 1758,91 122 12~ 
12' 34 1.50 1600.00 0 5.00 62.00 327.24 122 12~ 
124 315 1'.00 410.00 0 5.00 ~3.50 184,'8 124 12' 
1~5 3~.A J. tiL .... .!1._Ltl.._ ....... 0 ' '.00 711.5~ 10 4 0.11 i:C'5 12' 
12~ 31'>C 1.00 10.00 .10 0 102.00 8792,69 126 1210 
127 31 '31.00 32",00 0 5,00 218,'0 e01.00 S-27 u, 
12~ 3/\ 2.00 ~o.oo 0 10,00 15.50 '67.21 128 128 
129 39 .'0 17.0 0 .02 10,00 1'3,00 1267." 129 1U 
130 40 .30 1. 00 0 0 13'.00 10553,36 130 130 
131 4t 4 Q ..... .o...D. ._-'-LLll ° 12. DO 29.00 67.lO 131 1n 
13? 4? 10.80 3'0.00 0 12.00 25.'" 110.'6 131 1U 
1B 4' 21.00 1800.00 0 15.00 220,"0 462,11 133 133 
134 4" .70 18.00 0 10.00 7.00 57,41 134 136 
13'1 448 .10 18.00 0 12.00 ,,!SO 37,88 134 1311 
13~ 44,q • '0 18. on 0 22.00 12.!S0 47,81 134 1311 
137 4, .. .. 6 .... .e...o.. _ ._ru.......u _ _ 0 5.00 ,,4.!S0 123.!S7 13Z 141 
13~ 4'18 6.80 2;'0.00 0 ~O.OO 10.!S0 3!S.99 131 1"1 
139 4,C 9.00 2'10.00 0 12.00 H.!SO 114.63 137 ul 
1 4 0 415Y 6.8(1 2'0.00 0 20.00 25.00 85.69 137 141 
141 415Z 9.00 2'50.00 0 32.00 35.00 78.42 137 1'\ 14' 4~ 14.00 3/10.00 0 15.00 '.00 17,29 142 14! 
143 47A .. _- _ aLtl _~~ 0 1~.OO ~.OO 16.8' 143 146 1.4 .78 17.00 4;'0.0 0 0 45.00 2.00 3,03 143 14ft 14'1 47Y 15.00 400.00 0 30,00 10,00 21,22 143 14ft 
14~ 47Z 1'.00 4~0.00 (1 60.00 7.00 8,39 143 146 1.7 .7C 15.00 4 00.00 0 15.00 5,00 16,8' 141 147 
14~ 49 10.00 300.00 0 15.00 5.00 19,34 148 14" 1·9 '..0 A .. 2QL~Q . 610.00 0 20.00 3.!SO 8.6' 14i 1!SO 150 5n8 22.'0 A30.00 0 20.00 3.'0 8,34 149 150 1'51 51 42. 00 9150.00 0 15,00 • !S 0 ,'2 1'1 1!S1 15? 5? 0 0 0 2.00 1'1.'0 6514,!S0 1'2 153 
15~ 5' 2.00 70.00 a 3.00 1".00 2953.81 1152 15~ 154 54 .5 0 10.0n 0 1. 00 126.50 "314.'0 1'4 1" 1.55 '5~ -- '.00 ''50.00 0 5.00 25 150 188,39 1" 15' 
15~ 57 5.00 4H. 00 0 5.00 1'.00 139,82 1'6 15" 1.57 5~ 37.00 1600.00 0 12.00 66.'0 136,20 1" 16!l 
15~ 5'5 33.00 1900.00 0 10.00 22.50 48,5'5 1'" 160 159 59 48.00 2100.00 0 ~O.OO 45.50 66,25 1'7 160 
160 60 15.00 200.00 0 10.00 23.00 102." 1" un 
1~.1 61A 32.00 6'50.00 0 60.00 6.!S0 6 1 89 161 163 
16::' 618 32.00 6150.00 0 60.00 25.00 26,!S0 1A1 163 
16~ 61AR 32.00 A'IO.OO 0 120.00 31.50 19.20 161 163 
164 6~ 37.00 1100.00 0 60.00 1.6.50 16.37 164 164 
16'; 63 .50 '.0 0 .02 2.00 128.50 4823.03 !65 16'5 
16~ 64 .'50 4.0 0 0 2.00 11.00 2666;87 166 1611 
1~? .. -~-'-- 120 2.00 0 12 1 00 '58.00 411 1 60 1ft 7 161 
16~ 6~ .'0 '.00 0 15.00 89.00 502,33 168 16/\ 
169 67 .40 4.00 1,00 5.00 31,00 498,11 169 1~' 170 6~ 32.80 430.0 0 0 40.00 '6.5(1 52.23 110 1'0 17't 6Q 5.00 1700.00 0 15.00 25,00 74.67 171 111 
172 70 • , 0 12.00 0 15.00 22.00 122. 48 172 1;; 
H.l._ ,? 34,50 ''5 0.00 0 40.00 27,50 38,69 173 1'~ 
174 n 8.00 1150.00 0 15.00 96.00 408.'6 174 114 
175 74 9.60 7'50.00 0 15,00 10,00 34,43 175 1'" 
17~ 7'5A 5.40 98.00 3.00 3.00 81,00 1019,'3 116 178 
177 7'58 5.40 98.00 3.00 3.00 11.50 900,13 116 17~ 
17A "A~ 5.'0 98.00 3:00" .. 6.00 iiJ2.!sil 1334.02 176 1'1~ 
17~ __ 7'" 4.50 1'50.00 10.00 0 117.00 2235,37 119 1,. 
180 79 15.00 3300.00 0 18.00 71.50 129.28 1~0 1110 ! 181 81) 34.00 44 0.00 0 10.00 35.00 97," 181 1111 I 

i 182 8U 2.00 9.00 0 2.00 141.00 3896,08 U2 1114 

I 1.83 818 2.00 9.00 0 2.00 138.00 3813,18 182 1114 
184 8tAR 2.00 9.00 0 •• 00 2;9.06 4693,~3 182 184 
185 82 32.00 420.00 0 25.00 9.50 18.31 1'15 1n 

I 
1 
1 
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1RA 8~ 6. 00 40.00 0 15.00 30.50 1 42,38 1A6 186 
1.87 84 43.00 1120.00 0 flO.OO ~0.50 29.15 1S' 18' 
1RA 85A 28.00 1000.00 n 20.00 '-5.50 94.72 188 19t1 
189 8=;8 28.00 1000.00 0 20.00 66.50 138.44 1A8 190 
190 8=iAR 28.00 1000.00 0 40.00 112.00 157.10 188 190 

j~91 _ 8~ 2.5Q 20.00 0 2!00 63!50 1583 dP 191 12~-
192 87 4.00 200.00 0 30.00 :U .50 81.06 192 192 
1Q~ 68~ __ ____ ___ ~.! ~(L _ QO.OO __ L ____ 1 _L!lQ ______ l _2i'11 ___ J_R? o..d!. __ 1.2.~ __ t2~ 
1.94 BRB 5.30 90.00 0 5.00 47.50 487.35 193 19C5 
195 8RAB ____ 5 ! _3JL __ .9 tl!_M _________ Q 7 • O.tl ____ _.1 ~ Z t.D..o.. __ 1,05.2 _1.01 __ 19_3 19~ 
19" 89 0 0 0 5.00 35.00 602.00 196 19~ 

_197 90 2.00 85.00 a 2 100 61.50 1464.57 19Z 127 
19A 91 5.90 Q 2. 00 0 15.00 35.50 163.16 198 19~ 
199 9~A __ ____ .1_~ L~_Q ___ 6_11~o.. _________ 0 _____ _ ~_~ _ _,_.111 _______ ~_O_LO_O __________ 1.Z._91 __ 1.22 _ _2.01 
200 9~B 43.30 610.00 0 45.00 40.00 47.91 199 2 O~-
201. 92AR 

+----
43 .3 Q ___ 61JLdl 0 _____ _ ___ iL _ ___ ~LQ L[[ _____ __ ~Q..LQ 0. _ ______ 2_8_! _2.0 199 ;!lot 

'02 93 0 n 0 3.00 43.00 1232.67 202 202 
203 94 0 0 0 3! 00 48!00 1376.00 2(13 20~ 

( 204 9C:; 2.50 25.00 0 35.00 79.00 186.24 204 20'5 
:?OC; 9'" _ _____ __ _ __ ] _ _ ____ ...0 _______ ..Jl ___ .-lJ_1L(l ______ _ ~l.tQJL __ 11 7 5_,3 3 _~D_4 20'! 
~OA 97 1.00 35.00 0 10.00 91.00 727.57 2(16 201 
207 9A Q - ___ 0 _ _ n.. ____ ~_LQ.JL ______ 21-'-~'O"' __ .2.~~? L~7 21l~ ?-O' 
20A 9Q 0 0 0 1. 00 29.00 2494.00 208 200 

__ ? _O 9 100 .50 1. 00 0 2.00 95,50 3618!25 208 20~ 

210 101 0 0 0 2.00 101.50 4364.50 210 21~ 

211 102 0 0 _0 ____ ~ t_O_O ,9.?O 1705,67 211 211. 
~1:? 103 0 0 0 3.00 57.50 16 48.33 212 21:? 
?1~ 104 0 o _ Q ____ ~ Q .l. Q g . 37~50 322!50 213 21~ 
~14 105 0 0 0 16.00 31,50 169. :31 214 21 4 

_~~_I_'L 10~ 0 0 0 8!00 18.50 198.88 215 21 5 
?1A 10i 0 0 0 5.00 14.00 2 40.80 216 21 ~ 
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APOJ.J .. Jl I NSTIWMENTAT I ON MATRIX ANALySIS UT nlQMT ALT. 1 6,1.',1., •. ,~ ., 

RANK INST SII) NORMS TIME WGT VOL POW 

. 1 130 135.00 70"3,36 0 .3 1 0 
~ . ----116. ___ _ 1Q2,OD lIli2.611 0 1.0 70 D 
3 15'- 151.50 6'14,50 2.0 0 0 0 
4 15 4 126.'0 6314.50 1.0 ,5 10 0 
'5 16" 128.50 4823,03 2.0 ,5 4 0 
6 18 4 279.00 4~9J.33 4,0 2.0 9 0 
7 210 101.50 4364.'5 0 2.0 0 0 a 
!\ 182 . _ _ .1.~ 3896.08 2,Q 2,0 9 D 
9 18J 138.00 3A13,18 2.0 2.0 9 0 

10 209 95.50 3618.25 2.0 " 1 0 
11 15~ 1'55.00 2953,81 3.0 2.0 70 0 
12 16'" 71. 00 2666,87 2.0 ., 4 0 
n ~O'l 29 . 00 2494,00 1.0 0 0 a 
14 . 1.Z _~_ _lE~ 223'5,37 0 4,5 150 10 
1'5 ~0'7 7". 5 0 2tJ",67 3.0 0 0 0 
1~ 89 1A5.50 11131,36 '.0 ',8 100 0 
17 122 122.00 1758,97 5.0 1.2 28 1 
111 211. '59.50 1'705,67 3 . 0 0 0 0 
19 80 38.5 0 1655.'0 2.0 0 0 0 
?O 1H _______ ~~o 16 48,33 3.0 0 0 0 
;>1 191 "'3.'50 1583,87 2.0 2.' 20 0 
22 197 61.50 1464,57 2.0 :».0 85 0 
;lJ 4 90.00 1452,44 5.0 .5 10 0 
;l4 8~ 274.50 1392,71 0 9.0 550 " ;l'5 ::>o~ 48. 00 1376,00 3.0 0 0 0 
;l6 U~_ ~n,50 1334.02 ' 6,0 5." 98 3 
;l7 'I 143.50 1322.87 9.0 .5 10 0 
;ll\ 19J 79 .5 0 1270,34 2.0 '.3 90 0 
;lQ 129 1'53.00 1:»67.97 10.0 .5 17 0 
30 ~o::> 43. 00 1232,67 3.0 0 0 0 
~1 ;l0" 41. 00 117'5.33 3.0 0 0 0 
32 J '53 .~_O 1062,8" ".0 ,5 10 0 
:n 19 '5 127.00 105;?01 7.0 ".3 90 0 
34 12'1 78.50 1040.81 '.0 1.8 82 0 
3'5 17'" 81. 00 1019,73 3.0 '5.4 98 3 
:16 87 125.'0 H12.67 10.0 1.0 20 0 
37 177 11. 5 0 900,13 3.0 5.4 98 3 
JA 127 218.'0 801. 00 5.0 31.0 32' 0 
JQ ;>0'" 91.l5iJ 727,57 10.0 1.0 3" 0 
4 0 19'" 3'.00 602,00 '.0 0 0 0 
41 12'1 7'5.'0 '167.21 10.0 2.0 60 0 
.2 111'1 1(19.00 "37,94 1'.0 12.1 86 0 0 
.l '" 111.'0 "2'1,4' 1 0 . 0 11. 0 560 " •• 16~ 89.00 " 02,33 1'.0 .4 4 0 
''5 1M H.06 4ge.-17 5.0 -- --:-4 --- --4- 1 
4 .. , 54.'n 49"',"3 11.0 2.6 11 0 ., 19' 47.'0 487.3' '.0 ",3 90 0 
411 A' 32. 00 4110,7' ".0 J.O 22 0 
'9 1B 220.'0 462.11 15.0 27.0 111 0 0 0 
'5~ 167 '511. 00 411,60 12.0 ~ 2 '- 0 . -_ ._-----
'11 174 96. on 408;76 - - ' 15-~0- . 8. 0 150 -- ---0 -
'5;> 71 30.00 407,6 4 6.0 .6 '- 0 
'n n 64.'0 387.11 14.0 .6 '- 0 
'I' 7' J7 • 00 :18'-',03 8.0 .6 '- 0 
'5'5 ?n H.'o "6.22 8.0 .6 2 0 
'I'> ,2' "2.00 H7.24 5.0 1,5 1600 0 
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1§1 H. 62.00 32".53 16.0 .6 2 0 
( I§B 213 31.50 322.50 10.0 0 0 0 

1§9 86 110.50 ~96.56 10.0 17.3 660 " 60 84 43."0 '-72.58 12.0 3.0 22 0 
61- 74 25.00 "8.13 8.0 .6 2 0 
62 7~ 76.50 249.88 26.0 .6 2 0 
63 11 ~1.50 241.64 18.0 .6 2 0 
64 21'" ~4,gg Hll_~ ___ _ . ,,0 _12 0 - ~ 
65 4,., 13'.'0 207.30 '0.0 10.3 120 0 
66 62 159,5_0 1 Q. Z .. J-J _ __ 60-,0 iLl 120 0 
67 44 134.50 205.77 50.0 10.3 120 0 
611 23 110.50 205.6 4 40.0 10.3 120 0 
69 47 96.50 201.37 35.0 10.3 120 ° 70 B" 96.,g ~Jl 12 .. _5 ~.. _ .£0 ___ 0 _H,:' 640 15 
71 27 12.'0 1.99.76 2'.0 10.3 12(1 0 
72 21" 18.50 198L~!5 eLO 0 0 0 
7 3 2., 11.'0 197.01 2'.0 10.3 120 0 
7 4 11 4Z. 50 122,58 15.0 10,3 120 0 
75 1'515 2'5.'0 188,39 5.0 7.0 450 0 
1 6 4 .. 112.00. .1.eL.o~ _ 4'.0 H ,;5 120 0 
77 204 79.00 186.24 35.0 2.5 -2' 0 
18 7" 39 .50 185,33 18.Q ,6 2 0 
79 124 33.50 184.78 5.0 15.0 410 0 
BO 24 88,00 11P.64 35.0 10 .3 120 0 
81 2' 81.00 181.55 35.0 10.3 120 0 

8 2 ~ 63.00 173.59 '-5.0 10.3 120 0 
83 214 31.50 169.31 1.6.0 0 0 0 
fl4 6!1 186.'0 166,70 90.0 10.3 120 0 
1\'5 61 186.50 166.70 qO~O 1D.3 120 0 
86 19/\ 35.50 163.16 15.0 '.9 92 0 
87 60 162.50 162.10 80.0 10.3 120 0 
I\B 5" 162.50 162.10 80.0 10. l 120 0 
1\9 51\ 161.50 161.10 80.0 10.3 120 0 
90 54 161.50 161.10 80.0 10.3 120 0 

9 1 26 49.00 160.77 20.0 10.3 120 0 
92 190 112.00 157.10 40.0 28!0 1000 0 

- -QT- 39 137.50 155.16 70.0 10.3 120 0 
9 4 33 137.50 155,16 10.0 10.3 120 0 
95 61 123.50 149.15 1115.0 10.3 120 0 
96 51 123.150 149,15 65.0 ~0.3 120 0 
97 50 139.01) 147.19 75.0 10.3 120 0 
9/\ 515 139,00 147.19 15,0 10.3 120 0 
99 69 213.50 140;.48 1~0.0 10.3 120 0 

100 186 30.50 142,38 15,0 6,0 40 0 
101 6" 1B9.50 140,23 110.0 10.3 120 0 
102 15/10 - 17.00 139,82 5,0 5.Q 430 0 
1 03 43 99.50 139.79 55.0 10.3 120 0 
104 31 99.50 139!79 155.0 10.3 120 0 
1.0'5 6~ 188.50 139.49 11 0.0 10.3 120 0 
lOb 40 115.00 138.88 65.0 10.3 120 0 
107 34 115.00 131\.88 1115.0 10.3 120 0 
101\ 189 66.'0 138.44 20.0 28.0 1000 0 
11)9 H 98.50 138.39 "5.0 10.3 120 0 
110 3., 98.50 1311.39 155.0 10.3 120 0 
1.11 - 31\ 114.00 137.67 111'.0 10.3 120 0 
112 3' 114.00 137.67 65.0 10.3 120 0 

1.P 151 66.50 136.20 12.0 37,0 1600 0 
114 49 164.50 133,20 100.0 10.3 120 0 

11' t21 24.00 132.9 3 10.0 9.0 120 0 
116 __ 12 ___ 25.00 132.62 10.0 10. 3 120 0 
11"1 t80 71.50 129.28 18.0 115.0 3300 0 
1111 64 166.00 1211.31 105.0 10.3 120 0 

119 6'" 150.50 127.88 95.0 10.3 120 0 
1;10 10 24.00 121,31 1. 0.0 10. 3 120 0 
1,1 1/\ 90.00 1.26.45 '5.0 10.3 120 0 
1. ,2 14 00: 00 126.4' "5.0 10.3 120 0 
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1,-3 20 7 •• 50 125,11 .5,0 10,3 120 0 
1'. a 7 •• 50 1215,11 .5,0 10,3 120 0 
1,5 10~ H.OO 1215,03 15.0 13,2 690 15 
1'6 131 1 •• 50 123,57 5,0 6,8 ~30 0 
1~7 ln 22.00 122,.8 15. a ,7 12 0 
128 Z~ H.50 120.73 lQ.O .6 2 0 
t::1C~ 50 142.00 120.66 9'.0 10,3 120 a 
130 4/\ 141,00 119.81 95.0 10.3 120 0 
131 101 60.00 119 • •• 30,0 13,2 690 15 
132 5~ 126,50 119.27 85,0 10,3 120 0 
1~3 51 125.50 111',33 "5.0 10,3 120 0 
1~4 2'- 23,00 117 .12 15~0 2,0 .0 5 
135 4=' 76.00 116,27 50,0 In,3 120 0 
136 311 76.00 116,27 50,0 10,3 120 0 
1~7 13~ 2 •• 50 114,63 12.0 9.0 ~50 a 
138 13' 25,50 110, .6 12.0 10,8 330 0 
1~9 2/\ 117.00 110,31 85,0 10,3 120 0 

_1!~ _ ___ ~.o _ 101,5Q 107 •• 8 715.0 10.3 120 o . 
141 160 23.00 102,95 10.0 15,0 ~OO a 
142 5~ 103,00 102,75 eo,O 10,3 120 0 
143 A~ 11.50 101,70 8.0 3,0 22 0 
144 181 35,00 97.75 10.0 3 •• 0 HO 0 145 21 52.00 9".77 40.0 10,3 120 0 
~_-.ll 52.g0 26.ZZ .g.o 10.3 120 0 
147 '- 12.50 95,00 10,0 ~,O .0 0 
14/\ 11'- 51.50 9 4 ,96 30.0 15,0 860 2, 
149 19 51.00 94,91 40.0 10,3 120 0 
150 1~ '31.00 94,91 .0.0 10,3 120 0 
11151 18~ 45.50 94,72 20.0 28,0 1!l 0 0 0 
l~L 1O~ ~5Q 22.35 45.0 13.2 690 1!S 
153 81 2'.00 90,42 12.0 17,0 '20 0 
15 4 31 79.00 89,15 70,0 10,3 120 0 
11155 29 78.00 8A,02 70.0 10.3 120 0 
11151'1 10~ 43.50 8".59 30.0 1:!,2 690 15 
157 140 25.00 85.69 '0.0 6.8 230 0 _ill _ _ 93 30.50 82125 30.0 2.0 .0 5 
159 11~ 158.50 81,62 45.0 15.0 e60 2, 
HO 19' 31.50 81. 06 :50.0 4,0 200 0 
11'11 141 35.00 71'.42 32.0 9,0 ~50 0 
162 99 35.00 77,06 15.0 24,0 lHO 0 
1t'J3 171 25.00 74,67 15.0 5.0 1100 0 
1.,,4 111 13.00 14 162 10.0 4,1 .30 0 
H5 110 27.00 73.38 15.0 15,0 860 2, 
HI'> 1:5 5 •• 00 70,1. 60.0 10,3 120 0 
167 131 29.00 "7.70 12.0 .n.o 575 D 
1611\ 109 24.50 66,159 15,0 l!5!Q 860 2, 
169 159 45.50 66.25 20.0 41',0 2100 0 
110 - - . ..i.Q.- .- 29.50 65.01 15,0 17,6 1200 60 
171 /\ 27.00 64,12 30.0 10.3 120 0 
172 7 27.00 64.12 30.0 10,3 120 0 
173 114 34.00 62,69 30.0 15,0 860 27 
174 201. 80.00 58,90 90.0 .'.3 610 0 
175 11J 31.50 58,08 :50.0 15, 0 86n 27 
171'1 104 19.00 57,94 1.5.0 13.2 690 15 
117 134 7.00 57,H 10.0 .7 18 0 
1711\ 915 25.00 57.17 15.0 33.0 360 25 
179 170 36.50 52,23 .0.0 32,8 .30 0 
lAO 15111 22.50 4A,55 10.0 33.0 1900 D 
lAl 200 40.00 .7,91 .5.0 .3,3 610 D 
11'2 199 40.00 .,.91 .5.0 .3,3 UD 0 
~- 13" 12.50 .',1'1 22.0 ,7 18 0 
11'4 1011 21.50 .2,80 30.0 13.2 690 15 
11'5 120 27.00 38.71 40.0 26,1 950 0 
11''' ln 27.50 38,69 40.0 34,5 450 D 
187 91 7.50 38,19 15.0 2.0 .0 5 
l1'A 1311 5.50 37,88 12,0 ,7 18 0 
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1RQ 119 17.00 3~.?7 2 0 • 0 26.1 950 0 
190 10t 11.50 36.12 20.0 30.3 A10 0 
191 13A 10.50 35.99 ~ 0 .0 6.8 ,30 0 
192 17~ 10.00 34.43 15.0 9.6 150 0 
1_ 9 3 94 16.00 3t.38 10.0 10.0 860 200 
194 1.QO 7.50 30.1.2 15!0 5.2 560 0 
1Q? 187 30.50 29.15 60.0 43.0 1120 0 
1.9" 1..6£ _ _? .?_~ J) .Q ___ _ ~~ t?Jl _ _f. 0 ~ 0 3.2dL _ __ 6511 ____ _ ___ _ 0 ___ 
197 9~ 14.50 26.01 30.0 12.0 1100 4 

19R 11..8 __ ___ to.!. (LO _ ____ ~J _t 2..L -- ?~-! Q _ ___ 2_~~ L __ - _950 __ .(L _ 
j99 14~ 10.00 21. 22 30.0 15.0 400 0 
:?OO 9~ 7.50 19!58 15,0 12.0 1100 4 
?01 14A 5.00 19.34 15.0 10.0 300 0 
?n2 1.~~ -- __ 3_L ?_Q_ -- ~9! ~Q - J _~_Q ! _Q. _ :3 2_1. rL ___ ___ ~ ?JL __ . __ ____ n . _ 
203 111 7.00 19.03 15.0 15.0 860 27 
?04 165 ~.~n ___ 18 ._)~ a2_._p :32 ~ _1 420 _ 0_ 

~- - -- -~~ - --

?n5 97 7.00 18.28 15.0 1~.0 1700 4 
?O~ 14'- 5.00 17!29 1'5.0 14.0 :380 0 
?n7 147 5.00 1~.8'5 1'5.0 15.0 400 0 
?OR 14' ___ 2. QJl ___ _ J~~~~ __ 1- 2.LQ 1'5.0 400 0 .- --- -- - ---- - - --- - ------ -- - --- -------
::>09 164 16.50 16.37 60.0 31.0 1100 0 
210 1~9 3.?Q 8.65 2 0 0_0 ~!l! ? ____ ~~ 0 11 
?11 146 7.00 8.39 60.0 17.0 430 0 
?12 1.50 3.50 8.34 20.0 22.7 630 0 
? 1 ~~ 10'- 2.50 7.62 1.5.0 13.2 b90 15 
214 161 ".2 Q 6.89 60.0 3?.0 650 0 
?15 1.44 2.00 3.03 45.0 17.0 430 0 
?16 15t .5_0 .42 75.0 42.0 950 0 
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APQ1.ULINSTRUMENTATlON MATRIX ANALVSJS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

rIRST COMBINATION 

J180.5 0 77.80 1136 89.~ 86.0 18.9 29 
D o _t ~.L 115 2 __ t'-~ 165 1 8 ~ 21 0 2 09 166 119 2 0 7 II! 9 122 211 8 0 212 191 19 7 ~ 88 
2 ~ ~ 178 1QJ 129 202 205 125 121 82 

APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

nF THE 668303 COMBfNiTToNS--CONsfoERe-D~cj7-o FeLL WIT~IN TWE CONST'UtNTS. 
T~E FOL.LOIH N.~ __ ~L~.AILE _i~.E.._IoI.JJi~L _ntHJ.._L --.----- .---... -- .--.. ------ ---. .. -.-

A P_QLULl N S T RUM E N T A II 0 N M A T R 1 X A N A L V SIS 1 S T ELI G H TAL T. 1 6 , 1 • , , 1 • 5 , • 5 ~ ~ __ _ 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIME AVG NOr COMB 

3202. 00 74.80 1714 89.4 86.0 18,0 28 3 03 
1 ~ q __ . ___________ f' E R SIN T EGO Q S t MET ( CUM R ADD 0 S E ) 
126 ~ U RVEY RATE METER(36CD' 
152 va(J:J-_EcJBOS1AIlc_SJ ___ _ ___ _ _____ ___ __________ ~ ______ . _ __ _______ ~ ____ .. _ 

16 C; P L ~ . !iF 5J S T 8J:UJl~t LbA"!'!L_CiE A Rl) _ ___ ______ ___ ._ ... ~ __ ______ _ ... _ _ __ _ 
18 4 JS(81AR) 
?J QH._ _ __ _H _ _ 'LQ __ .~ ERa S ION) 
209 I N ~L(ANGLE or REPOSE) 
1 66 THe FL~ Q __ C_QUFlLE ___ tE!'-QJ __ If;Jte_L ________________ __________ .. _ . _~._. ____ .. __ .. __ . ____ .. __ _ 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR(76ABC) 
2 07 V 0 ( T R A NS P 0 R T ~ T 1 Q Nl _ .___ __ __ ____ __ _ _ ____ ____ __ _ ______ __ _. 

R9 va MAPS ~C(OCC U RENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 ______ ____ 2A!ie... CULT PI-! RO(DEl LIFE FORMS) 
211 va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

8 0 V 0 S PtA BRA S I IJ E H ARDJ,IESS L _ __ .. ... _ _ 
212 va (MIcROMETeORITE ACCRETJON) 
t 91 J S IPE NET ROMEIER (PE~E 18 A L RES_LS T ) 
197 TETHER SPHERE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

R R Jll= Sr: EN T _ _ CAM.ERA (1.L7=A=8=.C=.D..!-' _ . ___ . __________ __ _ 
2 03 va (SINTFRING) 
1 7 8 ~ C L E M T l\ R r, E T ( Z 2.A a > __ _ . 
193 He SP-LENS(8FARING STRENGTH) 
1?9 CHF.M REACTIVITY DET(C HEM RE~CT) 
? 02 va (EFEEr,TS TI-!ERMAL CYCLING) 
~ 0 5 . V 0 __________ _ __ ty~~ • 0 U T G A-=cS-L' --,-' ___ ~ __ _ 
j2~ SURVEY RATE METER(36A8) 
1~7 PARTICLE SPECC37AB) 

va MAPS (3AR) 
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APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT 4LT~ 1 

TOTAL S 

3180.50 
130 
126 
152 

WGT VOL POW 

?7.80 1136 89.4 
PE~S INTFG nOSIMFT(CUM RAD DOSE) 
SURVEY RATE METER(36CD) 
VO(ELECTROSTATICS) 

TIME 

86.0 

AVG NOI ceMB 

29 1 

~~5 ____ ~P~L~A~T~R~E~S~I~S~T~B~R~ID~G~E~(~L~A~N~O~G~e=A~R_T~) ______________________________ _ 
18 4 JS(81AA) 
210 va (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE Or REPOSE) 
166 THERMO COUPLE (SOOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR('6ABC) 
201 VO(TRANSPORTATION) 

89 VO MAPS HC(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 SAMP CULT PH ROCDET LIFE FORMS) 
211 vO (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

80 vo SP ( ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
212 vO (MICROMETEORITE ACCRETION) 
191 JS/PENETROMETER(PENETRAT RESIST) 
197 TETHER SPHERE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

4 VO MAPS (DEPOSITION) 
88 DESCENT CAMERA C17ABCD' 

203 vO (SINTERING) 
178 ~c LEM TARAET(75AB) 
~.3~ ____ -=H~C~S~P~w~L~E~N~S~(~B~E~A~R~I=N~G~S~T~R~E~N~G~T~H~) ________________________________ __ 
129 aHEM REAcTIVtTY DET(CHEM REACT) 
202 vO (E~~ECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
205 vO (VAC. OUTGAS.) 
125 SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
127 PARTICLE SPEC(37AB) 

82 . GYRO INCL(A3 TO SAMP SITE + SIP) 
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APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIME AVG NOI COMB 

3153.00 18.30 1739 89.4 86.0 19.1 29 !.6 
130 PERS INTEG DOSIMeTCcUM RAD DOSE) 
126 SUR VEY RATE METERC3iCD) 
152 ______ ~V~a~(=E=L=EO~T~R~a~S~T~A~T~I~C=S~) __________________________________________ __ 

1_~ ~__ P L A T RES 1ST B R I D G EeL AN D G EAR T) 
18 4 JS(8iAB) 
210 va (EROSION) 
~09 tNCL(ANGLE a~ REPOSE) 

_1~~6~ ____ ~T~H~E~R~M=O_C~O~U~p~L~e~(~B~O=O~T~T=E~MP~, ____________________________________ _ 
179 LEM TV TRACKER(?6ABC) 
2~1 ______ ~V~O~(~T~R~A~N=S~p~a~R~T~A~T~IO~N~)~~----------------______________________ __ 

89 va MAPS ~C(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 SAMP CULT PH ROCOET LI~E fORMS) 
211 ,vo (RAOIAT!ON DAMAGE) 

80 _______ V~O~S~P~(~A~B~A=A~S~IV~E~H~A~R~D~N~E~S~S~)~----------______________________ ___ 
-212 vO (MICROMETeORITE ACCRETI ON) 
t2J._____ J SIP ENE T ROM E T E R ( PEN E T RAT RES 1ST) 
197 TETHER SPH~RE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

4 va MAPS (D~P OSITION) 
88 nESCENT CAMERA (17ABCD) 

2p3 va (SINTERJNG) 
178 ~C LEM TARGETC?5AB) 
193 ~c SP~LENS(BEARING STReNGT~) 
202 va (EfFECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
?'o5 va (VAC. OUTGAS., 
12~ SURVEY RATE METER(36A8) 
127 PARTICLE SPECC3?AB) 

82 GYRO INCLCA3 TO SAMP SITE + SIP) 
87 vO MAPS INOL (SLOPE) 
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APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST flIGHT ALT. 1 

WGT VOL POW TOTAL S 

3152.00 
130 

16.80 1184 89.4 
PERS INTEG nOSIMET(CUM RAD DOSE) 

126 SURVEY RATE METER(36CD) 

165 PLAT REStST RRIDGE(LAND GEAR T) 
18 4 JS(81A~) 
210 VO (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) 
166 TH~RMO COUPL~ (BOOT TEMP) 

TIME AVG 

83.0 18.1 

NOI 

28 

CrlMB 

4~4 

17~9~ ____ ~L~E_M~T~V~T~R~AC~K~F~R~(7~6~A~A~C~)~ ________________________________________ _ 
207 VO(TRANSPORTATION) 

__ M ______ ---'V'-"O'------'--M'-'--A'-'--P--=S----'I.f--""C----'-(--=O-""-C--"'-C..=U-'--'-R-"'-e=N=-C =-E _S=--T-'-'E"',E=--'P----'S"-"L"-'Oo-cP---"E"--____________________________ _ 
122 SAMP CULT p~ ROCPET LI~E FORMS) 
211 Va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

80 va SP ( ABRASIVE ~ARDNESS) 
__ 21_2~ ____ --"V'---"O'--'-(-'-'M-il-"'-C-'--'-R.;.LO_'__'_M.he_'_TJ;...E ",,-0 ~R -,-1 -'-.T ""--E _A"'-'C"'-'C"-'R-'--'E~T'-'I'-"OLLNL!)'---________________________________ _ 
t91 JS/PENETROMETER(PENETRAT RESIST) 
197 TET~ER SPHERE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

4 va MAPS (DEPOSITION) 
88 DESCENT CAMERA (17ABCO) 

203 va (SINTFRING) 
178 ~C LEM TARGET(75AB) 
193 ~c SP-LENStBEARING STRENGT~) 
129 CHF.M REACTIVITY DET(CHEM REACT' 
202 vO (EFFECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
205 va (VAC. OUTGAS.) 
12~ SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
12? PARTICLE SPEC(3?AB) ------ ---- ---

153 CHARGED DUST DET(ELECTROSTATICS) 
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APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIME AVG NOI COMB 

3147. 00 74.80 1114 89.4 86.0 18.9 29 304 
130 F'E~S INTEG DQSIM~T(C U M RAD DOSE) 
126 ~URVEY RATE METERC36CO) 
t5~. Va(ELECTROST~TICS) 

165 pLAT RESIST RRIDGECLANO GEAR T) 
184 J SC81AS) 
210 VO (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE Or REPOSE) 
166 THERMO COUPLE (BOOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRAOKER(76ABC) 
207 VOCTRANSPORTATION) 

89 VO MAPS HC(OCC URENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 SAMP CULT PH RO(DET LIFE fORMS) 
211 VO (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

80 va SP ( ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
212 VO (MIcROMETEORITE ACCRETI ON ) 
1.9~ _____ J SIP ENE T q 0 MET E R ( PEN E T RAT RES 1ST) 
197 TETHER SPHERE(PENETRAT ReSIST) 

88 DESCENT CAMERA (17A8CO) 
203 vO (SINTERING) 
~7lt ___ ~. LEM TARGET (75A8) 
19 3 . ~C SP-LENSlBEARING STRENGTH) 
1_~.2.__ CHEM REACTIVITY DET(CHEM REACT) 
202 vO (EVPEcTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
205 vO (VAe . OUTGAS.) 
125 SURVEY RATE METER(36A8) 
127 PARTICLE'SPEC(37AB,) 
- "3 .-.- ---- . v 0 MAP S (X SEC T T OPO-,----------- -----

196 SAMPLING PACK.(SOIL DENSITY) 

. . 
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APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST fLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIME AVG NOI COMB 

31 45.50 89.80 2124 89.4 86.0 20.3 29 :508 
130 PERS INTr:G DOSIMEI(C\,!M RAD DOSe) 
126 SURVEY RAT!: METER(36CD) 

_12~ __ VO(EbECTBQSIAIICS~ 

_16 r; ____ --'--P-=L-=4--'--T_--'--'-R-=-!! =-S -,,--I S=-T-,-------,B,-,-,R--,--- =--01 DO<..-'G"--'E"---('--'l"--'.A.!-N-'-"O'----"G'-"'Ew::AC-'--R'-----'-T-=-' ____ ___________ _ 
184 JS(81AB) 
210 va (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) 
166 THERMO COUPLE (BOOT TEMP' 
179 LEM TV TRA~KER(?6ABC) 

_ 207 VO(TRANSPORTATION) 
89 va MAPS ~C(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 

122 SAMP CULT PH RO(DET LIFE FORMS) 
211 va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

80 va SP ( ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
212 va (MICROMETEORITE ACCRETION) 
t 91 J SIP ENE T ROM E T E R ( P E N=.E--,--T -,c-R -,c-A T-'---'R'-'-'E:::..;S::....:I::.....:S=-T~''_ _ __,__----------- ---
197 TETHER SPH~RE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

88 DESCENT CAMEBA (17ABCD) 
203 va (SINTERING) 

_ntIB ~c LEM T AR{;ET (?5AB) 
193 He SP-LENS(BEARING STRENGTH) 

_t2-2 _____ ._ CHF:M REA~T! v I TY neT (CHEM REACT) 
202 va (EFFECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
?05 va (VAC. OUTGAS,) 
12~ SU~VEY RATE METER(36A8) 
127 ___ PARIJ~LE --"S<..:..P--"E'--"C'--'(---'-3--'-7...:::A'-"'8~) _ _ _ ____________ _ 

3 va MAPS (X SECT Tapa) 
124 __ ~9l~Y PLAS SPEC (35A8~) _____________ _ 
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APO LLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST F~IGHT lLT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIMe AVG NOI ceMB 
.. _--- --

3145. 00 74.80 1714 89.4 85.0 18.6 28 3~5 
13 0 PERS INTEG DOSIMtTCC UM RAD DOSE) 
126 SURVEY RATE METER(36CD) 
152 VOCELECTROSTATICS) 

~~~ PL~T RESIST RRIDGECLAND GEAR T) 
18 4 JS(81A9) 
21 0 VO (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE O~ REPOSE) 
166 THERMO COUPLF (BOOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR(76A8C) 

_2_Ql __ . VO (TRANSPORT AT 1 ON) 
89 va MAPS HC(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 

122 ~AMP CULT PH RO(nET LIfE fORMS) 
211 vO (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

_ ?J..~_. __ _ . VO (M I CROMETEOR I IE ACCRET I ON) 
191 JS/PENETROMETER(PENETRAT RESIST) 

. 1~ 2 _____ TETHER SPHERE(PENET~R=A~T~RE~S~IS~T~)~ ________________________________ _ 
4 vO MAPS (DEPOSITION) 

88 OESCENT CAMERA (11ABCO) 
203 vO (SINTF.R!NG) 
178 HC LEM TARAET(75AB) i 9-3 -- ._-- H C S P .. L-'E-'-'N'-'-'S'-'-'cc"'s-'-e--'-A--'--R-=-I-'-'-N=G-=--S-T-R-E-N -G T- I-I-. -) ------------------------------------
!~~ _____ CHF:M REACTIVITY OET(CHFM REACT) 
202 va (EFfECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
2 05 va (VAC. OUTGAS.) 
125 · SURVEY RATE METERC36AS) 
127 PARTICLE SPEC(37AB) 

c-'-"-'------= __ -=--=::---::-_ 

19~ ~AMPLING PACK.(SOIL DENSITY) 
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APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST fLIGHT ALT. 1 

IOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIME AVG NOI COMB 

3144.00 77.80 1736 89.4 85.0 19.2 29 33 
130 PERS I~IEG DQSIMEI(CUM RAD DOSE) 
126 SURVEY RAT~ METERC36CD) 
152 VO(ELECTROSTATICS) 

1~~ PL~T RESIST SRIDGECLANn GEAR I) 
184 JS(81AB) 
210 VO (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE O~ REPOSE) 
166 THERMO COUPI F (BOOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRACK~R(76ABC) 

_207 VOCTRANSPORTATION) 
89 Va MAPS ~C(Or,CURENCE STEEP SLOPE 

122 SA~P CULT PH RO(nET LIFE FORMS) 
211 Va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

_ --.8~ ____ ~ SP ( ABRAS I VE HARDNESS) 
212 vO (MIcROM~TEORYTE ACCRETION) 

J,-2.L____ J SIP ENE T ROM E T E R ( PEN E T R A I R 1= SIS T ) 
191 TET~ER SPHERE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

88 DESCENT CAMERA (17A8CD) 
203 va (SINTERING) 

__ 12L HC LEM T ARGFT( 75AB) 
19~ HC SP~LENS(B~ARING STRENGTH) 
12.9_______ aHEM RE A r,TI v Y T v DE T (CHEM REA aI) 
202 VO (EF~EaIS THERMAL CYCLING) 
205 VO (VAC. OUTGAS.) 
125 SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
122 ____ .-e.~8 TIC L E __ --"'S'--'---P----"'E'---'--'C--=-(_-'-3~7--'---'-A_=B~) _-=---=--__ ~-------------
8~ GYRO INCL(A3 TO SAMP SITE + SIP) 

3 __ v a --.!1A P S_-.l L __ S E C T I a PO) 
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APOL LO INSTR UMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW 

89.80 2124 89.4 

126 
152 

PERS INTEG DOSIMET(CUM RAP DOSE) 
SURVEY RATE METER(~6CD' 
VO<ELECTROS TATICS) 

165 PLAT R~StST RRIDGE<LAND GEAR T, 
18 4 JS(81AA) 
210 VO (EROSION) 
2 09 INCL(ANGLE Or REPOSE) 
16~ THF-RMO COUPL~ (BOOT TEMP' 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR(76ABC) 
207 ______ ~V~O~(~T_R ~A~NS~P~0=R~T~A~T~I~0~N~) ___ 

89 VO MAPS ~C(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 SAMP CULT PH RO(DET LIFE FORMS) 
211 VO (RADIATION DAMAGE) 
?12 vo (MICROMETeORITE ACCRETION) 
191 JS/PENETROMETER(PENETRAT ReSIST' 

TIME AVG 

85.0 20.0 

NOI COMB 

28 340 

197 ______ ~T~E~T~H~E~R~S~P~H~ER~E~<p~E~N~E~T_~R~A~T~RhE~S~IS~T~)~ ______________________________ ___ 
4 VO MAPS (DEPOSITION) 

88 DESCENT CAMERA (17ABCD) 
203 va (SINTFRING) 
17~8 ______ ~~~C~L~E~M~T~A~R~G~ElT~('~5~A~B~)~ ________________________________________ __ 
193 HC SP wLENS(REARI NG STRENGTH) 

_ 12~ _______ ~C~H kE ,--M,----,R~E"-!A~CL.!T'--Jtc..JIV~--1I~T~Y----.JLO-,,,-ElT ~( C~H,--,-!E=-,M-'------LR~E~ALl.!C~T~' ____________________________ __ 
?o2 va (ErrECTS THERMAL CVCLINr,) 
205 va <VAC. OUTGAS.) 
125 ~URVEY RATE METER(36AB' 
12 7 PAR TIC L ESP E C ( :5 ? A 8 ) ______ __ 
124 SOLAR PLAS SPEC~<3~5~A~8~)------------------------------------
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APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST 'LIGHT .LT. 1 

WGT VOL POW TOTAL S 

3143.50 
130 

17.00 1674 89.4 

126 
152 

PERS INTEG DOSIMET(CUM RAD DOSE' 
SURVEY RATe MET~R(~6CD) 
VO(ELEcTROSTATICS) 

~ 165 pLAT RESTST eRIOGE(LANo GEAR T, 
184 JS(81AR) 
210 va (EROSION) 
209 INcL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) 
166 THeRMO COUPLE (BOOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRACKER(76ABC) 

_ Jo? VO(TRANSPORTATION) 
89 va MAPS HC(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 

122 SAMP CULT PH RO(DET LIFE FORMS) 
211 vO (RADIATION DAMAGE) 
_~o va SP ( ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
212 vO (MICROMETEORITE ACCRETION) 

TIM!: .VG 

85,0 1e.1 

NOI 

21 4'0 

_ 19~1~ ____ ~J~S~/_P~E~N~E_T~R=O~M=E~T=E_R~( _PE=N~.E~.T~R~A~T~R~E~.S~I~S~T~) ________________________________ __ 
197 TETHER SPHeRE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

4 vo MAPS (DEPOSITION) 
88 DESCENT CAMERA (17A8CO) 

?03~ ____ ~V~a~(~S~I~N~T~F~R~I~N=r,~) ________________________________________________ ___ 
~78 HC LEM TARGET(75AB) 
~~~__ HC SP-LENS(RFARING STRENGTH) 
129 CHEM REACTIVITY OET(CHEM REACT) 
127 PARTICLE SPEC(37AB) 

82 GYRO INCL(A3 TO SAMP SITE + SIP) 
61 va MAPS INCL (SLOPE) 

G-35 



APOL LO I NSTR UMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S 

3143.0 0 
130 
126 
152 

165 
18 4 
210 
209 
166 
179 
201 

89 
122 
211 

8 0 
212 
191 
197 

8A 
2 03 
178 
193 
129 
202 
205 
t25 
121 

3 
_1~_~ __ 

G-36 

WGT VOL POW 

15.20 1'18 90.4 
PERS INTEG DOSIMET(CUM RAD DOSE) 
SURVEY RATE METER(36CD) 
VO(ELECTROSTATICS) 

PLAT RESIST BRIDGE(LAND GEAR T) 
JS(81AB) 
va (EROSION) 
INCL(ANGLE O~ REPOSE) 
THERMO COUPLE (BOOT TEMP) 
LEM TV TRACK~R(76ABC) 
VOcTRANSPORTATION) 
va MAPS ~C(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
SAMP CULT PH ROCDET LIFE FORMS) 
va (RAOIATION DAMAGE) 
VO SP « ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
VA (MICROMETEORITE ACCRETION) 
JS/PENeTROMETER(PENETRAT ReSIST) 
TETHER SPHERE(PENETRAT ReSIST) 
DESCENT CAMERA (17A80D) 
VO (SINTERtNG) 
HC LEM TARGET(15AB) 
~c SP"LENS(REARING STRENGTH) 
aHEM REACTIviTY OET(CHEM REACT) 
va (EFFECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
VO (VAC. OUTGAS,' 
SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
PARTICLE SPEC(3?AB) 
va MAPS (X SECT TOPO) 
THERM PROBe«LAND GEAR THER CONO) 

TIME AVG 

86.0 19,1 

NOI 

305 



( 

APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIMP!! AVG NOI C"MB 

3142.50 74.80 1714 89.4 84.0 28 
130 PERS INTEG DOSIMETCCUM RAD DOSE) 
126 SURVEY RATE METER(36CD) 
152 ________ V~0~(E~L~E~C~T~R~O~5~T~A~T~I~C~S~) ______________________________________________ _ 

1nS PLAT RESIST RRIDGECLAND GEAR T) 
18 4 JS(81AR) 
210 va (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) 
166 THERMO COUPLE (BOOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR(?~ABC) 

_~~ _____ V~O~(T~R~A~N~s~p~a~R~T~A~T~l~O~N~) ______________________________________________ _ 
89 va MAPS HC(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 

122 SA~P CULT PH RoeneT LIFE EORMS) 
211 vO (RA~IATION DAMAGE) 

80 va Sp ( ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
212 va (MICROM~TEaRITE ACCRETION) 
1.. 2L _____ --"'-J-=-S-=-::-/-'-P =-E =-N ",--E -:,:-T R,--,-,a",-,M--,--,E~. T'-'E"--::R:'-'('-'-P-"Eo....:No-"E'-'T--=R:-=-A'--:'-T-':-'R~E'-=S-=-I-=-S--'-T -'--) ______________________________ _ 
197 TETHER SPHERECPENETRAT RESIST) 

4 va MAPS (DEPOSITION) 
88 nE~CENT CAMERA (17A8CD) 

__ gj)} V 0 (S 1 N T E R I N G ) 
178 ~C LEM TARGETC75AB) 
1~1 HC SP~LENS(8EARING STRENGTH) 
129 r,HEM REACTIVITY DET(CHEM REACT) 
202 va (E~FEr,TS THERMAL CYCLING) 
125 SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
127 PARTICLE SPECCJ7AB) 
196- SAMPLING PACK.CSOIL DENSITY) 

G-37 



~e _OJ .. .L!LJ. N S T R I J MEN TAT ION MAT R I X A N A L Y 5 I S 1 S TEL I G H TAL T. 1 6 , 1 • 5 , 1 • 5, • 5 ~ • 5 __ 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POlo! TIME AVG NOt 

3141.00 A9.80 2124 89.4 19.6 28 
1 ~tO ___ _____ p E R SIN T F G DOS I M E ~T 2..( .!oLe U",-M,-,---,R~A~D",--,D"-,O"-.!S,,-,,Ea...!)'---___________ _ 
1?6 SUQVEY RATE METER(36CO) 
1 5 2 V a ( I: _~ f; C L R 0 S T A TI C S ) 

165 pLAT RF.S)S'T' RRIDGE.(L~ND .JifMLI' __ __ _ ~ ______ ____ ___ ~ ___________ ~ __ _ 
184 JS(81AR) 

___ ~LQ___ ____ _ v 0 ~(~E:.!..R~O,---,=S'----JI,---"O'-'.:N,---,),---_______________________ _ 
209 INCL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) 
16fl THEFLt1Q _C_oJJPl,,_E._ !EtQ_Q't TE~_P_l _____ ____________________ ~ ________________ __ _ _ 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR(76ARC) 
20 7 vO (TRANS..?ORTATIOt-.I) __ __ ____ ______ ~ _________ ___ ~ _____ _ 

89 va MAPS ~C(nCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
~?? ____ ______ ----'<i_A M P C U L T P H _---'---R'---=o------'(~n'_=E'-'-T---==L'--"I--'-F__"'E'_________'___F___"O'_R_'__M__=S_' _____________ _ 
211 va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

8 0 V asp L...A 8 R A S I v E H A RON E S S.) ___ ___ _ _ 
212 vo (MICROMETEORITE ACCRETJnN) 
19 1 J SIP E N£T.B a ME T E R ( PEN E T RAT R ES_1SJ ) 
197 TETHER SPHFRF(PENFTRAT RESIST) 

4 _________ :1 __ 0 MAPS (~S I T I O~I ) 

88 OESCENT CAMERA (17ABCO) 
20~ va (SINt£RING) 
178 ~c LEM TARG~T(75A8) 

193 HC SP-L~NS(REARING STRENGIH) _ _ 
129 CHFM REACT!VTTY OFT(CHFM REACT) 
202 va (EFFECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
125 SURVEY RAT~ METER(36AB) 
j27 PARTICLE SPEC(37AS) 
124 SOLAR PLAS SPEC (35AB) 

G-38 



( 

APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S wGT VOL ~OW TIME AVG NOI ceMB 

3141.00 75.20 1,18 90.4 85,0 18.8 28 336 
130 ~ERS H.JTEG DOSIMEHCUM RAD DQSE) 
126 SURVEY RATE METER(36CD) 
152 VO(ELEcTRQSIAlrCS~ 

165 ~LAT RPSIST RRIDGECLANO GEAR T) 
18 4 JS(81AR) 
210 vO (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) 
166 THFRMO COUPLE (BOOT TEM~' 
179 LEM TV TRACK~R(76ABC) 
207 VO(TRANSPORTATION) 

89 VA MAPS 4C(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 SA~P CULT PH RO(neT LIFE FORMS) 
211 va (RAOIATION DAMAGE) 

___ ~.12 Va (M I a ROM E TEO R I TEA C eRE T I ON ) 
191 JS/PENETROMETER(PENETRAT RESIST) 

__ ~ 97 T E THE R S PH ERE ( PEN E T RAT RES 1ST) 
4 va MAPS (DEPOSITION) 

88 DESCENT CAMERA (17ABCD, 
203 va (SINTFRING) 
178 ~C _ LEM TARGET( '5AB) 
193 4C SP.LENS(8EARING STRF-NGTH) 

_ 1?9 ___ ~HEM REACT I v I TV DET C CHEM REACT' 
202 va (ErEECTS THERMAL CYCLING) 
205 va (VAC. OUTGAS,) 
125 SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
1ZL __ PARTICLE SPECC 37AB) 
169 TH~RM PROBE(lAND GEAR THER CONn) 

G-39 



APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TIM!! AVG NOI ceMB 

3140.50 14.80 1114 89.4 84,0 28 2~6 
130 PERS INTEG DOSIMET(CUM RAP DOSE) 
126 SURVEY RATE METER(36CO) 
15~2~ _____ V~O~(~E~L~E~C~T~R~O~S~T~A~T~I~C~S~) ____________________________________________ _ 

165 PLAT ReSIST BRIDGE(LAND GEAR T) 
18 4 JSC81AB) 
210 Va (EROSION) 
209 INCLCANGLE O~ REPOSE) 
166 THERMO COUPLE (BOOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRAOKERC16ARC) 
207 VOCTRANSPORTATION) 

89 vO MAPS HC(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 SAMP CULT PH RO(OET LIEE FORMS) 
211 vO (RAOIATION OAMAGE) 

eO va SP ( ABRASIVE HARDNeSS) 
212 vO (MIcROMeTEORITE ACCRETION) 
191 JS/PENeTROMETER(PENETRAT ReSIST) 
191 TETHER SPHeRE(PENETRAT ReSIST) 

4 VO MAPS CD~POSITION) 
88 OESCENT CAMERA (11A8CD) 

20J VA CSINTERING) 
178 HC LEM TAR~eT('5AB) 
193 He SP-LENS(BEARING STRENGTH) 
129 CHEM REACTIViTV DET(CHEM REACT' 
205 va (VAC. OUTGAS,) 
125 SURVEY RATE METER(36AS) 
127 PARTICLE SPEC(31AB) 
196 SAMPLING PACK.(SOIL DENSITY) 

G-40 



( 

!pnLLO INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST fLIGHT ALT. 1 

TOTAL S WGT VOL POW TI~E AVG NO t CeMB 
- --- ------- - ------ ---- ------

3140.0n 
130 

75.40 1716 89.4 86.0 19.0 28 3~? 
PERS INTEG DnSIMET(CUM RAD DOSE) 

1?6 SURVEY RATE METER(36CD' 
152 va (E:_b_~_.c...l8.J2~1!U..cg t ___________ _ _ ________________ _ 

165 PLAT RESl ST.J3RID(1..flbANp GEAR T ~' ____________ _ 
18 4 JS(81A8) 
210 va (EROSION) 
209 INCL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) _ 
166 _ T_HEBMO _G.PUP~tBOOT -'-T ...... E __ M-'--p---'-' _ ___________________ _ 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR(7~A8C) 

207 V 0 ( T R.A Ns.eOR T AI_LQN1. __ __ __ _ 
89 va MAPS ~C(QCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 

__ ~~ ___ ~S~"A~~~P~C~U~L~T_____=_p~H~R~a~(~D~E___'..T~L~l~F~E~E=O~R~MS~' ________________ _ 
211 vo (RAnIATION DAMAGE) 
212 V Q (M .lG.B..D __ M EIEbLR_tl.E._A C C RElLQtl _ ___ _ 
191 JS/PENETROMETER(PFNETRAT RESIST) 
197 T E THE; R _ S P .H£R.E.t ~_BJEJ R A.l __ B E sJlllL ______ _ 

4 va MAPS (DEPnSITION) 
___ --.1i~8 ____ D!.L2E'=_'S~CoL!E:.C.N.!..T_~C~A!.!.M.!..loE...!:RL':A~(_"'1c..!.7...!::!A.J.!8...!o!C~D...L' _ _ __________________ _ 

203 va (SINTERING) 
1 7 8 \.I C ~ l=.M ___ _ I ~--'H!litZ_~.A.BJ _________ _ 
193 HC SP-LENSfAEARING STREN~TH) 
129 C~E~ R~A_cT no TL Q.ElLgt!~t1 REACT) ------------ ---
202 va (E~FECTS T~ERMAL CYCLIN~) 
205 va (VAC. OUTGAS.) --_._----- _ .. 

125 SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
127 PARTICLE SPFC(37AB) 

71 va H L S T CDR E - MIN F-R--KI N n + AM T ) 

G - 41 



TOTAL S 

3139.00 
130 
t;;>~ 

152 

165 
18 4 
210 
209 
166 
179 
207 

R9 
122 
211 

8 0 
212 
19 1 
197 

4 

88 
203 
178 
19 3 
j 29 
20? 
125 
itl? 
124 

G-42 

WGT VOL POW TIME 
.-

R9.80 2124 89.4 
P I; 8~L_l~J£G __ J1D_SJt1 EltclHL_RAIL DOS E ) ____ _ 
SURVEY RATE M~TER(36CD' 
VOCELtCTROSTATICS) 

pLAT RFSTST ARIDGE(LA NO r,~AR T) 
.J SC81AR) 
\l Q _Lr;B_J2~U_.Q.~L ________ . ___________ _ 
INCL(ANGLE OF REPOSE) 
THFRMO COUPLE (800T TEMP) 
LE~ TV TRACKFR(76APC) 
VOCTRANS PORTATIO N) 
vO MAPS Hc(nCCURENCE STEEP SLOP E 

AVG 

SA~P _ .. CIJL T_EH __ RO.t_!lF.T __ ..ll£'E._ .fQRtt~LL ______ ___ . ________ . __ . _ _ 
va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 
Va SP ( ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
vO (MICROMET~ORITE ACCRETION) 
JS/PENETRO METER(PE NETRAT RESIST) 
TETHER SPHERF.(PENETRAT RESIST) 
V Ot1A~_S. _ J DfPQSl1LQ~} _____ _ ____ _________ ___________ _____ ____ ___ . 
nESCENT CAMERA C17ARCO, 
\/0 (SINTFRING) 
~C LEM TARGET(75AB) 
He SP ~ LENS(REARING STRENGTH) 
CHEM REAr,TIVTTY OETccHFM REACT' 
\l 0_ _ _ _ _ _ _~ \LAC_~ _. J11,LIG ~§_.LL _________ __ _____________________ _ ._ _ _ ___ _ 
SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
PARTICLE SPEr,c37AR) 
SOLAR PLAS SPEC C35AA) 

NOl COMA 

261 



( 

AfQLL~NSTRUMENTAT I O N MATRIX ANA LYSIS 1ST fLIGHT ALT, 1 

TOTAL S 

3138.50 
_Li_Q 
126 
152 

WGT VOL POW 

75.20 1718 90.4 
PERS INTEG nnSIMETCCUM RAD DOSE) 
SURVEY RATE METER(~6CD' 
VO(ELECTgn5TA11C~1 

16? P LA T RES 1ST 8 R t D GEe L 1\ N D _ GE A R_ T) 
18 4 JS(81AR) 

TIME AVG 

2S 249 

_? 1~ _________ V 0 -'-( ->=.E-'-.R =.0 =.5 -",---1 O=-.cN,-,-,--) ____________ ___________ _ 
209 TNCL(ANGL E OF REPOS E) 
166 TIiE81:tQ .tQ Ue.LLJJIQJH __ IEMJ:J -- -- ------- ------------------------ -----------------------
179 lEM TV TRACKER(7~ABC) 
207 VOCTRAN5PORT AIIQNl __ ___ ______ _ _ ____________________ __ _ 

89 va MAPS ~C(OCCUR~N CE STEEP SLOPE 
J?? n __ u __ _ SA!v1 P CULT PH ROcnET LIFE FORMS) 
211 va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

80 va SP ( _ AB~ASlve ~ARnNES~) 
212 va (MICRnMETF-ORITE ACCRETJON) 
191 J S I PENE 'LAO_ME TER( PF- NE T RAT R F. S.IST) 
197 TET~ER SPH~RF(PENE TRAT R~SIST) 

4 _____ ~ MAP S (0 E P 0 SIT I a f',1 ) 

88 DESCENT CAM~RA (17A 8CO) 
?o3 va (SlN~ERjN G) 
17~ ~C LEM TARGET(75AB ) 
193 ~C SP·LENS( 8EARING STREN~T~) __ 
129 rHEM HEACTIVTTY OET(CHEM REACT) 
?Q~ _ va (~FEECTS THERMAL CYClTN~) 
1?5 SURVEY RATE METER(36AB) 
127 PARTICLE SPE C(3?AB) _ 
169 THERM PROBEClAND GE AR THFR CONn) 

G-43 



TOTAL S 

3137 . 50 
'30 
126 
152 

t65 
18 4 
210 
:?09 
166 
j 79 
207 
. 89 
1?? 
2 ~ 1 

80 
212 
19 1 
197 

4 

8~ 

?O~ 

t7A 
193 
129 
?O? 
1.25 
127 

71 

WGT VOL POW 

75.46 1716 89.4 
.. PE~S INTEG nOSIMETCC UM RAn DOSE) 

.~ 5·0 R \,-EY--RA~T~E--· ~ E T E R ( 3 6 CD) 

vO (~LfCTROSTATICS' 

pLAT RESIST RRtD~E(LANnGE~ R _ T) 
JS C8iA8) 

TIME AVG Nor C~H8 

85 . 0 18.6 28 2~0 

_~~ Q~~~_U;R.Q.hlJ1J~i_. ___ --c-__ ---------------.-. ~~ -~ -- _ . ~-.-.~--.-.- .•. ---.--- . .. _-
t NCLCANGLE OF REPOSE) 
THFRHO COUPLF (ROOT TE~P) 

LEM TV TRACK~R(7~AAC) 

Va(TR A~SPORTATION) 

va MAPS HC f OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
. _ !)A "" .F' ~ C~J~I . ~ P~ .. BJHllELJ.JE£_EOR~.l~~ _ __ ._~ . . _ .... _ ~ ___ .. ~_ ... ~._ .. _~_ ......... . _ .... _ ~ ._ .. 

va (RAnlATto N DAMAGE) 
va SP C ABRASIVE HARDNESS) 
va (MICROMETEORITE ACCRETI ON) 
JS/P ENETROMETER(PENETRAT RESIST) 
TETH ER SPHERECPENETRAT R~StST) 

. 11..0 ~ A .£~. J D .E~~Q_~Jl19_~_) _. ____ . ______ . ___ ~ __ .. _. __ ._.~ .. ~~ .. ~ ... ~ __ ._._._._ ...... _. .... ~ ~ 
nESCENT CAM~RA (17ABCO) 
Va (SINTFRING) 
~c LEM TARr,~T(75AB) 

HC SP~LENSCR~ARING STREN GTH) 
cH~M REA~T!VTTY DETCCHEM REACT) 
\I 0 _(.E ~F f:.~J).~ ~I.~fR.~.~_L_ ~ _l~.~1.~J ____ ._~ _____ ~ ______ . ~ _. __ . __ . __ 
SU~VFY RATE ~ETER(36AB' 
PARTICLE SPEc(37AB) 
va HL STeORE MINFR KIND + AMT) 



( 

__ A pall 0 INS r RUM EN T A II 0 N MAT R I x A N A L Y SIS 1 S T f L I G H TAL T. 1 

TOT~L S 

3137.50 
130 

WGT VOL POW 

81.80 2164 89.4 
PERS INTEG DOSIMET(CUH RAD DOSE) 
SURVEY RATE METER(3bCD) 

TIME AVG 

86.0 20.1 

NOt 

29 

C~M8 

1?6 
152 _ ~~lELECTRO~_~I~C=S~) __________________________________________ __ 

16 5 __ P_L.-A L_RF. SIS LBRI D G E ( LAN 0 ----=--G E",,-,---,-,A R'--'----T_'-----'-' ______________ _ 
184 JS(81AR) 
210 vO (ERaSION) 
209 IN~L(ANGLE Of REPOSE) 
16~ ______ THFRMO COUPl F (ROOT TEMP) 
179 LEM TV TRACKFR(76A8C) 
2 0 7 _ ',LO ( T R ANSEllRl-.AllOID _ 

89 va MAPS HC(OCCURENCE STEEP SLOPE 
122 SA~P CULT PH RO(DEr LIEE FORMS) 
211 va (RADIATION DAMAGE) 

80 _ 'lQ_SP __ L ABR A S I V£ __ HAR.QNESS) ---------- ---- -- - -
?12 va (MICROMETEORITE ACCRETION) 
191 .-J.S! E.EliE T ROM E I£Bi.ff~El R A I _B F S.L~ll ___________________________________________ _______ _ 
197 TETHER SPHERE(PENETRAT RESIST) 

__ ~ ______ ~n~E~S~C~E=N~T~C~AM~E~R~A~~(1~7~A~B~C~D~)~ ____________________________________ _ 
20~ va (SINTERtNG) 
178 H.CJ....EM __ _ TAB_GEli Z2.Aa~ _______ _______________________________ ___________________ ____ _____ _ 
193 HC SP"LENS(REARING STRENGTH) 
129 c[1~M J~E-AC.JJ V_1I:t_QET tCHF;_~ _8EACJ' __ 
202 va (EFFECTS THERMAL CYrLTNG) 
20~5 ______ ~V~O ________ (~V~~A~C~.~O~U~T~G~A~S~.~) ______________________________________ _ 
12~ SURVEY RATE METER(36AB' 
127 PARTJClE ~PE.Cl}_7~JH _ ___ _ ____ _____ _ ____ ______________ _______ ________ ____________ 0 _ __ _______ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 

1 VA MAPS (X SECT TOPO) 
155 13M (GR~VlTY) _ _ _______ _____ ___ 0 __ _ __ _ _ __ _ ____ _ 

G-45 



~POLLQ INSTRUMENTATION MATRIX ANALYSIS 1ST FLIGHT ALT, 1 

THE rOLLOWING 80 HAVE THE ~EXT HIGHEST TOTAL S 

3137.00 76.00 165. 89.4 
110 126 152 1~4 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
203 178 193 129 202 205 127 82 196 

3136.50 75.20 171~ 90,4 
110 126 1~2 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
20~ 178 193 1~9 205 125 127 1~9 

3135.50 91.00 2064 89.4 
110 126 152 154 165 18. 210 209 166 179 207 
2 0 ~ 178 193 129 202 205 127 ~2 124 

3135,50 75.40 1716 89.4 
1~ 0 126 152 1~4 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
20~ 178 193 129 205 125 127 71 

3135.50 74.80 1714 89.4 
110 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
17P 193 1'9 202 205 125 127 196 

3135.50 81.80 2164 89.4 
110 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
17R 193 1'9 202 205 125 121 155 

3134.00 89.80 2124 89.4 
110 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
178 193 129 202 205 125 127 124 

3133,O n 16.40 1~58 90.4 
110 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
2 03 178 193 1'9 202 2n5 1'7 82 169 

3113.00 81 .8 0 216. 89.4 
110 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
2 n3 178 193 129 202 125 127 15~ 

3131.50 77.80 1736 89.4 
130 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
203 178 193 129 125 1?7 82 196 

3131.50 75.20 1718 90.4 
110 126 152 154 165 184 210 2~9 166 179 207 
17 8 193 129 202 205 12~ 127 169 

3131.00 81.BO 2164 89.4 
110 126 152 154 16S 184 210 209 166 179 207 
2n3 178 193 129 205 1'5 127 155 

31~ 0 .5 n 75.40 1716 89.4 
110 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
178 193 1?9 2n2 205 125 127 71 

3130.0n 92.BO 2146 89.4 
1 30 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 2 07 
20 3 178 193 1?9 125 127 ~2 1'4 

3129.00 79.80 2144 89.4 
110 126 1~2 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 
1ill -19-3 1?9 2Q2 205 125 127 3 156 

3127.50 78.20 174 0 90.4 
110 126 152 1~4 1~5 11\4 210 2n9 166 179 207 
2 n3 178 lQ3 129 125 1'7 ~2 1~9 

3127.50 ~3.00 2104 89,4 
110 126 1~2 1~4 165 184 210 209 1~6 179 2 07 
2n 3 i78- T93 -i29--202-- 205- :'?'---1I2 155 

3127.00 79.80 2144 89.4 
110 126 152 154 165 11\4 210 209 166 179 207 
171\ 193 1'9 202 205 125 127 1~6 

3126.5n 78.40 1738 89.4 
l~n 126 152 154 165 11\4 210 209 166 179 207 

G-46 

86.0 19,1 29 9 
89 122 211 eo 212 191 197 <4 88 

8<4.0 lei. 28 25' 
89 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 88 

86.0 20.. 29 
89 122 211 80 212 191 197 

85.0 18 1 6 28 
~9 1~2 211 80 212 191 197 

84.0 18.4 28 295 
~9 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 88 

85.0 19,9 28 339 
89 122 211 212 191 197 • 88 203 

84.0 19.8 28 300 
89 122 211 80 212 191 197 • 88 

86.0 19,3 29 10 
89 122 211 80 212 191 1q7 • 88 

84.0 19.4 28 2.,2 
89 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 88 

85.0 18.8 28 93 
89 122 211 BO 212 191 197 4 88 

84.0 18.6 28 296 
89 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 88 

84.0 19.5 28 2~0 
89 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 88 

85, 0 18.8 28 
89 122 211 80 212 191 197 

85.0 20.2 28 98 
89 122 211 BO 212 191 197 4 88 

B6.0 21,1 29 309 
89 122 211 80 212 191 19]~~~~~_03 

85.0 19.0 28 •• 
A9 122 211 BO 212 191 lq7 4 B8 

86.0 20.3 29 12 
89 122 211 B _~ __ ~~-.J._~1 __ ~~~L ___ ~ _8~ 

85.0 20.8 28 341 
89 122 211 212 191 191 4 88 203 

86.0 19.3 28 ''5 
~9 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 88 



2n3 178 lQ3 129 125 1'7 ~2 '71 
( 3126.50 81. 60 1944 8".' 86.0 21.9 29 SiD 

1"H! 126 1'52 154 165 184 210 20. 166 179 207 89 122 211 eo 212 191 197 88 203 
1711 193 1':1' 202 2015 1215 1.27 3 137 

3126. 00 '11.80 216' 89.' 84.0 19.6 U 2t9 
DO 126 152 154 1615 1~4 2U 20! 166 179 207 8~ 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 U 
178 193 1" 202 205 1215 127 1515 

3~~6l.00 ,4.80 171' 8'.' 86.0 ~'.f __ -~~ --- 386 
lH 126 1152 154 -- 16' -11114 2tO 2n. 166 179 207 fl9 1?2 211 eo 212 191 197 -88203 
178 19 ~ l' 9 _ 2 Q 2 __ i 0 ~ 125 1-27 3 216 

3126. 00 14.80 171' 89.' 84.0 11.6 21 St1 
130 126 152 154 165 1~4 210 2n. 166 17. 207 II~ 122 211 80 19~ 197 4 8e 203 
171' 1.3 1::»9 202 2015 1215 121 1.6 

3125,5Q __ _ n.~Q_ 1726 8 •• ' 86.0 19.~ It :u 
1"0 126 152 154 165 1~4 210 20' 166 17' 207 @l9 122 211 80 212 1.1 197 88 203 
178 193 1':19 202 205 125 1?7 112 1.6 

3124.50 15.60 1fI, 4 3 8 •• ' 85.0 18.3 IS 2S6 
130 126 1~2 154 165 18 4 210 20~ 166 17~ 207 a, 1::»2 211 ~o 212 191 197 4 81 
2n3 178 lQ3 129 202 205 127 1 

312',50 --j~-~- 2t44 89 1 ' 
84.0 20. 4 21 294 

BO 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 17' 207 "' 122 211 80 212 1.1 197 ~ U 
203 178 1.3 12' 202 125 127 156 

312'.50 !9.80 2t2' 8'.' 8'.0 20.0 28 3~2 
1"0 126 152 154 165 184 210 2~' 166 179 207 fit 122 211 80 191 19' 4 III 203 
178 193 12. 202 205 125 127 124 

312'.50 81.60 1944 89.' 85.0 21.7 28 342 
130 126 1'5 2 1" 4-- 16!5 18-4 210 209 166 179 207 89 122 211 hi i.f 19; 4 81 203 
1711 193 1'9 202 2015 1215 127 137 

3124.00 92.30 - 2136 89.' 86.0 21i •• i9 :'8 
1:50 126 152 154 165 1~4 210 20. 166 17, 207 8, 122 211 80 212 191 197 as 203 
1711 1.3 1'9 202 205 125 t27 82 124 

3124.00 14.80 171' 89.' 815.0 1',~ 28 n. 
Do 126 152 154 165 184 210 21l. 166 179 207 fit 1~2 211 212 191 197 4 88 203 
178 1.3 1'9 202 _ 20~ 125 "27 216 

3124.00 7'.80 111. 8 •• ' 84.0 11.6 21 343 
130 126 1~2 154 165 18 4 210 2ai 166 17, 207 U 122 U 212 191 19Z 4 ~e 203 
1711 193 129 202 205 125 127 196 

3122.50 79.80 2144 l',4 84,0 20,~ IS - JU 
Bo 126 152 15' -16-5 1~4 210 20. 166 179 207 89 122 211 80 212 191 -197 4 i8 
203 178 193 129 2Q' __ 125 127 156 

3122.50 ~9.81l 2t24 89.4 84.0 20.0 21 34. 
1",0 126 1,2 154 165 1~4 210 21l! 166 17! 207 U 122 80 212 191 19Z 4 U 203 
17'1 193 129 202 205 125 127 12. 

3122.00 ~4.80 21.86 _ 8' -,--4_ 85,0 20.1 28 " 130 126 1'52 15' 16~ 1114 21.0 20' -166 179 207 89 122 211 80 212 191 1" -- 4 i -e 
21)3 1711 lQ3 129 125 1'-7 '12 155 

312-2.00 - 8L-60 - 1044 8Q.' 84~O--- --21.3 -- - la---rn -
1:50 126 1'52 154 165 184 2tO 21l. 166 179 207 89 122 211 80 212 191 !97 • 18 
203 178 lQ3 129 202 125 127 137 

3122.00 72.80 1f!J 2. 8 •• ' 85.0 11 ., 28 SH 
1~0 126 152 1"4 i6~ 18. 210 2n9 166 1" -207 119 122 211 80'H2 in 4 ---8j~U 

1711 193 129 202 205 125 127 1.6 
31'2.00 ".26 1718 90.4 84.0 18.8 fA -- - - H8 --

1:30 126 1'52 154 165 184 2tO 21l. 166 17. 207 89 122 211 eo 191 197 • U 203 
178 193 1'-9 202 20ij 125 127 1~9 

3121.50 77.70 1730 90.' 86.0 1,.? _ It n 
110 126 1'52 154 16~ 1114 216 209 166 1', 207 II. 122 211 eo 212 191 197 88 203 
178 1.3 12. 202 205 125 127 112 169 

3121.50 74.80 111' 8'.4 8'.0 19.0 28 2t! 
130 126 152 154 165 1,,4 21.0 209 166 179 207 8. 122 211 80 212 191 197 • U 
2n3 178 lQ3 129 202 125 12' 216 

3121.00 ".30 1717 8 ••• 82.0 18.1 II U. 
1~0 126 1152 1154 165 1114 210 209 166 179 207 III, 122 211 80 212 19! 197 • II 
21)3 17e 1.3 20 2 205 1~5 1.27 87 

3121. 00 75.40 1716 fl9.' e.,.o 1'.0 II 319 
130 126 152 1." 165 111' 210 2n9 166 179 207 119 122 211 80 191 _191 4 ". 203 
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1"''' 1~3 p~ 2n2 205 1'5 1'" 71 
~120.5n 78.1n 3~OA RA.l 86.0 20.2 29 ~3 

l~n 126 10;2 1~4 1b5 11\" 210 tln9 166 179 207 "9 211 ~O 2t2 191 197 4 R8 203 
1"'/\ 193 1'9 2(12 205 125 1:?7 A2 12J 

.\120.5(1 A7.8n "n39 89.4 815.0 19.9 28 31.6 
1 ~ 0 p~ 10;? 10;4 165 1/\ 4 210 209 1M 179 207 /19 1'2 21.1 80 212 191 ~ 118 203 
17/\ 193 1 ?9 2~2 205 125 127 124 

:H20.00 Ill. 60 1944 A9.4 84.0 21,3 28 2-'3 
l~n 126 10;2 1'34 16'5 1/\4 21 n 2n9 166 179 2n7 1119 122 2\1 '10 212 191 1~7 ~ 88 
2113 118 193 1:'9 205 125 ln 1'37 

.H2 0.0n 72.30 H94 8~.4 85.0 18.5 28 31.9 
1"'0 P6 1'i? 1'54 165 1114 210 2n9 166 179 207 /19 1"2 211 80 212 197 4 '18 203 
1711 193 1'9 21)2 20r; 125 1n 1~6 

3Po.on 75.20 171/\ 90.4 84.0 18,8 28 3U 
l~n 126 10;2 1154 11'15 1'14 "10 2n9 166 179 207 "9 122 110 212 191 197 ~ 118 203 
17!\ 193 1'9 202 205 125 127 1~9 

3119.5n 77.80 1736 119.4 86.0 19,6 28 U2 
UO 126 10;2 154 16'5 18 4 210 2n9 166 179 207 tl9 122 211 191 191 4 ~6 203 l?e 
193 129 2n2 205 125 1'7 1\2 1911 

~119.50 74.80 1714 89.4 84,n 19 .1 28 2"9 
1~0 126 1'52 1'54 1~5 Ul4 210 2(19 166 179 207 /119 1'2 211 80 212 191 197 4 118 
203 178 193 1:'9 20'5 125 127 216 

3119.0n 111.00 2nl\4 119.4 86.0 21.2 29 14 
DO 126 10;2 1154 165 19 4 210 2Q9 166 179 207 ~9 1'2 211 110 212 ~91 197 ~ se 
2n3 178 193 1:'9 202 205 1:?7 /\2 1'5" 

311.9.0n 75.40 171f1 89.4 85,0 19,1 28 345 
1~(l 126 10;2 1'1 4 165 1114 21 0 2n9 166 179 207 1'9 1'2 liD 212 191 197 4 R8 203 
17/\ 193 1'9 202 205 125 1:?7 71 

J111\.5n 117.30 21 04 89. 4 8'5.0 19.9 28 3;'4 
Un 126 10;2 10;4 165 1~4 210 2o_9 166 179 207 A9 122 21.1 liD 212 197 4 R8 203 
17/\ 193 1'9 2n2 205 P5 127 1'4 

3118.nn 92.80 214f. 89.4 86.0 21.0 213 lA6 
l"tn 12" 10;2 1'54 165 1114 21 0 209 H6 179 207 R9 122 21.1 191 197 ~ 118 203 178 
193 1"9 2n2 205 12'5 1?7 1\2 1'-4 

3118.00 73.20 1fI33 9n.4 85.0 18.7 211 31.2 
Dn 126 10;2 1'54 165 _t1L"- ~H _ gD9 166 p9 207 IICl 1'2 21.1 80 nL.!9 1 4 R8 203 
1711 193 1'9 2n2 205 125 127 1~9 

.3117.50 77.80 173~ 89.4 81'J.0 19,7 28 1M 
l1n 126 10;2 1'54 16'5 11\4 210 2n9 166 179 2n7 1119 122 212 191 197 4 A8 203 178 
lQ3 1"9 20f! 205 125 1'7 1\2 19" 

.'117.50 79.80 2144 89.4 84.0 20.6 28 3tl1 
l"tn 126 10;2 1'54 16~ 113.~ ~1Q ~ 09 _t~6 1_72?O7 _ ~9 122 2'l1 60 212 191 197 4 8! 
1711 193 1'9 202 205 P5 127 1'56 

·H17.0n 73.40 1fI31 89,4 86,0 18,9 2S 313 
l~o 126 10;2 10;4 165 11\4 210 2n9 16t1 179 207 A9 122 21.1 liD 212 191 4 'IB 203 
1711 193 1'9 ?n2 205 125 127 11 

3117.0n 74.30 1713 fl9.4 86.0 18.7 29 396 
110 126 10;2 10;4 165 1114 210 H6 119 2Q7 A9 122 211 IIQ 212 191 197 4 88 203 
17A 193 1'9 202 205 125 127 2"8 196 

3116.5n 112.8n 11184 R9.4 86.0 22.1 29 15 
110 1?6 10;2 1'34 165 1114 210 2n9 166 179 207 119 ln 21.1 1\0 212 191 197 4 88 
203 118 193 1'9 202 205 l' 7 A2 137 

3116.5n 74.80 1714 89.4 8'5.0 18 .5 211 2/10 
11(1 126 10;2 10;4 16'5 1A4 210 2~9 166 179 207 119 1'2 211 80 212 191 197 • 88 
2n3 178 1'9 2n? 205 125 1n 194 

5116.5n At. II 0 2164 A9.4 84.0 19.8 28 ~H 

1~0 126 10;2 10;4 H5 1114 210 209 166 179 2n7 1'9 122 21.1 '10 191 197 4 A8 203 
17f\ 193 1'9 202 205 125 1n 15'3 

3116.5n 7A.30 17:59 1\9.4 8'5.0 18.5 27 9"8 
1~0 126 10;2 1'54 16'5 1/\4 21Q 209 166 179 207 119 122 211 '10 212 191 197 ~ 88 
203 118 1?5 127 112 19'5 117 

3116.0n /\4.30 2t7~ 1\9.4 86.0 20.7 29 " 11n 126 1'52 10;4 16'5 j A 4 210 209 166 179 207 /19 122 21.1 liD 212 191 197 118 203 
1711 193 1'9 2n2 205 125 127 /\2 155 

3116.00 76.00 1~54 89. 4 86.0 19.9 29 11 
un 126 1'i2 10;4 165 1/\4 210 209 1M 179 207 /19 122 21.1 80 212 191 197 ~ 118 
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203 178 193 129 202 205 127 ~2 216 
]116.00 92.80 2146 89.44 86.0 21.1 28 113 

1~0 126 115'- 1154 16~ 1,,4 210 209 166 179 207 89 122 212 191 197 4 ~8 203 H8 
193 129 202 20~ 12~ 127 ~2 124 

]116.00 72.70 1698 90.4 815.0 18.7 28 310 
~ 126 1~2 154 165 184 21D 202 166 U2 20Z n lL'2 211 eo 212 122 4 ~B 203 
178 193 1'9 202 20~ 125 127 til 9 

3115.50 18,60 1665 89.4 86,0 U.9 .. 28 .. __ _ __ U. ___ 
1~0 126 1'52 1'54 165 184 210 209 166 119 207 89 122 211 80 212 191 197 

• U 203 178 193 1:?9 202 127 82 1 
]115.50 78.20 1140 90.4 86.0 19.8 U tA3 

110 126 1152 1154 165 1~4 210 209 166 179 207 ~2 122 21,1 191 197 • 88 203 178 
193 129 202 205 12~ 127 ~2 169 

]115.50 ~9.30 2123 89.44 86.0 20,1 ~9 ./!O 
130 126 1152 1544 165 184 210 166 179 207 89 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 ee -203 
178 193 1?9 202 205 125 127 2n8 1244 

3115.00 81.60 19 4
" 

89.4 84.0 21.~ 28 3/!2 
130 126 _.1 5 2 _.l~_4 165 184 210 209 166 172 207 82 122 211 8Q 212 191 197 • U 
In 193 1'9 202 205 125 127 1H 

3115.00 72.90 1696 8.9.4 86,0 19.0 28 ~tj _ _ 
UO 126 1152 1'54 165 1~4 210 209 166 179 207 89 122 211 AD 212 197 4 88 203 
178 193 129 Z02 205 125 127 71 . . 

3114.50 '4.80 1714 89.4 84.0 19.3 28 US 
130 126 1r;2 154 165 164 210 209 166 172 207 82 122 211 80 212 191 197 • 88 
17A 193 1'9 202 205 125 127 21.6 

3114.50 81.80 2164 69,4 84.0 19.9 ~8 3·7 
130 126 1r;2 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 89 122 80 212 191 197 4 M 203 
17e 193 129 202 205 125 127 15~ 

3114.00 77.30 1735 89.4 85.0 19.0 29 !l6 
110 12~ 1~2 154 165 164 210 H6 lZ9 201 69 122 211 U 212 191 192 4 !!I 8 203 
17A 193 129 202 205 125 127 82 208 

3113.50 132.80 2166 89.4 815.0 21,0 28 t9 
130 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 89 122 211 80 212 191 191 • 8e 
20J 178 193 129 125 1<'7 82 1156 

3113.50 78.20 1740 90.4 86.0 19 .9 U 170 
110 126 1152 1154 165 164 21Q 209 166 172 207 ~2 122 212 191 197 • 88 203 US 
193 129 202 205 1215 1:?7 ~2 169 

3113.00 74.70 1717 90.4 86.0 18.9 29 397 
130 126 lr;2 154 ll;5 lA4 210 H6 179 207 89 122 211 ~D 212 191 197 4 A8 203 
178 193 1 2 9 2(12 295 125 127 208 169 

3112.5n 79.80 2079 89.4 815.0 19.8 28 315 
130 126 1152 1154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 89 1?2 211 80 212 191 4 !!Ie 203 
17~ 193 1?9 202 205 125 127 1155 

3112.50 74.30 1710 89.4 815.0 18.9 28 388 
130 126 152 1~. 165 lA4 210 2"9 119 207 A9 122 211 80 212 191 197 4 !!I8 203 
11~ 193 1'9 202 205 125 127 19~ 

----~ - - - -
31 t"2. 00 - ,-~. 80 1714 89.4 84.0 18 ·.9· 29 287 

130 126 152 154 165 184 210 209 166 179 207 ~9 122 211 80 212 19i 191 46 88 
203 193 129 202 205 12~ 127 176 196 

3111.0n 84.60 1966 89.4 815.0 21 9 28 100 
110 126 152 154 165 18. Ho 209 166 179 207 ~9 122 211 80'212 191 197 , 88 
203 178 193 12'- 1?5 lJ1 "L 137 
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APPENDIX H 

THEORY OF RADIATION FLUX MEASUREMENT 
BY MEANS OF SUSPENDED DISK RADIOMETER 

A small disk is placed above the lunar surface at a distance 
that is large compared to the diameter of the disk but near enough to the lunar 
surface so the disk's inner side sees essentially a full hemisphere of lunar 
surface and its outer side sees a full hemisphere of low-temperature space. 
In the simplest case, the disk is in the shadow area of the moon -- not 
exposed to sunlight. In the general case, the disk is exposed to sunlight 
as well as to lunar thermal radiation. 

Consider first an area of lunar surface not exposed to solar 
radiation. There is a flux per unit area* of radiation from the lunar surface 
to space. This flux can be measured by measuring the temperature of a 
simple disk suspended some reasonable distance (for example, I ft) above 
the surface. If the disk is entirely flat, thin, black, and mounted in a hori
zontal plane parallel with the surface, it receives radiation from the lunar 
surface on its underside, absorbs all of this radiation and reradiates this 
energy to space. The disk comes to an equilibrium temperature T. This 

p 
temperature, if measured with a thermocouple or resistance thermometer, 
provides the necessary information to determine the radiant flux from the 
lunar surface. 

Such a suspended disk radiometer appears to comprise a more 
reliable instnunent for measuring heat flux than a variety of more complex 
radiation measuring instruments which may be influenced by the temperature 
of the housing or require calibration. 

The disk contains a thermocouple or resistance thermometer 
with electrical leads running from it to the measuring circuits. These 
leads constitute a potential heat leak but have approximately the same 
radiation characteristics as the disk itself. Although the leads are at a 
different height above the lunar surface (through most of their path) than 
the disk, they reach the same temperature. 

In the general case, the expe riment will be carried out either 
In solar illumination or in shadow. Following are the radiation sources 
that are present. 

*In the discussion, flux will be taken to mean flux per unit area from the lunar 
surface. 
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(1) The disk receives on its underside the radiation from 
the lunar surface. 

(2) The disk receives on its underside the solar radiation 
reflected from the lunar surface back onto the disk. 

(3) The disk receives on its outerside direct solar 
radiation. 

(4) The disk receive s on its outerside thermal radiation 
from space . 

(5) The disk receives on its underside that radiation 
from space that is reflected from the lunar surface 
back onto the disk. 

(6) The disk receives thermal radiation from the earth. 

(7) The disk receives reflected solar radiation from the 
earth (earth shine). 

Only the first three sources (1), (2), (3) are significant. 
The remaining sources (4), (5), (6), (7) are negligible. Radiation from 
the earth reaching the moon is the large st of the last four terms in its 
potential interference with a lunar surface flux measurement. Thermal 
radiation from the earth and reflected solar radiation from the earth 
(earth shine) at the moon are both less than 1/ lOOth of the intensity of the 
lowest value of thermal radiation emitted by the lunar surface . Therefore, 
since all radiation from the earth (6), (7) is less than the basic experimental 
error in the lunar flux measurement itself, the earth radiation [ as well as 
the other lesser terms (4), (5) due to space radiation] may be neglected. 

The disk reradiates to two heat sinks. 
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(1) The disk radiates to space. 

(2) The radiation from the disk toward the lunar surface also 
acts as though it were being radiated into space for the follow
ing reasons: as the radiation leaves the disk and hits the 
moon, a certain fraction is absorbed and the remaining 
fraction reflected from the lunar surface; however, the disk 
is so small compared to the expanse of surface viewed 
that the fraction of radiation from the disk that is reflected 
back onto it is negligible. Therefore, all radiation leaving 
the disk towards the lunar surface is also lost and the disk 
sees a fully absorbing blackbody (space) in either the 
moonward o r spaceward direction. 



( 
Equating the significant terms of the in-going and out-going 

radiation to the disk at equilibrium gives 

where Q 
m 

Q 
m 

4 
=e: aT 

mt m 

= 2Ae: dt aT: 
= thermal flux leaving the lunar surface per unit area 

as a function of tiine 

e: = thermal total emittance of the lunar surface 
mt 

e: = thermal total emittance of the disk 
dt 

CJ = Stefan-Boltzmann constant(s. 669 x lO-~:~ 0K4) 

T = temperature of lunar surface oK 
m 

T d = temperature of disk oK 

A = area of disk cm 
2 

(one side) 

a.
dt 

= absorptance of disk to thermal radiation 

a = absorptance of disk to solar radiation 
ds 

S = solar constant at the moon 
o 

8 = angle from the vertical at which solar radiation arrives 

r ms 

at the disk (also equal on the average to the angle at 
which solar radiation arrives at the lunar surface in 
the region of the measurements) 

= diffuse reflectivity of the moon's surface to solar 
radiation (albedo) 

(1) 

(2) 

By Kirchhoff's relation, the absorptance and emittance of a 
body are equal, providing that the same spectral region and distribution of 
wavelengths are considered. The wavelength distribution of the lunar 
surface and disk is not the same because the two are at different temper
atures. However, equivalence between absorptance and emittance is quite 
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insensitive to moderate shifts of the peaks of the thermal radiation curve, 
so that the two may be considered entirely equivalent. An attempt to equate 
absorptance at the solar distribution peaked at 1/2 micron with emittance 
at lunar temperatures peaked between 7 and 20 microns, however, would 
be too extreme and could be expected to cause an unacceptable error. 

Thus , we may equate 

and rewrite Eq. (2) as 

Q 
m 

4 = 2aT d 

a = € 
dt dt 

a 
ds 

e: 
dt 

( 3) 

(4) 

Thus, the lunar flux per unit area is expressed in terms of the 
disk temperature, the disk "alpha over epSilon" , the lunar albedo, the 
solar constant outside the earth's atmosphere and the angle from the vertical 
at which the sun's rays arrive at the l1mar surface. -

It is possible to prepare metal or other surfaces that are 
quite black to a wide range of wavelengths (e. g. Parson's black is 98 per 
cent black o r better through the visible to 14 microns). If the disk can be 
made black, a = e: = 1 and Eq. (4) becomes 

ds dt 

Q = 2 aT 4 - [1 + r J S Cos e ( 5 ) m d ms 0 

Putting in the following values: lunar albedo r = 0.073, S 
m 0 

outside the earth's atmosphere = 0.139 wat~s 
cm 

Q 
m 

4 = 2a T - o. 149 Cos e 
d 

(6) 

The errors to be expected in a flux measurement on the lunar 
surface can be estimated at least as to the range in which they are likely 
to fall . The errors are different depending on whether the measurement 
is carried out during lunar day or lunar night. 
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During lunar night, Eq. (6) reduces to 

Q = 2a T 4 
m d 

(7) 



( 

and the percentage error 

--_. = 
Qm Td 

(8) 

depends only on the accuracy with which the temperature of the disk can be 
measured. If we make the (conservative) assumption that the temperature 
can be determined to within ±l per cent of its absolute value, the lunar 
thermal surface flux during night can be known to be ±4 per cent. 

The one other potential source of error in this measurement, 
the blackness of the disk, does not give rise to comparable errors. The 
disk can be made at least 98 per cent black to all radiation and its emittance 
measured. Thus, the extent to which the disk emittance is unknown leads 
to negligible error, at least on the earth's surface. This error could become 
larger in the lunar envirorunent due to such factors as proton bombardment 
or dust deposition on the disk. 

When the flux measurement is carried out during lunar day, 
two sources supplying radiant heat to the disk, Q and (1 + r ) S Cos 8, are 

m m 0 

about equal in magnitude. 
r ,is so low as to make 
ms 

Regarding the solar term, the value of albedo, 
the effects of uncertainty in albedo unimportant. 

Therefore, the major uncertainty is in the solar constant itself, S. The 
o 

solar constant is known to vary by ±2 per cent. Therefore, the total per 
centage error in the determination of Q may be taken to be in the range 

m 
of the square root of the sum of the squares of: the temperature determination 
error above and the error in the solar constant; about ±5 per cent overall. 

If required, the accuracy of lunar surface flux determination 
could be improved to ±3 per cent by refinement of temperature measurement 
techniques and by use of an instrument in the space vehicle to monitor 
independently the solar constant. 

For instrumenting the suspended disk, there is an alternative 
means that may lead to improved accuracy and reliability. In this alternative 
method, the disk is made as a heat flow meter of the type described earlier. 
Differential thermocouples are used, one junction on each side of the disk 
(in practice, thermopiles are used). Heat flow through the disk causes a 
slight temperature difference between the faces which is measured by the 
thermocouples. Thus, a temperature difference rather than a temperature 
is measured at the disk. 
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The basic advantage of this system is that both junctions 
(hot and cold) are in the disk, the two conductors carrying the electrical 
signal from the disk are of the same (rather than dissimilar) metals, no 
cold junctions (spurious or deliberate) are set up elsewhere in the system, 
and the problem of reference and calibration is greatly simplified. 

Consider the heat arriving at and leaving each face of the disk. 
The temperature differential acros s the disk is considered slight enough so 
that the disk may be considered at one temperature T d as far as radiation 

from it is concerned. For the moonward face, 

Q + r S Cos e + F 
m ms 0 

and for the spaceward face, 

S Cos e = cr T 4 - F = 0 
o d 

where F = the flux through the disk per square centimeter. Combining 
Eq. (9) and (10) and rearranging, 

(9) 

(10) 

Q = -2F + [1 - r 1 S Cos e (ll) 
m m~ 0 

The errors in this method of lunar surface flux measurements 
are comparable with those of the disk temperature method. Assuming that 
the disk determines the flux to ±2 per cent, then from Eq. (11) it can be 

" ,. shown that the error in lunar flux (per unit area) will be twice the measure
ment error. Therefore, the likely measurement error is ±4 per cent, 

," similar to the error in the disk temperature method. 

If the lunar flux per unit area is determined by either method 
and a reasonable value of lunar surface emittance is estimated, a reasonably 
accurate estimate of lunar surface temperature can be made from the Stefan
Boltzman equation for nonblack bodies. 
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